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OF LAND.

1. Rates of assessment—Principles of settlement of ryotwari lands.—
The following are tho principles laid down for the settlement of assessment on ryotwari lands :—
(1) Tho assessment shall bo on the land, and shall not depend
upon the description of produce, or upon the claims of certain classes
such as Brahmans, Mahajans, Purakkudis and others to reduced rates.

B.P., 31-8-54; M., Vol. Il, p. 21 of 1854; B.P., 18-9-58; M., Vol. IM, pp. 142-3
of 1858.
(2) The classification of soils is to be as simple as possible, and is
to be alike everywhere instead of each village having its own.
B.P., 31-8-54; M., Vol. IT, pp. 21-2 of 1854.
(8) The assessment is to bo fixed so as not to exceed half the net
produce after deducting the expenses of cultivation, 850.
B.P., No. 1006, 20-83-84.
(4)* No tax is to bo imposed for a second crop on dry land,* » but
wet lands which in all ordinary seasons havo an unfailing supply of
water for two crops are to be registered as double crop,>s°tho charge for
the sevond crop being கர thé first crop assessment.° > Remissions may
be giveri when the supply of water fails.» Where tho sources of
irrigation are uncertain, the charge for second crop is to be calculated
on a, consideration of the facilities for irrigation possessed by tho land
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concerned.
In cases where water is raised by baling, an abatement of
half a rupee per acre is allowed.
® B.P., 31-8-54; M., Vol. II, p. 22 of 1854.
ந 0.0., 3௦. 880, 17-75.
௨3,300, No. 191, 15-2-58.
(5)

*The

charge for second crop may be compounded

in respect

of all irrigated lands of which the supply of water is not ordinarily
unfailing.

»"The rates of composition will generally be as follow :—

For wét land irrigated from a second-class irrigation souree—
one-third.
ன்
For wet land irrigated from a third-class irrigation source—
one-fourth.
For wet land irrigated from a fourth-class irrigation source—
one-fifth.

For wet land irrigated from a fifth-class irrigation source—
one-sixth.P
© Where the irrigation is precarious, and the tank supply is supplemented by wells, the charge for the second crop should be reduced by
one-half.©

» Ryots may be permitted to compound at any time and to

any extent even

after the settlement.”

® G.O., No. 880, 14-7-74.
b B.P., No. 278, 11-2-87.
©B.Ps., No. 20, Sett., 21-4-87 ; No. 96, Sett., 20-2-94.
(6) As a rule, all lands are to be classed under the two
heads of wet and dry.
B.P., 31-8-54; M., Vol. I, p. 21 of 1854.

general

(1) *Lands under Sultan or Duravu wells, which are wells of a
generally constructed on the banks of rivers and

superior cer pace

partly supplied by channels from such rivers, are generally registered
மக் 1
and assessed as wet, but no charge is made for second crop," and
per acre is deducted from the assessment on the first crop when water is

taken by baling, on account of “lift”
® G.0s., No. 1491, 18-10-75; No. 1083, 3-9-80.
» B.P., No. 2714, 5-10-78; G.O., No. 577, 54-64; B.P., No. 8, Sett., 12-1-1900.
B.P., 25-11-52; M., Vol. {1, p. 110 of 1852; B.P., No.
6-4-66; G.O.,
No. 1083, 3-9-80; G.0., No. 652, 17-53-84; G.0., No. 52, 14-1-85;9321,
B.P., No. 96, Sett.,
>

20-2-94.

2. Government

demand

how

arrived

at.—In

carrying

out

the

settlement with xoferonce to the foregoing principles, the Settlement
Department divides the soils into certain classes with reference to their
mechanical composition, sub-divides them into sorts or
des with
reference to their chemical and physical properties and other ciroumstances
affecting their fertility, and attaches a separate grain value to
after numerous examinations of the actual outtum of the
icts‘in each class
and sort of spil. The grain value is then

mo}

the commutation price, based generally én the

years immediately preceding the sottle-

‘with some

abatement for traders’ profits

usually to be carried
to the markets, and

Chap. I.
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from the value of the gross produce thus determined, the cost of culti-

vation and a certain percentage on account of vicissitudes of season and
unprofitable areas is deducted, and one-half of the remainder is the
maximum taken as assessment or the Government demand on the
Jand. After this, soils of similar grain values irrespective of their
classification are bracketed together in orders called Tarums, each with
‘hese rates are further adjusted with
its own rate of assessment.

reference to the position of the villages in which the lands are situated

and the nature of the sources of irrigation, For this purpose villages
are formed into groups, in the case of dry lands, with reference to their
proximity

to roads and

soils, bat

situated

markets,

and,

in the

case of wet

lands, with

reference to the nature and quality of the water-supply. This accounts
for differont rates of assessment being imposed on lands of similar
in

different

groups

or

under

different

classes

of

irrigation.

E.MC., No. 951, 14-8-55; E.M.C., No. 872, 22-4-57; G.Os., No. 1594, 28-11-59;
Nos. 975 and $76, 13-8-83; No. 1261, 9-10-83; No, 120, 23-1-845 No. 881, 80-7-85.
. The assessment thus
3. What the Government demand represents—*
share of the
Government
the
of
value
commuted
the
fixed represents
surface cultivation, but if minerals are discovered and worked im the
>This rule does
land a separate assessment will be levied therefor.*
not apply to lands sold under the waste land rules subsequent to the
issue of G.O., No. 2029, dated 7th October 187%, by which full mimeral

rights in such lands have been reserved to Government.”

8 B.P., No. 1006, 20-3-84,
b B.P., No. 1692, 19-5-84.
Note.—Wor the mining rules, vide 8.0.) No. 25 infra.
4. Period of settlement —At each settlement, or re-settlement of a
district, Government will fix at its discretion the period for which

such settlement or re-settlement shall be in force.

Collector shall

then notify the period, in the District Gazette, and explain to the ryots

that the new rates will not be liable to alteration during the currency

of the settlement period; but that, on the expiry of the said period,
Government reserves to itself the right to revise the assessment

in such

manner as may then soem just and proper, either with reference solely
to a rise or fall in prices, or with reference also to other considerations
such as would require a re-classification of soils ora re-caleulation of the
grain outturns. It should be further explained that Government will
refrain from enhancing the assessment in respect of any additional value

which may have been given to land by improvements effected by the

ryots, even if carried out by means of money borrowed. from GovernA partial exception to this rule will probably be necessary in
ment.
the

case

of the garden lands

in Malabar

aad

South Canara, where

a

recount of the fruit trees at the end of the settlement period will be
required

as much

in the

interests of the ryots whose

trees may have

gone out of bearing, as in the interests of Government.
‘
B.P., No. 180, Seth., 1-7-95.

5. Alteration of assessment.—No alteration of the existing paimash
oy settlement rates: can be made, with a view to the correction of
any supposed inequality, unless the sanction of the Board has first been”
This restriction does not, however, apply to the case of
obtains

Chap. 5.
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Jands held on cowle, nor to other reductions of assessment sanctioned

under special rules.

B.P., 2-9-24; M., Vol. I, p. 25.

2

6. Excessive assessment.—Cases of rolinquishment of lands in conse-

quence of its excossive assessment, should bo immediately brought to
notico by Collectors, as well as any changes that may
necessary with roference to the above general principles.
“

bo

deemed

B.P., 31-8-54; M., Vol. II, p. 24 of 1854,

7. Proposals for revision of assessment—In making proposals for
any revision of the oxisting rates of assessment of any part of their
districts, Collectors should be careful to give the loss of actual available

assets as well as the gain of future possible assets which their proposals
may involve.
B.P., 3-10-57;

2. Assessment

of lands

M., Vol. III, p. 72 of 1857.

found

in

excess

or deficient—In

districts not surveyed and settled —Where the area of a field is found on
measurement to exceed the registered extent, the excoss area should not

be assessed unless it amounts to over 10 per cent. of the registered

extent, in which caso assessment should only be imposed on the excess

area over and above 10 por cont. Similarly, in cases of deficiency in
area, romission will be granted only in respect of deficiencies in excess
of 10 per cent. of thorogistered extent.
2. Re-measurement

of fields to be discouraged.—It

does not

always

follow that because a ficld does not measure its registered extent cither

an inerease or remission of assessment should take place, as the tax was

often originally fixed rather with reference to tho produce than with
referonco to the extent of tho land.
Re-measurement, on behalf cither
‘of the Government or of tho ryot, should be discouraged as much as
possible.
‘BP., 18-10-52 (Note 8); M., Vol. I, p. 102 of 1852; B.P., No. 2551, 8-12-53.

._ 3- In districts surveyed and settled —(i) In surveyed and settled

districts, no changes in the recorded areas of fields that have been surveye
d
by tho

professional department are

with that department.

ல்

permitted except in communication

்

_ Gi) In the caso of interstitial fields, the measurements
of which
wero made by the Settlement Department or by the Revenu
e officers of
the district and the arcas recorded in the Settlement
registers, the Collector shall refer the question for the
ord:
f
the
in the Sottlement
டர்
ees
க டட.

Git) Tn the caso of interstitial fields, the measurementsof which
ae
cece ot tke ணப பப்லு

டம்

the qeville

eres
ஜே!

oF ல்
u

ollect
lect or or

and the areas eerie

the Divisi
Divisional officer concerned

<B.P., No. 407, 4-5-88,

eee
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3.

on which survey fetds
8, Sub-division of Survey fields—Conditionsted.—T
he sub-division

may be sub-divided—(i) Sub-division when permit
following
of survey fields may be permitted for all purposes on the
ions
7—
condit
(1) that the portion to bo divided off be durably demarcated

in cases of (a) acquisition of land for public purposes,

(6) sub-division of holdings under the provisions of the
Loans Act, and (c) assignment on patta of portions of
unsuryeyed blocks and of portions of unassessed waste or
In the case of sub-divisions due to
poramboke Jand.
salo, transfer or relinquishment, the demarcation may be

‘made with stones if the parties require it or if tho
Divisional officer orders it to be done;

B.Ps., No. 504, Sett., 5-12-93; Ne. 524, 29-11-94.

(2) that the sub-divided portion be soparately
numbered * in the village accounts ;

lettered

and

B.Ps., No. 1540, 7-7-86; No. 1989, 7-9-86.

(8) that it shall be in a single block, not in patches, and be
readily accessible from without 5
B.Ps., No. 2001, 30-10-85; No. 19, 5-1-86.
(4) « that if the sub-division is for purposes of rclinquishment, the
portion divided off for relinquishment shall not be less
than

two

acres

if dry, and one

acre if wet,* Punless

the

portion to be relinquished has been destroyed or rendered
useless by floods or other causes beyond the ryots’
control»; and

® B.Ps,, No, 8001, 30-10-85; No. 19, 5-1-86. b B.P., No.2731, 18-12-86.
(5) that if the sub-division is for the purpose of obtaining wet
remission,

the

new

ficlds

shall in no

case

be

less than

one acre in extent, whether the survey field consists of
two or more revenue fields clubbed together or not.
B.Ps., No. 588, 28-8-89; No. 54, 27-1-90.

Gi) Sub-division when valid.—* No sub-division will be valid till
confirmed either by the Jamabandi officer or the Divisional officer. It
will be at the discretion of the Divisional and Jamabandi officers to
refuse to confirm sub-divisions in which the aboye conditions have

on, the sub-divided portion
not been complied with. After registrati
» Where a ryot
field.”
separate
a
as
respects
will be treated in all
render its subSeoupies a portion of afield under conditionsitiswhich
open to the Collector
division impossible under the foregoing rules,

e impose on tho portion occupied the assessment fixed on the entire
eld.

a BPs,, No. 3001, 30-10-85; No. 19, 5-1-86 ; No. 1540, 7-7-86; No. 1989, 7-9-86.
DB.V., No, 500, 25 2-86.
© Nofe—Snb-divisions of fields should be indicated by letters or sub-numbers according as the fields to be divided are indicuted by numbers ox letters.
14-B,
—1f No.4 is to be sub-divided, the eub-divisions would be 14-A,
*» Illustration
14.1-B, &.; buti
&c.; and similarly survey field 14-1 should be divided into 14-24, 14-A-2,
&c,
the field to be divided be 14-A, tho sub-divisions ehould be 14-A-1,
B.P., No. 31, Sett., 31-1-99.
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2. Record of sub-divisions—A record

fields must be

supplied to him forthe purpose.

Chap.

I.

of all sub-divisions of survey

in the field

kept by the karnam

4.

measurement

book

In the case of sub-divisions made

at the time of settlement or subsequently under proper authority and
shown by letters or sub-numbers in the settlement register, the subdivision can be plotted and the measurements copied into the field
measurement book fromthe measurement records wherever these are
forthcoming.
When they are not available, the procedure prescribed
below for new sub-divisions should be followed.
In the case of new
sub-divisions rquiring the sanction of the Divisional officer, a map of
the survey field should be traced by the karnam from the field measurement book on separate paper.
The sub-divisions proposed as well as
their measurements

should be shown on

the tracing together with the

following particulars :—(1) letter of sub-division, (2) actual extent,
(8) adjusted extent, (4)

sub-division.

assessment,

The tracing

should

and (5) name

be

made

in

of pattadar of the

duplicate

and

both

copies submitted by the karnam, through the revenue inspector, to

the taluk office for submission to the Divisional officer.
officer

will note his orders

on

‘Ihe Divisional

both the copies and return them to the

Tahsildar.
One copy should be returned to the karnam who will stitch
together in serial order the copies so returned and carefully preserve

them, and will also note the sub-divisions in the village register A.
References to the sub-division file should be noted on the correspond-

ing maps in the field measurement book. The duplicate copies should
be filed in the taluk office and arranged and stitched together so as to
be easily available for reference.

A separate register of these sub-

divisions should also be maintained in the taluk office.

All old records

relating to sub-divisions must be carefully preserved. Changes due
to darkshast or relinquishment which are likely to be only transitory

need not be plotted: they may be simply measured up for the purpose

of assessing the revenue.

B.Ps. No. 504, Sott., 5-12-93; No. 424, Sett., 10-10-94; No. 524, 29-11-94;
No, 222, Sett., 12-3-97 ; No. 16, Sett., 14-1-98; No. 318, Sett., 23-8-98,
4, Water-rate on dry
rules given below provide
Jand assessment

on

land—Eatent of operation of rules.—The
for the levy of water-rate in addition to

lands classed as dry when water is supplied from a

Government source ofirrigation.
Paragraphs 6-11 govern all districts,
but paragraphs 2-5 do not necessarily apply to the districts of

Madura, Tinnevelly, Malabar, and South Canara, or to the Nilgivi
Hills.
None of the rules apply to second erops raised on wet Jand, for

sae

le.

usual charge, generally

half the single crop assessment, will

B.Ps., No. 2328, 15-11-73; No. 1356, 21-9-80; No. 56, Sett., 30-1-94,
2. Standard water-rates—Dry lands irrigated from a Government
source of irrigation will, in lien of any system Previously in force, pay

a fixed water-rate on tho scale of standard rates shown in appendix1. When water is raised by mechani
cal contrivances, the waterrates will be reduced

been i

applies

by one-fourth,* provided the land has not alao
ated ‘by direct ce from ட் Government source.* > This
rule
also to irrigatic
means of water carried in
pots,
wided

a backyard cultivation

so carried on shall bo altogether exentpt from
not apply to the delta tracts of the Gdddvari

Chap. I.
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ர்

and Kistna districts, nor to the lands irrigated by the KurnoolCuddapah Canal or the Periyar Project in
Madura. The water-rate

rules applicable to these tracts are given in appendix I.

B.P., No. 2328, 15-11-73, G.0., No. 1894, 14-8-79.
a B.P., No. 420, 25-3-80.

bB.P.,

No. 100, Sett., 14-8-93.

3. Irrigation of portion of jfield.—When

portions of

a field are

irrigated, the charge will be calculated on the actual extent irrigated.
க
ட however, the extent of such portion is less then 10 cents, it
will be left to the discretion of the Jamabandi Officer*” either to
charge on actual area or not to charge at all.”
B.P., No. 2328, 15-11-73. 9 G.0., No. 575, 18-8-88. b B-P., No. 100, Sett., 14-3-93.
4. Irrigation of more than
more

crops of different kinds

one erop—When a ryot cultivates two or
liable to different water-rates, the charge

must be regulated according to the area under each erop.

5. Irrigation of unassessed lands.—When unassessed or poramboke
lands are irrigated, they must be charged as assessed lands.
B.P., No. 3617, 14-12-74,

6. Irrigation of seed-beds.—No charge for water should be made on
seed-beds made on dry lands and watered from a Government source

of irrigation.
:

B.P., No. 1748, 8-7-82; G.0., No. 434, 154-85,

1. Irrigation by picottas, &c.—Mechanival contrivances, such as
picottas, &e,, may, with the Collector’s permission, be erected on the

banks or bunds of irrigation works, so long as the stability of the

works is not endangered and no private interests areinjured ; the charge
for irrigation so obtained being three-fourths of the water-rate or usual

tirvaijasti of the district for the quality of the land concerned.
B.P., No. 2321, 6-4-6.

8. Two cuttings of a single crop.—A single crop though twice cut
should be charged with only one water-rate.
For instance, if a ryot
raises an indigo crop with the aid of Government water and cuts it
once in one year, and another time in the following year, he should
be charged with water-rate only in one year but not in both the years.

B.P., No. 797, 31-3-86.

i.

9. Sanction for taking of water—No Government water is to be
taken under these rules without the express sanction of the head of the
village, revenue inspector or higher authority, or an officer of the
Public Works Department when the works are in charge of that
department.

10, Prohibitory rates—The

Collector has power to impose prohi-

bitory
rates whenever water is taken without
prohibited source.*

permission *or
3

from a

.
BLP. No. 2328, 16-11-78. . 8 B.P., No, 1150, 12-8-80.
- Note.—Prohibitory’rates can be imposed when water is taken from a31
prohibited source to “wet” land.
io

B.P., No. 1150, 12-8-80.

£
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streams which only

receive a casual

supply may be utilized as hithorto without charge.
B.P., No. 2328, 15-11-78;

5. Second

Crop—Rate

G.O., No. 1130,

2-10-85.

«

Second wet crop on single

of assessment—(i)

crop wet land.—A. second wet crop raised on wot lands classed as single
crop is liable to a charge for water, which is ordinarily half the assessment.
When however, there is a fixed water-rate for irrigation, it

should be charged.
B.M.C., No, 191, 15-2-58; B.P., No. 497, Sett., 23-11-94. See also Standing
Order No. 4 and appendix thereto.
(ii) Third crop —No charge is leviable for the irrigation of a third
Se:

B.P,, No. 1801, 15-5-75.

2. Dry second crop on wet land—When dry crops are raised on wet
land with the aid of Government water the full wet assessment should

be levied, but if tho dry crop so raised happens to bo & second crop
after tho first crop has been cut, the charge should be the same as
that prescribed for a similar crop raised on dry land. If however tho

charge calculated at such rates happens to be more than half the assessment of the land, the latter may be charged instcad of the former.
A
dry crop raised on wet land without the aid of Government water after
the first crop has been cut is not liable to any charge.

B.P., No. 298, 19-2-81.
8. Water-rate on portion of field—Tho rule contained in Standing
Order No. 4 leaving the levying of water-rate on portions of fields less
than 10 centsin extent to the diseretion of the Jamabandi Officer is
applicable to the second crop raised on wet lands.

BP., No. 1826, 20-7-82; G.O., No. 575, 13-8-88.

4. Second crop on single crop wet land assigned to religious institutions.—*
lieu of

Single crop wet lands
Tasdik

allowances,

assigned

if cultivated

to religious
with

institutions

a second

crop,

in

will be

assessed with second crop assessment,* ¥ but such assessment should be
collected from the tenants who raised the crop and not from the

assignees of the first crop assessment.”
4 B.P., No. 3617, 14-12-74,
5. Deduction for baling.—* Tho

whether

several

bB.P., No. 1101, 244-78,
deduction on account

for the first or second crop raised on wet

districts*

It is cither one

rupeo

an acro

lands,

of baling,

varies in the

or one-fourth

the

water-rate or assessment.*
_® The full assessment or charge, whatever it
may be, should be shown in the accounts and the deduction granted for
baling shown separately under fixed remissions on account of lift.

8B.P., No. 2714, 5-10-78; G.0s., No. 1754, 1-11-78; No.
27-9-79.
DBP, No. 683, 202-84. G.0., No. 577, 54-64; B.P., No. 1954,
8, Sctt., 12-1-1900.

6. Private wells—Tar on lands irrigated from private wells.—The

ryots should receive the most distinct assurance that tho tax on lands
cultivated by means of wells constructed by them at their own cost
ட்
be
iced, except on a gencral revision of tho’ district

such revision, any modification in the assessrhent
be

effected irrespective of the increased value

by the wells constructed in them.

ன்

ட

.
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2. Record of construction of wells.—When wells are about to be sunk,
notice need not be given to the Collector; it will suffice if the karnam
records theefact of the construction of the well in his accounts, and
submits annually a correct return of these works to the Collector’s

office for registry.

B.P., 25-11-52; M., Vol. II, pp. 110-9 of 1852.

has

works.—Government

Trrigation

Government

near

3. Wells

abolished all restrictions on the sinking of wells in the proximity of
Government irrigation works, provided only that they are sunk in
land which belongs to the person sinking the well.
4, Irrigation of dry land

from private wells—No

water-rate will be

charged on dry lands irrigated solely from private wells situated on land
which is private property, or constructed prior to. 20th August 1884,
within whatever distance the wells may be from a public irrigation
souree.
6
B.Ps., No. 3108, 4-9-84 ; No. 1270, 27-4-85 ; No. 423, 11-5-88.

5. Irrigation of wet land from private wells—In wet land, only the
in cases where the crops are irrigated

will be charged

dry assessment

solely with the aid of private wells, and no supply whatever is received
the

in the tank or other Government
season;

crop

first or second

and

of irrigation, either

source

a

wet

single

in

assessment, in cases

in

which two crops are raised, in single erop or registered double cropa
land, one crop during any portion of the year im which there is

supply of water in the tank or other Government source of irrigation
water

with the aid solely of well

when

there

is no

such

and the other
supply available. In compounded wet land, the full compounded xate
The
will be charged, if any supply is received during the year. cases

following table shows the charge to be made in the several

referred to above :—

First crop.

5

langle
jaa

Second crop.

“FP | No supply received .
Do.

{i

Do.

3

Supply received...

Supply received

No supply received

Do.Me

Do.

Ordinary
double crop land.
ன
double
peas

Assessment payable.

Supply received _ . . No supply received ... Single webDo.assessment.

ase
crop

Single dry rate.
Do.
1 Single crop wet assessment, if such is se=
parately assessed; if
not, two-thirds of

wee

the total double crop

No supply received . . Supply received

i: supply received _. Supply received
Supply received... No supply received
No supply received ...

a

wet assessment.

The

0.
full compounded

rate.
DoSingle dry rate.

Explanation,—Dry rate means, in settled districts, the dry rate
fixed for the class and sort of soil and group; in unsettled் districts, the
highest dry rate of the village.
்

.B.Ps., No. 3108, 4-9-84; N8. 686, 30-3-87; G.O., No. 425, 4-5-875
B.P., No. 423, 11-5-88.
5

ச

rules shall be
6, Claims to remissions.—Nothing in the foregoing
lands containing, or

held to prejudice the

claims of holders

of wet
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irrigable from, private wells to remission under the ordinary rules for
waste or withered crop *or for the cultivation of dry crops on wet
lands.*
ப்
B.P., No. 3108, 4-9-84.
a G.O., No. 125, 11-2-90; B.P., No. 226, Sett., 5-6-94.
7. Private

ot wishing

construction

of

tanks—Application

—* A
to Collector

*o construct a tank, with the benefit of the rules, must,

in

the first instance, apply to the Collector of the district for permission
to da so.
ம்

2. Inspection of locality.—On receiving such an application, the

Collector will immediately direct the T'ahsildar of the taluk or other
competent officer to inspect the locality and ascertain by careful enquiry
whether the construction of the proposed tank will cut off the supply

of any other public or private tank, or interfere with the cultivation,
drainage or irrigation of any lands in its vicinity, so as to give just
cause for complaint. Previons inspection of the site of a proposed tank
by an officer of the Public Works Department will not be necessary
unless the Collector sees cause to ask for his professional opinion.
3. Grant of permission —If this enquiry shows that no injury will
be caused to existing interests, the Collector will grant permission to
the applicant to proceed with the work.
°In cases where a new work is

undertaken by private individuals in the immediate neighbourhood of
an existing work of irrigation under charge of the Public Works
Department, it is advisable that the Revenue officer under whose
approval the new undertaking is contemplated should ascertain from
the Publie Works Department whether existing interests are likely to
be prejudiced thereby.©
4. Work when liable to be stopped. —In remote and thinly-peopled
tracts,

ryots may

sometimes be led to commence the construction of a

tank without the previous permission of the Collector.

In such eases it

is to he clearly understood that the work will be liable to be stopped
on complaints being made against it, or on its being found to interfere

with the rights of Government; though in the absence of any such
objections the want/of previous sanction will not deprive the person

win constructs the tank of the benefit of his improyement
les.

under

the

5. Assessment of water-spread.—A ryot who constructs

liable
to pay the assessment of so much of the ‘land covered a bytankits iswaterspread

as has becn cultivated within the previous ten years.

Should

any of the lands so submerged belong to other persons, the constructor
of the tank must first obtain their consent, by agreeing to give land in
exchange or by other measures.
tie
ட்
6. Inspection of completed tanks by

Se

Public

Works

Department.—
All

aoe must, een polation end whenever such
ee
pear necessary,
inspected
by an officer of the
Public

Works Department 3 and if such officer, after inspection, shall declare
to be strengthened in its bund, or to have a
new or larger
igula, or otherwise
to be made more secute, the
Mmprovements 80 pronounced necessary for its safety must be executed
by its ows
Owners, For this purpose a suitable time shonld be
lector, If the tank is not put in a safe state within

that any tank re

Chap. I.
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period, the exemption of the land under it from water-rate will be

withdrawn ; if necessary also, the tank will be repaired by Government
and taken tnder its control.*

4 B.P., 20-7-54; M., Vol. If, p. 16 of 1854; B.P., 14-9-54; M,, Vol. II, p, 83 of
1854; B.P., 30-4-55; M., Vol. II, pp. 60-1 of 1855. » B.P., No. 383, Sett., 8-9-98,
© R.P., 3-6-58; M., Vol. II, pp. 72-4 of 1858.
8. Private repair of ruined Government tanks—Terms on which
allowed.—Tanks

which haye been

in a ruined

condition for upwards of

five years, “and which the Public Works Department does not propose
to put in repair," may be made oyer by Collectors to private individuals
for repair at their own cost, on condition of paying for the land in the

ayakat the special rate of assessment which has been determined by the

Board for each district; or on the cowle principle, the terms of cowle
being determined by * the Collector.*
B.P., No. 155, 12-1-63.

4 B.P., No. 171, Sett., 26-2-97.

ட
2. Rain-fed tanks.—In the case of rain-fed tanks, that is to say,
> those which depend on an intermittent supply fesulting really from
surface drainage more or less widely extended, and only existing for
an interval after rain,” the Collector

may grant permission

for repair,

merely referring to the Public Works Department to know that the
tank is rain-fed, and keeping a record of the case in his office in the
prescribed form.

B.P., No. 155, 12-1-63.
3. Publie

Public Works

Works

Department

Department

must

to

_B.P., No. 5304, 25-8-63.
be consulted.—In

first be consulted

cases

the

as to whether

other

the

proposed work is likely to interfere with Government or private rights,
and © the following information should be obtained and considered b:
the 4 Collector 4:— (1) ‘fank when constructed and how supplied.
இ
How long out of repair.
(3) Estimated cost of original construction
(approximate).
(4) Amount expended in repairs by Government during
டம் ten years, and at any earlier period so far as known,
(5)

xtent of ayakat when in repair.

vation when in repair.

required by Government

(6) Extont of average actual culti-

(7) Whether the tank is likely to be hereafter
as affecting any

general scheme of irrigation

or improvement. (8) What interest is likely to be affected oe
repair. (9) Whether the application for its surrender to private
enterprise for repair has been assented to by all the parties likely to be
interested in the matter.
case.°

(10) Executive Engineers

opinion on the

B.P., No. 155, 12-1-68._¢ B-P., No. 1777, 26-3-68.
d B,P., No. 171, Sett., 26-2-97.

4. Huereise of diseretion by Oollector.—The Collector must in all cases
exercise his discretion in giving up ruined tanks to private persons for
repair, and he is not bound to comply with applications as a matter of
course.
It by no means follows that because the repair of the tank is
likely, at some future time, to be profitable to Government, the

application should be rejected on that ground alone; but, °asa rule,

no*application should be admitted when one-fourth of the irrigable area
of the tank is still under wet cultivation.?

‘It must,thoweyer, be clearly

understood that when pormission is given for the repair of Government
irrigation works in a ruinous condition, it may be cancelled if it is found
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that the rights of third parties are infringed, and Government will not
be responsible for any damage caused in consequence of the grant of
permission for the repair.’
ப்

B.P., No. 155, 12-1-63.

¢ B.P., No. 4656, 9-7-66.

f B.P., No, 435, 9-2-85.

5. Definition of “ruined tank.’ —The ruined tanks here referred to
are tanks which have been in a ruined state for five years; when the
cultivation under a tank bears the proportion of twenty-five
per cent.
to the irrigable area, the work should not be considered ruined, the
term irrigable area being taken in this case to mean the extent actually

inrigable under ordinary circumstances, and not the nominal ayakat.

No tank should be relinquished without the special sanction of Goyernment, when it is evident that the revenue will permanently suffer by
the relinquishment.
6. Assessment payable on ayakat—When

tanks

are made over under

these rules, the fixed rate of assessment must be paid for the whole
ayakat under the tank whether cultivated as wet or dry, ® but the
special rate need not be charged
ayakat.®

B.P., No. 4656, 9-7-66.

on land irrigated in excess

of the

§ B.P., No. 2454, 12-11-86.

1. Conditions to be imposed on ryots taking over tank.—Persons to

whom a tank is made oyer for repair must be made to understand that
they will be required to pay the special rate of assessment on all lands

within the area irrigable by the tank when properly restored, whether

cultivated or not, and even if previously charged with a lower rate of
assessment; and that if it becomos necessary to sell any of such lands
for arrears of revenue, the right to the use of water from the tank will
go with them to the purchaser.
The payment of assessmont will
commence from

a date to be

fixed by

the

Collector in each caso at

his

discretion, so as to allow a sufficient period for putting the tank in order.

G.0s., No. 1507, 28-5-69 ; No. 2871, 19-8-69 ; B.P., No. 6990, 20-9-69,

8. Repair by village communit
— Whethe
yr allthe ryots of the village
the work to one or more of ther
number, or cyen to a stranger, is a matter of no consequence
Government, “it being understood that all ryots holding land underto the
have agreed to its repair and to pay the stipulated rate of assessm tank
ent to
Government.”
The ryots must be left to arrange all other conditions

unite to repair the tank or leave

by mutual agreement, ™ but it must be distinctly understood that the
il be cancelled if the tank
repaired as agreed upon
within the presoribed period, or ! kopt isin not
repair subsequently.
G.0., No. 1006, 18-6-64, 1 B.P., No. 788, Sott., 14-19-92,
i B-P., No. 359, Sott., 6-9-94.

:

9. Helinguishment of holdings under tank.

—Holders of tank ayakats
granted under this order should not be allowe
d to relinquish their
holdings without the special sanction of thei
Collector.;
“BYP., No. 2850, 27-10-86. iB.P., No. 171, Sett., 26-2-97
.

if special rates—The

ar2

க

rate; imposed ‘under this

liable to revision at a general resettlement of the
ttlement the special rate will be altered in the
average assessment on the dry land of the viliege
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in which the special rate lands lie, but the lands will not be re-classified

so long as the conditions of the grant are fulfilled.
°

B.P., No. 402, Sett., 4-12-99.

9. Private repair of small isolated tanks—When allowed.—
Small isolated tanks irrigating 50 acres and less, though not in a ruined

condition, may be made over to the holders of their ayakats in cases in
which such ayakats are held by a single ryot, and in which the imposi-

tion of dry assessment on the water-spread and ayakat together would
5
this Standing

not involve any loss of revenue to Government.
2. Preliminary enquiry—Applications under

may be presented to the Collector or Divisional officer, but
decision in all cases should rest with the Collector.
handed over to private persons without previously

responsible officers of the departments concerned
for is not

Order

the final

No tank should be
ascertaining from

that the tank applied

forms part of a chain of irrigation works, or the

one which

upkeep of which should be retained in the hands of Government in view
of the safety of other tanks, or from its dangerous proximity

lines or other

important

communications,

and it

must

to railway

be understood

that, as a ralo, the provisions of this Standing Order do not apply to
irrigate areas of less than 50 acres.
or the purpose of judging the financial effect
3. Financial effect—¥F
of the proposed surrender in cach case, the revenue derived under the
tanks maintained by the Public Works Department, though they may

tank during the previous ten or twenty years should be compared with

what would be the annual assessment of the bed and ayakat together,

if both were assessed at the appropriate dry rates.
4, Annual reports—Information regarding tanks made over under

this Standing Order should be furnished in the annual settlement reports.
B.P., No. 202, Sett., 16-5-94.
10. Irrigation from jungle streams or natural pools—Charge
for

use

of water

when

inadmassible—No

extra

demand

under

the

denomination of “‘Tirvaijasti,” “ Fasaljasti,” or any such term, will be
made in addition to the regular assessment on the land on account of
advantages derived from irrigation supplied by natural pools or jungle
streams, in the improvement of which the Government has had no

the use of snch
concern and incurred no expense; always provided that
the supply to any

water shall not interfere

with

or tend to lessen

Government work, and that the right of Government to execute

at any

future time any works whatever for the improveme#t of such sources

of supply and the extension of their benefits shall remain unaffected by

such intermediate usufructuary enjoyment.
2. Construction of new work for utilising water——Before

individual shall proceed to construct

any new

any

private

work of a permanent

character for utilizing the water of jungle streams or natural pools, such
as an anieut or new spring channel in the bed ofa stream, heshall,
however, fully conform to the rules hereafter following.
8, Application

wishittg

to

Collector for permission to

construct work.—A ryot

to construct a new permanent work of the description referred

to’ above must, in tht first instance, apply to the Collector

stating distinctly the nature and dimensions
thg precise locality selected for it.

for permission,

of the’ proposed work and
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4. Inspection of locality —On receipt of such application the Collector
will direct the Tahsildar of the taluk or other competent officer to inspect
the locality and ascertain by careful enquiry whether the opera work
wwill cut off or sensibly diminish the supply of any other public or private

irrigation work, or interfere with the cultivation, irrigation, or drainage

of any lands in‘its vicinity, so as to give a just cause for complaint.
5. Grant.of permission.—If this enquiry shows that no injury will

be caused to existing interests, the Collector may grant permission to
the applicant te proceed with the work, subject to the approval of its
plan by an officer of the Public

Works

Department,

whether

before,

during, or after its execution according to cireumstances.
6. Alterations proposed by Public Works Department —Should the
officer of the Public Works Department be of opimion that, for the
security of other existing works, the work needs to be strengthened
or in any way altered or extended, as for instance, by the execution of
additional facilities for drainage or extra sluices, the modification so
pronounced necessary must be executed by the owner within a suitable
time to be fixed by the Collector.
Should he neglect to carry out the
necessary alteration or extension within the time fixed, additional assessment or water-rate will be charged for the water and the whole work

will be taken under the control of Government without compensation.
7. Consent of ryots ajfected.—Should the lands of other ryots be in

any way affected by the proposed work, the projector must, in the first
instance, produce their written consent before he will be allowed to
proceed with it, and no claim to recover payment from them for benefit

derived from the work will be entertained without the production of
their written agreement to the execution of the work and the payment
claimed.
G.0., No. 1256, 17-9-59; B.P., No. 3771, 20-9-59.
8. Rules inapplicable to “rivers.” —These rules apply to jungle streams
only,

and not to rivers.

Provided,

however,

that

no

stream

shall be

considered a “‘jungle stream”’* and not a “river” as regards this
order, unless the Collector or the Divisional officer has declared it to be

soin writing.

Applications to construct irrigation works in connection

with rivers will be dealt with specially by the Board on report from
Collectors.

il. Unirrigable
ruined for up
does not

unirrigable

B.P., No. 5427, 7-10-61.
wet land.—Wet lands

situated

under

tanks

is of five years, which the Public Works Department

டன் to repair, and wet lands which are so situated as to be

from any source should be made over for cultivation at the

appropriate dry assessment; the right of Government being reseryed

in the former case_to levy water-tax in the event
எ

டட

applicants.

_

அவல

of its hereafter

or to make over the tanks for repair to any private
B.P., No. 5584, 4-9-63.

stream” denotes streams which are precarious and only flow

should not be applied to any-source from which water

}.Ps., No. 325, 142-74; No. 952, 15-11-88,
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12. Jamabandi—Stations at which to be conducted.—The. jamabandi,

or

annual

settlement,

stations in pee

taluk.

should

be

conducted

at

not

less

than

three

These stations should be selected with care ;

Tn

be villages of considerable size and easily accessible.

they should

reporting upon the settlement of their several districts, Collectors will

complied with.

state whether this rule has been

should be decided the previous

settled each day

villages to be

The

day, or earlier, and

lists showing the order in which they willbe taken up shbuld be posted
conspicuously

up

ரில்வின்

for

gencral

information

and Settlement officer hold their

in the places

where the

so that village

cutcherries,

officers and ryots may know about what time their village will be called
up for settlement.
2. Time for completion of settlement —The settlement of each taluk
must be completed within the fasli year at latest, and the taluk demand
statement

must

be closed

within

fifteen

days

after

its

expiration.

officer

previously

After the Settlement officer has left the taluk, the settlement accounts
must not be-altered without his sanction, or, in his absence from the
district,

without

obtained

in writing.

the

sanction

The

of

the

general

Divisional

demand

statement for the whole

district, which is compiled from the taluk statements, must be closed

within one month after the expiration of the fasli.
8. Settlement by Collector—* The settlement of each taluk in the
district should be conducted by the Collector himself once in five
years.*

4 B.P., No. 1827, 14-8-86.

4. Object of settlement—The

annual settlement is conducted

with

a view to ascertain and record the demand of all the items of land
It is not sufficient merely to fix the demand
revenue within the taluk.

The demand of permanontly-settled ostates,

for xyotwari villages.

inam

villages

and

minor inams

should

be

settled at the

same

time.

‘As the settlement also affords an opportunity for the inspection of the
village and taluk accounts, all Collectors should see that, at each
settlement, a thorough and intelligent examination of the village
annual

from

settlement

the Tahsildar

comparison

careful

themselves and a

accounts

of them with the taluk

Opportunity should also be taken at the

accounts are carried out.

taluk to

of each

downwards

see

have,

that

during

all the

taluk

the fash,

authorities

been

doing

all that is expected of them by Government, particularly in respect
of the following subjects: the carefal inspection of cultivation, the

of,
prompt disposal of darkhasts for, and relinquishments and transfers and

land, the

examination

of the

cash

accounts,

the collection of kists as they fall due.
of karnams at Jamabandi.—It
5. Attendance

view of the growing amount

claims

to remission

is very

important,

in

of clerical work demanded from village

Officers, that the Karnams should be kept away from their villages

If the taluk authorities and Divisional
for as shorta time as possible.
officers make a point of examining whether the prescribed village

accounts are kept written up to date by the karnams, as they should
be, blank, spaces being left for all entries which depend upon the

orders of the Sottlement officers at the time of jamabandi, and if all

cases of relinquishments, darkhasts and transfers, and of charges for
unauthorized

cultivation

or

for the

use of

Government

water,

are
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disposed of promptly by the Taluk and Divisional officers, there should

be no necessity for any karnam being kept away from his village for
more than a short time.

The system of summoning karnams

to the

taluk cutcherry and detaining them thore for weeks together to write
up accounts, which should have been prepared during the year, should
be puta

stop to.

» For this purpose a special register styled the Kar-

nams’ Attendance Register has boon prescribed, in which cvery karnam

attending the taluk office is required to sign his name on each day that
he is present.
Any attempt at concealment of attendance should be
seriously noticei, and the register should be placed before the jamabandi

officer to enable him to judge whether tho karnams wore required to
attend oftener than was necessary in the interosts of the public service.”
b B.P., No. 98, 29-3-97,

6. Instructions for Settling officers—tIn the following paragraphs
brief instructions are drawn up for the use of district officers in
conducting the annual settlement.
In these instructions“the responsibilities of karnams and revenue inspectors are chiefly referred to. The
Settlement officer will, however, not forget that the Tahsildar is
himself personally responsible for the state of his taluk, and that as
the principal administrative officer he is responsible for the conduct
of all the officers under him. It will be the duty of the Settlement
officer to see that during the fasli year the Tahsildar has carried out
all the

duties

of his position,

which

involve

the supervision

of the

entire work of the subordinate revenue officers in the taluk and the
constant inspection of that work.
Under the Tahsildar, the chief
officer in the taluk is the Taluk Sheristadar or Head Accountant, who
is primarily responsible for the examination of the village accounts and

the correct preparation of the taluk accounts: the Settlement officer
should

soe that these duties

examination of the

taluk

have

beon efficiently

performed.

and village accounts will at once

far the Taluk Sheristadar
executed his duties.

or

Head

Accountant

has

The

show how

satisfactorily

7. Overhauling of accounts.—Collectors should impress upon

their

Divisional officers that the jamabandi is the appointed opportunity for

the thorough overhauling of all the accounts maintained in the taluk.
All the difficulties which have been felt hitherto in most districts in
reconciling the village and taluk accounts and in clearing up the
district balances haye arisen from confusion in the taluk and village
accounts, which “vould not have existed had the annual settlements

always been intelligently and thoronghly conducted.
8.

satisfy

Verification

himself

of inspection work—The

that all the

Settlement

officer

should

wet, waste and shayi, &c., have been in-

spected by the taluk officers, and that the claims to remission are well

founded, testing

the reports of these officers by an examination

of

village accounts Nos, 5-A (statement showing particulars of irrigation)
and 20 (season report).
He should invariably record his orders in
his own handwriting, in ink, in statement No. 5 (the
remission

abstract).

4

°

_ 9. Village Account No. 12.—Immediately after the claims to remission
h village

are disposed of and orders haye been passed upon
‘eases
of unauthorized cultivation (account No. 2-A) and water-charge
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12.

statement

write up the abstract

A° filling up every column

of settlement No. 12 °and its enclosure

previously left blank for the Settlement officer’s orders and bringing
This account should then be comout the total beriz of the village.
pared with the particulars of settlement No. 10, section ii, and both

accounts should be signed by the karnam and the clerk who compared
The

them, in token of their correctness.

account

then

should

be

checked by one of the clerks on the establishment of the officer_conducting the settlement.

° Columns 8—13 and 30 of statement No. 12

should be checked with village account No. 5 (statement of remissions)
previous

the

and its enclosure A, with

account, with village

year’s

account No. 3-A (abstract of changes) and with taluk accounts
Nos, 4, 5 and 6 (registers of darkhasts, relinquishments and transfers).°
The extent shown in the statement under waste charged will be liable
to correction if any portion of it is subsequently cultivated between
the date of the jamabandi and the close of the fasli. It should
however be‘remembered that lands sown after the end of March and
not brought to harvest until the next fasli should be shown only

in the succeeding year’s accounts.

© B.P., No. 180, 18-4-98.

10. Verification of darkhast, &¢., registers—In a few cases also the
entries in the taluk registers of darkhasts and relinquishments, Nos. 4

the
and 5, should be verified by comparison with the originalsthis of duty

The clerk entrusted with
darkhasts and relinquishments.
should state in his remarks whether the taluk accounts Nos.

4 to 7

(registers of darkhasts, rolinquishments, transfers and other changes)
have been properly kcpt in the taluk office. Any mistakes that are

found should be corrected in red ink under the clerk’s initials.
11. Signing of Taluk Account No. 12.—As soon as statement No, 12
(abstract of settlement) has been written, checked and corrected, the

taluk abstract
particulars of each village should be posted into theSettlement
officer
statement

No.

of

12 (abstract

settlement).

The

should seo that the totals of both tally, and affix his signature to both
the taluk and village statements.
12. Distribution of pattas—The distribution of the pattas should

not be made before this abstract statement of demand for each village

is completed and signed.
of

a taluk

taluk

is

When the officer conducting the settlement

not the officer in

abstract statement

divisional charge of 1t, a copy of the

No. 12

should

(abstract of settlement)

be

sent to the Divisional officer as soon as the settlement of the taluk
The Divisional officer will forward it to the Collector
is complete.

together with the subsequent statement showing the demand acoruing

4 Where the Divisional officer himself conducts the
after jamabandi.
jamabandi, he will keep these statements in his office and forward
them to the Collector after the close of the year.*
2
d B.P., No. 181, Sett., 10-3-94.
. 18. Signing of abstract

ments

showing

statement

the demand

under

of peskkash,

all heads of

&c.—Abstract

prepared for all permanently-settled estates, inam

revenue

state-

should

villages,

be

&c., and

minor inams situated therein from the taluk rogister B (register of the
:
3

©
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beriz of permanently-setiled estates, &c.), and submitted for the signa-,
ture of the Settlement officer.4
4 B.P., No. 131, Sett., 10-3-94.
balances —An

14. Scrutiny of outstanding

important

portion of the

Settlement officer’s duty is to supervise the scrutiny of the arrear
palances outstanding. One of the clerks of his establishment should

see that all the balances shown in village account 14 (individual ledger)
have been fally accounted for in the taluk demand, collection, and

palance statements Nos. 15-A and 15-B, including the irrecoverable
arrears written off ; that the collections shown in village cash accounts

14, 14A, 15, and 16 agree

talnk accounts Nos.

15

in all respects with those entered in the

(abstract of ryotwari collections)

and

15A

(demand, collection, and balance statement), and that the balances
obtained by deducting the collections shown in the several accounts

from the demands brought forward at the beginning of the year are _
the same in both sets of accounts. The totals in the daily cash
chitta 13 should be checked in as many villages as possible. Complete
agreement between the village and the taluk accounts should be
insisted upon, and any difference, however slight, should be reconciled

or satisfactorily explained.

15. Method of checking Village and Taluk Accounts.—The examination

of the village accounts should be carried out partly by the Settlement
officer himself and partly, under his supervision, by his office establishment.
‘The following checks should generally be adopted, and
should be supplemented by such others as may be suggested by local
experience.
More detailed instructions will be found in Board’s

Proceedings, No. 131, Settlement, dated 10th March 1894,
Statement No.1

(Monthly cultivation).—This should be examined

to see whether it has been regularly sent to the revenue inspector and
bears his signature every month. fe should be checked with statement
No. 20 (season report) with a view to see whether the cultivation, wet

and dry, followed the rainfall ; and the karnam should be held responsible for the explanation

of any

apparent

discrepancies.

It should

also be compared with the statement No. 2 (Adangal) to see whether
any fields entered as waste in the latter haye been shown as cultivated
in any month in the former.

Statement No. 2 (Adangal).—The month in which the examination

of cultivation and waste was made by the revenue inspector should
be noted.
It should be seen if the extent of cultivation under each
crop is separately entered.
The cultivation should be checked with
No. 1 (monthly cultivation).
This account is a yery important one,
and forms the basis of the settlement.
The total of occupation should
be checked with No. 12 (individual abstract), and care should be taken
to see that all cultivation, whether of first or second crop, has been
brought to account.

Statement Wo. 8 (Register

of changes).—In

eases of lands taken up on darkhast Seis

a

proportion of the

the Pathe

darkhast
ரதம். should be oxamined in order to see whether the Standing

Orders on the subject haye been strictly followed. Column
statement should be checked with the permanent registers. 10 of the
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entries should be checked with

No, 2 (Adangal) and No. 6 (Statement of irrigated lands).

The

Settlement. officer should enquire into the claims for remission and
record his orders in his own handwriting and affix his signature at the
close of the statement.
No alteration will be made in the statement
after the Settlement officer has signed it except under his initials.

Statement
carefully

No. 8 (Statement of wet occupation).—This should be

examined in order to ascertain whether

the karnam under-

stands the detailed instructions of the Settlement Department.

Statement No. 10 (Individual chitta).—A few of the cases of
relinquishments, transfers, &c., entered in this statement should be
tested to see if any irregularities have occurred, and whether the
Board’s Standing Orders and the proyisions of Madras Act II of 1864
haye been strictly observed.
Enclosure to Statement No. 10.—All cases of transfer of pattas
from the naies of deceased pattadars to those of their heirs should be
. dealt with before the settlement of each village is completed.
Statement No. 18 (Daily cash chitta).—A few receipts should be
taken at random from any ryots present, or should be sent for and
compared with the entries in No. 13. ‘This affords a very wholesome
check on the village officers, and should be invariably done.
Statement No. 14 (Individual ledger).—Care should be taken to see
that all the irrecoverable arrears sanctioned to be written off the
accounts have been entered in this statement,
collections haye all been brought to account.

and

that

subsequent

14-B (Statement of irrecoverable arrears)—The irrecoverable
arrears should be examined by the Settlement officer in order to
ascertain whether any sums have already been recommended for remission

or are fraudulently

or too laxly

entered in

the statement.

It

should be seen that in every case the revenue inspector has certified

that the defaulter has no property either in the village in which he
holds land or elsewhere.
The Settlement officer should obtain informa-

tion regarding

the condition of the defaulters from the revenue inspector

and the resident ryots of. the village, and test by personal enquiry
the accuracy of the remarks entered by the village officers. He should
also examine the process registers and then pass orders in each case in his
own hand. If any of the arrears already recommended or sanctioned
to be written off the accounts are found to be recoveraple, the Settlement
officer should see that the necessary steps are taken to recover the amount
and report the case in his jamabandi report with the name of the
officer responsible for the careless enquiry, if any.

14-0 (Statement of excess collection)—Where the excess

collec-

tions are refunded in cash, care should be taken to see that the refunds
certified as made

haye

actually been paid to the ryots

concerned and

their receipts taken, and that no delay has occurred in the payment.
The Settlement officer should also satisfy himself that fhe instructions
issued by the Board (vide B.P., No. 131, Settlement, dated 10th
March 1894) in regard to the adjustment of excess collections to the
eredit of the following year’s dues have been earned out, in cases where
eash refunds are not desired by the ryots concerned, _

20.
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Statements Nos. 15 (Remittance list) and 16 (Kistbandi).—These
statements should be examined in order to find out whether there

has been any delay or irregularity in the remittances from the village.

The totals in a few cases should be checked with the taluk cash chitta.

The Settlement officer should satisfy himself that the dates prescribed
for the remittance of village collections are so arranged as to allow of
the remittances being despatched regularly from each village and of
the statement No. 16 (Kistbandi) being returned by the taluk office

without delay. He should also examine the kistbandi statement to
ascertain whether the kists have been collected in accordance with the
prescribed distribution.

Stalements Nos. 19 (Birth and death register) and 22 (Statement

of the sources of irrigation).—In a few villages taken at random
the accuracy of the entries made in these statements should be tested.
* Lastly, the files of darkhast memorandaA and the taluk darkhast
registers (No. IV account) should be examined with special reference
to the questions whether the orders as to sub-division of fields have
been observed, and whether any avoidable delay has been permitted in

the disposal of darkhast applications.°
© B.P., No. 658, 20-9-89,
16. Inspection

of

condition

of village

maps

and

registers—Officers

condueting the jamabandi in settled districts should be required to sco
that each karnam produces for inspection, at the time his village is
taken up for settlement, the maps and settlement registers of his
charge. Ifthey are not found in good order, fresh ones should be
supplied at the karnam’s expense from the taluk cutcherry.
It should,
at the same time, be ascertained that the file of district gazettes and
circular orders in charge of village officers is complete.
B.P., 22-21-49; M., Vol. J, p. 505.
B.P., No. 4512, 19-7-64,
EB
No. 721, 19-7-51.
B.P., No. 2588, 30-11-86.
B.
0. $23, 18-164,
B.P., No. 51, 20-4 87.
B.P., No. 3384, 3-6-64.

13, Season Remissions,—Tho following rules relate to remission of
assessment on wet lands, and of water-rate on irrigated dry lands :—
SECTION (i).—SETTLED TRACTS.
1. Cases of total loss in which remission of the full assessment mi
be granted In settled tracts remission a the fan assessment fn
single

crop patta ‘wet land will be granted where, owing either

deftciency or excess of water, the land is left waste, or the crop is tototally

lost, provided that such excess or deficiency ha: 8 not been occasioned
by any act or neglect
of the று persons to whom the eland
eee
land belongs,® 2 Por Por isi
lect on the part of the ryots concerned to carry out

the
வமா repairs to the irrigation work which forms the படட
supply.’
* B.Ps., No. 7009, 1-11-65; No. 2100, 17-12-72. » B.P., No. 226, 30-4-00.

of

2. Remission on double crop lands—(i) When grant
double crop patta wet lands and compounded double ed—On -egistered
crop Tae Some
sion of the consoli

dated donble crop assessment ‘will, subject’ to the
proviso stated in rifle 1, be granted if, owing to deficie
ncy or excess of
water, no crop is grown or all the crops grown
are totally lost.

-

-
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(ai) Amount of Remission —On registered double crop patta lands,
only single crop wet assessment will be charged, if only one irrigated
crop is secured, and subject to the proviso stated in rule 1, the other

crop is, owing to deficiency or excess of water, either not grown or is

lost, ‘This concession will not apply to compounded double crop lands.
G.Os., No, 886, 29-5-99; No. 401, 28-4-1900.
8. Remission to be granted only for entire ficlds.—Such remission

will be granted only when an entire survey field » or a recognized subdivision thereof” is left waste,

or when

the crop on its entire area has

totally failed, and not for portions of fields. » Sub-division of fields may

be permitted for the purpose of obtaining wet remission, provided that
the new field shall in no case be less than one acre in extent.* » These
sub-divisions must, however, be permanent and must be demarcated
with stones and must be applied for beforehand and not merely for the

temporary purpose of obtaining remission on portions of fields on
which loss of crop has already occurred before the application is

meee:

ற்

B.P., No. 1427, 7-7-79. 4 B.P., No. 54, 27-1-90.
‘See also cl. (5) of para. 1 (i) of S.0,, No. 3.
b G.O., No. 401, 28-4-1900.

4. Constructive total loss—Remission, as has been stated, is only
granted when the field is left waste, or the crop is totally lost. It
is possible that in some cases there may be a very small quantity of
grain here and there, though not enough to induce the owner of the
crop to gather it. In such cases the loss may be considered total, and
remission may be granted, only if the Jamabandi officer is satisfied
by his own personal inspection or by the report of the Tahsildar or other

ட

deputed to inspect the field is satisfied that the yield is not

more than one-sixteenth of an ordinary crop.
G.0s., No. 761, 8-12-98 ; No. 401, 28-4-1900.
5. Notice of intention

to ask for

remission

to

be given.—A ryot

who

desires to be granted remission under the above rules must apply in

writing to the Revenue Inspector of the firka, or Deputy ‘lahsildar, or
Tahsildar, or Divisional officer in time to allow of the inspection of the

crop.

Hach such application must bear a court-fee stamp of one anna

and be presented betore a specified date to be notified by the Collector

with reference to the harvest time.
so at their own risk,
endeavour

should

Ryots who omit to apply will do

Collective applications are inadmissible.

be made

to have field inspections

Every

completed

as

promptly as possible. ‘he ryots should be warned that it is open to
the Jamabandi officer to refuse remission in all cases in which the crop
has been cut, removed, or grazed by cattle before inspection.
G.0s., No. 761, 8-12-98 ; No. 401, 28-4-1900.
SECTION

(ii).—UNSETTLED

TRAOTS.

6. Cases in which remission may be granted.—* In tracts which have
not been settled by the Settlement Department, remission of the full
assessment -will be granted for total loss on wet land as in rule 1 and
partial remission for partial loss on wet land when that partial loss is
occasioned either by excess or deficiency of water, and such excess or
deficienvy has not been occasioned by any act or neglect of the persons
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or is not due to the neglect on the part

of the ryots concerned to carry out the customary repairs
ய்

to the

irrigation work which forms the source of supply.”
‘a B.Ps., No. 7009, 1-11-65; No. 2400, 17-12-72.) B.P., No. 226, 30-4-90.

7. Partial remission how to be caleulated—In granting this partial

losses.
yomission no-attempt will be made to estimate individual
and
d
occupie
also
as
crop,
fair
a
borne
have
Excluding fields which
unoccupied waste land, the ayakat of each irrigation work under
which crops have been lost will be considered by itself. The condition of a sufficient number of the fields which have suffered will be
examined, and the average percentage of loss determined.

B.Ps., No. 7009, 1-11-65 ; No. 2400, 17-12-72.

8. The calculated percentage loss how to be applied.—* The demand
on all the fields in which there has been a loss will be reduced

by the percentage thus

»There is no nrinimum limit

calculated.*.

as to the size of a tract in this case, and nothing to prevent Collectors
from adjusting the proportion of remission to a single villageb ° or

If in

the area under a single tank, or a proportion only of the latter.

one and the same village there should be two or three separate sources of

irrigation, under each of which the crop has partially failed, but with
a marked difference of degree in each case, it will even be proper

to give separate percentage remissions.°

a.B,Ps., No. 7009, 1-11-65 ; No. 2400, 17-12-72.
UB.P.,
No. 1622, 12-477. ¢B.P., No. 4587, 6-7-66.
SECTION
9, Remission

when

dry

(iii).—GENERAL.

crops are

cultivated

on

wet

lands—In

all

districts, whether sottlod or unsettled, where, owing to deficiency of

water, dry crops are cultiyated on wet land which must otherwise 1௨௭௦.

remained waste, only dry assessment should, subject to the proviso

stated in rule 1, be charged.» By “dry assossment” is meant in
settled districts the dry rate corresponding to the particular class and

sort which the land bears as wet», ©and in unsettled tracts, the highest dry rate of the village, the entire village being considered and not
any particular hamlet thereof, in which the lands may be situated®:
bprovided that in cases where the highest dry rate exceeds the assessment of the wet land, the Collector may, at his discretion, temporarily

affix the rate of the dry land adjoining or the rate charged
lands of similar quality.»

on dry

@ BP., No, 2400, 17-12-72. 0 B.P., No. 1690, 28-8-73,
© BP., No. 1805, 12-8-86.

10. Charge for a dry crop grown

on wot land in certain cases.—

‘When a dry crop is grown on single crop wet land, but water becomes
available in the irrigation source during any portion of the year, when

it can be used for growing a wet crop,the usual wet assessment shall
‘be levied.

Where, however, no suppiy is received, or the supply is

received at a time when it cannot be used * or in quantity insufficient *
for raising a wet crop, only the dry assessment shall be charged, if the
crop is not irrigated. Ifthe dry crop is irrigated, 4 the Collector may,
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at his discretion, charge either the full wet assessment or the waterrate prescribed for dry crops in addition to the dry assessment,
provided that in the latter case the combined charge does not exceed

the single wet assessment.*

B.P., No. 497, Sett., 23-11-94.
a G,O., No. 401, 28-4-1900.

11.

Remission

compounded

on

and

other

dquble

registered

crop

wet

also apply
lands.—The concession contemplated in rules 9 and 10 willnds;
but it
wetsla
crop
double
red
registe
other
and
nded
to compou
be
will
lands
wet
crop
double
that
must be distinctly understood
dry and the
charged dry assessment only if all the crops grown are raise a wet
to
nt
sufficie
not
is
water received in the irrigation source
If one or
crop and is not used to irrigate any of the crops grown.
be

iate water-rate shall
move of the crops are irrigated, the appropr
in addition to the dry assess-

chargeable for each of the crops irrigated
ment, provided

the

combined

charge

does

not exceed the following

maxima :—

compounded double

(1) Compounded double crop Jands—The
crop rate.

(2) Other registered double crop wet lands—wet assessment.
(a) When one crop is irrigated—Single
(i) When two crops are irrigated—The consolidated double
crop wet assessment.

to raise a
If the water received in the irrigation source is sufficient
dry crops
the
whether
follows
as
charged
be
shall
rates
wet
crop,
wet
grown are irrigated or not :—

(1) Compounded

double crop

double crop rate.

compounded

wet lands—The

(2) Other registered double crop wet Jands—

(a) When water is sufficient to raise one wet crop—Single
wet assessment.

(0) When water is sufficient to raise two wet crops—The
consolidated double crop wet assessment.

12. Remission of water-rate-—Remission of water-rate on dry landto

will be allowed only when
deficiency

or excess

the

crop is totally

lost owing

of water, provided that such excess

either

or deficiency

the
has not been caused by any act or neglect of the persons to whom but

patta lands,
land belongs; this rale applies not onlylandsto xyotwari
irrigated from a Goyernalso to permanently-settled

ment source.

and inam

same rale applies also to second crop charge on

*The

single crop wet lands.*

B.P., No. 64, 13-2-98.

9 G.0., No. 401, 28-4-1900.

13. Refunds of remitted amounts already paid —In

all cases where

remission is granted, refunds of remitted amounts already paid may

be made under the rules for refunds elsewhere* given; but remission
of cesses does not follow on the remission of land revenue.

=

B.P., No. 2400, 17-12-72.

* See 8,0., No. 189 infra,
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deciding claims to remissions, seed-beds should

not be excluded from the benefit of the concession.
B.P., No. 1837, 6-5-85.
15. Mamul

“ mamul waste.”

waste——No

remission

fe

will be

granted

in respect of

G.0., No, 761, 8-12-98.
Note.—‘ M&mul waste ’’ is occupied land which is not cultivated regularly in a
normal year and which, it may be presumed, would have been kept unoultivated even if
the season arid water-supply had been normal.
G.O., No. 401, 28-4-1900.

14, Exceptional Remissions.—In very exceptional circumstances,
remission of

rules
1.
tracts
tional

assessment

may

be

allowed

according

to the following

:—
Partial loss on wet lands.—For partial loss on wet lands in settled
caused by a short supply of water or insufficient rajnfall in excepseasons, a remission of assessment may be granted, if it is

sanctioned

uniform

by

the

Board

and

Government,

It will be given

at

a

rate, calculated, not with reference to individual losses, but

with reference to the ayerage loss
species of remission is granted.
B.Ps., No. 249, Sett., 21-5-89;

in the

whole tract on which

No. 172, Sett., 7-3-92;

this

No. 185, 10-3-92.

2. Remission of dry assessment—(i) Remission when allowed.—When
in very exceptional circumstances Collectors see sufficient cause to
recommend indulgence with respect to assessment on dry land, and
the Board and Government have

ment may
culated,

be granted;

not

sanctioned

but it must

it, a remission

be given at uniform

with reference to individual losses, but with

of assess-

rates,

cal-

reference to

the average loss in the whole tract on which the remission is granted.
G.Os., No. 761, 8-12-98; No. 401, 284-1900,

Gi) The amount of the remission.—No remission will be granted
in respect of tracts in which

nary

yield or more.

When

the

average

yield is one-half of the ordi-

it is less, remission will generally be

granted at the following rates, at the discretion of the Board :—
When the yield is between one-half and

one-third of an average yield ..
_.. From 25 to 50 percent,
When it ig between one-third and one-sixth
,, 50to 75
,,
a

‘When it is one-sixth or less

Sear

gp

10 toaLOO:

B.Pa., No. 810, 11-3-85 ; No. 457, 10-3-87 ; No. 64, Sett., 13-2-89 ;
No. 327, 28-8 -96.

(iii) Remission on land left waste-—* No remission will be given
in respect of “ mamul waste.”*
» For other occupied waste within
the tract, the same rate of remission will be giyen as for land on

:

which the crop has failed.”

2G.0., NO. 761, 8-12-98. > G.Os., No. 761, 8-12-98 ; No. 401, 28-4-1900,
Note.—Mamul waste is occupied land which is not cultivated regularly in » normal

year and which, it may

season had been normal.

be presumed,

would

have been kept uncultivated even if the

6.0. 3௦ 401, 28-24-1900.
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cultivated

8. Lands

and

without permission,

tands.—Any

imam

concessions allowed to ordinary ryotwarilands may, with the previous
sanction of the Board, be allowed to lands cultivated without permission, provided that the Divisional officer is satisfied that the cultivation

is otherwise unobjectionable; and to inam lands charged with full
fall
to or more than

assessment, or with a quit-rent or jodi equal
assessment.

s

B.P., No. 275, 7-4-92.

4, Refunds.—In all cases where

the

remission is granted, refunds

of

remitted amounts already paid may be made under the rules for refunds
elsewhere” given; but remission of cesses does
s
remission of land revenue.

not follow

on

the

B.B., No. 2400, 17-12-72.
G.0., No. 401, 28-4-1900.

*

15.

Grant

PART

II,—DISPOSAL

OF

LAND.

subject

of lands for occupation

to payment

of

assessment—

SECTION

Power

(i).—DARKHAST

FOR

ASSESSED

of Tahsildar to sanction.—* Sanction

LAND.

to take possession of *

anoccupied assessed lands may ordinarily be granted to applicants by
the Tahsildar + on his own authority under the following rules and
subject to appeal as hereinafter provided, unless such lands fall under
one or other of the classes specified in the next paragraph :—
B.Ps., No. 7164, 28-12-61; No. 5632, 9-9-63, * G.0., No. 406, 12-5-93.

2. Assignment when objectionable —The grant for cultivation of the
following classes of land is primd facie objectionable —

(i) Lands reserved as required for public purposes.—Applications for
Jand, which, althongh assessed, has been reserved for Government,

village, or other special purposes, are not to be entertained by n theof
or the Tahsildar

without

the express permissio

village authorities
should apply
the Collector or tho Divisional officer to whom thebe party
stamped.* Such

in the first instance by petition * which need not
lands should be entered as reseryed in the paimash or settlement
register and in the village adangal.
B.P., No. 5632, 9-90-68; G.0., No. 406, 12-5-93.

* G-O., No. 6, 8-1-1900.

(ii) Lands reserved under section 26 of the Forest Act— When any
Jand has been set apart as reserved under rule 2 of the rules under
section 26 of the Forest Act, the survey number of that land should

be entered as reserved in the appropriate column

of the paimash

or settlement register and of the adangal of the village, and no patta
granted for such land will be valid unless it has been granted with
tho special sanction of the Board of Revenue, to be recorded on the
face of the patta. The possibility of a fraudulent enfacement on the
=
patta must be guarded againet.
406, 12-5-93.
No.
+ B.P., Né. 925, For. 22, 15-3-84; B.P,, No. 159, 18-3-90 ; G.0.,

#| Bee 8.0., No. 189, infra.

_-+ In this order, the word ‘Tahsildar’ wherever it occurs includes also the

Deputy.Tahsildar acting within his own division.

(B.P., No. 2042, 2-10-83.)
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Gii) Lands in the vicinity of Forest reserves.—If land has been
moccupied for eighteen months and adjoins a reserved forest or an
unreserved block of 300 acres, the District Forest-officer should be
addressed as to whether there is any objection to its grant on patta

before any application for it is entertained.

B.P., No, 2412, For. 189, 1-7-84; G.0., No. 406, 12-5-93; B.P., No. 433, 24-7-93.
Proviso.—This condition does not apply to districts or taluks in
which the proposals for reservation for forest purposes are complete.

(iv) Lands containing topes or valuable trees or trees held on tree-

patia.—(a) Where any land contains large groups of palmyras or
fruit trees or valuable timber trees, whether growing spontaneously or
artificially, it is generally desirable to keep the ownership in the
Tahsildars should,
hands of Government for abk4ri or forest purposes.
therefore, use considerable discretion in alienating such lands, and
should in all doubtful eases obtain the orders of the Divisional officer.

§.0., Now 18, para. 4, cls. (i) and (ii).
(6) When an application is made for waste land containing
trees which are held on tree-patta, and the tree-tax exceeds the land«
tax, tho darkhast should be refused.

8.0,, No. 18, para. 2, ol. (iii).
(v) Waste lands within and in the vicinity of towns.—These should
be dealt with as provided in Standing Order No, 21.

8.0., No. 21.
(vi) Lands in the vicinity of Railway stations —As much inconyenience is entailed by private individuals’ holding lands in the
yicinity

of railway stations, Collectors

for private occupation
(880

yards)

Government

of the boundary

are debarred

from

assigning

lands situated within half a mile

of a railway

station except

with

the

special sanction of the Board obtained in each case. They should
inform their Taluk subordinates that they are prohibited from permit-

ting any such occupation without special orders, and will be held
personally responsible for any unauthorized occupation due to their

act or neglect.

‘he sanction of the Board will not be giyen unless,

for special reasons, the Railway authorities

are in favour of

the

grant.

Such lands should be registered as reserved in the yillage accounts.
B.Ps., No. 2902, 21-11-81; No. 1588, 20-6-82; No. 661,
21-11-91; No. 365, 24-6-98.

(vii) Waste lands contuining minerals, quarries, §c.—Waste lands
containing valuable minerals or quarries of building-stone, &e., should
not be granted for cultivation on patta. Any application made in
respect to such lands should be referred by the Collector, with full

particulars and suggestions, for the orders of the Board.
G.O., No, 1293, 19-11-85.

(viii) Relingwished lands—Valuable landy relinquished with
arrears due thereon should not be granted on darkhast, but should be
sold as provided in paragraph 5 of Standing Order No. 33.
.

St

ஆத்

ட்

8.0, No. 33, pare, 5.
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(iz) Lands sold for arrears of revenue and bought in by Govern-

ment.— These will be dealt with as set forth in Standing Order No.
45, paragraph 2.

8.0., No. 45, para. 2.

(x) Lands acquired by Government for public purposes on payment
but not now required.—LThese should be dealt with
:
under Standing Order No. 90, paragraph 30.
of compensation,

8.0., No. 90, para. 30.
2
(xi) Tank-bed lands and lankas.—Tank-bed lands should be dealt
with as set forth in Standing Order No. 16.
Lanka lands not held

on patta and river accretions and re-formed lands for which their
former owners haye ceased to pay assessment are at the absolute

disposal of Government

and should be sold by auction subject to the
as may

payment of such assessment
In Gédadyari,

Department.

however,

be imposed

Settlement

by the

subject of

Jankas will form the

special leases.

8.0, No. 16; B,Ps., No. 1888, 20-7-74; No. 120, 21-1-75;
No. 315, 24-7-94.

(xii) Assessed waste lands on the Nilgiris, &c.—Assessed waste
lands on the Nilgiris and Sheyaroy Hills and in the Wynaad should be

dealt with as provided in Standing Order No. 20.
8.0., No. 20.

(xiii) Lands within Cantonment limits.—No lands

situated within

the limits of cantonments can be assigned on patta without the special
sanction of the Military authorities.

G.0., No. 4727, Mis., 16-12-93; B.P., No. 28, 18-1-94.

(xiv) Waste lands commanded by large irrigation projects executed
at the cost of Government.—Large areas of waste land deriving their

present or prospective value solely from irrigation projects executed
at

the cost of

the

State should

ordinarily

be sold,

moderate but sufficient percentage for free
resident ryots.
B.P., No. 85, 15-3-95.

after

distribution

reserying a

among

the

8. Application to be in writing—() Form and contents.— Applications

for assessed lands must be in writing and must clearly specify the
land

desired.

They

may

be

written

presented at any time of the year;

but

on

plain paper,

ro

application can be received

and

may

be

except for land which is actually at the time unoccupied, or has heen
cceupied without proper sanction, or has just been formally relinquished

though not actually quitted.
(i) Conditional darkhasts—No notice should be taken of conditionai darkhasts.
B.P., No. 1943, 1-9-86; G.O., No. 406, 12-5-93. +
க

+ 4. To-whom applications should be made.— Applications for ordinary

assessed land may be made either to the yillage authorities or to the
Tahsildar; but the disposal of such cases, subject to the necessary
appeal, rests always with the ‘lahsildar. Applications by village
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officers and members of their families must, however, always be made
to the Tahsildar in the first instance.

B.P., No. 5682, 9-9-63; G@.0., No. 406, 12-5-98.

ல

5. Procedure on receipt of application.—When an application for
land is made, in the first instance, to the Vahsildar, it should be
referred by him to the village authorities for report.
On receipt of the
application by-the village officers, either direct or through the Tahsildar,
itshould at once be entered in register C given in appendix II, the

fact of the application being forthwith published in the village by beat

of tom-tom, and a notice of it in Form A-1 (in appendix II) posted up

in the village choultry and on the darkhast land for
the

end

of

that

period

a memorandum

in

fifteen days.

duplicate

(Form

At

A

in

appendix 11) should be prepared and sent to the Tahsildar without
delay, together with the notice (Form A-1), which should be signed
by the monigar and the karnam and attested by at least two other
persons in token of such publication.
‘The attesters should be persons
holding adjacent lands or other persons having prior claims under

paragraph 8 infra.
any

If there are none of these, or they are illiterate,

two other respectable

the reason why the adjacent

inhabitants

may attest.

But

in this case

landholders, &ec., have not attested the

notice should be explained at the foot of Form A-1.
The memorandum
should also be accompanied by a list in Form A-2 (in appendix II)

showing adjacent landholders.

B.Ps., No, 5632, 9-9-63 ; No. 1592, 15-8-72; No. 1615, 17-8-72;
No. 1943, 1-9-86 ; G.0., No. 406, 12-5-93.

6. Sub-division of survey fields yor darkhast—Subject to the
is permitted without restriction for the purposes of darkhast, but, as
provisions of Standing Order No. 3, the sub-division of survey fields
stated in paragraph8 below,

darkhasts

for whole

survey

have the preference over darkhasts for portions only.

fields will

G.0., No, 312, 26-2-75.

7.

Grant of darkhast—If

the village

officers’ report shows

no objection exists to the grant on patta of the land applied that
for,
and there is only one

applicant therefor, the land should
granted
to him on his complying with the conditions set forth in beparagraph
25 infra.

If there are seyeral applicants, the Tahsildar should decide
which of them is entitled to preference and should grant the land
accordingly, subjzct to the conditions aforesaid.
B.P., No. 5632, 9-9-63.
8. Rules of preference when there are two or more applicants—(i)
Order of preference.—As a general rule, preference between two or
more applicants should be in the following order :—

(1) If scattered trees on the darkhast land are already held on

patta, or if a well exists on the land, the holder of the tree-patta or
the

ryot who has been using the well-water for cultivation should hay:
~
preference.

8.0, 79௦, 18, para. 6; B.P., No. 2245, 18-85,

ல்

(2) Darkhests for whole survey fields will haye'{the preference
over those
for portions only.
G.0., No, 312, 26-2-76.

"
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(8) In the absence of a claim on either of the above grounds
preference will be given in the following order :—
(a) toa pattadar of the village whose land adjoins;
(b) to the first among the applicants who is a pattadar of the

village;

(9 to the first applicant in the absence of any of the above
privileged persons.

ர்

Provided that a ryot through whose relinquishment or default im
payment of revenue the land has become unoccupied can have no
preferential claim except as prior applicant.

B.Ps,, No, 5682, 9-9-63; No. 2801, 26-4-69; No. 601, 2-2-71;
B.P., No. 2226, 18-11-72;

Note-—When two
and (8) (a) above, the
application. (@.0., No.
(ii) Departure
general

rules,

and

G.O., No.

406, 12-5-93 ; G.O., No. 577,

28-6-93.

or more applicants are equally qualified under clauses (1), (2)
preference shall ordinarily bo given according to the order of
614, 11-7-93.)
from rules in special cases.—The foregoing are
may

departed

be

from

in

special

Sonsiderations of equity require it, but not otherwise.

full reasons for the decision should
the village officers’ memorandum.

cases

when

In such cases

be clearly stated in column 18 of

B.P., No. 1248, 1-9-86.

(iii) General proviso.—Nothing contained in these rules shall be held

to debar Government from disposing of assessed waste land otherwise

than under these rules at its discretion as heretofore.

B.P., No. 217, 12-9-99.

road runs through the land
9. Exclusion of road-way—When
maximum width of 44 yards
a
at
required
extent
the
for,
darkhasted
should be deducted and the remainder assigned for cultivation.
B.P., No, 1604, 16=S-72,

10. Eaclusion of tank-bunds, §c.—Similarly, when the bank of an
irrigation work runs through or near the land, the extent of land
required to allow a25 yards’ margin along the foot of the embankment
should be deducted if the irrigation work is an important one, such as
a main canal, a main distributary, or a main drainage channel. In
the case of subordinate or minor distributaries or minor drains, a
margin of 6 yards will be sutticient. Detailed lists of both the classes
of works above referred to will be furnished by tle Department of
Public Works. But, if in any case the irrigation work concerned is
not found in either list, a margin of 25 yards should be reserved,
or reference made to the Executive Engineer;

in the case of channels

without embankments it will, however, suffice to deduct a margin of
B3 yards. The land deducted as above should be shown in the accounts
as tank or channel poramboke as the case may be.

B.Ps., No. $20, 5-2-86; No. 502, 8-9-92; G.0., No. 406, 12-5-93.
11. Communication of erders on darkhasts.—Orders passed -in
darkhast cases shonld at once be communicated by the Tahsildar to
all the parties concerned.

Printed endorsements in the Form D given

in appendix IIT may be used.
Cae

G.0., No. 406, 12-5-93.
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12. Sale of occupancy right by auction
— When assessed waste land
is darkhasted for under these rules by two or more persons, and
the Tahsildar or Divisional officer is unable to decide whigh of them
has the best claim to have the land assigned to him for cultivation, the

Divisional officer may order the right of occupying the land to be sold

by public auction to the highest bidder.
‘The purchaser at such auction
will be liable to pay the same assessment as if the land had been as-

signed to him in the first instance on darkhast.
at suchauction.

in the

Any person may bid

When land is thus sold, a provision should be inserted

conditions of sale similar to clause 3 of section

36, Madras Act

TI of 1864, requiring the deposit by the purchaser, at the time of

purchase, of a sum equal to 15 per cent. of the price, such deposit being

declared liable to forfeiture
thirty days from the date of
B.P., No. 282,
18. Appeals in darkhast

should the remainder be not paid within
sale.
26-6-96; G.O., No. 1146, 18-9-83.
cases—From the Tahsildar’a decision in

darkhast

will

cases

an eee

within thirty days.
admitted.*

lie to

the

Divisional

officer

if made

No second appeal froma darkhast decision will be

Such appeals will, therefore,

be entertained

lector or the Board only in those rare instances in

by the Col-

which the original

decision was passed by the Divisional officer in the former case or by
the Collector himself in the latter. In such cases the appeal time will
be 30 days

from the

Divisional

from the Collector to the Board.
may also be

admitted

by

officer

to

the Collector

and

40 days

An appeal otherwise entertainable

any officer after the period

prescribed in this orderfor that purpose when

of limitation

the appellant

satisfies

the appellate authority that he had sufficient cause for not presentin,
ர ர
een ட கப்ப ட டட பக் பவர்
has nob been

paragraph 14.
‘be reckoned

issued

by a competent officer

under

the

provisions

of

As in the case of an appeal in a civil suit, the days will

from, and exclusive of, the day on which the decision was

ronounced, and also exclusive of such time as may have been requisite

‘or obtaining a copy of the decree appealed against.

The date of the

decision, the date of application for copy, and the date of copy being
ready for delivery should all be entered upon the back of the copy with

a note of the day on which appeal time expires.
in the matter may appeal.

Any person interested

B.Ps., No. 30, 5-1-72; No. 2029, 18-10-72; No. 677, 31 10-87;
G.0s., No. 788, 19-7-92 ; No. 406, 12-5-93

14, Postponement of registry pending disposal of appeal.—An applicant put in possession by the Tahsildar should on no account be summarily dispossessed by order

of the Divisional

officer, as

such acts of

dispossession cannot be said to be ‘by due course of law.’ When
sn appeal is admitted, it will be tho duty of the admitting authority

forthwith to send a notice to the officer whoso decision is appealed
against, informing him of the facv and requiring him to send up the
records and instructing him to withhold the registry of the land until
* Note.—'This rule,
the

claims

of rival

however, is interded to prevent the prolonged

வ

but

does

not

debar

ihe

ரட்

ரா

the Board

ob

from

revising the order of a subordinate officer declaring a particular piece of land to he unfit

for assignment.

(B.Ps., No. 2869, Mis., 13-10-98; No. 196, 22~8-99.)
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Registry must then be withheld

of.

has been disposed
conditional till
accordingly, or if ordered will be considered as only
by the
received
is
n
requisitio
such
no
If
of,
disposed
the appealsis
Tahsildar from the Divisional officer within twenty days after the
that no appeal has been
expiry:of the appeal time, he will understand person
in whose favour
admitted and will proceed to register the
jamabandi.*
next
the
at
patta
a
receive
to
entitled
as
decision was given

the appeal

Proyided with this patta, the person in whose favour the ,decision of
the appellate authority has been giyen must be left to sue the party
in possession, if any, unless he can induce him to vacate by some other

d that registry ordered
lavfal means. It shonld be distinctly understoo
subordinate officers will be considered only conditional, and that it
is found
will be liable 'to cancellation by a suporior authority if the grant
no proof of
by

4o be irregular and unauthorized, although there may be
fraud,

; G-Os., No. 738, 19-7-92 ;
B.Pa., No. 80, 5-1-72; No. 280, 10-6-92
No. 406, 12-5-93; B.P., No. 42, 29-1-94.
i

15. Procedure in hearing appeals—No appeal petition should be
unless

admitted

accompanied

by

ce rtified copies

decisions already passed in the case.

of the

decision or

No district officer should decide

to appear and
a case in appeal without giving the other party notice
officer’s own hand,
be heard. The decision, whether in Englishin ina the
vernacular language,
or prepared under his verbal instructions
given to parties,
should be kept with the record of the case, anda copy
of any
payment
on
and
on,
applicati
their
‘as a matter of course, on
invariably
necessary fees or stamp. Orders passed on appeals should
be communicated in writing and free of charge to the parties
concerned, unless the decision was passed in their presence.
B.Pa., No. 80, 5-1-72 ; No. 677, 81-10-87; G.0., No. 406, 12-5-93.

of the
16. Promptitude im disposal to be insisted on—In no part than
in
important
more
system
and
de
promptitu
Tahsildar’s work are
the disposal of darkhast.cases. While on tour, he should dispose of
any darkhasts that may be ponding in the villages visited.
B.P., No. 1943, 1-9-86.

SECTION

(ii).—DARKHAST

FOR

UNASSESSED

LAND.

17. Procedure.—Applications for unassessed lands for purposes of
cultivation
Divisional

should be presented in writing to the ‘fahsildar or the
On
® Such applications need not be stamped.*
officer.

to
receipt of an application the Tahsildar will make inquiries, asor its

whether the land falls under channel or communal poramboke
grant is otherwise objectionable on any of the grounds specified

in

of the land undesirparagraph 2above. If he considers the grant
appliEble, ho will reject the application ; but if, in his opinion,the the
Divisional

cation onght to be complied with, he willsubmit it te

officer who is authorized to pass orders directing the transfer of the
land to the head of * Ayan’ or ‘assessed,’ and its grant on patta or
|,

decision ia
* The samo instruction applies, mutatis mutandis, when the original
16-11-93.)

giten by an officer higher in rank than the Tahsildar.

(B.P., No. 661,

—
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its disposal

memorandum

under

the

darkhast

rules.

In

tho

latter

case

an

A

should be sent in by the village officers, and the ordinary

darkhast rules will apply.

G.0s., No. 406, 12-5-93; No. 680, 14-11-98,
® B.Ps., No. 84, Sep. Rev., 27-2-97; No. 4231, Mis., Sep. Rey., 23-9-99;
G.0., No. 6, 8-1-1900.
Note.—In the case of specially valuable anassessed lands, the grant of which on
patta is not objectionable, the Collector may, after recording his reasons, order the
Tight of occupying the land to be sold by auction to the highest bidder. The laud will
then be transferred to dvan and granted on patta to the successful bidder. The sale
snd grant of patta in such cases will be under the conditions specified in paragraphs 12
and 20 of this Order.
B.P., No, 41, 29-1-94.
SECTION

(iii)._UNAUTHORIZED

OCCUPATION.

18. Assessed land—(i) Submission ofA memorandum.—In cases of
occupation of assessed lands without formal application, a separate
memorandum

in

duplicate

in

the Form

(A)

prescribed

for formal

darkhast should be sent by the village otticers to the Tahsildar once a
month, notice of such occupation being previously published in the
village in the manner provided in paragraph 5 supra in regard to
formal darkhasts, with

a note

in the remarks column

as to whether a

patta is desired or not(ii) Procedure on receipt of A memorandum.—If it appears from
the memorandum that patta is desired, the Tahsildar should dispose of

each case under the rules laid down in the case of formal applications.

If patta is not desired the assessment for the fasli will be charged as
sivatjuma.
(iti) Nil statement.—A

nil statement

should

be

sent

for each

month from every village in which there has been no unauthorized
occupation,
@.0., No. 180, 3-2-75; B.Ps., No. 654, 28-2-84; No. 1943, 1-9-86
G.0., No, 406, 12-5-93.
19. Unassessed or reserved land.—In cases of unauthorized ocoupation, without formal application, of unassessed lands or assessed lands
reserved for public purposes or the assignment of which is otherwise
barred under paragraph 2 supra, a separate memorandum in Form (B)
in Appendix IV should be sent monthly, in duplicate, by the village
officers to the Tahsildar, a nil statement being submitted if there is no
such occupation in any month.
The Tahsildar should, in due course,
obtain the orders of the Divisional officer, who has discretionary power

(subject to the reservations specified in paragraph 2 aboye) to transfer the land to the head of ordinary ‘ assessed,’ and then to give it

out on patta to the occupier, or order its disposal under the darkhast
rales.

If,

however,

the

occupation

is,

in the

Divisional

officer’s

opinion, objectionable, he can check it by the impositios of prohibitory
assessment withont limit. The orders of the Divisional officer should

be communicated to the village officers in the duplicate copy of the
memorandum. “

G.0,, No. 180, 8-2-75; B.Ps., No. 654, 28-2-84; No. 1943, 1-9-86 ;
G.0., No. 406, 12-6-93,
ன்
20. Rate of asressment

to be charged.—When

ordered to be assigned on patta, the

unassessed

lands

assessment to be charged

are

will
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ordinarily be the assessment on similar land in the neighbourhood ;
but the Divisional officer can exercise his discretion in the matter.
ஸி

G.0., No. 406, 12-5-93.

21. Unauthorized occupation by Village officers —Village
absolutely prohibited from entering upon or cultivating

officers are
assessed or

unassessed waste lands whether in their own or other villages, unless

such

lands have

been

assigned

to them

under the darkhast rules by

competent authority.

is

22. Forms to be correctly filled in—In preparing the memoranda A

and B, village officers should see that the several colamns are correctly
filled in.
28. Preparation

of A memorandum.—In column 5 of the A

memo-

randum, the land should be described as wet or dry. In filling up
column 12, it should be explained why a right-of-way is required,
whether to allow access to cultivable waste or for what other purpose.
Tf an irrigation channel or the embankment of an irrigation work
does not ron through the land, but merely adjoins it, its distance from
the land should be reported.
In column 13 should be included the
names of all persons who have applied for the land or have objected to
its grant to the applicant or oceupier.

Columns1

to 16 should be filled

in by-the village officers, and the memorandum should be dated and
signed both by the monigar and karnam.
When the submission of

the memorandum is delayed beyond 20 days from the date of receipt

of the application, the cause of the delay should be explained in the
remarks column.

The

the correct filling up

village officers should be held responsible

of the

be filled in by the Tahsildar,

memorandum.

Columns

for

17 and 18 will

and one copy of the memorandum

be returned to the village officers, who will thereupon
19 and carry ont the orders of the Tahsildar.

will

fill in column

B.Ps., No. 5632, 9-9-63 ; No. 289, 19-2-81 ; No. 1943, 1-9-86.

24, Maintenance of darkhast records.—Files of A and B memoranda
and the register © should be maintained by the village officers, while a
register in the Form No. 4 prescribed in the Taluk Manual should be

kept in the Tahsildar’s office.
It will be the duty of the Tahsildar to
have the village file of A memoranda and the C register examined and
compared with the taluk register, and to submit the latter, at the time
of settlement, to the officer making the jamabandi, with an attestation

under his signaturo duly certifying that it is correct.

He will also

obtain the countersignature of the settlement-officer to if, in testimony

that it has been submitted and has been found open to no objection.
It will be the duty of jamabandi officers to examine how far the above
rules have been observed.

B.Ps., No. 5682, 9-9-63 ; No, 159, 18-3-90.
SECTION

(iv) GENERAL

ASSIGNMENTS

CONDITIONS

UNDER

« 25. Date from which assessment

THIS

APPLIOABLE

STANDING

is payable—The

TO ALL

ORDER.

applicant must,

if his application be complied with, be ready to pay the assessment
on the land for the fasli

otherwise

in which

specially ordered

he receives

possession of it, unless’

by the Collector.

In the case of lands

5
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occupied without application, the whole amount

of assessment

of the

land shall be payable within thirty days after the amount has. been fixed
by the proper authority and notified to the party concernec

B.P., No. 71,18-1-78; G.0., No. 406, 12-5-98.

26. Payment for standing trees --Where

there are trees standing on

the darkhast land, their value, as settled by the District Forest-officer
or under the*orders of the Collector, should be recovered from the

successful applicant before he is put in possession of the laud, unless

the Collector thinks fit as a special case to give a patta for the land
with

usufruct

the

of the

trees

standing

thereon.

‘The

value of any

buildings, wells, &., should be similarly collected.

B.P., No, 925, For. 22, 15-8-84; G.O., No. 406, 12-5-935
B.Ps., No. $39, 15-6-93 ; No. 346, 15-8-94.

27. Payment of cost of demarcation.—Applicauts for demarcated
Jand in districts where waste land has been demarcated at the cost of
Government will be required, before taking possession, to pay the

being
expense which has been incurred in demarcating it, the amount
Tf the land

calculated on the average cost of demarcation in the taluk.

has been unoccupied since the date of demarcation, the entire expense

of the demarcation so calculated will have to be paid by the applicant,

and in the case of land which has been occupied since the demarcation,

the applicant will be required to pay any balance known to be due

on that account by the previous occupant.

If there are no boundary

marks, it will be incumbent on the applicant to place them in such
manner as may be required by the village authorities.
B.Ps., No. 5682, 9-9-63 ; No. 3668, 30-5-70.

SECTION

(y)—_SPECIAL

DARKHAST

RULES.

28. Chingleput and South Canara.—The foregoing rules are appli-

cable to the Chingleput district, subject to certain modifications which
are noted in appendix V. * Separate rules have been framed for South
Canara *.

G.0., No. 841, 28-1-94, 2G.0., No. 219, 19-4-95.

16. Disposal of tank-bed lands—Sub-division into convenient plots.—
* When a tank is remoyed from the list of irrigation sources and the
ayakat thereunder transferred to dry, the lands in the bed of the tank
should

be laid ouj into convenient plots of » not less than half an acre

each and sold by auction, subject to payment of the highest dry assessment current in the village.*
8 G.0s., No. 550, 7-4-75; No. 380, 30-5-90; B.Ps., No. 215, 17-7-90;
31௦, 270, 8-9-00,
G.O., No. 736, 11-68-84.
2. Compensation to inamdars.—* Where

there

are

inam lands under

the tank, the inamdars may be allowed to have their lands transferred to
dry and have the quit-rent revised accordingly*; » or may be compensated by a grant of land in the tank-bed sufficient to make up the

difference between the wet and dry assessment of their holdings.
ப்

vau
eet

ட.

: ey

௦ ompensating
i
i
the inamdars

6௦, No. 1607, 20-12-88,

௦

In the

lands should be assigned in one block, and the area
should be sold under para-

> BLP., No. 914, 6-7-80; G.0., No. 1184, 18-¥-80.
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17. Cowles—In what cases granted.—* Progressive cowles for cultivation are rarely necessary under a moderate assessment, and should be
restricted +0 the reclamation of heayy jungle land, of swamps, or of

land infosted with nuth grass, or similar exceptional cases.*

> Cowles

free of assessment, varying in period from five to °twenty° years at
the discretion of the Collector, may be given for clearing waste land
covered with prickly-pear.”
2. Yearly clearance to be enforced.—?The extent of land to be

cleared yearly should be entered ina cowle.

‘Thus in a five-year cowle

it should be made a condition that one-fifth of the land is to be cleared

‘The forfeiture of the cowle should be the penalty for non-

yearly.

fulfilment

4 The

contract.»

of the

terms of all cowles

strictly enforced.?
@B.P., No. 949, 19-3-59; G.O., No. 648, 11-5-59
b B.P,, No. 2372,

உல
18.

be

;_B.P., No. 4078, 10-10-59.

No. 172, 11-4-93. 4 B.P., No. 4006, 5-10-59.

Scattered

treated

25-8-74, G.0., No. 1236, 29-9-74.

should

as

trees

annexed

to

and

the

Government

land—(i)

trees

topes *—Scattered

Procedure

when

the

land has an

owner.—When land has already been granted, without specified conditions, on patta, or as inam, or as backyard, the holders of trees situated
on such lands have an absolute proprietary right in them, and

may lop

or fell them at pleasure and without first applying to Government
officers for permission.
No tree-tax will be levied on trees of any nnd
which now exist, or may hereafter be planted, on patta land granted as
specified in this paragraph, excepting in Malabar, Tinnevelly, and
Simi-

‘anjore, where a tree-tax is substituted for the land assessment.

larly no tree-tax will be levied on trees growing on inam
backyards.
(ii)

lands,

or in

Procedure when the land is applied for on patta.—* When newly

assigning on patta unoccupied waste land, Collectors are authorized to
require payment by the applicant of the value of any scattered trees
standing thereon before putting him in possession.*

(ii) Procedure when the land is sold for arrears of revenue.—In the

event of the assessment due on land not being paid, the land will be
liable to be sold for the arrear along with the topes and trees on it.
No separate sale of trees will be permitted.
This rule will be modified
only in the exceptional cases of there being a separate patta for the
trees.
2.

Scattered

trees treated

as

distinct from the

lazd—(Q)

Rights

and

restrictions implied in a tree-patta.— The issne of a tree-patta and the

payment of the tree-tax entered therein only convey to the pattadar the
usufruct

conveyed,

of the

trees.»

¢In

all

cases

it should be noted in the

where

such

usufruct

only

is

patta that the pattadar has no

right to cut down the trees®; and4a condition should be inserted in
all tree-pattas that they are liable to be cancelled when the land is

granted on patta.?

(i) Procedure when the land and trees are held on different pattas—

There are instances under existing arrangements where one ryot holds

* This Standing Order does not apply to reserved forests or reserved
which are under the coutrol of the Collector in his capacity as head of the
“Department in his district (for rules regarding these vide Forest Manunl), and it
only to unreserved lands, agsigned or unassigned, and poramboke.

lands,
Forest
spplies
1 ௮௨2
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growing upon
a patta for the land, and another holds a patta for trees
t to pay
consen
not
does
trees
the
of
holder
the
when
it. In these cases,
front the former

the tree-tax to the land pattadar, it will be collected
ed from the
by the Government officers and the amount will be deduct
land-tax
sum due by the land pattadar. °If tho tree-tax exceeds the howeve
r,
should,
ors
Collect
ment.*
Govern
to
the surplus will be credited
to an end,
endeavour to bring this inconvenient system of double pattas
s and not
and for this purpose, should, whenever practicable, give receipt
pattas to the tree-holders.
(iii) Procedure when the land applied for contains trees held on treeis made

an application or darkhast

patta.— When

for waste

land con-

taining trees which are held on tree-patta, the holder of the trees is to

ment;
be offered the first choice of taking the land at the ‘taram ? assess

tbut if the tree-tax exceeds the land-tax, the darkhast for the land
i
should be refused.t
(iv) Assignment of trees on land. on conditional patia.—® In special
cases in which the Collector may not think it necessary to insist on payment of the value of the trees under clause (ii) of paragraph 1 supra, he
may issue a land-patta saddled with a condition that the holder is to have,
on

as regards trees then standing

that is to say, to

the

land,

usufruct,

to the

a right

and loppings as well as to the fruit,

the leaves

without the right to fell®

3. Trees on or in dasabandhum tanks.—* Trees growing on dasabandham tank-bunds are the property of the inamdar whose duty it is to
keep the tanks in order, and no claim to such trees can be made on behalf
iDasabandham inamdars may also be permitted to
of Government."
tank-beds, if it is customary for them to do 80.4
their
in
enjoy the trees
topes—(i)

4. Government

Waste land
numbers

on which

will,

as a rule,

be

of palmyra

Lteservation

palmyra

and

and date trees grow

reserved

for

date

trees.—

in considerable

abkari or forest

purposes.

When any of these trees are given or sold to the ryots for domestic
purposes, the Collector should arrange that others are sown or planted
in the place.
(ii) Discretion

in

assignment.—In

alienating

lands

containing

scattered trees or topes, Collectors should use considerable discretion.
Where there are large groups of palmyras, fruit trees or valuable timber
trees, } whether growing spontaneously or artificially,i it will generally
be desirable to keep the ownership in the hands of Government.
(iii) Assignment to pattadar.—Applications may be made for topes
now in the hands of Government on the condition of paying the
Where the heirs
‘taram ’ assessment of the land on which they stand.
of the original planters of these topes are found, such persons will havo

the preference.

In these cases, as in those mentioned in clause (ii) of

மணக் 1, after the patta is given for the land on which the tope
stands, the pattadar becomes absolute proprietor of the trees.
(iv) Assignment on lease or tree-patta.—In the case of topes for which

offers are not made on the condition of paying the land assessment, the

ordinary tree-t»x can be levied on the trees.

hol

In these cases the temporary

nee be entitled to the usufruct,” but must not fell ம் the trees
ல்
ப்
ission.
b

by Collector —Where no persons aro willing to rent
Management
en
of
gather and dispose
to tor
the Collec
} will be takby

.
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5. Oharge for irrigation—When water is taken from a Governax
ment source for trees standing on unizrigated land, the usual water-t or
When cocoanut
will be leviéd in addition to the dry assessment.
crop
other trees are planted on irrigated land, a single crop or a double

land as
assessment will be levied with reference to the registry of the months
of
number
a
for
taken
is
water
if
single or double crop; ‘but
.

in the year sufficient to raise two rice crops, double ecrop/assessmentas
should ‘be charged even if the plantation is on land registered

single crop.«

|!On new plantations of this deseription,, however, even

upon land registered as double crop, the single crop assessment only
for
will be levied, unless water be taken from a Government source
crops.
rice
two
a number of months in the year sufficient for raising
mTheso instructions apply to tope plantations only, but not to betel
double
gardens which should ட் treated as garden crop and charged
crop assessment.™

6. Crediting of tree revenue.—® The revenue from trees and from
and
minor produce on unoccupied lands other than reserved forests

reserved lands falls generally under the following heads :—
ved lands
(1) Tax on trees held on patta, which stand on unreser
withered or
and the sale-proceeds of such trees as have
have been blown down or cut, in cases where the treepatta conveys only a right to the usufruct.
from trees on village poramboke (other than those
Revenue
(2)

held on patta), including sale-proceeds of withered trees
and wind falls.
and other
(8) Sale-proceeds of the nsnfrnct of toddy-yielding
minor produce
fruit trees and of the right to gather the
lands, such as the dedram or tangedw bark,
on oe

&o.
ass,
(4) Sale-proceeds of withered trees and wind falls on unreserved
land other than ihose held on patta.

(6) Value of trees standing on lands assigned on darkhasb.

மடு பை

பறி

ஆடு

தடய

லல ஐய
வலவ
லவ்

Of these item (1) should, as a general rule, be credited to “Tand
Revenue” and the remaining four items to ‘« Forests.”
67; No. 2413, 15-6-71.
.Ps., No. 4778, 2
iE} ., No. 4778,
67.
ie | No. 810, 15-24
0. No. 682, 5-9-88.

19,
for:
tope
wise

2
P.,
|
P.
P. ,
.P.,1
ற. ,
26,
Ps
2,
"pg,
0.

Grant
privaté
for his
should

No.
No.
No.
No,
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

632,
632,
1469,
2880,
47,
5629,
387,
8218,
1552,
268,

5-9-88; B.P., No. 569, 218-89.
5-9-88; B.P., No. 806, 19-9-88.
28-4-59; G.O., No. 632, 5-9-88.
14-10-85.
7-1-86.
2-8-69.
Sett., 6-5-92.
23-12-64; No. 420, 25-3-80.
.
8-7-86.
For., 5-7-97; No. 847, For. 14-8-97; No. 502, For. 15-11-98.
BP., No. 1469, 28-4-59.

of land for private or public topes—Grant of land
topes—(Q), Applcation.—Every person wishing to plant a
private benefit whether as a plantation for firewood or otherapply to the Collector, who, if the application is approved by

hind, will submit it to the Board for sanction.
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of land granted—As

19.

a rule, the

land

Chap. I.
ட்

for

puree tope-planting must haye been waste for ten years.
If the tope
e planted in land usually under cultivation, however, suck land will, as
a general rule, be assessed with full tax from the time the trees are
planted, whether it be cultivated or not.

(iii) Conditions of planting—The

grantee

should

plant

out

one-fifth at least of the whole extent in each year subsequent to the
grant, so that the whole may be planted within

the fifth year.

The

system of playting adopted, the number of trees to the acre, and their
position in relation to each other must be such as will satisfy the Collector
that the land has been obtained bond fide, and is being used for the
purpose of plantation and not of cultivation.
(iv) Water-rate—A water-rate will be charged when Government

water is used for the irrigation of the trees or the cultivation of crops,
wet or dry, on tope lands which are tax-free under these rules.

B.P., No. 395, 5-7-93.
(v) Exemption

from

assessment.—Subject

to

the

proviso

in

condition (i) supra and provided that conditions (ii) and (iii) are fulfilled,
the land will be exempt from assessment for twenty years, whether it is
caltivated by the granteo or not.
(vi) Levy of full assessment,—After tho lapse of the period of
twenty years referred to in clause (v),
will be charged; and if the land be
determine the assessment to be levied.
the sterility of the soil or take account
opinion may justify special treatment.

the full assessment on the land
umassessed, the Collector will
In so doing he may allow for
of other matters which in his

B.P,, 64-48; M., Vol. I, pp. 442-4; B.P., No. 611, 21-10-98.

(vii) Consequence of failure to fulfil terms of cowle—If the grantee

fails to fulfil the terms of his engagement he will be liable to pay °the
full assessment on the entire extent of the Jand° included in the cowle
from the date of the infringement of the conditions of the cowle, and
the cowle may, at the Collector’s discretion, be cancelled.

B.P., 6-4-48; M., Vol. I, pp. 442-4.
© B.Ps., No. 260, 26-1-82; No. 395, 5-7-93.
(viii) Form of cowle—A form of cowle for private topes is given
in appendix VI.
2. Grant of kind for formation of public topes—(i)

Persons desirous

of planting topes for public utility and convenience should obtain the
revious sanction of the Board through the Divisional officer and the
follector. If thoy nogloct to do so, any plantations they make will
be liable to * full assessment.*

tions.

A register will be kept of such applica-

Persons who, after sanction has been previously obtained,

plant

topes, either of fruit or timber. trees or other trees affording shade, in

situations approved by the Collector, near a choultry or near any place
of public resort, for general accommodation and convenience, or other
beneficial purpose, will be allowed to cultivate the ground rent-free until
the tope reaches maturity, as a compensation for the trouble and expense

incurred in forming the plantation.

When the trees * attain maturity

or,
* if fruit trees, haye become productive, the tope will be entered in
the accounts as a public tope free of all tax, and the produce will
be left

Chap. I.
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to the planter, to be appropriated for the support of the choultry, repair

for

® Land granted

of the road, or other public purpose cortemplated.

the purpose «just mentioned should, as

a rule, be waste land, but

under

special circumstances cultivated land may be granted.»
B.P., 6-448;

M., Vol. I, pp. 442-4; B.P., No. 3:35, 5-7-93.

a B.Ps., No. 260, 26-1-82; No. 395, 5-7-93.

b B.P., 15-10-49; M., Vol.I, p. 504.

(ii) Clauses (iii), (iv) and (vii) of paragraph 1 supra apply to
public topes planted under cowles.
(iii) A form of tope cowle will be found in appendix VIL.
3. Modification of Rules.—*The Board is authorized to make any
modification of these rules which may seem requisite for adapting them
to Malabar and South Canara, or other districts having peculiar
features*. » In the case of—
(1) land granted for private topes,

(2) land granted for public topes, and

(3) cultivated land granted for public or private topes,
the Collector is at liberty, if he thinks that the circumstances specially

require it, to recommend to the Board in the first two cases greater
hs,

indulgence than is ordinarily allowable under the preceding paragrap

and in the third case the grant of some indulgence.»

» B.P., No. 611, 21-10-93.

a B.M.C., No. 408, 29-4-51,

waste

20. Disposal of assessed
other special tracts—
SECTION

(i).—SALE

OF

lands

ASSESSED

The following rules have been laid down
waste lands in the Nilgiri District, in_ the

in the Nilgiris and
WASTE

LANDS.

for the sale of assessed
Wynaad Taluk of the

Malabar District, and on the Shevaroy, Kollimalai and Yelagiri Hills

in the Salem District :—
1. Sale of land when permissible—The

occupancy right

in waste

orship or exclusive ocoulands in which no rights of private propriet
under rules 2 and 5, may be

panoy exist, and which are not reserved
the
rules.

In

‘Wynaad,

however, sale is only

the following
assessed at
admissible in the case of Government janmam dry lands,
ent as forest,

sold under

Rs. 2 per acre and classed by the Settlement Departm
whether they now contain forest or not.
2. Government sanction when necessary.—Reserves of grazing and
forest land, of land for the growth of firewood, for building sites, parks,

other special
recreation grounds and the like, and of land requiredthe forexpress
sanction
purposes are not to be sold under these rules without
A register of snch reserves will be maintained in the
of Government.
C@ollector’s office and will be open to inspection by intending applicants

at such-times and

under

such ‘ules

as the Collector may, from

timé, prescribe by notification in the District Gazette.
இ, Application for land—An application for 1and

rales shall be addressed to the Collector of the district.

under

time to

these

It shall be

40.
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a rough sketch or plan showing the boundaries of the

land applied for and shall comprise the following particulars :—
(a) The estimated area of the land.

ம

(4) The situation of the land and its boundaries as accurately
as can be stated.

Note.—Applications for house-sites within the limits of towns and villages are
disposed of under the rules contained in Standing Order No. 21 infra,
4. Size
otherwise

and

shape of lot—No lot shall exceed
ordered by

specially

Government.

500 acres unless

Every lot shall be com-

pact and shall include no more than one tract of land capable of being
surrounded by a ring fence.
When the land adjoins a public road or
river, the length of the road or water frontage shall not exceed one
half of the depth of the lot, and a margin of 10 yards from the centre
of the road or the bank of the river shall be excluded from the lot. If

any road passes, or any stream or water course flows, through the lot,
the Collector may at his discretion determine whether it is necessary to

reserve a margin along either or both ofj the sides or banks thereof, and

reserve such margin accordingly.

5. Procedure on receipt of application —On receipt of an application
under rule 3, the Collector shall proceed to ascertain whether there
are any objections to the sale of the occupancy right in the lands,
If he is satisfied that the land
especially from a forest point of view.
is available for private occupation, he shall call upon the applicant to
deposit (a) (1) the cost of surveying

the land calculated with reference

to the estimated area applied for and an acreage charge to be fixed for
the district from time to time

by

the Collector

with the sanction of

the Board of Revenue and (2) the estimated cost of marking it out with

durable

bonndary

marks,

or (4)

in case the

land has been already

surveyed and demareated the estimated cost of replacing any missing
boundary marks.
6.

Consequence

of failure to pay deposit —If

the applicant

fails to

deposit the sum required under rule 5 within two weeks from the date
of demand, his application shall be deemed null and void.

7. Survey

and

demarcation

of land.—Ou

receipt of

required under rule 5 the Collector shall cause the land appliedthe fordeposit
to be

surveyed

and

marked out, and

shall

exclude from the lot all excess

which may be found on survey beyond the limit prescribed in rule 4.
The actual assigaable area having been ascertained,
the cost of surveying

it according to the seale referred to in rule 5 will bo charged against

the deposit, any balance being refunded to the depositor and
any
amount required in addition being recovered from him.
If, after
survey at the request of an applicant, it should prove that the lands
applied for are not available for occupation under these rules, the
applicant will nevertheless be chargeable with the expense of surveying
them.
No lot shall be sold antil it has been surveyed and durable
boundary marks have been erected.

8. Advertisement of sale —(i) When giving orders for.thé surve}
and demarcation of the land applied for, the Coliector shall, by nob
cation in the District Gazette and in such other way as he thinks proper,

advertise the sale of the occupancy right in the land and also fx 2
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months

date for tho sale, which date shall not be earlier than three
from the date of advertisement.

(ii) The advertisement shall be in English and in the vernacular

of the district, in the form given in appendix VIIE.

Tt shall be

for three clear months on some conspicuous part of the land to be sold, in

the chavadi, if there is one, of the village in which the land is situated,
and in the offices of the Collector, Divisional officer and Tahsildar or

Deputy Tahsildar.

(iii) The Collector shall, at his discretion, fix the time and place of
sale and may alter both if necessary, provided that not less than a
week’s notice be publicly given of every such alteration.
9. Notice of sate to applicant.—The Collector shall send, by registered letter, a notice to the applicant of the place and time of sale, as
also of any alteration under the provisions of rule 8; but, except at the
discretion of the Collector, no sale shall be disturbed in consequence

of the non-receipt of such notice, or delayed in consequence of the

non-appearance of the applicant.

10. Withdrawal of application prior to sale—If the applicant

withdraws his application prior to the sale, it shall be discretional with
to proceed with the sale or not as he considers best in
the Collector
The Collector will in such cases refund to the
the publie interests.

applicant so much of the deposit under rule 5 as he considers equitable
with reference to the expenditure actually incurred.
11. Abandonment or postponement of sale——The lots shall be brought
to sale on the day appointed provided that—
(@ the application has not been rendered null and void under

le 65
(ii) the application has not been withdrawn by the applicant,
ட்

)

on if withdrawn, the Collector has decided, under

to proceed with the sale;

(iii) the survey and demarcation

pleted--wide rule 7.

till their completion

of the lands have been com-

If not, the sale must

be postponed

for a period not less than

a week

each time;

(iv) ‘the sale has been ascertained to be unobjectionable on public
rounds—vide rule 7. If found objectionable, the sale

shall bo stopped ;
of any other right incompatible with tho sale of the ocoupancy right under these rules has been preferred. Tf any

(v) no claim of private proprietorship or exclusive occupancy or
claim has been preferred, the sale shall be postponed
the claim has been duly disposed of.

until

12. Auction and upset price—At the time appointed for sale the

correct area of the land, as ascertained by survey, shall be announced,
and the lot shall be put up to sale at an upset price equal in all cases

to the cost of the survey caleplated with reference to the scale fixed

under rule 5 and of the erection of durable boundary marks, together

with the estimated valine of the trees standing on the land, and shall be

sold to the highest bidder above the upset price, Subject to annual
க
assessment as provided in rule 15 infra.
.
6
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sale shall be conducted

Chap. I,
under

and

subject to the following conditions by such officer not below the rank of
Deputy Tahsildar as the Collector may authorize in this behalf :—
(i) That the highest bidder above the upset price shall be the
purchaser of the lot, and if any dispute arise between two

or more bidders at the same price, the lot shall be imme-

diately

put up again

bidding and re-sold.

at the last preceding

undisputed

(i) That, immediately after the lot is knocked down, the purchaser shall pay to the Collector, or the officer

authorized

by him to conduct the sale,a deposit of Rs. 10 per contum

in part payment of his purchase-money and shall at the
an acknowledgment in Form Y given in
same time sign

appendix

IX.

(iii) That the purchaser shall, within 30 days from the day of
sale, pay to the Collector the residue of his purchasemoney, and shall thereupon receive a patta for the premises

in Form Z in appendix X.

(iv) That every person desirous of becoming a purchaser is to
satisfy himself as to the identity and correct description of
the property and the measurement and boundaries of the

premises previous to the sale as, by having the premises
knocked down

to him, the purchaser shall be held to have

waived all objectionsto any mistakes that may afterwards
appear to have been made in the description of the premises
as well as to any other error whatever in the particulars
of the property.

(v) That if from any cause whatever the purchase shall not be

completed by the 30th day from the day of sale, then the

purchaser shall pay to the Collector interest at the rate of

12 per cent. per annum on the remainder of his purchase-

money from the day of sale until the purchase shall be
completed, without prejudice nevertheless to the right of
re-sale reseryed by the next condition ; provided, however,

that the whole of the purchase-money with interest shall
be paid within one year from the date of sale.
(vi) That if the purchaser shall neglect or refuse to comply with
the above conditions or any of them, his deposit money
shall be forfeited and retained by Government, and the

Government shall bo at liberty to re-sell the lot cithor by
public auction or private contract without the necessity

of previously granting a patta to the purchaser, and the
deficiency, if any, arising from such re-sale, together with

all expenses attending it, shall be made good by the purchaser at the present sale who sha}!

as and for liquidated damages.

so neglect or refuse,

_,
14. Payment of purchase-money —The successful bidder shall, immediately on the Sale being declared,;pay down 10 per cent. of the price.
‘The residue of the purchase-money shall, subject to clause (v) of rule 13,

‘be paid within 30 days from the day of sale, and 6n payment thereof,

patta
in Form % shall be issued to the
er and possession
1. Provided that if, before a patta is issued or possession given,ithe
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Collector shall have reason to think, suo motu or on receipt of an applica-

tion, that the salo ought to be set aside, he may, after recording his
reasons in weiting, set aside the sale, and his order shall be final.

Nole.—If the original applicant be the purchaser, he shall receive credit for his
deposit or payment; otherwise the amount shall be repaid to him at once from the
sale-proceeds,
15. Assessment payable —Subject to rule 16 the assessment on lands
disposed of under these rules shall be as follows and shall be payable
in one sum on the 15th April of each and every year :—e

On the Shevaroys, the Kollimalais and the Yelagiris—One rupee

for each acre of land contained in the lot.
In the Wynaad.—Assessment of Rs. 2 per acre plus janmabhogam of eight annas per acre.
On the Nilgiris (except the Wynaad).—Wight annas per acre for
grass land, and Rs. 2 per acre for forest land.

Note.—In the Nilgiris (excluding the Nilgiri Wynaad) the assessment on forest oror
grass land newly taken up under these rules and planted with coffee, tea, cinchona,
his
other special products, will be remitted till the sixth year. The planter will hold the
land free of asscssment for five complete years. In the Wynaad (including both
Nilgiri Wynaad and the Malabar Wynaad) jand similarly taken up and planted will be
held free of assessment for three complete years.
under

16. Revision of assessment —Uhe annual assessment on lands sold
these rules shall be liable to periodical revision in the same

manner as that on ordinary ryotwari land, but no portion of the land
will at any time be assessed at a rate higher than the appropriate dry,

wet or garden rate for such land under the genoral scheme of settlement
for the taluk in which the land is situated.
17. Recovery of arrears of assessment.—Arrears of annual assessment
(and janmabhogam in the Wynaad) shall be recoverable as arrears of
land revenue under the law for the time being in force in the Madras
Presidency.
18.

Liability of land to taxes and rates——lLands

disposed of under

these rules shall bo further subject to all general taxes and local rates
payable by law or custom.
19. Reservation of rights —The existing and customary rights of
Government, of other proprietors and of the public in existing roads
and paths and in streams running through or bounding lands disposed
of

under these

rules, andthe

full right of

Government in

mines

and

quarries subjacent to the said lands, are reserved and are in no way
affected by the disposal of such lands under these rules.
20. General proviso—Nothing contained in these rules shall be
held to debar the Government from granting waste land on cowle
or otherwise at its discretion as heretofore.
SECTION

(i)._ASSIGNMENT

21. Procedure prescribed—The

WITHOUT

following

rules

SALE.
have

been

laid

down for the disposal of smal] plots of land adjoining existing holdings
in, the’ Nigiri District -—

Gi). Oollectér’s authority to grant.—The Collector of the Nilgiris

is authorized, at his discretion, to grant to the owners of properties
outside, the settlements of Ootacamund, Coonoor and Kotagiri and the

AND
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cantonment of Wellington, blocks of waste land not exceeding 20 acres

in area, when such are contiguous to, or abut upon, the property of the
ல்
applicant.
(ii) Discretion as to mode of disposal.—No applicant under rule

(i) shall have any right to the grant sought: the option of disposing of

the land applied for by auction, under

the ordinary rules, shall lie

Cases where two or more neighbourin;
absolutely with the Collector.
landholders may apply for the same plot, shall invariably be decided by
ன்
auction.

(iii) Applications from relatives of public seroants.—In all

instances where an applicant is a relative of any one in the public
seryice, the case shall be submitted for the orders of Government.
Gv) Form of application. Applications under these rules shall

be addressed to the Collector of the Nilgiris in the following form,
accompanied

in

number

settlement

showing the

plan or tracing

by a

for is situated and the boundaries and area of

டப

which the land

Where the plot applied for consists of a whole
sap pee applied for,
settlement number, no plan is necessary.

Form of Application.

| Settlement | Area of
Reems ofp
of | Village, number of land] Jand | ASS°°- | Boundaries. | ——
ind estate
applied for. applied for, ™™
கடக ன

|

ன்

:

4

3

eo |

|

lenges

7

6

5

|

a

(ஸு) Register of applications.—A register of all applications made

under these rules shall be maintained in the office of the Collector of
the Nilgiris in the following form :—

Register of Applications for small plots of land adjoining existing holdings
tn the District of Nilgiris,

2

eS

3
ந
5.
ந்த்
5
2123

5
உ

ஜ12*
815

த

|

த

Bee
ன்seers

5.
[தல

|

5.
௨2

851292
182-214
|
(லத்

5

|

உ

[22158 es 15

| ©
515
514
891௪.

eee

55

|
இ உ

535 8

18)

le

7218-123
(41215 4
4

பகவ

10 |

role

வ்
aga

|

௫3) Position and shape of plots—The prSvisions of rule 4” of

the Rules in section (i) shall be observed as far as possible in respect of

the position and shape of plots granted under these rules.

ee

|
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(vii) Procedure on receipt of application —On receipt of an application, the Collector shall make such inquiries as may be necessary and
inform the applicant whether the whole or any part of the lands applied

for can be granted under theso rules, and require the applicant to define
the boundaries of the plot applied for by visible marks on the land and

to pay a deposit to defray the cost of survey and demarcation, or, in case

the land has been already surveyed and demarcated, of replacing any
missing boundary marks. The amount of this deposit shall be deter-

mined with reference to rule 5 of section (i) and shall be payable by the
applicant within ten days from the date of the receipt of the Collector’s
intimation; failing payment as above, the application will be considered
cancelled.
(viii) Notification of intended grant—On receipt of the deposit
required under rule (vii), the Collector shall, as soon as possible, issne a
notification of the intended grant, in Form A given in appendix XI,
which shall be published in English and the vernacular for three clear
months from the date of its first publication in the District Gazette.
A

copy of the notification shall also be posted at the Oollector’s office, at

the office of the Deputy Tahsildar and Divisional officer in whose
division the lands applied for may be situated and on the lands themselves. No allotment shall be made until the intended grant has been
advertised as aforesaid.
(ix) Applicant to be put in possession —If within the period above
specified no objections are raised to the grant, or if raised, are rejected
by the Collector, the lands shall, at the expiry thereof, be put in
possession of the applicant, in whose name a patta will be issued at the
next jamabandi or annual settlement.
(x) Assessment.—The grants made under these rules shall be
subject to an initial assessment of Rs. 2 per acre per annum irrespective
of the character of the lands, and shall further be liable to general taxes
and local rates, the assessment for the first ycar being calculated from

the date on which possession is given.

The assessment shall be subject

to periodical revision in the same manner as that on ordinary ryotwari
Jand, and shall be paid in one sum on the 15th April of each and every
year.
(xi) Rights of grantees —Grants of lands under these rules shall

entitle the grantecs to only the surface rights or right of cultivation or
planting. Government reserves to itself the full right in mines and
quarries subjacent to such lands.

G.0., No. 873, 29-12-99.

21. Assignment of house-site in villages and* towns.—
+ SECTION

(i).—IN

VILLAGES.

1. Scale of grant.—(i)* Portions of gramanattam or villago-site * » at
the disposal of Government not being communal land>* needed for
general use may be granted for building purposes to bond fide applicants

# Note—*In this Stanging Order the designation “‘Tahsildar”” inclades a Deputy
Tahsildar.
+ The rales in this section are not applicable to the South Cnara district,

ட

3௮, 3௦. 899, 2-10-99; G.0,, No. 189, 17-2-1900,
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in accordance

with

a

scale

fixed

or to be

fixed

by

Chap. I.

Collectors,

with

reference to the requirements of their districts * or ° of particular villages

therein,° “and subject to the conditions of the patta gianted under
paragraph 7 below.»
(ii) *The seale may be drawn
their discretion;

up and altered by Collectors

* » the following will serve as a guide

where

already exists ;—
To pattadars paying Rs. 40 and upward
To other pattadars
:
wee
ஆ
To non-pattadars
aes
ன்

a B.P., No. 409,8-7-91.

_b B.P., No. 239, 2-10-99.

no

at

scale

cENts.
3
2

10
5
4v

© G.0., No. 527, 16-9-98.

2. Procedure in dealing with applications.—* The following procedure
should be observed in dealing with applications for house-site :—

(i) Contents —Applications

for

house-site should be

made

in

writing and should clearly specify the land required, the purpose for
which it is wanted, i.c., whether for constructing a thatched, or a tiled
or terraced building, a place of worship, or 7a school,’ for erecting a
cow-shed,

and so on.

Gi) Officer to whom presented—® The application may be presented

either to the village officers in the first instance,” or to the Tahsildar
direct.

(iii) Registry —Village officers shall register applications in order

of date in a bound

book, the pages of which

numbered, and similar registers

should be consecutively

shall be maintained in Tahsildars’ offices.

(iv) Publication. —'The fact that an application has been made for

a particular site shall be published in the villageby beat of tom-tom
and a notice in the form given in appendix XIT posted up in the village
choultry and on the site applied for for a period of 15 days. A cop
of the notice shall also be sent to the Panchayat of the Union in whic!
the village is situated.

(v) Report,—At the end of the period a report in duplicate

should be prepared and sent to the Tahsildar without delay in the form

prescribed in appendix XIII; together with the notice which should be
signed by the monigar and the karnam.

(vi) Duty of village officers
—» Village officers have no authority
to grant house-site.? 8 இர் the same time it is the duty of village officers
to afford every assistance
to a person requiring a house-site, not only in
the selection of the site, but also in acquainting him with the manner in
which formal

application is to be made, and when

an ayailable

site has

been selected, ths karnam will be held responsible for procuring without

delay the necessary formal application. If the applicant is poor or
illiterate and his application is made orally to the village officers, it will
at once be reduced to writing by the karnam, who will take the necessary
action thereon.°
.
(vii) Maintenance of registers in certain cases—The Collector may,
in villages where he considers it necessary, prescribe the maintenance of
a register showing the extent and situation of the sites already built

those which are still available for building purposes.

) Value of trees.—Where there are tree& on the sites applic

for, their value, as settled by the

District Forest-officer or otherwit

e orders
of the Divisional officer, should be recovered from the

Chap. I.
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‘The value of any

buildings, wells, &c., on the land should also be similarly collected.

(ix) Eeference to village officers —Applications received by the
Tahsildar direct should be referred to the village officers for report.
Village officers should deal with these applications exactly in the same
manner as with applications presented to themselvesin the first, instance,
7.e., they should register them under clause (ili) supra, publish the fact
of the application under clause (iv),and submit a report to the Tahsildar
in accordance with clause (v).
=
(x) Disposal and communication of orders.—The Tahsildar should

dispose of every application by a written order which should be communicated

to all the

parties

concerned.

The

provisions as regards

appeals contained in paragraph 13 of Standing Order No. 15 will apply
to such orders."

In passing orders the Tahsildar may refuse applica

tions for leave to build thatched houses in places where there is risk
of fire; he may also exercise his discretion in regard to the grant of
sites for building places of worship, schools, and similar institutions.

(xi) Extent of house-site allotted? Vahsildars should not grant
house-sites except in accordance with the prescribed scale.” ° Ordinarily
on sanitary grounds the full minimum extent according to the district
scale should be allotted where the application is for an original grant

and not

for a mere extension of existing

premises°

If

a larger

extent than is allowed in the scale is applied for, the sanction of the
Divisional officer should be obtained.”
a B.P., No. 239, 2-10-99. » B.P., No. 409, 8-7-91. ¢ G.O., No. 527, 16-9-98.
@ G.0., No. 847, 14-12-99,
3. Treatment of unauthorized occupation.—(i) Villge site not to be appro-

priated without previous per mission.—* Collectors will assert the prerogative of Government by making it known in all Government villages that
village-site cannot be appropriated without permission previously
obtained.*

(ii) Consequence of such appropriation—? If any portion of the
village-site is appropriated without permission and if the Divisional officer

considers the occupation to be objectionable, the trespasser will at once
be warned to vacate the > *encroachment within a reasonable time not

exceeding one month to be specified in the notice. If the notice is
complied with, a penal charge adjudged to be sufficiently heavy
compel the immediate surrender of the ground appropriated should
imposed.
If it appears that tho trespasser has actually vacated

not
to
be
the

ground, then a nominal or modified charge may be imposed if such a
course seems sufficient to meet the circumstances of the case. If the
appropriator is found to be entitled to an allotment and the site occu-

pied is unobjectionable, the site may be formally granted and the charge
may be moditied-or made nominal or even remitted altogether, provided

that the appropriator took possession in bond fide ignorance of ihe
necessity of a formal grant.

| (iii) Responsibility of village officers.— *Village officers will be

_held responsible for preventing and reporting encroachments.
+

a B.P.,
G.0., No. 527,

=

No. 401, 18-83-73.

_» G.0., No. 527, 16-998.

98; B.P., No. 239, 2-10-99 ; G.O., No. 139, 17-2-1900.

B.P., No. 239, 2-10-99; G.0., No, 139, 17-2-1600,
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4. Cultivation of village-site—* The cultivation of vegetables, tobacco,
&c., within the recognized limits of backyard included in a house-site
need not be interfered with.
»But the cultivation of ‘any portion

of the village-site, which ia not a backyard, is an undoubted abuse and
should be stopped by the imposition of a heavy penal charge, unless
action is barred or appears unadvisable owing to long possession.” ° No

patta should be granted for such cultivation®” unless action is taken

under the next paragraph.”
8 G.0., No. 527, 16+

DBP, No. 239, 2-10-99.

© B.P., No. 401, 18-38-73.

5. Curtailment of village-site—* In villages in which the village-site
is of large extent and far beyond present and future requirements,

»the Divisional officer” ° may transfer the excess to the head of assessed
and make grants thereof on patta, and if the portions transferred are
overrun with prickly-pear, he may offer clearance pattas for cultivation.”
* Care should, however, always be taken to ensure that the villagesite reseryed in each village is sufficient not only for the immediate
needs of the villagers, but

also

future.
a B.P., No. 401, 18-3-73._b B.!
d G.0., No. 527, 16-9.

for

the reasonable requirements of the

0. 239, 2-10-99.
G.O., No, 527, 16-9-98.
fo. 239, 2-10-99.

6. Extension of village-site—* When the existing village-site

does

not suffice for the needs of resident villagers or of pattadars, agricultural
labourers and village servants about to become

resident

in the

village,

Collectors may extend the site by the transfer of assessed lands to poramboke or by the addition of other descriptions of available poramboke.*

» They may effect such transfers and additions on their own authority
except in the case of assessed land which is not at the disposal of
Government and which must be acquired under the Land Acquisition
Act.”
4“ B.P., No, 525, 12-6-88; G.O., No. 1050, 4-12-91; G.O., No. 527, 16-9-98;
B.P., No. 239, 2-10-99. b B.P., No. 239, 2-10-99,
7. Procedure

subsequent

to the

grant

of house-site—(i)

grants.—A register of house-sites granted in each
maintained in the form given in appendix XV.

Register

village shall

of

be

(i) Form of patta—Pattas for the sites shall be granted in the
form given in appendix XVI;

but Divisional officers may impose an:

additional conditions regarding the provision of meune of drainage with

reference to Standing Order No, 99. The
grantee may also be required
to execute an agreement binding himself tofli such conditions on pain

of forfeiting the grant.

_ Gil) Right of re-entry.—The right of re-entry, whether under the
provisions of the patta or under those of any subsidiary agreement,

sone

be enforced only under the orders of the Divisional

jefore ordering such re-entry, Divisional

officers.

officers may, as a matter

of

grace, give notice (a) to the grantee if he can be found and (b) in the
istrict

Gazette.

=

aie

(Gy) Extension of period prescribed for buslding.—Divisional officers

_ may algo, as a matter of grace and when special cause has been shown
for such a concession, extend the period preseribed in condition (1) of

Chap. I.

the patta.
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Ordinarily the period should be made to commence so as to

give the pattadar a clear period of twelve months or six months as the
case may be after the decision of any appeal that may be preferred
against the order of assignment.

B.Ps., No, 401, 18-83-73; No. 239, 2-10-99,
* SECTION
8. Definition of

* Town’—No

(ii).—IN TOWNS.

the purposes of this section unless—

.-

place shall be classed as a town for

(a) a
தயவு Act is in force therein, or
(8) (i) the place has a population of not

less

than 5,000

inhabitants residing in houses more or less contiguous, not in scattered

collections as hamlets, and
market town.

(i) has a distinctly urban character such as that of a
B.P., No, 444, 22-12-97; G.0., No. 527, 16-9-98.

9. Publication of list of towns.—The Collector shall publish in the
District Gazette a list cf towns as classed under paragraph 8 and may
from time to time alter tho list by notification in the District Gazette.
B.P. No. 444, 22-12-97 ; G.O.,

No. 527, 16-9-98.

10. General provisions in regard to town-sites—(i) Scale of grant for

building purposes—In

towns portions of house-site

at the disposal of

Government may be granted for building purposes in accordance with a

scale fixed or to be fixed by Collectors with reference to the requirements
of their districts or of particular towns or quarters of a town, and

subject to the conditions laid down in paragraphs 11 to 17 below. The
seale may be altered by Collectors from time to time according to their
discretion, but every such alteration should be previously published in
the District Gazette.

(ii) Register of land suitable for building purposee.—A register should

be maintained by the village officers of each town, showing the situation and extent of all land at the disposal of Government and suitable

for building purposes.
(iii) Town-site not to be appropriated without previous permission.—
Collectors will assert the prerogative of Governmont by making it
known that town-site at the disposal of Government cannot be appro-

priated without permission previously obtained.
(iv) Consequence of such appropriation.—If any portion of such
town-site is appropriated without: permission and the Divisional officer

considers that the ocoupation is objectionable or that the occupancy right

should be sold by auction, the appropriator will at once be warned to
vacate within a reasonable time, not exceeding one month, to be specified in the notice.
If the notice is not complied with, a penal charge,

adjudged to be sufticiently heavy to compel the immediate surrenderot

the ground appropriated, should be imposed.

4

த:

* In Soath Canara tho rules in this section are only
to nelaterize holdings in the towns of Mangulore, Udipi, Mulki and Bantval, applicable
=
a
i
B.P., No. 289, 2-10-99; G.O., No. 189, 17-2-1900,
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will be

held

responsible for preventing and reporting encroachments.
(vi) Cultivation of town-site —The cultivation of vegetables, tobacco,
&e., within the

recognized limits

of backyard included

in a house-site

need not be interfered with. But the cultivation of any portion of
house-site in towns which is not a backyard is an undoubted abuse, and
should be stopped by the imposition

of a heavy

penal charge, unless

action is barred or appears unadvisable owing to long possession.

No

patta should be granted for such cultivation.

(vii) Eetension of town-site—When the existing town-site does

not suffice for the needs of the residents, Collectors may add thereto any
adjacent

land

at the disposal of Government

and may

for the

same

purpose, in districts where such a course is permissiblo, acquire under the

Land Acquisition Act, land not at the disposal of Government.

(vill) Sanitary requirements —In granting town-sites for building

purposes Divisional officers will bear in mind, and as far as possible give
effect to, the general orders in Standing Order No. 99, which are meant
to ensure width and straightness of street, to guard against overcrowd-

ing and also to make suitable provision for drainage.

B.P., No. 289, 2-10-99 ; G.O., No. 139, 17-2-1900.
11.

Procedure

to be observed

in the

disposal

of applications—° The

following procedure shall be observed in dealing with applications for
house-site in towns :—
(i) Oontents.—Applications for house-site shall be made
in writing

and shall clearly specify the land required, and the purpose for which
it is wanted, i.e., whether for constructing

» thatched, tiled or terraced

building, a place of worship or °a school,® for erecting a cattle-shed, &e.
(ii) Officer to whom presented—The

application may be presented

in the first instance to village officers, who will then forward it to the
Tahsildar with a report in duplicate in the form given in appendix

XII, omitting columns14and 16.

Applications made to the Tahsildar

direct should be referred to the village

form.
of

officers for

a report in

the same

(iii) Registry.—Village officers shall register applications in order

date in

a bound book, the

pages of which

should

be consecutively

பம,
and similar registers shall be maintained in Tahsildars’
offices.
(iv) Report.— A copy of the village officers’ report should be sent

by the Tahsildar to the Municipal Council ¢ or Union

ட் having

jurisdiction over the town, and the objections of those bodies, if any
are raised by them, should be considered by the Tahsildar.

(௫) Disposal-—If on a perusal of the village officers’ report and the

remarks of the Municipal Council or Union Panchayat and after such
enquiry as may be necessary, the Tahsildar considers the disposal of the
‘site under this paragraph to be unobjectionable, he should inform the
‘applicant accordingly.

In the case of towns

that have

or are
likely to be surveyed, a deposit of Rs. 5 for each lot shall been
be required
from the applicant at the same timo to defray the cost of demarcation
and survey. This deposit shall be paid within ton days after
the
‘ahsildar’s

intimation; failing
the appliestion will be coned cancelled. On rocoipt ofpayment,
the
deposit
above roferred to, th
Tahsildar shall cause the land to be
demarcated and surveyed

a aoe
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On completion of such work the Tahsildar should

as possible.

cause a

notification in the form given in appendix XIV to be published in the

town by beat of drum and also to be posted up in some conspicuous
place as well as on the land applied for.

(vi) Auction sale—The auction should be held by the Tabsildar

or by some officer duly authorized by him on the date fixed in the
notification or on any subsequent date to which the sale may be adjourned

for good reason, of which fact due public notice should be given, and

the lot should be knocked down to the highest bidder. “In cases where
lands have been demarcated and surveyed at the expense of applicants,

an upset price shall be fixed which shall be the cost of such demareation

and survey-

(vii) Deposit——The purchaser of the lot should be required to

deposit at once 15 per cent. of the amount of his bid and to sign an
agreement consenting to forego the deposit in case the remainder of the
purchase-money is not paid-within thirty days after the sale,
viii)

of the sale

result

Confirmation of sale.—The

shall

be sub-

mitted immediately to the Divisional officer, who may either confirm the
sale or cancel it in the exercise of his discretion or for any other good
reason. Thus, he may refuse to confirm grants for thatched houses in
places where thi ere is risk of fire or where such houses would be out of
keeping with neighbouring buildings; he may also exercise his discretion

in regard to confirming grants made for building places of worship,

schools and similar institutions.
(ix) Appeal.An appeal to the Collector will be allowed
an order passed by the Divisional officer under clause (viii).

shall be no second appeal.
(x)

Government of India sanction when

required —The

sale

against
There
of the

occupancy right in land the value of which exceeds Rs. 10,000 requires
the previous sanction of the Government of India to be obtained through
the Board and the Local Government.¢
c B.P., No. 239, 2-10-99. 4 B.P., No. 274, 25-5-93. © G.O., No. 847, 14-12-99.
Note.—In the disposal of plots of land within the municipal limits of Ootacamund
and Goonoor, the previous sanction of Government to the sale of the sites shall be
obtained.
G.0., No. 139, 17-2-1900-

12. Kate of ground-rent.—Ground-rent shall be paid for the site at

the rate which, at the time the grant is made, may, with the approval

of the Board and Government, have been fixed by the Collector Dor the

town or part of the town in which the site is situated.

not be less than Rs. 10 per acre.
rate in the District Gazette.

The

Such rate shall

Collector shall notify the said

G.0., No. 527, 16-9-98.

18. Periodical revision’ of ground-rent.—* Vhe ground-rent so fixed
and payable shall be liable to periodical revision simultaneously with
the re-settlement of the ryotwar, assessment of the taluk in which the

town is situate.

In making such revision the letting value of the site,

exclusive of the value of any buildings or superstructures thereon, » or
other improvements,” shall alone be taken into considdtation. "
nae

~

=

8G.0., No. 527, 16-9-98.

» B.P., No. 239, 2-10-99,
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14, Reduction of ground-rent in special cases. The Collector may
at his discretion lower the rate of ground-rent in special localitie
s,» e.g.,
in parts of towns inhabited by the poorer classes or where the
cost of
building houses is unusually high; when the concession is
made on
account of the applicant’s poverty, care should he taken to word
the patta
in such a manner as to prevent the benefit of the concessi
on bein;
claimed by assignees, such as sowcars who were not intended to
benefit
by it. Phe Collector may also dispense with the sale of occupan
cy
right

by auction whenever he considers this course to be advisable in

the following circumstances :—
(1) Where an application is made for a mere extension of an
existing
house-site and not for a full-sized plot according to the
scale prescribed
under paragra

ph 10: in this case the Collcctor may levy the fall
(2) where the applicant is too poor to purchase the site at anction :
this case the site may be assigne

market value of the site from the applicant; or

in
d subject to the payment of groundrent either at the ordinary rate or at the special
rate referred to in
the first part of this paragraph.
B.P., No. 470, 15-8-98. * G.0., No. 627, 16-9-98 ; B.P.,
No. 239, 2-10-09,
b B.P., No. 239, 2-10-99.
15. Procedure

grants.—A

subsequent

to the grant

of house-site—(i)

register in the form given in appendix XV

Register of

shall be main-

tained for all house-sites granted in towns,
£
(i) Form of patta.—A patta in the form given
in
append
ix
XVII
shall be issued for all sites assigned under this sectio
n, but Divisional
officers

may impose any additional conditions
means cf drainage with reference to Standingregarding the provision of
Order No. 99 or any
other sanitary or administrative requiremen
t,
The grantee may also be
required to execute an agreement binding
himself to fulfil such conditions
on pain of forfeiting the grant.

Gil) Right of re-entry.—The right of re-

provisions

of the patta

or under

entry, whether under the
‘ose of any subsidiary agreement, ©

should be enforced only under the orders
give notice (a) to the grantee and (6) in the
District Gazette.
Gy)

Before ordering such re-entry the Divisional of the Divisional officer.
officer may, as a matter of
Grace,

Batension of period prescribed

officer may also, as a matter of grace and for building—The Divisional
when special cause has been
shown for such a concession, extend
the period prescribed in condition
(8) of the patta.
Ordinarily the period should be mede
to commence so
as to give the pattadar a clear period
mayss be from the date of decision of of six or twelve months as the case
any appeal that m:
inet
bi
ferred
against the Divisional officer's order confirm
ing the ம்:
ட்
B.P., No. 239, 2-10-39,
16. House-sites in Cantonments.
—
ound-rent of land should be
levied ar:
enue

officer.

The terms of all old

* the Collector may, at his discretion,
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if such land is used as house-site ; otherwise

with

the

case

(iv) and (vi§ of paragraph 10 supra.»

in

accordance

B.Ps, 8-7-44; 28-1-47 ; M., Vol. I, pp. 361; 416.
17.

53

with

clauses

(iii),

> B.P., No. 239, 2-10-99.

Sites within fortifications—Grounds within fortifications

at out-

stations on which buildings are erected by private individuals are
chargeable with ground-rent or assessment, which shall be collected and
carried to account by the Revenue officer of the district in which the
fortification is situated.
ஸ்

B.Ps., 8-744; 28-1-47; M., Vol. I, pp. 361; 416; G.O., No. 527, 16-9-98.
G.0., No. 139, 17-2-1900.
22. Disposal of land and buildings பட்டபா
by a Govern-

ment

Department—Disposal

generally left to

Oollector—The

sale of

Government land and buildings when expressly sanctioned by Govern-

ment should, as a general rule, be left to the Collector of the district, but

it is at the same time open to other departments to apply for permission
to sell land, &c., themselves when they see cause to recommend

such

a

measure.
This rule does not apply to the sale of building materials or
other such property, but only to land, or buildings with the site on
which they stand.
B.Ps., No. 2602, 8-11-81 ; No. 699, 9-3-82.

2. Government sanction for sale when necessary—*
proposed

Whenever

it is

to sell buildings in charge of the Public Works Department

with the sites on which they stand
Collector of the district will obtain

Revenue Department."

or with the attached lands, the
the orders of Government
in the

8 B.P., No. 157, 20-5-95.

8.

Sale certificate and title-deed.—” Whenever Government

buildings

are sold with their sites by public auction, a certificate in the form given
in appendix XVIII shall be granted for the budding,

and a title-deed

in the form given in appendix XIX issued for the site oceupied by the
building.»
> G.O., No.|397, 27-6-99.

23. Transfer

of assessed land to the

head of unassessed.—

The authority of Collectors is sufficient for the transfer of assessed land
to the head of “ unassessed ” or “ poramboke ”’ when it is required for

village sito or other commanal purposes.

An annual fasliwar return of

such transfers should be submitted tothe Board not later than the 15th

September in each year in the form given in appendix XX.
B.Ps., No.

2700,

15-11-67 ; No.

8068,

14-12-67

; No. 1192,

1-5-82;

No. 9, 6-1-92.

24. Alienation of State land and land revenue—
SECTION

()—ALIENATION

OF STATE LAND.

1, General_—Rules 2-6 below on the subject of alienation of State

land are extracted from the Resolution of the Governrhent of India in

the Bon:

dated

of Agriculture, Revenue and

Commerce,

No.

i—141,

6th February 1872:—
Note —Distinction between alienation of land and land revenue—* The

Government of India’s Resolution, dated 6th February 1872, relates
to the ௬ Pparmanant b
# slienation of land the proprietary right in which vests in the State, whether the
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Jand is assessed to land! revenue or not. The conditions under which alienations of
Jand revenue can be sanctioned are laid down in a separate Resolution of that Government and are dealt with in section (ii) of this Standing Order.
.
Government of India’s Resolution No. 1—141, 6-2-72, para. 1; para. 8 of the
Government of India’s letter in G.O., No. 127, 3-2-80; para. 3 of G.O.,
No. 646,
4-11-98 (B.P., No. 344, 16-12-98); para. 5 of G.O., No. 638, 3-11-98 (B.P., No. 343,
15-12-98) ; para. 4 of the Government of India’s Circular No. 2-869-14, 16-7-98 (B.P.,
No. 58, 28-2-99).
2
b Para, 2 of.the Government of India’s Ciroular No. 11-368-1, 16-10-96, in B.P.,
No. 67, 22-2-97; para. 2 of the Government of India’s letter No, 796-—26-3, 13-4-99
(G-0., No. 1537, Mis., 25-4-99),

2, © Disposal of Stale land.— “ Land which forms the property of

the State may be disposed of in various ways :—
“ First—By sale at full market value.

& Second,—By sale on favourable terms to a public body or associa« Third,—By gift or grant to—

“tion or to an individual for a public purpose.
(ஐ)

a public body or association or to an individual for a public

05e 5
«(@) private individuals in remuneration for public services to
“be performed;
«(c) private individuals for their private benefit without refer“ence to future services.
ய்

3, Saving of waste land rules,—< Lands, the property of the State,
“which are goyerned by the rules* for the grant of waste lands, will
“continue to be dealt with under the rules on this subject in force for
“the time being.

4, Sale of land for full value.— “As regards lands, the property of
“the State, other than waste lands, which are sold for full value, no
“reference to the Government of India need be made where the full
« value does not exceed Rs. 10,000. Up to this amount the sanction of
“the Local Government or Administration will in all cases be sufficient.
“The amount realized by the sale of the land should invariably be
« credited to the general revenues.
5, Sale of land on favourable terms.—“ As regards the sale of lands on
“favourable terms for a public purpose, in no case should the recipient

“pay less than half the full market value of the lands granted ; and

‘whenever such full value exceeds the sum of Rs. 1,000, the sanction of
“ the Government of India should be previously obtained.
The amount

“realized by the

“ yevenues.

sale should in all cases

be credited to the general
>

8, Gift or grant of State land.—* As regards tho gift or grant of lands

“the preyious sanction of the Goyernment of India should be obtained
“in cases where the value of the grant exceeds Rs. 3,000, when given as

“a site for the construction of

schools, hospitals,

dispensaries

“public works.at the cost of recognized local funds; where

or

other

it excceds

* Darkhasb rales (S.O. No. 15) ; waste land rules (S.0.
20); rules relating to the
free grant of honce-sités in villages (Section (i) of 8,0. No.No. 21);
rules
to the
transfer of assessed land to communal poramboke (8.0. No. 23); and relating
Cowles (8௨0.
oes
No. 17).—vide also para. 10 infra.
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“Rs. 500 when given for any other public purpose
“ individual for services to be performed to the State * or
«Rs. 100 when the services are to be performed to
“and in all cases of grants to individuals for their
“irrespective of any services to be performed,”*

24.

5D.

or to a private
where it exceeds
the community
private benefit

© G.0., No. 681, Public, 6-6-72.
7,

Valuation

of

land—{i)

Occupancy

right—*The

value

of the

oceupancy right in the land should be taken as its value*for the purposes of the rules laying down the limits of sanction (vide ‘paragraphs
4 to 6 supra).
By the “ value of occupancy right” is meant the value
that the land would fetch in the open market if sold subject to an
appropriate charge for land revenue.

(i) > In the case of poramboke and unassessed waste land an

assessment

should

be fixed

at the

rates

adopted

for assessed

land

of

similar quality in the locality, > and the value of the occupancy right
should be determined on this basis.
(iii) Assessment.—If in addition to the occupancy right, the assess-

ment real or hypothetical (in the case of poramboke) is to be foregone,
the latter should be valued separately under Section (ii) of this Standing
Order.

4 Para, 8 of the Government of India’s Circular in B.P., No. 67, 22-2-97,
para. 4 of the Government of India’s Circular in B.P., No. 58, 28-92-99,
b B.P., No. 208, 19-6-97-

8, Delegation of Local Government's powers to subordinate authorities,—

The several classes of alienation of land which are affected by the
Resolution of 1872 and those which are not so affected are specified in

paragraphs 9 and 10 infra.

It should be noted that, by special delegation

orunder special rules governing some of these classes, the powers of
alienation conferred on the Local Government by the Government of
India’s Resolution of 1872 are at present exercised by Collectors or the
Board of Revenue and that this practice will remain unaffected. Such

of these alienations as fall within paragraph 9 infra should be duly

mentioned in the annual statements referred to in paragraph 23, Section
(iil) below, and when the pecuniary value of the alienation
is such that the
sanction of the Government of India wonld be required under
paragraphs 4 to 6 supra, the previous sanction of that authority should be

a] P ied for through the Board and the Local Government. ‘Thus a grant
or land even on assessment in exchange for land taken up under Act I
of 1894 (item 5, paragraph 9 ifra) should be sanctioned by the Goyernment of India if the amount of the compensation in lieu of which the

grant is made exceeds Rs. 10,000 (paragraph 4 supra), such a grant
being equivalent to a sale for full value.

9, Alienations to be included in annual returns.—The following state~
ment shows the classes of alienation which should be included in the
returns submitted to the Government of India and the authorities

ன்
“ * N.B.—This

does

aoe ee

to cases in which the Local

Governments may

“ been separately authorized to dispose of lands under special rules

« Governmentof India. ”
றி

0.6. 3௨. 681, Public, 6-6-72,

sanctioned Py

have
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competent to exercise the Local Government’s powers of sanction in each

case :—

Sanctioning authority.

Class of cases.

(1) All permanent transfers of

See paragraph 12 infra.

State land to Local Boards or Municipal

corporations

sale, gift or

whether

on

whether

by

other

terms

and

to

demand

subject

on

account of lard revenue or not.

(2) * Sales of fown-sites at the

Collectors.

disposal of Government subject
to ground-rent under Section (ii) of

Standing Order No, 214
(8)

*

Sale

land

© The Local Government, excopt-

subject to

ing in the case of small plots not

of Government

in the town of Madras
quit-rent.®

exceeding four grounds in extent
and forming part of or adjoining
a village or parcherry site which

the Collector
(4) *Sales (under clause (iv) of
paragraph 30 of Standing Order
No. 90 infra) of land

acquired

for

public purposes and subsequently
relinquished.*
(5) » Land at the disposal of
Government granted in oxchange

for private

land

acquired

under

Act I of 1894.»

is

competent

to

dispose of.°
ollectors when the sale is for
fll yalue and by public auction;
the Board of Revenue in other

cases.

—

Collectors, except when the grant
of land is proposed under section
81 (3) of Act I of 1894 in which
case the sanction of the Local
Government is necessary.

(6) ° Government land assigned
in lieu of service inam land ren-

Collectors,

dered unprofitable by natural causes
(Standing Order No. 63 infra).
(7) # Sales of escheated land.¢
(8) Sale of tank-beds and land
under project works subject to assessment for purposes of cultivation.
(9) Grants or sales of land
whether subject to revenue or not
and not falling within any of the
excluded classes shown in paragraph
10 below, to private individuals or
public associations for public purRes

OF

services,

or

to

individuals for their private

Collectors when the sale is sanctioned in the orders passed on
proposals for escheat.
ollectors.
The Local Government.

ivate

benefit.

a G.0., No. 118, 14-2-99 (B.P., No. 64, 4-3-99),

» Para. 7 of the Government of India’s letter
in @.0., No. 127, 8-2-80; G.0.,

No. 646, 4-11-98 (B.P., No. 344, 16-12-98),
©B.P., No. 413, 16-11-95 ; G.O., No. 541, 24-794,
Para. 1 of the Government of India’s Resolntion No. 1—141, 6-2-72.

°G.O., No. 248, 21-2-83,
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10, Alienations to be excluded from annual returns—The following
the Government of India’s Resolution, dated
6th February 1872, and accordingly do not require to be reported to

cases are not coyered by

that Government in annual statements :—
(1) *Government waste land assigned or sold under the darkhast
rules (Standing Order No. 15),*
(2) * Assessed or unassessed waste land sold under the waste

land rules contained in Standing Order No. 20.»

(8) "State land made over to railway or canal’companies for
whose operations the Government is bound under agreement to provide
Jand.*
(4) @ Private land acquired under Act I of 1894 and made over
to departments of the State, to local bodies or to railway companies.
(5) » Land granted to individuals or to the community but
not to Local Boards and Municipal Councils for communal ப
¢.g., @ Village-site granted free of charge under Standing Order
No. 21

and land transferred to the head of poramboke for use as burning and
burial ground and the like.»

(6) © Land granted on cowles (Standing Order No. 17).
(7) @ Land which is not made over permanently but is granted
only for temporary use, ¢.g., sites allotted on the Madras esplanade to
clubs, schools and associations for purposes of recreation.
6.0. No. 127, 3-2-80.
a4 B.P., No. 590, 29-4-80.
B.P., No. 67, 222-07.
bp { BP, No. 67, 22-2-97.
Para. 8 of tho Government of India’s Circular in
Para. 6 of une Government of India’s Circular in
Para, 4 of the Government of India’s Circular in
Para. 8 of B.P., No. 67, 22-2-97 ; G.O., No. 8765,

B.P.,
B.P.,
B.P.,
Mis.,

No. 58, 28-2-99.
No. 67, 22-2-97.
No. 117, 7-4-97.
19-9-96 (B.P., No.

4434, Mis., 28-9-96); and G.O., No. 1537, Mis., 254-99 (B.P., No. 1574,
Mis., 13-5-99).

11. Form of application for alienation of land.—Vor every alienation of
Jand requiring the sanction of the Board of Revenue, the Local Govern-

ment or the Government of India, under these rules, an application
should be made by the Collector in the form ® prescribed in appendix
XXI. [f it is proposed to alienate land together with the revenue due
thereon, > an additional application > for the alienation of the revenue
should be submitted in the form prescribed in paragraph 18 in Section (ii)
of this Standing Order. In the case of land granted in exchange under

‘Act I of 1894, however (paragraph 9, item 5 supra), the ¢ special form

prescribed in paragraph 22 of Standing Order No, 90 infra will take the
place of those now referred to.
4 BP., No. 436, 13-12-97.
» Poot-note to Form No. ii at page 7 of B-P., No, 67, 22-2-97.
© B.P., No. 317, 23-11-98.
12. Alienations of State

land

to

local

bodies—®

(i)

Condttion as to

resumption.—A grant of land to a local body for public purposes should

always contain the condition ! which will be regarded as implied, if not

expressed,! that if the land isnot applied to the purpose for which it
was granted, the Governmont may resume it, and that, if it is resumed,
the compensation payable therefor shallin no case exceed the amount,

if any,

paid to the

Government for the land

together with the cost or

the present value, whichever shall be the less, of any buildings erected
8
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these conditions may
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the local

body.

by

enforced,

order

In

all land

a register of

form

the
granted to local bodies should be maintained in every taluk in

prescribed in appendix XXII.

Exemptions

I.

from land revenue sanc-

person,
tioned under Section (ii) of this Standing Order in favour of any register.
same
the
in
entered
be
also
should
body
institution or local

The Tahsildar of the taluk will be held responsible for seeing that the
register is corrected up to date—vide paragraph 19 infra.o

(ii) Otyect of alienation—® A grant of Government land to a local

occupancy
authority will be allowed free of any initial charge for the purposes
.©
tight when the land is to be set apert for bond fide public
to provide land

h When, however, the local authority is hound by law
for a public or communal purpose, the land, if the property of the State,
must be paid for by such body.»
(iii) Authority

competent

to sanction

of local

in favour

alienations

bodies.» Collectors have been specially authorized to make free grants
of State land, when the capitalized value of the assessment thereon
does not exceed Rs. 3,000 to Tuocal Boards and Municipal Councils
for the purpose of roadsb °and appurtenances thereto such as stone

quarries, gravel depots, store-sheds, and the like.c ‘Collectors and theof
to sanction similar grants
the capitalized value of
,
provided
purposes
public
other
for
land
State

Board of Revenue are also empowered

the assessment on the land does not exceed Rs. 250 in the case of
sanctions accorded by Collectors and Rs. 3,000 when the sanction

proceeds from the Board of Revemue, and provided the land is not put

to such uses as will yield an income to the local body
paragraph 13 infra).'

With

concerned (vide

these exceptions, every alienation

of land

to a local body, whether by sale, gift or grant and whether subject to
or free of charge for land revenue, requires the sanction of the Local
Government or the Government of
India for which an application
should be made in the prescribed form.

(iy) Oost of acquisition under Act I of 1894.—4 Whenever private
rights in land have to be acquired under Act I of 1894
local

bodies

the

cost of such acquisition

to the local body concerned.

Thus

should, as

on behalf of

a rule, be

in the case of ryotwari

charged

land the

pattadars should be compensated at the cost of the local bodies for the
loss of their occupancy right, and in the case of zamindari and inam
land compensation should be paid from the funds of the local body to
the tenants for any ocoupancy right which they, may possess and to the
zamindar or inamdar for the loss of rental.1
eAn exception to this

rale is permitted in the case of land acquired for Local Fund or Municipal
roads which the Collector may acquire at the cost of the State provided
the compensation given takes the form of a fresh grant of land at the

disposal of Government and not of money.®
௩ G.O., No. 1104, 28-10-92; B.P., No. 699, 8-12-92,
» G.O,, No. 895, 23-9-91
; Para. 4 of G.O., No. 638, 8-11-98,
© B.P., printed in G.O., No. 756, 22-9-90 (B.P., No. 662, 31-10-90).
a G.0., No. 285, 10-4-91 (B.P., No. 366, 28-6-91),
P ae 160, 20-5-95; G.0., No. 3212, Mis., 10-8-95 (B.P., No. 310,

f G.0., No. 624, 18-9-99.
ப்
௧3.2. 1௦. 295, 2711-09.
_} Section 392 of Madras Act I of 1884; B.P., No. 5155, Mis., 13-9-94.
i BP., No. 216, 12-9-99,
ச்
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SEOTION (ii)._ALIENATION OF LAND REVENUE.
Note-—The general instructions on this subject in paragraphs 13-15 infra are based
on the letter from the Government of India No. 2486—149, dated 17th November 1891
(B.P., No. 477, dated 30th August 1892).
13, Land exempt from payment of revenue —lLand such as roads, the
sites of hospitals, dispensaries and the like, which yield no return to local
bodies or other owners thereof and are devoted to public purposes, will

be exempt from demand on account of land revenue, the exemption to

last for such time only as the conditions on which it Was granted are
fulfilled. The benefit of the exemption may be claimed on behalf of
land alienated by the State as well as for occupied land acquired by

similar
loca! bodies. Land appropriated for markets, cart-stands and payment
objects from which an income is derived will be liable to the
of land revenue.

for the aforesaid
Note.—(1) The exemption will apply to all land acquired or utilized
only to the revenue
public purposes whether ryotwari, inam or zamindari, bat extendsassessment
payable on
payable to Government on such land, i.c., to the amount of the
ryotwari land and of peshkash or quit-rent on zamindari,or inam land.
B.P., No. 699, 8-12-92.
(2) The site of a local fund or municipal bungalow,{chattram or onrest-house
account
be exempt from demand
which is used by travellers on payment of fees will
available ;
of land revenne until the receipts and charges of five consecntive:years|fare
for that] period
and thereafter it will remain exempt unless the receiptscaseand thecharges
site: will be liable to
show a balance in favour of the local body; in which
aaseasment as long as it is used for a bungalow, rest-house, ce.
G.0,, No. 861, 2-10-93 (B.P., No. 591, 18-10-93).
(8)

The site of a local fund or municipal office is not

the payment of revenue.

as suchjexempt

from

B.P., No. 80, 9-83-95.

(4) The site of local fund and municipal schools and the play, grounds
attached thereto will be exempted from the payment of land revenue so long as the
institutions in question aro maintained.
G.0., No. 609, 14-6-92 (B.P., No. 377,'23-7-92).
is authorized
14, Local Government’s powers.—The Local Government
to exempt land of the descriptions in paragraph 18 supra from land
revenue when the capital value, taken at 25 years’;parchase of the revenue
remitted, does not exceed the limits laid down in the Government of

India’s Resolution of 1872 quoted in paragraph 6 supra, viz.,)Rs.13,000,

when the revenuc apportains to the site of a hospital, dispensary or
other similar institution maintained at the cost of recognized local funds ;
Rs. 500 when the land is used for any other public purpose or as
emoluments for services rendered to the Btate ; and Rs. 100 when the
When these limits are
services are to be performed to the community.
exceeded and in all cases where the exemption is to enure for the

benefit of private individuals without reference to any services to be

rendered

by them

is required.

the previous sanction

of the Government

of India

15, Government of India’s powers,_Every new alienation of revenuo
not being an exemption such as is permitted by these rules or made
under powers vested in local authorities by law or rule requires the
ட்
previous sanction of the Government of India.

_ Noie—(1) A beriz deduction or an assignment or remission of revenue is an alien:
ation of revenue within the meaning of this paragraph.
ம்
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(2) 4 A renewal of a time expired grant (.9., the continuance for a second life
of an assignment of land revenue originally made for one life only) should be regarded
asa new grant as also any addition to the value of an existing grant. ®
Government of India’s letter, No. 404-56, 24-2-92 (B.P., No. 177, 11-4-92).
8 Paragraph 5 of the Government of India’s Ciroular in B.P., No. 67, 22-2-97.
16, Annual returns,—All remissions or alienations of revenue under
this Section should be reported to the Government of India in the annual
statements referred to in paragraph 23, Section (iii) of this Standing
Order. The following transactions, however, which are not new alienations of revenue, are not affected by paragraph 15 and do not require to
be so reported :—
ய் #The mere continuation of an old grant of revenue as opposed
to such renewal or enlargement of an existing grant as is referred to

in note (2) to paragraph 15, asalso any enhancement of the value of a
grant of revenue which is due solely to the revision of thejassessment at
settlement.a

Note.—Hxamples of continuations of old grante—
(a) A grant of land revenue in lieu of an inam of the same amount, when the
tond from which the inam is derived has been ucquired for public purposes or rendered
unprofitable to the inamdar by an act of Government.
(6) The substitution of a beriz deduction in lien of a pre-existing assignment of
land revenue in favour of a religious institution.
(2) ® Remissions of land revenue properly so called or season
remissions.
(8) Fixed remissions or remissions allowed merely as an incident
of a business transaction, ¢.g., cowles, deductions for irrigation by lift,
abatement made in the first year or years when_a settlement increment
is imposed, &c.>
(4) ° The revenue which is foregone because it is not due, e.g.,
the revenue appertaining to land acquired by Government and appropriated for State purposes.°

(5) 4 Revenue on land which by rule or custom is not assessed to
land revenue,—e.g., village-site.?
a Paragraph 5 of the Government of India’s Circular in B.P., No. 67, 22-2-97.

» Paragraph 6 of the Government of India’s Circular in B.P., No. 67, 22-2-97.
© Paragraph 2 of B.P., No, 117, 7-4-07.
© Paragraph 8 of the Government of India’s Ciroular in B.P., No. 58, 28-2-99.

17.

Remissions

of land revenue in farour of local bodies.—Subject

to

the conditions enunciated in paragraph 13 supra, Collectors and the
Board of Revenue

are empowered

to remit the assessment

on land

already occupied by Local Boards and Municipal Councils for public

purposes, provided the limits of capitalized value specified in paragraph
12 (iii) supra are not exceeded.

Paragraph 4 of G.0., No. 638, 3-11-98 (B.P., No. 343, 15-12-98) ;
G.0., No, 411, 28-6-99,
18, Form of application —With the exceptions

adverted to in puragraph 17 sboye every proposal for the remission, assignmen
t or aliena~
tion of land revenue such

as is contemplated in paragraphs 13 to 15 supra
should be submitted, through the Board of Revenue, for the sanction of
the
roe Government, or the Government of India as the case may require.

16 *

form * prescribed in appendix XXIII should be used for submitting
_, Proposals
to or through the Board. In the case of revenue remitted
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under Act I of 1894, however, the form prescribed in paragraph 22 of
Standing Order No. 90 should be used.
aB.P., No. 436, 13-12-97.
4
19. Register of exemptions,— * Cases of land exempted from payment of revenue under this Section should be duly noted in the register
ல்
prescribed in paragraph 12 supra.

௩0.0., 3௦, 1103, 28-10-92 (%.2., 97௦. 699, 8-12-92)..

20. Payment of assessment by local bodies— * Unlessremitted under
rules the assessment, peshkash or quit-rent due on land
the foregoing
of a local body should be paid by it to Government
acquired on லய
or in a lump sum.®
year
to
year
from
either

a B.Ps., No. 160, 20-5-95; No. 246, 15-7-95; No. 810, 23-8-95; No. 326, 6-90-95.

Payment of capitalized value of assessment by local bodies.—* ‘When.

21.

the compensation for private rights in land acquired by a local body

takes the form of a remission or assignment of revenue or a beriz
deduction, the xeyenue remitted by Government should be made good
by-the local body * in a lump sum equivalent to 25 times » the assessment foregone by Government.

a B.Ps., No. 160, 20-5-95; No. 246, 15-7-95; No. 310, 23-8-95
; No. 326, 6-9-95.
b B.P., No. 308, 16-11-98.
Assignment of land revenue as compensation under Act I of 1894.—

22,

Notwithstanding anything apparently to the contrary in section 31 (4)
of Act I of 1894, the Collector should not on his own authority sanction
an assignment of land revenue by way of compensation under that
Section except in the cases noted in example (a) under clause (1) of
paragraph

16

supra.

A pphostions

avoided as far as practicable.
SECTION

for

such

assignments

(iii). -DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS
ANNUAL RETURNS.

should

be

REGARDING

23. Statements of alienations sanctioned during the year —Immediately
after the close of each official year, Collectors should submit to the

Board complete lists of all alienations of land and land revenue sanotioned during that year other than those excepted in paragraphs 10 and,
16 supra.

These

statements

should be

compiled in forms Nos. I and

II prescribed in appendices XXIV and XXV and should be submitted
so as to reach the Board not later than the 15th April following.
Instructions for preparing these annual statements are given in appendix

பேயா.

G.0s., No. 1187, 21-8-76; No. 379, 14-2-79; B.P., No. 67, 22-2-97.
24,

Return of alienations sanctioned up to date—In addition to the two

annual statements prescribed in the ieseod ing
ட
Collectors are
required to submit so as to reach the Bo
on or before the 15th
August of every year a statement in the form given in appendix XX VII
showing the total amount of land revenue foregone up to’date owing to
alienations, or assignments made from time to time in favour of grantees

(a) for the maintenance

Instructions
ms

of public servants and (4) on other grounds.

for compiling this return are given in tHe same appendix,
B.P., No. 68, 28-2-99,

kK
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Chap. I.

and Mining—

(i).—-GENERAL

RULES.

1. In what cases the State claims no right to minerals—The

Stato lays

no claim to mineralsa—

(a) * Tn estates held on sanads of permanent settlement.
(8) ®In

inam lands which have already been enfranchised
without reservation of such claim.
(c) In religious service tenements confirmed under the inam
rules on perpetual service tenure.>
(d) **®In lands held on title-deeds issued under the Waste
Land rules, prior to 7th October 1879, in which no
reservation of the right of the State to minerals was

made.2
2 G.0.,
»G.O,,
5 G.0.,

*§
No. 544, 25-5-82 (Notification, para. 1).
No. 1187, 28-10-82 (para. 4).
No. 2029, 7-10-79 (para. 2).

Note.—Mines on such lands may briefly be described as “ Private mines.”
2. In what cases the State claims a share in minerals.—The right of the

State to minerals is limited in the following cases to a share in the
produce of the minerals worked :—

(a) °In lands occupied for agricultural purposes under ryotwari
attas.©
இ பட் உற்றி
ப
வ
ட Nilgiris”
(c) ‘In unenfranchised shrotriyams and minor inams, not falling
under clause (c) of paragraphs 1 and 3 of this Standing
Order, unless there has been an express conveyance of the
rights to minerals in the original grant!
©G.Os., No. 1248, 8-10-83 ; No. 121, 23-184; No. 551, 28-4-84.
4 G.0s,, No. 809, 15-7-80; No. 1884, 16-12-84.
© BP., No. 6804, Mis, 13-11-94,
1 B.P., No. 570, 4-10-93,

Note.—Quarries

and

mines on

quarries” or “Shared mines.”

such

lands will be referred

to in brief as

“‘ Shared

3. In what cases the State claims full right to minerals.—The State
claims the full right to mines and minerals in the following cases :—

(a) *Tn lands sold under the Waste Land rules subsequent to
7th October 1879.8
() “In escheat lands, tho janmam right to which was sold by
Government
subsequent to the issue of Government Order,

No. 809, dated 15th
July 1880, but prior to Government
Order, No. 1384, dated 16th December 1884.4

(2) ®In inams held on service tenure, i.e. as wages for public
peace and unenfranch

(@) "In

ised.»

lands which have been constituted reserved forests under

the Madras Forest Act.

ட்

.

(2) pee which ne pea
notified as reserved lands under
x
© Toles issue
overnment under section 26 of th
Madras Forest ‘Act ்
:
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(f) ‘In unreserved waste lands at the disposal of Goyernment.t

(g) In all other lands not falling under paragraph 1 or 2.

»b G.O., No. 1187, 28-10-82 (para. 4).
4G.0s,, No. 809, 15-7-80; No. 1384, 16-12-84.
£ G.O., No. 2029, 7-10-79 (para. 2).
h B.P., No. 2030, 9-7-85 (app. para. 11).
i G.0., No. 598, 21-6-87.
‘Note.-Quarrios and mines on such lands will be referred to ig brief as “ State
quarries”

or * State mines.”

4. Shared mines and quarries.—The rules for regulating mining in
‘These rules will apply
patta lands are given in appendix XXIX.
d in paragraph 2
mentione
land
of
classes
other
the
to
mutandis
‘mutatis
output.
mineral
the
supra in which Government claims a share of

G.0., No. 607, 8-9-99.
or prospecting for minerals
Note. (1) No charge will be made for merely exploring
are not regularly worked.
{in the above-mentioned descriptions of mines f if theon mines
of minerals worked will
(2) The amount payable to Government or in account
its absence in a miscellaneous
land(
be entered in the patts granted for the wwisions
of Madras Act II of 1864.
patta f) and will be collected under the pro
'3) No remission will be granted in respect of any land rendered unfit for
surface oultivation by the carrying on of mining if operations.
the conditions of working sre not
(4) The rates will be increased
complied with.
(5) K Not charge will be made in cases in which o pattadar may wish to
quarry a smal/ quantity o} f laterite, &c., for his own use fora specific purpose without
that the land is not in any
any intention of continuing operations indefinitely, provided
Nor do the rules affect in any way
way rendered less fit for cultivation than before.¥

the right which all holders of {such lands t possess of digging wells in their lands and of
disposing of the gravel and stones which may be thrown up in the course of such
excavation.
1 B.P., No. 570, 4-10-98. * G.O., No. 1293, 19-11-85 (para. 1).
5. State Mines and Quarries—

A.—In

Cases

coverep

sy THE RULES
Inpra.

oF THE GOVERNMENT

OF

(i) Reference to the Rules of the Government of India—*In the case

of lands referred to in paragraph 3, applications for the grant of exploring
and prospecting licenses and mining leases in respect of all minerals

such as coal, oil, metals, precious stones, mica,* coradum, &e., and gener-

ally all minerals possessing commercial value, will be dealt with under
the special rules issued by the Government of India and reprinted below
as rules 7 to 32.7

nB.P., No. 114, 24-3-96.

(ii) Standard forms of license and. lease.—Standard forms of exploring
and prospecting licenses and of mining lease in respect of coal are given
4 The mining lease can be
in appendices XXXI, XXXII and XXXIII.
adapted with the necessary alterations for any other species of mining.
@ Government of India’s letter No. 2115, 25-42, 21-9-92, in G.O., No. 1116, 2-11-92.
grant and
(iii) Grant of licenses and leases—t Collectors may
rensw exploring licenses on their own authority, the fee’ prescribed by

* The special rules issued by Government for the mining of mica will be fonnd in
B.P., No, 45 (L.R.), dated 15th March 1900, copies of which ha¥e been communicated
;
ப
a
to all,Collectors,
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Government for each license or renewal being one rupee.' * A prospecting license should be restricted to such area as is reasonably required for
bond fide prospecting purposes. In determining this area Collectors must
have regard to the character of the minerals prospected for and the
means at the disposal of the prospector. In cases in which the area
applied for under a prospecting license exceeds the
4,
limit specified in themargin, Collectors should make
3
areference tothe Board of Revenue before granting
Oil
=
=
Gold or silver
1
the license under rule 19 [13] 2 infra.* * Returns
Metals
ae
Precious siones.

ட்

of exploring and prospecting licenses granted by
Collectors during each quarter should be submitted

to the Board by the 15th of the month

succeeding the quarter.

The

returns should be in the form printed as appendix No. XXXIV.
A consolidated statement for the whole presidency will be submitted to
Government by the Board by the end of the month succeeding each

quarter.t

The license is liable to be cancelled by the Board or Govern-

ment if either on appeal from any of the parties affected by the Collector’s
order or otherwise, such a course is found necessary.

Drafts of mining

leases submitted to the Board and Government must be written on one
side of the paper only, a wide margin being left for additions and
alterations.
When the form of the lease is finally settled by the Board

and Government in consultation with the Government Solicitor,
Collectors should have the lease executed by the lessee or lessees as
the case may

be, in duplicate,

and

submit the deeds to Government

through the Board together with a spare copy thereof.
of mining leases for mica, however,

"In the case

no spare copy is required."

The

original as well as the duplicate will be signed by a Secretary to
Government and returned to the Collector who will retain the duplicate
in his office and deliver the original to the party or parties concerned.
T B.P., No. 66, 19-2-96 (para, 2, cl. (d)).
)).

8 Para. 4 of Government of India’s letter No. 19-17-8, 20-5-99, in G.0., No. 375,
15-6-99.
t BLP., No. 68, 9-4-1900.
4 G.0., No. 697, 11-10-99.
Note-—Mines in estates under Government management.—Officers in charge of such
private estates should regulate the grant of concessions therein as far as possible in
accordance with the rules of the Government of India in rules 7 to 32 below and should
in. no case go beyond the terms which are allowed in State lands.
B.—In

CasEs NoT cOVERED BY THE RULES
Government oF Inpra.

oF THE

டு In lands of classes (a), (6), (c) and (g) referred to in paragraph
3 supra.—Applications to quarry minerals having a commercial value in

the State lands specified in paragraph 3, clauses (a), (6), (c) and (g) of

நல்லப் 3 supra, will be disposed of on their merits as cases arise, by
the
ctor in unimportant cases, and by the Board or by Government
in More important cases.

_ (ii) In lands of class (d).—™ In reserved forests [paragraph 3, clause

(d)] all mining and ரக
are prohibited and also the removing of
the surface mud and
unless under special permits obteined under
_ the provisions of the Madras Forest Act.”
:
GOs,

No, 508, 20-5-92 No. 847, 18-8-93;
No. 204, 19-5-94;

B.Ps., No. 401, 10-7-03;

G.O., No. 379, 25-5-97.

=
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(iii) In lands of class (e)—In the reserved lands specified in paragraph 3, clause (e), quarrying shall not ordinarily be permitted in places
where damage is likely to be caused to forest growth or in areas under
special treatment.
In other reserved lands the general public may be
allowed to quarry free, except for building stone, gravel, laterite and

any particular clay which has a commercial value. These excepted
minerals will be subject to seigniorage fees which may be collected
in any one of the undermentioned ways in consultation with the
Conservator :—

.

(1) Direct from tho quarriers by Government.

(2) The collection may be leased out by public auction or other-

wise.

(8) The quarries themselves may be leased out by public auction
or otherwise, the general public retaining the right to

quarry

for

themselves

on

payment

seigniorage rates to the lessees.

of: the

authorized

(iv) In lands of class (f).—™ Ta unreserved State lands [paragraph 3,

clause

(f)],

including

free whether the minerals have

poramboke,

quarrying

will

be

left

a commercial value or not (1) to the

general public for bond fide domestic purposes, (2) to departments of
Government, Local Boards and Municipalities and with the previous
sanction of Government in each case to other public bodies.* But

quarries of any particular importance and value containing gravel, &c.,
may be closed against the general public and reserved for the use of
Government departments or public bodies. Quarrying for other than
bond fide domestic purposes will be charged with scigniorage fees which

will be collected by the Revenue officers direct from the quarriers.

Power

is reserved to the Collector to prohibit or regulate quarrying under this
rule in any particular place.™
m G.Os., No. 508, 20-5-92; No. 847, 18-8-92: B.Ps., No. 401, 10-7 92;
No. 204, 19-5-94; G.O., No. 379, 25-56-97.

* Note,—Railway companies in this Presidency may be allowed the privilege of
removing sand free of seigniorage from the beds of rivers, in places where it can be
taken without objection and subject to any conditions that the District Collector may
see fit to impose.©

tG.O., No, 623, 15-9-99; B.P., No. 421, For., 7-10-99,
C.—Generat

Proviso.

(i) Extent of concession and restoration of land to status quo ante-—

ப

ப ப

பப்ப

பட்ட

should be P confined to the ground vertically beneath the surface in

respect of which permission is granted, and no under-tunnelling beyond
au
limits will be permitted. °When quarrying is permitted, if will
rest with the Collector to impose conditions for the restoration of the
land to a state fit for cultivation in cases in which such a 2ondition may
be necessary.°

.

4 B.P., No. 114, 24-38-96,
© Para. 3 of the notification appended to G.0., No. 598, 21 -6-87.

meee

P B.P., No. 501, 25-3-81 (nara. 7).
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all prospecting licenses and

mining leases issued in respect of lands in which the State has surface
rights, the right will be reserved to Government to make surface roads
over any block included in tho license or lease.”
ஈத.

SEOTION

(ii)RULES

No. 297, 30-11-99.

OF THE

GOVERNMENT

OF INDIA.

6. Powers and definitions. —The following rules regulating the grant
by Local Governments of licenses to explore and prospect for minerale

and the grant of leases of mines and minerals have been made by the
Governor-(eneral in Council, and sanctioned by the Secretary of State

for India in Council.

No such license or lease can be granted by any Local Government
otherwise than in accordance with these rules, except with the previous

sanction of the Seoretary of State for India in Council, or with that of

the Governor-General in Council under any general or special authority

which he may have received in this behalf from the said Secretary of
State in Council.
In these rules—
Collector means the Revenue Officer in charge of the district ;
Local Government includes a Chief Commissioner; and
Person includes any persons, syndicate, partnership, or com-

pany.

A license or lease under these rules may be granted to any person ;
in oase of the death of the person or any of the persons to whom it is
granted it shall inure for the benefit of his legal representatives.
A.—Exptorine Lrcenszs.
7 [1*]. Acts authorized by exploring license—A license to explore
land for minerals or mineral oil, called hereinafter an exploring license,
will authorize the licensee to search the surface of the land specified in

the license for minerals of every description and for mineral oil, and,

subject to such restrictions as the Local Government may from time to
time impose, to remove any specimens or samples found by the licensee
in or upon such land.t
8 [2]. Land in respect of which license granted.—Such license shall only

be granted with respect to land in which the mines, minerals,
or mineral
oils are the property of the Government,

and (subject to the provisions

of any law, or rule having the force of law, for the time boing in force
with reference

to such land)

shall not authorize

the licensee to enter

upon any land in the occupation of any person without the consent of
the occupier.

* The num! eee
eee

ofof these
th ules ini the Government of India’s
ia’ Resolution
ion iei
+ Note.—Tho surface of unoccupied
ipiet and unreserved land. ich isis the’ the: property of
॥
may be fresly searched without a liconse, but thewhich
Government d
ட்
object to grantin
a licénse
g to explore when one is
applied for. eee

tog a
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9 [B].. Assignment of license —Such license cannot be assigned, norof

can any right or interest thereunder be transferred, without the assent
the Local Government.

10 [4]. Batent to which surface under exploration may be disturbed.—

Such license shall not authorize the licensee to mine or quarry, but he

and, subject
may turn up to euch depth as the Collector may ofsanction,
to such conditions as he may impose, the surface unocoppied lund, or,
with the consent of the occupier, that

granted for
11 [5].
person and
12 [6].

of land which the Government has

agricultural purposes, reserving only the right to minerals.
Licensing authority —Such license may be granted by such
under such rules as the Local Government may prescribe.
Duration and renewal of license.—Hvery such license shall

the
run for one year, but may be renewed for a further similar term by such
renewal
or
license
cach
for
paid
be
shall
same authority, and there
fee, not exceeding Rs. 10. as the Local Government may prescribe.

13 [7]. Royalty on precious stones.—A royalty shall be payable to

Government on the value of all precious stones found and removed by
an explorer, whether he has taken out a license or not. In the case of

per cent.,
licensbes such royalty shall be at such rate, not exceeding an15 unlicensed
of
case
the
in
and
license,
the
by
fixed
be
as shall
removed. Neglect
explorer, shall be 15 per cent. on the value of the stones
time shall
reasonable
a
within
stone
such
any
of
discovery
the
report
to
involve the forfeiture of the license and of all claim to have an application for a mining or prospecting lease favourably considered.
shall
14[8]. Explorer’s claim to prospect or mine—Such license claims
give no exclusive or preferential rights, but in considering rival
for a prospecting license or mining lease, due regard will be had to
operations conducted under cover of an exploring license.
B.—Prosercrine Licenses.

Acts authorized by prospecting license—(1) A license 40

15{9].
g
prospect for minerals or mineral oil, called hereinafter a toprospectin
the con-

license, shall confer on the licensee the sole right, subject
ditions contained in the license, to mine, quarry, bore, dig and search

in
for, win, work, and carry away any mineral or mineral oil tspecified
the license, and lying or being within, under, or throughou the land
specified in the license.
(2) A prospecting license shall only be granted with respect: to
the property
land in which the mines, minerals, or mineral oils aredescribed
in the
of the Government, and shall apply only to the area
license.

16 [10]. Deposit

of security

by

applicant.—No

prospecting

license

shall be granted except to a person approved by the Local Government,
and such person shall, before tho license is granted, deposit as security
in respect of each license such sum, not being less than Rs. 100, as the
Collector may determine, oregive security to the like amount to the
satisfaction of the Collector.

Subject to such deduction

on

account

of

compensation for surface damage or otherwise asthe Collector may
order, the amount of any deposit made under this rule, should the
depositor afterwards become the lessee of any mining lease, will be
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carried to his credit as part of the rents and royalties payable under
his

lease, and

should

he

decline or

aforesaid, will be returned to him.
17 [11].

(1) Application

fail

to obtain

to be made

to

any

sch

Collector—Hyery

lease

as

applica-

tion for a prospecting license shall, unless the Local Government shall
in any

case

otherwise

direct, be made

to the Collector of the

district,

in which the iand or some part of the land with respect to which the
license is required is situate.
(2)

Information

to

be furnished by

applicant —Eyery

cation shall contain the following particulars, namely :—

such appli-

(a) the name, residence, and profession of the applicant;

(4) a description, as accurate as possible, and illustrated by a
of the situation, boundaries, and area of
rough sketch,
the land with respect to which the license is required ;
and

(¢) a specification of the mineral or minerals for which the
applicant desires to prospect.

(3) Certificate—Every application shall be accompanied by a
-certificate that the applicant has been approved by the Local Government, under the signature of one of its secretaries.

18 [12]. Enquiry by Collector.—On receipt of any such application,
the Collector shall, as soon as practicable, inquire whether the grant of

the license applied for is inexpedient either on tho ground that the

Jand described in the application is required fora public purpose or

otherwise.

19 [18]. Report by Collector to Government—(1) Should
Collector be of opinion that it is not expedient to grant the license, ortheshonld
he find
that the licensee has not been approved

by

Local Government, he shali refuse to grant the license, and shallthe forthwith
report
the matter

throngh the proper channel to the Local Government, which

may pass such orders as it may think fit.

(2) Subject to the control of the Tiocal
ent, the Collector,
if ho finds thai there is no objection to the Governm
grant
of
the license applied
for, and if the applicant has been approved
by
the
Local
ent,
may grant to the applicant a license in such form as may beGovernm
prescribed,
and shall report the matter to the Local Government
authority as the Local Government may

direct.

or such

other

20 [14]. Register of applications—A register of applications for

prospecting
licenses shall be kept in Buglishbh in the Collector
1
’s
ae
specifying—

office,

(1) Name of applicant.
(2), Date.

yey

(8) Residence of applicant,
(4) Situation of the land.
©) Boundaries

“இ Basimated area

a

\1) Date of certificate of approval of applicant by: the Local
Government.
=
i ae vf license.
\/)

Rent and royalt)

(10) Period for which eentable.
ed,
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Q1 [15]. Terms of Vicense—Eyery prospecting license shall contain
such conditions as may in any particular case seem necessary, and shall
in all cases contain the following conditions :—

(i) The term for which the license shall be granted shall be one

year

or such

shorter term

as the applicant

may

desire.

‘I'he license

may be renewed by the Collector for a further term not exceeding two
years, whenever

completing his

he is satisfied that the licensee has been prevented from

search of the land

by

any cause other than his own

default.
(ii) A moderate rent not exceeding oue rupee

paid for the land covered by the license.

x
per acre shall be

(iii) The licensee shall pay a royalty at a rate not exceeding 15

per cent. of the value

on all precious stones won and carried away, and

a royalty at the rates specified in Schedule © (appendix XX VIII) on all
other minerals won and carried away over and above such quantity as
the Collector, subject to the orders of the Local Government, may allow
to be taken free for purposes of experiment.
(iv) No land in the occupation of any

person

shall be entered

upon without the consent of the occupier, and no trees, standing crops,

or other private property shall be cat or in any way injured without the

consent of the owner thereof.

(v) The licensee shall make and pay reasonable satisfaction and

compensation for all injury which may. be done by him in exercise of the

powers granted by the license, and shall indemnify the Government
against all claims which may be mado by third partios in rospoct of any
such damage or injury.
(vi) Phe licensée shall not cut or injure any tree on unoeeupied
and unreserved land without the permission of the Collector in writing.
(vii) Such license cannot be assigned nor can any right or
interest thereunder
Government.

be transferred without the consent of the Loeal

(viii) In case of any breach on the part of the licensee of any of
the five last preceding clauses, the Collector may summarily revoke the
license, and therenpon all rights conferred thereby or enjoyed thereunder
shall cease.
(ix)

mination

The

licensee

shall, within

six months next

after the

of the license or the date of the abandonment

detor-

of the under-

taking, whichever shall first occur, securely plug any bores and fill up
or fonce any holes or excavations that he may have made in the land to

such extent as the Collector may require, and shall to the like extent

restore the surface of the land and all buildings thereon which he may

have damaged in the course of prospecting: Provided that this clause
shall not apply to any land held under a mining lease.
டட படட
(x) ரர பர பரமன் ட கன் யக
or any matter or thing connected therewith, or the powers of the licensee
thereunder or the amount or payment of the rent or royalty made pay-

able thereby, tho matter in difference shall be decided by the Local
Government, whose decision shall be final.

22 [16]. Right of licensee

to a mining

lease—On

or before

the

determination of hid license the licensee shall have a right, subject to the
rules hereinafter contained—
ட்
. -(@) in the case of mineral oil or minerals other than precious
stones, to a mining lease in accordance with the terms contained in rules.
for mining leases ;
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(8) in the case of precious stones, to the first offer of such mining
lease as the Governor-General in Council may think fit to grant.
Such lease may include so much land, whether comprising the whole

or a part only of the area for which the prospecting license was granted,

as shall not exceed the area specified with respect to mining leases in

Schedule A in appendix XXVIII.

C.—Mintxe

23 [17]. General provision

Leases.

in regurd

to applications——(1)

Every

application for the grant of a mining lease, not being a lease of a mine
of precious stones, shall be presented to the Collector, in whose district
the land or some part of the land with respect to which the lease is
applied for is situate. The Collector shall forward the application
rough the proper channel to the Local Government.
The Local
Government may, by general or special order, require a deposit of money
not exceeding Rs. 500 to be made by the applicant in any case or class
of cases, before the application is taken into consideration.
(2) No mining lease shall be granted otherwise than with
respect to land in which the mines, minerals, or mineral oils are the
property of Government.
24 [18]. Information to be furnished by the applicant
cation for a mining lease shall contain—

_

mine ;

Every

appli-

(a) the name, residence, and profession of the applicant;
(6) the name of the mineral for which the applicant intends to

(c) a map of the area over which the proposed lease is to extend.

25 [19]. Grant of lease—On receipt of any such application the
Local Government may,if the applicant is entitled to a lease under

Rule [16], or if it considers that the applicant should be granted a

mining lease, grant the same in accordance with these rules over such
one or more blocks, each not exceeding in extent tho area specified

in Schedule A in appendix XXVIII, as the Local Government may

Provided that no mining lease shall be granted by a Local Govern-

ment under these rules so as to cause the total area ‘held under

leases by the losseo, or by those joint in interest with him, to mining
oxceed
ten square miles.

No such lease shall be executed until it has heen approved by the
Advocate-General or other legal adviser, if any, appointed for
the
Province.

26 [20]. Shape of block.—Without the
previous sanction of the
Governor-General in Council, the length of a
டை shall not be allowed
to exceed four times its breadth.
27 [21]. Period of tease—The term for which a mining
lease ma:
be granted shall not exceed thirt: years, and no படம் 5

may, Be aad

i

the

lease without

the sanction

of

the Governor-

_ 28 [22]. Terms of lease —Every such lease shall contain such coadiions and stipulations as the

Local Government may in each case consider

Chap. I.
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necessary; but shall in every case contain the
namely :
டூ the lessee shall pay a royalty at the
lease, which rate shall be that fixed for the
Schedule C in appendix XXVIII; and if any
discovered by him then the royalty shall be paid

rate specified in the
particular mineral in
other mineral shall be
therefor at such rate,

not

thereof,.as

being

less than

20 per

cent.

of

the

value

following

71
conditions,

the

Local

Government may determino, untila mining lease has been obtained in
respect of such mineral ; but the lessee shall be entitledsto require and
obtain such lease for the term then unexpired of his original lease upon
the terms hereinbefore mentioned in Rule [16] ;
(ii), the lessee shall also pay for every year after the first year
a fixed yearly dead-rent at a rate not less than that laid down in
Schedule B in appendix XXVIII; provided that no lessee shall pay
both royalty and dead-rent in respect of the same lease, but only such

one of them as may be of the greater amount ;

(iii) the lessee shall also pay for all land which

he may take up,

use or occupy for the purpose of the mine a surface-rent at the rate
specified in Schedule B (appendix XXVIII) ;
(iv) the lessee shall at his own expense

erect and

at all times

maintain and keep in repair boundary marks and pillars according to
the demarcation to be shown in a plan annexed
to his leaso ;

(ர) the lessee shall make and pay reasonable satisfaction and

compensation for all injury which may be done by him in exercise of
the powers granted by the lease, and shall indemnify the Government

against all claims which may be made by third parties in respect of any
such injury ;

(vi) the lessee shall not cut or injure any tree reserved in the

lease ;

(vii)

neither

the lessee

nor

any

person

claiming

through

or

under him shall assign the lease, or transfer any right or interest thereunder, or underlet the whole or any portion of the premises

comprised

in such lease, without the assent of the Local Government first had and

obtained ;
(viii) the

lessee

shall

commence

from the date of the execution

operations

of the lease, and

within

shall

two

years

thereafter carry

them on effectually in a proper, skilful, and mining-like manner unless

prevented by unavoidable cause;
(ix) the lessee shall keep correct accounts showing the quantity
and particulars of all minerals obtained from the mine and the number

of persons employed therein, and also complete

shall allow any officer authorized by the Local
behalf at any
time to examine such accounts
furnish

the

Local

Government with such

plans of the mine, and

Government in that
and plans, and shall

information

respect of the aforesaid matter as it may prescribe ; *
(=) the

108800

shall

allow any

and

returns

officer authorized by the

Government in that behalf to enter upon the premises

lease for the purpose of inspecting the same ;

in

Local

comprised in the

*

(xi) the lesseo shall without delay send to the Collector a report

of any accident which may occur at or in the said premises, and also the
finding therein of any mineral not specified in the legse;

**Note.—All information and returns obtained or furnished under this clause shall
‘be treated as strictly oonfidential.
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the
(xii) should the royalty or rent reserved or made payable by
the
in
fixed
date
the
after
next
months
two
within
lease be not paid
enter
may
ment
Govern
Local
lease for the payment of the same, the
s or moy-

mineral
upon the said premises and distrain all or any of the
until the
able property therein, and may carry away or detain them the nonby
ned
occasio
s
expense
and
costs
all
rent or royalty due and
remain

royalty or rent
payment thereof shall be fully paid; and, if any the
date on which
at any time unpaid for six calendar months after
due, the Local. Government may

determine

the lease

it is

posses-

and take

sion of the premises comprised therein ;
(xiii) in case of any breach on the part of the lessee of any covenant or condition contained

in the lease,

the

Local

may

Government

determine the lease and take possession of the said premises ;
(xiv) at the end or sooner determination of the lease,

the lessee

dug therein in
ghall deliver up the said premises and all mines (if any)
of any working as to
a

proper and workman-like state, save in respect

which the Local Government may have sanctioned abandonment ;

(xy) should any question or dispute arise regarding the lease, or
any matter or thing connected with the mines and minerals leased, or
the working or non-working thereof, or the amount or payment of the
royalty or rent reserved or made payable by the lease, the matter in
difference shall be decided by the Local Government, whose decision
thereon shall be final.
29 [23]. Mining

lease for

precious

stones._No

lease

of a

mine

of

yrecious stones shall be granted except by the Governor-General in
The procedure for obtaining and the conditions of such lease
Coane

shall be those prescribed by Rules [17] to [22], read as if the GovernorGeneral in Council were substituted for the Local Government.
D—Gernerat

Provisions as To Licenses anp Leases.

30 [24]. Operations within reserved forests—(1) All operations conducted under the anthority of these rules within a reserved forest shall
be subject to such conditions as the Local Government may by general
or special order from time to time prescribe.

(2) It shall be a condition of every license granted under these

rules that, before the commencement of exploration or prospecting (as
the case may be) within a reserved forest, notice shall be given to the

District Forest-officer of the intention to commence operations, and that
the operation shall be conducted subject to any conditions regarding

the use of fire that he may prescribe.

:

(இ) Every mining lease which includes any portion of a reserved
forest shall, if it authorizes the lessee to fell timber for mining purposes,
specify’ the area within which, or the quantity up to which, and the
terms and conditions upon which, he may exercise that authority.
3125].

Preparation of sketch or map.—Should the applicant

rospecting license or

mining

» the sketch required by

for a

lease desire the Collector to prepare for

Rule [11] (2) (6) or the map required by

_ Rule [18] (¢), or should the sketch or map presented by the applicant be
insufficient, the Collector may prepare the sketch or map required, and

may, if ie order, recover the cost from the applicant at a rate not
exceed

_ a map

annas

of

per acre.

If the Local Government has prepared

‘tract
of country specially for the convenience of intending
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applicants for licenses and leases under these rules, and if any applicant
ree use of such map for the sketch or map aforesaid, it will be open
to the Local Government to recover as above such share of the cost of
preparing the map as it may consider to be equitably due from such
applicant.

32 (26). Lapse of license or lease for delay im execution—It a
lease is not executed within six months after leave has been
granted for it, the right of the applicant to such license or lease shall be

license or

held to have lapsed, unless the Local Government for special reasons

consents to grant the samo notwithstanding the delay.

G.0., No. 375, 15-6-99; B.P., No. 2, 10-1-1900,
26. Encroachments—Government and public land to be preserved
from encroachment.—* It is the duty of Revenue officers to preserve
against private encroachment not only Government land, but also land
available to the public, as for instance, roads, streots, squares, and

spaces

in

and

near

towns

and

villages.

The

disposition to

open

make

encroachments of this nature is very common, and generally there is
no one to resist them except the Collector and his subordinates.*
>In the case of public roads and streets which vest in a District
Board, Revenue officers should draw the attention of the Vice-President
of the Taluk Board concerned to any encroachments which may come to
their notice.»

®B.P., No. 2163, 11-7-56.

2. Eneroachment

on

b G.0., No. 916, 20-9-87.

communal land in villages.—° Revenue

should be particularly careful to repress

officers

encroachment on lands set

apart {n villages for the common use of the villagers, as for instance,
for such purposes as burial grounds, market places, topes, &c. Unless
such sites are unreasonably large, no diminution of them should be

permitted, as the petty amount

of revenue realized by issuing a patta

for any portion of such land to a private individual cannot compensate

for the discontent engendered by the curtailment of privileges enjoyed
by the village community for years.°
:
© B.P., No. 836, 6-2-69.
3.

Unauthorized

oceupation.—Unauthorized

occupation

of

assessed

and unassessed lands including porambokes should be dealt with in the
manner prescribed in Standing Order No. 15 supra.

4. Imposition of prohititory assessment—4 The power of imposing

prohibitory assessment is withdrawn except in cases of unauthorized

occupation of land which

has

been reserved

for public purposes °or

for sale on behalf of Government.°

In these cases, however, Uollectors

and Divisional officers have power

to impose

without limit.¢

4B.P., No. 826,6-4-75,
PART

prohibitory

assessment

¢ B.P., No. 660, 31-10-90.

II.—TITLE

TO

LAND.

27. Issue of Pattas—Form of patta.—Tho form of paita is giyen in

the Manual of Village Accouats.

2. Rentwal of patta—* As a rule, fresh

pattas need

only be issued

ட்டம்...
ம the holding of a ryot
has undergone no change, it is obviously unnocossary to issue fresh
patts. Hach ryot should have one original patta containing a detailed
10
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list of the fields comprising his holding as it stood when the patta was

drawn up.

The pattas of future years should show only the changes

which have taken place in his holding.
In the event, however, of
numerous changes taking place in the original patta, it may be convenient to issue a fresh one.*

4 B.Ps., No, 3330, 21-7-60 ; No. 3756, 16-8-60.
3. Charge for supply of patta.—» When fresh pattas are granted, the
ryots receiving them should be charged at the following rates on

account of the cost of paper and printing :—

BS.

For
a patta of 2 pages
eae
டு
Mi
Sige
ணம் பட்

As.

Bs,

0 0 3
006
ae
எட. (ச
வ வக்க ட
அல்லற் வடு ச

:

°No charge however need be made in the case of a ryot the assessment

of whose holding does not exceed Rs. 10.°

@'The price of the patta

should be collected before the document is delivered to the ryot.4
UE B.Ps., No. 1598, 10-5-84; No. 965, 23-3-85.
© B.P., No, 1505, 21-5-85. 4 B.P., No. 2792, 3-10-85.
4. Entry

of names in joint-patia.—The

entries of names

in a joint-

paita will he made withont reference to the extent of land enjoyed by
each pattadar.
B.P., No, 2124, 23-5-71.

28. Rights

and obligations

under a patta—Hfect of registry as

patiadar.—*
The registered pattadar of a ryotwari holding jis, as
regards Government, the responsible proprietor of the ryotwari lands

registered in his name in the Land Register of the district, until
they pass from his possession by sale for arrears

legal manner.

Lands which a ryot has left waste

out of his patta on that account.*
aB.P., No. 1974, 164-61,
2. Conditions on which pattadar may alienate——A

or in

will

not

some

other

be struck

registered patta-

dar may, so far as Government is concerned, alienate, sublet, mortgage,

sell, give, bequeath, or otherwise dispose of the whole or any portion

of his holding, provided always—(1) that unless and until such transfer
or disposal is registered in the Land Register of the district, the
registered pattadar remains liable for the assessment and all other

legal charges due on the land, just as if no such transfer or disposal
had

occurred ; and (2) that when the transfer is registered the transferee takes the land subject to payment of any arrears of assessment
or other legal charges due on it, and to the same obligations and

conditions, special or general, as the transferor held it on

3. Effect of absence of pattadar—Mere prolonged absence or
occupation does not invalidate the right of transfor just mentioned.non-

4. Patta not affected by

improvements—A registered
improving his holding by constru
cting «tank on it, digginga pattadar
well,

or erecting buildings

on it is

not

assessment for such improvements;

chargeable with

any additional

but he is not entitled to claim, as

any reduction of assessment on account of the space ocexpied
Ma
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5. Pattadar’s obligation —The registered pattadar of a field or
holding is bound to pay the fixed assessment on it, whether cultivated

waste, or fallow, in the prescribed instalments,

unless it be remitted

in accordance with the rules laid down in Standing Order No. 13.
6. Ourrency of patta.—A patta retains its yalidity until superseded
by one of later date.
Tt does not necessarily require renewal from
year to year.
#

7. Mineral rights of pattadar—® The registered pattadar is entitled

to work

minerals on his land, but is liable to pay therefor a separate

assessment in addition to the usual assessment for surface cultivation.»
b B.Ps., No. 3587, 26-11-83; No. 1006, 20-3-84; No. 240, 16-7-97.
B.Ps., 6-10-58; M., Vol. IIT, pp. 161-8 of 1858; 8-8-59; M., Vol. ILI,
pp. 164-74 of 1859.

8. Joint-pattadar’s rights to receipt

book—Sub-receipt

books should

5

be given to all holders of land on joint-pattas who want them. The
entries in these sub-receipts will be transferred ‘to the principal receipt
book when itis produced for the purpose before the village officers oy,
the pessessor.
‘I'he sub-receipts will be in the same form as the receipt,
but will not mention the extent of the land on account of which

payment is made.

9. Tree-patta.—For

B.P., No. 1073, 22-6-72.
the

rights and

restrictions implied in a tree-

patta, vide Standing Order No. 18, paragraph 2, clause (i).
29. Form

of Zamindar’s

Sanad.—The

prescribed form of sanad

for permanent settlement is given in appendix XXXV.

B.P., No. 385, 25-1-71,

30. Preparation of title-deeds—Responsibiiity—The instructions
contained in paragraphs 2—15 below are issued for the guidance of
Collectors in the preparation of title-deeds to which Government is a
patty.
*The Collector should hold one particular clerk in his office
responsible for the correct preparation of these documents.”
B.P., No. 8084, 17-12-64.
2. Blank spaces in deeds—The blanks at the heading of a deed will

be filled in by the Secretary to Government, when he signs the deed. AI
other blank spaces should’be filled up in the Collector’s office by ruling

lines, so as to prevent interpolations after it is executed.
3. Copies to be facsimiles
—? Both

copies

of the

deeds

should be

exact facsimiles, a plan being annexed to one part as well as to the
other.”

©A spare copy of the plan should also be submitted.

DB.P., No. 218, 14-1-G4.

¢B.Ps., No. 87, 9-2-91; No. 2813-4, Mis., 27-7-97.

4. Plans.—‘ Whenever practicable the plan should be drawn on the
deed itself, and in other cases it should be securely stitched to the
deeds.1 °*The signature of the Collector should be attached to all

plans, whether on the deed or detached from it, as certifying to their
correctness; they will also be signed by the Secretary te Government
executing the deed on behalf ef the Secretary of State.°

(B.PS No. 218, 141-64, eIB.Ps., No. 8084, 17-12-64; No, 213, 23-490;
No. 466, 5-8-90.
2

5. Dating of plans —Plans

are “submitted

;

attached to title-deeds for lands, which

to the Board for the signature of a Secretary

to
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The date affixed to the plans

should be that on which they are prepared.
B.P,, No. 2127, 44-67.
6. Description of persons.—The word ‘Mr.’ should not be used in
describing any person in the deed. A party to a deed should be
described by all his names in full; his place of residence; and his
degree, profession or industry.

,

BPs, No. 218, 141-64; No. 466, 5-8-90.

7. Description

of boundaries —!'The boundaries entered in the sche-

dule annexed to the deed should be the lands, &e., by which the property

sold is bounded.
The description should state that the property is
“pounded on the north by etc.”; it should not be described as “lying
to the north of ete.”

{BP., No. 218, 141-64,

8. Agreement

between

schedule and plan.—® There

should

be

strict

agreement between the boundaries entered in the schedule and those
shown on the plans,§ and care should be taken that ‘the extent of
the property sold is written in words in the last column of the schedule

in the same denominations of land measure as those used in the plan‘
றர,

No. 218, 14-1-64.

6௫௫, 30, 519, 7-9-93.

9. Spelling of names and places.—* Special attention should be paid

to the correct spelling of names and places," which should be uniform
throughout the deed and plans.

:

h B.P., No, 8084, 17-12-64,

10. Transmission of deeds to Government.—After the preparation of
the copies of the deed, the Collector should forward them through the
Board to Government for signature. The deed and the copies of it
will be dated with the date of the day on which the execution is made

on behalf
Collector.

of Government,

after which

they

will

be returned to the

11. Delivery of deeds—i The Collector, after the return of the deed
and its copy, will obtain the signature of the grantee to both and will
then hand

over to him the original with the plan

attached

as also the

ce copy of the plan, the latter being intended for presentation at
ie Registration office under section 21 (c) of the Indian Registration
Act III of 1877. The duplicate copy should be kept for record in the
Collector’s office.t

iB.Ps., No. 87, 9-2-01; No. 2813-A, Mis., 27-7-97.

12. Witness to deed.—One witness will suffice ; his place of residence
and occupation or other description must be written under his name.
18.

Corrections to be initialled by Secretary to Government—The

Col-

lector should not initial or mark the deed or its copy in any wayAll erasures, additions and interlincations therein will be initialled by
the Secretary to Goyernment executing the deed. iThe deed should

slave ie accompanied by a list of corrections, &e., requiring to be
initialledi <
ட
iB.Pe., No. 87, 9-2-91; No, 2613-A, Mis., 277-97.
14.

Serial number of deed.— Tn issuing title-deeds the serial number

of the deed should express the year of execution, as for instance. ‘ No. 7

of 1866, a new series b eing begun with each year.i j

‘I B.P. No. 7558, 21-10-68,

ட
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signatures inadmissible—Documents of title executed

by officers acting on behalf

of Government must be actually signed.

Signature by a facsimile stamp is inadmissible.

16. Mode of signing of ryotwari pattas.—The rule given in the last

paragraph does not apply to ryotwari pattas, which are mere notes of
the amount of revenue payable on the lands held by the pattadar and
not title-deeds.

BPs, No. 218, 23-4-90; No, 466, 58-90.
31. Rules

for the

Transfer

of Registry

of

+
Holdings—Object

of rules.—As it is of importance that the register of holdings kept in
every village should, as far as possible, show the names of persons who
are the real

owners or who, in virtue of their title, whatever its nature,

are in the enjoyment

of the

lands!and

should

therefore

be

held

responsible for the payment of the public demand thereon, the following rules are laid down for regulating the procedure to be adopted

in effecting changes of registry in the revenue accounts when transfers
of landed property take place.
2. Three classes of transfers—All legal transfers of property take
place either (a) by the voluntary action of the owners or (6) by virtue
of decrees of court or revenue sale, or (௪) acerue by succession, and, in
dealing with these three classes of transfers, the following procedure

should be observed in altering the registers.
3. Voluntary transfers of titl—These are

Absolute and (1) Temporary :—

of two kinds—(i)

() Absolute—(a) In all cases of absolute transfer of title by a
registered holder, the registry of a holding may be altered to correspond with the transfer of its ownership on the application of both the
parties to the transfer or of either of them, ட் that the application
for change of registry is in every case made in
person or by day authorized agent and in writing, and is signed ட் the party or parties

making it. *It is left to the option of the parties to haye the applica-

tion * attested by the karnam and the headman of the village in which
the land is situated.
Such attestation may be taken as evidence of the
identity of the party or parties.
Where such an attested application
is
presented by both the parties, the Collector or other duly authorized officer may, Pexcept in cases under clause (தீ) infra,” at once
order the change of registry as requested.
But where only one of tho

parties to the transfer makes the application for change of registry,

it should not be acted upon by the
கட் or other duly authorized
officer, unless a duly executed and registered deed evidencing the

transfor is produced and the said officer is satisfied of its gennineness.
He

should then give notice in the District

Gazette that the transfer

of registry has been applied for, and, unless objection is made to it

within three months from the date of publication of such notice, the
transfer should be ordered at the end of that time. A copy of the
notice, should also be seryed-on the registered holder of the land in

the manner prescrihed by section 25 of Madras Act II of 1864.

If

objection is made, an inquiry should be held, and, according to the
result thereof, the transfer should be ordered or not.

© B.Ps., No. 314, 24-7-94; No. 435, 13-10-94, b B.P., No, 238, 13-7-95,
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(6) In Malabar and in the Nilgiri-Wynaad, when a rogistered
janmilproposes a transfer of registry in favour of a person other than the
occupant of the land or a tenant through whom the occupant derives
his right of possession, the Collector should require prima facie proof
that a bond five” transfer of the registered janmi’s interest has taken

plate:

= G.0., No. 394, 25-6-95; B-P., No, 238, 13-7-95,

(ii) Temporary.—In the case of a temporary transfer of property
by the registered holder, ¢.g., on lease, mortgage, &c., the registry should

not be altered, unless both the parties to the transfer present a joint
application in writing to the

Collector or other duly authorized officer

requesting that it may be effected.

° Orders will be passed at once

on

such application ® if it be attested by the karnam and the headman of
the village where the land is situated.
© B.Ps., No, 314, 24-7-94; No. 435, 13-10-94.

4. Compulsory transfers of titlh—(i) Transfers to decree-holders.—In

cases of transfer of title in holdings from registered holders to decreeholders with reference to a decree of court, ¢ or to purchasers at auction
sales

held in execution

of a decree

of

court4,

the

Collector

or

other

authorized officer may, on the application of any of the parties to the
suit 4 or of the auction purchasers, 4 and on production of an authenticated copy of the decree ® or cortificate of sale as the case may be,® and
a certificate of delivery of
ee
in pursuance thereof, at once order
the change

of registry.

In cases, however, in which

delivery of possession ° cannot be produced,

a certificate

° of

as for instance, where on

decree passed possession is ceded without execution proceedings and the
decree is apparently final, the case should be dealt with as provided
in
clause (i) (a)

of rule 3 in regard to applications for change of registry
presented by only one of the parties to the transfer.
(i), Transfers under declaratory decrees.—In cases where transfer
registry is sought under a declaratory deeree on which no execution canof
be taken out, i.c., where the decree merely declares the title to be vested

in a particular person, so as to entitle him to registration,

the Collector
or other anthorized officer may, on production of an authenticated
copy
of such

decree, at once order the transfer of registry.
4B.P., No. 918, 144-86. © B.P., No. 2553, 25-11-86.

5. Cases where no application for transfer is made.—Clause (i)

(a) of
tule 3 and rule 4 above deal with casos of absolnte transfers of title
in
which one or both of the parties concerned apply for change of registry
Cases in which neither of the parties presents any application should.
be noted by the kamam of the village on a list in the form given
in
ay

diction

dix XXXVI.
The list should be submitted before the jamabandi
year to the Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar within whose juris-

the village is situated.

‘Tho'Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsilda

r shall,
‘on receipt thereof, issue notices to the pattadars and the
transferees
cont
; aid in cases where, at the enquiry held thereon, both the
pate to any transfer appear and constnt to the
change
of registry,
shall order
one of

the registry to be altered accordingty.
ere, however,
the parties appears with the documents specified in rule 4
and in clause (i) (2) of rule 3 above, ‘ the cases should be dealt with
as
vided in those rules! Care should be taken that no change ofregistry
tes
:
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is effected if either of the parties objects thereto; but where the transferee concerned has been in possession as a reputed owner for twelve
years or mére, the procedure prescribed in rule 6 below may be followed.
1G.0., No, 226, Mis., 144-97,

B.Ps., No, 69, 25-2-97; No. 176, 26-7-99.

6. Transfers of title by succession.—Under this class of transfers
all cases of change of registry necessitated by the death, or the prolonged absence for more than seven years, of the registered holder

would he disposed of.

i) Succession by heirship.—In dealing with claims to succession by
heirship, * if the succession is not disputed ® the Collector or other duly
authorized officer © may direct the transfer of registry either at once or
at

the

Th the succession is disputed,

jamabandi.

he ‘should

hold ® a

summary inquiry as to whe has the right to succeed to the property of
according to the principles of the law of

the deceased registered holder,

succession

the case, and give

governs

which

notice in the District

Gazette to the effect that the registry will be made in the name of
the person found to be entitled, unless a declaration is filed, within
three months from the date of the notice. by any person objecting to
the registry, stating that he has instituted a suit in a civil court to
establish his superior title, and an authenticated copy of the plaint in
If no declaration is filed, the registry should be
the suit is produced.
If
made, as stated in the notice, at the expiration of three months.
a declaration is filed, the result of the suit should be awaited before
published in the
further action. The notice, besides being
taking
who may
persons
all
on
served
personally
be
should
Gazette,
District
advanced

have

for

claims

the

registry

at the

summary

inquiry.

h With regard to the entry of the names of the heirs in the case of
undivided families, the name of the managing member or members

In other cases, the names of all the heirs entitled

should be registered.

to shares in the property should be registered."

£ B.P., No. 630, 14-3-86.

(ii) Secession

B-P., No. 1168, 25-5-86.

of registered holder.—In
case of disappearance

in

case of disappearance for more than seven years of the registered holder
of a holding and in the absence of any evidence to show that he is
still alive, he should be considered as dead and registry transferred
accordingly. In all cases in which there are no heirs who claim the

rogistry, it may be made in the name of the person in possession of
the lands after the usual notice in the District Gazette.
7.

Transfer in favour of persons proving possession for twelve years.—

Where parties who have no documents of title are shown in a sammary
as
be
may
registry
of
transfer
more,
or
years
twelve
reputed owners for

inquiry to haye been in possession and to have paid the revenue
made

after notice,

&c.,

as provided in rule 3 (i)

(a).

* The

action

contemplated in this paragraph may be taken by the Revenue officers

either on

their own

parties concerned.'

பல்

motion

or on

the applications presented by the

Ss:

iB.P., No. 69, 25-2-97.

8. To whom applications should be made.—Applications for transfer of
registry may be made either to the Collector or to the Divisional officer

or the Tahsildar or the Deputy Tahsildar of the taluk or division, jor
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to the Taluk Sheristadar (Head Accountant),} ' or the revenue inspector
of the firka! in which the land, the registry of which it is sought to

change, is situated, or to registration officers when conveyances are
presented for rogistration.
‘On tho death of a registered holder, the
karnam of the village should at once sport the fact to the Tahsildar

or Deputy Tahsildar within whose
with
out.!_

jurisdiction the village is situated,

the names of heirs of the deceased so far as he can make _ them
The Collector, Divisional officer, Tahsildar «or Deputy Tahsildar a

may finally dispose of all such

cases and

direct changes

of rogistry

either of their own motion, or, in the case of the Collector or Divisional
officer, on the inquiry and report of the Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar.
= A revenue inspector may finally dispose of all applications within
his firka which are presented to him in the ‘village concerned by both
the parties to the transaction. ™

J B.Ps., No. 571, 6-9-90; No. 678, 6-11-90.
1 BPs., No. 630, 15-3-86 ; No. 276, 11-11
m B.Ps., No. 314, 24-7-94; No. 435, 18-10-94; No. 276, 11-11. 9 ; No. 12, 2-1-1900,
4 B.P., No, 276, 11-11-99.
9. Action to be taken by Registration Officer —In every case of absolute

transfer of landed

property

by a deed of conveyance,

or of

transfer of

possession by any other kind of instrument intended to he registerod
in an office of registration of assurances, it is the duty of the registrar

or the sub-registrar,
to

the

instrument

before rogistering the document, to ask the parties

whether

they

consent

to the

transfer

registry of the land conveyed or transferred; and if they

should, after registering

him an application

a]

to

of

revenue

consent,

the document, cause them to execute
the Revenue

authorities

in the form

ho

before

given

in

dix XXXVI, and should transmit it, after execution, to the
ildar of the taluk" or Deputy Tahsildar of the division® in which
the land is situated. Tho
Tahsildar "or Deputy Tahsildar® should
accept
the application as proof of the consent of the parties in the same
manner as if the application had been personally made before him
and
should give effect to it at once as far as the particulars of holdings
given

are found to be correct,

uB.P., No. 14, 16-1-95,

10. Transfer of holdings and estates other than
ri,—Thw foregoing rules apply also to transfers of registry of entireryotwa
permanently-settled
estates, enfranchised inam holdings, * Iyu Dittam money allowances
in

Tinnevelly * und *treo-pattas®; but the transfer of registry of entire
permanently-sottled estates should be effecte
d by Collectors themselves
in the registe
rs maintained in their offices as required by Regulation
XXVI of 1802. The
istry of transfers of portions of such estates
should also be effected ப
themselves, but not until
assessment has been determined and fixed on the separated the public
s by
the Collector with the approval of the Board of Revenue. ‘Theportion
ure
to be followed in such cases is that laid down in Madras Act Iproced
of 1876.
ட்
3.8௨, No. 630, 15-3-86
© B.P., No. 2553, 25-11-86. % ;8.2.No.No.358,970,147-92.
Mis., 4-4-98.

for

Al. Withdrawal of application for transfer —In'the case|of applications
of registry

mado before registration officers
well as those
before Revenue officers, no transfers should be aseffecte
d if the
pattadar gives notice before the transfer that he has
withdrawn

made

tho
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application made by him.

and registered document

scribed

in

the latter

32 & 33.

81

™ Butin cases where thore is a duly executed

evidencing the transfer, the procedure

portion of paragraph

3 (i) (@) supra should

followed as if an application were made only by the transferco.™
m B.Ps,, No. 314, 24-7-94; No. 435, 13-10-94.

be

12. Stamp duty—° Applications for transfer of reyenue rogistry
executed before registration officers as well us those presented before
Revenue officers should be stamped under the Court
Fees Act, the fee
being one anna when the application relates to temporarily-settled land,
and eight annas when it relates to other lands®.
? Lands held under
patta and subject to a change of assessment fall under the former
class and all others under the latter.2
The registration officer should
inform the applicants that their applications will not be considered by

the Revenue officers if they do not thee the requisite stamp.
© B.P., No. 8020, 8-11-85. PG.O., No. 1982, 1-12-85.

13. Changes of names in joint-pattas—(i) On account of death—In
the case of change of names in joint-pattas on account of death the
procedure will be the same as that specified for cases of decease
in
single pattas—zide paragraph 6 supra.
(ii) At the request of a yoint-pattadar
—* In the case of a change of
names in joint-pattas made at the request of a person desiring
to
transfer his interest in the joint holding, the preyious consent of the

co-sharers is unnecessary.* » But a separate patta defining the area
transferred cannot be granted without the consent of all the joint-

pattadars.?

The procedure is the same as for transfers of single

pattas—vide paragraph 3 supra.
௩௫௫. 07௦, 6891, 30-11-70.

b B.P., No. 2928, 14-10-79.

14. Maintenance of revenue registers.—It is of great importance that
the registers should be kept with care as it is to the registered holder
that every Collector must look for the revenue due from the land.

G.0., No. 558, 12-5-85; B.P., No. 2820, 8-10-85.
Z
82. Succession to Zamindaris.—In cases in which the right to
succeed to a zamindari estate is disputed on the death of the last

incumbent, the Collector of the district in which the estate is situated
should report to the Board the circumstances of the case, giving a
genealogical list of the family, and obtain sanction before recognizing
any of the claimants as the Zamindar.

B.P., 25-8-84; M., Vol. I, p. 170; B.P., 29-9-51; M., Vol. If, p. 87 of 1851.
83. Relinquishment of ryotwari holdings—T7o be in writing—
The relinquishment of ryotwari land must be by a written document,
and must take place sufficiently carly in the season to enable another ryot
to commence cultivation upon it.
B.P., 6-10-58; M., Vol. IIT, p. 165 of 1858.

2. Time for relinquishment.—The time within which lend should be
relinquished must vary in different districts, inasmuch as the period of
early, it may bear hardly on
the first rains differs. If it is fixed very
ryots who are unwilling to part with ப eir land, ang are yet doubtful
whether tho season has set in sufficiently to ensure them from loss if
they abstain from relinquishment. The dates for relinquishing lands in
18
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different districts have been fixed by Government according
ல்
scheme given in appendix XXXVIII.
B.P., 6-10-58; M., Vol. III, p. 165 of 1858.

to the

3, Accessibility of land relinquished—The land relinquished by a ryot

must be accessible; that is to say, ho cannot bo permitted
the

fields in his holding

to retain all

except the central one, as this would not be a

suitable holding for another ryot.

4, Form of
quished sould
a patta for the
and such fields

relinquishment —The document by which land is relinbe in the prescribed form, stating that the ryot who holds
fields and assessment specified hereby relinquishes such
with their specified assessment, *and must be counter-

signed in proof of its genuineness

and accuracy by both the village

headman and karnam.* Actual delivery of such a papor to the village
« headman or *karnam should be considered sufficient. No conditional
relinguishment should be allowed.
B.P., 6-10-58; M., Vol. II, p. 166 of 1858.
5. Arrears due

2 B.P., No, 1627, 19-7-86.

on relinquished land.—Relinquishment

refused on the ground that arrears are duc on the land.

should not be

The relinquish-

ment of land does not extinguish the liability to pay the arrears, and
recover the arrears on the land relinquished. Lands are seldom or nevor

if the relinquisher has other property it may he proceeded against to
relinguished if they
never worth while to
of them, but in cases
Collector may, at his
the arrears, or

as irrecoverable.

have a saleable value, and it is therefore seldom or
sell such lands to recover the arrears dne in respect
where the relinquisher has no other property, the
discretion, sell the relinquished lands to recover

may recommend that

the arrears

should be written off

B.P., No. 2684, 5-8-84.
6. Relinquishment of land held on a joint-patta.—The rolinquishment

of land entered in a joint-patta by ono of the joint holders should

not be accepted without the consent of all the parties in whose names
the patta stands.
312
165, 21-1-86.
7. Powers

of Tahsildars

and

Deputy

Tahsildars.—Subject

to

the

foregoing provisions, Tahsildars and Deputy Tahsildars may accept
relinquishments provided the lands relinquished are situated within

their jurisdiction.

B.P., No. 60, 81-86,

84, Acts of Guardians for Minors.—The Guardians and Wards
Act, 1890, recognizes three classes of guardians of property :—

(1) guardians appointed by a will or other

instrument
(2) guardians appointed or declared by a Civil
Court;
(3)

பபா அகார் கட

a

;

Be

and

Guardians
of the first and second classes are governed by certain

definite Provisions of the Act among

when a
relinquish

which aro sections 28 and 29, and

of either of these classes

proposes to transfer or to

the patta lands of a minor in his charge, the Revenue

should satisfyFimeclt that section 28 Gr 29, as tho caso may be, has officer
been

Chap. I.
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When a guardian of the third class makes an applica-

tion for the transfer or relinquishment of patta lands held by him on
behalf of a thinor, the Revenne officer need only see that the transaction
is conformable to section 27 of the Act and that the guardian is one
recognized or appointed (vide section 6, Act VIII of 1890) as such under

the Hindu or other personal law applicable to the case.
magnitude of the interests involyed

When

the

makes further precautions desirable

in regard to cases arising under the third class, the Collector car himself
apply to the Court under section 10 (2) for the appointment or declaration
of a guardian, provided there is some one willing to accept the guardian-

ship or may dircct the guardian to apply to the Court under section 10
(1) for such appointment or declaration. ‘The application or direction

last referred to should not, however, be made where the minor is a
member of a joint Hindu family governed by the Mitakshara law, who
is possessed of no separate property of his own, as, in snch a case, it has

been held that the Court is not competent under Act VIII of 1890 to
appoint a

301; LLL.

529).

guardian for the minor’s property (I.L-R., 19 Caleutta, page

19 Bombay,

page 309; and I.L.R., 17 Allahabad, page

Note.—The above rules should be applied mutatis mutandis to applications made to
Revenue officers by guardians for the transfer or relinquishment of lands other than
ryotwari belonging to minors in their charge.
B.P., No. 101, 134-99,

I—S.O.
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A—Standard Scale of Water-rates on dry lands.

்

Description of Crops.

First-clase Tanke,

_-Seeond-clase

Channels,

eee

River and Spring]

Rs.

A.

P.

200

1

&

0

erop, per acre ...
ரவி
(d) Dry crop watered* occasion-

6

4.

5:06

crop, per acre ...
5
(e) *Dry crop regularly irrigated,
if first crop », per acre

ey

{a

RS,

Singlo wet crop, per acre

(b) Second crop, per acre

(ஐ) ¢Sugar-cane,
turmerie

and

crops, dc.
longer than

ally" whether

த

betel,

4

...

plantains,

other

A.

ae

P.

0௮ம்:

50

0

garden

requiring water
an ordinary wet
௮0150.

first or second
18
2

4

08

if second crop, per acre
0 0
ம
@B.P., No. 202, Sett., 21-8
b B.P., No. 146, Sett., 19-2-97.
© B.P., No. 217, Sett., 21-3-92.

8

01

’Dry

Note—(1)
same rates as
months in the
the rate for a

crop றம் regularly irrigated,
8}

டைல்.

மு

0

0

Cocoannts and other trees forming tope plantations will be charged the
the garden crops above referred to, if they take water for @ number of
year sufficient for raising two rice crops. If not, they will be charged
single wet crop specified in clause (a).
B.P., No. 217, Sett., 21-3-92.

modification of the above rates,
sanctioned (2)the Infollowing
scheme of rates—

First crop on dry
ana

No.

ழ்
; land.
Second
cropபழம on dryவகா!

i

3
1| Wet
2| Do,
4|மதDry, systematically
atrigated.*
5
Ds.
6
7) Dry, Dow.
occasionally
ட்
eee.
ம
Do.

oft SARE

|

Charge for

a

zs,a
eB. | BS. A. B,
| oo | 7 oO
4
180]
580
4
100]
500
3
280|
580
3
2001
500.
3
180]
2
30015௦480
2
280]
480
2
200)
400

ட்
ப fiபட்ட

G.O., No. 162, 18-83-98,

ட

Total
First | Second | charge.
crop. | crop.

க

:
Dry, systematically irrigated
Dry, oecasionally irrigated
| Wet,
a
று, ry, systematically irrigated
Dry oseasionally irrigated

* The ratesin columns 4 இய
and 5 are forட
wat
பலபடப்

Government has tentativel;

‘Three-fourths of thexa
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B.—Rules for levying Water-rate for Inam and Zamindari lands in the
Kisina and Godédvari Deltas and for all classes of land in that portion

of the Kistna Delta which formed part of the old Guntir district.
Rozz

I.

‘The water-rates charged for irrigation in the above specified areas
a
are as follow :—
(1) For a single wet crop, Rs. 5 au acre.
(2) For a second wet crop on irrigated land, Rs. 5 an acre, provided that the cultivator may compound for irrigation for two crops
for a term of years (not less than fiye) for Rs. 8-2-0 an acre.

N.B.—A second crop is a crop grown on land on which a first crop has been grown
in the same fasli.

(3) For a second dry crop on irrigated land, Rs. 2-8-0 an acre,
except where the landholder has compounded nnder clause (2).
(4) For sugar-cane, betel, plantains, turmeric, elephant yam and
other garden produce remaining on the ground forthe time of two crops,
Rs. 10 an acre, provided that the cultivator may compound for a term
of years (not less than five) for Rs. 8-2-0 an acre.

the
Note—® “ Cocoanut and other trees forming tope plantations will forbe ».charged
number of
water
same rates as the garden crops above referred to, if they Iftake
not, they will be charged
months in the year sufficient for raising two rice crops.
the rate for a single wet crop specified in clause (1)” ® B.P., No.'148, Sett., 2-4-94.
never

has
(5) For a dry crop grown on land for which irrigation since
been

supplied,

discontinued See

or, having been once supplied, has been

Rule

III, Rs. 2-8-0

an acre,

whether

the crop be

a first or second crop.
(6) For a third irrigated crop, Rs. 2 or Re. 1 per acre according
as the crop is wet or dry.
G.O., No. 729, 27-10-99.

(7) Dry

crops

same rates as wet crops.

systematically

irrigated will be

charged the

B.P., No. 457, Sett., 18-1 98.

(8) When the water used for irrigation cannot be obtained withont raising it by baling or by some mechanical contrivance, & deduction
of one-fourth of the water-rate will be made.
(9) » When the Collector considers the supply of water to be
Rs. 2-8-0 an acre.»
precarious, the charge for a single wet crop will be

by}. P., No. 19, 12-1-92.

(10) These rates shall beZpaid according to the kistbandi of the
2,
district.

3

33௩௯ 11.

(1) Cultivators of lands registered as|dry will be allowed to apply
year, on condition that a
for or to relinquish water for «wet crops every
formal application specifying the number and extent of the fields for

appENDIX 1--S.0.
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which irrigation is sought or declined be made to the headman of the
village, not later than the dates specified below :—
Applications for irrigation to be supplied—
(a) For a first crop, *31st March.
(6) For a second crop, 30th November,
Relinauishments of irrigation, 31st March.

a B.P., No. 182, 224-02.

i

Note—The application or_relinquishment shall be registered by the Karnam and
forwarded by him to tho Tahsildar.
(2) When water is required for dry crops the application may
ho made “at any time and should be in duplicate. One copy of the
application should be sent by the Iarnam to the delta gumasta or
overseer and the other to the Tahsildar.

(3) When water is not available for all applicants, applications

will ordinarily be accepted in the following order :—

(ஐ) From applicants for water for two crops or one of sugarcane, &e.

() For lands lying nearest the head of the channels.
(4) Every application for irrigation to be supplied, provided water

is available, and

every

application

for

irrigation to be

discontinued

will be disposed of by the Tahsilder, who will endorse his order thereon
and send it back to the’ Karnam for delivery to the applicant. In the
ease of applications for new irrigation of wet crops under Rule II (1),
however, the Tahsildar should obtain the previous approval of the Public
Works Department.

i

&

B.P., No. 272, Sett., 6-92.

(8) Printed forms of these applications will be kept in stock by
(6) A register of applications showing whether they have been

the Karnam.

accepted or rejected will be kept both by the Tahsildar and the
Karnam. The
Karnam’s register will be kept open to inspection by
the yillagers.

(7) The Tabsildar will, immediately after the latest dates’ pre-

scribed for applications

and

relinquishments,

send

to the Executive

Engineer of the Division concerned a statement showing village by

village the total areas involved.

Rute

117,

Unless in the original application it is stated that water is required
for one year only, when land has once been with permission irrigated
for a wet crop. it will be described as such in the accounts, and will be

supplied with water and remain Hable to the water-rate (water bei
available) until a formal application for the irrigation to be
ட.
‘has been made and accepted in the manner presoribed in Rule II.

Note —This role does not apply to dry crops systematically irrigated nor to second
wet crops,

=

Roxx Ty.

.

i

Whenever asufficient supply of water is ayailable, water will be

granted free of charge for flooding lands made barren by “ soudu”? for

87

4, Para. 2.
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a period not exceeding two years, provided that, if crops are raised on
the land during this period,

half the usual water-rate will be charged.

Eyen after the lapse of two years, water, if available, will be granted

free of charge for flooding saline lands during the second crop season
with a view to counteract their saline nature and render them fit for the

next first crop cultivation.
officers

be made to the
Collector.

Applications for the supply of water should

of the Public Works
Roe

When water
has been made
as prescribed in
water-rate equal

ordinarily

be

Department through the

V.

is taken for land before a formal application for water
by the ryot concerned and accepted by the ‘Tahsildar
Rule I, or after an application has been refused, a
to twice the rate chargeable according to Rule I will

levied.

water-rate

Double

will also

be

charged

if

water be taken from a sluice or channel or other source of supply other
than that which is provided or approved by the responsible officer of
‘For persistent breach of the rules or
the Public Works Department.
may enhance the penal charge up to
Collector
the
cause
other sufficient
a limit of five times the ordinary water-rate, and may also at his

is taken for
_ Fiseretion reduce or remit the penalty. When ” water
permission
(before
flooding lands rendered barren or saline by “soudu
rate will be chargeable, at
has been accorded under Rule IV) a penal
the discretion of the Collector, not exceeding Rs. 10 an acre.
Ruse

VI.

No water-rate will be levied for a single crop on lands in Inams
and Zamindaris which have been determined by the Collector, under

the orders of the Board of Revenue, to be ontitled to irngationbuilt.as
« mamul wet ” lands from or before the time when the anicut was
Rure Vil.

Anything

in the

foregoing

rules

notwithstanding,

Government

reserves to itself the full right, with or without reason given, to disfor
continue cither temporarily or permanently the supply of water the
irrigation and to motlify the method of charging for water and
rates at its discretion.

Note-—(1) No water-rate should be charged on land assessed as wet under tanks
simply because the land is irrigated by anicut water.
B.P., No. 1837, 16-7-74.
to, pay for water which he has
(2) A cultivator (tenant) may be calledof upon
the landlord, and, if he fails to pay
the will
obtained on his own applicationrealagainst
and personal, may be sold. In such a case, the
the water-rate, his property,
if
title and interest in any land in his holding
right,
his
means
tenant's real property
ces,
excumbran
of
freo
be
will
property
real
such
of
sale
‘The
yelue,
any
tech possesses
on the land, whatever it may be. A
but will leave unaffected the landlord’s right
bought in on behalf of Govérnment, When
tenant’s right in such cases should not be property,
it will be discretionary with the
the tenayt does not possess svfficiemtnt of the water-rat
e or refuse the application
Collector either to requirg prepayme
ee
altogether.
the landlord or
(3) When water is given on the application of the lanflord,
hment.
his anthorized agent should alone be allowed to tender relinquis
B.Ps., No. 690, 19-2-77; No. 315, 5-2-83; No, 54, 12-2-97.

Chap. I.
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C—Rulee for levying water-rate on Government dry land tn the Géddvari
en tag in the old Masulipatam portion of the Kistna Delta.
Rozz

I.

The water-rates charged for irrig tion in these tracts are as
follow :—
(1) For 4 first wet crop—one rupee per acre more than the
difference between the wet and the dry rates of assessment of the land

according to the classification of soil and of the source of irrigation.

the charge in

(2) For a first dry crop occasionally irrigated—half
clause (1).
(8) For a second crop of wet—

(i) following a first wet crop—the same charge as in clause
(2) plus half the dry assessment of the land ;
(ii) following a first dry crop occasionally irrigated—the
same charge as in clause (1).
(4) For a second dry crop occasionally irrigated—half the charge
as in clause (1).
(5) When only one wet crop is raised, the charge will be as for
a first wet crop irrespective of the season in which the crop is raised.
(6) The water-rate for a third irrigated crop will be as follows :—

Class of || Charge per
irrigation.
acre.

pret orders.
Wet
Do
Dry
Dig

eee

ns

é
ம்
Me
eae

ve]
ப்

Rs. A oP
200
180
ன்
100
க் | 01210:

Land2
பட

No. 729, 27-10-89.

Note—(1) A second crop is a crop grown on land on which a first crop has been
grown in the same fasli.
(2) Sngar-caue, betel, plantains, turmeric, elephant yam and other garden
produce remaining on the ground for the time of two crops will be treated as double
Wet crops, ©, they will pay the sum of the charges specitied in clauses (1) and 3 ()
above.
(8) Cocoanut and other trees forming tope plantations will be cherged the
same rates as ile garden crops above referred to, if they take water for a number of
months in the year sufficient for raising two rice crops. If not, they will be charged
the rate for க single wet crop specified in clause (1).
B.P., No. 148, Sett., 2-4-04.
(7) Dry crops systematically irrigated will be charged tho same
rates as wet crops.

=

ட

B.P., No. 457, Sett., 13-12-98.

(8) When the water used for irrigation cannot be obtained with-

out raising it by baling or by some mechanical contrivance, a deduction

Chap. I.
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of one-fourth of the water-rate will be made subject to a maximum of
Re. 1 per acre for first crop and half-a-rupee per acre for second or third

crop.

2

(9) These rates shall be paid according to the Aisthandi of the

district.

்
ணாக

ர்.

:

(1) Cultivators of lands registered as dry will;be allowed to
apply for or to relinquish water for wet crops every year, on condition
that'a formal application specifying the number and extent of the fields
for which irrigation is sought or declined be made to the head of the
village not later than the dates specified below :—
Applications for irrigation to be supplied—~
(a) For a first crop, 31st March.
(6) For a second crop, 30th November.
B.P., No, 182, 22-4-92.
Relinquishments of irrigation, 31st March.
Note——The application of relinquishment shall be registered by the Karnam ard
forwarded by him to the Talisildar.
(2) When water is required for dry crops, the application may be
made

at any time and should be in duplicate.

One copy

of the

cation should be sent by the Karnam to the delta gumasta
and the other to the Tahsildar.

appli-

or overseer

Note.--Rule Ti (1) (6) and (2) apply also to applications fur water for second crop
on registered wet lands.
(3) When

water is not

available for

all applicants,

applications

will ordinarily be accepted in the following order :—
(a) From applicants for water for two crops or one of sugar-

cane, de.
(6) For lands lying nearest the head of the channels.

(4) Every application for irrigation to be supplied, provided water
is available, and every application for irrigation to be discontinued,
will be disposed of by the ‘l'absildar, who will endorse his order thereon
and send it back to the Karnam for delivery to the applicant, In the
case of applications for new irrigation of wet crops under Rule II (1),
however, the Tahsildar should obtain the previous approval of the
Public Works Department.
P., No. 272, Sett., 64-92.

(5) Printed forms of these applications will be kept in stock by

the Karnam.

(6) A register of applications showing whether they have been

aecepted or rejected will be kept both by the ‘Tahsildar and the Karnam.
The Karnam’s register will be cept open to inspection by the villagers.

(7) The Tahsildar will, immediately after the latest dates pre-

scribed

for applications

and

relinquishments,

Engineer of the division concerned
village the total areas involved,

ன்

send to

a statement
்

the

showing

Executive

village

12

by

்

4, உய
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Rure

Unless in the original

TT.

application

required for one year only, when

Chap. I,

2.

it is stated that water is

land has once been with

permission

irrigated for a wet crop, it will be supplied with water and remain
liable to the water-rate under these rules (water being available) until a
formal application for the irrigation to be discontinued has been made
and accepted in the manner prescribed in Rule II.
Note.—This

rule

does not apply to dry crops systematically irrigated nor to second

wet crops raised on land whether registered as wet or dry.
Rore IV.

Whenever a sufficient supply of water is available, water will be
granted free of charge for flooding lands made barren by “soudu” for
a period not exceeding two years, provided that, if crops are raised on
the land during this period, half the usual water-rate will be charged.
Eyen after the lapse of two years, water if available will be granted
free of charge for flooding saline lands during the second-crop season
with a view to counteract their saline nature and render them fit for
the next first-crop cultivation.
Applications for the supply of water
should be made to the officers of the Public Works Department through
the Collector.
Ruxe Y.

When water is taken for land before a formal application for

water has been made by the
Tahsildar as prescribed in Rule

ryot concerned and accepted by the
I , or after an application has been

refused, a water-rate equal to twice the rate chargeable according to Rule

Twill ordinarily be levied. Double water-rate will also be charged if
water be taken from a sluice or channel or other source of supply other
than that which is provided or approved by the responsible officer of
the Public Works Department.

or

persistent breach of the rules or

other sufficient cause
the Collector may enhance the penal charge up to
a limit of five times the ordinary water-rate, and may also at his
discretion reduce or remit the penalty. When water istaken for flood-

ing lands rendered barren or saline by
hhas been

accorded

“soudu”

(before permission

under Rule TV), a penal rate will be chargeable, at

the discretion of the Collector, not exceeding Rs. 10 an aere.
Rue VI.

Anything in the foregoing rules notwithstanding, Government
reserv
to itself
es the full right, with or without reason given, to diseontinne either temporarily or permanently the supply of water for -

irrigation

to

ee ae
time
te

Water-

alter the charge for water supplied to lands assessed
to time as may= seem expedient.oP

should be charged on land assessed-as wetunder tanks simply

ed by anicut water.

i;

B.P.,No, 1837, 16-7-1874.
a

G.O., No. 251, 17-3-1900.
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D.—Rules for levying Water-rate on lands irrigated by the
Kurnool-Cuddapah Canal.

Phe following is the scale of water-rates applicable to irrigation
under the canal :—
Irrigated by

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

eee
Description of Crop.
Flow.
ய
Lift.
Rate per acre.
Rate per acre,
RSs cA ட.
அ BS Acee rs
Single wet crop, irrigated
Bs
0 0
3.0
0
Second wet crop on irrigated land.
3 0 0
2 4 0
If compounded for two crops for a
term of not less than five years.
6 0 @
4S
௩0:
Sugar-eane,

betel-gardens,

turmeric

and other garden produce remaining on the ground for the
time of two crops
a
5. Single
dry crop
Be
Bo!
அதக

0 0
பட

48
012

0
0

(if not compounded)
ல்
0ஐ
7. Dry crop on land for which irrigation has never been supplied,
or if supplied, discontinued
௮4-00.
8. Garden crops (Class 2 of Madras
Trrigation and Canal Company’s
Rules)
Z
ns
ப
யு ௮0 அமி)
9. Mundla (tailed or coarse) paddy.
2 0 0

012

0

012

0

6. Second dry crop on irrigated land

240
1:
08

a B.P., No. 87, Sett., 16-2-94.
2. In order to assist the ryots

to meet

the

expense

of converting

lands into wet, the following reductions will be allowed in the case

of lands which have not been cultivated with wet crops within the last
ten years—

50 per cent. for the first five years,
25 per cent. for the second five years ;

after ten years the lands will be liable to the full water-rate.
he
ryots’ liability to pay water-rate continues only until they have put in
a relinquishment giving the prescribed notice of their intention to

discontinue the use of the canal water.

Vide paragraph 2 of Board’s

Proceedings, No. 388, dated 25th October 1895.

3. When blocks of ten acres and upwards of unoccupied waste are
taken up for irrigation, no water-rate will be charged for the first
In
five years, but eile the ordinary dry assessment will be levied.
the next five years, half the full water-rate shall be charged on the
After ten
entire area of the block in addition to the dry assessment.
years, full water-rate shall be charged on the entire area, of the block
The charge for water shall be liablo
in addition to the dry assessment.
to revision, at the discretion of Government, on the expiry of the current
term of settlement,{provided, however, that

the

change

shall not take

effect before the expiration of the ten-year period allowed under thi
rules. In accepting offers for blocks of land however, care shall be

92.

அமைக

உ-8.0.

4,
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taken to guard

the claims of the villagers as regards grazing require-

ments

extension

and

the

of cultivation

by

resident

villagers, and

maintain facilities for forming village reserves for fuel, &c.

to

—

B.P., No. 87, Sett., 16-2-94.
Note—The charge prescribed in the second and third sentences shall be leviable on
the entire area of the block, whether irrigated or not, where the omission to irrigate
was due solely to the ryots’ neglect, and not to insufficiency of water or to other
unayoidable causes. In the latter case, the charge may be reduced or remitted at the
discretion of the Jamabandi officers.
4. The rates specified in the table appended to Rule 1 apply only
to cases where water is taken after formal application; but when water
is taken without such application, the extent so irrigated will be liable
to the charge of penal rates amounting to one and-a-half times the ordinary rates. No previous application for water is necessary in the case
of lands classed as wet and included in the registered ayakats of tanks
fed by the canal.
Application for water should be made to the Village
officers in the following form :—

]
| Area for

EAS
ர

aa
Ryot’s | Survey | which | How long| What crop
இ.
aus eter a | க
ல்க
| wanted.
|
2

oS

3

AE

\

sates

6

ழ்

This form should be filled up by the Karnam in duplicate and one

copy given to the applicant, the other copy being retained for record.
‘The Karnam shall also keep a register in the same form, in which all

applications shall be entered in chronological order; and this register

will be open to inspection by the Revenue Inspector and other Revenue
officers in higher grades, and by the officers of the Department of Public Works in charge of the canal. Each month the extent of land in

the village for which water is required should be calculated and
the canal

reported to

officer.

The

permission to irrigate should

be

followed, in the case of new irrigation, by instructions from the Village
officers as to the point in the village channel from which water may ட்
Jed to the land to be supplied.
B.P., No. 203, 9-7-95.
5."As in the larger systems of irrigation, distributary channels which
supply more than one village will be in charge of the canal officers,
and channels avhich supply only a single village will be managed by the
ryots

themselves under the supervision of the Village Revenue officers.
6. The value of water supplied to Governmert tanks, of which the

natural supply may be deficient, will be credited to the canal, A normal
revenue should be fixed for each tank based on the figures for a series of

Years before canal water was supplied, leaving out of account years of

94.
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VY.

Ohingleput Darkhast Rules,
The

general

darkhast roles contained in revised

5
Standing

Order

No. 15 are applicable to the Chingleput district, subject to the following

modifications :—
1. Applications for ordinary assessed lands aré to be presented in
the form appended; but no application giving the boundaries and

estimated extent of the land applied for will be rejected merely because

it does not furnish the particulars prescribed in the form.

2. The A-I notice and the A-2 list to accompany the A memorandum

shall be in the forms appended.
3. If there are two or more applicants for unoccupied assessed lands,
preference shall, as a general rule, be in the following order :—
(1) If scattered trees on the land applied for are already held
on

patta, or if a well exists on the land,

the

holder of the tree-patta,

or the ryot who has been using the well-water for cultivation, should
have preference.
(2) Darkhasts for whole survey fields will have preference over
those for portions only.
(3) In the absence of claim on either of the above grounds,
preference will be given in the following order :—

(a) To a mirasidar of the village whose land adjoins.
(b) To any other mirasidar of the village.
(c) To a non-mirasi pattadar of the

village whose land adjoins.

(ad) To any other non-mirasi pattadar of the village.
(e) To the first applicant in the absence of any of the above
privileged persons.
Provided (1) that a mirasidar, a non-mirasi pattadar holding adjacent lands, or a non-mirasi pattadar of the village, through whose
relinguishment or default in payment of revenuc.the land becomes
unoccupied, can have no preferential claim except as prior applicant;
and (2) that mirasidars shall have no preferential claim in respect of
Jands which have been bought in by Government for want of bidders at
sales for arrears of revenue and which are again made available for
cultivation.
(8)

‘Note—When two or more applicants are equally qualified under olauses (1), (2) and
(a), (0), (c) and (d) above, preference shall ordinarily be given according to the

order of application.

4. The claims of mirasidars who do not apply will not be considered,

nor will lands in any caso be granted on patta in the name of the mirnsi

body as’such.

i

5. When waste lands are given on darkhast, the qfficer granting the

darkhast should see that the application contains the
to the effect that the applicant binds himself to pay

prescribed note
the swatantram
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APPENDIX

VI.

Form of Cowle for private topes.
Private tope.cowle granted by
, Esq., Collector of the
district, to
of
in
taluk, under Board’s
Standing Order No. 19, and sanctioned by the Board in its Proceedings,
No.

, dated

ம்
Terms of Cowle.

1. That the land

hereunder detailed shall be free of assessment for

twenty years from the date of this cowle, if planted with fruit, timbor,

or other trees. The land will be fully assessed after the expiration of
the period mentioned above.
2. That not iess than one-fifth of the extent shall be planted in
each year from the date of this grant, the plantation of the whole
extent being completed within five years from the date thereof.
3. That the trees planted shall not be less than forty to an acre,
and shall be at such distances from each other as will satisfy the Col-

lector or other Revenue officer deputed by him to inspect tho land,

that it has been obtained bond fide for the purpose of planting a tope,
and not primarily for cultivation.

4. That the grantee shall replant those portions of the land on
which the trees have withered or have fallen, soas to maintain the
standard growth of not less than forty trees to an acre.

5. That the grantee shall not be subject to assessment on account of

the cultivation of either dry or wet crops on the land during the curreney of this cowle, except that water-rate shall be charged when

is taken from a Goyernment source for the irrigation ae

water

of the trees

or of wet or dry crops.
6. That the grantee shall abide by the rules which are now in force,
or which may hereafter be prescribed by the Board of Revenue in regard
to private topes.

7. That if any of the conditions detailed in paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and

6 are not fulfilled, or are violated, the grant shall be liable to be resumed
may,

and full assessment on the whole of the land

at

the Collector, be collected from the date of the default.

the discretion of

Specification of the lands.
Taluk.

| vag

Wet or
dry.

Number and)
iletter of field.

a

petesment
ct . நவ் | Assess.
ont |
asses

|
B.P., No. 611; 21-10-93.

Rs.

|a,le.|

acs. | RS. |A.|Pe
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VII.

Form of Cowle for public topes.
Publie tope cowle granted by
district, to

, Hsq., Collector of the
taluk, under Board’s

of

Standing Order No. 19, and sanctioned by the Board in its Proceedings,

No.

, dated

Lerms of Cowle.

1. That the grant of the land hereunder

described is made for the

plantation of a tope for the benefit of

Z

2. That the said
: his heirs and successors shall hold the
land free of Government assessment, provided that the proceeds of the
tope are wholly devoted to the benefit of the above institution.
3. That

the

whole

extent

shall

be

planted with

fruit,

timber,

or

other trees, within five years of the grant, not less than one-fifth of the
total extent being planted each year.
4. That the trees planted

shall

not be less than

forty to an acre,

and shall be at such distances from each other as will satisfy the Collector or other Revenue officer deputed by him to inspect the land,
that the grantee has obtained it bond fide for the purpose of planting

a tope, and not primarily for cultivation.

5, That the grantee shall not fell trees, or allow them to be felled,

without previously obtaining permission from the Collector, and shall
abide by the rules which are now in force, or which may hereafter he
prescribed by the Board of Revenue in regard to public topes.
6. That the grantee shall replant those portions of the land on
which the trees haye withered or have fallen, so as to maintain
standard growth of not less than forty trees to an acre.
7. That

when

the

productive, the tope

trees attain maturity,

shall be entered

in the

or, if fruit trees,

accounts

the

become

as a public tope,

and the proceeds, if any, appropriated for the purpose of
ல
&. That the grantee shall not be liable to assessment on account of

the

cultivation of either dry or wet

crops on the land

until the trees

attain maturity. excopt that water-rate shall be charged when water is
taken from

a Government

or of wet or dry crops.
9. That if the proceeds

source

for the irrigation either of the trees

க
are appropriated for purposes

other than

those mentioned in paragraph 2, or if any of the conditions specified in

paragraphs
shall

3, 4, 5 and 6 are not fulfilled, or are violated,

be liable to be resumed, and full assessment

on the

the grant

entire extent
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APPENDIX
Form X.—Form
Notice No.

ம்

Vill.

of Adveritsement,

5

, District of

க

Sale of the occupancy right in waste lands.

1. Notice is hereby given that the occupancy right in lands hereunder

specified will be disposed of by auction at
for the disposal of waste lands

(under the rules

published by notification No.

of the Fort St. George

Gazette, dated

at pages

and embodied

in Section (i) of Standing Order No. 20), subject to annual payment of
assessment as specified below to the highest bidder above the upset
price or prices enumerated in the following schedule at
o'clock
on the day of
19
or on such other date to which the sale
may be duly adjourned :—
Schedule of laniis to be sold.

[
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2. The assessment on the said land shall be liable to periodical
reyision in the same manner aa that on ordinary ryotwari land, but no
portion of the land will at any time be assessed at a rate higher than the
ரட் dry wet or garden rate for such land under the general
scheme of settlement for the taluk in which the land is situated.
3. Government reserves to itself all gold and other minerals, coal and

stone or rock containing or supposed to contain gold or other minerals,

and coal known to exist br which may at any time hereafter be discovered
on in or under the said lands or any part thereof, togetker with full and
free liberty and right of ingress, egress and regress by nearest way at all
14
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times for Government servants, agents and workmen and all

authorized by Government in and upon the said lands, and
or without horses and

other cattle, carts, waggons

Chap.

(1).

8, cL.

and

I.

personsdul;

either wit

other carriages,

and to erect on the said Jands and use any engines and machinery for
the purpose of searching for, working, getting and carrying away such
gold and other minerals and coal and also to sink drive make and use

upon the said-lands mines pits shafts drifts adits air-courses and water-

eourses and to use all water which may be lifted or raised from the same ;

also to appropriate and use any part of the surface of the said lands for
placing econ the minerals waste rubbish and other substances got from
such mines, and generally to do all acts and things necessary or proper
for working and getting such gold and other minerals and coal and rendering same merchantable, Government paying or rendering compen-

sation to the purchaser his heirs representatives and assigns for all
damage he or they shall sustain by reason of the exercise of such right
of way or by the erection and use of any such engines machinery or
works or the exercise of all or any of such rights.
4. All

existing

and customary

rights of Government and of the

public in all existing roads and paths and in streams of water in the land
shall be reserved.
5. All parties having claims on the said lands incompatible with the
sale as herein notified are hereby required to prefer their claims on or
before the day aforesaid to the undersigned.
The sale will be stopped or postponed as the case may require—

(1) If the applicant fails to deposit the charges for survey and
demarcation

necessary.

of

the

lands,

where

such

survey

(2) If the application has been withdrawn

or

demarcation

is

by the applicant and

the Collector decides in the public interests not fo proceed with the
sale.

(8) If the survey and demarcation

of the lands have not been

completed.
(4) If the sale has been ascertained to be objectionable on public
grounds.
(5) If any claim of private ownership or exclusive occupancy or of
any other right incompatible with the disposal of the lands under these

has been preferred and is pending or is established.
The sale will be made subject to the following conditions :—

Conditions of Sale.
(1) That the highest bidder above the upset price shall he the

லட் of the lot, and if any dispute

arise between

two

or more

idders at the same price, the lot shall be immediately pnt up again at
the leat
undisputed bidding and resold.
(2)
it immediately after the lot is knocked down, the purchaser
E shall
pay to the Collector or the officer authorized by him to
conduct the
sale a deposit of Rs. 10 per centum in part payment of his
ந
loney and shall at the same time sign an acknowledgment in
* Appendix Ix.
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(5) That the purchaser shall, within 30 days from the day of sale,

pay to the Collector the residue

of his purchase-money,

and

shall

thereupon feceive a patta for the premises in Form Z.*

(4) That every person desirous of becoming a purchaser is to satisfy
himself as to the identity and correct description of the property and
the measurement and boundaries of the premises preyious to the sale,
as, by having the lot knocked down to him, the purchaser thereof
shall be held to have waived all objections to any mistakes that may
afterwards appear to have been made in the description*of the premises
as well as to any other error whatever in the particulars of the
property.

(5) That if from any cause whatever the purchase shall not be completed by the 30th day from the day of sale, then the purchaser shall
pay to the Collector interest at the rate of Rs. 12 per cent. per annum
‘on the remainder of his purchase-money from the day of sale until
the purchase shall be completed, without prejudice nevertheless to the
right of resale reserved by the following condition ; provided, however,

that the whole of the purchase-money with interest shall be paid within

one year from the date of sale.
(6) That if the purchaser shall neglect or refuse to comply with
the above conditions or any of them, his deposit money shall be
forfeited and retained by Government, and the Government shall be at

liberty to resell the lot either by public auction or private

contract

without the necessity of previously granting a patta to the purchaser;

and the deficiency, if any, arising from such resale, together with all
expenses attending it, shall be made good by the purchaser at the
present sale who shall so neglect or refuse, as and for liquidated
damages.
Dated

=

* Appendix X.
G.0,, No. 873, 29-12-99.

Collector of
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(2) That the saidfannual assessment ‘shall be subjectto’periodical
revision

in the

same “manner

lands, but that he the said

as the

assessment

on ordinary ryotwari

shall pay the Governmentikist

whether the land is cultivated or left waste.

(3) That he the said

boundary marks around the said land.

shall erect and maintain proper

(4) hat the right of Government shall bejreserved- to all’goldfor
other minerals or coal contained in the said land, with liberty to work

tho same under the conditions more particularly describetl in paragraph
3 of the form

of advertisement

appended

to the rules embodied in the

Standing Order above mentioned.
(5) That all existing and customary rights of Government and of
the public in all existing roads and paths and in streams of water in the

land shall be reserved.
(6) That in case he the said
of the

said

annual

assessment

shall make default in payment
or

rates,

they

shall

be

recovered

as

arrears of land revenue are.

(Signed)

A.B.

G.0., No. 873, 29-12-99.

Order 20, para. 21, clause (viii).]
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XI.

Form A.—Wotification.

The lands specified in the schedule below given have been applied
for under the rules relating to grants of land adjoining

existing hold-

of Standing Order No, 20.
2. Any persons objecting to the grant of the land
schedule are hereby invited to appear on or before the

specified in the
at the

ings in the district of Nilgiris published under the authority of the
Government of Madras under date the
day of
19
and embodied in Section (ii)

Collector’s office and state their objections to the Collector or to lodge
them in writing on or before the above date.

Area | Assess“Tene,

applied

‘Or

hs

Boundaries.|
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Nortcz.
Sale of occupancy right in a house-site.

Notice is hereby given that
under specified which has been
will Le disposed of at outright
Divisional officer and the result
Collector) ai
on the
Village.

|

ls

the occupancy right in the house-site hereee
applied for by
auction (subject to the confirmation of the
of any appeal that may be preferred to the
day of
719, ab
o'clock.

கண்கபமிய்
02 பட்டப்பாடு ட
॥
Town.
|
Extent,

Boundaries.

:

|
|
|

2

|
Cie
2. The site will be sold subject to the conditions stated below :—

(i) The purchaser shall immediately after the site is knocked
to him deposit 15 per cent. of the amount of his bid and sign downan
agreement binding himself, on pain of forf aa the deposit, to pay the
remainder of the purchase-money within 30 days
from the date of selo.
(ii), Tf the purchaser fails to deposit at once 15 per cont. of the purchasemoney, the Collector shall be at liberty to re-sell the site and to recover
the loss, if any, from the prior purchaser, as if it were arrears
of revenue.
(iii) If the sale is cancelled by the Divisional officer or the Collector,
the purehase-money or such portion of it as may have been deposited by the
று
ser will be refunded, unloss such amount is declared forfeited on
Aceount of the fraud or misreproscntation of the purchaser.
3. The following are the condition
held after possession is obtained thereofs :—subject to which the site will be
(i) That an annual ground-r
of Rs.
or of such other sum as
may be fixed at every periodicalontrevision
thereof, which shall take place
at every
re-settlement of the
taluk,
hefore the 15th Apsl of each your

shall be

ie

paid to

Government

oe

தட்

்
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Form of Patta for House-sites in Villages.
I;

, Collector of
, do hereby grant to
this patta for
cents or
square yards
of
village-site in the village of
, taluk of
, bounded
on the north by
, on the east by
, on the south
by
, and on the west by
, the occupancy right
2 which has been assigned to him under the provisions of Standing
Order No. 21 and subject to the following conditions :—

(1) That a (St,

building of the description and dimen-

sions indicated in the accompanying schedule shall be built and completed
within a period of —=-. months from the

day of

19

(2) That if a building of the description and dimensions specified
in the schedule or such other description and dimensions us may be
substituted therefor with the permission of the Collector previously

obtained is not substantially completed within the time mentioned, or
if sucha building is erected and is subsequently abandoned, ée., left
unoccupied and in disrepair, for a period of one year, Government shall
have the right to re-enter forthwith and take possession of the said site
or the site and building.

(3) That the right of Government shall be reserved to all gold
and other minerals or coal and stone or rock containing or supposed
to contain gold and other minerals or coal, and the pattadar shal aot

be at liberty to work the said gold or other minerals or coal, except on
permission or license duly obtained from Government.
(4) That Government reserves the right to charge ground-rent
for the site should the village be declared in future to be a town.

Wote—the schedule will ordinarily indicate the class of building to be constructed

and will contain a plan with linear measurements marked thereon; where it is not
practicable to have a plan, the linear measurements in each direction should be given.
B-P., No. 289, 2-10-99; G.O., No. 139, 17-2-1900.

iby
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* Form of Patta for House-sites in Towns.
31
, Collector of
to
this patta for
cents or
Government land in the village of
bounded on the north by

;

, do hereby grant
square yards of
taluk,
ட்

on the east by
on the south by

and on the west by

the occupancy right

day of

in which was sold

,

to him at auction on the

19_ , for the sum of Rs.

under

>

the provisions

of Standing Order No. 21 subject to the following conditions :—
(1) That an annual ground-rent of Rs.
or of such other sum

as may be fixed at every periodical revision thereof, which shall take

place at every re-settlement of the taluk, shall be paid to Government
on or before the 15th April of each year.

(2) That in default of such payment, the ground-rent may be

realized under the law for the time being in force for the recovery
arrears of revenue.

of

(8) That on the site shall be built and completed 9 gtutehed

house or other building of the description and dimensions indicated in
the
accompanying schedule within a period of

day of

19

“*

twelve

months from the

(4)

That if a building of the description and dimens
in the schedule or of such other description and dimens ions specified
ions as may be
substituted therefor
with

the

permission

of

or previously
obtained, is not substantially completed within the Collect
time mentioned, or
if such a building is erected, but is subsequentlythe abando
ned, ic., left
unoccupied and in disrepair for a period of
year, Government shall
have the right to re-enter forthwith and takeoneposses
sion of the said site
or the site and building.
(6) That Government

ல் when it exercises any

all not be liable to repay the purcha
of. the rights reserved in clauses (3) seand

shi

(6) That the right of Government shall be reser
ved to all gold and
other minerals or coal and stone or rock
containing or supposed to
contain gold and other

at any time hereafter
or any| art thereof,

minerals

or coal known

be discovered

and

on

in or

to exist

or which may

under the site aforesaid

tho pattadar, his heirs or assigns
shall not
be at lil tty to work the said gold
after permission or license duly obtai and other minerals or ccal, except
ned from Government,

Nole—The schedule will ordinarily indicat
வ
ட கவ
Practicablfoe have a plan, பு
the

ida
பு
பட்டப்
linear measurements mn cack Girecti
on
BLP, No239, 2-10-99; G.0., No. 189, 17-2-1900, should be given,

>
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Form of Sale Certificate
for Buildings.

This is to certify that A.B. has purchased at a publjc auction held
ate
த
த.
the undermentioned immovable
property and has paid the full amount of the purchase-money, viz.,

4.

Date and registra- Registration

tion district.

|

{

Taluk and

| sab-district.

1

village.

2

| Description of

building.

3

|
|

4

|

|
i

|

[oie Here en-|
| ter all the|
particulars
necessary for|
the
identifi-|
cation of the
building,

|
|

॥

Remarks,
5
This
certificate
covers the sale
of the building
only withont the
site.

1:2

G.0., No, 397, 27-6-99.
Order 22, para. 3.]
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Form of Title-deed for the Site of land sold with a Building on it.
” Know all men by these presents that _________ cents or

—______ square yards of land in —__—— village, ——_____
taluk, bounded on the north by ————.. east by ——___,
south by —______,

west

hy —_______,

the following conditions :—
(1) That an annual ground-rent of Rs.

are granted

—

to A.B. on

or of such

sum as may be fixed at every periodical revision thereof shall be paid to

Government on demand before the 15th April of each year.
(2) That

in default

of such payment

the

ground-rent

may

be

realized under Madras Act IJ of 1864, or any similar enactment for the

time being in force providing for the recovery of arrears of revenue.
(3)

That

the right

of Government

shall be reseryed to all gold

or other minerals or coal contajned in the said land, and that access shall
always be allowed tg Government to work these minerals subject to

the payment of compensation for any damage that may
entering upon the land and working the minerals. _
G.O., No, 397, 27-6-99.

be caused by
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Instructions for preparing the Annual Alienation Statements

Nos. I and I.

1, Sections of the annual statements —Hach stutement should be

divided into sections, one for each of the following classes of cases :—
(1) Cases sanctioned by the Goyernment of India.
(2) Cases finally sanctioned by the Local Government.

(8) Cases finally sanctioned by the Board of Revenue.
(4) Cases finally sanctioned by Collectors.
B.P., No. 67, 22-2-97.

2. Land granted free of revenue to be noted in statement I—When land
entered in statement No. I is granted free of revenue, the fact should
be stated in the column of remarks of statement No. I andthe land
revenue grant included in statement No. II. Thus cases of this kind

will appear both in statements Nos. I and IT.
B.P., No. 67, 22-2-97.

8. Statement 1, column 4.—The estimated yearly rent value to be
shown in column 4 ofstatement No. Tis the annual rent which the State
land alienated would fotch if leased out on behalf of Government, subject

to an appropriate charge for assessment.

In the case of land in Malabar

the rent value will be represented by the janmabhogam excluding
assessment.

the

4. Statement I, column 5.—The estimated market value

to be shown
in column 5 of statement No. Tis the value of occupancy right
alienated
by the

State, viz., the value that the land would fetch in the open
market if sold subject to its appropriate assessment.
5. Statement I, columns 5 and 6—Market value of land granted as
inam.—In the case of Government land assigned as inam in exchange
for unenfranchised service inam land taken up for public purposes, the
estimated market value shown in column 5 of statement No. I should
be
repeated in column 6 “ Price received,’* as such grants are ordinarily
classed as sales for fall value. When, however, the fresh land is granted
by way of compensation for land taken up by a local body, and the local
body is exempted altogether from the charge for compensation, the
grant of the
Government land would amount to a gift in favour of
the local body *and no entry need in this case be made in column
6.

* Paras. 6 (a) and 7 of the G.I. letter in G.0., No. 127, 3-2-80.

6. Statement T, column 8.—Whon State land is grante
d by way of
compensation vo the owners of private land
acquired by a local authority,
the transaction

amounts to a free Gamo?
land if the Local or
Municipal Funds are exempted from payment Bete
of
compe
nsation altogether
a ன
ரி Jand is taken up for roads, ° i.e., the grant
will be classed
ஷீரா...
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Tf, however, the local authority pays Government the money valué
of the private land or that of the fresh land * (as itis bound to do

except whex land is taken up for roads), * the grant of the Government
Jand in exchange amounts to a sale for full value (7e., class I) in

respect of which the sanction of the Government
required up to Rs. 10,000.
a B.B., No. 160, 20-5-95.
G.0., No. 127, 3-2-80.

of India

is not

7. Statement L1, column 3.—No details of area should be given in
column 3 of statement No. I when the entries relate to alienations of
revenue unaccompanied by any grant or transfer of State land.
Para. 6 of the G.I. letter No. 361-83 -2, 26-2-98, printed in B.P., No.

8. Statement IL, column 4.—In

column

187, 18-7-98.

4 of statement No. II the

proportionate peshkash, quit-rent or assessment according to the
tenure on which the land is held should appear as the yearly revenue
foregone.

In the case of unassessed

land

including

poramboke

the

assessment payable on land of similar quality in the neighbourhood
should be adopted as the revenue due on the land, and this figure

should be entered in column 4. In the case of land in Malabar the
figure to be entered in column 4 is the land assessment and not also the
janmabhogam.
r
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படம

றட

வராம்

ு

Alienations of Land Revenue in Ryotwari (temporarily settled) Tracts.

—

Annual value of

பட்டப்

or ab படட ot] Om other ground
Partionlars of grants.

ல.

லட

| 228° | Mahe| tom, |

varous | 2H
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ட

[அ

ants oF remissionsof land revenue—
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ort of propa terriecs,
‘@g., in favour of military pensioners and sucli
village servants as are remunerated by acsignments
of land revenne
2) feo of religious institutions, the assignment
ing mate
சடம் ‘previous ready-money
oe
(யம favour of
s, churehes, temples,
esl
eta
a
the sites of
(4) Infavour of individuals for specially recorded rea
©, Beris ryatwwari
dedictios, ie, deductions fom collections ot
revenue before they reach the treasury—
(1) In, favour of ‘religious institutions, the
dedue‘being made
in lieu ofof assignments of nd
fora or of ach payment

ரணcu fre

கை
os. | | mm.

‘A. In ryotwari tracts —
las |
G) Whaleinam villages
|
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கம.
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ர
டல
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|
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கட்க
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a

|
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|

|

|

Government
of யல
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a
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site,
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oe
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XXIX.

Rules for regulating mining in Patia Lands.

Pattadars intending to undertake or permit the working of minerals in

their patta lands shall give notice of their intention to the Collector of the
district specifying the fields in which and the minerals for which they
intend to carry on operations. Lvory such notice shall contain an accurate
map or sketch of the area over which it is proposed to mine. In default
of the submission of such a map or sketch, the Collector shall have one
prepared under his orders and recover the cost from the pattadars concerned.
On receipt of the notice, the Collector may, if he sees no valid objection,
allow operations to be commenced on the pattadars executing an agreement*

Dinding themselves to accept the following conditions and stipulations and
on their depositing as security such sum as the Collector may consider
sufficient to cover the loss that may ensue if the land is rendered unfit for
cultivation. The amount of deposit shall not exceed Rs. 500, and the
Collector shall have discretion to reduce the maximum amount in petty
cases to a sum not less than thirty times the assessment of the area டட to
be rendered uncultivable :—
1. In all cases the pattadar shall be held responsible for working
the mine in a proper manner and shall also be directly liable to Government for any wrongful act or default on the part of his nominee,
2. The pattadar shall be liable to pay in addition to land assessment
a royalty or dead-rent, whichever may be the greater in amount, at the
following rates :—
Dead-rent

Royalty.

Coal (exclusive

lannaperton

of dust and
coal used on
the works).

all Si

..

..

(minimum).
BS, ALB.
«. 0 2 0

..

S8annas per 40 gallons
or 5 per 0

8

0

Gold or silver.

74 per cent.

on the net profits of

0

8

0

Tron ..
Copper,

4 anna per ton of iron stone
23 pe cent. on the sale-value, at

0
0

0
8

6
0

cent. ad valorem on gross value.
each year taken separately.

-.
tin,

lead or other

e pit’s mouth or on the sur-

metals.

face,

Mica ..

Phosphatic
nodules.

of

the

dressed

ore

or

metal, convertible at the option
of the pattadar into an equivalent charge per ton to be fixed

Precious stones.

eles

‘per acre

es

annually or for a term.

30 per cent. on the net profits of

each year taken separately.

Spercent. advalorem

ட

..

oe

5 pervent. on the market price
of the crushed nodules.

டு
* Per form of agreement se A ppondix XXX,

ies
308-10

0

2

0
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Dead-rent
per acre
(minimam).
RE ALP.

Royalty.
Other

kinds of

minerals.

Such

I

seigniorage

fees

addi-

or

tional acreage assessment as
may bo fixed by the Board of

=

Revenne according to the merits

of each case and to the scale on

which the mining operations
are conducted.

~

s in such form as the
3. Phe pattadar shall keep correct account
of all minerals obtained
lars
particu
end
y
quantit
the
g
showin
ts
ordirec
Collect
; and shall also
therein
ed
employ
persons
of
number
the
and
mine
from the
the mine; and
of
plans
e
complet
n
maintai
‘then directed by the Collector
Government in that behalf
ahall allow any officer authorized by theand Local
plans and shail furnish the Local
at any time to examine such accounts
in respect of the aforesaid
Government with

such

information

matters as it may prescribe.

and returns

d by the Local
4. The pattndar sball allow any officer authorizeover
which mining
premises
the
upon
enter
to
behalf
that
in
nt
Governme
same.
the
g
inspectin
of
purpose
the
for
on
operations are carried
a report
5, The pattadar shall, without delay, send to the Collector
and also the
of any accident which may occur at or in the said premises
@iscovery therein of any mineral other than the mineral or minerals specithese
fied in the notice given by him in accordance with the preamble orto deadrules and shall also pay in respect of such mineral either royalty
rent as provided in rule 2 supra.
6. The pattadar, if he relinquishes the whole or part of the land, shall
be liable to resture the same to a state fit for cultivation or to securely and
permanently fence in abandoned pits in cases in which the Collector may
consider such restoration or fencing necessary. In default thereof, it shall
be open to the Collector to have the necessary work carried out from the
security deposit referred to above or to deduct from the security deposit and
carry to the credit of Government thirty times the assessment; of the land so
rendered uncultivable.
_ 7, No remission will be granted in respect of any land rendered unfit
for’surface cultivation by the carrying on of mining operations.
8. The amount of royalty or dead-rent payable to Government on
account of minerals worked will be collected under the provisions of Madras
Act I of 1864.

9, Should any question or dispute arise regarding the agreement or
thereunder or te amount or payment of the royalty or dead-rent made

any matier or thing connected therewith or the powers of the pattadars
payable

thereby,

the matter in difference shall

be

decided by the Local

Government, whose decision shall be final.

10. The rates of royalty or dead-rent shall be liable to be enhanced
or the agreement to be determined in case of breach of any of the above

conditions.

G.0s,, No. 607, 8-9-99; No, 83, 2-2-1900; B.Ps., No. 2, 10-1-19005
No. 81, 28-2-1900.
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Form of Agreement for mining in Patta Lands.

19

:

day of

AGREEMENT made the
BETWEEN

of (here-

inafter called ‘‘ the Pattadar’’ which term shall be taken to mean and
inelude in these presents where the context admits not only the said
but also his heirs executors
administrators legal representatives and assigns) of the one part and
the Right Hononrable the Secretary of State for India in Council (hereinafter called “the Secrctary of State’? which term shall be taken to
mean and include in these presents where the context admits not only
the said Secretary of State for India in Council but also his successors
and assigns) of the other part.
Whereas the Pattadar holds on patta (amongst others) the lands
described in the first schedule hereunder written.
And whereas the Pattadar has given notice to the Collector of the
District of
(hereinafter called “the
Collector”) of the intention of the Pattadar to carry on mining operations

in the said lands

for (here enter the ‘mincral’)

described in the said first sehedule and has lodged with the Collector an

accurate map or sketch of the said lands.

And whereas the Collector acting for and on behalf of the Secretary
of State has agreed to allow the Pattadar to commence mining opera-

tions for

on the said lands upon the Pattadar entering

into such an agreement as is hereinafter contained.
And whereas the Pattadar has deposited with the Collector the sum
of Rs.
as security against any loss or
damage which may be incurred by the Secretary of State by reason of
any of the said lands being rendered unfit for cultivation by any mining
operations therein of the Pattadar.
Now these presents witness and the Pattadar doth hereby agree with

the Secretary of State in manner following that is to say:

1. The Pattadar shall be at liberty at all times during the period

of twenty

operations

years from the date of these presents to carry on mining
in the

tor

said lands

described

in the said first schedulo hereto in a proper and workman-like manner

and shall at all times be answerable and accountable to the Secretary of

State for all acts and defaults by any of his nominees servants or agents

in carrying on such operations.

ன்

2. The Pattadar shall and will on the

next and on the
.
year during so long as he shall
operations as aforesaid pay

day of

day of every succeeding
have carried on any such mining

to the Collector

for and

on behalf of the

Secretary of Siate in addition to the land assessment Tor the time being
payable in respect

of the said lands royalties on the several minerals

APPENDIX
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mentioned in the second schedule hereunder written which shall have
been gotten by the Pattadar in or from the said lands at the several and

respective rates mentioned in the said second schedule or in case the
game shall be greater in amount the dead-rents per acre of the said lands
at the several rates also mentioned in the said second schedule.
3. The Pattadar shall and will keep correct accounts in such form
as the Collector shall from time to time require and direct showing the
quantities and other particulars of all minerals obtained by the Pattadar

in carryfrom the said Iands and also the number of persons employed
from time to time

ing on the said mining operations therein and shall
swhen so directed by the Collector prepare and maintain complete and
correct plans of all mines and workings in the said lands and shall allow
any

officer thereunto authorized by the Government

of Madras

from

time to time and at any time to examine such accounts and any such

plans and shall when so required supply and furnish to the Government
Ef Madras all such information and retums regarding all or any of the
matters aforesaid as the said Government shall from time to time require
and direct.

4. The Pattadar

shall and will

at all times allow

any officer

authorized by the Government of Madras in that behalf to enter upon

any part of the said lands where any mining operations may be carried
on for the purpose of inspecting the same.
5. The Pattadar shall forthwith send to the Collector a report of

any accident which may oc-ur at or in the said lands and also of the
discovery therein of any mineral other than (here enter the mineral
already specified in the notice given by the Pattadar).
6. It shall be lawful for the Pattadar to at any time cease mining

operations under these presents provided he shall pay to the Collector

for and on behalf of the Secretary of State the royalties or dead-rent
as the case may be payable by the Pattadar under these presents up to
the end of the year in which he shall cease such mining operations and
shall restore the said lands as next hereinafter provided and upon his so

doing these presents shall cease and determine.

7. In case the Pattadar shall relinquish the whole or any part of
the said lands then and in any such case he shall restore the lands so
relinquished or so much thereof as the Collector shall require to be
restored to a state fit for cultivation or shall securely and permanently
fence in all such abandoned pits and excavations therein as the Col-

lector shall require to be so fenced and in case the Pattadar shall fail

or neglect to restore any such lands which he shall be required to
restore to a state fit for cultivation or to so fence in any such abandoned
pit or excavation which he shall be required to so fence in then and in

any such case it shall be lawful for the Collector to so restore any such
lands or as the case may be to so fence in any such pit or excavation at

the expense of the Patfadar and to apply the said sum of Rs.
80 deposited in or towards the cost of so doing and to
recover the balance of such cost from the Pattadar under the proyisions

of Madras Act II of 1864 or any subsisting statutory modification

thereof or to deduct from the amount of the said deposit and retain
on behalf of the Secretary of State a sum equdl to thirty times the
assessment
of 2 the ட்
said lands which
which s] shall have been rendered ua
for
னல்
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8. The Pattadar shall not be entitled to any remission of assessment in respect of any of the said lands which shall be rendered unfit

for surface’cultivation by the carrying on of any mining operations.
9. All royalties or dead-rent payable under these presents shall

be recoverable under the provisions of Madras Act II of 1864 or any
subsisting statutory modification thereof and in case of any breach by.
the Pattadar of any of the conditions of these preserts the rates of

royalty or dead-rent mentioned in the said second schedule hereto may
be enhanced by the Government

of Madras and

such case pay to the Collector such enhanced rates.

the Fattadar shall in

10. In case any question or dispute shall arise regarding these
presents or any matter or thing herein contained or connected herewith
or touching the rights or powers of the Pattadar under these presents
or the amount or payment of any royalty or dead-rent made payable
under these presents then and in any such case such question or dispute
shall be decided by the Government of Madras whose decision thereon
shall be final and conclusive and altogether operative and binding upon
the

parties hereto.

n witness whereof the Pattadar has hereunto set his hand the day
and year first above written.

The First Schedule above referred to.

(Here enter description of the lands as given in the notice
to the Collector.)
The Second Schedule above referred to.

Dead-rent
per acre

Royalty.

(minimum).

Coal (exclusive of dust and coal
used on the works)
...
..._
விட
ப.
ம...
..

RS.

L anna per ton
௮0 ௮
8ணமகறன 40 தவி
or 5 per cent. ad
valorem on gross

Gold or silver

Se

io

...

value
fae
2
Ty percent. on the net
profits of each year

taken separately

...

Tron

wth

Sa

...

¥ anna
per ton of

iron-

ae

Copper, tin, lead or other metals.

A.

stone
2 per cent. on the sale-

value,

at

the

ப

0

8

P.

0

0

00ம்

pit’s

mouth or on the surface, of the dressed ore

or metal, convertible

,

2

at ithe option

of the

Pattadar into an equi-

valent charge per ton
to be fixed

or for a term

annuall

=a

Oss

Beat
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Standard Form of Exploring License.
Tus

Expiorinc

License made the

Note-—All
blank
spaces must be filled up

in this

பட

form

before

day of

196

a

between the Secretary of State for India in Connil hereinafter called the “Secretary of State”

(in which term are also included his successors in

office

and

assigns unless the context

shall be

repugnant to such construction) of the one part and
of

(hereinafter

called

‘‘the Licensee”’)

of the

other part Witnesseth as

follows :—
1. In consideration of the prescribed fee of Re. one which has before
the execution hereof been paid by the licensee to the Collector of
on behalf of the Secretary of State license is hereby

granted by the Secretary of State to the licensee subject to the restric

tions conditions and provisos hereinafter contained to enter upon the
lands described in the schedule hereunder written and to explore and
search the surface of the same for minerals of every description and for
mineral oil and subject to the restrictions hereinafter contained or such
other restrictions as the Local Goyernment may from time to time

impose to remove any specimens or samples thereof found by the
licensee in or upon the said lands during the term for which this license
shall be in force.

2. This license does not authorize the licensee to enter upon or
commence exploring in any reserved forest included in the lands deseribed
in the schedule hereunder written without
days’ previous written notice to the District Forest Officer nor without

obtaining the sanction in writing of that officer upon

such conditions

as such officer may in his absolute discretion prescribe or to enter upon

or turn up the surface of any land in the occupation of any person or

without the consent of the occupier or to cut or damage any trees or
standing crops and in particular and without prejudice to the general. pro~
hibition the licensee shall not interfere with or cause damage to any buildings
huts or other structures or to the property of any occupter or occupiers of the
said lands or any portion thereof and he shall make good and pay reasonable

satisfaction and. compensation for all injury which may be done by him in
exercise of the powers

conferred on him by this license and shall indemnify

the Secretary of State against all claims which may be made by third parties

in respect of any such damage or injury.

2

3. This license shall not authorize the licensee to mine or quarry

though within the boundaries

of the land

specified in the schedule and

subject to the restrictions conditions and provisos contained in the last
preceding

clause and to such further conditions

as the

Collector may

18

188
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impose the licensce will be at liberty to turn up the surface of the said

land to such depth as the Collector may sanction.

:

4, This license shall be in force for the period of one year only from
the day of the date of these presents and on the determination thereof the
licensee shall forthwith remove all huts and structures machinery conveniences and other

chattels and effects which

he may have erected or brought

upon the said lands unless the Collector sees fit to renew tle license for a

further similar term.

5. The licensee may

remoye

any

specimens or samples

found by

him in or upon the said lands in the course of his exploring operations
under this license subject to the restriction that nothing shall be
removed in excess of the undermentioned quantities, viz. :—

Coal exclusive of dust

... not exceeding

on

ie

ல்

Gold or silver...

Be

ea

Tron
ae
Other metals
Mica
ந்த
Corundum

ea
one
த

Cus
ன்
se

Phosphatic nodules
Bteatitele

௮00

தவம

Graphite

வட்

eee

...

ன்

ன்

Magnesite, chromite

Manganese

»
>

Bee

6. The licensee shall within

5s

1

ton.

.20

gallons.
%

ன்

>

of quartz

or

silver ore.
1
ton of iron stone.
1
ton of dressed ore.
qs of a cwt.
$
ட

1

ள்
ச்

4 ton

Ys of a ton.
eae
1

ton:

35

days of the discovery by him his

servants workmen or agents of any and all precious stone and stones
upon the said lands report the discovery and produce the stones to the
Collector of
or to such other officer as the

Collector may from time to time appoint in that behalf and the licensee

shall pay tothe Collector or other officer aforesaid on behalf of the
Secretary of State by way of royalty ten per cent. of the value of the

Precious stone or stones so found such value in the case of dispute to be
fixed by the Local Government.

7. The licensee cannot assign

this license nor transfer any right

or interest thereunder without ce assent of the Local Government.

_ 8. In the event of the licensee neglecting or failing to report the
discovery of or to produce any precious stone or stones within the time
fixed by clause 6 or to produce them and pay the said royalty upon the
same_or in the

the Collector of

of his committing any breach of the terms of this

acting on

license

behalf of the
Secretary of State may forthwith cancel this license
and thereupon all
rights conferred
ae or enjoyed thereunder shall absolutely cease
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Form of Prospecting

License.

be19
day of
Ay indenture made the
tween the Secretary of State for India in Council
ஷி
வல்லதும்

spaces must be filled up

“in this form before
பட்டத்

hereinafter called the Secretary of Stute (which

expression is intended to comprise as well as the
Secretary of State for India in Council as his suc-

cessors in office and assigus unless the context
construction) of the one
and
eh

of

)

a

shall

be repugnant

hereinafter called the

to

licensee

(which expression is intended to comprise as well the said
as his executors administrators and assigns
unless the context shall be repugnant to such construction) of the
other part. Whereas the licensee has applied in accordance with the

rules prescribed by the Government for the granting of prospecting

licenses to the Collector of
for
a license to prospect for
in the lands specified
in the schedule marked A hereunder written and has submitted to the
said Collector a certificate signed by a Secretary to the Local
Government of
showing
that the licensee has been approved by the said Local Government and
has also deposited with the said Collector as security in respect of such

license the sum of Rs. *
being the sum determined by the said
Collector for that purpose as required by the said rules And Whereas

the said Collector has found that there is no objection to granting the
said license Now This Indenture Witnesseth as follows.
In consideration of the rent and royalties covenants and agreements hereinafter reserved and contained on the part of the licensee to

be paid and observed the Secretary of State doth hereby
demise unto the licensee the sole right
conditions hereinafter contained)

and

license

grant and

(subject

to the

_ (1) to enter upon the lands described in the said Schedule A and

‘to mine quarry bore dig search for win and work all or any

lying or being within under or throughout the said lands without any
interruption claim or disturbance from or by the Secretary of State or

any a

Peron or persons
கடம்
2
carry away and dispose of the produce thereof to and for
the use and benefit of the Testes
ன்
3) for the purposes aforesaid to clear undergrowth and brnshod
(with the sanction of the Collector previously obtained in

writing) to make and use any drains or water-courses on the said lands
for clearing the

from any water which may flow or accumulate therein

determine in each case; the -nin’may ctor
‘as the Colle
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(4) and with the like sanction to erect and bring upon the said
lands

all such

temporary

huts

sheds

and

structures

steam and other

engines machinery and conveniences chattels and effects as shall be
proper and necessary for effectually carrying on the prospecting operations hereby licensed or for the workmen employed therein except and
reserved unto the Secretary of State and to the Government of Madras
and all persons authorized by him or them liberty at all times during
the said term to enter upon the said lands specified in the said schedule

marked A and make aud maintain all such surface rduds aud ways in
upon or across the same or any part thereof as he or they shall think”

proper for any purpose whatsoever.
To Have And ‘I'o Hold the said right
and license and other the premises hereby granted and demised with
their appurtenances unto the licensee from the
* One year or as such
date of this license for the term * of (
:
the
shorter period
and
rendering
)
ன
்

licensee may desire
paying therefor free and clear from all rates taxes
charges and deductions the rents and royalties in Schedule B hereto
specified subject to the right of the licensee (save in the case of precious
stones) to win use and take free of royalty for the purposes of experiment or as specimens the quantities mentioned in Schedule C hereto
Covenants by Licensee.

The licensce doth hereby covenant with tho Secretary of State as
follows :—
5
1. The licensee will pay to the Secretary of State the said rent
and royalties and will work and carry on the operations hereby licensed

in a fair orderly skilful and workmanlike manner and with as little damage

as possible to the surface of the said lands and to the trees crops
tuildings structures and other property thereon.
2. He will not enter upon or commence prospecting in any
reserve forest included in the lands specified in the schedule marked A
hereunder written without
days’ previous written notice
to the District Forest Officer nor without obtaining the sanction in

writing of that officer upon such conditions as such officer may in his
absolute discretion prescribe.
3. He will not enter upon any lands in the occupation of any
person without the consent of the occupier nor without the consent of
the owner thereof cut or in any way injure any trees standing crops
or buildings huts or other structures or property of any kind of auy
occupier of the said lands or any part thereof or of any other private

person.

4, He will make and pay reasonable satisfaction and compensation for all injury which may be done in the exercise of the powers

conferred by this license and will whenever the said security deposit
or any portion thereof or any further sum which may, be deposited
shall be applied as hereinafter mentioned forthwith deposit such further
sum with the said Collector as may be required to bring the amount

for the time being deposited up to the required sum of Lis.

* Here enter amount: specified in the preamble.
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5. He will at all times indemnify the Secretary of State against
parties
all claims or suits which may be made or brought by althirdcosts and

in respect of any such damage and injury and against
expenses relating thereto.
மாட்
6. He will not cut or injure any ‘émber or tree on any
or
Collect
said
the
of
ion
permiss
the
oceupied or unreserved land without
in writing.
7. He will not assign the license or transfer any right or interest
. thereunder without the consent of the Local Government.
8. He will well and truly measure and weigh or cause to be measured
shalt
and weighed upon some part of the said lands the whole produce which
said
the
and
of
aforesaid
as
icon
be so

for the
other minerals or such of them as may be required to be ofweighed
purpose of ascertaining the amount royalty payable
State how often.

in respect thereof at least
and as many other times as occasion may

in every
require and

days’ notice in writing of every auc measuring or weighing shall be

given to the satd Collector in order that le or some person on his behalf may
be present at such measuring or weighing and attend to the proper conduct
thereof and no part of the said produce shall on any account be taken away
from the said lands until the same shall have been so measured or weighed
as the case may be.

9. He will ascertain in such manner as the Local

Government may

other
from tinie to tme prescribe the value uf all precious stones ani ofbe allreyutred
‘ninerals ores and metals won dressed or extracted which may
to be vained fur the purpose of ascertaining the amount of royalty payable

in respect tlereof.
10. He will upon the expiration or sooner determination of this
license or the abandonment of the undertaking hereby licensed whichever shall
first occur with all convenient speed remove all such buildings structures

engines machinery and other property and. effects erected or brought by him
upon the said lands under the provisions hereof.

11. He

will within

six months

after the

expiration or sooner

determination of this license or the date of the abandonment of the

said

undertaking whichever shall first occur securely plug all bores and fill
‘up or fence all holes and excavations that he may have made in the said
lands to such extent as the said Collector may-require and will to the
like extent restore so far as may be to their natural or original condition
the surface of the said lands and all buildings and structures thereon

which he may have damaged in the course of prospecting.

Powers of Government.
1. If the licensee shallat any time refuse or neglect to observe or perform

all or any af the conditions herein mentioned and on his part to be observed

ant performer! the said Collector may by notice in writing signed by him and
deliverel to the licensee
or left at the lands
for which this license is given

summarily declare that the license hereby granted shall thenceforth determine

‘the

on the license and all rights ani liberties conferred hereby or enjoyed

hereunder shall forthwith determine without prejudice to the rights and
remedies of the Secretary of State

in respect

of any prior breach

or non-

performance
of all or any of the conditions hereof on the part of the licensee

Chap. I.
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and except

in respect

mentioned

to be performed

of the

covenants

on the part

of the
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licensee herein

after the ezpiration or sooner determination of

this license or after the abandonment of the undertaking hereby licensed.

2. It shall be lawful for tho said Collector at all times to apply the

said security deposit of Rs. *
or any portion thereof or any further
sum which may be deposited under the provisions next [hereinafter
contained in making good and satisfying the claim of any third parties
in respect of any damage or injury above mentioned done
the

licensee and also in indemnifying the Secretary of State against any
claims by any such third parties in respect of any such injury or damage

and all suits and proceedings instituted against the Secretary of State
for or in respect of any such damage or injury and al! costs and expenses
relating thereto.
்
8. Provided that if upon the determination of this license or of any

renewal thereof the amount for the time being in deposit with the said
Collector or so much thereof as shall not be required by the said
Collector to be applied as above mentioned shall if the licensee shall
become the lessee of any mining lease of the said lands or any portion
thereof under the provisions hereinafter contained be carried to his
credit as part of the rents and royalties payable under such lease or if

he shall decline or fail to obtain any such lease as aforesaid then the
same shall be returned to the licensee provided also that if the Collector
has reason to anticipate that any such claims as aforesaid are likely to

be made by third parties he may retain the amount of the said security

or such portion thereof as he may think proper for a period not exceeding six months beyond the determination of this license or any renewal
thereof as aforesaid.
Covenants

by the Secretary

of State.

The Secretary of State hereby covenants that if upon the expiration by effluxion of time of the term hereby granted the said Collector

is satisfied that the licensee has been prevented from completing his
search of the said lands by any cause other than his own default then
the said Collector may at the request and cost of the licensee in writing
renew this license for such further term not exceeding two years as

Note—A lease

for

the licensee may desire from the ட

precions stones mast be

term hereby granted subject to the

given

in

by

the

Gover-

nor-Genéral in Coun’

கவித் thes than
precious stones will be

given by the
eovernuient:

Local

all

respects

as

are

this covenant for renewal.

herein

of the

like conditions

contained

except

And Also that on or

before the determination of this license the licensee
shall have a right (subject to the rales prescribed

by the Government for granting mining leases)
to a mining lease in accordance with the terms

contained in the said rules of so much of the said lunds not exceeding the
area specified in the said rules and upon such conditions
as the Governor-

General in Council may think fit.

Arbitration Clause.
If at any time dyring the continuance of this license or after the
determination thereof any question or dispute shall asise regarding this
* Here enter amount already specified.
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Model Form of Mining Lease for Coal.

This indenture made the
Between

Wotan

the

Secretary

day of
of State

for

India

19
in

Council

hereinafter

wank called “‘the lessor ” which expression shall be

spaces must be filled np
in this form before
See

taken to mean and include the said Secretary of
State for India in Council and his successors
in
office and assigns except when the context requires

another or different meaning of the one part and
hereinafter called “the lessee”? which expression shall
be taken to mean and include the said
his heirs

executors administrators representatives and assigns except when the

context requires another or different meaning of the other part witnesseth that in consideration of the rents royalties and lessees covenants
hereinafter reserved and contained the lessor doth hereby demise unto
the lessee the mines beds yeins and seams of coal mentioned and
described
in the first part of the schedule hereunder written together
with the liberties powers and privileges to be exercised in connection

with the said mines which are mentioned in the second part. of the

said schedule subject to the restrictions and conditions as to the exercise
and enjoyment of the same liberties powers and privileges which aro-

specified in the third part of the said schedule except and reserved

out of this demise unto the lessor the liberties powers and privileges
mentioned and specified in the fourth part of the said schedule.
To hold the hereditaments and premises intended to be hereby

demised unto the lessee from the
the term of

day of

for

years thence next ensuing yielding and paying

to the lessor the several rents royalties

and sums of money

mentioned

and specified in the fifth part of the said schedule subject to the provisions
relating
to the said rents and royalties expressed in the sixth part of the

said

schedule and the lessee doth hereby covenant with the lessor as in

the seventh part of the said schedule is expressed

and

the

doth
hereby covenant with the lessee as in the eighth part oflessor
the
said
schedule

is expressed and

it is hereby mutually agreed and declared by

and between
© parties hereto as in the ninth part of the said schedule is
expressed, and it is declared that the schedule hereunder written shall

be deemed part of these presents and be read and construed accordingly.
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the lessee shall not
the said mines but so that in the exercise of this privilege
of areasonable
cattle
deprive any lands villages houses or watering places for

impregquantity of water as before accustomed and do not in any manner foul render
to
as
so
water
of
streams
or
springs
any
ate
deterior
se
otherwi
nate or
them useless or unprofitable.

of
4, Liberty and power to enter upon use and occupy a sufficient part
the said lands adjoining any pits for depositing and

Heaming thereon the produce of the said mines and

To appropriate land

@ll ihe carth soil and other substances dug up and

eee:

se
brought to the surface in or about the working of the same and for otherwi

carrying on the works of the said mines.
5. Liberty and power in and upon

the said lands

நீர convert coal into coke whether for purposes of sale

To convert coal into

or otherwise.

cakes

6. Liberty and power to take lead and carry away over the said lands the

coal to be gotten as aforesaid

To lead

இம.

and

made

carry

and

manufactured

and

under

the coke

the

to be
and

liberties

powers hereinbefore granted and to dispose of the

same at his own will and pleasure.
7. Liberty and power to erect set up and make inupon and over the said
lands workmen’s houses sheds engines machinery
furnaces buildings erections rail roads tram roads

To erect houses.

and other roads and works necessary or convenient for the effectual working
of the said mines and the euercise of the several liberties and powers hereinbefore granted.

ம்

8. Liberty and power to search for get and dig gravel sand and stone

within the said lands for the purposes mentioned in this second part
of this schedule but not for sale and also to dig for and get clay and to

and burn the same into bricks for the purposes aforesaid but not for

ne

‘ale.

Part I11.—Restrictions and conditions as to the emercise of the above
liberties powers and privileges.
1. No building or thing shall be erected or set up and no other surface

:
்
ere: &e.upon
ட

operations carried on by the lessee by virtue of the
Tiherties and privileges abore granted in or upon any

place

of worship

sacred

grove

burial

ground

house

village site public road or other place in respect of which on public grounds
it appears to the Local Government that objections exist to so doing nor in
such a way as to injure or affect any buildings or other works property or
rights of private individuals nor shall any land be taken or occupied for

surface operations if the same is already in the cecupation of and used by

persons other than the lessor for other works or purposes not included in this
present demise if any other lands not so occupied and used. are suitable and
convenient and equally available for such surface operations.

2. Before taking any land for surface operations which has not already
Notice to be given

beforeenteringonlands

1andBd lessor
=lessor toர் be atat
eee

டட

tc

been

used for such operations the lessee shail give to

¢//e lessor’s agent (who for the purposes of this clause

shall be taken
் to be் the

ட

்

for the time being) two calendar months’ previous
notice in writing specifying
by name or other sufficient
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designation and by quantity the land proposed to be taken and the purpose
for which the same is required.

The lessor’s agent

may

at any time within

two calendar months from the receipt of such notice state hislobjections if any

to the proposed site and the validity of such objections in case of dispute shall
be determined by reference to the Local Government whose decision thereon
shall be final.
8. The lessee shall not without the eapress sanction of the Collector cut

down or injure any trees or timber on the said lands but he may clear away

brushwood or undergrowth which interferes with
liberties and privileges above granted.

the due

exercise

of the

Provided nevertheless that notwithstanding anything in this clause
contained the lessee shall not enter upon any reserved forest included in
the land delineated on the plan hereunto annexed without

days’ previous written notice to the District Forest Officer nor without

in writing of that officer upon such conditions as

obtaining the sanction

such officer may in his absolute discretion prescribe.

Part IV.—Rights reserved to lessor.

1. Liberty and power for him the lessor and any lessee or other person

authorized by him on that behalf to enter into and
3
eiberty for lessor t° upon the said lands and to search for dig work and, get
any mineral or substances other than coal in upon or

i

under the said lands and for

the purposes aforesaid

to sink make erect and

use such pits shafts levels drains water-courses reservoirs tunnels buildings

engines or machinery

canals ratheays wagon

ways and other ways works and

conveniences upon through or under the said land as shall be necessary or
expedient Provided always that the said reserved rights and privileges to
work for minerals other than coal shall be exercised and enjoyed in such
manner

as not

to hinder

or interfere with the rights and privileges of the

lessee under these presents and Provided also that fair and proper compen~
sation shall be paid by the lessor for all loss damages or injury which the
lessee may sustain or be put to by reason or in consequence of the exercise of
the said reserved rights and privileges to work for minerals other than

coal

by reference
the amount of such compensation to be settled in case of difference
be final.

to the said Local Government whose decision thereon shall
2, Liberty and power for the lessor if the lessee shall not within
twenty-four calendar months from the commencement of the said term.
some subhereby granted haye started operations under this lease to after
such
term
said
the
during
time
any
at
if
or
extent
stantial
d
operations shall have been started, the same shall not unless prevente

r, skilful and
by unavoidable cause be carried on effectually in a
Government
said
the
of
on
mining-like manner, to the satisfacti
to lease
and
same
the
hold
to
and
premises
said
the
upon
to re-enter
lease
this
if
as
same
the
with
deal
otherwise
the same to third parties or

had not been made.

8. Liberty and power for the lessor and for the Government of
Madras and all persons authorized by him or them at all times during —
to enter upon the said lands and to make and maint in
the said term
all such surface roads and ways in upon or across the same or any part

thereof as he or they shall think proper for any purpose whatsoever.
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Lease.
Part V.—Rents and Royalties reserved hy this

shall be-paid by the
1, The certain half-yearly rent of Rs.
for and in respect
at
lessor
the
lessee to
the
from
es
premis
and
mines
said
the
oF
arly
half-ye
'Gertain
the
on
nts
payme
equal
by
day of
aa
in each year for the
day of
and the
day of
early payments
‘half-year immediately preceding the first of such half-y
t of such
For and in respec
:
ட்
se
demi
this
of
ncy
curre
the

day of
to’ be made onthe
=
certain half-yearly rent of Rs.
g
durin
year
halfevery
in
ae
the lessee

t such a
work and get from or out of the said mines and sell ator theexpor
hereinrate
m
as
efro
ther
ured
fact
manu
coke
and
coal
quantity of
equal
royalty
a
ar
half-ye
that
after mentioned would yicld or pay for
the
But
Rs.
of
rent
arly
half-ye
certain
$n amount to the said
always
shall
day of
said certain rent as from the said
he paid whether such quantity shall in fact be gotten or not
months of the said term
2. The lessee shall during the

day of

to the

day of

from the

pay

annas for every ton or part of a ton

to the lessor the royalty of

for
of coal which shall be sold at the said mines or exported therefrom

gale or otherwiso or which shall be manufactured into coke and shall
during the remainder of the said term pay the said royalty for every

ton or part of a ton of coal which shall be sold at the said mines or

exported therefrom for sale or otherwise or which shall be manufactured
into coke in any half-year of the said term over and above the quantity
which the lessee is by clause 1 of this part authorized to
of

work or get in respect of the soid certain rent.
8. The further yearly rentof Rs.

a

of land the surface whereof

shall be occupied or used by the lessee for any of the purposes of this

demise and so in proportion

for any less quantity than a

the said

surface rent to be paid by equal half-yearly payments on’ the same days
as the said certain rent of Rs. _ is hereinbefore made payable the first

of such payments to be made on such of the said days as shall happen

next after such occupation or use shall commence
yearly payment thereof to be made

and tho last half-

on such of the said days as shall

jappen next after such occupation or use shall have ceased and the land
shall have been restored and rendered fit for cultivation again Provided

always that no such rent shall be paid or demanded
‘roads or ways now in existence.

in respect of any

Part VI.— Provisions relating to the Rents and Royalties.
_

1. All the aforesaid rents and royalties shall be paid free from any

deductions.

2. If in any one half-year after the first 12 calendar months of the said
pete

ue

eas

hese
es

term the lessee shall not raise from or out of the said

mines such quantity cf coal as at the abovementioned

rate would produce for that half-year the amount of

the certain rent hereby reserved then and in every such ease the lessee may in
the next succeedina half-year of the said term raise and get from or out of
the sail mines such a quantity of coal as shall be required to make up the
deficiency without paying any royalty for the same other than the said certain

-

வெற்.
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rent.
But the overworkings
of any preceding half-year or half-years shail
not come in aid of or be applied to make good the deficiency of short workings

in any subsequent half-year or half-years.

he said rent and royalty shall

be calculated upon the weight of the said coal as and when the same shall be

sold or exported from the said mines or previous to its manufacture into coke

and suck rent and royalty shall be paid on the half-yearly days hereinbefore

provided for the payment of the said rent at

for and in respect of the coal sold or eaported or manufactured into
coke during the preceding half-year.and
be payable.

in respeet of which the same

shall

8. All coal used by the lessee for the usual and customary purposes of

Coalusedinthemines
to be freefromrentand

Toyslty:

thé mines and for domestic consumption in the houses
anil offices of agents and workmen for the time being

employed in and about the said mines and premises-

shall be free from rent and royalty.

Part
1. The

VII—The Lessee’s Covenants.

lessee shall pay the rent and royalty reserved by this lease.

_Zopay ren ratesond
ட்

at the times and in the manner above appointed:

in that behalf and shall also pay and discharge.
all
taxes rates assessments and impositions whatsoerer

being in the nature of public demands which shall from time to tine be charged
assessed or imposed upon-the said mines or any part thereof by authority of”
the Government of India or the said Local Government or otherwise except
for land revenue and shall also pay interest at therate of
demands

the due-

per cent.per annum.on all arrears of such rent or royalty from
date thereof.

இ: The lessee shall at his own expense forthwith erect and at alltimes maintain and keep in repair boundary marks
To., erect, boundary and pillars according to the demarcation shown

oo

in the plan hereto annexed so that the boundaries

of the said lands may at all times be maintained.
8. The lessee shall within twenty-four calendar months from the comல்
mencement of the term hereby granted start and

To.workeontinuonsly.

work the said mines to the satisfaction of the said

Local Government and shall thereafter at all times during the continu-

ance of this leaso unless prevented by unayoidable canse continnonsly

work. for ina proper, skilful and mining-like manner and as far as.
possible obtain coal from the said lands and maintain in good repair”

working, order and condition and work all mines when opened without

voluntary intermission in a proper skilful and mining-like manner and.
upon, tho most approved. ‘principle without doing or permitting,
to be.
done any unnecessary or avoidable damage to the surface of the said

lands within or under which the said mines lie and shall not cultivate or.

use the said lands in any manner save

and the rights hereby granted.
Uacell.and
=

ரதத தடட

for the purposes of this demise. _

ly secure and

5
keep open with

த்
timber

அரகரதாக எனத் என்கன பரை

To seoure pits and gy, m@edein the said lands and make and maintain)

shafts.

sufficient fences round every such pit or shaft and alsa
the. said term-keep the said mines eacept ab
during
times
shall at.all

mines free from water and. from foul. air as far as possible.

a
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abstracts of all or any of such accounts and returns and such inform-

ation and

yeturns in respect thereof as the Local Government may

prescribe

and

Furnish

shall

abstract of

accounts, &c.

at

all

reasonable

times

allow

such

officers

or

persons as the said Local Government shall in
that behalf appoint to enter into and have free

access to the said office or counting house for the

purpose of examining and inspecting the said several books of account
and to take copies thereof and make extracts therefrom. |
9. The lessee shall at all times during the said term cause to be made
and kept at the said office or counting house true

To keep
working.

plans

ef

and correct and intelligible plans and sections of

the said mines which plans and sections shall show

as well the operations and workings which have been carried on as also
all views faults and other disturbances which have been observed and
encountered in such workings and operations and all such plans and

sections shall be made amended and filled up by and from actual surveys to
be made for that purpose at the end of every period of twelve calendar months

and

the

lessee shall allow any officer authorized by the Local Govern-

ment in that behalf at any time to examine such plan and sections and

shall at his own cost furnish to the Local Government true and correct
copies of such plans and sections when thereunto required.
10.

The lessee shall provide and at all times keep at or near the pit head
i
nes
or each of the pit heads at which the produce of the

To provide weighing
mee

or cause to be weighed

said mines shall be brought to bank a good and
properly constructed weighing machine and shall weigh

therein all coal brought to bank from or out of the

mines hereby demised or which may be sunk or made by the lessee under the
license and liberty in that behalf hereinbefore contained and shall at the end

of each day cause the total weights of the coal gotten during the previous

twenty-four hours and weighed as aforesaid to be entered in the aforesaid
book or books of account the lessee shall also weigh or cause to be weighed in
the said machine or machines all coal sold at or exported from the said mines
and shall. cause true and correct entries to be made daily in the aforesaid
books of account of all coal so sold or exported and of all coal manufactured
into coke and it shall be lawful for the lessor at all times during the said.
term to employ any person or persons to be present at the raising and

weighing of the said coal and the removal thereof from the mines for sale theor
for export and to keep accounts thereof and to check the accounts kept by
lessee.

11.

The lessor may through his agents or servants at any time or times
during the said term examine and test each and every

‘The lessor may test

பல்லடம்

peighing machine

or machines

to be provided

and

kept by the lessee as aforesaid and. the weights used

therewith in order to ascertain whether the same respectively are correct and

in good repair and order and if upon any such examination or testing any such

weighing machine or weights shall be found incorrect or out of repair or
order it shall be lawful for the lessor or his agent to require that the same be
to
adjusted repaired and put in order by and at the expense of the lessee and
if such requisition be not complied
hinder the use thereof in the meantime and
with within fourteen days after the same shall have been made the lessor or
to be
machine and weight respectively
his agent may cause the said weighing

of 0
adjusted repaired and put in order and. may recover the expense

:

20
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from the lessee and if upon any such examination or testing as aforesaid any

error shall be discovered in any weighing machine or weights to the prejudice

of the lessor such error shall be considered to have existed Sor three calendar

months previous to the discovery thereof or from the last occasion of so
examining and testing the same weighing machine and weights in case such
occasion shall be within such period of three months and the said rent and
royalty shall be paid and. accounted for accordingly

12. The lessee shall not nor shall any person claiming through or
under him assign the lease or transfer any right or

Not to assign or un- interest thereunder or underlet the premises hereby
derlet without license.
demised or any part thereof or the rights and
rivileges hereby granted or any of them without the assent of the
cal Government first had and obtained.
13. The lessee shall at all times have

at

the said premises

a duly

To hare at demisea
promises a managor or

2207647428 manager or agent to whom all notices may
be given and all communications from the lessor may

Bos y bei sites

agent on the premises the lessor shall be at liberty to

‘agent to whom notices

be made.

If there shall not

at any time be such an

treat any other person there as such agent and to serve all notices and
documents upon the said agent or in his absence upon any such other person
as aforesaid or in the case of there being no such other person as aforesaid
then by affixing the notices or documents upon some conspicuous portion of the

said premises in the occupation of the lessee.

14, The lessee shall make and pay reasonable satisfaction and’
to pay compensation cOMpensation for all injury which may be done
for injury to third by him his agents and servants in exercise of
partion.
the liberties and powers hereby granted to the
property and rights of the third parties and shall at all times save
armless and keep indemnified the lessor from and against all actions
suits claims and demands by such third parties in respect of any such

injury.

15. The lessee shall at the end

tro actives up mines,
kets eed odes
:

or sooner determination

of the said

{21 deliver up to the lessor in good order repair
and ima proper and workman-like condition and fit
for future working the said premises and all mines

which have been or may be made or sunk by the lessee under tho

license and liberty in that behalf hereinbefore contained together with
all engines pits shafts water-courses air gates levels and fixtures below
ground level and which cannot be moved without causing injury to the
Said mines except any pits shafts or other works which shall have been

abaniloned or disused in the ordinary and fair course of working of the
said mines aud premises and with the sanction of the Local Government.
Part VIIL.—The Lessor’s Covenants.

1. The lessee paying the rents hereby reserved and made payable and

For quiet enjoyment,
ti

oe

208erving and performing the covenants and provisions
herein contained and on his part

tu be observed

and.

performed shall and may peaceably and quietly holdand enjoy the rights and

premises hereby démised for and during the term hereby granted
withoutoeany
a
from or by the lesso
on from
lawful
r person rightfully
pareinterruptition
or any
claiming
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lessee shall be desirous of taking a renewed lease of the said

mines for the further term of

த

years from the

expiration of the said term hereby granted and of such

ee

desire shall prior to the expiration of such last-men~

Iekeo chosld be agreea

tioned term give tothe lessor six calendar months’
மாமை notice in writing and pay the said rent and

to or inserted in any
lease spent படி ம

7valty hereby reserved and observe and perform the

eee eam of India.

several covenants herein contained and on the part of
and performed up to the expiration of the said term
observed
be
to
lessee
the

hereby granted the lessor till upon the request and at the expense of the lessee
and upon his executing and delivering to the lessor a counterpart thereof sign
and deliver to the lessee a renewed lease of the said premises for the further
years at the same rent and. under and subject to similar
term of

covenants provisions and agreements as are herein contained other than this

present covenant but subject nevertheless to the payment by the lessee of such
increased royalty as may be then fixed by the Government of Inilia.

3. The lessee may at any time or times within six calendar months after
the determination of this demise whether by effluzion of time or otherwise
enter into and upon the said lanis or any part thereof for the purpose of

taking down removing and disposing of for his own use and benefit all the

machinery utensils implements articles and things set up and used in and
about the working of the said mines and all ovens kilns sheds huts railways
tramways and other works (except buildings and crections of brick or stone)

erected and then standing upon any of the said lands for the purpose of
working the said mines unless the lessor shall be desirous of purchasing the
same or any of them in pursuance of the provision in that behalf hereinafter
contained.

Part IX.—General Provisions.

1. If the rent or royalty hereby reserved or either of them or any

Power of distress,

'

Part thereof respectively shall be behind or unpaid
for the space of two calendar months next after

any of the days whereon the same ought to be paid then and so often
as the case shall happen any officer of the Local Government on behalf

of the lessor may enter into and upon the said lands which shall for the

time being be possessed. or occupied by the lessee for the purposes of this
engines plant
demise and may distrain all or any of the stock of
live and dead stock and things which shall be found in or upon the
same premises and the same may take lead drive carry away impound
detain and keep until the rent or royalty which shall then be due and
all costs and expenses occasioned by the non-payment thereof shall be
fully paid and satisfied.
2. If the rent or royalty hereby reserved and made payable or either
of them or any part thereof respectively shall be

Power of re-entry.

tehind or unpaid for the space of six calendar

months next after any of the days whereon the same ought to be paid
as aforesaid and whether the same shall have been legally demanded
or not or if the lessee shall cpmmit any breach of the covenants and
conditions contained in the lease and on his part to be observed and

performed or any of them in such oase it shall be lawful for any officer
of the Local Government on behalf of the lessor at any time thereafter

and although the lessor may not have taken advantage of some previous
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default of a like nature

into and upon

I.

Chap.

8.0. 25, para. 5-A, cL. (11).

the said mines

and premises

or any part thereof in the name of the whole to re-enter and the same to

have again repossess and enjoy as of his former estate.

8. If at the end or sooner determination of the satd term the lessor
shall be desirous of purchasing all or any of the

Proviso for lessor to
purchase.

buildings or works above ground

level set wp or con-

structed by the lessee and shall signify such his desire
to the lessee six calendar months at least before the

by notice in writing

expiration of the said term (or if the said term shall be determined under the

power of re-entry hereinbefore contained at any time within three calendar
months after the determination of the said term) the lessee shall sell to the
lessor all or any of the said buildings and works at a price which shall
be fined or ascertained by taking the net cost of such buildings or works as
at date of construction and deducting therefrom for depreciation a sum

per cent. per annum on the net original cost.

equivalent to

4. Tf at any

Right of
determine

time during

lessee to
lease

of

the

‘SMall become

continuance of this demise

destroyed or rendered

permanently unfit

the said mine

substantialiy and

for the purposes of this

demise by

mines destroyed by fire tempest or flood or violence of any army or mob
or other irresistible force these presents shall at the
ent of Gon.
option of the lessee be vod provided that of the injury be occasioned by the
wrongful act or default of the lessee or his servants he shall not be entitled

to avail himself of the benefit of this provision AND PROVIDED also that
if this lease shall become void for or hy reason of any of the causes aforesaid
wt should be without prejudice to the rights and remedies of the lessor under
or by virtue of these presents for the recovery of any rent or royalty which

may then remain unpaid or in respect of any breach which may have been
committed of any of the covenants herein contained on the part of the lessee.

5. Whenever any doubt difference or dispute shall hereafter arise
touching the construction of these presents or anything herein contained or any matter or thing connected with the said mines and

minerals hereby dealt with or the working or non-working thereof or

the amount or payment of any royalty or rent reseryed or made
ரம
hereunder the matter in difference shall be decided by the
eal Government whose decision shall be final.
B.P., No, 386, 9-10-97;

are

G.0., No. 375, 15-6-99;

Wote.—The portions printed in italic
suggested
as proper tad reasonable.

yt

B.P., No. 2, 10-1-1900.

i
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Form of Permanent Sanad issued in and after 1870.
Sanad-i-Milkiyat Istimrar, or deed of permanent property granted

, Governor

in Council of Fort

on behalf

St. George,

of the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for India in Council, to
. Whereas for a
Zamindar of

, consisting of the

long series of years your estate of

villages hereinafter named, has been held on a_terminable tenure by
yourself and your predecessors, and whereas the Government have now
on you

determined to confer

a permanent

property

in it, it is hereby

declared that the assessment of your estate has been
at the annual sum of Rs.
commencement of fasli

fixed

from the

shall be, and is hereby accordingly
which said sum of Rs.
permanent annual Jama of your
the
be
to
Sanad
this
by
declared
estate, payable in the current coin of the realm, in fixed monthly
instalments, agreeably to the separate Kistbandi signed by you.

2. This permanent assessment of the land-tax on your estate is

exclusive of the revenue derived from the manufacture and sale of salt
and saltpetre; exclusive of the Sayer, or duties of every description,
whether by sea or land, the entire administration of which the Govern-

ment reserves to itself; exclusive of the Abkéri or tax on the sale of
spirituous liquors and intoxicating drugs ; exclusive of the excise which

is or may be levied on commodities or articles of consumption ; exclusive
of all taxes, personal and professional as well as of those from markets,
fairs, and bazaars; exclusive of Lakhiraj lands (lands exempt from the
payment of public revenue) and of all other alienated lands paying a
small quit-rent (which quit-rent, unchangeable by you, is included in
the assets of

estate);

your

and

exclusive

of all lands

and rusums

heretofore appropriated to the support of village and police establish-

The Government reserves to itself the entire exercise of its
ments.
deseretion in continuing or abolishing temporarily or permanently the

articles of revenue included, according to the custom

and practice of

the country, under the several heads above stated.

3. You shall regularly pay
nent

assessment

above fixed,

in all seasons the amount of the permathe

remissions

been granted according to the custom
drought, inundation,

which

have

occasionally

of the country on account of

or other calamity of the season, shall now cease,

and never be revived, and if you should fail to discharge your engagements, your estate and your personal property shall be answerable for
the consequence of such failure.
4. In the event of your failure, and as often as you shall fail to pay

the amount of your permanent assessment according to the monthly
instalments set forth in your Kistbandi hereinbefore referred to, all
arrears of revenue

manner
not holt

due by you shall be recoverable under and in the

provided for the recovery of arrears of revenue due by defaulters
a Sanad-i-Milkiyat Istimrar or othor similar instrument,
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by Madras Act No, II of 1864, entitled an Act to consolidate the laws
for the reccvery of arrears of Revenue in the Madras Presidency, or by
any law which may be hereafter enacted for the same purpose.
5. You shall be at free liberty to
consent of Government or of any other
may think proper, either by sale, gift,
right in the whole, or in any part of
your land shall be valid, and recognized
Government, provided they shall not

transfer, without the previous
authority, to whomsoever you
or otherwise your proprietary
your estate; such transfers of
by the Courts-and officers of
be repugnant to the Muham-

madan or the Hindu laws, or to the
Government; but unless such sale, gift,

Regulations of the British
or transfer shall have been

regularly registered at the office of the Collector, and unless the public
assessment shall have been previously determined and fixed on such
separated portions of your estate by the Collector, such sale, gift, or
transfer shall be of no legal force or effect, nor shall such transactions
exonerate you from the payment of any part of the public land-tax
assessed

on

your

entire

estate

previously

whole estate shall continue to be answerable

to such

transfer,

but your

for the total land-tax

in

the same manner as if no such transaction had occurred.

6. In the event of the sale of any part of your estate for the
liquidation of arrears of the assessment or in satisfaction of the decree
of a Court of Judicature, or in the event of the transfer of any

your estate by gift, sale, or otherwise, you

shall furnish the

part

of

Collector

with true and correct accounts of your entire estate, and of the portion
of your estate to be so separated,

for a period not less than the three

years preceding such sale or transfer, in order that the due proportion
of the public revenue may be fixed thereon. ‘The assessment to be
settled on the soparated parts of your lands shall always bear the same

proportion to the actual produce of the separated portion, as the total
permanent Jama on your estate bears to the actual produce of the
whole estate, so that, if the accounts to be furnished by you should be
correct, no partial assessment can happen, nor any increase of the fixed

Jama be ever made under whatever changes or improvements your

interests or your pleasure may lead you to introduce into the estate.

7. In order that yon may at all times be enabled to comply with the
conditions of the 6th Article

of this Sanad, by which you are bound

to furnish true and correct accounts of your estate when required by the
Collector, you shall support the regular and established number of
karnams in the several villages of your estate. The karnams shall be
appointed from time to time by you, and shall obey all regular orders
issued by your authority, but they shall not be liable to be removed
from their offices except by the sentence of a Court of Judicature
or the
order of an officer of Government as may be determined by law. In

the event of your

having,

or of your

under-farmers,

tenauts,

or ryots

haying, cause of complaint against the karnam of any village, for a
breach of duty, you shall be at liberty fo institute, at your own peril, a

suit in any Court of competent jurisdiction for the purpose of
i
such karnam to trial and punishment; but in the event of your dis-

possessing a karnam of his office without such previqus regular process,
or without the order of a competent officer of Government, you shall be
liable to make such satisfaction for the injury as any Court of competent
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Where a. karnam may be dismissed from his
jurisdiction may decree.
of Judicature, or the order of an officer
Court
office by the sentence of a
of Government, you shall, in the first instance, select a successor from

the family of the last incumbent, provided any member of that family

shall be capable of the duty of karnam ; but if no member of it shall be
capable of discharging that duty, you shall exercise your discretion in
The name of the person appointed
the appointment of a proper person.
to sneceed shall be reported to the Collector.
8. You shall aid and assist the officers of Government in apprehend-

ing and securing offenders of all descriptions; and you shali inquiro
and give notice to the Magistrates of all robbers or disturbers of the
public

peace, who may

be found

or who

may

seek refuge,

estate.

You shall enter into engagements with

your

in your

ryots either for a

9.
rent in money or in kind, and shall, within a reasonable time, grant byto

each ryot a patta or cowle, clearly defining the amount to be paid
him and explaining every condition of the engagement, and you shall
grant, or cause to be granted, regular receipts to the ryots for all
discharges in money or in kind made by them to you, or for your
account. If after the expiration of a reasonable period of time from

the execution of your Kabuliyat, yon shall neglect, or shall refuse to
comply with the demand of your under-farmers, or ryots, for the pattas
and receipts abovementioned, you shall be Hable to be sued in any Court

of competent jurisdiction, and you shall also be liable to such damages
as may be decreed by such Court to the complainant.

10. Continuing to conform to the

above

stipulations, to render

allegiance to the British Government, and to obey all the Laws and
Regulations which are now or may be hereafter in force in British India,
you are hereby authorized and empowered to hold in perpetuity to your
pas:
னமாக
the estate o!

and assigns at the permanent

assessment herein named
ல்

Given in Fort St. George this
day
of
by the Right Honourable the Governor in Council on behalf of the
Right Honourable the Secretary of State for India in Council.
Form of Permanent Sanad issued before 1870.
Sanad-i-Milkiyat Istimrar, or Deed of Permanent Property, granted
y ——_________, Governor in Council of Fort St. George, on
behalf of the Right Honourable the Secretary of State for India in Council,
to => __—~___Zamindar of ——______
It is known

to the

Zamindars, Talukdars, Mirasidars, Ryots,

and

all Cultivators of land in the Territories subject to the Government of

Fort St. George, that from the earliest until the present

period of time

the public assessment of the land revenue has neyer been
fixed ; bnt that,
according
to the established practice of Asiatic Governments, the assess-

ment of the land revenue has fluctuated without any fixed principles for

the determination of the amount; and without any security to the
Zamindar, or othe; persons, for the continuance

of a moderate land-tax.

On the contrary, frequent enquiries have been instituted by the Ruling
Power, whether Hindu or Muhammadan, for the purpose of augmenting
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the assessment of the land revenue; and it has been customary to regulate such gugmentations by the enquiries and opinions of the local

officers appointed by the Ruling Power for the time being.

In the

attainment of an increased reyenue on such foundations, it has been
usual for the Government to deprive the Zamindars, and to appoint
persons on its own account to the management of the Zamindaris;
thereby reserving to the Ruling Power the implied right, and the actual

exercise, of the proprietary possession of all lands whatever. It is
obvious that such a mode of administration must be ifjurious to the
permanent prosperity of the country, by obstructing the progress of
agriculture,

population

and

wealth;

and destructive to

the comfort of

individual persons, by diminishing the security of personal freedom and
of private property.

2nd.—The British Government, impressed with a deep sense of the

injuries arising to the

State and to its subjects from the

such principles, has resolved

operation

to remove from its administration

of

so fruit-

ful a source of uncertainty and disquietude; to grant to Zamindars, and
other landholders. their heirs, and successors, a permanent property in
their land in all time to come ; to fix for eyer a moderate assessment of
public revenue on such lands, which shall never be liable to change
under any circumstances ; to institute Courts of Judicature for the pro-

tection of these valuable rights; and to secure to every description of
its Native Subjects, under the operation of fixed and defined laws, the
free exercise

of the religions institutions, and domestic

usages, of their

ancestors.

3rd —In conformity to these principles the assessment of your Zamindari has been fixed from the commencement of Fasli 1212, at the
annual sum of Star Pagodas:
which said sum of Star Pagodas

shall be fixed, and is hereby accordingly declared by this Sanad

to be the permanent

annual Jama

in the

of your Zamindari, payable

current coin of the Province, in fixed monthly instalments, agreeably

to the separate Kistbandi signed by you.
4th_—This

permanent

assessment of the land-tax on your Zamin-

dari is exclusive of the revenue derived from the manufacture

and sale

of Salt and Saltpetre; exclusive of the Sayer, or duties of overy

description, whether by Sea or Land, the entire administration of which
the Government

reserves

to

itself;

exclusive

of the Abkéri

or tax on

the sale of spirituous liquors and intoxicating drugs; exclusive of the
excise which is or may be levied on commodities or articles of consumption ; exclusive of all taxes, personal and professional as well as of
those from markets, fairs, and bazaars; exclusive of Lakhiraj lands

(lands exempt from the payment

of public revenue), and of all other

alienated lands paying a small quit-rent (which quit-rent, unchangeable by you, is included in the assets of your Zamindari); and exclusive of all Lands and Rusums heretofore appropriated to the support
The Government reserves to itself the entire
_ of Police Establishments.
exercise of its discretion in continuing or abolishing, temporarily or
permanently, the articles of revenue included, according to the custom

and practice of the country, under the several heads above stated.

5th.—Yon shall regularly

Mmanent assessment above fixed:

pay in all seasons the amount of the per-

the remissions which have occasionally

21
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been granted according to the custom of the country on account of
drought, inundation, or other calamity of the season, shall now cease,
and never be revived; andif (which God forbid) you should fail to

your Zamindari and your personal pro-

discharge your engagements,

perty shall be answerable for the consequence of such failure.

6th.—In this event your personal property will be liable to attachment in the first instance; and your lands will ultimately be liable to

be sold and transferred from

you for ever, for the payment of the

public revenue: but under the moderate terms of the assessment on
your Zamindari, this event can never happen except in consequence of

your own default ; for the Court of Judicature will protect you against
such an injury, unless warranted by your failure.

th.—You shall be at free liberty to transfer, without the previous
consent of Government, or of any

other authority, to

whomsoever you

may think proper, either by sale, gift, or otherwise, your proprietary
right in the whole,

or in any

part,

of your land shall be valid, and

of your

Zamindari;

such

transfer

recognized by the Courts and officers of

Government, provided they shall not be repugnant to the Muhammadan
or the Hindu
Laws, or to the Regulations of the British Government;
hut unless such sale, gift, or transfer, shall have been regularly registered at the office of the Collector; and unless the public assessment
shall have

been previously

determined,

portions of your estate by the Collector;

and

fixed

on such

separated

such sale, gift or transier shall

be of no legal force or effect; nor shall such transaction exonerate you
from the payment of any part of the public land tax assessed on your
entire Zamindari previously to such transfer; but your whole Zamindari shall continue to be answerable for the iotal land tax, in the same
manner as if no such transaction had occurred.
8th.—In the event of the sale of any part of your Zamindari for
the liquidation of arrears of the assessment; or in satisfaction of the
decree of a Court of Judicature ; or in the event of the transfer of any

part of your Zamindari by gift, sale, or otherwise; you shall furnish
the Collector with true and correct accounts of your entire Zamindari,
and of the portion of your Zamindari to be so separated, for a period
not less than the three years preceding such sale or transfer, in order
that the due proportion of the public revenue may be fixed thereon.

‘The assessment to be settled on the separated parts of your lands shall

always bear the same proportion to the actual produce of the separated
‘portion, as the total permanent Jama on your Zamindari bears to the

actual produce of the whole Zamindari:

so that, if the accounts to be

furnished
by you should be correct, no partial assessment can happen ;
nor any increase of the fixed Jama be ever made under whatever

changes or improvements

your interests or your pleasure may lead you

to introduce into your Zamindari
—Although you shall have free right and liberty to transfer by
sale, gift, or otherwise, any part of your Zamindari, not repugnant to
the‘Regulations of Government ; yet it shall not be competent for you,
for any Zamindar, to form any part of your lands into a separate
paying its Jama directly to Government, unless the public
at on sucu

separate

estate shall amount to the annual sum of

ed star pagodas (500) and upwards.
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10#.—In order that you may at all times be enabled to comply

with the cqnditions of the 8th Article of this Sanad, by which you are
bound to furnish trae and correct accounts of your Zamindari when
required by the Collector, you shall support the regular and established
number of karnams in the several villages of your Zamindari.
The

karnams shall be appointed from time to time by you, and shall obe

all regular orders issued by your authority, but they shall not be liable
to be removed from their offices, except by the sentence of the Court of

Judicature.

In the event of your having, or of your’ under-farmers,

tenants, or ryots haying, canse of complaint against the karnam of any
village, for a breach of duty, you shall be at liberty to institute, at your
own peril, a suit in the Adalat of the Zilla, for the purpose of

to trial and punishment; but in the event of

bringing such karnam

your dispossessing a karnam of his cifice without such previons regular
process, you shall
the Adalat

of

the

be liable to make such satisfaction for the injury
Zilla

may

decree.

missed from his office by the sentence

Where

a karnam

may

as

be dis-

of a Court of Judicature,

you

last
shall in the first instance select a successor from the family of the
incumbent, provided any member of that family shall be capable of the

duty of karnam, but if no member of it shall be capable of discharging

that duty, you shall exercise your discretion in the appointment of a
The name of the person appointed to succeed shall be
proper person.
reported to the Collector.
11¢h.—The Government having charged itself with the maintenance
of the Police of the country, will defray the entire expense of that

establishment ; you shall nevertheless aid and assist its officers in apprehending and securing offenders of all description ; and you shall enquire

and give notice to the Magistrates of all robbers or. disturbers of the
public peace, who may be found or who may seek refuge, in your
Zamindari.
12th.—You shall enter into engagements with your ryots either for

a rent in money or in kind; and shall, within a reasonable time, grant

to each ryot a Patta or Cowle, clearly defining the amount to be paid
by him, and explaining every condition of the engagement: and you
shall grant, or cause to be granted, regular receipts to the ryots for all
discharges in money or in kind made by them to you, or for
your

account.

If, after the expiration of a reasonable period of time as

the execution of your Kabuliyat,

comply

with, the demand

you shall neglect, or shall refuse to

of your

Pattas and receipts abovementioned,
the Adalat of the Zilla;

and

you

under-farmers or

you shall be

ryots for the

liable to be sued in

shall also be liable to such damages

as may be decreed by the Adalat to the Complainant.
13¢th.—The foregoing conditions contain an abstract of the obliga-

tions and duties which you shall incur, and of the rights which you have

acquired, under the new constitution erected for the security, protection,
aud prosperity of the subjects of the British Government; but for the
enlargement of that Constitution, and for the improvement of the

condition of the people, the Governor in Council will continue from

time to time to enact such Regulations as experience may suggest, or
the progress of human affairs render necessary. Such Regulations will

நவின்“.

ndependent

%

Judges, in constituted

Courts of

Judicature, governing their decisions by
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the Laws only.

The decrees

‘of those Courts will be founded on the Regulations of Government,
printed, published

and translated, for the information

and security of

its subjects; and on the Institutes of the Hindu or Muhammadan Laws,
which are also open to the enquiry

of all persons; the proceedings

of

the Adalat will be held in open Courts accessible to persons of every
description; all parties will be at liberty to attend to their own interest
by their presence in the Courts during such proceedings; or to employ
their Vakils with such instructions regarding the mode of prosecution
or defence as may appear to ‘be most eligible to themselves; the

sentences of the Courts will be pronounced in the same public manner ;
and executed by Civil Authority, without the interposition of Military
Force; the

Collectors,

of the

Government

and other

Public

Servants

by

virtue

of their offices they

will be compelled to appeal to the Courts of Judicature for the adjudication of all cases, in which

may

be

parties; and finally the greatest practicable degree of security has been

extended to the Native Subjects of the British Government by the establishment of a gradation of appeals from the
‘

பரவல வணகவ
tae

vee

Conrt;* and

Zilla Court to the Provincial

from the Provincial Court to the Court of Sadar

Adalat at the Presidency, and in the last resort from the Court of
Sadar Adalat to the Governor-General in Council of Bengal.t
14¢h.—Being therefore sensible of the benefits conferred on you by
these institutions, and confident of enjoying the fruits of your industry,
you shall be punctual in your engagements with Government; you
shall conduct yourself with good faith-towards your ryots, whose pros-

perity is inseparably connected with your own; you shall treat them
with tenderness, encourage them to improve and extend the cultivation
of the land, and lay the foundations of your own happiness in the

permanent prosperity of your Zamindari,
15th —Continuing to perform the above stipulations, and to perform
the duties of allegiance to the British Government, its Laws, and Regulations wou are hereby
ee
and empowered to hold n perpetuity
your
heirs, successors, and assigns, at
ent

herein named, the Zamindari of

Given in Fort St. George this

ne

== =

ட

ன்,

day oS

by and in the name of the Right Honourable the Governor in Council.
ன்

(Signed by the Members of Government.)

Entered in the Secretary’s office.
By order of the Right Honourable the Governor in Council,
\Signed by the Secretary to Government.)

game©) The Kabuliyats taken from the Zamindars were exact counterparts of their
a nade,

.

பட்ட ப have been entirely remodelled since the date of these

B.P., No. 224, 3-5-93.

;
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COLLECTION

OF REVENUE.

85. Payment of Revenue—Mode of payment—Coins and currency
notes.—Gold coins, whether coined at Her Majosty’s Royal Mint in
England or at any Mint established in pursnance of a proclamation of

Her Majesty as a hranch of Her Majesty’s Royal

Mint, have been

declared * to be legal tender, and as such they may be received at all
treasuries in payment of sums due to Government, provided they are
of the description and weights mentioned in Article 467 of the Civil
Account Code, Vol. I. Copper and small silver coins may also be
received to any amount, though they are legal tender only for fractions
of a rupee. There is no prohibition against the acceptance of Government currency notes to whatever Circle or Presidency they may belong.

Arts. 567, 568 and 606 of the Civil Account Code, Vol. I.
2. Date of payment—Kisitandi—A table is given in appendix T

showing the periods of the year at which the land-revenue becomes
payable in the several districts. ‘The histbandi or scheme of payment

dates is applicable to inam guit-rents, but not to the fixed peshkash
payable by zamindars, which should be paid according to the terms of
their sanads.

B.P., No. 1196, 6-5-76.

Note—(1) * Any sum remaining unpaid after the 10th of each of the months specified
is regarded as an arrear a,
(2) In tho ease of pattss for amounts less than one rupee, however, the whole
amount should be collected at once in the most convenient kist month, which will be
fixed by tho Collector.
(3) bIf the patta amount is snch thot each kist will include pies, the piew
ocesrring in all except the last should be omitted and the amount so omitted collected
slong with the last kietb.
B.Ps., No. 2106, 24-7-79; No. 450, Sett., 16-11-87 ; No. 205, 5-5-92.
2G.0., No. 1033, 21-11-86. B.Ps., No. 450, Sett., 16-11-87 ; No. 6, Sett., 71-69.
8. Place

of payment.—* The

revenue

due

on

ryotwari

and

minor

inam lands should as arule be paid in the village in which the lands

are situated; >the voluntary payment of the revenue in a taluk or
district other than that to which the village is attached should not under
any circumstances be accepted.» © The revenue due from the proprietors

of permanently-scttled estates and whole inam villages should ordinarily

be
and

paid in the taluk or other office in which the demand, collection
balance accounts of the estates concerned are maintained; where,

however,

the

demand,

collection

and

balance accounts

of

any

estate

are kept in the Collector’s office, payment may be made in the alternative in the taluk where the estate is situated. In those rare cases in
which the Accountant-General considers that for purposes of resource

it is desirable that a zaminday should bo permitted to pay his peshkash

into the Bank of Madras or in a district different from that whero his

estate is situated no objection need be mado to such payment, provided
்

© Vide Act XXII of 1899.
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that intimation thereof is sent by tho zamindar to the Collector by post
the same day.°

\B.P., No. 3478, Mis., 23-6-94,
©
DB.P., No. 197, 2-5-95 (para. 6). ¢B.P., No. 308, 22-8-95.

86. The

Collecting

Agency.—It

is no part of the duty of the

karnam to make collections of revenue ; this should always be done by
the monigar.
\hen, however, the monigar has already signed a reccipt,
the payer can demand that the karnam shall also sign it in token of his
having made due entry of tho sum in the accounts.
B.Ps., No. 122, 16-1-78; No. 621, 9-3-78; No. 2178, 6-10-81.

37,

Current

Collections It

revenue should be collected within

is of importance
the fasli year,

that

the current

and Collectors

should

make every exertion to secure this object. When arrears are allowed to
accumulate, their realization cripples the resources of the ryots, renders

the collection of the current ycar’s revenue difficult and gives the inferior
officials an opportunity for oppression.

B.P., 18-7-20; M., Vol. I, p. 8; B.P., 13-8-35; M., Vol. I, pp. 191-2;
B.P., 22-6-37; M., Vol. I, p. 225; B.I., No. 16, 10-188.
88. Postponement of Kists.—(i) Collectors should apply to the
Board for orders when the postponement of kists in permancntly-settled
estates is considered necessary on account of unfavourable season.

B.P., 10-6-24; M,, Vol. I, p. 23.

(ii) When tho collection of land-revenue is suspended, that of the
cesses also will as a rule be postponed.
B.Ps., No. 252, 22-7-07; No, 364, 1-11-97.
38. Writing off of Irrecoverable Arrears.—Fnquiry into out-

standing balences—A\\ balances outstanding + the closo of a year
should be carefully enquired into at the next Jamabandi, in order that

sanction may be obtained for writing off the accounts such sums as muy

be irrecoverable.

B.P., 11-83-52; M., Vol. IT, p. 68 of 1859.

2. Proclamation of amounts written off.—s
Tn order to prevent exaction

by the inferior revenue servants, special care should be taken, whenever
arrears are written off the accounts, to make known to the defaulters

concerned that there is no further demand against them.
Tho
remission of the arrears should be published both at the Huzur and
Taluk cutcherries.”
*B.P.,17-6-41; M., Vol. I, p.303. b B.P., 15-10-46; M., Vol. I, p. 415.
8.

Writing off

of irrecoverable cessee.—When arrears

of land-reyenue

sre ordered to be written off as irrecoverable, the cesses and interest
claimable thereon should as a general rule be also written off on the
authority of the same order. Compare Standing Order No. 18, pera. 13.

B.Ps., No. 1893, 24-9-80; No. 173, 20-1-82; No. 1641, 15-5-84; No, 621, 13-7-88.
40. Gross collections to be credited.—Collectors should bo careful

that the gross revenue collected in their districts is duly brought to
account. ‘lhe practice
other
hibited,

of liquidating stiper.diary allowanceor
s making
payments by deductions from the State revenue is strictly proexcept where tho special sanction of Government or the Board

.
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has been obtained, or where such a procedure is specially permitted
by
the Standing Orders,* or the Special Fund Code.

‘

B.P., 1-6-43; M., Vol. I, p. 388; B.P., 15-11-62; M., Vol. II, p. 107 of 1852.
41. General Procedure under Madras Act II of 1864,

i

as

amended by Madras Acts III of 1884 and I of 1897—

Definition of ““land-holiter”, “revenue”, andl “ rent.”—'The term “ Landholler” in section | of Madras Act II of 1864 embraces every descrip-

tion of person holding land subject to the payment ef revenue to

Government.
‘These persons are all subject
of arrears due by them, whether they are
prictors” in the Regulations of 1802, or
holders ofland.
‘he payment made or due
ment is termed “Revenue.”
The payment
tenants

is, for the

sake

of distinction,

Act for the recovery of arrears of rent.

to one law for the recovery
of the class termed “ Prowhether they are ryotwari
by land-lolders to Governdue to land-holders by their

designated

“ cnt”

under

(Madras Act VIII of 1865.)

the

B.P., No. 5613, 30-8-64.
2. Desinition of land.—TVhe term “Land” in section 2 signifies ail
Jands included in a ryot’s holding, and not merely the portion of land
in respect of which arrears may accrue.

LLR., XIII, Madras, p. 479.

3. Property amenable to coercive processes,—Sections 5 and 6 enable
a Collector or other officer empowered by the Collector, generally the
Tahsilder

of

the taluk, to realize

an

arrear with all costs

by the

sale

defaulter

is a

of cither the movable or tlic immovable property of tlie defaulter, or of
both at his discretion.

It does

not matter

zamindari or a ryotwari laid-holder.

whether

the

But it is provided that if the

defaulter holds under a permanent sanad, the mode of recovering the
arrear shall be in accordance with the terms of the sanad. *In the case
of a zamindar holding under a Sanad-i-Miikiyat Istimrar, the personal

property should first be sold, and then the land if the arrear is still

unliquidated.*

B.P., No. 5613, 30-S-G4.

2 G.O., No. 260, 5-3-73.

4, Liability of houses.—» It is doubtful whether the Act authorizes

the attachment and sale of houses not situated

assessment is due;
and

noe

other way.

houses

on the land

for which

Collectors should accordingly abstain from attaching
so

situated,

if the arrears

can

be realized

in any

DB.P., No. 3874, 6-6-70.

5. Exemption of certain property belonging to agriculturists,—° Government has by a departmental order directed that the implements of

husbandry and one pair of ploughing cattle for each cultivator should

be considered
reyenuc.°

as exempted

from

attachment

and

salo for arrears of

© B.Ps., No. 146, 25-3-92; No. 656, 11-11-92.
Wote—(1) 4 The exemption referred to above should be allowed in cases of
unauthorized cultivation by ryots who hold no pattas.
2
(2) If a ryot holds several yattas, he wil be entitled to exemption
as regards
only one pair of cattle on cach occasion of distraint.
(8) Where a patta stands in tho name of several persons, each is entitled te
the exemption for himself.d
°
B.P., No. 656, 11-11-92.

* Vide 8.0. No. 90, para, 27; S.0. No. 65, para. 3,
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6. Interest on arreav's.—Under section 7, arrears bear interest at tho
per annum, but

rate of six per cent.

Collector or the Divisional officer,

except

under

orders

the

of the

to’zamindari

except in regard

°and

on arrears

kists and kists of inam villuges, interest shall not be charged
of land-revenue until the end of the fasli year.?

B.P., No. 5613, 30-8-G4. © B.P., No, 4105, 28-11-84.
7. Procedure in distraint.—Sections 8 to 21 sct forth the rules to be
in respect of the aistraint of movable property. ‘The order to
observed
distrain (Notice of Demand No. 1) will generally be issued by the Tahsildar, ‘and in his absence, by the Taluk Sheristadar or Head Accountant,!

but tho ‘Tahsildar must bs empowered in this behalf by the Collector,

and this as a rule should be done by a general order from tho Collector
empowering all Nahsildars to

should

take action.

In every case the

a demand in writing which he must

be furnished with

distrainer

produce,

and which, if the arrear, &c., be not at once paid, will bo his authority,
without further notice, for making the distress.

Note——{ Revenue Inspectors have also been empowered to issue notices of demand
for arrears, in the case of villages situated within their range or firka.f
B.P., No. 5613, 30-8-64. £G.0., No. 680, 14-11-98.
8. Sale of listrained property.—Sections 22 to 24 prescribe the rules to
be observed in the sale of distrained property.
Fifteen days must elapse
after the notice of sale has been duly published before the salo can take
place, and under section 10 the defaulter’s property must be released if

payment of the arrear with costs, &c., is made ® before sunset € on the
day previous to the day of sale.

B.P., No. 5613, 30-8-Gk. © B.P., No. 414, 14-7-93.

9. Attachment

of land—The

sections of the Act already

refer to the distraint of movable property.

mentioned

‘The Act next proceeds, in

sections 25 to 35, to prescribe rules for the attachment and sale of land.
Before land is attached a written demand must be served on, and a copy

given to, the defaulter, and after attachment is made a notice containing
certain particulars must be affixed on some conspicuous part of the
land, and the attachment

the land as well as by

must

ட்ப

be notified

by

public

proclamation on

in the District Gazette.

These prelimi-

naries should invariably be observed before land is brought to sale.
BP., No. 5613, 30-8-64.
10. Management of attached land.—Provision

is made

under sections

28 to 33 for managing landed property at any time during attachment.
Collectors should not undertake the management of estates attached for
arrears of reyenue, except so far as may be absolutely necessary during

the interval between attachment and sale; or in very exceptional cases,

in which the sanction of the Board should be applied for, and the reasons
for adopting this course fully stated.
on which arrears have been

their restoration when

allowed

clear, is very

allowed except for special reasons.

The practice of managing estates
to accumulate, with

objectionable, and

The

measures

the view to

will not be

authorized by the

law must be adopted for the prompt realization of all arrears by the
sale of the property, movable or immovable,
of the

holder, and it should be

clearly intimated to defaulting

defaulting landzamindars

and

mittadars that the Collector will not undertake the management of their

estates when they are in arrear, but will proceed at once to realize it in
the manner prescribed by the Act.
B.P. No. 5613, 30-8-64.
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11. Payment of arrears by persons interested —Under sections 35 and
37, as amepded by Madras Act I of 1897, tenants and Lond fide mort-

gagecs of land attached jor arrears or about to be sold, as well as all
persons not being in possession thereof but bond fide claiming an interest
therein adverse to the defaulter, are given the option of releasing it by
payment of the arrear; such persons should he allowed every reasonable
facility to save their interest in the Jand.
B.P., No.

5613, 30-8-64.

12. Procedure in selling lund.—Scctions 86 to 46 and Act IIT of 1884

apply to the sale of land and the consequences of such sale.

The sanction

of the Board previous to the sale of land is not necessary except in tho
In addition to the notice required to be issued
case of zamindaris.
when the land of a defaulter is attached, anotber notice

of sale must bo

issucd. This notice must contain the particulars mentioned in clause 2,
section 36. It must be issucd in Wnglish as well as in the vernacular
of the district, and fixed up, at least one month before the sale, in the

Collector's office and in the other places specificd. _" It mut also be read

out in full at the time of sale, and initialled publicly as so read. The
officer conducting the sale should himself read the notice and certify the
fact in his report of the sale.h

B.P., No. 5613, 30-8-64.
G.0., No. 331, 30-11-77; B.Ps., No. 202, 24-1-78; No. 579, 43-78.
Note-—(1) iCollectors should sbstain, except in cases of absolute necessity, from
proposing the sale of ancient zamindaris.i
(2) 3 When largo permanently-settled estates are sold, the sale should be consales for
dncted in the presence of a Covenanted Officer or Deputy Collector. ofPetty
the Tabsildar
small balances mry take place at the tuluk cntcherry in the presence
or some other servant deputed by the Collector for the purpose.i
iB.P., 26-10-37 ; M., Vol. I, p. 231
iB.P., 29-5-43; M., Vol. I, ற. 337, note 3; B.P., 5-10-55; M., Vol. II, p. 90 of 1855;
B.Ps., No. 481, 22-8-98 ; No. 45, 11-2-95.
18. Confirmation of sales—*Covenanted officers have the power to
confirm sales and issue certificates under section 38, Act IT of 1864, as
amended by Act III of 1884, and Deputy Collectors in charge of divi-

sions may bo authorized by the Collector to exercize similar powers;
put the orders of Divisional officers confirming or

are subject to the general

sctting aside sales

powers of revision and contro] exercisable by

the Collector under Regulation VII of 1828: such powers may be
exercised by the Collector svo mofu or on appeal from one or other of
the parties concerned ; but in cither case, action

80 days from the

must be taken

time that may have been taken in obtaining a copy of the order.
sale, however,

within

date of the Divisional officer's order, exclusive of the

becomes

Tho

complete for the purposes of section 59 of Act

TI of 1864, the moment it is confirmed by the Divisional officer.

m A single certificate may be given for lands purchased ata single sale and
Note.
the certil te may be in English or in the vernacular. m
KBP, ‘0. 2516, 3-9-79, 1 B.P., No. 109, 17-2-91. m B.P., No. 613, 3-5-80,
14.

Collection of arrears on minor tnams

The
in samindaris:—"

rela-

tion of landlord and tenant'docs not exist between zamindars and
holders of inams situated within their estates and settled by the Inam

Commission. ‘The quit-rent on such inams can therefore be collected
only under Act II of 1864. In cases in which the collection of quitrent or land-cess on such inams has been made over to zamindars, the
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latter should apply to tho Collector to put Act II of 1864 into force
inst defaulting inamdars."
°Such applications must, however, be
limited to the recovery of arrears of the threo faslis immediately pre-

ceding the year in which application is made to tho Collector, that being.
the period within which arrears can be recovered by suit in the Civil
Courts.°
nB.P., No. 1512, 14-10-80, ©B.P., No. 468, 25-8-92.

15. Extent of.land to be sold.—P Section 44 authorizes the Collector to
sell the wholo or any portion of the land of the defaulter for arrears of
revenne due by him, #.c., the wholo or any portion of tho holding of tho
defaulter and not merely the whole or any poition of the fraction of tho
holding on which the arrears have actually acerued.P 4'Uho latter clause
of the section, however, provides that no larger “section” of the land
sball be sold than may be sufficient to discharge the arrear with costs,
&c.; with reference to this it should be a rule that no section less than

a registered revenue field bearing a distinct number shall be sold when
tho ficld is in the sole possession of the defaulter.4
pLLR., XIII, Madras, p. 479.

9 B.P., No. 5613, 30-8-64.

16. Security for payment of arrears—Under section 47, Collectors are
competent to accept security for the payment of an arrear, and to
postpone the sale of the defaulter’s property.
B.P., No. 5613, 30-8-64,
17. Imprisonment of the defaulter —With

reference to sections 48 and

49, arrest for arrears of revenue may be resorted to when the Collector
has reason to believe that the defaultcr or his surcty is wilfully withhold-

ing payment of the arrears, or has been guilty of fraudulent conduct to

evade payment.

* Subsistence allowance should be granted to defaulters

imprisoned for arrears due to Government at the rates fixed for judgmentdebtors under the Civil Procedure Code. In case the dofaulter is
imprisoned for arrears duc to local funds, the subsistence allowance
should be charged to such funds."
*These provisions do not apply to
native officers or soldiers or other persons in the Indian Army who are

exempt from arrest.

[Ulause (4), Part ILI of the Indian Articles of War

(Act V of 1869).]
When these persons fall into arrears, Collectors
plana follow the procedure prescribed in section 9 of Regulation VIII
of

1817.5

B.P., No. 5613, 30-S-61.

1 B.V., No. 2589, 12-9-79.

5B.P., No. 291, 1-6-93.

18. Crops on the yround not to be interfered ith —Exception.—Excopt

under the special provisions of section 51 no interferenco with the land-

holder is allowed by the Act in regard to the removal of his crbps on the

ground, unless they have been attached in duo course of the law. When
the revenue is payable im kind, which is now very seldom the case,
authority is given by this section to prevent the removal of the crop until

eee has been made, or security furnished for the Government
B.P., No. 5613, 30-8-64.

19.

Collection
of arrears

of revenue

other than

land-revenne.—Under

section 52, arrears cf revenue other than land-revenue, and advances
of public money for revenue purposes, as well as fees, &c., payable to

vil Eee

servants employed on Meyenue and Police duties, and other

Chap. II.
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be recovered intho samo manner as arrears of land

Applications for the recovery of foes due to village officers

must, however, be limited to the recovery of arrears of tho threo faslis
immediately preceding the year of their submission to the Collector.
* Ferry toll rentals under Madras Act IT of 1890 are also leviablo under
this section.*

B.P., No. 5613, 30-8-64.

¢ G.0., No. 785, 7-9-86.

20. Receipts Ly whom to be signed.—Undor section 56, the receipts to
be givon to all persons paying revenue ure to be signed by the Collector
or other officer empowered by him in that behalf.

B.P., No. 8613, 30-8-64.
21.

Processes to be serred in other

districts or taluk: —Requisitions

to

other districts for tho collection of arrears under section 57 should be sent

as sparingly as possible ; in cases in which the arrear cannot be realized by
the distraint and sale of the defaullcr’s movable property in the village
in which tho default occurs, tlie land on which the arrear is due should

be proceeded against before processes are issued to other districts.

‘Tho

same rule should be followed in cases where the defaulter resides in a
taluk within the same district other than that in which the land concerned
is situated.

B.P., No. 127, 2-5-95.

Note.—Divisional officers are not empowered to send to other districts notices of
distraint under section 57 without tho countersignature of the Collectors of their own
districts.
B.P., No. 3529, 18-8-71.
22. Limitation
not prescribe any
issued under its
prompt recovery

of time for execution of process—Act II of 1864 docs
limit of time for the service or execution of processes
provisions.
It is necessary, however, both for the
of tho Government revenue and for the protection of

revenuo defaulters against the exactions of unscrupulous prucess-scrvers,

that some limit of time should bo provided.
The Board has fixed
twenty days as the limit. Any process not served or executed within

twenty days after issue must be returned by the process-server with an

explanation of his failure to serve or execute it.
B.P., No. 247, 3-6-92.

23. Publication of Rezenue Recovery Act—Collectors should make tho
provisions of the Revenue Recovery Act generaily known and should
enjoin on subordinate officers as well as on taluk and village servants
employed in the collection of revenue the necessity of making themselves thoroughly acquainted with the Act.

B.P., No. 5613, 30-8-64.
24, Forms under the Act—VForms under the Act will be found in

appendix IT.

42. Conduct of Sales—(i) General rules—The

salo of property

attached for arrears of any kind, whether duc to Government or to an
intermediate party, should be peremptory and withont reserve.
It is

the duty of the Collector to-see that the sale is conducted under such

supervision as shall prevent collusion.
It should also bo made known
before the salo that adjournments and delays will aot be granted, bat
that tho sale will take placo punctually, according to the terms of the
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(ii) Adjournment of sales—Tho

that of a lot once pnt up.

Chap. II.

43-45,

adjournment

deprecated

here is

Where the lots to bo sold aro very numerous,

bo
so that they cannot be all sold on one day, the sale may properly
stopped after business hours, and adjourned to the next business day,

due notice of the day and hour being given. Lots should inveriably be
put up in tho order in which they stand in the list.
B.P., 30-4-55; M., Vol. IT, p. 55 of 1855.
(iii),

person, including the defaulter, may bid

Who may bid—Any

at asalc of land: but public servants can do so only in conformity with

the rules for their personal conduct prescribed by Government.

B.P., No. 5613, 30-8-G4.

43, Sale of land already alienated by the defaulter in favour
of other parties.—lt is undesirable that land transferred by a regisno

tered holier, however informally, to another party, and on which
arrears arc due, should be sold for arrears of revenue due by the
registered holder on other land whichis not brought to sale. Collectors
should not sell land in the possession of aliences until all other land and
property iu the possession of the registered holder have been sold, or

Whether

unless the arrear due is caused by tho default of the alienco.

the land to be sold is in the possession of the registered holder or not,
and whether the arrear is due by the registered holder or by the alienee

on the portion alionated, should be ascertained by local inquiry.

B.P., No. 2296, 18-8-74; G.0., No. 1150, 8-9-74; B.P., No. 2971, 13-10-74.

44, Procedure
Collectors

can,

in

case

of Land.—

of Doubtful Ownership

at their option,

proceed

against

the

doefaulter’s

per-

sonal or real property. ‘I'he right course therefore when the ownership
of land is disputed or doubtful, is to attach and, if necessary, sell the
Jand on which the arrear is due, regarding the liability of which, who‘The same course
ever the owner may be, thero can be no question.
should be followed in realizing tho quit-rent upon enfranchised iname
when the ownership of the property is doubtful.

B.P., No. 6405, 20-11-61.
45, Buying

If no bid is made for lend
in for Government.—*

sold for arrears of revenue it should be purchased

on behalf of Guvern-

written off the accounts as an irrecoverable arrear,

with

ment at a nominal prices *the amount of the purchase-money being
the

sanction of

Government.’ ©When there is aood reason to suspect combination to
provent the realization of the full value of the land, the officer conducting
the salo is authorized to bid on behalf of Government, whether there are
Didilers or not, up to an amount not execeding the annual assessment of
. the land.© @When land is bought in by Government, tho certifiente
eae ne issued in the name of the Secretary of State for India in

ouncil.'
BPs. Ne_ 3951, 16-6-62; No. 7906, 4-12-62. b B.P., No. G44, 11-11-93.
© B.P., No. 1606, 21-6-76; G.0., No. 936, 13-7-76. 4 B.P., No. 2690, 6-11-82.

2. Prentment of bought-in-land.—Government has an absolute right
to lands purchased by it at sales for arrears of revenue; eonsequontly
such land should not bo troated in the first instance necessarily as yil-

lage waste available for occupation by ryots with or without darkhast,
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but entered by the Karnam in a soparate register; and the village
officers must

clearly understand, and must ulso inform the ryots, that

so long as tho land is included in this register it will not be dealt
with under tho darkhast rules, and that any unauthorized entry upon
it will render the trespasser liable to penal assessment.

3. Trespass on bought-in-land how dealt with—If during the time
the

that

land

is

on

retained

the

register

it is occupied

without

permission, whether by the former owner or by any onerelse, the Collec-

tor has full discretion to deal with the unauthorized occupation by
imposing such assessment on the land as may be expedient in the cireumIf the land bo roally not of
stances and to recover it under the Act.
much value, and the omission to obtain permission to oceupy it is shown
to have been due to ignorance, it would probably be sufficient to make
a trifling addition tothe first year’s assessment as a punishment, the
land being lettin the possession of the oceupier. But when the land is

valuable a heavy penal asséssment should be imposed with a view to
ousting the trespasser and selling it by public auction.
be dealt with on its merits.
4,

Hach case must

Re-sale of bought-in-land and its removal from the special register.—

If the absence of competition

at the

revenue sale which

necessitated

_ the purchase of the land on behalf of Government was due to temporary
causes, such as bad seasons or combination among the villagers, the
land should be put up to sale again with the greatest publicity, at the
earliest opportunity at which a successful sale can be anticipated.
* Tahsildars have been empowere( to order the re-sale of land in
‘The Collector
cases subject to confirmation by the Collectors
however, if he is satisfied that the land is valueless, and there
probability of any appreciable sum being realized at a fresh
direct that it be struck off the separate register and classified as

such
can,
is no
sale,
ordi-

nary village waste, and it will then be subject to the darkhast rules.

The register should be carefully scrutinized by Divisional officers at
ndi
view to determine what land should be resold and
the Jamabain
what should be struck off the register as valueless, and care should be

taken not to retain land on the register for unnecessarily long periods,
they think fit.>

» Collectors are, however, at liberty to restore such land to the register if

9.02, No. 1082, 12-7-78 ; No. 244, 20-2-88 ; B.P., No. 1140, 20-4-83.
4 G.0., No. 680, 14-11-98. PB.Ps., No. 224, 10-4-91; No. 326, 29-5-91.

5. Forms.—The forms of notice for the re-sale of land under
paragraph 4 and of the title-deed to be granted to purchasers are given

in appendices ITI and IV.
Stamp Act.

46.

The title-deed should be stamped under the

நற, No, 2248, 15-10-86.

Service

of

Process

for recovery

of

arrears

of rev-

enue—Serving Agency.—* Where practicable, processes under Madras
Act IL of 1864 should be served, and distraints and attachments for
arrears under the same Act made, by the Goyernmegt village officers;
performed gratuithis is part of their legitimate duties and must be
tously 5.

> In the case of estates where there are no Geet village
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officers, the system of employing special process-servers will necessarily
obtain.®

2 B.Ps,, No. 62, 8-1-69 ; No. 585, 29-2-76.
DBP, No. 62, 81-69.

2. Employment of batta peons.—With the Collector's sanction,
however, batta peons may be employed, when really necessary ; but the
entertainment, as peons, of needy cutcherry retainers should be carefully
guarded against, and it should be made a rule that no property shall be
distrained by batta peons except in the presence of the headman of the
village. * ‘The number of batta peons required for each taluk should be

determined by Divisional officers and a register should be kept of them.

They should be told off’ for duty by turns, in the order in which their
names appear on the register, and their remuneration should not be
The number for each taluk should
allowed to exceed Rs. 7 a month.
he 80 fixed that the cost may be covered by the amount collected during
the year, and the scale altered from time to time under the orders of the

‘The process-servers may be

Divisional officer according to requirements.

transferred from one taluk to another as experience may dictate.*
B.Ps., No, 971, 24-4-74; No. 282, 26-68-96.
@B.P., No. 971, 24-4-74.

3. Appointment and removal of special process-servers.—Tahsildars
and Deputy Tahsildars in independent charge have been empowered
to appoint,

grant

Epona

leave to,

and

remove

special

process-servers.

The

miade and the punishments inflicted under this order by

eputy Tabsildars should, however, be reported to the Divisional officer
for information. All orders passed by ‘Tahsildars and Deputy Tahsildars under this paragraph are subject to the general powers of revision
and control exercisable by the Divisional officor.
G.0., No. 680, 14-11-98.

4. Rate of batta—

The maximum rate of batta for serving processes

willbe four annas and for making distress or selling property eight
annas'. » Batta

is leviable only in cases where the process is served by

the paid agency specially entertained under the Act, and when so levied,
should be collected in cash and credited to the head of « Receipts under
estes AGE II of 1864—Process Service Fees,

neous.’

Batta should

Land Revenue, Miscella-

not be levied when the arrears are paid before

Processes are actually served on defaulters.©

> Standing Order No. 200

prescribes the scale of fees to be levied in Court-fee stamps
service of processes issued by Revenue Courts.»

for the

2G.0., No. 942, 1-5-79;

No.
b BPs, No, 685, 29-276) No B,Ps.,
668, Se-11 ot, TBP
No5 900, 83.08
.

Note.—(1) The fees prescribed in this

peut

as nearly

ues

as possible

so as Sn
Cee

hare

GL

process
and distraint take
ம் கடியார் be levied.

B.P., No, 308, 20-7-94.

pro
5. Maintenance ofa Register of f process
of fees

rat

d_ should be

சர்க் any

and

no

B.Ps., No. 971, 24-4-74 ; No. 308, 20-7-94.

if
Vhen the service of
Ene, only the Higher feo of eight

egister
te Se
Boal

maximum

nation

ener cere

8

the

a its

fees in the Collector's office—

aR

to persons deputed under the Act
es, paid
Collector's office. In the Settlement
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reports submitted by Collectors, the amount thus collected and paid
during thé year should be specially mentioned when noticing the coercive
measures adopted for the collection of revenue.

B.P., No. 1904, 30-6-79; G.0., No. 1767, 28-8-79.
6. Maintenance of Process registers in Taluk offices—Three registers
of processes issued should be maintained in the taluk in the forms given

in appendix V.

x

B.P., No. 248, 17-7-97.

47. Recovery of Arrears of Revenue on Land attached
by Civil Courts—(i) Hfect of attachment by Civil Courts.— Attachment
of land by Civil Courts, whether before or after judgment, is no bar to
its attachment for arrears of revenue.

Collectors have the same authority

to attach and sell land and the crops standing thereon for arrears of
revenue after attachment by a பல் ‘ourt as before it ; what the Courts

attach and sell being only the right, title, and interest of the judgment-

debtor in the land and crops, while the Revenue authorities sell the land

itself and the crops standing on it.

(ii) Wotice to Civil Courts.—If, in the course of distraining land and
the crops standing

thereon for arrears of revenue, it be found that the

right, title, and interest therein of the defaulter have been previously
attached by order of a Civil Court, notice of the distraint for arrears and
of the intention of the Revenue authorities to bring the land and crops
to sale in default of the arrears being liquidated, shall be given to the
Civil Court under whose orders such attachment has been made.

B.P., No. 1765, 19-6-79; G.O., No. 1711, 16-8-79.

48. Recovery

of Arrears

of Revenue

on

Land

sold by

Civil Courts:—No steps should be taken to recover arrears of revenue
from

the

proceeds

of land

sold

under

the

decree

of

a Civil

Court.

Process can issue under the Revenue law for the recovery of Government
dues, current and

arrears, against

to changes of ownership.

the land itself and

without

reference

‘The purchaser at a Court sale takes the land

with its encumbrances, and as proclaimed in the notification on the sub-

ject issued in all districts,
‘Tahsildar what
are concerned,

these

49. Rewards

for

he can ascertain by application

encumbrances

are so far as Government

to

the

arrears

B.P., No. 8282, 22-12-65 ; G.Os., No. 2578, 21-10-65; No. 2973, 28-11-65.

information

of land

revenue

frauds.—

Hf any information is given at or before the time of the annual settlement,
or “within a reasonable period after it, as to frauds committed by

Karnams in regard to concealed cultivation or any item of land revenue
included in the annual settlement, and if such information proves to be
well founded, the Collector may recommend to the Board the grant to

the informant of a reward not exceeding 50 per cent. of the

ment of the land or other due concerned.

for the payment of such rewards must be made in the

which will be found in appendix VI.

prescribed form,

BYP., 27-5-50; M., Vol.I, pp. 623-4,

2 B.P., No. 3748, 23-6-63.

year’s assess~

» Applications by Collectors

b B.P., No. 634, 24-10-91,

appENnDix 18.0.
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Form No. 3.

Section 22.—Notice of Sale of Movable Property.
Iti hereby notified that the under-mentioned property of_______, a

Revenue defaulter, in the village of _______ of _____ taluk, has been
distrained in satisfaction of arrears of land revenue due by him, and that

unless those arrears with interest and other charges shall be previously paid, :
the said property will be sold by public auction near the house of
at tho said village, on__day the __th_____,

which the sale may

be adjourned.

The sale

will

19___®orother day to

commence at 11 o’clock

‘at, and the property will be knocked down to the highest bidder without

yeserve for ready cash. The purchaser will not be permitted to carry away
any part of the property until he has paid for the samo in full.

Ifthe purchaser fails to pay the purchase-money, the property will be

re-sold, and the defaulting purchaser will be liable for any loss arising, as
wwell as for the expenses incurred on the re-sale.
This notice was affixed on the defaulter’s house or premises (as the case
ன்
may be) where the property was distrained the__ es
Schedule of property distrained.
(னத் டம

அடரட

Takr., Tk. Shdar. or Hd, Accountant.

ப்பது
சச

வ

}

W.B.—Fifteen days must elapse from the date on which the notice is affixed to the
premises before sale takes place.
B.P., No, 5613, 30-8-64; G.O., No. 680, 14-11-98.“
Forx

No.

B.P., No. 3825, 12-12-78.

4.

Section 25.—Demand prior to Attachment of Land.
Notice of Demand to

ஜீ

Village in

Taluk.

Take

notice that the Tahsildar

of ___________

taluk

demands

from you the sum of Rupees, being the arrears of revenue due
by you for Fasli___as holder of Patta No.—, and that you are required

to pay the amount within ten days from the date of the service of this
notice.
You are now required to pay 3 annas on account of peon’s batta.

்

(Signed)
:

;
Tahsildar.

N.B.—The person entrusted to serve this notice should deliver a copy to the
defaulter or to some adult male member of his family at his usual place of abode, or to
his authorized agent, or should affix a copy thereof on some-conspicuons part of his lastknown residence, or en some conspicuous part of the land about to be attached. ‘The
modein which the notice has been served should
be noted on it by the server of the
‘process.
B.P., No, 5613, 30-8-64.
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Fora No. 5.
்
Scotion 27.—Notice of Attachment.
Notice of Attachment to____ in the Village of ___of
த
கக்கிய வாட்
Take notice that as you have not paid or shown sufficient cause for the

non-payment of Rupees
, although the said sum has been duly
demanded in writing from you, the landed property belonging to you is
hereby placed under attachment; and that unless the atrear due by you
with interest and other charges be paid within th_____, 19, the

landed property will be brought to sale in due course of law.

further take
date of sale
for all kists
levied from,

* You will

notice that from the date of this attachment notice until the
of your land hereby attached, you are, and will be held, liable
thereon accruing, and the said kists will be demanded of, and
you as arrears of land revenue.*

(Signed)

க
Date

=
Tahsildar,

V.B.—This notice also should be affixed to some conspicuous part of {the land attached.

‘Phe attachment should be publicly proclaimed on the land, and should befpublished in
the District Gazette. Section 27, Act IT of 1864.
B.P., No. 5618, 80-8-G4.
Form

2 B.P.. No, 3155, 3-11-74.
No.

6.

Section 29.—Notice of Assumption.
Assumption Notice to ______of ________ Village of
=
Palak,

Take notice that your landed property, attached on_th__, 19_, is
taken under Sarkar management undér Section 28 of Act II of 1864, and
that______, Agent, has been appointed to have charge of it
(Signed)

Sration——_——. }
Date

ம்
Collector.

N.B.—The person entrusted to serve this notice should deliver a copy of it to the
defaulter or to some adult male member of his family at his usual place of abode, or
to his authorized agent. If this is not possible, he should affix a copy of the notice on
some conspicuous part of the defaulter’s last-known residence, or on Some conspicuous
part of the land attached. Proclamation of assnmption of management should.elso be
made on the land, and should be published in the District Gazette.
B.P., No. 5613, 30-8-64.
Form

No.

7.

Section 36.—Notice of Sale of Land.
1. It is hereby notified that the under-mentioned lands selected out of
those attached in satisfaction of arrears of land revenue due Byof__________,
the present registered landholder and a revenue defaulter,
will be sold by public auction at the village of.
in
taluk of the
district on ____the ______day of.
19 —, or 4 other day to which

the sale may be adjourned.* The sale will commence at 11 o'clock a.ar., and
the lands will be knocked down to the highest bidder.

41, para.
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2. The current revenue payable by the பவல்.
on the lands for .
the whole (or remainder, as the case may be) of the current fasli is Rupees

iy

______as shown in detail in the statement at foot.

3. Purchasers will be required to deposit 15 ‘per cont.

of the purchase-

money at the time of sale, and if they fail to pay the remainder of the
urchase-money within 30 days from the day of sale, the money deposited
iy

them shall be liable to forfeiture.
* 4. When such deposit shall not be made, nor the remaining purchase-

money paid up, the lands will be re-sold at the expense and risk of the first
purchaser.
5. Persons bidding at a sale may be required to state whether they bid
on their own account or as agents, and in the latter case to deposit a written

authority signed by their principals;

otherwise their bids may be rejected.

6. The sale shall be stayed if the defaulter or other person acting on
his behalf or claiming an interest in the land tenders the full amount of
the arrears of revenue with interest and other charges, provided such
tender be made before sunset on the day previous to that appointed for
the sale.
7. >The

sale will not be

final until confirmed by the Collector

or other

officer empowered in that behalf, and a period of thirty days will be allowed

between sale and confirmation to admit of parties aggrieved by any proceedings in connection with such sales presenting appeals.

On confirmation

of the sale, the lands will be registered in the name of the purchaser, and a
certific:te of sale signed and sealed by the Collector will be granted to

him on payment of the stamp duty thereon.
8. It is to be distinctly understood

that

Goyernment

is not

responsible

for errors either in the description of the lands or in their estimated extent.»

Description of

Field.

ponja,
‘S| nanja,

பத
டவர்

=|
|;

3)

(=|

_}¢(S|_

land,

டர

buildings on it

|

Amonnt payable

by the purchaser on

|

Estimat- | Assess- | acconnt of the kists

டல்

Jed extent.|

2) © 2/ Gt any) belonging | N° ter.|N@™*
\= 5] tothe defaniter.
ISSie

|

|

ment. | for the current fasli

falling due after the
date of sale.

|

be in English and in the language of the distriot. It must
police station-honse, and on some conspicuous part of the land.

atlecst before the sale in the Collectox’s office, in the taluk cutBPs. No.

No. $350,
ps

80-8-64; Nos. 1071 and 1071-A, 29-4-75 ; No. 2947, 23-8-84
24-9 18s
i. 2 B.P., No, 3825, 12-12-78, » B.P., No. 3287, 27-11-79.
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III.

Form of Notice for the Resale of Land.

bought in by
It is hereby notified that the under-mentioned land
be tesold by public
Government at auction sale for arrears of revenue on will
_—-'Tahsildar’s office the —_______19—.
auction in the
will be continued on the
‘The salo will commence at 11 o'clock a.m., and
subsequent days if the lands are not disposed of on that day, and they will
be knocked down to the highest bidder.
generally be their
2, The annual assessment on the several fieldsfix will
Sgure.
lower
a
will
r
Tahsilda
the
,
upset price; but, if necessary
the purchaseof
cent.
per
15
deposit
to
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80 days from the date
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their
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ings in connection with such sales presenting appeals.
of the purchaser, and
the sale, the land will be registered in tho nameCollector
or other officer
the
by
sealed
and
signed
sale
of
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empowered in that behalf will be granted to him on payment of the stamp
duty thereon.
nt is not responsible
7. It is to be distinctly understood that Governme
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its
or
land
the
of
rs
particula
to
as
errors
any
for

a325

| 228
S25

a ப்
222
்
Estimated | ,scesemont.| 285

Field.

aoe
ழு

lPatak.| Village.| 255

Pes

2

55

‘Number.|Letter.| Name.

=
es

||

*

|

<=

acs. | cts. | ms. | a.]

P

BP. No, 2947, 23-8-84.

(Signed) ~

Tahsildar.
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Chapter III.
AGRICULTURAL

ADVANCES.

50. Agricultural Advances—General—The rules framed under
the Land Improvement Loans Act XIX of 1883, and under the
Agriculturists’ Loans Act XII of 1584, are given in the appendix.
Collectors will be careful to observe the rules and see that they are
thoroughly understood by the ryots.

2. Loans for the Reclamation of Waste Lands—In granting loans for

the reclamation of waste lands or for the irrigation of land assessed as
“ anirrigated ” Collectors will be careful to see that the terms on which
the land is to be held in the former cuse and on which water is to be
allowed in the latter case have been settled and duly recorded before the
loan is granted, so as to obviate claims to exemption from charge under
section 11, Act X1X of 1888.

B.P., No. 281, Sett., 23-3-92.
51. Advances for the purchase of Stallions.—The State will
grant loans to local bodies and land-owners for the purchase of stallions
jor agricultural and breeding purposes. In cases where the stallions are
required for agricultural operations, loans will be given under the Agrieulturists’ Loans Act.

In the case of stallions required for breeding

purposes, the loans cannot be granted under the Agriculturists’ Loans

Act, but the terms of the loan and the recovery of the advances will, as

far as possible, be regulated by the rules framed under that Act.

previous sanction of the Board should be obtained in each case.
B.P., No. 739, Sett., 15-11-92.
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1.

50, paxa.

Tahsildars (including Deputy Tahsildars in

IL,
Divisional officers and GolPtna the independent charge),
Pe ts
mee
shall be competent to sanction loans not
lectors

ad-

amounts

maximum

்

missible.

exceeding the sums specified below :—
re f
அலல

whee
Sc
ras
eg
Tahsildars
பல
தல தட
Divisional officers
ரக.
Collectors

Bs.
200
இல்
10

Loans of sums exceeding Rs. 1,000 shall be sanctioned by the Board of
Revenue, and of sums exceeding Rs. 5,000 by the Local Government.
is not precluded

by this

grant-

from

rule

officer
aggregate amount
ing several loans to the sume individual, although theloans
shall, however,
Such
d.
prescribe
maximum
thereof may exceed the
and independent
Exrranatioy.—An

be for distinct purposes

and be covered

by separate

security

ILI, The rate of interest charged shall be 5 per cent. per annum, except
டவ வ வன்க

be charged

ப்
interest

on loans granted for the relief of distress under
the Agriculturists’ Loans Act, 1884, which shall
at 3 per cent., the Collector having the discretion to

remit the charge in case of borrowers who are known to be poor.

The Local Government may, if it sees fit, grant loans in special cases at

reduced interest or without interest.
Ty. Interest shall accrue from the date of disbursement

of the loan.

If

the loan is disbursed in instalments, interest on each instalment shall run
from the date of the disbursement of such instalment.

Period allowed for re-

payment

recovery.

and

method

of

Y. Loans shall be repayable by equal annual

instalments

interest.

discharging

both

principal

and

The time allowed for repayment of the loans and the amount of instalments shall be fixed by the Collector (or other officer granting the loan)
with reference to the convenience of the borrower and the circumstances of
the case, regard being had to the probable durability of the improvement

proposed to be effected, and the valne or sufficiency of the secnrity tendered,
but so as not to exceed the maximum limits specified below :—

(A) In the

case of loans under the Land

Improvement

5
(@) for the construction or repair of wells, —30 years.
(i) for other purposes—
if the loan does not exceed Rs. 500,—10 years.
if the loan exceeds

Loans

Rs. 500 but does not exceed Rs.

15 years.
if the loan exceeds Rs. 1,000,—20 years.
(B) For loans under the Agriculturists’ Loans Act, 1884,—
(@) if for the purchase of seed,—1 year.

(ii) if for the relief of distress,
—3 years. ~~.
Gii)if for any other purpose,—10 years.
a
The time for repayment specified ehnve shall count fron

payment of the loan, or where the loan is pail by. instalm.
of payment of the last instalment.
=
‘The time

allowed for

repayment is liable to ro

Act,

1,000,—
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Provided that nothing in this rule shall be taken to preclude a borrower

from discharging the loan at an carlior period by payment of a larger

‘lhe excess so paid shall be credited
amount than the annual instalment.
at once in reduction of principal and the number of future instalments
shall, if necessary, be decreased, but no alteration in the amount of subsequent instalments shall be allowed, nor shall postponement of payment of
subsequent instalments be permitted.
VI. The date for payment of each annual instalment shall be fixed so
as to coincide with the date of one of the land revenue kists of the district ;

but tho first repayment of principal and interest shall not be demanded

within less than twelve months and shall not be put off for more than
twenty-four months from the date of disbursement of the first instalment of

the loan.

When commencement of repayment is thus postponed for more

than twelve months,

simple interest shall be realized in the interim

as the

‘The first payment of interest will be for

Kcist date selected comes round.

the broken period between the date of disbursement of the loan (or of each
instalment thereof) and such kist date.

If in any special case the sanctioning authority considers that the work
for which the loan is given is such that a longer time than twenty-four
months must elapse before it begins to yield a return, a longer interval,
not exceeding five years, may be allowed. In the case of loans granted b:
Tahsildars the sanction of their Divisional officers shall be obtained for ak
extension. In every case, however, the amount of the annual instalment
shall be fixed so as to repay the

whole loan with interest within

mum period from the date of disbursement
loan shown in Rule 77.

VII.

Repayment may be made either

of the

last

the maxi-

instalment

of

the

at the treasury of the taluk or to

the village officers of the village in which the land to be improved is situ-

ated.

The Collector may, if he sees fit, authorize repayment at any other

Government treasury.
VIII.

Interest

at 6} per

cent.

will be

interest or of principal and interest overdue.

charged

on

all instalments

of

In calculating interest under this rule a broken period cf a month shall
be taken as half month or one month according as it is less or nor less than

fifteen days and a rupee may be taken as half a rupee or one rupee accord-

ing asit is less or not loss than 8 annas.
TX. The repayment of the annual instalment may be suspended by the
ட
டட கக
Collector on proof of failure of the crops of the
of FeP®S-. borrower or other oxceptional calamity. ‘The Colme petponement
lector sha)l report all such cases to the Board of
Revenue which will pass such orders thereon as it may deem proper.
The suspended

instalment shall be collected

in the year following the

termination of the period of suspension, with the instalment, if any, payable for that

year, and in

no case

shall the maximum

period fixed

for the

repayment of instalments be exceeded. Simple interest at 5 per cent. per
annum shall he charged on all suspended instalments of principal and
interest up to the date of collection.

X. In the case of loans granted for the construction or repair of wells,
if the borrower fails to strike water, or if the well runs dry or otherwise
‘becomes useless from causes beyond the borrower's control, the Board
may, upon a full report of all the circumstances of the case being submitted
to it through the Collector, * sanction the recovery of the loan in such
instalments as it thinks fit, interest at the rate at which the loan was
sanctior 1 being charged from the expiration of the period allowed for the
construction or repair of the well, or remit the whole’ or a portion of the
unpaid balance of the loan.
:
G.O., No. 775, 15-11-99.

”
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னடா
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granted unless the value of the security offered

‘oseeeds by at least one-fourth the amount of the
Joan applied for.

‘The nature of the security to be required shall be as follows :—
(A) Under the Land Improvement Loans Act, 1883.—The land te be
improved which must include the site of the work to be constructed.
‘Tf the value of the applicant's interest in the land to be improved does
not exceed by one-fourth the amount of the loan applied for, collateral
security shall be required.
:
Collateral security shall consist—
்
்
(i) of other lands belonging to the applicant; or
(ii) of land belonging to other persons who are willing to become his
sureties ; or
(ii) of both.
(B) Under the Agriculturists’ Loans Aot, 1884.—The lands belonging
to the applicant.
3
i
Tf the value of the applicant’s interest in the land does not exceed by
one-fourth the amount of the loan applied for, collateral security shall be
required. Collateral security shall consist of immovable property, except
in the case of loans repayable within two years or of those granted for the
relief of distress, for which personal security may be accepted.
When a loan permissible under either of the Acts is applied for by the
members of a village community or by a group of cultivators on their joint
personal security, the Collector may, at his discretion, advance on such security an amount not exceeding five times the annual assessment of the land
registered in the names of the applicants.

‘Loans may also be granted under the Agriculturists’ Loans Act to tenants
on their own responsibility, provided they possess an adequate saleable

interest

this rule.

in

the

land

they

lease

sufficient

to

meet

the

requirements

of

XII. If at any time the Collector or other officer granting the loan is

satisfied that any person who has received a loan has failed to perform any

of the condition$ on which it was made, he may, after recording in writing

the grounds for his decision, and subject to the control of the Board of
Revenue, proceed to recover forthwith from such person or from any surety

of such person the entire unpaid balance of the loan, together with any
interest payable thereon and costs, as arrears of land revenue.
Provided that such officer may at his discretion

any sum less
than the whole balance of the loan without prejudice soto recover
his right to recover
the remainder of such balance at any subsequent time.

XII. An application fora loan may be made, orally or in writing, to

Mode of application.
ல்

@2Y Revenue officer of a
of Revenue Inspector.

grade not lower than that
wiitten, it shall be in

Form No, I hereto annexed (printed copies of which can be obtained

at all
eutcherries and from Revenue Inspectors free of cost), or in some similar
form, and may be
presented in person or sent by post. If an oral applicafon
is made, the officer to whom it is preferred shall cause it to be recordod

in the prescribed form and signed by

theapplicant.

XIV. No loan shall be கடன் without a local enquiry.
2

=

ரகத் பட

அல

an application,

a Reyenue

On receipt of

Inspector

or

higher
offices shall notify and publish fo the village
by
tom-tom that

he intends to hold the enquiry, and

ible thereafter inspect the land and make summary

s to the correctness of the entries in the eens ation,

orm No. 6 hereto annexed or in some similar
form.
exceeds Rs. 500, the local
inquiry shall be

lower rank than that of Deputy Tahalldar
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XV. The personal attendance of the applicant is not necessary, but he
may bo required, by notice in Form No. 4 hereto annexed or in some simi
form, at arty time fo appear, in person or by duly authorized agent at his
option, and in case of default the application may be rejected.
XVI. Attention shall be particularly directed to ascertaining the bona
fides and the solvency of the applicant and the sufficiency of the security
offered. Careful enquiry shall Uo made rogarding the xights of the applicant in the lands to be improved, and the lands (if any) offered as collateral
security, in view to ensuring that the applicant is the real, owner, and that
the land is free from encumbrances or is not burdened with arrears of land
revenue or is not already hypothecated to Government for a loan previously
obtained. A reference shall be made to the Registration Department, in
Form No. 7 hereto annexed or in some similar form, for an encumbrance
certificate. Similar enquiry shall be made in the case of lands offered by
sureties as collateral security, care being taken to see that the surety is not
only the registered holder, but the real owner of the land, and that, if he
has a divided interest in the land, it is not charged beyond the extent of his
own individual interest therein except with the written consent of the joint

owners.
XVII. Applications from mortgagees, though in possession, for loans
for the improvement of land, shall not ordinarily be complied with.
“XVIII. When the applicant for a loan is a tenant and proposes to furnish, as security for the க

any interest alleged to be transferable, which

he claims to possess in the land to be improved, or any other adequate security, the Collector or other officer granting the loan shall serve a special
notice of the application, in Form No. 3 hereto annexed or in some similar

form, on the landlord personally; or, if service on him personally cannot
de effected, a copy of the notice shall be affixed to some conspicuous place
in the office of the Collector or other officer as aforesaid and on the house in
which the landlord resides; or, if he does not reside in the district in which
is mado, or, if his residence is not known, the notice shall be
the application
served on the person who acts as the local agent for the landlord in respect
of the said land. A copy of the notice shall also be affixed on the land and
at the village chavadi.
XIX. No such notice shall be deemed to have been served, unless the
service is acknowledged by the landlord or his agent, or the fact of its having
been duly made is otherwise established to the satisfaction of the Collector
or other officer granting the loan. In any case in which the ownership of
the land vests in more than one person, and any shareholder therein, or other

person, acts as a manager on behalf of the shareholders,

service on the

manager shall be deemed to be service on each of the shareholders.

XX. Every such notice shall specify the sum applied for, the nature theof
for
tho improvement to be made, and the nature of the security proposed
objections
loan, and shall inform the landlord that, if he desires to make anysignify
them
to the loan, he must, within one month after service of notice,
in writing to the Collector or other officor granting the loan.
XXL. If the iandlord, or his local agent or manager, does not so signify
after
his objections, or if the Collector, or other officer granting the loan,
considering such objections, is of opinion that the applicant has thea transfervalue of
land specified in his application and that
able interest in the
such interest, oither singly or taken jointly with other security furnished by
him, is sufficient for the loan, le may oither sanction it or forward the
records of the case for the sanction of the Board or the Local Government,
as the case may be.
ட்
282Tf the applicant has no such transferable interest and there is no common
understanding as to whether the tenant or the landlord is to have the right
-

26
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of making the improvement, the loan shall be refused unless the landlord
consents to the grant thereof.

XXII. When the work to be undertaken will cost more than Rs. 5,000

and is one requiring professional skill, the applicant may be required to

submit to the officer making the local enquiry an accurate plan, specification

and estimate for the work. If the applicant is unable to furnish such plan,
specification and estimate, the Collector may cause them to be prepared on

behalf of the applicant, first requiring him to deposit such sum of money as
may, in the opinion of the Collector, be sufficient to cover the cost, or, if he
thinks fit, calling upon him to give security for the repayment of the same.
XXXII. If, after local enquiry and such further investigation as may be

deemed necessary, the Collector, or other officer

Issue of loan order.

granting the loan, is satisfied that the loan may be

granted, he shall record a decision to the effect that the loan asked for, or

a less sum, may be given and shall then at once issue an order granting the
In the case of loans exceeding Rs. 1,000 the loan order will be issued

joan.

by the Collector after obtaining the sanction of the Board

or the Govern-

ment, as the case may be, under Rule II.
XXIV. An order granting aloan shall be in Form No. 8 hereto annexed
and shall be signed by the applicant in token that he understands and agrees
to the conditions contained therein. The security bond to be taken when
collateral security is offered shall be in one or other of Forms Nos. 9 and 10
hereto annexed or in some similar form.
_ An order rejecting an application for a loan shall be intimated to the applicant by a notice in Form No. 5 hereto annexed or in some similar form.
XXXV. Loans shall ordinarily be advanced

Disbursement ofloans,

in two instalments.

Loans

£07 the relief of distress shall be disbursed monthly
or once every two months.

XXXVI.
லல

The Collector of the district may make provision for the proper
டடம எனம
inspection of works in course of construction for
which loans haye been made, and for ascertaining

and securing that such loans are duly applied to the purpose for which they

All works for which loansx are made by 'y iinstalments shall be insp inspected and
reported upon before each instal
ment subsequent to the first is paid.
All

be inspected and reported o:
the datoworks
fixedshall
for their
completion in tho order granti
the ng
lean, ible

aft

fit should then be found that the work has not been carried out in sub-

pee ey
zany eather oe
ee

ae ்

with the proposals made, the officer granting the loan
immediate repayment of the whole amount advanced

6 per cent. and costs, if any, or alter the instalment, fixed
3 50 as to ensure repayment of the loan within the period for
whichIl be
thecance
improvements
mentis likely
Wkely to to last. last. InIn such case the original
loan order
igi

el tho pegged and a fresh

loan order issued, the foamer being recovered

XXVIL
. Every
mire
Sy
ee Tahsildar shall eepke a 3
and
repayments
isster of loa
ns
relating
to his taluk in Form No. 2 hereto ரட்ட sues tors,
d

Soe

and statementsas may, from time to time, be
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in this way cannot be effected, a copy of the notice shalll be affixed to some conspicuous
place in the Collector’s office and on the house in which the landlord resides. If he does
not reside in the village, or if his residence is not known, the notice shall be served on
the person who acts as local agent for the landlord in respect of the said lands. A copy
of the notice shall also be affixed on the land and at the village chayadi.

No.

4.—Norice ro APpLicaANT UNDER THE Land Improvement
Acr or Tae Aaricunturists’ Loans Aor.

Loans

To

son of.
residing at,
hamlet of____village.
;
Wrernas you are required to appear personally or by agent to give the
following information regarding your application for a loan of 185.
[here enter particulars] or to execute the necessary documents and receive
payment of the loan applied for, you should appear before the
ope

ei

date

at.

If you fail to appear, your application will be rejected.
Camp.
Daten அட்ட22

Tahsildar.

Note.—This notice should be sent in duplicate ; one copy should be delivered to the
applicant or to some adult maic member of his family at his usual place of abode, or to
his anthorized agent, and the other should be returned to the Tahsildar
with the signature
of the applicant or his agent, If service canuot be made, the notice must be returned
witha note to this effect giving the reasons for failure. Wherever convenient, this
notice may also be sent to the party by post.

No. 5,—Lanp Inrrovement Loans Acr XIX or 1883 anp
Agriourrunists’ Loans Acr XII or 1884.

Notice to applicant intimating the rejection of his application.

Application No. ___of
on the file of
the Tahsildar of
IE al ip
Teac
(Name)_________ of village
is hereby informed that his application for a loan of
பத

தத லம

Se

Improvement Loans Act

or under the

rejected for [state here briefly the
Vide this office order, dated

Srarion —

ree

ட்ப

Agriculturists’ Loans

of rejection}.

identhotand
Act

has been

‘on application No.

—___

Date_____

Tahsildar.

‘Note—This notice should be prepared in duplicate, and one copy delivered to the
party, or if he could not: be found, it should be left for him with some adult male member
of his family residing with him or with the headman of the village in which he lives.
‘The other copy should be returned to the Tahsildar with the certificato under the hand
of the server as to the mode in which the service was effected. Wherever convenient,
this notice may elso be sent to the party by post.
்
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LOCAL INQUIRY.

application is under the Land Improvement or under the
ther the
le,
SPPON foricuiiurisis! Loana Act.
1. Serial number of application.
ச
2. (i) Name and ‘village of applicant.

(i) Amount of loan applied for.
3. (i) Village, survey
number,
description (dry or wet), area, assessment of land to be improved.
(i) Purpose for which loan is
sought,
4. (i) _Is the applicant the sole
owner of the land or does he own itin
common with any others? and if the
latter, is he the managing member of
the family ?
மு Tf the applicant is a joint
pattadar, have the other joint holders
consented to the proposed improvement
in writing?_ What is the extent of the
applicant's interest in the joint holding, and whether they consent to have
the applicant’s share sub-divided ?
(ai) If the spplicant is a tenant,
does he possess any, and if so what,
ரர
land, and
has notice unda rule 18 been served
on ths landlord, and has he given his
consent in writiag under the attestation of two witnesses ?
(iv) Tf the application has been
made on behalf of a minor, is the
application signed by his legally constituted guardian?
“The samo particulars as to the extent and nature of the
minor's interest in the land as under
8 (i) should be added here.
_, (v) Hf the applicant is a Hindu
widow, do her reversionary heirs
consent to the improvement ?
5. Is the application bond fide and is
the applicant eee met
6. Is hein arrears to Government
for land revenue or for any instalment

io

of a loan previously obtained ?

aoa)a) If it is the land to be bene =
(@) Does the site of the pro_improvement lie in the land
to be வடட
_ (ii)
The present value of tho
applicant’s
interest
wit
ஆல்
nierest in
in itit with

grounds

211
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Lanp Inprovemenr Loans Act
commonrans Tioans ow

No.
1. The sum of Rs.
of

of
is granted to
, residing at

8.

, caste

» Son.
, calling
> (with the

, the record of which is hereto annexed *) as a loan
£0 the puxpose of |
யவரகள Loans Ace 86a,
ander tho
subject to the following Conditions.
for the benefit of }
2. The conditions referred to are as follows :—
(a) (i) That the amount of this loan shall be paid to the aforesaid
instalments on the execution of the necessary
(name of the borrower) in
place
security bonds, the first on the production of this order at (here enter
at which this order is to be presented for payment), and the secondi on
proof that the first instalment has been properly utilized.
(ii) That if the first instalment has not been utilized within the
period of (here enter period allowed for the first instalment) ; or
(iii) If it shall be proved to the satisfaction of the Collector that any
portion of the loan has been misapplied to any other purpose than that
above specified or that the whole amount of tho loan has not been fully
applied to the purpose for which it was granted within the period of (here
enter period allowed for utilization of full amount of the loan), the whole
unpaid balance of the loan or such portion of it as the Collector may determine with interest at 64 per cent. and costs, if any, shall be deemed to at
onee become due.
(iv) If, however, the work should fail altogether owing to causes
over which the borrower has no control, the case shill be reported for the
orders of the Board of Revenue as to whether repayment in whole or in
part shall be required.
—_| per cent. shall be
() (i) That the loan § with interest thereon at
each,
repaid by equal annual instalments of Rs.
னை of the revenue year, commencing with
falling due with the
and ending with fasli 13. "(Simple interest on the
fasli 13
and fasli_.) ஏ
amount advanced must be paid on such kist date in fasli
It shall be open to the Collector or the officer granting the loan to reduce
the number of instalments and to increase the amount of the annual payment so as to recover the loan within a shorter period than herein allowed
if he finds the work after completion not sufficiently durable to last for the
period originally mentioned in the loan order.
(ii) Such annual payment shall be made to the village officers or
to the Tahsildar and is in addition to the land assessment. But ** the land
assessment will not be enhanced at any future revision of assessment in
consequence of the increased value derived from the improvement.
(iii) If default in the payment of annual instalment on account of
the loan occurs and recovery cannot otherwise be made, the entire unpaid
balance ofthe loan or such portion of it as the Collector may determine
shall be deamed to at once become due and the whole of the land specified
consent of

Land Improvement Loans Act, 1883,

_* To be inserted when the loan is being granted with the conseni of the person
having the right to make the improyement to a person not having that right.
” + Here describe the work to be carried ont.
Here describe the lands to be benefited.
3
ப. $ To be omitted when the loan iegranted free of interest.
{| Here enter the rate of interest which is ordinarily 3 per cent. in the case of loans
granted for the relief of distress and 5 per cent. in all other cases.
"To be used when commencement of re-payment is postponed for more than 12
months under rule VI.

fe

** To be used only in the case of loans under the Land Improvement Loans Act.

Chap. IIT.
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under condition (c) or such portion of it as the Collector may deem necessary,
shall be sold for the recovery

with

amount,

of the

interest

and

Shereon

expenses of sale, if any.
(c) * That for the re-payment of the loan with interest and costs, if any,
specified below

property

the immovable

due on the same,

is [in addition

to the land for the benefit of which the loan is granted], + hypothecated as

collateral security to Government.

Collector.

Ihave understood and agreed to the aforesaid terms and conditions.
{Signature of borrower.]
[நகர

]

Recoveries.

7

Distribution of the]
|

தரக்

ட...

|

|

|

33128.

.:..
[22928

|

|

ப

|

|

‘principal.

[

ப

Balance due.

Sums repaid.

pes ere

sun}

|

peste
தத
ae

ஜகத

|

2=

|

|

2

eS=

2

3௫%,

s

“512

38
Soa [2422215155
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4
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2
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5
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85 | 2513
4
23
Ba
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ae | Soe
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|

Seas

11354

51%

Peas
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₹)
i

|

:

i
ம
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‘* Wote—All immovable property hypothecated as collateral security, whether by

the borrower himself or oy a surety or sureties, should be specified in the margin of his

well as the land to be improved.
should,presapscribed
the», inloan,thi 1@andmanner
the onderly granting
(0 ofடம.
glanse
=
2.
as may 7
itin section
jon 2121 ofof the the Indian

‘If the loan is granted for the relief of distress, substitute in condition (a) (i) after the
words “bonds” “monthly or once every two months” and omit the words “ the first "?

‘and the words

Larkpie

“and the second ” to the end of the clause,

Torts ip Trackets to be omitted in caso of loans under

ப...

=
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No. 10.—Acrrovurvrists’ Loans Acr XIT or 1884, [Sxourrry Bonn ro
BE USED WHEN PensovaL Szouriry 1s TaKeN.] ~
; son of

received from the Collector of
,hason
the Agriculturists’ Loans Act, 1884,
is entitled to receive the aggregate sum of Rs.
order under

ட்

caste

of

Wuerzas

calling

» Tesiding at
in virtue

Government for-(here state the objeot of the loan), I

(caste)
(calling)
residing at
do hereby agree that if the said

of which

an
he

as a loan from the

, son of

(mame)

ee
shall fail to comply

vith the terms on which the loan has been granted cither by misapplying
the same or failing to repay any instalment of the said loan on or before
the date on which it may become due, I shall be liable to Government for
such sum not exceeding the aggregate sum of Rs.
as may be
necessary to make good the amount which, in consequence of his default, he
may have become liable to pay.
[Signature of surety.]
G.Os., No. 883, 22-10-97; No. 218, 23-4-98; No. 565, 3-10-98 ; No. 88, 12-1-99.
II.—SUBSIDIARY

INSTRUCTIONS.

The Board of Revenue will inform Collectors what amounts will be placed

at their disposal for loans under each of the Loans Acts for each financial
year.
Collectors will, at their discretion, distribute the amounts among the

several taluks of their districts and will have the power of transferring sums
assigned by them from one taluk to another. In making the distribution
Qollectors shonld specify how much of the allotment under the Land
Improvement Loans Act should be granted for the sinking and repairing

of wells and how much for other purposes, and care should be taken that
the money is not expended im tracts which are already generally secure
against drought, and that it is used where works of improvement, especially

wells, are most needed as protectives against famine. The expenditure in
the whole district must be kept within the amount allotted.
If an
tional grant be required it should be at once applied for, and where addiany

portion of the allotment

made for any district is not likely to be spent

within the year, the amount that can

be spared

should

be reported

to the

Boa
Oe in sufficient
rd time to admit of of itits
eat
s being
madedé ayailabl
bei
ilablee for
£ expen:
enditure

2. A small stock of forms of applications in vernacular may be supplied
to the karnam of each vi
50 as to be always readily
ர மம

to ryots wishing to apply for loans.

. 3. Where the proposed loan exceeds Rs.
the Collector of the district shall ohtain from the Exccutive Engineer 5,000,
an opinion as to the feasibility,
Probable cost and merits generally of the proposed work from a professional

pomt of view.

the

Tn other cases, it shall be open to the officer dealing with

ப டடம to call for professional opinion throngh the proper channel
necessity appear.

4. Where the officer dealing with an application falling under the last
sentence of RuleIT and Rule SSX
is SaL Ene Gollector oF
district, the
tecords of the case should be forwarded to the Collector whothe will
submit
them to the Board of Revenue with his own recommendation.

5. In cases oft default
defaul of payment of the annual charge, ge, iti may not tb be
necessary, in the first instance, toproceed against the
land improved or

the security

The personal

property of the defaulter may, at the

;

Chap. III.
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discretion of the Tahsildar, be proceeded against before proceeding against
the land.

Itmust be borne in mind that the sale of land will not affect the

interests of other persons than the borrower himself and of the mortgagee
of those interests.
6. Where the applicant’s interest in the land to be improved

forms the

security, itis the

taken

yalue

in its unimproved

state

that

should

be

for

purposes of Rule XI, and it should be particularly borne in mind that in all
such cases the work of improvement proposed to be constracted should
always be within the limits of the land concerned.

7. Though

the law

௪

sufficiently secures the interest of Government

as

against existing mortgagees on the land to be improved, still it seems

expedient to respect such mortgagees as far as possible, and no loan in
such cases should be granted without the permission of the Collector of the

district. When the applicant is a Hindu female the consent of her
reversionary heirs should be obtained. Loans may be granted for the
improvement of tho lands belonging to minors, provided that the applicant
is the legally constituted guardian of the minor and that the loan is bond fide

asked for in the minor's interests. Application by the managing member
of an undivided Hindu family may be accepted, provided that the money
is required for the improvement of lands forming the family property. In
cases

of these

kinds

the

loan

should

be

paid

in as many

instalments

as

possible, and care should be taken to ascertain that the previous payments
have all been properly applied before paying any subsequent instalment.

8. In the case of joint holdings no loans should bo granted except on

the following conditions : —

(a) Where the right of each pattadar is only to a share in the pro-

duce, the application for ioan should be made by all the joint pattadars.
(2). Where the right of cach pattadar is to a definable portion of the
joint holding, the applicant should be required to get his portion sub-divided
and separately registered.

(c) Where the conditions specified
in (2) and (4) are not fulfilled, the
applicant should be required to furnish collateral security which is itself

sufficient for the loan applied for.

9. When the collateral security offered consists of immoyable
ம் an encumbrance certificate should always be obtained from the

gistrar concerned.

where

the

amount

proSub-

The search fees payable to Government in all cases

of

loan

does

not

exceed

Rs. 750 should

be borne

by

Government.

10. In granting loans for the reclamation of waste lands or for the

irrigation of land assessed at unirrigated rates, the Collector will be
careful to see that the terms on which the land is to Le held in the former case
and the terms on which water is allowed to be taken in the latter case are

settled and duly recorded before the loan is granted so as to obyiate claims
to exemption from charge under section 11, Act XIX

of 1883.

11. Tn cases where an afditional loan is required for completing the same
worl, the second application should be treated as part of one continuous

transaction and disposed of by the officer competent to sanction the loan with
reference to the aggregate amount.
12. Though

Rules

XVIII

to

XXI

admit

of

loans

pene

granted

to

tenants of inam and proprictary villages, it seems desirable fof the present

to apply the bulk of the annual*allotments to Government villages and to
restrict the grant of loans to tenants ouly to cases in which the landlord

consents to the grant of the loan.

ப்

13. All orders issued granting loans shall be kept in bound volumes in

the taluk cutcherry ; they shall bear ascrial number, a separate series being
28

appenpix—S.0. 60—II.
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maintained by each officer authorized to grant loans and shall be in the

form No. 8 appended to the rules.
.
14, While in progress, works for which loans have been granted under
the Land Improvement Loans Act should be inspected as often as possible by
Revenue Inspectors, Tahsildars and Divisional otticers and all cases of undue
delay or neglect or probable misappropriation of loans should be promptly

noticed.

Asa rule all loans must be granted in two instalments, and betore

the second instalment is paid the grauting officer must satisfy himself that
work to the vaiue of the first instalment has been executed. It shall be the
duty of officers issuing orders granting loans to arrange for the inspection
of every work in progress by a competent and trustworthy subordinate.
lf a work is one requiring professional skill, the inspection should be made
by an officer of the Pabli: Works Department. Under Rule XXVI all

works must be inspected and reported on as soon as possible after the date

fixed for their completion in the order grauting the loan and a full report
made to the officer who granted the loan, showing whether the work has
been executed in substantial conform ty with the proposals made and for
what time the work is likely to endure. An annual report should be submitted to the Collector of the district by each officer empowered to grant

loans, showing all cases in which the periods originally allowed in the order

may, after completion of the work, be shortened.
15, Divisional officers must make it a rule,

when

visiting their several

taluks, to examine the records of all loan cases in the taluk offices and to

report the result to the Collector.

16. Tahsildars are empowered to draw in advance on their own receipta
such portion of the amount sanctioned for loans under the Land Improvement and Agriculturists’ Loans Act: as may be required for payments to
tyots during their tour. ‘he ryuts’ receipts should be submitted to the

Accountant-Geueral’s office with the vouchers sent in support of the debits
in the treasury accounts.
ais

instructions are contained in B.P., No. 155, Settlement, dated

23rd
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Chapter IV.
INAMS.
PART

I—THE

INAM

SETTLEMENT.

52, Rules of the Inam Settlement and their application
to fresh cases—(eneral—The rules under which inams
have been
settled by the Inam Commissioner are given in appendix I, and ColJectors should be guided by them in the disposal of any cases still

remaining to be settled.

Note.(1) Uninterrupted possession of land as inam for a period of fifty years is
declared in these rules to be sufficient to create a valid title to hold it permanently as inam,
but the period of fifty years should be reckoned up to the date of the creationof the
Inam Commission; it is not intended that an inam should be created merely by untaxed
possession for fifty years up to the date when such possession is brought to notice.
B.P., No, 711, 22-12-93.

(2) In title-deeds which may hereafter be issued in respect of enfranchised
inams the right of redeeming the quit-rent, which was formerly conceded under the
inam roles, shonla not be allowed.
Paras. 5 and 12 of G.O., No. 459, 11-9-96.
2.

Cases where title-deeds

have been issued by the Inam

but not delivered to the parties.—* When

inamdars

Commissioner

refuse the title-deeds

accorded to them under the inam settlement, the lands may be incorporated with those of Government, and the full assessment levied from
. the holders, the title-deeds being returned to the Inam Commissioner’s
office for cancelment.

When the delivery of the title-deed

is rendered

impracticable by reason of the absence of the inamdars, the inam should
be attached, and, if the default continues for a year after the attachment,
finally resumed."
In case of the death of the holder of an enfranchised inam before the actual delivery to him of the title-deed, the
deed should, in the first place, be entrusted to the revenue authorities

for safe custody.?

©The Collector should make onguiry as to who is

prima facie the party entitled, as heir of the deceased, to receive the
deed, and should then notify in the District Gazette that the deed will

be given over to such party within six months, unless the Coilector is

restrained by the injunction of a competent Court. ‘The Collector should
make no change whatever in the title-deed, but hand it over exactly as

received to the heirs of the deceased and obtain the receipf.*
4 B.P., No, 201, 141-63. b B.P.; No, 6291, 26-9-64. © G.0., No, 1912, 16-8-67,
53, Effect of Enfranchisement,—* In the case of inams enfran-

chised by the Inam Commissioner, whatever be their previous tenure,

there should be no interference

on the part of the Collector.

These

Chap. Iv.
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inams stand in the same position as ryotwari lands in respect of succession, transfer, sub-division, and sale for arrears of quit-rent.* >They
may also be accepted as security for any purpose in the same manner as

ryotwari lands.?
© Madras Acts IV of 1862 and IV of 1866.

» B.P., No, 118, 9-1-61.

2. Collection of quit-rent on enfranchised inams.—The

the recovery of quit-rent on enfranchised inams

procedure

is the same

for

as that

prescribed for the collection of assessment on ryotwarilands.
When
the holder of an enfranchised inam falls into arrears the inam should
be put up to sale subject to the quit-rent charged thereon.
If it does
not sell for the amount of arrears due, it should be bought in by
Government

and

thereafter treated as Government land, the title-deed

being cancelled.
It is not necessary that the entire inam on which the
arrear has acctued should bo sold under the provisions of Section 45,
Act II of 1864, when the sale of a portion only will suffice to discharge
the arrear. So far as is practicable, no larger section than is necessary
to discharge the arrear with interest and expenses should be sold.

B.Ps., No. 1275, 24-83-71; No. 1973, 15-7-75.
PART IJ.—UNENFRANCHISED
54, Religious

and

Charitable

SERVICE

INAMS.

Inams—Resumption

of charitable

and religious service inams—General.—In the case of inams confirmed
by the Inam Commissioner for the benefit of, or for service to be rendered to, any religious or charitable institution, or for the maintenance
of

irrigation works,

or other works

of public utility, it is the

duty of

the Collector to see that they are not enjoyed without the object of the
grant being fulfilled. * When the institution for which the inam was

Granted eoises to exist, or tho conditions of the grant as stated in the
Commissioner's
title-deed and

register are not fulfilled, the

should be reported for the orders of the Board of Revenue,* which

if necessary, obtain the sanction of Government

case

for the resumption

will,
of

the imam.
* Where the cessation of service is recent, the Collector
should, before reporting the case for orders, give the holder of the inam
an opportunity of reviving the service.b> ¢In the case of charitable

inams recommended for resumption, Collectors should invariably ascertain

and report whether the Local Board concerned is willing to accept the
assessment minus the jodi if any on the inam, and to utilize it for the
upkeep of the charity for which it
iginallted or fi
other charitable ட

ப

Pe eae

*B.P., No. 1829, 2-7-75. b B.P., 5-2-52; M., Vol. II, p. 50 of 1852.
©G.0., No. 1159, ௨8-75.
2. Resumption of temple, mosque, Sc., lands and money

aR

allowances.—

Tnam lands and money allowances held by temples,
ட்ட
&e., which
have been abandoned, or have been in a rained condition for upwards
of
twelve
years, may be fully assessed or resumed without the previous
sanction of the Board of Revenue; but the circumstances of each

resumption should be given in the annual settlement report.
_-BP.,

7-12-54; M., Vol. TI, p. 104
of 1854.

Chap. IV.
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3. Collection of quit-rent on religious and charitable inams.—In the
case of quif-rent on unenfranchised inams, whether held for

subsistence

or for religious, charitable or other service, the ordinary process of
recovery by revenue sale is inapplicable. When arrears of quit-rent
accrue on religious or charitable inams, Collectors must place them under
attachment and apply for the Board’s sanction for the imposition of
the full assessment, having first ascertained in the case of religious service

inams that the trustees or the Managing Committee under Act XX of

1863 are unwilling to take up the inams and settle the arrears due on

them.

B.P., No. 1789, 29-6-75.

55, Village

artizan

ட்

inams—Classification.—Village

artizans

in

enjoyment of inams granted by the State may be classed under the
following three heads :—
ட்
(1) Those whose services will be readily recognized as still necessary to the villagers, namely, the barber, the carpenter, the blacksmith,
the washerman and the potter.
(2) Those whose services, though apparently unnecessary, are
regarded by the ryots as of much importance and represent conveniences of which they would feel the loss, for example, purohits (priests),
panchangis (astrologers), chucklers and temple servants.
(3)

Those whose

services are not required or are not

such

as the

State need endow at the present time.
2. Alienation.— Government will not interfere with theinams appertaining to the artizans coming under classes (1) and (2) above in cases
in which

the

inams

have

been

alienated,

provided

that

the

inamdar

renders the prescribed service and the villagers desire its continuance.
Inams held by persons falling under class (8) aboye may be resumed,
even though the holders are doing or are ready to do the service, but
each case should be submitted for the Board’s orders.
8. Resumption.—When the holder of an artizan inam falling under
classes (1) and (2) above has persistently made default in respect of the
prescribed service, the

orders of the Board should

be obtained in view to

resuming the inam and crediting the full assessment thereon to the
general revenues. If, however, the service is continued by a stranger, it

will be open to the Collector to recommend

that the assessment on the

inam should be assigned to the working incumbent instead of being

credited to Government.
In either case, ¢.c., whether the inam is to be
resumed or the assessment is to be made over to the person doing duty,
a report should be submitted to the Board in the form given in
appendix TT, special attention being paid to the following points :—
(1) The period during which service has been discontinued by

the inamdar or the interval after which the service is revived by the

stranger, as the case may be.

(2) The action taken by the village community on the cessation
of service and their wiskes as to the continuance or the revival of the
service.
ட

W.B.—In case tho sérvice has long been discontinued withont remonstrance or
action on the part of villagers, this fact should be accepted as roof that the service is
not necessary and in such cases the service inam will be resumed, notwithstanding the
fact that come person may profoss his readiness to revive the service on the cond:tion
that the inam is assignedto him, In case the service hax recently
been discontinued,

*

vams—S.Os.
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56 & 57.

bofore recommending the resumption of the inam, see that notico

{he Collector should,
‘is given to tho inamdar to resume the service within @ specified period. @
(8) The relationship of the working incumbent to the inamdar.
(4)

The

remuneration

or

emoluments actually

enjoyed

by

the

working incumbent, i.e., whether he is paid in cash or in kind by the
is not the
villagers for his services, and where the working incumbent
jmamdar, whether such remuneration will be sufficient without the
addition of the assessment on the inam.

B.Ps., No. 726, 17-12-91 ; No. 20, 25-1-99.

4. Inams in Zamindaris—In_

jnams

which

were

not

zamindaris, care should

be taken that

in existence at the time of the permanent

settlement are not recommended for resumption.

Para, 3 of G.O., No. 1109, 20-11-91,
in B.P., No. 726, 17-12-91.

56. Dasabandham
inams—Resumption in default of service—
* Dasabandham inams may be fully assessed by the Collector without
reference

to the Board,

if the inamdars, after due

notice, fail to carry

out the necessary repairs * to the works for the upkeep of which the inam

was granted.*
> Dasabandham inamdars should be allowed to participate in the enhanced revenue derived from the work they maintain.

Shamilat Dasabandhamdars

should be allowed a share in the profit of

dry land irrigated in excess of the registered arca, proportionate to the
Shamilat inams they enjoy, and the Khandam Dasabandhamdars 25 per
cent. of the water-rate leviable on the extension of cultivation.»

© B.P., No. 1828, 18-6-85. bB.P., No. 2453, 25-8-79,
Note—A dasabandham inam isa grant of land or of revenue as a compensation for
the construction of a tank, well, or channel; the grant generally, though not invariably,
corries with it the condition of keeping the work in repair. If the inam consists of land,

it is called khandam dasabandham ; if it is an assignment of reyenue, it is called shamilat
dasabandham,
2. In permanently-settled estates and whole inam villages—(i) Permanently-setiled estates.—* Dasabandham inams in a permanently-settled

estate, large or small, are resumable by the proprietor for any distinct
lack of service. The Government claims no reversionary interest in

such inams, even though they were in oxistence at the period when
made.
Under the Permanent Settlement, the responsibility for maintaining in order tanks irrigating lands

the Permanent Settlement was
bearing wet assessment

was

transferred

from

the

Government

to the

Zomindar.
Dasabandham inams are alienations from the revenue to
which the Zamindar is entitled, and a condition is added that the
inamdar shall maintain the tank concerned in repair.
If the inamdar

fails to ‘perform his part of tho contract, and theliability again devolves

on

க ரட்

reversion of the inam must be conceded to jun

ii)
le nam villages.—> These instructions are also applicable
to dasabandham inams in whole inam villages.»
ne
8 B.P., No. 3386, 8-5-68. bB.P., No. 442, 17-10-94,

PART

Ee

TIl—UNENFRANCHISED

PERSONAL

INAMS.

Unenfranchised personal inams—How generally dealt with,—
the caso of unenfranchised inams held for subsistence, or personal

வெடி ப ப
ப
பிண்ட ட்டும் ப றட ப க
தனை
படட அர்க்ய the repair and maintenance of dasbandham tanks sce appendix

Chap. Iv.
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inams as they are generally called, the Collector should be guided by
the terms of the title-deed granted by the Inam Commissioner.
.
the inam has been confirmed for the life of the holder, or for two lives,
the Collector may fully assess the inam on the death of the individual
or individuals for whose life or lives the inam was confirmed.
» Where

inams have been confirmed on hereditary tenure, it must be remembered

that they are not transferable by alienation, and that succession in such

cases is limited to the undivided brothers and to the direct lineal heirs
of the last incumbent, and failing them to the direct litteal heirs of the
original grantee >; where such heirs do not exist, or ° where the inams

have been alienated,° the Collector may fully assess the inam without
report. 4 Tf any person is dissatisfied with this order and wishes to
appeal against it, the Collector should give him an endorsement, briefly
explaining the grounds of his decision.*

a Para, 2 of B.P., No. 1829, 27-75.
» Rule V of the inam rules; B.P., No. 1087, 20-6-73.

© B.P., No. 272, 22-7-96.
aB.P., 16-1-58; M,, Vol. IL, p. 4 of 1858.

Note.—(1) A danghter's son is a direct lineal heir within the meaning of clause (1)
of rule ¥ of the inam rales.
B.P., No, 187, 7-6-98.
(2) The term alienation includes ‘mortgage,’ but a mortgaged inam should
not, as a rule, be resumed without giving the mortgagor a reasonable opportunity of
redeeming the mortgage.
B.P., No. 187, 7-6-98.

2. Life-grants.—In the case of inams granted for two or three

lives, the generation
second life,

and the

succeeding

following

the first life will be

generation

will be

considered

considered to

the

be the

third life. For instance, A is the original grantee of an inam for three
lives: the survivor of his sons ©, D, B, aie are an undivided family,
will be the second life; and the longest suryiving son of either O, D,
or E will be considered the third life.

It is provided, of course, in these

cases that the family continues undivided in each generation.

If a sub-

division of the property should take place in the second generation, the
share of any member of the family in that generation who dies without

issue will lapse.

Note (3) under C.0., dated 12th Jan. 1852; M., Vol. II, p. 43 of 1852,

3. Procedure when arrears are due.—When arrears are due on unen~
franchised inams held for subsistence, they may be fully assessed and

incorporated with the ayan lands after due notice, and then sold for the

arroars due, special cases being reported for the orders of the Board of
Revenue.

B.P., 28-10-89, and Note (1) thereunder ; M., Vol. I, p. 277.
PART

IV._SUBSEQUENT ALTERATIONS IN THE
EXTENT AND CHARACTER OF INAMS.

58. Sub-division
.of joint interest into separate

interests—

Publication of notification authorizing sub-division.—The following notifi=

cation, authorizing to a certain extent, and
the

inams

sub-division

held under

of the joint liability

undef certain conditions,

of shareholders

joint tenure to the payment

in enfranchised

of the

Government
29
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ait-rent

should

be published

from

time

to time

in the

District

Gazettes:
(1) It is hereby notified for the information of all those
“whom it may concern, that in any case in which all the shareholders

“in an enfranchised joint tenure inam may agree among themselves
“sub-divide

the

benefits

derivable

from the

ட் and

the

to

quit-rent

‘payable to Government (provided, however, that the share of quit-rent
“thus apportioned and payable by any individual shall in no case be
“required to be recognized by the Collector unless it amounts to two
‘‘annas or upwards); and shall produce before the Collector an agree-

“ment

signed by allof them,

and

duly

stamped

and_ registered,

“containing a full statement of the details of the sub-division of the
“‘Jand or produce or rent receivable from occupying tenants (as the
“case may actually be), and declaring the unconditional acceptance by

“all the shareholders without exception of the above-mentioned agree“ment; the Collector is prepared to give publie notice of the proposal,
“and

“that

should no objection be raised and established,

to accept it, so far

each recognized and recorded individual share of the inam shall

“be held first lable to sale for the recovery of the Government dues
“on account of it should the sale of the defaulter’s other property have
“proved insnfficient ; but that in the event of the Government demand
“being
still unsatisfied, the Collector shall be at liberty to recover the
“balance outstanding from the rest of the shareholders by the salo of
“their shares in the inam concerned, or other property belonging to

“them, or both.

(2) Should objections be raised by competent parties

“to any proposals that may be made, the Collector will inquire into
“and dispose of them on their merits.”
G.0., No. 2451, 18-10-67 ; B.P.
- 2482, 34-68.
6.0.
. 1950, €-12-70; B.Ps., No. 647, -2-71 ; No. 98, 2-3-93.

2. Notification of receipt of proposals.—The receipt of proposals made
in due form must be notified by proclamation and placard in the village
itself and by placard in the Taluk and Huzur cutcherries.
The placard

and

lamation

must

declare that the

proposal is unanimous;

must also state that the proposal will be disposed of on such
adate,

months.

unless

objections

are presented

to

the

they

and such

Collector within

three

Para. 5 of G.O., No. 2451, 18-10-67.

3. Acceptance

of proposal

by Collector —When

r has
decided to accept the proposal, an order will be issuedthe by Collecto
him
to
the
taluk authorities de
ig and

accepting the proposed
sion of
the inam in the terms of the notification referred to insub-divi
paragraph 1
supra.
Para. 7 of G.O., No. 2451, 18-10-67.

4. Publication of notice of acceptance.—As each
notice to that effect must be made in the District

Para. 9 of G.O., No. 2451, 18-10 67.

pro
ட்ட

al is accepted,
ப

5. Annualzeport on the working of the rules—Coll
ectors

ie the

4

ட்ட

will notice

the extent to which advantage is

9 of G.0,, No, 2451, 18-10-67.
le interest into separate interests
3

ட்ட
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on the sub-divisions

of en-

franchised inams should be made at rates proportionate to the values
of such sub-divisions in comparison with the value of the whole inam.
Para. 2 of G.0,, No. 1820, 1-10-64.
2.

Title-deeds

not

to be issued for

alienated

portions

of inams.—No

separate deed need be given for an alienated portion of an inam.
‘The
deeds executed by the seller must constitute the purchaser’s title, as
in the case of any other property.
When persons appear before
the Revenue authorities for apportionment of the quit-rent, the portion
sold will be deducted from tho original title-deed given by the Inam
Commissioner for the entire inam, ce an endorsement on the back of
it undox, the signature of the Collector, or one of his Assistants or
Deputies.
The purchaser may take an extract from the Collector’s
Register in which

the

transfer

is recorded,

as im the case of ordinary

ryotwari land. The Indian Registration Act IIT of 1877 will afford
an additional means of securing title.
Para. 3 of G.0., No. 1820, 1-10-64.
60. Commutation of money allowances into grants of land
revenue.— When religious service yeomiahs or ready money allowances
have been
the inams

commuted into grants of land revenue, and title-deeds for
thus created have been issued by the Inam Commissioner,

they should be removed from the yeomiah register; and reports in cases
of lapse need no longer be furnished.
B.P., No. 1448, 30-7-72,

61. Excess discovered on Survey.—Excesses beyond the area
entered in the Commissioner’s title-deeds, which may in the course of
the Revenue Survey be discovered

in minor inams, should be dealt with

in the manner described in the following paragraphs :—
(i) Area in title-deeds how computed.—The

area now

entered

in the

title-deeds
in acres has been computed according to local usage as the
equivalent of the area as registered in the native local measure.

Gi) Allowance for low rate of conversion and inaccuracies of measure-

ment.—Should it appear on survey that the customary local rate for
converting the native measure into acres is inadequate, then the

inamdar should
acres as, on the

be allowed free of all additional charge such area in
average of the village in which the land is situated,

may appear fairly to represent the registered extent of the inam in the

local native measure, p/us an allowance

of ten per cent. to cover original

inaccuracies of measurement.
(iii) Charge for survey excess.—Any excess in the inam discovered b

survey beyond the area thus calculated should be charged with the fall
assessment leviable on land of similar quality in the same village.

Tlustration —The following. example will illustrate

tho rule given
above: An inam hgs been registered as containing 100 puttis
of land.
This has been
converted

by the

Commissioner

into

800 acres at the

customary equivalent of eight acres to the putti anf so entered in the

title-deed, but if, on the enrvey of the village, it should appear tha, on

the average, the local putti represents nine acres, then the inamdar will

tyams—S.0.
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titled to retain, free of any additional charge, 900 aoves, plus ten

or altogether 990 acres of and surveyed. Should the extent

nee

of land in his possession be found on survey to

then he will become liable to pay
discovered.

be in excess of 990 acres,

full assessment on the excess area so

(iv) Issue of patia for the excess area.—As it will not be possible to
distinguish the actual land which forms the encroachment, no patta
should ordinarily be issued for the excess area; but the assessment

Jeviable on account of itshould be charged as additional quit-rent on the
The calculation of the area, and the addition made to
whole inam.
the quit-rent, will be entered in the inam register, signed by the
Collector, and endorsed on the title-deed, if one is forthcoming.
* But
in cases where the tenure of the inam makes the service a burden rather

than a source of emolument, the excess portion may be sub-divided
and a separate patta granted, if the inamdar so wishes.

In such cases

the selection

not

of land to be registered as ryotwari should

be

left to

the inamdar as he might in that event select as inam the unprofitable
ortion of the holding and resign the service after having realized the
hil value of the better portion and thus deprive the office of the benefit
of the emolument;

the Collector should himself

select

the best

part

of

the holding in one block to the extent of the original grant and issue
a ryotwari patta for the remainder.*
} A register
should be maintained
in the form given in appendix IV for all cases where excess quit-rent is

charged.”

The formation of such sub-diyisions as may be made under

the instructions given above should be noted in this register as well as

in the inam register. °In the case of inams for which excess accounts
have been furnished by the Settlement Department, the Reyenue
Department need not maintain the register prescribed in appendix IV.°
(¥) The foregoing instructions apply only to
owners of inam villages being ea: to hold the
their village boundary on the terms of the settlement
Commissioner without reference to its extent.
B.P., No. 5666, 18-9-65. = B.P., No. 99, 6-3-93.
_B.P., No.
©B.P., No. 156, Sett., 9-6-99,

minor inams, the
entire area within
made by the Inam

136, 866, 29-8-1900,

62, Relinquishments of inams—(i) Relinguishment of enfranchised,

charitable or religious service inams.— Collectors

are at liberty

to

accept

the relinquishment of an enfranchised inam, after the title-deed for it
has been issued, on the same terms as relinquishments of patta lands
are accepted, provided, however, that all the parties named in the
deed or their successors or assigns agree to the surrender of the inam.
This rule applies aiso to charitable and religious service inams which
haye been confirmed by the Inam Commissioner.
(i) Partial

relinquishment

of enfranchished,

charitable

or

religious

service inams.—On the same conditions, Collectors may also permit the

partial relinqnishment by an inamdar of an enfranchised or a charitable
that

ee

inam

confirmed

the inam has been formally

under

a single title-deed, provided

sub-divided and

has been duly apportioned by the Collector.

that the

quit-rent

When the portion thus

relinquished
is less than arevenne field, it must be further provided
he eae

ee

டம not less than one acre, and also that the

part relinquished is in one block and not surrounded by the inam land

Chap.
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given

up,

the relinquish-

ments may be accepted without reference to the one acre restriction, but
should still be rejected if the lands given up are surrounded by the inam

lands retained and cannot conveniently be taken up for cultivation by
others.
ம்
(iii) Quit-rent on portion relinquished—The quit-rent on the portion
relinquished should bear the same proportion to its assessment as the
entire quit-rent does to the assessment of the entire inam, but an excep-

tion will be made when a charge has been levied on the inam on
account of excess subsequent to the inam settlement.
In this case the

portion relinquished, or so much of it as bears an assessment equal to
the

charge

made

on account

of

excess,

will be

treated

as the

excess

relinquished, and the quit-rent apportioned on the remainder, if any, as
indicated above. For instance, if in an inam assessed at Rs. 20 and
bearing a quit-rent of Rs. 12, consisting of Rs. 8 of quit-rent proper
and Rs. 4 charged on account of excess, Jand assessed at Rs. 6 is given

up, the quit-rent on the inam retained will be reduced to Rs. 7 as shown
in appendix V.
(iv) This method is applicable only to cases in which under the

old rules (recited in paragraph 8 of Board’s Proceedings, dated 27th

March

1890,

No.

92, Revenue

Settlement,

Land

Records

and Agri-

culture), the charge for the excess area was calculated with reference
to the total excess under dry and wet in the entire inam and not with
reference to the variations in the individual fields.
Under the revised
method prescribed in the same

Proceedings,

in supersession

~

of the old

rules, the excess or deficiency in each field is separately calculated and

recorded, and the charge for excess areas is determined with reference
to the net result on the several component fields. In these cases, no
deduction on account of the charge for excess areas should be made

unless the particular fields relinquished comprise some excess.

In other

words, when a field in which there was a deficiency is relinquished, no

deduction should be made on account of the excess charge, but when

a component field in which there was some excess is relinquished, a

portion of the net charge for excess, calculated in the ratio of the assess-

ment of the field relinquished to the gross assessment on the fields in
which there is excess, should alone be deducted, and not the whole of
the excess charge. Examples are given in appendix V.
(x) Procedure where right of inamdar to relinquish is doubtful.—
In cases where the right of the inamdar

to relinquish is doubtful or

disputed, or in which the inamdar may not be in actual possession, the
offer of relinquishment should not be received; but if for default in

paying the quit-rent it be necessary to proceed against the defaulting

inamdar, the inam if enfranchised should be attached and sold under
the ordinary rules for the recovery of land reyenue, and if unenfran-

ghised the procedure proscribed in paragraph 9 of Standing Order No
54 and
paragraph 3 of Standing Order டகர should be adopted.

(vi) Deed

of relinquishment—The

deed

of relinguishment,

ர்

which

should be prepared and filed tn accordance with the rules prescribed for
the acceptance of relinguishments of Government lands, must in all

cases be presented in person to the Tahsildar by the party on parties
concerned who should at the same time produce their title-deeds.

In

eases where only portions of the inams are relinquished the portion

should be deducted by an endorsement on the back of the title-deed

rams—S.0.
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under’the signature of the Collector or one of his Assistants or Deputies

and the title deed returned to the inamdar.

In all other cases thetitle-

deeds should be deposited in the Collector's office.
B.Ps. No. 20, Seit., 141-3 ; No. 55, 9-2-93.

(vii) Procedure where quit-rent exceeds assessment—Whenever the
quit-rent (including the jodi if any) which has been settled on inams

settled by the Inam Commissioner is in excess of the settlement assessment,

the

inamdars

have the

option of surrendering

the inam

and accepting ryotwari patta for the lands constituting the inam.
B.P., No. 337, 12-10-97.

tenure

63. Compensation for Loss or Diminution of Inam—(i) Grounds

for compensation.—She grounds on which claims for exchange of lands
or for compensation are advanced by inamdars may be divided
classes, viz. :—
(1) Where the alleged Joss has arisen from
inamdar’s control, and (2) where the loss has been
act of the Government.

into two

causes beyond the
occasioned by some

(ii) Loss from causes beyond the inandar’s control,—In the case of
claims arising ont of loss from causes beyond the inamdar’s control,

the nature of the inam
imam

is

held

as an

will be the guiding consideration.

cquivalent

for

some

service

rendered

If the

directly

to the State, as for instance, the inams of village servants as dis" tinguished from those of village artizans, or the inam of a choultry as
distinguished from that of a temple, the claim for compensation will be
held valid,
provided it can be proved that the loss did really occur from
some cause beyond the inamdar’s control and is such as to render the

fature profits of the inam an inadequate remuneration for the service

performed. ‘The compensation will, in such cases, be in the permanent
form of a further grant of land or a reduction of quit-rent, if any be

Re able on the rest of the inam. In the former case the sub-division of
should be avoided as far as practicable, either by selecting a field

of a value equivalent to the loss sustained, or by transferring one of

somewhat greater value, subject to a quit-rent equal to the difference.
Where waste land is granted

one acre will be the

minimum,

to
aquit-rentif necessary. Ifthe inam is not for some servicesubject
directly

rendered to the State, no claim for compensation is admissible.

The

grant of such an inam involves no obligation on the part of the State
to protect the grantee from losses not occasioned by any act of the
Government which is no more interested in an inam of this nature than
in any other piece of private property.
(iti) Loss from some act of Government.—Claims arising out of loss
from some act of Government will be dealt with in accordance with the
rules contained in Standing Order No. 90 infra, the funds formoney

compensation being provided by the department which occasions the loss.

__(iv) Loss due to reduction of rent—* Where inamdars have been
granted land for the express purpose of enabling them to derive
a
annual

rental therefrom and where the legal demand from the

er the inamdars is, under the provisions of the Madras
Act, reduced below the annual rental which it was

led that they should pay, it is open to the Collector to
view to compensation

being given.*

ABP, B12 44; M, Vol, p96

பட
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64, Water-rate on Inams—(i) Wien deviable—No inamdar is liable
to be charged for irrigation to a single crop on the extent of wet land
specified in his title-deed. Where the wet land is recorded as double
crop land, the irrigation for two crops is also free of charge. But
where registered dry land is converted into wet by water from Government

sources, it is liable to pay the usual water-rate irrespective of the

extent of cultivated wet land in the inam holdings.

Para. 1 of G.O., No. 1871, 11-8-G5 ; B.P., No.t107, 22-1-74.
(ii)

When irrigation works are improved.—Where

the repair of works

restores to the irrigated land, in whole or in part, the original supply
on which its classification as irrigated was based, it is just to allow the
jmamdar

to receive

his

fair

share

of the water free of charge.

But

Government does not undertake to improve irrigation works for the
benefit of inamdars without additional charge.
Para, 2 of G.O., No. 1871, 11-8-6a.

PART VIL.—DISPOSAL OF RESUMED AND RELINQUISHED
INAMS IN PERMANENTLY-SETTLED ESTATES, &c.
65. Disposal of resumed and relinquished inams in perResumed or relinquished inams in
manently-settled estates—(i)
zamindaris, palaiyams, and whole inam villages are now generally
made over to the zamindar, poligar or whole-village inamdar with his

consent and with an addition to the peshkash or quit-rent of two-thirds
of the full assessment."

(ii) » In the case of permanently-settled estates, to which Chapters

T, If and V of Madras Act IT of 1894 have been extended,*

it will no

longer be necessary to make over the inams to the proprietors in this

manner for under Rule7 of the rules framed under section 32 of Madras
Act IT of 1894 the headman of the village will collect the full assessment,

on the inams and remit the amount to the Government treasury.”
a G.O., No. 1281, 10-8-78. » B.P., No. 350, 19-10-97.

* Vide Appendix I to Chapter XIII.
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APPENDIX

I.

Rules for the Adjudication and Settlement of the Inam

Lands of the

Madras Presidency.
Proved possession as inam for 50 years constitutes a valid title.

I. Land which is proved to have been held uninterruptedly as inam
fora period

of 50 years, with

or without

Sanad, will

be treated as inam

possessed under a valid title, whatever may haye been its origin.

Wote—Asalminha gardens or topes, Pati Paraduys, Harsal macta lands, Badibad

lands and similar other lands, which were practically enjoyed as inams, though they
were not inams in their original nature, were treated as inams under these rules.
Such tenures in zamindaris, however, were not treated as inams.
G.0s,, 3-1--60; No. 1098, 19-5-62; Inam Commissioner's Proceedings, No. 47, 18-2-60.

No title-deeds, however, were issued for topes planted subsequent to 1848.
B.P., No. 1604, 23-6-82.

ச

Proof to be obtained from the Public accounts.
2. In the absence of a valid grant or other title-deed, entries in the
village accounts of the earliest years of the British Administration, in the
permanent settlement accounts, in the Registers prepared under Regulation
XXXT of 1802, in the accounts of the earlier surveys, and in other authentic accounts of older date than 50 years, will be accepted as proof of the
existence of the inam for that period.

Under what circumstances proof of possession for the full term of 50 years
will be dispensed with.
., 3: But where such proof may be wanting, owing to the inam being
situated in
ancient zamindaris, palaiyams, or jaghirs,

which may have

reverted to Government withina period of 50 years, and for which there are

no permanent settlement or other old authentic accounts in existence, if the
inam is shown
to have been held eversince the date of the reversion of
such zamindari, &¢., to Government, and if circumstances are adduced

Which afford a reasonable presumption that the failure of proof of longer

ession is owing only to lapse of time, and the absence of accounts, the
inam will be heldto possess a valid title. The
same rule will apply to every

case in which valid proof of possession for the full term of 50 years is not

ote. —The Inam Sommissioner has raled that where the balance of the wrobability
years’ a standing,
the
ae
th
imam ட் should be

isதவ
equal either ட
for or against the inam being
eing of 50

Insm Commissioner's Proceedings, No, 81, 2410-59,
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Mode of disposal of the several classes af Inams after validity of title
ia established.
ப
II.

After the validity of the inam has been thus

established, each

case

will be disposed of as hereinafter explained, according as it belongs to one

of the following general classes :—

1et.—Grants or endowments to religious and
and for service therein.

charitable

institutions

:

al or subsistence grants.

2nd.—Person
services in
3rd.—Grants by former Governments in remuneration for no
longer
the Revenue or Police departments which are

rendered or required.
4th.—Village Service Inams—
1st.—Those enjoyed by village officers for Revenue or Police services
still performed.
2nd.—Those enjoyed by artizans and others for services rendered to
the village communities.
1—Grants or Endowments to Religious and Charitable Institutions and
for service therein.

such as
III. If the inam was given for religious or charitable andobjects,
public
other
choultries
colleges,
mosques,
temples,
of
support
for the
whether hold in the names
buildings or institutions; or for services therein,
services; it will be contiof the institutions or of the persons rendering the, and
will not be subject to
nued to the present holders and their successors
ns are maintained
institutio
or
buildings
the
as
long
so
ce,
further interferen
in an efficient state, and the services continue to be performed according to:
the conditions of the grant.
2. Inams granted for the construction and repair of tanks and channels
will not be interfered with so long as the terms of the grant are fulfilled,
and the works are kept in good order.
T1.—Personal or Subsistence Grants.
TY. If the inam is a personal or subsistence grant, it will be confirmed
which
to the holder according to its actual tenure. The conditions upon
is
inamdar
the
as
according
freehold,
a
into
commuted
willbe
tenure
this
has
or
holder,
registered
the
of
and
grantee
original
tho
of
a descendant
acquired the inam through an alienation, are set fort! below.

If the Inamdar is a descendant of the original grantee.
is a descendant

of the original grantee

or

Y. If the present incumbent
continued to him herediof the original registered holder, the inam will be tenure
as they have been
the
of
conditions
existing
the
to
subject
tarily,
:—
say
to
is
That
t.
interpreted by the Governmen

1at.—Succossion is limited to direct lineal heirs and undivided brothers.
Note.—A

daughter’s son is a lineal heir under this clause.
B.P., No. 137, 7-6-98.

heirs.
2nd.—The inam escheats to Government .on failure of such
:
3rd.—Alienation of the inam is prohibited
inam should, however,
Note-—Alienation includes ‘mostgage’: bnt » mortgaged
a reasonable opportunity of

not as a role be resnmed without giving the

redeeming the mortgage.

mortgagor

B.P., No. 187, 7-6-98.

:

4th-— Adoption, except out of the family of an undivided brother or
:
cousin, is not recognized.
30
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‘Alternative to bo presented to him to convert his tenure into a freehold.
this
2, An option, however, will be given to the inamdar to convert gift,
of alienation by
restricted tenure into a frechold with the full powerspayment
of an annual
sale, adoption, or otherwise, by consenting to the
reference to
with
fixed
rates
following
the
to
according
calculated
quit-ront,
the value of the reversionary claim of the Government in each case.
Rate of conversion if the Inamdar has competent heirs.

3, If the present holder of an inam has, or if, as in the case of youth,
there is a reasonable presumption that he will hereafter have competent
heirs,—that is to say, heirs, male or female, who ave capable of continuing
the family, and by whom the inam will be inheritable; the prospect of its
reversion to Government being in this case remote—an annual quit-rent
amounting to one-eighth (4) of the existing or estimated assossment of the
land or of similar land in the same village, will be considered a sufficient
‘compromise for the right of reversion possessed by Government over the
inam.
Rate of conversion if the Inamdar has no heirs competent to continue the family.

- 4, If the inamdar has no heirs such as are deseribed above, and from
his advanced age or otherwise there can be no reasonable presumption that
he can ever acquire such heirs,—but if nevertheless he has what may be
called terminable heirs, such us a wife without issue, or a childless widowed
dau; ighter,—in this easo the reversionary clnim of the Government is of
higher value than in the last, and a quit-rent equal to one-fourth (4) of the
assessment will be demanded.
Rate of conversion if without hevrs altogether.

_ __.5: If the holder of an inam is not possessed of heirs of any kind, and
is withont the possibility of having issue,—as in the case of a childless widow,
—whereas the inam will be liable to be fully assessed to the revenue at
the
ட்
death of the

படம
nt ineumbent,
ent, a quit-rent
ite
equal to one-half
ள்
(3) of the

These rates, if not at once accepted, will not necessarily be offered a second time.
VI. The above rates of compromise

will only

settlement, but will not be necessarily held out to aie

apply

to an immediate

Sadar

at any future

time when he may choose to desire them; a widow now demurring to the
offer will not be permitted to avail herself of it just before her death for

the sole purpose of defeating

the right of Governmont

to a reversion ; or a

party, to whom in the prospect of heirs the compromise is offered at a lower
rate, will not be permitted to avail himself of these

when such prospect exists no longer.

terms at a future time

It may also be found necessary to

raise the rates of compromise with reference to the time and labour entailed

hy

separate enquiry into each such unsettled case at a future time.
Notea —Government prescribed certain higher
rates fur fur those
those who who did did not not accept
accep
the offer
enfranchisement. prior
pri to 1875,
7 but who
கடனை
அவம்
is before
Sead offor 1entranchisement
were willing
to enfranchise
special sanction of Gaye
ungpfranchised inem can Le now enfranchised without the
-G.Os., No. 1344, 10-92-75 ; No. 2632, 3-9-77 ; No, 1430, 29-12-84.

The claims of Government over an alienated Inam to be commuted for a moderete
quit-rent without the option of the holder.

VII. If the present
resent incumbent மis notot a descendant
ad
it of the e original
grantee
origi

or of the registered holder, but either in his own person, or in euccossion to

Chap. Iv.
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those through whom he claims, acquired the inam fairly by adoption, or in
alienation by gift, purchase, or otherwise, from the members of the original
family, and has ever since possessed the inam in virtue of such alienation ;
such inamdar, although his title is legally defective and the inam justly
liable to resumption, will be allowed the benefits of Rule V, but without
the option of refusal; and in commutation of the rights of Government; a
quit-rent will be imposed on the inam the rate of which will vary from
one-eighth (1) to one-half (4) of the assessment of the land according to his
position in respect of heirs aS laid down in clauses 2 to 5 ef thatrule. He
will thus aoquire an indefeasible right of property in the inam which will
at once be confirmed, as frechold, to him and his heirs for ever, subject to
the payment of the quit-rent.
;
Note.—This rule was slightly modified in practice.

In the case of alienations made

bseqnent to the rales of 1848, the rate of quit-rent applicable to the alienar was also
lied

to the alienee, provided the latter was not in

in regard to heirs.

a worse position than the former

The quit-rent may, at the discretion of the Commissioner, be fixed at one general
rate per acre instead of a proportion of the assessment.

VIII. Whereas the inam lands in some districts have not been regularly
subject to alteration at any future general revision of the assessment, it
shall be competent to the Inam Commissioner, in communication with the
Collector and the Board of Revenue, to adopt one fixed rate of quit-rent per
acre for dry land and another for wet, instead of a proportion of the annual
value of each inam; this rate to be applied universally to dry and wet
assessed, and it is desirable that the quit-rent should be permanent and not

lands respectively in each district or division of a district, and

caleulated

according to the average prevailing rates for similar Government lands.

2. The minimum rate of quit-rent to be charged on
2 annas,

and on wet lands 4 annas,

dry land will be

and in future sub-divisions of the

inam

the quit-rent for dry and wet land, respectively, will not be allowed to fall
below these standards for each sub-division.

=

3. If the quit-rent be fixed at a proportion of the full assessment
of
the inam, it will not be calculated in terms lower than 2 annas when the
amount is less than one rupee; it will be charged
in terms of4 annas for
sums between one and five rupees; in terms of 8 annas for sums between
five and ten rupees;

10 rupees.

and in terms

of one rupee

when the amount exceeds

Wote-—These minimum rates are inclusive of the former jodi.

The quit-rent may be redeemed at the option of the holder by the present payment of
@ sum equal to 20 years’ purchase.
IX. After the amount of annual quit-rent has been once fixed for the
ii
nt of each individual inam, it will be open to the holder to
redeem it outright by the payment, at once or at any future time, of a
single fixed sum equal to twenty (20) years’ purchase of the quit-rent.
—.
WNote.—In the case of title-deeds issued after the 28th February 1895 the sum
payable for the redemption of quit-rent has been fixed at thirty times the amount
thereof.
.

B.B,, No. 98, 25-3-95.

Lapsed Trams now pending, how to be dealt with.
“8. Inams, the holders of which have deceased, and which are now

_ pending for decision as cases of lapse, will be disposed of as follows:—
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If the claimant is a direct or undivided collateral heir of deceased incumbent.

brothers
1. If the last incumbent left direct lineal heirs, or toundivided
it will
inam,
the
entitled
be
would
orders
existing
under
who
cousins
or
for its
them
with
made
be
will
nts
arrangeme
and
‘be confirmed to such heirs,
Rule V, clauses 2 to 5,
conversion into a freehold under the provisions of inamdar
is a descendant
orof Rule Vil, clanses 1 and 2, according as the an alienation
.
through
inam
the
acquired
or
grantee
of the original
Sf the claimant is a divided cousin or other relative of last ineumbent.

cousins or
2. If the last incumbent left no direct lineal heirs, but
p, which will
nephews of a divided family within that degree of relationshiunder
oxistin
constitute them heirs according to Hindu law, but to whom, the inams
will
orders, the inams have not invariably been continued;
hhevertheloss be confirmed to such heirs in perpetuity as freeholds, subject
to the rates of quit-rent provided for in Rule VIL, which will be imposedof
upon the inam without their option in commutation of the claims
Government.
Note.—This rule was slightly modified in practice. Where the cousins or nephews
of a divided family were descendants of the grantee 4 assessment was charged ; if not ¢
assessment.
Tf the last incumbent left no heirs whatever.

8. If the last incumbent left no heirs of any kind, the inam will
be fully assessed.
Lapsed Inans continued by order of Government to present holders.
1. For life.

XI. Persons to whoma lapsed inam has, upon report, been continued
by Government for life will be permitted at their option to convert their
limited tenure into a freehold, at the rate of quit-rent provided for inamdars,
ee

ey in Rule V, clause 5, viz., one-half (3) of the assessment on

2. Without express limitation and subject to further report.

2. Inams which have been continued by Government without such
express restriction for life, whether requiring a report after the death of

ep presentவ incumben
பவ t orபடnot, ட willa be
the
of under the provision
be disposed
di
isi s of
The quit-rent is to be in addition to existing Bediga or Jodi.

_ XII. The quit-rent to be imposed under these rules, being a considera-

fionrequired in return for an

in

ட்டம்

ition to, any Bediga or Jodi, with which the land may be already

charged; but the additional quit ent will vary according to the value of
: r’s rights, and will be calculated,
on the full assessment of the
md, but on the diférence between the not
full assessment and jodi already

re

charged,

which represents the net value of the land to the inamdar.

_ And redeemable at 20 years’ purchase of the quit-rent.

he

XID. The quit-rert together with the Bediga
ig
charged on the lend willil
ee eiai
b,by
redeemable
times its amount as
(20) idea
payment of twenty
eeSatna
ன
an

Note.— For title-deeds issued after
peetheihe 28thae February
Spay
e
1 895, see 5 note ea to Ruleoa 1X. 1X.
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Inams of more recent date than 50 years how to be dealt with.

:
XIY. Inams acquired more recently than 60 years are generally of the
following classes, viz. :—
Ist,—Inams granted under the express authority of the British Government.
2nd.—Inams irregularly granted by Subordinate Revenue authorities,
renters, &c., without sanction.
்
8rd.—Inams granted by zamindars, poligars, &c., which are liable to
immediate resumption on the reversion of the estates to
Government. Each class will bo dealt with as hereinafter
provided.
1at.—Inams granted under the express authority of the British Government.

XV. Inams granted under the express authority of the British Government will be disposed of according to the terms of the grant as expressed in
the Sanads or the official correspondence relating to them.
:
1. Limtted to one or more lives.

2. If they are limited to one or more lives, they will be fully assessed
on the expiration of the limited period, unless the holder commutes his
present tenure into a freehold, at such rate of quit-rent provided by the
preceding rules as may be applicable to his case.
2.

Without limitation.

3. If they are hereditary and permanent, they will be disposed of under
Rules III, IV, V, and VII, according as they are for religivus and charitable objects, or personal grants, in the same manner as inams of an older
date than 50 years.
2nd,—Inams irregularly granted by Subordinate Revenue authorities withouk
sanction.

XVI. Inams granted by the Subordinate Revenue authorities or
renters, &c., without the sanction of Government, which are irregular in
their nature will be disposed of according to circumstances as described
below.
When fraudulently acquired.

2. If the inam was
assessment. But ifthe
indulgence will be shown
charged with a quit-rent

founded on fraud, it will be charged with the full
present incumbent was not a party to the fraud,
by continuing the inam in perpetuity as freehold
not exceeding two: thirds (2) of its assessment.

When not founded on fraud.
3. If it was not founded on fraud, and from length éf possession
appears entitled to considerations it will be charged with the highest rate of
quit-rent above provides forin Rule V, being cne-half (4) of the ascessment,
and confirmed to the holder in perpetuity as freehold. ,
:
4. It will rest with the Inam Commissioner to determine, subject to the
authorityof Government, what should be construed as a fraudulent inam,
and what as deserving of consideration.
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3rd.—Inams irregularly granted by Zamindars, Poligars, &e.
rs
XVII. Inams granted by zamindais, poligars and other land-holde
12, Regulaare strictly invalid, being opposed to the provisions of bysection
the Government
tion XXV of 1802, and have been generally resnmed disposed
of according
when they came under its notice. The inams will be
XVI for
Rule
down.in
laid
principles
general
the
nnder
es
fo circumstanc
inams granted without the sanction of Government by its officers.
111—Grants

by former

Governments

Revenue and Police
required,

in remuneration for services in the

Departments tchich are no longer rendered.

or

Of 2 classes.

XVIII. Grants by former Governments in remunoration for services
wholly or partially discontinued in the Revenue and Police Departments,
are of two classes. First, those which being no longer required after the
introduction of British rule have since been commuted into personal allowances in land or money, und secondly, inams still continued on condition of
performing certain services which are either seldom rendered or cannot be
made available for any useful public purpose. Each class will be dealt
with according to the following rules :—
Treatment of those of first class.

XIX. Inams granted in liew of lands and privileges resumed and offices
entirely discontinued, such as the Deshmtk, Deshpandi, and other offices,
being no longer service but subsistence grants, will be disposed of according
to Rule V, if they are hereditary in their terms, eithor by express declaration of Government, or by recognized usage. If howover they were
expressly limited for life, they will be treated accordingly.
Treatment of those.of second class.
XX. Inams enjoyed for services in the Revenue or Police Departments
which are seldi m rendered, or which it is desirable to discontinue, will be
confirmed
to the
ற
ம holdersr as freeholds, , subject to the payment of a quit-

rent not exceeding the highest rate above provided for personal inams.

‘This

quit-rent will be charged in commutation, both of the service thus disconfinued, and of the reyersionary interost possessed by Government in the inam.
‘The rate and mode of commutation will be determined oa a consideration
of Be, nature of the service and the circumstances attending it in each
2. If a quit-rent exist already in any form, the mode of calculating

the additional charge will be the same provided for in Rule XII.
ர

Village Service Inams.

Ist —Those enjoyed by village officers of Revenue or Police services still
a
performed.
_XXI_ Tnams held for village offices of Revenue or Police the duties of
office.

still require to Le performed, will be continued to the holders of the
Where these inams are excessive in comparisonwith the duties
excess above a certain maximum—to be fixed in communi_the Collector of the disuict, the Board of Revenue or the
Mufassal Police, under the sanction of Goyernment,—

Chap.
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will be dealt with in accordance with Rule XX, that is to say, will be

charged with a quit-rent in commutation both of the service tenure attached

to it, and of the reversioaary interest of the Government in the inam.

2, Where the inam attached to the office is wholly or partially in the
enjoyment of members of the family who do not perform service, or of
strapgere who acquired the same by alienation, and are enjoying it without
performing service, both of which are irregular, such portion of the alienated inam as may be considered necessary for the efficient, performance of
the duties, will be re-attached to the office-holders, and the rest treated
in the same mancer as the excess referred to in the previous clause.

Section XXI was not acted upon. Service inams of village officers in districts
brought under the operations of the Settlement Department were generally enfranchised
on five-eighth assessment—that is, on five-eighth of the difference between the assessment
and any jodi thereon. (G.0s., No. 673, 22-3-G1 ; No. 939, 26-4-61 ; No. 1018, 13-5-61.)
The following rules were laid down for the calculation of quit-rent on village service
inams enfranchised :—
(2) Where the quit-rentincluding the former jodi exceeds three-fourths of the full
assessment of the inam, such portion of the additional quit-rent shonld be remitted7as
may be necessary to reduce the combined quit-rent to three-fourths of the assessment.
(2) Where the existing jodi is equal to or higher than three-fonrths of the full
assessment, no additional quit-rent shonld he charged for enfranchisement, nor any
reduction made in the jodi.
(8) Where the existing jodi ie equaltojor higher than the full assessment, the
inamdars should he allowed the option of holding the land on the fall assessment
under the inam title-deed, or under the ordinary ryotwari patta.
(4) In simplifying the quit-rent according to Rule VIII, clause 3, the fractions
should in eyery case be struck out instead of being taken at the next higher fgare
where fractions exceed half the difference. (Inam Commissioner’s Proceedings, No. 272,23-5-61; G.O,, No. 1891, 13-6-61.)

Qnd.—Those enjoyed by artizans and others for services rendered to the village
communities.

XXUL. Inams enjoyed by artizans and others for services rendered to the
communities, will be treated as hereditary grants, and will be confirmed to the holders and their heirs subject to the continued performance
of the particular service for which they were granted.
2. Cases in which service may be no longer required will be dealt with
according
to Rule XX, and exeess in extent will be treated as provided for
in Rule XXI.
Treatment of Inams situated in Zamindaris or Proprietary Estates.
XXIII.

Such

priyate estates,

of the inams situated

in zamindaris and other existing

as were excluded from the

assets

on which

the permanent

peshkesh was fixed, and the reversionary claims to which are reserved
to Government by section 4, Regulation XXV of 1802, will be included
in

the present adjudication and settlement, and will be disprsed of by the
Commissioner on the same principles as have heen laid down for the treatment
of similar inams

in the Government

tuluks ;

but

the inquiry

will not

be

extended to those inams which may have been granted by proprietors subட
டட ர க தரல்
லாட
மை he provisions of
section 12 of the above

Regulation, except in the event ofthe

reversion of the estates to Government.

future

_ The term Inam applies to whole villages as well as to small holdings exempt
oy,

artially exempt from land-tax.

ees

XXIV. The term inam is to be understtoood
apply to shrotri

agraharams and whole inam villages, whether held

திட் free of lani

oh
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or ona fayourable quit-rent ; and such villages will be dealt with upon the

same principles as are above prescribed for minor inams.

The Inam settlement to be made with the registered holders or with the head

member of the family enjoying it.

டவல

loment will be made either with the registered hold era

எக்க ae registered, with the head member of the
family enjoying the inam, who, according to existing practice, is alone

considered responsible to the Government. But this rule will not interfere
with the enjoyment of subordinate shares in the inam by other members of
the family, subject to such quit-rent or other conditions as may be imposed

upon it by the new settlement in communication with the head of the family.
‘Note.—In the case of divided
inam were registered.

families, the

names

of all the members

enjoying the

Abandonment and non-appearance of Inamdars how to be dealt with.

XXVI. When an inam has to all intents and purposes been entirely

abandoned, there being no acknowledged owner in existence, or if, bein,

in existence, he omits to come forward to claim it ; and when the

recorde

possessor of an inam fails, after due notice, to appear to proye his title ; such

inam Will, in the first instance, be placed under attachment by the Uollector
of the district, and after the expiration of one year from the date of the
notice, will be held to be liable to be fully assessed to the public revenue

under the general powers conferred on Collectors by Regulation XXXI of
1802.
Eneroachments or exeess,

XXVII. Encroachments, or land in excess of the recorded extent, if
proved to be of 50 years’ standing will be dealt with as if it formed part of
the original inam. “When of less than 50 years’ standing the excess will be
subjected to a quit-rent to be fixed according to the circumstances, but not
exceeding two-thirds (3) of the assessment, except in tho case of fraud of
the actual holder, when the full assessment will be charged.
Note.—This rule applies to excesses recorded the accounts. Excess discovered in
the survey is disposed of under Board’s Standing inOrder
No. 61.
Inams commuted into freehold to be exempt from future interferences.

XXVUL Inams once converted into frecholds in accordance
the
foregoing rules will be subject to no further interference on the partwithof the
Government, except such as may be necessary for the
realization
ofthe quit-rent charged thereon; and even this degree punctual
of interference may
be avoided, at the discretion of the inamdar, by the purchase,
for all,
of the fee-simple of the land by paying a sum equal to twenty (20)cncotimes
the
amount of the annual quit-rent.
Note.—For title-deeds issued after the 25th February 1895, see note to Rule IX.

B.P., No. 98, 25-3-95,

Fnfranehised Iname to be placed under the protection of the ordinary Civil
5
Courts.
ன

{AAS Teams thus enfranchised, either by the payment of an annual

quit-rent, or of a single fixed sum

rent, will, like

jurisdiction of

equal to 20 years’ purchase of the quit-

other description of property, be subject to the

Courts of Justice in all questions of

disputed
right, succession,
&c., and they may be mortgaged, sold and transferred in

Chap. Iv.
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Rules for the maintenance and repair of dasabandham tanks.

Inasmuch
encourage

as

dasabandham

inams

were

originilly

granted

to

tho construction of irrigation works in districts ill-supplied

with means of irrigation (and the amounts of the inams were presumably
calculated on the assumed capital cost and annual cost of maintenance),

the dasabandhamdars should be required to maintain the worksin a due
state of repair,
2. When a dasabandham irrigation work is reported to be in a bad
state of repair and the restoration involves the construction or re-construction of sluices and surplus escapes, the Collector, or, in the case of

works included in the list of minor works in charge of the Public
Works Department, the Executive Engineer, shall cause an estimate to
be prepared for the thorough repair of the work.
3. The cost of restoration of a dasabandham irrigation work, as
provided in rule 2, shall be divided so far as it relates to the construction
or re-construction of sluices and surplus escapes, between Government
and the dasabandham inamdars in proportion to the interest each has in
the work, this interest being determined

by the ratio of the value of the

inams to the average annual collection of revenue dnring the previous

five years, but the inamdars should be first asked to give their consent
to the execution of the necessary works,

the cost of ordinary repairs

incladed in the estimate being met wholly by the inamdars.
refuse to consent, or, having consented, subsequently
share of the cost, the inam will be resumed.

If they

fail to pay their

4. When a dasabandham irrigation work is reported to bein need of
ordinary repairs, which do not involve the construction of any masonry
work, the Collector shall call upon the dasabandham inamdars to execute

the repairs necessury to bring the work up to the standard of efficiency
generally considered necessary in the case of ordinary Government
irrigation works and shall fix a reasonable time within which the repairs
shall be carried out, failing which the inam should be fully assessed.
5. The restoration of dasabandham irrigation works, as provided for
in rule 2, shall be carried out by the Public Works Department, or by
the establishment

under

Collectors,

the

actual

being entrusted to the dasabandham inamdars.

execntion

of the

work

If they fail to execute

the work in a satisfactory manner, the inam may be fully assessed.
6. In the case of dasabandham irrigation works, tho usual percentago

charges for establishment, tools and plant shall be waived.
B.P., No. 103, Sett., 12-3-1900.
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66.

Payment

STATE

PENSIONS,

and Inspection of Pensioners

ETC.
and Yeomiah-

dars—LDescriptive roll._—An accurate descriptive roll of all pensioners
and yeomiahdars* should be kept under lock and key by the paying
officer.
்
a
B.P., No. 2401, 26-5-77.

2. Certificates.—The incumbents themselves should be supplied with
certificates only, without descriptive rolls; these certificates will refer to

the ineumbent’s number on the register and specify the amount of his
allowance as well as his name.
cases in which a permanent pay
order is issued by the Accountant-General, the counterpart of the order
will be delivered to the incumbent in lieu of a certificate. Such counterpart or certificate,

as the case may be, must

every time before payment is actually made.
B.P., No. 2401,

3. Personal attendance and exemption

be

produced and examined

25-5-77.

therefrom.—Unless specially

exempted, pensioners of all classes are required to attend personally to

receive their allowances, and must also appear for exatination before an
officer of Government once in every six months.

Exemption

from per-

sonal appearance is allowed only to persons of exceptionally high rank,
and to gosha women who are prohibited by their caste or religion from

appearing in public and ean prove to the satisfaction of the Collector

that they never so appear under any circumstances whatever.
In the
case of gosha women, exemption can be granted by Collectors; in other
eases, the sanction of *the Board of keyenue * must be obtained. Per-

sons not entitled to claim exemption on these grounds may in special

cases be exempted by Collectors on account of infirmity or old age.

B.P., No. 2401, 26-5-77.

9 B.P., No. 232, 3-9-98.

4. Documents to be produced by agents— Pensioners and yeomiahdars
exempted from personal attendance to receive allowances may be paid

through their agents on production of (1) the pension certificate referred
to in paragraph 2, (2) *either a duly

stamped

power-of-attorney or *a

© Thie term is applied to persons in receipt of pengions called “ Yeomiahs,” which
were originally calculated at so much per diem. * “They are of two kinds, viz., those
granted for service and those for subsistence. The former have becn granted for
services, such as performing worship in a mosque, lighting tombs, imparting instruction
in the Koran or the Persian language, &o., and tke latter for the maintenance of the
grantees and their families cither as an act of charity or on account of faithful servicos
rendered by them."#
S
Lotter from the Madras Government to the Government
of India, No. 689

YEOMIAHS,

548.
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receipt for the allowance signed by the pensioner or yeomiahdar ® and
attested by some respectable person approved by the Collector,” and (3)
a life certificate signed by a Government servant or pensioner, or other
well-known and trustworthy person. Life certificates signed by private
individuals

be

must

by

countersigned

villages, by the Village

some

Government

Munsit or Karmam; in Military

official ; in

cantonments,

by the Station Staff Officer ; in Regimental lines, by some Native Commissioned Officer ; and in large towns, by some official to be previously

named by the Collector who is likely to be acquainted with the circumstances of the case. In cases of suspected fraud, the Collector
is authorized, where the agent or the person signing the life certificate
is also a pensioner, to withhold payment of the pensions due to both
pending investigation of the matter.

B.Ps., No. 3748, 3-11-84; No. 1587, Mis. 16-83-89 ; No. 121, 24-2-91.
3 B.P., No. 886, 9-486.
B.P., No. 121s 24-2-91.

5. Periodical

examination—Unless

entitled

to

exemption

under

paragraph 3 supra," every pensioner or yeomiahdar shall appear in person
Exempted persons
when summoned by the Collector for examination.
shall be visited oncea year (a) if gosha ladies, by some trustworthy

woman deputed by the Collector, (b) if exempted on account of their

rank, by the Collector or the Revenue officer in charge of the division in

which they may be resident or any other officer not below the rank of a

Deputy Collector who may be deputed for the purpose by the Collector.

The object of such examinations and

visits is to ascertain the existence

and identity of the parties. The examination of persons other than
those who enjoy special privileges under paragraph 3 may be entrusted
to
Tahsildars and Deputy Tahsildars.

B.Ps., No. 2401, 26-5-77; No. 2402, 28-9-82; No. 47, 14-1-87.
6. List of pensioners exempt from personal attendance.—With a view
to check fraud, a list of pensioners and yeomiahdars exempt from per-

sonal attendance to draw allowances, or from

personal appearance for the

firporesOf examination, should be published annnally in the District
zette in English and in the vernacular of the district.

be in the form of a table showing

the name

sioner, his

when

Present

age

and

age

the

amount of pension, the name and residence of

The list should

and residence of each penpension

was

granted,

the

the person granting the life

certificate, and of the agent last appointed to draw the pension.
B.P., No. 2401, 26-5-77.

_ 1. Finger-prints of pensioners —(i) Every pensioner who appears in

person before the paying officer either for the receipt of his pension or
at the time of the periodical examination should, on the first of such

occasions, be called upon to furnish a set of the impressions of his finger

tips. ் Pensioners who, on account of their rank, have been exempted from

personal appearance before the paying officer * and are visited instead by
the Collector or other officer deputed by him under paragraph 5 supra

should be required to furnish their finger-prints at the first of such

‘Visits so.as to enable any officer not personally acquainted with them

tion, however, doos not apply to persons exempted on account of age
1m personal attendance to receive allowances.

B.Ps., No, 2401, 26-5-77 ; No. 2402, 98-9-82 ; No. 47, 14-1-87.
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who makes a subsequent visit of inspection to satisfy himself as to their
identity.
“In the case of these pensioners, the finger-prints of the agents

who ordinarily draw their pensions for them should invariably be
recorded.
In the case of gosha female pensioners, the impressions
should be taken in the presence of a respectable female pensioner, alady
medical

officer or some other trustworthy woman who lean be produced

as a witness, if necessary.

Gi) |The taluk officer entrusted with the duty oftaking and verifying
the finger-prints should on no account be below the grade of Deput:
Tahsildar. The operation should ordinarily be supervised by the Tahsildar, who should also certify to its having been correctly performed,

B.P., No, 61, 2-3-99,
*B.P., No. 2048, Mis., 80-6-99.

,
67.

Payment

of Arrears of Pensions—Rules for payment.—The

following rules should be observed in the payment of arrears of pensionsThey are applicable to all pensions and cash allowances remaining unpaid owing to failure to apply for payment or other neglect on the
of the recipients, «as

well

quarterly, half-yearly,

or

as

to

beriz

deductions,

but

not

to service

pensions, which are governed by the rules * in Chapter XLIV of the
i
Civil Service Regulations :—
(1) Pensions and other cash allowances are payable monthly,
annually, according to

spective permanent pay orders.

the

terms

of

the

re-

(2) Pensions and other cash allowances should as a rule be drawn
immediately after the close of the periods for which they are respectively

due.

(3) When

an

pension or other

application is made

for the payment

of arrears

cash allowance, the disbursing officer will examine

applicant personally and =

to the pension or allowance.

of
the

himself that he is the person entitled

e will then pay the arrears

due to the

applicant, subject to the conditions laid down in Notes 2 and 3 to this
Order.
In the case of persons exempted from personal attendance,
special precautions for the prevention of fraud should be taken by the

disbursing officers.
(4) The date on which application for payment was made should be

distinctly noted by the disbursing officer on all youchers on which pay-

ment of arrears may be made. A certificate to the effect that the sine
cant has been personally examined by the disbursing officer, or, in the
case

of a person exempted from personal

attendance, that he has

other-

wise satisfied himself of the identity of the applicant (vide rule 3) should
also be appended.
(5)

The

number

(6)

Disbursing

of

the

permanent

pay

order

upon

which

pension or allowance is paid should be clearly noted on the voucher.
officers will also

endeavour, as far

as

ascertain why pensions or other cash allowances have beet

the

nature

and

date of cgsualties

should

be noted

each

possible,

in the

to

undrawn;
i

maintained for the, purpose and communicated without delay to the
Accountant-General, care being taken to return at the same time the
* See Arts. 1038-1040,

32
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order upon

which

the

ension

a
athe Gare of casualties among
should also be sent to the Government
7) An

or other, allowance was

msion or other cash allowance, the
ம்

for more

than

six

registers ; all arrears will be forfeited.
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years,

payment of which has

should

be struck

off

the

Provided that if the pension or

allowanee is held under hereditary or permanent title, it may, under

the special sanction of Government, be re-admitted without payment of
arrears if a claim be preferred within twelve years from
payment.

the date of last

G.Os., No. 298, Finl., 21-2-81; No. 221, Finl., 14-2-82; B.Ps., No. 1217, 3-5-2 ;

No. 1661, 28-6-82.

4 B.P., No. 111, 2-5-99.

2. Applications from representatives of deceased. pensioners.—When a

person applies, as the legal representative of a deceased pensioner, for
payment of arrears of pension or money allowance, the disbursing officer
should require proof by affidavit or declaration

in writing

that the applicant is entitled to receive the payment asked for. Such affidavits
and
declarations are exempt

from stamp duty under Schedule I, Act II of

1898.

G.0., No. 436, Finl., 8-3-79.

Note.—(1) All pensions and other cash allowances payable for fixed periods are due
on the expiry of those periods, from which
time, np to one year, they will be considered
ascurrent payments. After
they will be considered as arrears.
2/ustration.—An
allowance for December 1899that,is due
on
1st
January 1900, and, if claimed before 1st
Jamnary 1901, will be paid as a current allowance.
From and after that date it will be
paid as arrears.
B.Ps., No, 298, 21-2-81; No. 1217, 3-5-82,

(2) Arrears of pensions
other cash allowances will be paid in full for two
Years in addition to the current end
. [llustration—An allowan
on 1st
January 1900, bat not claimed until payment
1st January 1902, will be paid in full,ce us due
well as the
ue in any month, quarter,
half-yea
r
or
year
subsequ
ent
to
January
1900
and preceding January 1903, if applied for before the end of Decemb
er 1002,
B.Ps. No. 298, 21-2-81 ; No. 1217, 3-5-2.
(3) Pensions and other cash allowances,
rts of which are

in arrears for more
than two years, will be paid as follows -—
a
Current year
=... In fall.
First year's allowance.
Second year’s allowance.. InTn full,
fall.
Third year’s allowance ... 10 per
cent, deduction.
Feurth year'sallowance
do.
do.
Fifth year’s allowance ... 2015
do.
do.
3 படம
allowance due from the year 1895, if applied for in 1900, will be

Current

oe

vs

Arrears,

=

a

x

1900, in full.

[8 in fall.

1898, in fail.

1897, 10 per cent. deduction.
do.
do.
(89520 ao.
ao
‘B-Ps., No. 298, 21-2-81 ; No, 1217, 3-5-8
2. i
=

| 1896,15°
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68. Payment of Pensioners absent on Leave.—* Yeomiahdars
may be pertuitted to proceed on pilgrimage to Mecca or other places, and
may draw their pensions
» Applications

the

during absence for a

to proceed to

sanction of

period off seven

Mecca, however, 5.hould be

Government.’

° With

a

yiew

to

years.*

submitted

prevent

for

fraud

during absence, an accurate descriptive roll in the preseribed form must
be prepared of every Carnatic stipendiary or other pensioner proceeding

on pilgrimage before departure, giving a description of the appearance,

age, &c., of the pensioner at the period of his departure.
Copies of
these descriptive rolls should be forwarded to the British Political Agents
in the different countries before whom the pensioners may be required

to appear.©

4 In the case of service yeomiahs the latter rule need not

be followed, as the amount of the yeomiah will be paid to the பட்
who performs the service during the yeomiahdar’s absence.1 ©
ordinary cases of leave of absence to pensioners, ® Collectors® may
ant the leave without reference to Government, prescribing such rules
for the payment of the pensioners as they consider necessary in each
case.
{ Pensioners against whom a maintenance order has been issued by
a Magistrate under Section 488 of the Criminal Procedure Code should

not be granted leave to proceed beyond the Magistrate’s jurisdiction

unless a guarantee is given that the order will be duly complied with.

45 Vol. I, pp. 12-3.
» B.P., 7-5-49 ; M., Vol, I, p. 490.
)10-5-47 ; M., Vol. I, pp. 419-20. 4 B.P., 25-450
; M., Vol.
I, p. 522.
‘No. 1357, 43-64, | B.P,,
No. 1473, 108-64, ‘s B.P., No. 583, 11-9-90,
69, Transfers of Payments.—* The practice of transferring the
payment of yeomiahs and other allowances to districts other than those

in which they were originally granted, is objectionable, as tending to
cause unnecessary trouble to public offices and to facilitate fraud.
‘Applications for such transfers should not be submitted to ® Government °
unless there are strong grounds for granting the indulgence.*
> When
the application is acceded to, the officer transferring the allowance will
furnish

the

pensioner

with

the

requisite

certificate,

and

forward

a

duplicate to the paying officer with a descriptive roll of the pensioner in
the prescribed form.”
aB.P., 11-S-53 ; M., Vol. I, p. 161 of 1853; B.P., No. 997, 8-6-S1.
DB.P,, 15-2-47 ; M.,Vol. I, pp. 416-7.
© B.P., No. 583, 11-9-90,

70. Report of Casualties—Officers who should report—The officers
mentioned in paragraph 4 of Standing Order No. 66 as having the

duty of countersigning life certificates will also be required to report

casualties and will be held responsible for correct, reports.
B.P., No. 2401, 26-5-77.

2. Rewards for information.—* A reward of from Rupees 5 to
Rupees 50 will be given according to circumstances for the earliest
communication, to the officer of Government through whém the pension

has been paid, of any casualty among civil pensioners which has not been

reported within three months from the date of its occurrence. » The
same rule will apply to the communication of iformation regarding

marriages, entertainment in the public service, or provision
in life in any
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other manner, in the case of persons whose stipends would be affected by

such events.?

.P.,
15-11-41; M., Vol. I, p. 317.
3 Reluestion a: p. 474 of the Fort St. George Gazeite, dated 28th May 1847;
7 I, p. 423.
B.P., 17-64
; M., Vol.
3. Publication in the

Gasette of lists of pensioners —To

District

recipients of all pensions,

yeomiahs,

ublished in the District Gazettes.

pre-

to casualties and lapses, lists of

vent the recurrence of mistakes as

and

money

allowances

should be

Any changes that may occur should

duly noted, and revised lists published every year in the prescribed

form.

ல்

(0.0, 3௦. 408, 80-1-77.

71. Commutation of Grants.—The attention of Collectors is
directed to the annexed rules for the commutation of pensions,
* The
rules apply to pensions of all descriptions other than those governed by
the provisions of the Civil Service Regulations, whether perpetual or for
life only.* » No
pension however in excess of Rupees 20 per annum
is to be commuted,” ° except in the case of secluded females, whose
ions may be treated in this manner provided they do not exceed
cess 240 per annum.
@ It is highly desirable to encourage a
sition on the part of all stipendiaries to obtain by the commutation
of
their pensions the means of engaging in profitable employments, and
commutation

should,

therefore,

be

encouraged

whenever

it has

been

ascertained that the character of the applicant is respectable, that the
purpose is not to squander the money ab to employ it profitably, and
that there is a fair prospect of this being done.t © Applications for the
commutation of Carnatic stipends should be forwarded through the
Chepauk Agent.°
SBE 28-1-$7; M., Vol. IL p. 58 of 1857; BP, 25-6-59; M., Vol. TIT, p. 188 of
DBP, 11-6-57; M,, Vol. IIL, p. 41 of 1857.
© BP., 5-459; M., Vol. IIT, pp. 89-90 of 1859; B.P., No. 1567, 28-3-60.
@B.P., 6-11-56; M., Vol. I, p. 107 of 1856. © B.P., No. 5427, 18-8-62.
Rules for the Commutation of Pensions.

(1)! The * Government will * sanction, on the report of the local

authorities, and with the consent of the recipients, the commutation of
all hereditary pensions and malikanas of the value of Rupees 20 and
less per annum to dispossessed poligars or pensioncd Rajas, at the rate
of 20 years’ purchase or Rupees 200 for every 10 Bupees of annual
Pension. Allowances granted for the benefit of institntions of a perma-

nent character such as mosques

and

temples,

and which

have

usually

‘been regarded as perpetual, will also be commuted at the same rate.
(இ 5 ‘The Government will ® also authorize in the same manner, and

at the same rate, the commutation of all personal pensions of Rupees 20
aa
and

less, which may have been declared by Government to

hereditary
on distinct reference made to it.

3

(8) With regara to grants for the support of dargahs,
takias,

tombs,

or makans, which are not considered hereditary but are liable to

ன்
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resumption, or reduction on a lapse, © Collectors may © recommend theto
Government commutation at a rate depending on the ages of
incumbents, and the prospect of the continuance of the allowances beyond
lives, but

their

purchase.

exceeding

not

in any

case the

of 15 years’

maximum

+ (4) ©The Government will ® also commute, on the report of the

Joeal officers, and with the consent of the recipients, all life pensions of

Rupees 20 per annum and less, at the rates entered உட the schedule

shown in appendix I; provided that the applicant for commutation is
certified to be in good health at the time of application.
(6) » When a pension is capitalized and paid off, the recipient of the

bonus shall be paid his or her stipend up to the end of the month preceding that in which the bonus is disbursed, if not more than six months

have elapsed since the date of the application to Government for comIfa bonus cannot be disbursed within the first half of a
mutation.
month, payment of it should be deferred until the beginning of the
If more than six months have elapsed from the date
following month.
of

application

to

Government,

the calculation

of

the

bonus

in

cases

coming under rules 3 and 4 must be revised."

(6) With a view to prevent the fraudulent or erroneous re-issue of

pensions commuted in whole or in part under the foregoing rules, Collecso commuted. -This register should be kept in the prescribed form,
and

tors are requiredto keep a separate தட் in their offices of all pensions

and must be referred to on every application for a commutation;

in every case submitted for the orders of * Govyernment*

it should be

distinctly stated that the register has been examined.
(7) By the term “ recipient ” or recipients of a pension is to be understood the person or persons whose names are registered in the district
lists, without reference to other members of the same family who may
participate therein.
megistered recipients,

The consent of the head of the family, or of the
will alone be deemed sufficient for the purposes of

the commutation authorized by these rules ; but the Collector may, if he

sees cause, order the distribution of the purchase-money among the
members of a family, in the proportion in which they may have been
accustomed to participate in the pension.

(8) These orders are to be made known to all ponsioners, and ColJoctors are instructed to endeavour to buy up all pensions of trifling
and
These petty payments, and the correspondence, accounts
amount.
references connected with them, occupy much of the time of Collectors,
the Accountant-General

and

the Government,

which

might

be

much

more profitably employed. Moreover many of the pensions, or the shares
into which they are divided, are so small as to bs wholly insufficient
for the subsistence of the recipients, and will probably be gladly
commuted in many cases on the favourable terms here authorized.

ல் ;M., Vol. Il, pp. 77-79 of 1855; B-Ps., No. 683, 11-9-90; No. G54,
ட்
ய
EBP., No. 583, 11-9-90. hB.P., No. 206, 5-5-92.

72. Sub-division .and Alienation of Pensions—Sub-division
—* The sub-division of Service Yeqmiahs is altogether
generally prohibited

prohibited; for, if it wore allowed, the object for which the Yeomishs

were

originally granted would in a short time become unattainable.*
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> Subsistence allowances and

hereditary

divided without very good grounds.

allowances should not be

sub-

These grants were usually made

for ‘the respectable maintenance of a particular family or individual, and

the members of the family should look to its head for their support.”

©The alienation of any portion of an hereditary pension by assignment
௦4 1871, ஹூ 11௦0௦௩ are not

to the spirit of Act * 20111

is contrary

bound to recognize or give effect to such assignments.
At the same time,
should the members of the family of a pensioner who are entitled to a
share in the pension, or to maintenance, complain of non-participation,

it is the duty of the Collector to dispose of the case on its merits.°

4 If the

pensioner neglects to comply with the Collector's orders, the Collector
should direct the proper amounts to be separately disbursed, or take such

other measnres as will secure the rights of all the members of the family.
5, Notes 1 and 2.
& BP, 18-141; M, Vol. 1,
5, Notes 3and 4; B.P.,27-2-51; M., Vol. II p.5 of
» BP. 18-141 ; M., Vol. I,
1851, Note 5.
©B.P., 27-2-51; M., Vol. IT, p.5 of 1851, Note 6.
ABP, 27-2-51; M., Vol. IT, p. 5 of 1851, Note 5.
2. Rules under Act XXIII of 1871.—The following rules have been
issued by Government under Act XXTIT of 1871 :—

(1) Claims relating

to any pension, or grant of money or land

“revenue, falling within
the scope of the Pensions Act, inquired into
“by the Collector or other authorized officer under Section 5, shall be
“reported by him for the orders of Government.
“*(2) A certificate declaring that a claim to such pension or grant
“may be tried by a Civil Court shall not be granted under Section 6
without the previous sanction of Government.

“« (3) Such certificate will ordinarily be granted when a person bond
“ fide claims a right of snecession to, or participation in, a pension or grant
“of money or of land revenue, under the terms and within the intention

“of the endowment; but when the claim is for the recovery of the pension

“or grant, or any part of it, alienated to third parties by the life“tenant or trustee for the time being, contrary to the intention and

* object of Government in creating or continuing the grant, the case will
“be inquired into and reported for the decision of Government itself.
“(4)

Whenever the decision of Government in cases inquired

into
“under Rule 3 reeognizes the justice of the claim or any part thereof,
“it shall be carried out if (a) the pension be a cash payment or a beriz

“deduction, by an order to the Treasury or Village officers concerned to
“pay the amount then in the Treasury, or thereafter acoruing to be

“payable, to the party declared to be rightfully entitled; and if (6) it be
“a grant of land revenue, by proclamation in the village and a written

svnotice to the ryots in occupation of the land, that the Government has

‘ decided in favour of A. B.

2 sertficate
ட

படப் ge party

lerர colour

௦ a

le may y

asthe

inamdar;

already

and

by the issue of a

ம் by Government to sue those
have wrongfully received
ம்
any

G.0., No, 1290, 4-10-80; B.P., No. 332, 25-2-81.
* Note.—The Pensions Act XXII

of 1871 has been held to. apply to unenfranchised

Indian Law Reports, Madras, XII, p. 98; B.P., No, 472, 88-91.
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73. Continuance and Renewal of Pensions—General procedure.—
«Tn cases where grants acknowledged to be perpetual lapse to Goyernment on the death of the holders, and the new claimant is the legal

heir * according to the law or usage of the parties concerned, registry
may at once be made in the new claimant’s name and the payment
continued, the circumstance being reported for the confirmation of
Government.*

Lapses should be reported in the prescribed forms, > and

any original sanad which may be forthcoming, together with translations,

should be submitted.»
for charitable

In reports regarding the renewal of allowances

or religious service

which

are perpetual on condition of

service, it should be stated whether the service is still kept up°
the case of

Yeomiahs

necessity for keeping

for schools, the nature

it up should be reported.

கருட

of the school and the

Yeomiahs for offering

up prayers for the State cannot be viewed as hereditary, and impoverished circumstances will not be accepted as a just ground for the
renewal of an allowance.1 °When any delay has taken place in

applying for the renewal of an allowance, it should be fully explained,

as well as any difference between the sum applied for and that originally

granted.
given.’

‘The age of all widows who

When

may be claimants should be

an allowance is renewed for one life only, the fact should

be distinctly explained to the grantee.

aB.P., 3-7-51; M., Vol. II, p. 26 of 1851.
45; M., Vol. I, p. 383; B.P., 29-23-47; M., Vol. I, pp. 418-9; B.P.,
M., Vol. TI, p. 14 of 1857.
50; M., Vol. 1, pp. 524-8.
27-2-51; M., Vol. II, pp. 3-4 of 1851.
.P., 8-3-52; M., Vol. [, p. 53 of 1852. £B.P., No. 3551, 27-6-65.
2. Regulation

of provision

for the heirs, &c.,

of a deceased political

stipendiary—On. the decease of a political stipendiary or members of

a stipendiary family, the case will be taken into consideration by
the tee Government and rules will, if necessary, be framed in the
spirit of those prepared for the Mysore family, for the future regulation
of the provision, if any, to be made for the heirs or dependants of the

deceased stipendiary, or of the family to which he belonged.
Mysore rules are given in appendix IT.
B.P., 13-657; M., Vol. ILI, p. 43 of 1857.

The

3. Continuance of lapsed political pension to the pensioner’s widow—
On application from Collectors, the Government will consider the desirability of continuing lapsed political pensions for the support of a pensioner’s widow to the amount of one-half the lapsed pension.

B.P., 3-3-59; M., Vol. III, p. 38 of 1859.

“4. Powers of the Local Government.—The following rules regarding
the powers of the Local Government to sanction the continuance of
yeomiah and other allowances have been approved by the Government
of India :-—
* Note—Enquiries in regard to the heirs of deceased pensioners and

yeomiahdars

will generally be conducted by the Tahsildar. During the absence of the Tahsildar
from head-quarters, the Taluk Sheristadar or Head Accountant jay conduct such enquiries, provided that no final orders are passed in any case withoat the Tahsildar’s

approval.
es

16.0. 36. 680, 14-11-98.
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I.

Tables for commuting Pensionary Grants.
For male lives.

Valne of annuities, payable monthly in arrears.
table, Interest 6 per cent.
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63.

For female lives.
Value of annuities, payable monthly in arrears. Hardy’s Indian Life
table, Interest 6 per cent.
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3285

33

3-098

1544

1-194

“991
“787
“576
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APPENDIX

II.

Mysore Family Pension Rules.

Resolution of the Government of India, Foreign Department, dated 17th April
1857, prescribing rules for the Grant of Stipends to the Members of the Tipu

Sultan's Family.

‘Ist. That in pursuance of the instructions conveyed in the HunowCourt's Despatch, No. 16 of 1855, dated the 4th July, the sum of
“ Rupees 1,000 per mensem shall be added to the allowance (Rupees 2,096)
“able

“now received by Prince Ghulam Muhammad, the only surviving son of
“Tipu
““Qnd.

Sultan, the said increase to have effect from the Ist Angust 1855.
That the allowances received before the 26th October 1855 by the

«grandsons of Tipu Sultan, varying from Rupees 543-8-0 to Rupees 132,

ர டவ

ப

stipend of Rupees 600 per mensom be assigned

“to each such grandson for his life, lapsing at his death.

“ allowanees nu received by the

ee

3rd.

That the

daughters of Tipu Sultan, varying

«from Rupees 261 to Rupees 66 per mensem, be
and a uniform
“stipend of Rupees 261 be assigned to each of the equalized,
said
for
‘her life-time, lapsing at her death. 4th. ‘That on thegranddaughters
death of any of
‘the grandsons or granddaughters of Tipu Sultan, they being the children
“of sons of tho said Tipn Sultau, the Superintendent ofAgere Princes
' “shall report the number and names and relationship of those
relations
“who have been supported on the stipend of such deceased person,
and
“that it shall be competent t» the Government of India, on a consideration

“* of all the circumstances then existing, to assign to each, or any of them,
{such

pension or pensions asitmay think
And whereas by clauses
{Zand 8 of this Resolution, the existingproper.
stipends of great grandsons and
«, great granddaughters of Tipu Sultan, being
children of sons of the said

_ Tipn Sultan (whose fathers are now deceased), are to be raised

to Rupees
| ‘£200 and 100, respectively, it is resulved that on the decease
of any grand“son, being the
son of a son of the suid Tipu

Sultan, the Government shall
« be at libertyto assign to the sons and daughters
(now living and not being
{Sons and daughters born of Khawases)

of such grandson, pensions of
;, Rupees 200 and 100 per inensem, respectively,
granting to the other
..Telations who may have been supported
stipend of the deceased,
such allowances as it may think proper.on the
And it is further resolved,
{that on application to that

effect being
made, the Government shal
be competent once for all to commute theduly
amount
of pension which would
{be receivable by any great granddaughter of Tipu
Sultan according to

‘{ the foregoing resolution, to one sum payable to hér during the life-ume
fot her father by way of an advance
for marriage

5th. That
\ at be distinctly understood aud explained to the and dower.
members of the Mysore
i family, that children born of Khawases after 26th
October 1855
ட்
entitled to any stipend
or other provision whatsoever.

6th. That it be
(Rinne derstood and explained, that the
of all Begams and
“ப Mhawases will lapse, absolutely and finaly, onstipends
fie death of the stipendiate viesseverally.
7th.

That the allowances

by the great grand«ionsof Tipu Sultan, being the sons of a sonnowof rece‘ved
the
said
Tipu Sultan, whose
{fathers are now deceased, be equalized,

bi

அம்

and a uniform stipend of Rupees

of such great grandson for his life-

ow received by the great granddaughters

(20)
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74, Choultries for native travellers—Duty of Collectors.—It is
the duty of the Collector to ascertain, from time to time, that the choultries for which grants of land have been made are kept in good repair,
and that proper establishments are maintained therein for the benetit of
When the object for which a choultry was built is abandoned,
travellers.
steps should be taken to resumo any grant of land made in furtherance
of that object.
B.P., 20-8-29; M., Vol. I, pp. 89-100.
2. Occupation of choultries —Collectors should not permit choultries

to be oconpied wholly or partially to the exclusion of the persons for
whose benefit they were originally provided. ‘They should not ordinarily

be used in connection with the public service.
B.P., No. 1150, 6-3-60.

3. Grant of waste land as an endowment for private choultries—The
grant of waste land asan endowment in aid of choultries erected by
private individuals is now prohibited by Government, although such
grants were freely made in former times when it was considered
expedient to stimulate the construction of such buildings.
Collectors
should decline to consider applications for aid for this purpose, unless
the circumstances are so exceptional as to warrant the grant of a special
concession,

in which

case

No. 24 should be obtained.

the

sanction

required

by

Standing

Order

B.P., No. 496, 29-8-93,

75. Schools

for

religious

instruction.—It

is

the

duty

of

Collectors to prevent the appropriation of the proceeds of an endowment
to purposes contrary to the intentions of the donors.
Care should, however,
be taken that interference with schools for Hindu or Muhammadan
religious instruction supported by charitable grants of former Governட
is exercised no further than is absolutely necessary to secure this

result,

B.P., 18-38-41; M,, Vol. I, p. 298.

76. Use of native public buildings.—The attention of Collectors

is drawn to the annexed remarks of the late Court of Directors on the

subject of the appropriation of native edifices :—

_ “Tn our Despatch of the 30th March 1842, No. 4, para. 5, we have
“ expressed our pepe that, in the use to which the tomb at Secundra has
oh been applied, offence has not been given to the religious feclings of
2 the Muhammadaa population. We think it further necessary to draw
‘your attention to the sentiments conveyed to you in our Despatches of
“the 23rd of February 1813, para. 26, and 26th April 1820, paras. 131
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“to 188, viz., that the credit of our administration is connected with the
“preservation of such a memorial of the former splendour of the Indian
«Empire, and that it is essential to the character of our Government
“that the religious prejudices and rights of the natives, whether of
“the

Muhammadan

or Hindu

persuasion,

should, on all occasions,! be

“yespected and maintained. We find it difficult to reconcilo with these
“sontiments the idea of Akbar’s tomb at Secundra boing employed
“as a receptacle for prisoners, and unless you shall be of opinion that

“there is ample ground for our being satisfied on that point, we desire
“that such an appropriation of the building may be immediately
“discontinued.”

Court’s Despatch to the Government of India, No. 5, dated 4th May 1842, in Board’s
Circular Order, dated 13th October 1812; M., Vol. I, pp. 829-30.

77. Rules

for

the

Election

of

Temple

Committee

bers—ltules for the supply of vacancies in Manaying
ander Section 7, Act XX of 1863 :-—

I. On

Mem-

Committees appointed

the occurrence of a vaéancy, the remaining members

of tho

committee shall forthwith givo public intimation of such vacancy by
advertisement in tho District Gazctto, and by causing a written or

printed notico thereof

to be affixed to some conspicuous place in each

religious institution under their management.
II. The advertisement
member

in

whose stead

and notice
anew

shall set forth the name of the

member is to

bo clected;

the date

on

which the vacancy occurred ; and the place, day, and hour fixed for the
election by the remaining members of the committee.

TI. The place of tho clection shall be the principal religious institution under the management

of the committee,

or the Kasbu town of the

district, or of the taluk, in which the institution where the vacancy occurs
is situated.

்

IV. The day to he fixed for the election shall not be earlier than one
month, nor later than three months, from the date on which the yacaney
occurred, and within those limits shall, as far as practicable, be so fixed
as to enable persons living within the jurisdiction of the committee, and
entitled to a vote at the election

vote for a new member.

under clause XIII

infra to attend

and

V. The voting shall commence at 6 a.m. and close at 5 p.m. of the
day fixed for the election.
VI. The remaining members of the committee shall appoint a
sufficient number of respectable and trustworthy
persons as tellers to

receive and register the yotes of the electors.

No person shall be

appointed a teller who is himself a candidate for the vacant office, or the

agent of such candidate.
VII. The remaining members of the committee shall make such
arrangements for taking the votes of the electors, as willadmit of all
voters having reasonable time and opportunitics to register their votes
within the hours fixed, and shall appoint not less than two tellers to each

office where the votes may We given.

Tach elector shall declare to the

tellers, in writing, tle name, residence, occupation, or other description
of the person for whose appointment he yotes, as well as his own.

VILL. The tellers shall immediately enter the names, &e., of the

elector
and his nominee in a book which shall be provided
for the purpose

+
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shall require the voter to attest the registry

and

by

signature or mark. The voting papers shall also be duly filed by the
tellers.
TX. The books of
registry shall be in the prescribed form, and at the
close of the voting shall be signed by the tellers who took the votes
therein registered.
X. The result of the election shall be declared by the remaining
members of the committee within twenty-four hours after the closing of
the voting.

XI. A notice containing the result of the election and signed by the
remaining members of the committee and the tellers shall without
delay be published in three successive issues of the District Gazette and
affixed to some conspicuons place in each religious institution under the

management of the committec.

XII. After the result of the election has been declared, the registry
book of votes and files of voting papers shall be kept open for the
inspection of the electors for a fortnight, in a convenient place at the
town where the election took place, and shall be carefully preserved by
the committee among their records.

XIII. The following persons will be entitled to vote at elections of
members of committees :—
1. Owners of lands, situated within the jurisdiction of the committee, and paying an annual revenue to Government of
not less than Rupees 20.

2. Owners of landed property, situated as aforesaid, wholly or
partially exempted from the payment of revenue to Government; but which if not so exempt would be liable to an
annual payment of Rupees 20.
8. Owners of house property, situated as aforesaid, of the
estimated value of Rupees 230 and upwards.
4. Occupiers

of

houses,

situated

as

aforesaid,

of

the

annual

rental of Rupees 50* and upwards.
5. Persons in the employment of Government on salaries of
Rupees 150 per annum and upwards, or in the receipt of
pensions from Government of the like amount.
6. Lost
of private income to the amount of Rupees 150 and *

upwards.

7. Persons

supporting any

religious endowment under the

management of the committee by annual payments

less than Rupees 50, or a donation of Rupees 500.

of not

8. Graduates of any University who have resided for six months
prior to the election within the jurisdiction of the committee.
9. Any person not qualified as aforesaid and claiming to vote

must establish his right to the satisfaction of the committee.

__ Provided always that no person shall be entitled to vote at any
election unless he professes the religion for the
purposes of which the
religious institution

oe ப வம்
Sy

under the management of the committee was founded
and is interested in its maintenance and is not a
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or allowed

entitled

to vote

unless he has been registered as a voter at least seven days before the
occurrence of the vacancy at which he desires to vote.

XIV.

Every committee shall keep a register of voters, in which shall

be entered the name, occupation, or other description and qualification of
every person entitled to vote at their elections; and every person satisty-

ing

the committee that

hereinbefore

he possesses the qualifications

mentioned shall be entitled to be registered as a voter, and be furnished
with a copy of the entry of his name, &c., in the register.

XY. No person shall be entitled to more
yaeancy.
XVI.

Voting

than one vote for each

by proxy shall be allowed only in the case of abseut-

ees supporting institutions under the management of the committee by
annual payments of Rupees

5,000.

500 or upwards, or donations

of Rupees

The authority produced by the proxy must have been executed

before a public officer not below the grade of Sub-Magistrate, and
attested by him.
XVII. Voters proved to have wilfully registered more than one vote ,
for each vacancy shall thereby be disqualified for again voting, and
their names shall be removed from the register.
XVIII. The person who receives the largest number of votes shall

be declared duly elected as a member

event of two or more persons having
selection shall be determined by lot.

and in the

of the committee,

of yotes, the

an equal number

XIX. Any person proved to have given, directly or indirectly,

any

valuable consideration whatever in return for a vote shall be thereby
disqualified“from being elected.
XX. The election of any person,

except in conformity

with these

rules, shall be null and void.

B.P., No. 3055, 7-665.

78. Payment

temple

of

temple

service

allowances—(i)

is under the control of « committee
—* Allowances

Where

the

payable for

temple services should be disbursed to those who are recognized as
trustees

by

the Temple

Committee

in cases in which

concerned are under the control of a committee.

the institutions

To ensure this being

done, the several committees should be required to notify to the Tahsildar
of the taluk in which payments are to be made all appointments and
dismissals of trustees under their orders.
The Tahsildar will then issue
the necessary instructions to the village authorities.»
° Government

can only recognize those persons as servants or trustees of a temple who
are recognized as such by the committee.
(ii)

Where the temple is not under the control of a committee.—* Should

a dispute arise as to the person to whom payment is to be made in
respect of a temple not subject to the control of the committee, the

rival claimants must be referred to the Civil Court, payment bemg
continued as before until otherwise ordered by a competent Court.
:
@B.P., No. 2645, 19-9-79. > B.P., No. 4235, 21-6-66,
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79. Relations

procedure.—The

OTHER

AND

IRRIGATION
with

the

procedure

WORKS.

PUBLIC

Public Works

Department—General

to be adopted by Collectors in dealing with

the Public Works Department is detailed

in the Publie Works Code, and

Collectors should malke themselves thoroughly acquainted with it.
2. Consultation with the Executive Pngineer—Before

submitting pro-

posala for the construction of new buildings or execution of improvements
to existing ones, Collectors should consult the Executive Engineer of the
division, fully explaining the necessity for the work. ‘The Executive
Engineer may then be requested to arrange for the preparation

necessary plans and estimates.

cf tho

Representations adverse to the Public

Works Department should never be made unless the matters referred to
have been previously discussed with the local head of the department.
3.

Communications to be addressed to the Executive Engineer—Remarks

by the Revenue authorities regarding works under the supervision of
taluk overseers as well as applications for reports or information should

be addressed to the Executive Engineer and not to any subordinate.
Revenue

Department

should render all reasonable assistance to the Public Works

4. Supplies

Department

in obtaining

and

labour.—The

officers

of the

supplies, precuring labour, &c., and any taluk servants who

may directly or indirectly throw obstacles in the
Works Department should be severely punished.
E.M.C., No. 817, P.W-D., 29-4-57.

way of the

Publio

5. Custody of Public Works Cash-chests, §:¢—On requisition being
made to that effect, Collectors will permit the cash-chests of executive

officers of the Public Works Department to be placed in the taluk trea5

Collectors will also give such aid to the Public Works Department

in peers to the remittance of money to subordinates as they are able to
afford without impairing the efficiency of their own department.
EVM.C., No. 2793, P.W., 23-12-58. See also paragraph 5 of 8.0. No. 185 infra.
6. Forms of address—The forms of address between officers of the
Revenue and Public Works Departments will be found in Appendix II

to the “ Office Routine” chapter (chapter XV).

80. Powers to sanction works and repairs chargeable to
the Public Works Grant—(i) Emergent work fur the
ellen of
trrigation worl's—During the rainy season or in the°event of a flood, and

in the absence of a
ப் member of the Public Works Department,
the Collector or any of his duly authorized subordinates may sanction

Chap. VII.
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the execution by the Revenue Department of any emergent work
the

protection

or

immediate repair

for

of irrigation works, roads, bridges,

It is the duty of the Hxecutive

or river bunds, without limit as to cost.

Engineer to supply funds for any emergent work, the execution of which
has been ordered by a Revenue officer, provided the work is one which

is required to maintain.

Department

the Public Works

It is to be

noted, however, that when the services of a Public Works officer of any
grade are available, Revenue officers must leave the execution of the
works to him, restricting their own action to giving all the aid in their
power in procuring labour and materials; Revenue officers have no
authority to act in such cases unless no competent member of the Public

Works Department is on the spot.

B.P., No. 6527, 7-11-70,

(ii)

Ordinary repairs

Collectors

to irrigation works—The powers of

in regard to the sanction of ordinary repairs to irrigation works
revenue buildings falling
described in the Public
81. Execution

of

or

under the Public Works budget will be found
Works Code.

works

chargeable

to

the

Public

Works

Grant—Svnction for execulisn—N 0 work of any description for whatever
purpose required shall be put in hand, nor shall any appropriation be

made, except on a sanctioned estimate.
The officers oh the Public Works
Department have been instructed on no account to pay for works the

exeeution of which »ppertains to them, if such works have been undertaken

by others without their authority.

Any violation of these orders will

subject the officer concerned to a mark of the severe displeasure of Government, and he wiil be held personally responsible for any unauthorized
expenditure that may be incurred.

B.P., No. 2827, 30-5-65.
public work belongin;
2. Supply of funds to Revenue officers —When a
to the Public Works budget is carried out under the superintendence o:

a Revenue officer, the funds will be supplied by the Executive Engineer

of the division to the Collector of the district, who will receive advances
on general account and not on account of specific works. Subordinate
Revenue officers entrusted with the execution of works will obtain the
requisite funds from the Collector.
B.P., No. 6648, 10-10-64.
3. Accounts

and

returns.—Collectors

and their

Revenue

subordi-

nates who may be entrusted with funds for the execution of public works
will keep accounts and render returns in such forms and at such times
as may be prescribed, and the Examiner of Public Works Accounts will,
when inspecting the accounts of Range officers, take the opportunity of
assisting Civil officers with his advice on any points in connection with
Public Works Accounts on which they may require it. Subordinate

Revenue officers will be in accéunt with the Collector of the district, and
he alone will be in* account with the Examiner of Public Works
Accounts, who will supply all forms to be used in acedunting for Publio

‘Works expenditure.

pat

i
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. Completion certificate —On the completion of each work a comple-

Herecinats will

pared by the Revenue

ef

officer and sabmitted

through the Collector of the district to the Examiner of Public Works

Accounts for final audit.

G.0., No. 1050, 9-86-76.

82. Charge of Buildings—Buildings vacated by the Revenue Depart-

ment.—When the Revenne Department vacates or relinquishes the use of

a public building, the ollector must make over the building formally to
the eustody of the Public Works Department. That department will
take the orders of Government as to the future disposal of the building.
G.0., No. 1342, 19-7-61.
2. Sale of old fort walls or other old buildings —Old fort walls or other

old buildings should not be offered for sale to private parties until a

reference has been made to the officers of the Public Works Department
as to whether the materials are likely to be required for public buildings
or for municipal improvements.

B.P., No. 927, 20-4-74,
See also Standing Order No. 22.
83. Petty
—The

Construction

and

Repair of Buildings—Defnition.

Government of India has defined

Petty Construction and Repairs

of Buildings under the Civil Budget in the following terms :-—“'The
“following classes of works shall not be considered as Publie Works in
© the sense of requiring to be provided for in the Public Works Budget
“Estimate, and disbursed under the Public Works
“nnless they are to be executed by the agency of

Department rules,
the Public Works

officers, but their construction or repair may be provided in the Civil

“ Estimates under each department as petty construction and repair.
(a)
“Duly authorized shelter for establishments, whether bungalows of a

“temporary character or huts. (6) Police lines and buildings, except
“large police stations. (c) Educational buildings, with the exception of
(large Permanent structures.
(d) Any buildings, permanent or tem“porary, of which the cost is under Rs. 1,000 each; but alterations,

additions, or repairs to buildings in charge of che Public Works

ன் Department, and borne

on the returns of that department

{nized State buildings, will not come under this class of works.

a In-aid
to such works as, thongh constructed by
iu carried out at the expense of the State, be

=ண

« Work

_ _2.
. Sion

‘of

as recog-

Grants-

private agency, would,
Public Works, will be

charges; and grants-in-aid made to Special Funds, with

assi: தம் in such

o onstructions,
i
will fall into
i
the Publici

List of works to be included in the budget.—Previous to the submis-

of his budget, the Collector should, in consultation with the District
eer, decide what works under the head of Petty Construction and
should find
in it for the ensuing year. In selecting these
‘ould first beeae to those which are considered
re
.
ich
within the next official year is
absolutely eee ட
to such we been already commenced
She
ட
several works should be distinguished in

the budget underthe two distinct heads of “Original Works” and

Repairs” arranged under the several major heads of Land Revenue,
_ Customs,
la
&o. All the works entered in the budget should

Chap. VII.
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be such as can be executed by the Revenue Department with the unskilled

labour available on the spot.

Repairs to buildi

constructed on type

designs should be executed only by the Public
Works Department ™ if
estimated to cost more than Hs. 1,000* and should not be included in

this budget.
Revenue

The

list ot

works

should

invariably

accompany

the

budget.
B.P., No. 256, 18-6-94.

2G.0., No, 2172 W., 15-8-99.

Note.—Petty repairs to office buildings of Collectors and their subordinates, taluk
cutcherries, Sub-Magistrates’ offices, &c., should be entered under the head of Land
Revenue. Charges for erecting pandals thould be provided for under Petty Constraction and Repairs. The construction and repair of Sea Custom buildings and Land
Custom chowkies should fiud place under the head of Customs.
G.0., No. 1460, 26-568.
3. Provision for works

costing more

than Rs. 1,000 each.—The

Exe-

cutive Engineer should be requested to embody in the budget submitted

by him

to Government

in the Publie Works

Department, all large

works, the cost of which may exceed Rs. 1,000 and which cannot be
executed without the agency of the professional department.
Collectors
should take care that the necessary requisitions in this behalf are made

-in time to the Executive Engineer.
B.P., No. 6910, 29-9-68,

4. Powers of officers to sanction estimates.—Divisional officers may sanction estimates for such new works as well as for such repairs as are
entered in the list of petty construction and repairs for the year, up to
a limit of Rs. 100 in each case.
to Rs. 1,000 in each case; and

‘he Collector's sanction is sufficient w
the Board may sanction new works aa

repairs, not entered in the list, up to Rs. 1,000. When applications for
new buildings or additions to buildings are made, some statement of the
reasons should be supplied to take the place of the report which is required
by the Public Works Code.
B.P., No. 232, 26-6-96.
5. Execution of works and transfer of allotments—After the necessary

sanction is obtained for estimates, the execution of the works may be
proceeded with; but in no case may the allotment in the budget for the

year be exceeded.
Collectors are authorized to sanction transfers of
allotments from one work to another, but such transfers should not exceed
Rs. 1,000 a year.

B.P., No. 232, 26-6-96.

6. Payment of charges.—The

execution of works

under

struction and Repairs will be carried on aud payments

Petty

Con-

made, as far as

ible under the rules contained in Standing Order No. 87 infra.

oney can be drawn within the Budget provision, under the authority

of the Collector, either from the Huzur or Taluk treasury. Ail actual
charges paid from a treasury on account of such works should at once be

entered under and debited to the head “ Petty Construction
and Repairs ”

as it is not intended that the system, under which “ special advances ” to
meet expenditure on accouit of Minor Irrigation Works are allowed.

should be adopted in connection with Petty Construction and Repairs,
B.Pa., No. 6458, 8-10-67; No. 6910, 29-968,

are

Note.-=oars should be

ne

taken nottoi
to includele inin contingent
which
௦
it
il s items
conti:
bills
of charges
which
to Petty Construction and Repairs.
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7. Works not included in the budget.—If, in the course of a year, any

work not entered in the budget is found to be absolutely required, Collectors should represent the matter to the Board, and obtain its sanction
for incurring

the

will be admitted.

charge, in which case, but not otherwise,

8. Utilization of
official year of the
struction and Repairs
‘lapse. Whenever it

க்

the

a

charge

sanctioned allotment—The utilization within the
full amount of the provision under Petty Conis a matter of importance, as unexpended balances
becomes certain that any portion of an allotment

will not be spent within the year, the Collector of the district should

immediately

advise the Board of the fact.

B.P., No. £587, 21-5-69.
84. Control of water-supply—ZIn whom vested—The officers of the
Public Works Department exercise complete control over the distribution
of water in the larger works of irrigation; but the management of the

water-supply of smaller works continues to vest in the Revenue Department.

B.P., No. 3593, 23-9-58.

2. Right of Government to regulate the distribution of water—(i) The

right of Government to regulate the distribution of water from new irri-‘

gation works is liable to be seriously compromised if muchilikas are taken

trom landholders binding them and the Government to certain conditions

in the eveut of an anicut or other work being constructed.

Care should

be taken to ayoid this course, and to prevent misapprehension it should

occasionally be notified in the District Gazette and in the Collector's and

‘Tahsildars’ offices that the privilege of benefiting by a uew work is permissive on the part of Government, and that the Government reserves

to itself the full control and disposition of the supply.
B.P., No. 319, 17-2-72.

(மே) When private persons contribute towards the cost

tion of irrigation works, they must be distinctly informedof constructhat the
works on ecumpletion will become the property ot Government, which
will exercise full control over the supply of water therefrom.
B.P., No. 544, 13-12-94,
8. Restriction

of

irrigation

in

seasons

of

short

water-supply—

* Collectors are responsible for seeing that the Government water is not
wasted,

and where necessary they should adopt proper measures for

securing systematic economy initsuse.* In seasonsot short water-supply
they have a right to restrict the area of wet cultivation; but this right
should be rarely extended in practice to field distribution.
The Revenue

‘officer's control should cease generally at the distribution to villages, the
distribution

to particular fields being left to be settled, as in all ordinary

is, by the villagers themselves.
is necessary

for Revenue

Except in very exceptional

officers to do is to decide what

of the ayakut should be brought under cultivation and to warn

‘that'if such proportion is exceeded, and the crops wither in con-

wall not be granted. _Itisnot desirable to specify

or what particular lands should be irrigated.
enough

for

the wet lands, Collectors should
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repair
85, Conservancy of private works of irrigation—Public
a condition

of dangerous private tanks.—When a private tank is in such
the
as to give cause for apprehending damage to public property, the
cause
ment,
Govern
of
n
sanctio
s
previou
the
with
Collector may,
necessary repairs to be executed by the Public Works Department and

recover the cost thereof from the proprietor of the tank.
B.P., No. 59, 16-1-73.

2. Suits to compel private repairs.—Officera of the Public Works
Department should represent to the proper authority any liability to
damage which may be incurred by works under their charge from neglect

on the part of private proprietors, with a view to the necessary legal
for

steps being taken to compel such proprietors to adopt measures
When a representation of this kind is
obviating the threatened damage.
to institute such legal proceedings
duty
his
be
will
it
Collector,
a
to
made
may require.
case
the
of
as the nature and circumstances

B.P., No. 69, 16-1-73.

8. Irrigation works affecting railways.—The attention of Collectors
is drawn to Madras Act LV of 1886 which provides for the prevention of

of water from irrigation
injury to railways from the escape or overtiowor other
landholders.
works situated upon the lands ot zamindars

86. Conservancy

of Government

works

of irrigation—Mules

for the guidance of village officers *—The special attention of village
‘officers should be drawn to the following rules on the subject of the

protection of works of irrigation :—
(@) ‘The bunds of tanks should be carefully inspected, and holes or
other trifling damages repaired according to established custom (see para-

graph 5 infra).

(ii) When heavy rain falls, the talaiyari must be ordered to watch
the bunds and immediately report any appearance of danger.
(i) Lhe beadmen or other village officers must inspect the tanks
as often as possible.
(iv) When a breach appears likely to happen, the village coolies
must be summoned and employed in adopting the usual means for
ன்
preventing it.

(௫) In the case of tanks in the charge of officers of the Public

Works Department notice of danger must be sent in good time to the
nearest officer or subordinate of that department.

(vi) When

a

vation.

a breach has actually occurred,

be at once employed in forming

the village coolies

a ring bund to save the culti-

(vii) In the case of tanks in charge of the Public Works Depart-

ment the Executive Engineer will see that full payment is made for all
work excepting those repairs which the people are bound to perform and
the Revenue officers are empowered and required to enforce.

E.M.C, 21-9-59.

2

a od chose orders apply to river channels, anicuts, sluices, &c., as far as circumstances

allow. ‘Lhey are not necessarily applicable to works under the duréct supery:
Publio Works Department.
பற
ee
படட
:
_ EM.C., 21-9-59.

தது
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(viii) When

earth is taken from valuable land

86.
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for the repair of

breaches in river and channel embankments, compensation should be
given, the amount being determined by the Revenue authorities.
Earth
so taken should be considered as coming under the head of “ materials ”
in section 5 of Act I of 1858.

B.P., No. 664, 3-2-63.
2. Duties of Tahsildars and their Subordinates—Tahsildars

subordinates will visit as many tanks as possible before and
monsoon to see that these

officers.

orders are carried

and their

during

the

into effect by ieee

They should without fail report to the Collector any cases of

neglect of ordinary measures for the safety of tanks, and will warn the
ryots that no claims for the remission of revenue will under such cireumstances meet with attention.

E.M.C., 21-9-59,
3. Temporary dams on calingulas of Government tanks —(i) The placing
of bunds on, or in front of, surplus weirs the crests of which are at full
tank level is distinctly prohibited, but ryots may raise temporary dams
on the calingulas of Government tanks when the crest of the calingulas
is below the full tank level, provided the following conditions are complied with :—(1) The materials used for stuffing the spaces between the
dam stones of calingulas must be such as may be readily removed or

washed away by the-rush of water in case of danger to the tank and
must

not be higher than 6 inches above
full tank level; (2) The
tanks must be carefully watched by the thenirgantis
or other village
menials day and night during the setting in of the periodical
rains asaleo

in rainy or stormy weather; (3) The temporary dam must
be
partially removed as cireumstances require when the water riseswholly or
to such
alevel as to indicate danger to the tank; (4) All pene tas me
be
cleared at least once a year to prevent the stuffing between
the dam stones
becoming hardened to such an extent as not to admit
removed or washed away by a rush of water; (5) The of being readily
village officers
and the nirgantis are held responsible for seeing that
all necessary precautions are taken to ensure
the safety of the tank.
_ (it) In the ease of works such as chains of tanks, and
public roads and lines of railway, the clearance of thetanks adjoining
calingulas at
least a fortnight before the usual date of the setting
in
of
the
periodical
rains must be insisted on, unless close watchin, canbe
ensured.
Collectors
must decide, in communication with the
District Engineer and with
teference o oe circumstances oe each tank of
‘this class, whether the
bunding of
the
ma}
mitted, and may
impose such
restrictions as tee

ee”
a
BP., No. 3182, 9-7-7,

i

்

ட

கவனகர் on fank: bunds —Collector

Permit any encroachments on tank-bunds by sthe should be careful not to
holders of lands dying
under ட்ட
ee ௮
ய has eer carrie
on for
d a series of ‘years, and where
the
safetyof an
importan
irrie
t
work
“it'
be advis
wisble
llto purchase the
land rathee ation
then vow isthe atwahstake,af

:

BLP, No. 7108, 27-10-62,
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5. Oustomary labour.—It is the duty of Collectors to see thatthe
customary labour on irrigation works is performed in each village oftheir
districts as authorized by section 6 of Act I of 1858. This customary
labour is invariably to be performed by the ryots themselves, or at their
expense, except in cases where the villagers have agreed to the payment
of a cess in lien of it. Only such labour as is customary can be exacted,

and no precise money limit can be laid down. In most districts it will
include the following :—(1) To fill up gullies or other inequalities caused
by rain

or the

treading

of cattle, &c., upon

the

bunds of tanks

and

channels. (2) To check the growth on bunds of srickly-pear or other
similar rank and pernicious weed. (8) To clear away such underwood

from the bunds of tanks as may be considered by the Hxecutive Engineer
(4) To clear out the deposits from tank sluices and from
to be injurious.

river and spring channels so as to afford a sufficient opening for the supply

of water to flow to the fields.

petty and

(5) To clear and repair the earthwork of

branch channels, and clear away

the accumulations

in all

channels issuing from tanks which obstruct the flow of water to the fields.
(6) To keep in order the supply channels of tanks to such extent as is
(7) To watch the bunds of all tanks during
sanctioned by local custom.
rainy weather ; to turf the parts acted on by the waves which appear
leaky ; to open and close the calingulas; and generally to perform minor
duties of this nature in order to prevent breaches and other accidents.
(8) To construct ring dams at breaches, and where necessary to temporarily strengthen the bunds of tanks during the season of cultivation ; and

in general, by that constant care and attention which residents on the spot

can alone exercise, to preserve the works of irrigation, in which they and

the Government have a common interest, from those small injuries which,

if unchecked, may lead to serious loss and expense. (9) To uncover the
sluices in tank bunds, so as to enable the officers of the Public Works
Department to inspect them in case they should require repair.

B.Ps., No. 1778, 6-4-61 ; No. 5024, 2-8-62.

6. Removal of prickly-pear on tank or channel bunds.—When pricklypear has overrun to a great extent the bunds of tanks or channels, the

cost of removing it may insec!

cases be borne by Government.

Such

work will be carried out by
the officers of the Revenue Department, the
necessity therefor, in the case of major irrigation works, being brought
to the notice of the Collector by the Public Works Department.
When
once the initial removal has been effected at the cost of Government, all
subsequent clearance must be carried out by the ryots themselves at their

own cost ; and ordinarily they may reasonably be required to clear tank
bunds and distribution channels overgrown with prickly-pear before

pny expenditure is incurred by Government in repairing or deepening
em.
B.Ps., No. 172, 11-4-93; No. 259, 18-35-93.

7. Planting on the margin of the water-spread.—Trees such as the
‘Acacia Arabica, and grasses
used for thatching, as well as the grass
used

as food for buffaloes and milch cows which is
known by the native name
of “'Tandan kuttai,” may be planted along the outer edge of the water-

spreads of tanks either by the inhabitants of the village on permission
previously obtained, or by the Forest Department. No pattas should in
_ this case be issued
for the land, and no revenue

should be raised from it
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from the trees,
except
in
oy கட்டட |the
ட்ட
8. Communal rights in
thet the communal rights of
of course, the beds uf tanks
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the case of trees which have been planted
of which should be credited to “ Forests,”
tan'-beds—It is of the utmost importance
the villagers in all grazing ground, including,
when dry, should be carefully maintained,

and any step calculated to lead toa supposition that individual rights

ean be created in the land forming the water-spread of a tank should
carefully avoided.

be

87. Maintenance

are

B.?., No. 6104, 17-S-69.

of Minor

Irrigation

Works.—Collectors

in charge of the maintenance of all works irrigating Jess

than 200 acres

excepting such of them as have for special reasons been classed as

Imperial by the Public Works Department.
The following rules should
be observed in obtaining and accounting for funds for the upkeep of
such works :—
G.0., No. 284-T, 5-5-80.
RULES

REGARDING THE PROCEDURE TO BE OBSERVED BY REVENUE
OFFICERS IN OBTAINING AND ACCOUNTING FOR FUNDS FOR THE
UPKEEP OF MINOR }RRIGATION WORKS.

I.—Esrmrates aND ALLOTMENTS.
(i) The maintenance of minor irrigation works

by

the

Revenue

Department is, as a rule, limited to the repair of masonry and earth-

work, and to the re-construction of injured works.
No other work should
be undertaken, except in consultation with the Executive Engineers who
are required to assist the Revenue officers in such matters with their
Professional advice and by the preparation of the necessary plans and
specifications, should the work proposed be approved.

G.0., No. 965, 6-11-86; B.P., No. 318, Sett., 3-487.

(@) No new works should

ordinarily be executed from the mainte-

nance grant, but in cases where it would be uscless to carry out
repairs without providing new sluices, it is competent to the Revenue

Department to construct such sluives in accordance with
plans

furnished

by

the

Public

Works

the standard

Department.

In

all

such

instances, however, full explanation of the necessity of the new works
should be given in the lists forwarded to the Chief
ineer. Revenue
may also carry out the

pet by

ப்ட்

ட்

restoration of works which have

aggregate
revenue
during the
exceeds this limit, the work will

லம் the

ர்

preceding five
ல்ல
asan

is less than
years.
ட

deterio-

one-fifth of

When the cost
work.

B.Ps., No, 402, 2-5-88 ; No. 458, 19-5-88.

_ Gi) Lists of works proposed for execution in the ensuing official
year
should be submitted, in the form given in appendix I, to the Board
£ Re
‘Settlement branch) before the end o: January in each year.

All estimates for works, the repairs of which may cost more than Rs. 500hose

rel
toati
the construct
ngion of new masonry works

or to alterations of-existing ones in tanks.
under the Tank Restoration Scheme, should.

for Irrigation for examination. The

Chap. VII.
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estimates in the case of all other works may be sanctioned by the Colleotor himself, who is also authorized to sanction within his lump allotment excesses up to 10 per cent. on estimates sanctioned by the Board
and to deal similarly with estimates passed by himself when the actual
expenditure has exceeded his limit of sanction.

B.P., No. 216, 12-9-99.
(iv) For the repair of monsoon damages, Collectors

north of Madras should send

of the

districts

in supplemental lists not later than the

15th November, and those of the districts south of Madras not later
than the 31st December of the official year in which the proposed
expenditure is to be incurred. The statements should be drawn up in the

form prescribed for ordinary allotment applications, and should clude

only works of the description given in clause (iii).
(v) Estimates, when sanctioned, will be returned to the Tahsildar

concerned,

a duplicate

copy being retained for use in the Collector’s

office.
(vi) Collectors will assign funds for the works included in the sanc-

tioned lists. They may transfer any grant sanctioned by them from
any work included in a sanctioned list to any other such work ; and in
case of emergency, they may appropriate or transfer funds to any
work not so included, provided that immediate report thereof is made
to the Board, through the Chief Engineer, information as to the acreage

and assessment of the work being given in the case of works costin

more than Rs 500. ‘Ihe object of this rule is to leave the detaile
appropriation of funds to Collectors, subject only to the condition that

the proposed expenditure has been included in a sanctioned list of works.
B.P., No. 738, 21-10-89.

(vii) Collectors should carefully scrutinize the progress reports
submitted to them, and take such measuresas may be necessary to secure
the utilization of the full amount of the allotment before the close of
the year.
(viii) Where, from any cause, a portion of the sanctioned allotment
eannot be utilized, the Collectors concerned should give early intimation

of the fact, so that the amount may be made available for expenditure

in other districts. Such intimation should in any case reach the Board’s
Office before the Ist January.
(ix} For the record of sanctioned estimates and allotments, a register in the Form shown in appendix II should be maintained by each

Tahsildar.

Column 8 of this register will show the amounts originally

and subsequently allotted for each work.
In the maintenance of this
register, the instructions entered at the foot of the form should be

carefully attended to.
(=) A similar register should also be maintained by each Collector,

ago? should furnish each Divisional officer with an extract relating to
vision,
%
U.—Exscurion oF ‘Woerzs.
(i)

agency.

Works

may be executed either by contract or by departmental
35

é
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(xii) Im the case of works which it is proposed to give out on con-

Tahsildars should adopt the necessary measures to guard against
Written agreements and securities, if need be, should be taken

any loss.

from contractors.

Forms

of deeds can be obtained by the Collector

from the office of the Executive Engineer of his district. As far as
possible persons should be selected as contractors | who hold Jands

irrigated by the works, and are therefore personally interested in their

maintenance in e state of efficiency.
(xiii) Payments for work done should be made, as a rule, monthly,
on a certificate (vide Form in appendix III) showing the quantities and

value of the work executed, the quantities being duly attested by the

subordinate in charge. The certificate should be filled up strictly in
accordance with the instructions given on the form itself.
(iy) Eyery payment to a contractor should be on account of some
particular work.
The practice of making payments to a contractor on

general account is forbidden.

(xv) Pending check measurement by Tahsildars or other superior

officers, a deduction of not less than L0 per cent.

all claims.

should

be made

Payment for unmeasured work is prohibited.

(xvi) In the case of small works, the

execution of which

from

occupies

only a few weeks, it will be more convenient to measure up and pay for
the work on its completion.
(xvii) When payment is made to a contractor, the whole quantity
executed up to date of the work on account of which the payment is
made should always be recorded in the contract certificate, as required
by the instructions on the form.
(xvii) The certificate should be prepared in duplicate, and should
be supported by detailed measurement lists. The original should be

given to the contractor to be presented to the Tahsildar for payment,
and the duplicate forwarded by the executive subordinate direct to the
Tahsildar for record as an advice of work done up to date.
(xix)

The subordinate’s

sole record of

work done

will

thus

be

his

measurement book (which should he in the form given in appendix IV).
It will be the duty of the Tahsildar to see that this record is complete.
(xx) The foregoing rules must not be understood to prevent the

frequent measuring up of work and corresponding payments for labour.
Dn the conten avery பமல் should te made by prompt settlement with
tractors to o!
le necessity ity of
0: making
i
ட
sae
advances
beyond the val ue
__ (zxi) When work is done by daily labour, the basis of the account
will bo. the Nominal Muster Roll (vide Form in appendix V).
The period
for which each of these rolls should be
ட்ட will vary according to

]

local custom, &e.

They will be prepared in duplicate,

one copy to be

by the Tahsildar for office record and the other to be forwarded
with his accounts.

ES

:

(xii) Nominal Rolls should be prepared in accordance with the
motions given on the reverse of the form.

The

amount

r, a8 Well as that actually disbursed, should be shown.

due to

All

regularly-sanctioned employés whose salaries
d “ Establishments,”
be considered to

Chap. VII,
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which they may be employed.

will be
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charged to the works on

A certificate should be furnished at the

foot of the Nominal Roll in support of the total amount shown to haye

been disbursed.

(xxiii) Tahsildars and other superior officers inspecting works which
are being carried out by daily labour should always muster the work-

people to see that all who are entered in the Muster

present;

and,

in

order

should enter in ink under

to

preyent

subsequent

Roll are actually

fraudulent

additions,

their initials the totals of all the “ Days”

columns up to the dates of their visits inclusive.
(xxiy) All measurements of work done by means of daily labour
should, asin the case of work executed by contract, be recorded in the
measurement book, which is the basis of all accounts of quantitics,
From the measurement book all quantities should be clearly traceable
into the accounts.
All pencil entries in measurement books should be
inked in with as little delay as possible, and no erasures should be made.
Alterations should be made by scoring out the errofeous entry and substituting the correct one in red ink under the initials of the officer

concerned.

TIT.—Casu ற 80100...
(xxv) With a view to obviate the unnecessary withdrawal of large
sums from the treasury, as well as to ensure the more prompt submission

of detailed bills for expenditure actually incurred, the system of allowing
(xvi) Under this system, a Tahsildar will be allowed an advance
of such
special advances to meet expenditure should be introduced.

amount only as may be necessary for the actual requirements of
his taluk, but not in excess of Rs. 500 in any case. ‘The Collector, in
sanctioning works for execution at the commencement of the year, will

fix the amount of special advance

to be allowed in cach case, and com-~

municate the fact to the Treasury officer,

(xxvii)
It must be clearly understood, however, that the full
amount of the special advance thus allowed is not necessarily to be
drawn from the treasury et once, but only by instalments as required.
And further, when, for any reason, the special advance in hand is not
needed (as, for instance, when work ceases at the commencement of the

rainy season), it must at once be refunded into the treasury.

Whenever

a change of officers takes place, a receipt for the special advance outstand-

ing must be obtained from the relieving officer.
(xxviii) These advances should be debited in the treasury accounts
to “ Advances repayable—Special advances,” while the further payments
made upon countersigned bills (clause xxxv) will be debited to the
Ciyil Department.

(xxix) The

B.P., No. 487, Sett., 28-11-93. _
holders of these special advances will,

as a rule, be

‘Tahsildars and not officers of lower rank; and they will be responsible
for distributing the advances allowed them as may seom necessary among

the several

their taluks.

overseers or maistries in charge of separate works within
.

_ (xxx) A simple memorandum will be maintained by the Tahsildar
showing all transactions connected with his special advance.
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IV.—Accounts,
(xxxi) The accounts of minor

irrigation works will be of two kinds,

yiz., those required to be maintained and rendered—
(1) By Tahsildars.
(2) By Collectors.

(xxxii) The registers and accounts to be maintained by Tahsildare
will be the following :—

(a) Register of sanctioned estimates and allotments (appendix II),
(6) Measurement books (appendix IV).

(லி Register of works (appendix VII).

(xxxiii) As regards the register of sanctioned estimates and allote
ments, see clause (ix) above.
Measurement books have been dealt with

in clauses (xix) and (xxiv).
(xxxiv) When funds are required by the Tahsildar in payment
for work, he will prepare a detailed bill, duly dated and numbered, and
send

it together

with the vouchers (nominal rolls, contract

certificates,

establishment bills and other vouchers which support the expenditure) to
the Divisional officer.
(xxxv) The Divisional officer after scrutinizing the bill will counter-

sign and forward it, together with the vouchers relating thereto, to the

Treasury officer, issuing at the same time a payment order to the Tahsildar concerned, who will on the authority of that order draw the amount
from his treasury «nd pay the bill
The payment order of the Divisional
officer should invariably refer to the number and date of the bill in
payment of which it is issued, and the fact of the issue of the payment
_order should be entered at the foot of the detailed bill, before it is passed

on to the Treasury officer.
(xxxvi) As soon as possible after the completion of a sanctioned
work, a completion report in the form given in appendix VI will be

drawn up by the Tahsildar or, where it may not be possible for him to
ins
the work in person, by the Deputy ‘Pahsildar, and sent to the
Collector through the Divisional officer.. In the case of works costing

less than Rs. 500 cach, a consolidated
Rubnited forall'ie works consensa,

report

B.P., No, 591, 3-7-88.

ee

dix VIL

uae

be

___Gexxvii) It will be necessary for the Tahsildar also to maintain
a register
of works (ede appendix VIII) for showing the progress of
expenditure
from monthto month on each particular work. It not
necessary that expenditure under sub-heads should be shown inis this
register; it will suffice to enter the total expenditure on

each work for
the month distributed according to the two classes of charge,
viz., (1)
work done by contract and (2) work

(xxviii) From

done by daily labour.

this register the prescribed progress report (in the

form given in appendix IX) will be prepared by the 'ahsildar at the end
of every month, showing the total expenditure up to and in the month
on each work, and forwarded to the Divisional officer who will submit to
the Collector at the end of
arte:
i
the works in the several taluke
பட டடக்ள் பயக பொக டல

i
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last quarter, however, the Tahsildar should submit to the Collector
direct a copy of the monthly return furnished by him to the Divisional
officer,

(xxxix) The registers and accounts to be maintained by Collectors
are—
(1) Register of sanctioned estimates and allotments (appendix
(2) Register of works (appendix VIII).
Of these, the first has already been referred to (clause ix).

(xl) The

register of works will be written up * on receipt of the

progress report to be rendered by Divisional officers and Tahsildars under

clause (xxxviii) supra.

The latter should first be checked by comparison

with the detailed bills paid during the month (clause xxv).

(sli) From the detailed bills received under clause xxxv supra, a
consolidated bill (in the form given in appendix X) for the whole of
the works of each district will be prepared every month and sent to
the Accountant-General in support of the debits in the treasury account.
The bill will show separately, as provided in the form, the expenditure

incurred on daily labour and on contract, and at foot the total cost of
sanctioned establishments.
(slii) Expenditure under the head “ Contract ” will be vouched for
by contract certificates, and expenditure under “ Establishment” by the
establishment pay bills. No vouchers for expenditure on daily labour
need be submitted to the

Accountant-General; it will be

sufficient if in

this case a certificate at the foot of the consolidated bill be signed by the
Collector to the effect that vouchers for the amount
duly received and filed in his office.
(xliii) Besides

contract

certificates

and

specified have been

establishment

bills, com-

pletion reports should also be sent to the Accountant-General when
received from Tahsildars (clause xxxvi).
(xliv) The detailed bills received from Tahsildars will be filed in
the Collector’s office separately, taluk by taluk, for facility of reference.
The nominal rolls received in support of expenditure on daily labour
(which, as already stated, need not be sent to the Accountant-General)
should be filed with the detailed bills.
(பெர) A progress report {inthe form given in appendix XI) should
be submitted quarterly by Collectors to the Board of Revenue (Revenue
Settlement, Land Records and Agriculture) for the first three quarters of
the year. Tor the last three months of the year, however, a monthly
report in the same form should be submitted. This form is similar to
that prescribed for Tahsildars (clause xxxviii), but omits details in

the column for expenditure of the current month. The report need not,
be prepared in detail foreach work in progress, but should show lump
sums only.

2

B.Ps., 39௦. 818, 86,28-9-87) 37. 417, 826., 10-12-96.
© Quarterly during the first nine months in the year and monthly during the

Temaining three months.
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88. Reports on Irrigation Projects—(i) Points to be noted.— When

Collectors have to report on Irrigation Projects they are required to
pay special attention to the following points :—
1st. Whether the extent of land intended to be irrigated is available
end suitable for irrigation ;

2nd. Whether the introduction of irrigation in unirrigated tracts, or
the extension of irrigation in partially irrigated tracts, is
desired by the people generally;
3rd. Whether the population of the tract to he irrigated is sufficient

to allow of a reasonably rapid spread of irrigated cultivation ;

4th. What are the respective extents, within the limits of the intended

field of irrigation, of—

(1) Occupied land held direct from Government ;
(2) Government waste ;
(3) Zamindari iand ;
(4) Tnam land;

5th. What extent (if any) of land, included in the area to be irrigated,
will be entitled to water without payment of water-rate ;
6th. What water-rates are

intended, or

recommended, to be levied.

‘When the tract is already partially irrigated, the actual water-

rates obtained from such irrigation should be stated or deduced
from the consolidated assessment,

if no separate water-rate

is levied. Otherwise the proposals shonld bo compared with
the inrigation revenue derived from some neighbouring and
similarly circumstanced tract of country ;
7th. Whether irrigation is likely to spread concurrently
with the
progress of the works, i.c., whether it is probable that the
water will be taken as it becomes available, and what will be
the probable rate of growth until the full or ultimate area
provided for is attained.

Government of India’s
__Nts.—There is a epecial form for exhibiting the estimated
Circular XVII of 1880, STOWth of area and revenne with the consequent
financial
Form $(G.0, No. $14. Tesults, and in the caso of all projects requiring the sanction
T, 17th May 1880).
of the Government of India, the form must be prepared and
Signed by the Collector as wellas by the Public Works officers.

8th. Whether the land compensation provision is adequate,
pars

with

Des selling price of land as shown by the registra-

Gi) Estimated area of irrigation —In the case of large
projects, the
estimated area of irrigation is usually a certain proportion of the area
commanded by each canal, or in each section of the tract of country to

‘be dealt with.

What the proportion is in each case has to be stated in

the report, and it will be for the Collector to express

an opinion as to

Hes haying regard to the population, their habits and circumstances,

0

Proportion adopted is reasonable.

canal therea

area inten

It isnot necessary

that the Colinformed, or that he should attompt to ascertain
exactly,
individual ‘villages

| be

will, or may

be; irrigated.

For every

be a water distribution statement, showing not only the

inrigated thereby, but givi
the names
ngof all the
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The Collestor has then to satisfy himself approximately and generally

that these areas of suitable land
willing to irrigate them.

are available and that the people

are

(iii) Areas to be shown on the survey plans.—The areas commanded

will be shown on the survey plans, and their டடக்

correctness may be

accepted on the responsibility of the Public
Works officers. The names
of villages and their boundaries will also be indicated.. Then from the

area commanded in each village the Revenue officer will be able to deduct
the portions unsuitable for irrigation or entitled to free irrigation, showing
both the area of the latter and the grounds of its exemption. When, as

in the case of the Gédavari

assumed

and Kistna Deltas,

proportion of area commanded

a large

part of the

is already irrigated, ‘t will

comparatively easy to decide whether the rest, intended

be

to be provided

for, is likely to be irrigated, or whether any reduction of the total would

be desirable.
(iv) Extension of irrigated area —It is of course open to the Collector
to express the opinion that it would be desirable to provide for the irrigation of a larger area than may have been contemplated in the project
arrangements, though such arrangements are generally based upon the
ayailable water-supply.
It is immaterial if the area ayailable for irrigation be found to be greater than that which the Public Works officers
have proposed to irrigate.

89. Quarrying

B.P., No. 2008, 26-9-81.
by the Public Works Department—Wren

mitted free of charge.—For the

construction and

repair

per-

of Government

works, the Publie Works Department will be permitted to quarry free
of charge materials, such as earth, stone, gravel, &c., on lands at the
disposal of Government (¢.e., reserved forests, reserved lands and
unreserved lands), provided the materials are extracted by the direct
agency of that department, under its own supervision and without the
intervention of contractors or middlemen.

B.Ps., No, 1596, 15-8-72;; No, 442, For., 11-10-97.
Noie.—The privilege of quarrying free of charge allowed to the Publie Works
Department when operating directly by its own establishment will not be extended to
contractors working for that department who will haye to pay the prescribed seigniorage
fees and abide by the rules applicable to ordinary applicants.
Para. 2 of the Government of India’s letter printed in B.P., No. 442, Forest,
11-10-97.
2. In unreserved

land at the disposal

of Government.—In

the case of

unreserved lands which will, asa general rule, be available for the excayation of materials for making and repairing roads, embankments, tank
bunds and similar works, the foes rules should be observed :—
(1) The Overseer of the division should satisfy himself, after
making due enquiries from village officers and the villagers, that the land
to be operated upon is really unreserved State land, and should take

measures to mark out the limits within which quarrying or digging is to

take place, special care being taken that existing roads are not injured
and that all pits are sunk at a reasonable distance from the road side.
_

likely

(2) In cases where a large quantity of material exists which is
to be required as a permanent

source of supply, the Tahsildar

should be directed to hand over the land to the Public Works Department as a Goyernment quarry.
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(8) Im all cases other than those where the occupation is of s
strictly temporary nature, intimation should be given to the Tahsildar,
in order that darkhasts may not be accepted for the land without previous
communication with the Public Works Department.
(4) Karnams and Monigars should furnish the officers of the Publio

Works Department with such particulars as they may require in regard
to the position of unreserved State lands in their respective villages,
and submit a report to the Tahsildar whenever a quarry or excavation is

opened.

Ifthe Tahsildar sees any objection to the quarrying operations

being carried on, he should at once address the Publie Works Department officer in charge of the sub-division, and also make a report to the
Divisional officer.
(5) When new lines of road or embankments are laid out
through Government waste land, a margin should be marked out to a
width of 22 yards on each side of the centre of the road.
B.Ps., No. 1596, 158-72; No. 412, For., 11-10-97.
3. In reserved forests and reserved lands..—As regards reserved
forests and reserved lands, the Forest Department retains its full powers

of control, and subject to the orders of superior authorities will fix and
limit the localities where quarrying operations may be carried on by

the Public Works Department and impose such conditions as it may
ட
necessary for the safety of its forests and the convenience of its

works.

Para. 4 of the Government of India’s letter printed in B.P., No. 442, Forest, 11-10-97.

4. In private land.—Officers of the Public Works Department and

their contractors

are forbidden to enter on

permission of the owner.
Revenue

officers will

aid

When

them,

private land

they are unable to come

and

if necessary

the

without the

to terms,

land should be

taken up under the Land Acquisition Act. Any Government servant
encroaching on private land for materials without the consent of the

owner will be held personally responsible for his acts if sued in the
Courts, except in cases of proved emergency.
When excavations are
made in private land, officers of the Public Works Department must

make it a point to measure the work with the least possible delay.
Tahsildars should render all possible assistance in making amicable
arrangements for permission to dig, and every opportunity should be

taken to secure a space of ground adjoining tank bunds and other
embankments from which materials can be dug when required
for
repairs. Whenever practicable, excavations for the repairs of tanks

should be made in the beds of the tanks themselves,
B.Ps., No. 1596, 15-8-72;

No. 330, 25-2-81.

vit.
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APPENDIX IIT.

Certificate of quantity and value of work ௨

Contract Certificate.
No. of this Certificate.
ட
Nature of work.

2

Authority for work.
|

granted for this work, No.
Amount of Security deposited (if
any).
Where lodged.

Contractor.

NOTES.

Witnesses.

Total as above...

of this work, vii

Cush and by Cheque
ந Value of Stock supplied

|

In

Balance due ...

Received Rupees...

|

le 48 deductions for fines, &o.

‘Total value of work done
of
No.
‘Amount of previous paymon ts from lust certificate
, 180.
forwarded witi the accounts for
Rs.
By Cash
Payments
of
No,
Cheque
now made
Stook suppliod

Rs.

(in words) only a8 per detail below on ௧6 count

| ்
Meonanpum ov Paywenns MADE.

Number and date of last Certificate

|

P.

REMARKS oY

a
3

Name of Contractor.

1, Payments will usually be
made up to nine-tenths of the total
value of work done, the balance
being retained as security unless
other security has been furnished
by the contractor.
2. Payments made in cash for
sums exceeding Rs. 100 should be
attested by two witnesses, and for
smaller sums by one witness.
3. Payments made by cheques or
to recognized firms or institutions
need not be attested.
4. When the payee signs in the
vernacular the amount acknowledged should also be noted in the
yernacular as well as in English.
5. In the case of payees other
than well-known firms, all the
parties must sign, or the one payee
qmust produce @ power-of-attorney
from the firm,
6. The words “as @ final pay‘ment in settlement of all demands”
must be added when the contractor
is finally paid up.

7. The words in the heading
contractor's request” should be scored ont
when the contractor prepares his
written “prepared at the
own bill.

Rupecs

=

3

&

of the work.)

2

(Here enter the nature of checkmeasurement taken or ther examination

3=
a

S

8. This form} may be used for
largetsapplies of materials, as also
when a contractor undertakes to
complete works" withoat intermedi-

‘ate measnfements or payments.
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APPENDIX Y—S.O. 87, cL. (xx).
NOTES.

1, The Nominal Muster Roll is the initial record of the labour employed

each day on a work, and must be written up daily, by the subordinate
deputed for the purpose, each morning before the labourers begin work.

2. In opening the Nominal Muster Roll, the work-people should be
mustered in order and their names taken down according to their classes
and rates of wages, the names oi the higher paid workmen being entered
first and so on in Succession down to the lowest class. No spaces should
Dale after each group of names, to provide forthe entry ofthe names of
additional work-people who may be enaged before the close of the period
for which the Muster Rdil is Kept, because the provision of such spaces
willtend to facilitste frend, ‘The hames of such additional work-people
should be entered at the bottom of the list, where the appearance of a
Gifferentrate of pay, or the re-entry of a former rate of pay, may invite
enquiry.
8, The presenceor absence of each Isbourer will be denoted eachday
by the insertion of the letters ““P” or “Aas the case maybe, against
his name; the sum of the figures brought out in the eolunmn Total ”will
seach Jal labourer has been present, and this
represent ‘the total No.
yseach

total multiplied by the “Rate” gives the “Amount” of wages for the
period of the Muster Roll,

District—
‘Taluk—~

Month—

190.

்
Period—

« Fines and stoppages, if any, being deducted from the “Amount” of
‘wages, gives the “ Balance due “and payable to each labourer.
5, The Muster Roll should be closed immediately after the closa of the
t ndaysor other period for which it is kept, and the labourers paid as
soon after as possible,

6. The paying officer will make the disbursementsin the presence of at
least two witnesses, note the date of the payment, and enter his initials
‘opposite the name of each labourer paid; the certificate at foot of the
fominal Muster Roll and the signature of the witnesses will then be
attached as provided for in the form.
7, The names of labourers who are absent and have not been paid will
be transferred to the Register ofArrears, Part II, and the amount so
transferred will be deducted from the Grand Total of the “* Balance due”
80 as to bring out the “Balance paid” according to the Muster Roll.

8, The Register of Arroars,
also showsmadethe onarrears
of these
accountof previous.
any IT,payments
Muster Rolls brought forward; Part
Amount paid,” and the date of
column”
the
in
noted
be
arrears should
" When paid’; the total of the eqlumn Amount
payment in the column
paid” should bo added in Part [to the “Balance paid” referred மய
parsgraph
7above, and this will bring out the “Total
to be
this Muster
Enteredwillimbo thethe pavingvoucher.officer's accent, in support of whichpayments”
Roll

Nominal?
i Muster Roll of
Dat

pay’ _Tabour employed _on

————————___
* ‘Here enter name of work.

9, All wages not claimed in three months will, asas.2a rule, rule, be be { forfaitetl
and. go to credit of the work,
10, he Register of Arrears should be kept in book, the. pages of
Bitch are mumberod and which mul Be ட்ட in the possession of the
jarged with the executionof the work, and an extract from
whi
will form Part If and be submitted with Part {when
necesaary ட டடட

‘11. Part 67 the Nomina! Rell is an extract from the Measurement
Book of the officer
in charge of the work done by the Jabour employes,
‘The quentity of the work turned out
during the period

should be com:

sred with the cost of the Jabour employed, so as to afford satisfactory
evidence that the outturn of work gives
a sufficient return for tho money
spent. Any marked deficiency in this respect should be suitably
‘by the paying officerby fine or otherwise as may appear necessary. noticed

த்

SaMctioned
timate...

ister
Register No,Ne
Amount Re,

i
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ACQUISITION
90. Acquisition

OF

LAND

FOR

PUBLIC

PURPOSES.

of Land for Public Purposes.—

SECTION (i). GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.
Land. to be

acquired

invariably

wnder

the

Act.—* Whenever

land.

which does not already vest in Government is. permanently required for
Government purposes, it should invariably be taken up under Act I of
1894, as acquisition under the Act confers an indefeasible title.*
In

acquiring land for temporary occupation also, the Act
thereof) should be applied whenever practicable.»
® G.Os., No, 2187, 28-6-77 ; No. 408, 6-5-91.
b B.P., No, 437, 16-8-92.

(ie. Part

VI

2. Act not to be applied when Government disputes title to land— When
Government disputes the title to any lend, recourse cannot be had to
the provisions of the Act for the purpose of securing a decision regarding
title, as the Act cannot be applied unless there is a person entitled to
receive compensation for the ai acquired.
B.P., No. 5803, Mis., 19-11-95; I.L.B., Vol. VII, All., page 817.
3. Act not to be applied to land already occupied by another department
of Government.—Proceedings under the Act should not be resorted to

when

one

artment

possession and

of Government

desires to obtain

use of another department.

land in the

In such a case reference

should be made to the head of the latter department.

:

B.P., No. 302, 9-9-97.

4. Districts where village-site may be provided

Maar

tricts other than

ம்

South Canara.

பப

clanse (f) of the

those noted

required for the formation

sites may be acquired under

Act, Government having
Act,

that

in

such

districts

by

the

State—In

in the margin,

or extension

the

dis-

land

of yillage-

provisions

of the

declared under section 3,
it is customary

for the

State to provide village-sites.
B.P., No. 196, 17-6-95.
5. Proceedings under Act not to be retrospective * Ordinarily,

should not be entered upon,until all the preliminary
by

the

Act

have

been

taken.

In

land

steps prescribed

urgent cases, however,

entry may

be made with the permission of the owner and in anticipation of the
application of the Act." °But proceedings under the enactment will
have no retrospective effect so as to validate any

act of an officer of
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in relation to the land prior to the issue of a notification

under section 6 of the Act.°
2 B.P., No. 287, 29-7-96. > B.P. No. 206, 18-6-97.
Special officer for acquisition of land— * Whenever land is required
.

oie nae the cost of a special officer to settle the
for ee
compensation should be provided for as part of the cost of the acquisition.
The additional charge involved will generally be more than counterbalanced by greater economy in the payment of compensation and the
of interest and other charges consequent on a prompter settlement
saying

of claims.*

> An officer specially appointed for the acquisition of land

for public works will obtain funds and make disbursements and account

for them in the same manner as an officer of the Public Works
Department. In other respects, he will be under the control of the
Collector of the district in which he is working. To avoid delay,

however, they may be permitted to correspond direct with the railway
authorities regarding land plans, &e., and to send the necessary draft
notifications to Government direct.» © Except when a special officer is

appointed as above, the incidental charges connected with the acquisi-

tion of land will be treated as land revenue contingencies,° 4 and the
cost of any special establishment temporarily employed under revenue

officers will be debited to Land Revenue.4
a G.O., No. 1007, 24-8-80.

» B.P., No. 391, 25-10-95,

©BP., No. $35, 20-5-£9. 4 B.Ps., No, 249, 15-3-88 ; No. 1025, 18-12-88.
SECTION

(i)—PROCEDURE PRELIMINARY TO PUTTING
LAND ACQUISITION ACT INTO FORCE.

THE

1. Application for land to be made to Collector—Valuation to be furnished

by Oollector.—{i)* Every department of Government requiring land should

apply for the same to the District Collector and should forward at the
same time a sketch * (‘or in the case of the Public Works Department,

a land plan and schedule“) of the land required. » When immediate
action has to be taken, the application may be sent to the Revenue
Divisional officer direct, copy being
sent to the District Collector to

enable him to exercise a check ட
or ® the Divisional officor® will,

transactions.» Tho * Collector *
thereupon, either personally or

throngh one of his subordinates, inspect the locality
an officer of the department requiring the land. The
be staked out on the ground and a statement jointly
two officers in the form given in appendix I showing

area of the land and the

the statement is to Soe

in company with
land should then
prepared by the
the position and

probable cost of its acquisition.
the department

requiring

The object of

land to obtain

the necessary departmental and Government sanction for the cost of
the acquisition. The statement should be forwarded under the signatt
he District
I
of the
Collector to the officer who mai de the application.ea The

i rie
ent
h s 5 1to 17
im columns

on

information

obtained

of the statement

will, as a mule, be based

from the village authorities,

who

should

be
held responsible for the correctness of the same,
Special care should,
however, be taken to scrutinize the entries in columns 13 to
17, which
should contain the most accurate possible estimate of the value
of the
Jand and other property to be acquired. When only a part
of a
registered

revenue field is required, the fact should be noted in column 7.*
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(ii) ° In the case of large projects, such as railways, canals, &c., Collec-

tors may, in lieu of the statement prescribed above, furnish data in the
following specimen form showing the estimated average value per acre
as near as may be for the different classes of land in the localities affected

by the project :—

Rupees per acre.
த
Miles,

Cultivated.
க

pardte

Irrigated. | Unirrigated.)
gare:

oh

ர

US

கதத:

கய

0

120

50

26

லா உவம

so

*™
|

Remarks.

ted.

10

‘Town lands of Rampur.

Land within municipal
limits will cost about

30
5

|

2

Rs. 900 an acre ; and
in the town itself, say,
Rs. 3 @ square yard.
* Land under tea will
average about Rs. 800
per acre.

Gii) To enable the Collector and his subordinates to furnish the

valuation in the case of large projects, the department concerned should
furnish a separate sketch map for each district affected by the project

showing the exact course of the centre line of the land to be taken up

and containing references to villages and towns.
This map should be
drawn toa scale of one inch to the mile and should show village bound-

aries wherever they have been surveyed. The distances should also
be marked upon it, and the average width of the strip to be taken up
should

be stated.

For

land near towns,

or which for other reasons is

likely to have a specially high value, a map on a sufficiently ites scale
should be prepared, showing the approximate boundaries of the land

likely to be meduired with a note of any valuable trees, buildings,
other property

or

for which compensation will have to be paid in addition

to the price of the land itself.°

* G.0s., No. 418, 24-92-65; No. 408, 6-5-91. b B.P., No. 156, 20-5-95.
©B.P., No. 43, 1-2-96. q B-P., No. 859, Mis., 24-3-98.
8. Statement of owners’ olyection.— * The draft notification submitted

to Government under section 6 of the Act should be accompanied by a

statement taken from the owners or occupiers of the land embodying
their objections, if any, to its acquisition, with such remarks as the
Collector may have to offer.» * Where, however, as in the case of large

projects, it is necessary to complete the acquisition of land regardless

of the owner’s consent, the submission of objection statements will
not be insisted on. Such statements should be taken whenever feasible ;
and in cases where they are not submitted, a note
laining the
reason of the omission should be appended to the draft notification for
the acquisition of the land.»
a

= B.P., No. 6424, 26-7-69.

b B.P., No. 184, 10-4-96.

9. Procedure in submitting draft declaration to Government.—* Before
submitting to Government a draft declaration under section 6, the
Collector should take care to ascertain whether the cost of acquisition has

38
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ite fands have
een sanctioned by competent authority “and ® the requis
for temporary
ation
applic
the
or
ation,
heen allotted.» ©The draft declar

case may
occupation of the land under section 85 of the Act, asthe
Governthe
of
tment
depar
riate
he, should be submitted to the approp
in

The forms for this purpose will be found

ment Secretariat directs

appendices II and ILI.

» G.0,, No, 408, 6-6-91.

SECTION

» B.P., No. 97, 10-3-04.

(iii).—PROOEDURE AFTER
IN FOROE.

THE

ACT

IS POL

10. After publication of declaration.—After the publication of the

declaration abore referred to, the Collector or other officer specially
perform the functions of a Collector will proceed to
appointed to
acquire the land in the manner directed by the Act.
The award

1.

how

to be arrived at.—The award made by a Collector

under section 11 of the Act may be based on reports of subordinate
officers, provided that notice of the date

on which the award is to be

made has been served on or sent to the parties interested in the manner

prescribed in section 9 (8) and (4) of the Act.
B.P., No. 258, 14-6-94.

12, Valuation for purposes of the avard—The valuation for the
purposes of an award as well as that referred to in paragraph 7 supra
will be left to the good sense and discretion of the officer deputed for

the purpose, who should have due regard to the provisions of sections
23

and

24

of

the

Act.

In special

cases, as for instance

when

land

special instructions

to be

under tea or any specially valuable product has to be taken up, the
yaluation should be made in accordance with
issued by the District Collector.
*

BP., No. 48, 1-2-96.

G.0., No. 432, 4-7-99.
G.0., No. 3659, Mis., 16-10-09.

13. Findings to be recorded in the award,—A Collector’s award must,
as provided in section 11, Act I of 1894, always contain findings as

regards (i) the true area of the land, and (it) the compensation payable

in

hisopinion.

Clause (iii) of the section just quoted, which requires the

Collector also to resord a finding as regards the apportionment

_compensation

of the

awarded among the persons interested, must be read with

sections 30 and 31 (2) of the Act in cases where there is a dispute as to

the title to receive compensation or as to the apportionment of it. In
such cases the Collector may either record a finding on the
point
ம்
the same for the orders of the Court.
Ee
Pde
14. Taking possession When an award has been made, possession of
the land (if not already taken under section 17 of the Act) க be taken
at once and need not be deferred till the compensation is paid.
Tho

acquisition is completed by taking possession and the land then vests

absolutely in Government.

Up to the moraent of taking possession under

the Act Government is at liberty to withdraw from the acquisition, but

not afterwards.

15. Revision of award duly announced not

by a Collector under section 11 and duly

a:

:

permitted.—
An award mad

ப்பம் under section 12 of

Chap. றார்.
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the Act soni’ not be revised or amended either by himself or by the
District Collector even though the persons interested may consent to the

revision or amendment.
16.

to

Safeguards

B.B., No, 44, 1-2-96.

be adopted

noted that while the Civil
of the Collector’s award, it
whereas section 18 of the
appealing against the award

against

excessiwe

awards.—It

is to be

Court is competent to increase the amount
Also
cannot award less than that amount.
Act gives the owner of land the right of
of a Collector, Government is denied such a

right in view of theexecutive controi which it can bring to bear on the
acts of a Collector.

It is therefore most important that such control

should be officiontly exercised.

Accordingly all awards should be re-

ported to the District Collector with particulars as to the area, soil, rate
per acre and total amount in each case and with adequate explanation
An award exwhenever the award exceeds the preliminary valuation.
ceeding the original rates so largely as to constitute a precedent for
unforeseen expenditure should be reported for the District Collector’s

approval before being announced.

The District Collector should call

for explanation from the officers responsible for the original valuation
whenever their estimate is found to be materially lower than the value

finally awarded.

If the land is to*be paid for by snother department

of Government, the District Collector will do well to inquire of that
department whether the acquisition should under the circumstances be
completed.
B.P., No. 43, 1-2-96.
17. Avwards largely in excess of estimate to be held in abeyance.—-When
in the course of the acquisition of land for a large project it is found
that awards are likely to exceed the aggregate estimate for a district hy
25 per cent. or more, the atinouncement of further awards should be
suspended and a special report submitted to the Board through the
District Collector.

B.P., No, 43, 1-2-96.

18. Information to be furnished to Registration officers—* In order to

ensure the maintenance of a permanent record of land acquired, infor-

mation in tho form printed as appendix IV should invariably be furnished

to the Registration Department in respect of land taken possession of
under sections 16 and 17 of the Act.*
» Every modification in a
“ Collector’s”’ award made by a “‘ Court”’ under Parts III and 1V of Act
I of 1894 and every alteration in the form of compensation made by
a “Collector ” under section 31, clauses 3 and 4 of the Act, subsequent

tothe award should be duly intimated to the registering officer concerned.»
* Awards need not be separately registered under the Indian
Registration Act.* ° Steps should also be taken to effect the necessary
alterations in the village accounts,° “including the Revenue Survey

maps.

To secure the due correction of the village maps and field plans,

it will be necessary for the Collector during the course of tHe acquisition
proceedings to prepare meagurement sketches indicating the precise
ition and extent of the land acquired and connecting the boundaries
eee with the existing revenue survey marks; these sketches should

be drawn to scale and prepared in duplicate, one copy being supylied
to the Revenue Dessert officer concerned, whose duty it is to see
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records, and
that the necessary corrections are carried out in the village in order to
Survey
of
nt
ntende
Superi
the
to
ded
forwar
being
the other
l Survey

enablo that officer to bring up to date the records of the Centra
Office.
under paragraph 7 supra isis dul: duly
i
furnished
Note—4 Where the sketch or land plan
be no necessity for the Collector
y
ordinaril
will
there
records,
survey
the
with
connected
if he indicates clearly and
suffice
will
it
;
sketches
ent’
measurem
to prepare ceparate
his prooeedings.¢
of
course
the
in
made
ns
alteratio
the
of
nature.
the
precisely
a B.Ps., No. 382, 22-10-95;

of India’s

19. Government

instructions

framed by the

No, 457, 16-12-95.

4 B,P., No. 258, 24-10-99.

(ivy).—PAYMENT

SECTION

> BP.,

No. 93, 20-3-97.

© G.O., No. 1299, 25-11-84.

OF COMPENSATION.
regarding

instructions

payment.——'he

of India for regulating the

Government

payment of compensation for land acquired for public purposes as well

as the audit of such payments are given in appendixC to the Civil
Account Code, Vol. I.

‘The following paragraphs contain the principal

instructions, as applied to this Presidency.
The pay20. Rules to be observed in making money payment.—(i)*
ment of compensation should be made as soon after the declaration of the
award as possible, as under section 34 of the Act interest at 6 per cent.

per annum is payable on the amount of compensation for the interval
Accordingly

between the date of occupation and the date of payment.

the Collector or other officer duly empowered should, immediately after

making an award under section 11, tender payment of compensation to
such of the persons entitled thereto as are then present either personally

or by their representatives.

(i) To those who are not so present, a notice should at once
be sent through the Tahsildar or the Deputy Tahsildar of the taluk

or division in which

has

made

been

and

they reside intimating the fact that
unless

stating that,

an award

awarded

amount

the

is

claimed by tho party either personally or through a duly authorized

agent withina time to be specified, the money will be placed in deposit

and will bear no interest.

The notice should be served inthe manner

in section 45 of the Act.
prescribed

ii) If the Collector’s tender is accepted by the parties present,
or if the parties afterwards appear before him in person or by
duly authorized agents to take payment, whether in pursuance of
the

notice served

or otherwise,

the

Collector

in the form C or C © appended to

the

should

take

Government

a receipt

of India’s

rules and make the payment at once, if possible in cash, if not, by an
order on the treasury.
Gy) Where the offer of payment is accepted, but the parties

are unable

to appear before the Land Acquisition Officer to receive

the payment, the

counterfoil receipt

in form

C should

be

filled up

from the award statements, the space for the signature of the
payee being left blank and the words “ Paid in my presence to” being

altered into “ Pay to.” _ The original shduld then be forwarded to the
Sub-Treasury officer, within whose jurisdiction the parties entitled to

pes

Preasury

reside, for disbursement of the amount to them.

officer will furnish to the

officer who

The Sub-

issued the Pay orders a

periodical return of the payments made thereon.*
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If the claims to be paid are very small and the Sub-Treasury

is situated’
at a distance from the villages of the claimants, arrangements

should be made either to adjust the claims against Government dues or
to pay the claimants in their own villages.
(vi) When the officer awarding

villages himself, payment

should

compensation cannot proceed to the

be made by Tahsildars during their

tours.

(vii) The following procedure should be followed
in order to place
Tahsildars in funds for this purpose.
The officer awarding compensa-

tion will fill in form C prescribed in the Government of India rules, with

his own naze, official designation, and signature, and endorse it thus :—

Pay to the Tahsildar of the
Rupees *
annas *
pies *
Rs. +
To
The Treasury officer at
Dated
190 .
* In words.

only.

taluk or order the sum of

Official designation.
+ In Ggures.

(viii) The voucher will then be forwarded to the Tahsildar concerned

who will draw the amount from the treasury and pay the claimant in his
village or somewhere

near it, taking a receipt

in form

C.

The

receipt

will, in due course, be forwarded to the treasury in adjustment of the
original advance.»
(ix) *If the parties do not take

payment within the time specified

and do not apply for a reference to the Court

under section 18 of the

‘Act, the compensation money should be placed in Revenue deposit and

dealt with in the manner prescribed in rule 6 of the Government of
India rules.

(x) If the parties refusing payment desire a reference to the

Court or if any of the other contingencies mentioned in sections 30 and
81 (2) of the Act occur, the compensation money should be deposited
in the Civil Court under rule 8 of the Government of India rules.°
ம்

a B.P., No. 870, 1-09-94. b B.P., No. 332, 1-9-96.
¢ BPs. No. 366, 29-9-96 ; No. 17, 14-1-97.
21. Payment into Court.—* Rule 8 of the Government of India rules
provides that all payments into “ Court”

on deposit should be made by

means of cheques in favour of the presiding officer of the Court.

Tho

limit of Rs. 10 laid down in article 451, Civil Account Code, does not
apply to these cheques.
Officers specially employed for land acquisition
are regarded as Public Works disbursers and are supplied with cheque

books

by the Examiner of Public Works Accounts.*

® Civil officers who

are not so supplied will fill inform C with their own name,
designation, and signature, and endorse it across as follows :—

Pay to the Judge of the Court at
or order the sura of Rupees *

annas *

Rs. +
To

only.

3.
.

The Treasury oficer at

Dated

pies *

190

* In words.

.

Officia] designation.
+ In figures.

official
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the Court concerned.”
8 B.P., No. 91, 7-83-96.
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form D, in triplicate,

to

» B.P., No. 164,.11-5-96.

~ 22. Payment of compensation otherwise than in cash_—(i) Under the 3rd

and 4th iio Z section 31 of the Act, it is open to the Collector or
other officer duly empowered under sections 3 and 7 to arrange with the
persons entitled to compensation for a commutation of the money pay-

ment awarded under section 11 into a grant of other land in exchange

or of a beriz deduction or an assignment of assessment or, if such person

be a zamindar or inamdar, into a reduction of peshkash or quit-rent

as

the case may be.

(i) * Under clause 8 of the above section, if the party has a

limited interest

in the

land

acquired

and

is incompetent

artially competent to contract in respect of the land,—if,

Re is the trustee of a temple,—the

or

only

for example,

sanction of the Local Government

must be obtained for making any of the above arrangements in lieu
of payment in cash.*

Gii) Applications for sanction must be submitted in the

form

of

statement II] in appendix VIIT.— Vive paragraph 31 infra.
(iv) "In cases falling under clause 4 of section 31, i.e., where the
person interested in the land is competent to contract in respect thereof,
the sanction of Government is unnecessary and the cases may be dealt

‘with by the Collector or other officer on his own authority. »'The case
of a village artizan as well as that of a person holding a service inam has
been held to fall under section 31 (4) on the ground that though the
inamdar is not competent to contract with private individuals in respect
of the land, still he may enter into a valid contract in respect of the same

with Government.
©Compensation for village service inams of all
kinds must, however, necessarily take some form other than payment of

a lumpsum of money, as a single payment would cause the extinction
of the inam.<
i
(vy) @ When no Government land is available for assignment
in exchange for a village service inam taken up for publie purposes,
Private land may be acquired for the purpose under the provisions of
the Act.¢

8 B.P., No. 530, 80-11-94; GO, No. 8, 7-1-95
No. 10, 15-1-95 ;
B.P., No. 402, 16-11-97, on G.
8-11-97.
DBP, No. 176, 1-6-95.
No. 233, 11-7-95.
@B.P., No. 3611,

23, Assignment of fresh land by way of compensition.—(i) When fresh
id is assigned by way of compensation, the valuation of such land will

be subjectto the approval of the District Collector who should satisfy
himself that the value is the same as that of the land taken up.
eases reported to Government through the Board, thisequality of valueIn
will
7

be shown by the identity of the figures enteredin columns 10 and
and by 2

comparison of the figures in columns 8, 9, 14 and 16 of
ore Ulreferred to in clause (iii) of the preceding paragraph.
(i) In arranging for exchanges, the Collector should ordinaril:
deal only with the party in whose favour the money compensatio
n is

awarded; and if an arrangement in regard to the selection of land
cannot be come to within
a reasonable time, say six months

from

the

Chay. VIII.
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date of the tender, the

party, when he is competent to alienate the land,

should be left to take the money compensation awarded.
(iii) The assignment of land in exchange should

to

such

as would otherwise be assigned

land

808

under

be restricted

the ordinary dar-

khast rules, preferential claims under those rules being set aside except

in cases in which

the Collector may be satisfied that the bond fide and

reasonable requirements of resident ryots will thereby be prejudiced.
B.Ps., No. 258, 14-6-94; No. 402, 16-11-97 ;”
G.O., No. 432, 4-7-99.

24. Fresh land to be granted on ryotwari tenure.— When compensation
for *enfranchised inams,* » unenfranchised personal inams,? or °zamindari land ¢ takes the form of land, the fresh

land should be granted on

ryotwari tenure.

2 B.P., No. 176, 1-6-95. »B,P., No. 3482, Mis.,30-7-96. cB.P., No. 825, 6-9-95.
25. When inam tenure must be continued.—(i) When land is granted
in exchange for an unenfranchised service inam, the inam tenure must
be continued. ‘The fresh land should be selected so as to yield, wherever possible, the same net annual income as that taken up, and if the
income of the former land should be found to exceed that of the land
taken up, then a jodi equal to the difference between the two incomes
may be attached to the fresh grant. It should be remembered, however,
that as the difference between the assessment and the jodi will constitute the whole remuneration of any person or public body carrying on
the service in the event of default ou the part of the inamdar and of

attachment or resumption of his inam, the fresh grant should be selected
so as to diminish this difference as little as possible.
(ii) The process of selecting the fresh land will be much simplified
if the melvaram and the kudivaram interests in the inam land taken
up are distinguished in the award passed under section 11 of the Act on

the assumption that the assessment, less the jodi if any, constitutes the

melyaram and that the whole of the remaining interest is the kudivaram.
The next step will be to find land having the same kudivaram
value, i.e., land which, if held on ryotwari tenure, would yield the

samo incomo as the land taken up supposing this also were ryotwari, and
then to remit so much of the assessment thereon
assumed melyaram of the land taken up.

as is equal

to the

B.P., No. 82, 22-83-99,
26. Consent

of occupant necessary to assignment
of assessment—Com-

pensationby assignment

ordinarily
the land.

be given

of assessment

on

occupied

land

should

not

without the previous consent of the occupant of
B.P., No. 137, 28-1-87.

27. When compensation may take the form of fixed annual payment.—
‘When compensation takes the form of a fixed annual payment, such as
a beriz deduction, it should, as far as possible, represent the net annual

income derived from the land by each person possessing a permanent

interest in it whether,as proprietor or as tenant. This form of compensation should be confined to cases contemplated in section 31 (3) of
Act I of 1894 and to village service inams of all kinds and should

be resorted to only when

it is not possible to grant fresh land in
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. The substitution of a fixed annual payment for money comexcht
ப கம், will, when not sanctioned by Government under section 31 (3)

of the Act, be subject to the approval of the District Collector.

If the

claimant refuses to receive the fixed annual payment, the cash value of

the compensation should be deposited in Court under section 31 (2) of

the Act.
28. Proportionate reduction of peshkash or quit-rent how worked out.—
Whenever zamintari or inam land is taken up for public purposes, the
zamindar or the inamdar will, in addition to compensation for his interest

in the land taken up, be entitled to a proportionate reduction of his total

peshkash or quit-rent, the amount to be deducted bearing the same pro-

portion to the rental of thejland taken up as the

whole amount of

peshkash or quit-rent bears to the total revenue of the estate.

B.P., No, 267, 27-1-85.
No. 1115, 9-4-85.
B.P.,
497, 29-8-93.
70, 9-2-94.

29. Recovery of compensation from local and municipal bodtes—* When
Jand is acquired for a body financially independent of Government (e.g.,
a Local Board or a Municipality) the value of the Government land if

any given in exchange,* ®or the money value awarded for the land

acquired,” *shouid be charged against the local body except when land
of Government is given in exchange for private land
at the cence

for a Local Fund

taken up

abatement of

or Municipal road.

taken up

compensation for land

land revenue, the

°25° times the

assessment

Similarly

when the

for a local body takes the form of an
capitalized

value of

should be recovered

from

the

abatement at

the local body.

The revenue due to Government on land taken up by local bodies under
the Act, whether it be assessment, peshkash or quit-rent, should be
recovered

from the local bodies

either

by

annual or

lump payments,

unless it is remitted under the provisions of Standing Order No.

supra*

24

°In these cases the capitalized valuo of revenue should be

taken at 25 times the annual abatement.°
@ B.Ps., No. 246, 15-7-95 ; No. 326, 6-9-95.
» B.P., No. 160, 20-5-95, © B.P., No. 808, 16-11-98,
SECTION (v).—MISCELLANEOUS.
80. Disposal

of land whichis no longer required for the public purpose

Sor which it was acquired.—* When land acquired for a public purpose,
whether by private purchase or by compulsory acquisition, is subsequently relinquished, it should be Lace. of as follows :—
_G) Ef the land relinquished is likely to be again required for
ல purposes, it should be merely leased out for such term as may
considered desirable in each case.

_ (ii) If the land is situated within half n mile of the boundary of

a railway station, it should be dealt with under the special rules applicable

to sueh

land,

which

paragraph 2, clause (vi).

are

given

in Standing

Order

No.

15,

_ _ (iii) Tf the land does not fall under either of the above descripx cued, Paine

Hons aaa na
e pe

ate

or town land, it should

be

of under
the
rules Bor
Vind
governing
ale Been
the didisposal of Government land
ane 5 the
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(iy) If the land does not fall under either ‘class (i) or (ii) above,
and was agricultural or pastoral land at the time of the acquisition,
it should first be offered at cost price to the parties to whom the pro-

prictary right and the right of occupancy, if any, in the land originally

belonged or to their heirs, on the terms and subject to the exceptions

indicated in the Government of India Resolution printed as appendix V.*
4 Forms

of title-deeds

to be issued

in these

cases

are

given in ap-

endix VI *I£ the original owners decline the offer, or, if, under the
esolution just referred to, they are not entitled to the first offer, and

the land is not sold at its current market

value to the owner of adjoin-

ing land, it should be sold by public auction without an upset

but subject to the annual assessment.*
® The sale-proceeds of such
land
will be credited to Land Revenue,” unless the land was originally taken
up for a railway in which case °the sale-proceeds should be credited to
the railway or head of account to which the cost of acquisition was

originally debited.*

(௬) *All assignments to the original owners and all sales to neighbouring landholders under these rules should be made with the
Board’s previous sanction.
It will be understood that the concessions
to the original owners and to the neighbouring holders are made as

matters of grace, and that the Board can exercise its discretion to grant
or refuse them in any particular case.*
a B.Ps,, No. 162, 17-5-97;

No. 207, 19-6-97.

© B.P., No. 398, 15-11-97.

_b B.P., No. 392, 12-11-97.

4 B.P., No. 290, 4-11-98.

31. Annual compensation statements—(i) * Collectors should submit
statements for each calendar year showing the progress made in the

taking up of land required for public purposes and the payment of
compensation

therefor.

The

statements

should be prepared in the

forms given in appendix VII and should reach the Board’s office not
later than 31st January of eacl year.
The Board will then submit a

consolidated statement to Government. It will always be open to Collectors to call for half-yearly, quarterly, or monthly statements from
their subordinates,

made

to be

appears

in special cases, as for instance, where

either from the

slow, or where

the progress

annual statements or from inspection

work of an emergent nature (e.g., the acquisition

of land for arailway) requires to be specially watched.*

Gi) >The statements submitted to the Board should include the
transactions of Special Land Acquisition officers, and when the jurisdiction of such officers extends over more than one district, each
Collector should include in the statement for his district the transactions
within the limits thereof.”
(ii) ° A consolidated statement showing cases of compensation in

other forms than money sanctioned by Collectorsin the course of the

year under clause 4 of section 31 of the Act should be submitted *at

the same time® for the information of the Board in the form given in
appendix VIII.°

2

a B.P., No. 5, 6-1-98.

b B.P., No. 391, 25-10-95,

© B.Ps,, No. 370, 1-9-94; No. 5, 5-1-98, °

B.P., No. 211, 9-9-99.
20
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for Rail-

of the latest rules issued by

the

Government of India in Railway Circular No. VI of 1892 for the acqui-

sition of lands for railways, so far as they relate to the Revenue Depart-

ment.

These rules should be observed in future in regard to all railways,

whether constructed by the State or by Companies (guaranteed,

assisted

or private), for which land is required under the orders of Government.

The text of the rules laid down for the acquisition of lands by the old
Guaranteed Companies is given in appendix IX.
2. Railways constructed by Government.—Land required for railways constructed by Government may be divided into two classes,

viz. —

I.— Permanent

land.

IL—Temporary land.
3. Permanent land is land which will be required permanently after
the railway is open for traffic and the work of construction is complete.
Under this head will be included all land to be occupied by the forma-

tion of the permanent line of railway, with side slopes of banks and
cuttings, and the berms connected therewith ; the entrances to tunnels
and shafts belonging to the same; the sites of bridges and protection
or training works; station yards; landing places for railway ferries;
ground to be oceupied by works belonging to tho railway, such as gasworks, arrangements for water-supply, &c.; ground for the storage,
manufacture, or acquisition of materials; land for cemeteries, planta-

tions, gardens

and

recreation

grounds;

sites

for

permanent

stations,

offices, workshops, dwelling-houses and other buildings required for the
purposes of the railway, or the accommodation

of the staff, with

the

grounds, yards, roads, &c., appertaining thereto. Under this head will
also be classed land which will be permanently occupied by the diversion
of roads or rivers, or for other works undertaken for publie purposes
incidental to the construction of the railway, although such land will
ட

works.

to be held by the railway

authorities on the completion

of the

4. Temporary land is land which is required for temporary purposes only and which is relinquished after the work of construction
is
complete.
5. Raihvays constructed by Companies * —Tand required for railwa:
constructed by Companies may be divided into four oes
Viz
ue
I—‘
TL.—
114.4
IV.—‘

Class A’ land.
Class B? land.
018207 land.
Class D’ land.

= * The classification gis here would apply fully only in3 the case
of arailway for
which land was taken up Biven
on terms similar to those adopted for the old Guasen
tiod
Fadiavary aoconmuous under which
land
is
occupie
by other Railway CompaniesComein
ட்
ording to the terms of their respective dcontrac
other arrangements,
2
sont, MMS Practicslly the same as specified aboyets (or
for railways அணல்
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6. ‘ Olass A’ land is land which the Company receives for permanent
occupation free of charge under its contract or other arrangement with
Government.
Under this head is included all land required for the
permanent works of the railway, including the formation of the line
with its side-slopes, berms, ridges, &c., and for all stations, workshops,
permanent

store-houses,

and

the like,

necessary

opened, and which, under the contract or other

for

the

line

arrangement,

when

is to be

provided by Government free of cost to the Railway, Company.

The

oceupation of this land by the Company will be so far permanent that
it will cease only when the contract is terminated or surrendered and
the whole lapses to Government.

7. ‘Class B’ land is land which the Railway Company receives for
temporary occupation free of charge under its contract or other

arrange-

ment with Government.
Under this head is included all land essential
for the execution of the permanent works of the railway, but not
required after the completion of the line in part or whole.
Such is land
zequired for spoil-banks, for extra excavations to make

banks, or for the

storage of materials held in stock by the Railway Company pending

the construction of the line or their despatch to the works.

8. * Olass O” land island which the Railway Company has to provide
at its own cost.
Under this head is included land which is required for
the provision or preparation of materials, for purposes contingent on
the actual execution of the works on the line, or for other miscellaneous objects which the Government recognizes as falling legitimately
within the scope of the Railway Company’s operations, though not

giving the Company a claim to the provision of land free of charge.

* Class C ’ land will be taken up by Government and handed over to the
Railway Company for occupation at a fixed rental.

9. ‘Class D’ land island

which,

being required

in consequence of

the works of a railway, still does not come directly into the occupation of

the Railway Company at all. Under this head is classed land required
outside the Company’s boundary, for the diversion of roads or rivers and

for the construction’ of roads which

are made

for public purposes but

will not afterwards be maintained by the Company,

will be provided by
10. Civil officers
construction of any
publish,
in the local
section 6 of Act I

considered

Government free of charge.

‘Class D’ land

responsible for acquisition of land—After the
railway is sanctioned, the Local Government will
official gazette, the necessary notification under
of 1894, together with such statements as may be

advisable under section 3, clause 1

of the Land Acquisition

(Mines) Act of 1885, and will instruct the local ciyil officers to arrange
for the acquisition of the land required and for its transfer to the railway
authorities. All arrangements for the acquisition of the lands will then
be made by such civil officers in accordance with the rules given in
Standing Order No. 90. Government holds the Consulting Engineers

and the local Revenue officers responsible that, in taking up land, the

fullest consideration is given

both to the conyenience

and to the interests of Government.

of the proprietors

Tho railway authorities will be

responsible for specially drawing attention to cases in which it is proposed to acquire religions buildings or tombs— Vide Government of
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India, Public Works Code, Volume I, Chapter IX, paragraph 28,"

Chapter

X,

paragraph 25.7*

es

ree

and

aB.P., No. 194, 15-8-99.

11. Arrangement to be made through Consulting Engineer—In case
of a railway to be constructed by a Company all arrangements with the
civil authorities for the acquisition of the land required will be made
through the Consulting Engineer.

12. Land held. for military

purposes—Where

land required for

railway purposes lies within cantonment limits or forms part of a mili

eneamping ground
tary authorities

ம

or is otherwise held for military purposes, the mih-

in the Quartermaster-General’s

department

should be

consulted before steps are taken for the acquisition of such land. No
such land shall be entered upon or occupied, whether for railway require-

ments or for any other purpose, until the sanction of the Government of

India inthe Military Department has been obtained by the Quartermaster-General

and communicated to the General

Officer

Commanding

obtaining the consent of the military authorities

before

applying for

the

district.

® The railway

administration

will be responsible

the acquisition of such land.*
aB.P., No. 194, 15-8-99.
13.

Land

not to be occupied

without

approval

of Civil

for

authority.—

Except so far as may be necessary for the proper surveyor marking out
of the land required, work must not be commenced or damage done,
materials deposited, or any excavation or demolition put inhand until
the land has been formally made over, or unless approval in writing has
been obtained from the local civil authorities.
14. Plans and

schedules to be supplied to Civil authorities—To enable

the civil authorities to acquire lands, they will be supplied with a complete set of land-plans and schedules for each district. * Land already
public property will be separately applied for and not included in the
Plans and notifications as to be acquired under the Land Acquisition
Act. The plans will show all existing roads and buildings and, when the
latter are known to be used for public
ments, their purpose and ownership
wil

purposes, or by special departhe stated."
In the case of a

railway to bo constructed by a Company, these plans and schedules will
come through the Consultmmg Engineer who is responsible for their
correctness. The scale of these land-plans will, under ordinary circumstances, be 400 feet to one inch; but where this will not admit of sufficient

detail being shown with clearness, the scale may be 100 feet te one inch.
In the case ofa railway to be constructed by Government or by a

Company under the terms of whose contract land is divided into only
two

classes, permanent and temporary, the lands required will be
coloured pink in the plans. In the case of a railway constructed by a

Company taking up lands under classes A, B, C and D, the plans will

* Paragraph 28, Chapter IX.—No religions edifice
destroyed or injared in the
exeohtion of works without the full and free consent ofshallthe bepersons
in it, nor
without the concurrence of the principal Civil or Folitical authority interested
spot, unless
the orders of the Local Government within whose jurisdiction onthe theedifice
stands.
+ Paragraph 25, Chapter
no account is any church, chapel, mosque, temple,
tomb, or other building devotedX.—On
to religious uses to be occupied as a dwelling
house,
or
for any other
‘without the consent of the persons i
ted and th
i
the Principal Civil or Politic

anthority
on the

5 Baas ட அத

பம்
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show cleatly the boundaries of the land to be taken under each of
these

classes which

respectively.

will be coloured pink,

yellow, purple and green

Detaehed portions of land should be referred to some fixed

point on one of the main sheets with distances and compass or other
bearings, or such reference to the published maps of the neighbourhood

as will ensure a ready identification of the land.

A corresponding

entry should in each case be made on the nearest main sheet to draw
attention to the detached plot. On allland plans the position of the
boundary of each class of land should be determined by dimensions
written on the plan; these dimensions should be sufficiently complete to
enable such boundaries to be, at any time, readily ascertained or verified.

The names of villages to which the land belongs must in each case be

written on the plan alongside of the line indicating the village boundary.

If the boundary line crosses the railway line, the names should be
repeated on the other side of the railway line and the chainage of the

crossing point noted.

When

corresponding

of each

boundary

marks haye

been erected for

the demarcation of the land occupied by the railway, the position and
number

detached

boundary

mark should

be

shown on the land-plans.
The land-plans should be made up in sets
for continuous portions of land, each set being complete for a district or
charge of a Collector.
| B.P., No. 194, 15-8-99.

15. All land to be acquired as for permanent occupation.—All land for

railway purposes, whether required temporarily or permanently, will be
taken up in the first instance as for permanent occupation and yalued
accordingly.
It is to be understood that the distinction between

‘Permanent’ and ‘ Temporary’ land, or ‘ Class A ’ and ‘ ClassB’ land, is
merely of the nature of a forecast showing what the disposition of the
land will probably be on completion of the work.
16. Value of land how debited and credited to railicay.—In the case
of a railway constructed by Government or by a Company under the
terms of whose contract land is divided into two classes ‘ Permanent’
and ‘Temporary,’ the railway will, in the first instance, be debited with
the full cost of all land which may be acquired and will afterwards be
credited with the amount realized by the sale of such land as may be

relinquished.

17. Disposal of * Class C’ land.—In the case of a railway constructed

by a Company, by the terms of whose contract (or other arrangement

with Government) land has to be taken up under special classes A, B, C
and D or under other conditions of a like nature, ‘Class ©’ land will be

acquired by Government and leased to the Company, the rent being fixed
at 5 per cent. on the
which the land may
connected with the
Government and the

cost of the land pius any
Government revenue with
be chargeable.
An annual settlement of accounts
re-sale of ‘Class ©’ lands will be made between
Company, the Company bearing any loss owing to

diminished value and being credited with any gain arising from enhanced

value.*

Houses, trees, tanks, oy other property on land which is not

* This rnle came into force in 1877 and does not apply to land for which under the
previous rules an enhanced rent had been paid to allow for deterioration (sce Government of India, Public Works Department, Resolution No. 755—60 R., dated
16th
ated Lt
October 187).
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vided free of charge and for which special payment or compensation

eee

will be Fal for at once by the Railway Company.

case of land provided free of charge, the materials,

In the

&c., derived from the

‘clearance ’ of the surface (which then will be at the expense of Goyern-

ment) will be disposed of by the Revenue officers to the best advantage.
a Tf there are trees on such land, however, they shall not be cut or cleared

if the Railway Company wishes them to stand.

When trees not reserved

“in this manner are to be cut and sold, the Railway authority should
invariably be informed, not less than a week in advance, of the place
and date of sale in order that it may be afforded an opportunity of

Padang.

aB.P., No, 179, 31-7-99.

18. Disposal of land no longer required by Railway

Company.—*Land

which have been occupied for the purposes of a railway should, when no
longer required, be made over to the local civil authorities, who will
dispose of them under the rules contained in paragraph 30 of Standing
Order No. 90. >The sale-proceeds of such lands will be credited to the

railway or head of account to which their cost was originally debited.»
Similarly, lands

which

haye

been

acquired

in excess

of immediate

requirements and which are clearly not likely to be utilized in the near
future for the purposes of a railway should, unless they haye been

acquired at the cost of the railway and stand at debit of the capital
account, be immediately made over to the Revenue authorities.
But
these lands should be reserved for the use of the railway and must not
be let or sold except on terms of temporary occupation, which will not
interfere with their being made available for railway purposes on short

notice. The question whether such lands should remain in the possession
of the railway or be made over to the Revenue authorities should be
decided in consultation with the Revenue authorities in each particular
case. Any receipts from land, so transferred as a temporary measure,

should be credited to land revenue.

Whenever land relinquished by the

Railway Department is not sold absolutely at its current market value,

the amount to be credited to the railway under paragraph 16 above will

be the estimated present value of the land *.
“B.P., No. 340, 13-10-97.
B.P., No. 398, 15-11-97,
19. Demarcation

of land.—The

following

rules for the

demarca

tion
of land have been laid down by the Government of India under section
18

(௪) of the Indian Railways Act of 1890 *:—
(a) All land permanently occupied for the purposes of
a railwa
shall have its
ட்ட
defined on the ground 2 aun a manner as x
enable such boundaries to be readily ascertained and identi
fied.

(8) For this purpose the boundary of the railway

படம் by a continuous wall, fence or ditch, or by ache
8.

land may

be

marks, Notes

.,_

(©) Where the boundary mark is continuous, the bounda
ry
of the
railway நேர் is to be on the outer edge of
thewall, fence or diteh, that
is to say, the wall, fence or ditch situated wholly
on railway land.
nat * Seo ணத

ட

India, Public Works Department, Cirenlar No,
XIV-R., dated

Chap. VIII.
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டு Where detached marks, such as isolated posts or pillars, are
used, the boundary of the railway land will pass through the centres of
such marks.

Between

the marks

the boundary

will

in each case be

taken in astvaight line from the centre of one mark to the centre of
the next mark.

(e) Detached marks are in no case to be at a greater distance
apart (centre to centre) than one-eighth of a mile (660 feet). They are
to be of a substantial character, not easily destroyed om» moved

by acci-

dent or mischief, and are to be of such size and\ form as to be! readily
found and recognized.
(f) Bach detached boundary mark is to bear

a number, and the

position and corresponding number of each detached boundary mark is
to be shown on the land-plan.
(g) Where

a fence, wall or ditch is for convenience |situated at

some distance within the boundary and does not mark the actual ‘limit
of the railway land, it will be necessary that, in addition to such fence,

wall or ditch, the actual boundary of the railway land shall be properly
marked and defined in accordance with these rules.
In the case of a railway constructed by a Company, the expression
‘Land permanently occupied’ is intended to include not only ‘ Class
A’ land, but also such‘ Class B’ and ‘Class C’ land as may be required
for a considerable period. In the event of any ‘Class B’ or ‘Class 0”
land enclosed by the boundary being afterwards relinquished, the
boundary must be shifted to mark the new limit.
20. Registers for each class of land.—A carefully prepared register for

each class of land must be maintained by Collectors, in * Form A given
in appendix X, with an abstract prepared therefrom in Form B, and
Kept up to date. ‘The title-deeds for the lands acquired should be filed
and kept under proper custody in the offices of Collectors.

hereafter be either awards
Land Acquisition Act.

hese

will

or orders made under the provisions of, the

21. Removal of sand by Railway Companies from river-beds
—* Railway

Companies are permitted to take sand for ballast from the beds of rivers
on the understanding that care should be taken

that no injury is done

thereby to the water-course, bridges or sluices, or the banks of the
rivers. When large quantities are taken, the Public Works Department
must be referred to in the first instance.
In zamindari estates, the

permission of the zamindar must be obtained.»
*G.0., No. 363, 11-5-61. See 8.0. 25, paragraph 5-B, clanse (iv).
B.P., No. 398, 15-11-97.

* A slightly different form is adopted in Malabar.
BP., No. 641, Mis., 1-3-1900.
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Government of India Resolution, No.

V.

13-44-18,

dated 80th October 1896,

Department of Revenue and Agriculture, regarding disposal of land

which is no longer required for the public purpose for which it was
acquired.

The Government of India desire therefore that whenever agricultural or pastoral land has been acquired for public purposes, whether

by private purchase or by compulsory acquisition, and is no longer
required for such purposes, the disposal of it may be guided by the
aie general considerations :—
In the first place all proprietary rights and

all rights

occupancy
which were extinguished by the acquisition should be first ofoffered
to the
persons
from whom they ‘were ucquired, or to their heirs if discoverable; the former (where both kinds of rights co-existed) being made

subject to the latter under the provisions of the Crown Grants Act
(XV of 1895).

In the second place the price at which these rights aro offered
of compensation originally paid for them, less
the 15 per cent. in excess of the value which will have been paid if the

should be the amount

aequisition was compulsory.
This price may be reduced,
on account of any deterioration that may have taken

fitness of the land for agricultural or

if necessary,
place in the

pastoral purposes while it was in

the occupation of Government, but it should not be increased,
in the case stated below, on account of any rise in its market except
value
during that period.
Tn the case of plots, which by reason of their size or shape,
are
practically of no value to any one but the owners of the adjoini
ng land,
if those owners are not entitled to the first offer as aboye,
nevertheless to receive the first offer; but in that case they ought
there is no
j

objection tot asking the market value, though the reasonable offer of a
பம
holder should always have

oul

the preference over that of an

er,

The Superior Revenue authority will, of course,
_ exercise discretion in the application of the gener always retain and
charge of cost price. Special cases will occur, and ‘al rule about the
exceptions will be
_ justifia

ble. as for example when the

descendants or relations of the டன்

persons first entitled are remote

holders, or when the rise in the

market value of the land has been so exceptionally great as to take
the
The Govern

case out of the general rule.

of India lay
hard-and-fast rile, but only a prineiple for ment
gonoral guidance
Tt will be observe

d that the above

and pastoral land only, and not ன ட

principles a;

down no

to agricultural

ட்ட ட
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. APPENDIX

IX.

Rules laid down in 1861 for the Acquisition of Land required for Raihoay

i

purposes by the old Guaranteed Companies.

(See Government of India, Public Works Department,
Circular No.

55, dated 29th June

1861.)

1. Land required for railway purposes may be diyided into four classes,
A,B, © and D, First, class A, land which a Railway Company receives
free of charge under the contract with the Government for permanent
occupation. Second, class B, land also provided free of cost but only for
temporary occupation. Third, class ©, land which the Railway Company
has to provide at its own cost. Fourth, class D, land which docs not come
directly into the possession of the Railway Company at all.

2. Class A will comprise the land required for the permanent works of
arailway including the road with its bridges, &c., and all stations, workshops, permanent store-houses and the like necessary for the line when
opened and which uuder the contract is to be provided by Government free
of cost to the Railway Companies. The occupation of this land by a Railway Company will be so far permanent that it will only cease when their
contract is terminated or surrendered and the whole lapses to Government.
It is all provided free of charge.
:
3. Class B will contain land essential for the execution of the permanent
works of a railway but not required after the completion of the line in part
orin whole. It also is provided free of charge; such is land for spoil
banks, for extra excavation to make banks, for river diversion, and for the
storage of railway materials held in stock by the Railway Company pending the construction of the line or their despatch to
* This

land

last

sort of

is allowed free

apder ihe Hight Honour.

the works.*

be temporary.

The occupation of this class of land will

On its restoration to the Government

__the proper time for which will be settled in each

State's letter No.36 of case between the Railway officers and the Consulting
30th November 1858,
Engineer——it will be for the Revenue officers to dispose of it to the best advantage of Government.

4, Class O will contain the land which a Railway Company has to
provide at its own cost, This island which is required for the provision
or preparation of materials; for purposes contingent on the actual execution of the works on the line, or for other miscellaneous objects which the
Goyernment recognizes as falling legitimately within the-scope of the
Railway Company's operations, though not giving the company a claim to
the provision of land.iree of charge. As a Railway Company is bound
to pay for the constraction of all works out of the capital, receiving only
from Government, without charge, the land on which the works stand, the
provision of all materials, and the means of facilitating the execution of all
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are to be at the cost of the Railway Company.* Tt is propor to
oe mind, in fixing the rent, that this land will in part deteriorate by
the use to which it is pnt, and in part will not so deteriorate. In all cases,
however, it will be most convenient to deal with the land, in the first
instance, in the same manner. It will be taken possession of by Government and handed over to the Railway Company for occupation at a fair
rental. When the necessity for occupation ceases, the land will be given
up again to Government by the Railway Company, the proper time for this
being determined, as under class B, by the Railway officers and Consulting
Engineers. The annual rent on lands in this class occupied by a Guaranரட
ட
ப ie feel as pon con vignette outlay incurred
by Government in taking up the land, plus any revenue or rent proviously
payable to Government in respect of the said land. In the case of land
already belonging to Government and so occupied, the rent shall be fixed
at 5 per cent. on the value of the land, as estimated by the Collector.
When land, presented in free-gift by a private individual for the purposes
of a railway, is made over to a Guaranteed Railway Company in this class,
no rent shall be charged by Government beyond the Jama or Revenue
previously paid to Government for the land.
5. Class D will contain that land which, being required in consequence
of the works of a railway, still does not come directly into the occupation of
the Railway Company ; it will be provided free of charge. It wil be exclusively land for roads, either new roads leading to railway stations or to
ermanent store-yards or workshops detached from the main works or
iversions or changes of old roads made necossary by railway
works.
6. Inconvenienee is likely to arise if Railway Companies are permitted
to hold jend on their own account or otherwise than as above explained.
By causing them torent from the Government all land to which they are
not entitled free in the manner above explained, simplicity
the tenure
of their property will be secured, which will be a matter of inimportanc
a futiro time when the railway may be transferred to Government. e‘Theat
determination of the value to be paid by
t for any land not
included in class A, which might be heldtheby Goyernmen
a
Railway
Company, would
certainly be in such an event a great embarrassment.
7. Houses, trees, tanks, or other property
which is not provided
free of charge and for which special payanent onor land
compensat
is necessary
will be paid for ut once by the Railway Company. ‘In thoion cases
of land
* The following words were also in the original rules :—
ton this class, therefore, will fall all land for brick-meking, for quarrying bullast,
ca houses for persona employe
d on the work, &o. So also land for houses for engine 2
{, dtivers and the like onthe line when opened
and for other similar purposes will come
“under class ©.”

But Her Majesty's Secretar
for India thought that any
arization in
the rule might raise questions y of State
the power of Government to alterparticul
or vary tho torme
Prete Contract (a power which astheto Governm
ent
has
no
intentio
of claiming).
therefore been thought best to give these words in a note simplyn for
tho
officers of Government and parties interes
ted
rested
as
to
the
constra
ction
‘puts on the contract in regard to certain points of frequent: practical whi ich Government
application.
“ for roads to works in progress” here found place. They have
tomisien
d, “Itis
road may be ron பவல் படு
of materialsitsel
f class B. clear
‘This would carrys
tha rod stee
eee
eld or quarry inwould
be in the same categor
y the brick fell teoylthequarry.
as
௯ detached
he ரன

but permanent store-

ப்.

should

although leading “
ie

lar works.
Circumstancesof ths tenure of land at
‘the
Haiisc
will decide
aythe class
into which she wea tele eae
such

pete

ae
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provided free of charge, the materials, &c., derived from the ‘clearance’
of the surfece, which then will be at the expense of Government, will be
disposed of by the Revenue officers to the best advantage.

8. All land required for a line of railway will be applied for in continuous portions; the plans will be drawn toa scale of 150 foot to the inch
and the measurements and areas will be recorded in accordance with the
fiscal divisions of villages, estates or mouzas, pergunnahs and aillas in a
schedule of which a form is annexed, showing in detail the several classes
to which the land belongs.
ம்
9. The several classes of land will be coloured pink, yellow, purple and
green, respectively, in the plans, and the exact purpose to which each
parcel of land is to be devoted will be noticed in the schedule.
10. Detached portions of land should be referred to some fixed point on
one of the main sheets with such distances and compass or other bearings as,
will enable the land to be identified at once. A corresponding entry should
also be made

on the main

sheet to draw attention to the detached portion.

11. The general correctness of the plans and schedules of the Railway
Engineers being attested by the Consulting Engineers to Government,
the applications will be forwarded to and dealt with, as may be necessary,
by the revenue authorities under the orders of the Local Government.
The Revenue officers are to be held strictly responsible for the regular
adjustment by Railway Companies of all charges on account of land fo be
determined in the manner above explained.
12. A complete set of land plans should be recorded in the Chief Engineer’s office of each railway and a copy forwarded to the Consulting Engineer
to Government by whom a duplicate will be given to the Revenue Board,
which in turn will supply Collectors of districts with transcripts of parts
included in their respective zillas. When it may be found expedient, in
order to expedite the making over of the land, to employ a special Land
Commissioner for this duty, the Railway Engineers should supply an additional copy of the land plan for the use of the Land Commissioner.
13. The Consulting Engineer to Government and the local revenue
authorities will, respectively, be held responsible for the punctual fulfilment
of the foregoing orders in their several departments and for the careful
record of plans in their respective offices.

14. All contemplated changes in the land in possession of a Railway
Company should be promptly reported by the Railway Agent to the Oonsulting Engineer to Government, who will notify the same to the Local
Government. It will be for the latter to see that the necessary steps are
taken by the revenue authorities for entering such changes in their records
and for carrying out all further proceedings that are requisite on such an
occurrence.
16. It will be necessary for the Local Government to seo that a correct
register and record of title of all railway lands is maintained, for the whole of
such lands will one day revert to the Crown; also that all ronts or payments
for clearances, &c., chargeable in behalf of Government against the Railway
Company, are duly realized.
16. Itis essential that there should be for each railway one sét of plans
in regular sequence to show all the land, and that the plans of each
Railway Company’s estate, after they have once been prepared, should
constantly be corrected and always be maintained complete.
00.0௦. 382, 55-93.
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GOVERNMENT

IX.

SUITS.

LAW

92, Preliminary Notices of Suits.—(@) When

a Collector receives

notice under section 424 of the Code of Civil Procedure, intimating that
it is intended to sue him or his subordinates for acts done in their official

capacity, he should give immediate and careful attention to the complaint, the complainant being desired, if his statements are vague or

unintelligible, either to explain his grievances orally or to set them forth
succinctly and clearly in writing, as the most effectual means towards
obtaining such relicf as may properly be given. Ifthe proceedings
complained of are found to have been wholly indefensible, the Collector
should immediately grant redress, if it is in his power to do so, or
refer the matter for the orders of the Board. If the complaint is
plainly groundless, no action is necessary

beyond

collecting the infor-

mation required for defending the threatened action, but all doubtful

eases should

be reported to the Board

without

delay

in view to the

opinion of the Government Pleader being obtained, if necessary.
B.P., No. 514, 29-8-81.

(ii) These instructions should be most carefully attended to, for
neglect to follow them frequently leads to delay in the reporting of
suits, after their institution, for the orders of the Board, which is thus
left without sufficient time for their proper consideration before the
dates fixed for the filing of answers.
B.Ps., No. 786, 11-11-89 ; No. 78, 7-3-95.

93. Defence of Suits—Cases im which Collector can sanction defence—

Collectors are empowered to defend the following suits without reference
to the Board, unless the cases present some unusual complication upon

which either orders or special legal advice may be considered necessary ;

but in the case of suits defended under the Waste Lands Act a report
of the institution thereof by private claimants should be submitted
the information of Government :—

for

1. Suits for the transfer of pattas.

2. Suits for the soparate registry of alicnatod portions of zamindaris under
‘as Act I of 1876.
8. References made under Section 18 of the Land Acquisition
Act I of 1894.
4. Suits instituted in special Courts for the adjudication of claims
to waste lands under Act XXIII of 1863.
G.Os., No. 1742,

26-7-65; No. 885, 16-7-74;

1h-5-05; No. 1%, 181-98; No. #0, 42-09,

B.Ps., No. 4987,

18-8-65

Sea

;

No. 251

4
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is necessary —-When

a suit of any

description other than those dealt with in the preceding
paragraph is
instituted in a Civil Court against a Collector or his பல்பு ites for acts

done in their official capacity as Revenue officers, the fact should be
immediately reported to the Board of Revenue with a copy of the plaint,

and if the suit is deemed defensible, a draft of the answer
to be filed should also be submitted, with a note of the date
it should be put in, and a statement of the amount at issue.
BP., 19-427; M, Vol. I, p. 71; B.P., 27-4-29; M., Vol. I, p. 87;
Mi Volt pp. 287-8; B.P., 10-11-56; M., Vol. IJ, pp. 108-9 of 1856;

or statement
within whicb
B.P., 22-6-40;
B.P., No. 408,

Note—If acts performed by a Revenue officer in his magisterial capacity should load
tothe institntion of a suit against him, the subject does not fallwithin the province of
the Board of Revenue, and application to defend the suit should be made direct to
Government.

B.P., 19-4-27; M., Vol. I, p. 71; B.P., No. 1642, 12-8-50.
3. Necessity for prompt disposal # The Courts have been directed to
allow

three

months

to

officers

conducting

the

defence of suits against

Government servants for the purpose of filing documents, producing
witnesses, and taking other steps necessary for tho defence. Any further

extension of time is left to the discretion of the Judge.e
_» It should be
made a general rule that all work connected with suits in Collectors’
offices

should

be

expeditiously dealt

with,

and

that

the

necessary

enquiries and reports should be made without dolay, so as to allow the
Board sufficient time to consider questions of intricacy and to obtain the

sanction of Government in cases involving any very important question
of principle. The necessity for applying to the Civil Court for extensions of time can thus be avoided, as well as the issue of instructions by
telegraph, which is expensive and not unlikely to cause misunderstanding.b

c¢ Ordinarily

all communications relating to the defence of snits

should reach the Board

at least 15 days before

the date fixed for the

hearing. They should be accompanied by statements in the form
prescribed in appendix I. In the last column of this form
is

provided for explaining in any case the cause of failure to comply with
these instructions, but such cases should be of rare occurrence if prompt
action is taken as soon as the summons is received from the Civil Court.°

a BP., 21-2-56; M., Vol. II, p.
9 of 1856; B.P., No, 2703, 29-462.
DBP. 6-4-387; M. Vol. I, p. 228; B.P., No. 2876, 15-10-75, and G.O., in BP.
No. 17, 18-1-98.
© B.Ps., No. 78, 7-3-95; No. 247, 16-7-95; No. 234, 26-6-96.

4. Preparation and filing of written statements—(i) Instructions to
be observed

by

Collector
—* It is deemed a matter

of great

importance

that, previously to submitting a draft written statement, the
should

ascertain whether the evidence in his possession

Collector

is fully suff-

cient to disprove the allegations of the plaintiff, and to substantiate
those

of

the

defendant;

he

should

bear

in

mind

that,

although

the act complained of may admit of satisfactory official explanation,
it will be judged of by the Court according to strict rules of law,
and that, unless it can be legally aswell as morally justified, the
defence of it should not

be ‘&ttempted.*

» He

should

be

careful

that the written statement is drawn up with attention, so that it may

be clear therefrom that the act can be fully justified under the law
for the time being in force.®
°He should also pay due attention
_ to the instructions of the Government Pleader on this subject as
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contained in the subjoined extract from a letter from that ப
17th “August 1864, No. 184:—“In preparing instructions

eed
for a

“yritten statement it should be borne in mind that it is on the plaint

“and such written

statement,

and

on them

alone, that

the

Court

has

“the means of forming an opinion of the facts of the case, of ascer“taining the various pots on which the parties are at issue, and of
“adjudicating upon those issues ; itshould

also be borne in mind that

(gontrary to the rules of the English Courts of Equity) every
« gllegation made in the plaint, which is not traversed by the defend-

“ent, is treated as admitted by him (the defendant). If Collectors

«« would bear these few rules in mind, and act upon them, much labour

“and doubt, and I may safely say anxiety, would be saved to myself
It appears to be the aim of many
“when preparing written statements.
“Native Pleaders to intersperse their averments with some truth and a

“large proportion of fiction or to twist their sentences in such a manner

“as to distort the facts, and thus to render it impossible for a defendant
In such cases Col“to give asimple denial ora simple admission.
“Jectors should give the real facts as they occurred, showing how much
“ of the plaintiff's statement they admit, or with what qualification they

© admit it, and what portion is not true, or not strictly correct.

A Col-

© lector should, in the first instance, go carefully through tho plaint, and
* divide off each allegation into a separate paragraph, and then opposite

“to cach paragraph, state the circumstances.

the allegation be

“strictly correct, say ‘ Admitted’ or ‘ Correct’; but should the alle‘gation not be in accordance with the facts, or not entirely so, then the

“Collector should state fully the real circumstances showing how much

“of the averment is correct, and how much of it is fiction, referring
“in all cases, where the Collector’s statement is supported by docu“mentary evidence, to the particular document: a copy, or if in a

“ vernacular, a translation of which should accompany,

With such

“ instructions as those I have suggested, the Board and the Government

* Pleader would, as a general rule, be able satisfactorily to deal with
“ cases ; few references to the Collector for further information would

“be

required; and I am

satisfied that, in the

long

run, the

Collector

“would find it a great saving of time, trouble, and voxation; for
“having once, and in the first instance, fully mastered the case, he would
“be able with facility to superintend the conduct of the suit to its

** conclusion.” ¢

50:08, 32. 958, 8-5-27; No. 361, 11-53-27; B.P., 17-58-27; M,, Vol. I, pp. 71-2
DB.P., 17-5-27 ; M., Vol, I, pp. 71-2.
"Govt. Pleader’s letter, No. 184, 17-8-64, in B.P., No. 5630, 31-8-64.
(1) Pleadings prepared by the Government Pleader at Madras.—
In preparing pleadings in which admissions are made, great care and
nicety of language is generally required to prevent undue advantage

being taken of the admission, and whon a pleading is prepared by
the Government Pleader at

Madras, the local Pleaders should not be
Permitted to recast such
pleading. If, in settling
a pleading, any
error be made by the
கேண... Pleader at aan
consequen
on a misunderstanding of the facts, an alteration may be permitted t,
to
render the pleading
2
in :strict accord: lance with tho facts; but even that
should be carried. out with great care, and particularly so as
any difference in expressions relating to the same act in different to avoid
portions

of the pleading.

A pleading must be put in in the language of the
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Pleader signing it; but, if the pleading be in a vernacular, there is no
objection to its being accompanied by an English translation. In all
cases, therefore, where a pleading is prepared by the Government Pleader
at Madras for filing in Mufassal Courts, the Government Pleaders in the
Mufassal should be instructed first to satisfy themselves that the facts are
correctly stated, and to attend to any note which may require attention ;

when that is completed, then to translate the written statement into
the vernacular, if necessary, and to make a fair copy of the English

written statement; the vernacular
annexed and filed in the Court.

(if any)

and such fairjlcopy to be

B.P., No. 1279, 6-3-65.

(iii) When sanction for defence of suit has not been received in

time—When sanction for the defence of a suit has been requested
and no reply has been received before the date fixed by the Court for
filing the draft answer, application should be made to the Court for an
extension of time.
Should such application be refused, the answer with
such fresh arguments or other modifications as may have suggested
themselves
ப
to the preparation of the draft reply should be
filed, and intimation should be given to the Court that the orders of the
superior authority addressed on the subject have not been received, and
that consequently it may be necessary to file a supplementary answer.
B.P., 10-11-56; M., Vol. IT, pp. 108-9 of 1856.

5. Application for Engagement of Special Counsel—When there is an

important suit in which Government is interested and the Collector
considers it desirable that a Barrister or other legal practitioner of higher

professional standing than the local Government Pleader should appear
on

behalf

of

Government,

he

Government through the Board.

should

obtain

the

previous

sanction

of

B.P., No. 1584, 44-77.

்

6. Result of Suits when to be reported.—® The result of suits defended

by Collectors under paragraph 1 above need not be reported to the Board

when the interest of Government is not involved.
In cases in which
the decree is adverse to Government in respect of costs, or is otherwise

open to objection, a special report should be submitted to the Board
In the case of suits defended
under paragraph 2, Collectors should report the result and submit to the
Board copios of the judgment and decree unless the decision is favourable
with copies of decree and judgment.2

to Government,

and

full costs are allowed and the

no ruling or other matter of importance.b

@B.Ps., No. 1639, 16-6-75; No 250, 15-5-93.

judgment

contains

» B.P., No. 233, 10-5-93,

1. Liability of Collectors and their Subordinates to pay Costs or Dam=
ages—(i) Responsibility of public officers—The Government has
announced that it will not scruple to hold personally responsible any
public functionary who shall recommend or undertake the defence cf
any

fied

act which, whatever may have been the circumstances which justiits performance

at the

time,

may

be

clearly

and indisputably

shown at the period of the in&titution of the snit, to be such as should
not be defended.
Gi)

personally

3

G.O., No. 546, 4-8-29; B.P., 28-7-86 ; M., Vol. I, p. 217.
Responsibility of Subordinates.—Subordinates will

responsible for any sum

which

may

be

held

be adjudged against
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Collectors, on account of acts founded on their official reports, if there
js reason to beliove that the writers had, at the time of making them, the
means of knowing that their statements were incorrect.
B.P., 27-12-30; M., Vol. I, p. 112,

fii) Responsibility

of Collector—The

Collector

is personally

ன் for remissness in the conduct of the defence of suits, and
he will be left to bear the consequences himself in cases in which the
interests of Government are compromised on this account.

‘The decision

as to the ‘manner in which the charges of defence shall be பட்கர்
borne, will be reserved until the decree is passed.
The Collector wil
not be relieved of liability should the decision be adverse to Government,

unless it is clear that he has shown proper care and attention throughout
the defence of the suit.
G.0s., No. 398, 9-6-29; No. 546, 4-8-29; B.P., 28-7-36; M., Vol. I, p. 217.
94, Institution of Suits—Submission

of Draft plaint—In

all cases

where the sanction of the Board for the institution of a suit is required,
a draft plaint should be submitted with a covering letter fully explaining
all the facts.
B.P., No. 923, 31-10-88.

2. Suits by one department against another—One

department

of

Government may not institute legal proceedings against another without the special sanction of Government. If an officer considers himself
" aggrieved by tho action of another in a different department his proper
course is to lay the matter before Goyernment and await its orders,

B.P., No. 393, 12-11-97.

3. Vindication of Public Servants’ acts or character against defamatory
attacks —Revenue officers will understand that they must obtain the

authority of Goyernment before haying recourse to the Courts for the
vindication of their public acts, or of their character as public functionaries, against defamatory attacks. This order will not affect an officer’s
right to defend his private dealings or conduct in any way that he may

think fit; but his official reputation is in the charge of the Government,
and it is for the Government, which will bear the cost of such proceedings if taken under proper sanction, to decide in advance in each ease
whether the proceedings are necessary or expedient,

G.0., No. 184, Pub., 6-2-74; Personal Conduct Rules, 59.

4. Suits on

behalf of Government.—The rules laid

down

paragraphs 4 (i) and (ii), 5, 6 and 7, of Standing Order No. 93, inin regard

to the preparation of written statements and the defence of suits apply

mutatis mutandis tothe framing of draft plaints and the conduct of suits

instituted on behalf of Government.
95. Appeals to which Government
Appeals on behalf of Government—(i)

is

a

Party—Piling

Duty of Government

leader

y

1p
every case in which the decision in a suit to which Govern
ment is a
Party is adverse to Government, the Government
Pleader should at
once apply to the Court for a copy of the judgment and
decree without

reference to the Collector, but should at the same
time

intimate to him
the result: of the suit and the fact that copies hive been
applied for.
‘When the copies are ready for delivery by the Court, the Govern
ment

Plezder should, without delay, obtain and forward the same to the
Collector with his opinion as to the advisabi
lity of appealing against
the decision and with a
draft memorandum

of

டம் if necessary.
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The Collector should submit the papers on receipt to the Board, in view
to obtain its orders as to whether an appeal should be preferred or not.
‘The extreme importance of allowing no delay to occur in getting copies
of the necessary papers and in addressing the Collector as to the
advisability of appealing against decisions which are adverse to Government, should be impressed on all Government Pleaders.
Collectors

should, however, bear in mind that the responsibility for taking the
necessary steps to contest adverse decisions rests mainly upon them, and
that it is their duty to control the action of Goyernment Pleaders.

B.Ps., No. 594, 30-9-91; No. 662, 21-11-91; No. 293, 31-7-95.
-

(ii) Communications to Board —All communications relating to the

filing of appeals should ordinarily reach the Board at least 15 days

before the date on which the appeal time will expire. They should te
accompanied by statements in the form prescribed in appendix II. In

the last column of this form space is provided for explaining in any case
the cause of failure to comply with these instructions, but such cases
should be of rare occurrence if prompt action is taken as soon as judgment is delivered.
ம்

BEs., No. 78, 7-83-95 ; No. 247, 16-7-95; No. 234, 26-6-96.
(ii), Duty of Oollector.—* In submitting
of appealing

against

a decision

adverse

to

for orders the
Government,

the

question
Collector

should recapitulate as tersely and clearly as possible the arguments for
and against an appeal so as to enable the Board to dispose of the matter
without delay.» » Where an appeal has to be preferred to the High
Court, the Collector should be specially careful to forward duly authenticated copies of the decrees and judgments in the Original and Appellate
Courts, so that no time may be lost should the appeal be decided on.>

a B.P., No. 109, 1-4-97.

1 B.P., No. 283, 10-5-93.

ம

2. Pewer to oppose appeals filed against Government.—Collectors

are

authorized to oppose first and’ second appeals preferred
to Civil Courts

against decisions passed in favour of Government and to corre:

direct with the Government Pleader, Madras, in regard to second appeals

of this deseription.
3. Records

to

B.P., No. 282, 26-6-96.
be

kept ready

where

advice

of Government

Pleader at

Madzas might be required.—In cases in which the advice of the Goyernment Pleader at Madras is likely to be sought in the matter of filing or
defending appeals on behalf of Government, the promiscuous translation
of the depositions and other documentary evidence would involve great
labour and delay, without
in most cases any corresponding
advantage.
The following rules should therefore be observed :—(1)
Copies of
the

decree and judgment
to the Board. (2)

passed in the suit should be obtained and forwarded
The local Pleader engaged in the case should inform

the Collector from time to time as the suit advances, what documents
he considers it advisable to have translated for the consideration of

the Government Pleader at Madras in the event of an appeal. Such

translations will, at the Collector’s discretion, be prepared without loss
of time in his office and kept ready for despateh with the decree and

judgment.
ordinary

The strict obseryance of these two rules will be sufficient in

cases.

In special cases the

Collector will, exercise

discretion and provide what he may consider necessary.
B.P., No. 5877, 14-12-60.

his

own

ir
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4. Précisof the Oase to be submitted with proposals for filing or defending
Appeals in the High Court.—When an eppeal suit is to be preferred or
by the Government Pleader,
defended in the High Court at Madras
of the case as described in
précis
a
with
provided
be
that officer should
the annexed extract from his letter to the Board, dated 6th December
1861, No. 207 :—‘ In cases where a private client is either seeking the
“ advice of counsel, or the preparation by him of pleadings in a suit, the
“ Barrister ought always to have, and usually has, a statement or case laid
“before him, in which is shown a précis of the claim or defence with
“reference to the particular parts of documents, or a summary of the oral
“evidence that can be adduced, which the client thinks supports or

“outa against his case.

It is evident that a client knows the facts

“ and circumstances attending his case better than any professional man
“can do, and although it is the peculiar province of the solicitor to glean
“all such information as is obtainable, and from his experience suggest
“the seeking for further information, or explanation, and evidence, and
“then to put the whole in such form as will best draw the facts most
“forcibly to the attention of the Barrister, yet the original preparation
“ or collection of the matter must necessarily rest with the client himself,
“and this is evident from the circumstance to which I have before
“alluded, that the client must best know the facts and circumstances
“attending the transaction. The success of a case very much depends
“on the client’s careful preparation of those facts. In public cases, the
“department in which a case arises has always been looked upon as
“standing in a similar position to that which a client in private cases
“occupies, and it is highly desirable, that on seeking the advice of
“the Law Officers, u clear précis of each case should be submitted
“pointing shortly to the several documents which support or cut against
“each part of the case, and the particular portion of each document that
‘is relied upon, and also where practicable, stating shortly the nature
“of the evidence which could be adduced in support of the case; of
“course, copies of the documents should accompany, because, as a general
“rule, the Law Officers could not safely advise without seeing the
“whole of each document.”
The leading facts of the case should be
noted as far as practicable in chronological

order,

and reference

should

be made to the documents which bear upon each point, or the evidence

that can be adduced in favour of or against it.

When the particulars

wanted are contained in any document, the words of the latter should
be quoted as closely as possible. In submitting applications for appeals

a special appeals, the précis should be continued to the latest date, by
e
mn of all important facts which may have transpired since thi
Preparation of the original précis.

5

்

B.P., No. 6982, 14-12-61.

96. Appeals against important Decisions in Suits between
Private parties.—When questions of general importance involved in
a suit to which Government is not a party are decided by a District Court,

and, Jn

the

opinion

of the

Collector,

tnere is reason to

dispute

the

decision, the matter should at once be reported to the Board.
necessary, the party aggrieved by such decision can then be urged to
prefer an appeal against it to the superior Court and the assistance of

the Government Pleader secured for him, in order that if it is erroneous
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the error may be corrected immediately, and that the law on the point
may be determined by the proper authority once for all.
B.P., 29-12-34; M., Vol. I, p. 178.

97. Pleaders’ Fees and other Law Costs—Government

Pleader,

Government Pleader at Madras is entitled to the full

Madras.—* The

regulation fee for the conduct of suits in the Presidency Town, whether

ne case is decided in favour of Government or others 3* P and it can
being delayed

us without
to pleading,
previo

e paid, if necessary,

pending

ட் in
© When appearing on behalf of
த் of the eee
the mufassal, he is entitled to receive a fee of Rs. 175 per diem for the
period he may be necessarily absent from Madras, together with travelling allowance at the rate of eight annas a mile, subject to the usual
deduction in the case of journeys by rail; no fee is claimable as a rule
for Sundays and holidays and no daily allowance will be given.°

B.P., 2-10-58; M., Vol. III, p. 159 of 1858.
*B.P., No. 293, 6-6-89.___»
©G.0s,, No. 1593, 20-11-72; No. 725, Finl., 17-4-79; No. 1563, Jndl., 6-8-91.

2. Local Government Pleaders.—a Viocal Government Pleaders are
entitled to the full regulation fee only in cases where the result of the suit
is fayourable to Government.
In cases where it is unfavourable, only

half the regulation fee should, as a rule, be paid, exceptional cases being
reported for the orders of the Board.* > Fees should not be paid to them
until after the decree is passed.» °They may further draw a daily
allowance of Rs, 2 when travelling on duty for conducting civil suits
in outlying Munsifs’ Courts. In cases where special fees are recommended under paragraph 4 infratravelling allowanee should not be
special

passed without

Per

mensem.
BS.

* Tinnevelly
nee

mae
Bellary
Géaerani

|
ae

miscellaneous legal business of Government in Civil Suits, as they are allowed

amonthly retaining fee * for the joint office
° Such, for instance, are

criminal cases.4

cases where
deposited in

South Canara...)
Ganjém ...
|

தடவல்

‘Trichinopoly

Government.

+

Chinglepnt
4.

i)

is merely to be
to save the costs

Where, however,

decrees

assed in favour of Government have to

e executed on its behalf, the local Govern-

]

ட

Rogen

money
Court

of execution of decrees passed against

(po

Viogopatam

டத்

4No special fee should be paid to

Government Pleaders for conducting petty

of Government Pleader and Public Prosecutor in each district, in addition to
the fee paid for the conduct of civil or

Renee

abe Nilgiris

sanction.©

ment Pleaders may be allowed a minimum

|

fee of Its. 2ineach case.®
3.

should

be

granted

to these

‘ No allowance
Pleaders

on

account of stationery or postage stamps

i
used by them, but they may be permitted
to purchase service postage stamps, at their own cost, for use in connec-tion with Government work.

ABP.,No. 2181, 4-10-86.
b}.P., No. 208, 10-6-87.
50.08, No. 2451, Judf, 27-11-88; No. 324, Finl., 12-4-88; B.P., No. 664, For.,
24-10-88.
@B.Ps., No. 1527, 5-7ட
1
© B.Ps., No. 422, 12-8-9:
184, 23-497.

1 B.Ps, No, 181, 28-3-90;

No. 697, 18-11-90; No. 98, 13-2-91.
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3.

Pleaders

of District Munsifs’

Courts.—, In the

case ef

Pleaders

of District Munsifs’ Courts engaged on behalf of Goyernment, the fee
must he settled beforehand hy special agreement, but must not exceed

the regulation fee without special sanction. No retaining fee being

allowed to such Pleaders, Rs. 2 will be taken to be the minimum fee
ayable to them for appearing on behalf of Government in all miscel-

வட வண்ட எ பட்டன ட ட
வட
of Government. When money is merely to be deposited in Court to
save the costs of execution of decrees obtained by private parties against
Government,

the Pleaders may

be paid a remuneration of half a rupee

in each case.? ©They shonld not he permitted to purchase service postage
stamps but may be reimbursed the value of the
by them in connection with Government work.’

postage stamps used

2G.0., No. 3094, Judl., 5-12-79; B.P., No. 539, 18-38-87.) B.P., No. 184,23-4-97,
B,Ps,, No, 181, 28 8-90; No. 697, 18-11-90; No. 98, 13-2-91,

4. Sanctioning powers of Collectors and Board.—(i) * Collectors are

authorized to sanction without reference to the Board, the payment of all
ordinary costs incurred in all suits in the Revenue Department, including
pauper suits* >'This authority extends to the payment of regulation
fees in second appeals decided fayourably to Government.» © They may

also sanction payment of (1) a fee not exceeding Rs. 5 in Civil Suits in

which the regulation fee is less than that amount and is, in their opinion,

an inadequate remuneration for the service rendered, and (2) a maximum
fee of Rs. 10 in the case of prosecutions under the Stamp Act. 4 hoy

may further adjust the differenee between the amount awarded to
Government and the costs incurred on its behalf in suits defended
under paragraph 1 of Standing Order No. 93, except in regard to
Pleaders’ fees. a But they must obtain the sanction of ie Board for the

payment of any fees to Pleaders in excess of the regulation or other
authorized
fees, and for incurring any unusual law costs in suits

than those defended under paragraph 1 of Standing Order No.other
93.
Applications for
sanction in such cases should be submitted

given in appendix IIL.*

¢In the case of suits, of which

in the form

the institution

or defence has been sanctioned by Government in the Judicial or Public
Works Departments (other than those in which the Government
addressed by the Collectors direct under the uote to paragraph 2 ofjs
Standing Order No. 93), the sanction of the same authority for the costs
incurred should be obtained through the Board of Revenue®
4“ B.P., No. 482,1-9-92.
B.P., No. 232,
© B.Ps,, No. 224, 9-3-88; No. 623, 13-7. 26-6-96,
A BPs, No. 163), 16-6
No. 1802, 14-7-76,
Paras. 2.and 3 of G.0., No. 827, 26-11-88; B.P., No. 482, 1-9-92,
ம
(ii) Collectors are also authorized to sanction the paymen
t
_ or other amounts decreed against Government.

~~

G.0., No. 78, 24-1-87; B.Ps., No. 459, 16-12-95; No. 239, 266-96.
5. Debit of Law Costs.—Pleaders’ fees should be
debited to

of costs

“ Law
and not to the department employing the Pleade
r.
Charges other than Pleaders’ fees shouldbe debite
canned In ae case of pauper suits, however, d to the departments
they should be debited
ட்... “slice,”
the recoveries being credited to ‘Court fees

and Justice?

_ BP. No. 172, 16-3-91,
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69. Sanitation and the grant of Building Sites—(i) Sanitary
requirements— Gencral.—Where new towns are formed as, for instance,

in the course of the exploitation of a tract of country by a railway, imi-

gation or other similar project or by a mining or other industry, the main

points to be kept in view are ample roadway, good ventilation, facilities
for drainage, and conservancy of the water-supply.
ordinarily

engage

‘These matters will

the attention of the Tiocal or Municipal Bodies con-

cemed, but Collectors should use their influence with the local authorities
towards the attainment of the samo objects.
Tahsildars should also be
held responsible

for preventing unanthorized

and

disorderly squatting

on building sites.

Gi) Sanitary requirements where house-sites have been provided by

Government.—The sanitary requirements referred to aboye should
invariably be insisted upon when sites for the erection of houses have
been provided by Government. The rules regulating tho grant of
Government land for building sites are given in Standing Order No. 21

supra,

(ii) Notice of festivale—Collectors should notify to the Sanitary

Commissioner and to the Sanitary officers of the districts concerned,
14 days before the probable date of occurrence, all festivals at which on

any one day, it may reasonably bo expected that 10,000 or more’ persons
will assemble.

B.P., No. 283, 28-6-94,

100. Cattle Disease—Scope of State aid.—*In dealing with cattle
disease, the policy of Government is declared to be that, until the spread

of education has effected a change in the attitude of the ryots, there should
be no direct attempt to cope with outbreaks of disease except to the extent
provided in paragraph 5 below. ‘The officers of the Civil Veterinary

Department are now employed chiefly in collecting information for the
bacteriological survey and in treating sick cattle and endeavouring to
prevent tho spread of epizootics in cases in which their co-operation is

yoluntarily invited by the people themselyes.

‘They are, howover,

required in the course of their tours to take every opportunity of advising
cattle owners as to the prevention and treatment of epizootic and other

diseases of common occurrence."

Taluk and village officers should be

directed to render assistance to the Stock Inspectors and to pay particular

attention to their suggestions, which should be carried out as far as

possible.»
"GOs. No. 515, 4-7-0; No. 756, 24-8-03. PB.P., No, 50, Sctt., 9-2-99.
2. Distribution of pamphlet regarding treatment of cattle discases—In

order to afford information to District officers and ryots as to the sanitary

measures which should he taken to prevent outbreaks of disease amon ஜீ
cattle and the mortality consequent on them, copies of a hook containing
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plain hints on cattle diseases have been distributed to all divisional and
taluk offices, and vernacular translations of it haye been published in

the district gazettes and are separately available for sale to the public.
Ryots should be encouraged to follow the directions which are contained
in this publication.

B.P., No. 2585, 9-10-76.

3. Segregation of diseased animals and disinfection of catthe-sheds.—
» Cattle-owners should be advised to separate animals suffering from contagious or infectious diseases from the rest of their stock* and to scrape
and whitewash the walls of buildings which have been used for diseased.
animals before admitting other animals into them.
All woodwork
should be carefully scoured with hot water mixed with some disinfectant,
such as carbolic acid.
®The skins of animals which have died of disease

should invariably be destroyed.?

2B.P., No. 1845, 16-3-66,

DB.P., No. 1099, 18-770.

4. Anthrax.—Revenue officers should warn ryots of the danger
ineurred in dealing with hides or carcases of animals which have died of
anthrax. It has been held that’the skinning of an animal which died of
anthrax is an act likely to spread the infection of a disease dangerous to

life and as such punishable under the Indian Penal Code.
B.P., No. 187, Sett., 14-5-90.

5. Prowsions of the Cattle Disease Act to be put into foree at large
cattle fairs—TVhe provisions of the Cattle Disease Act IT of 1866 will
ordinarily be put into foree only on the occasion of large cattle fairs,
which are specially dangerous as foci of disease. When the Collector
considers it advisable to introduce the provisions of the Act at any fair
or market, he will submit

his proposals and a draft notification through

the Board in sufficient time to allow of arrangements being made, if
possible, for the deputation of a Stock Inspector to assist in carrying out
the provisions of the Act.
., No. 29, Sett., 95; No. 4163, Mis., Sett.,
G.0., No. 415, 47-90,
5 No. 50, Sett.,
.
6. Procedure to be observed by District Officers on the occurrence of
contagious disease among cattle —Uhe following procedure prescribed by
the Government of India should be observed by District officers when
contagious discase makes its appearance among animals :—

(«) When any contagious or infections disease appears among

animals at a horse or cattle

fair in the

neighbourhood of a cantonment

or a line of military communication, the District or Sub-divisional officer
shall immediately report the fact and the nature of the disease to the

nearest military authority, who will be responsible for communicating
—
(6) When such discase appears in a camp or cantonment or

the information to such other military authorities as it may concern.

among animals under military authority on a line of communication,
the fact shall be immediately reported by the military authorities to the
District. or Sub-divisional officgr within whose charge the disease has
appeared.

ல்

(), The principal local authority, whether civil pr military, within
whore jurisdiction the disease has appeared, should Ireepfthe local military

or civil authority (as the case may jbe) informed

of

the preventive
or _

repressive measures which have been adopted, so that the action taken
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first instance may, as far as possible, be continued subsequently.

Any suggestions that either authority may

have to make

for action on

the part of the other, with a view to checking the spread of the disease,
should be made direct. The officer receiving such படட
should

ive them his best attention and should inform the authority making

em how far he is in a position to accept and act upon them.
ie
(@ The direct communication between local authorities enjoined
in these rules in no way supersedes the necessity of reporting the fact of
an outbreak for the information and orders of superior authorities under
any rules or practice in force.

B.P., No. 56, Sett., 5-3-95,
7. Report of outbreak of disease among horses.—Collectors should
also furnish the Inspecting
Veterinary Surgeon, Ootacamund, with early
reports of outbreaks of disease among

horses, with a view to preventing

the spread of the disease ; duplicates of such reports should be submitted
at the same time to the Board for information.

B.P., No. 78, Sett., 20-2-88.

8. Cattle mortality register and returns—(i) Maintenance.—A register

of cattle mortality in the form prescribed

in the

or the karnam, as the Collector may

direct.

Manual

of Village

Accounts should be maintained in every village by the headman of tho
village
Deaths

caused by

diseases, snakebite, wild animals and criminal poisoning should alone be

registered. But should any serious loss of stock result from accidental
causes, such as floods, it should be made a subject of special report.
© Care should be tuken to see that diseases are properly

to aid
the village officors in preparing these statistics, copies of recorded;
a
memorandum
giving a short description of the symptoms of the more important
contagious diseases
have been distributed to Tahsildars
tion to village officers.°

for communica-

= B.Ps., No. 25, Sett., 23-1-88; No.
Sett., 81-10-95; No. 650, Sett., 5-10-97;
No.7, Sett.,7-1-99. bB.P., No. 877, 346,
Sett., 3-7-91. © B.P., No. 650, Sett., 5-10-97.
(ii) Examination —Stock Inspectors are required to examine the
register in every village they visit, checking it, as far as possible,
house-to-house enquiry and seeing that it is kept in the prescribed by a
form
with accuracy

and neainess. They should
instruct village officers
as to the proper method of recording mortalitalso
y
from
disease and explain
to them how one disease
may be distinguished from another.

BP., No, 50, Sett., 9-299.
(ili) Returns to Collector and Board.—A. monthly abstra
ct of the
number of deaths recorded in the register under the
severa

be sent by the karnam

with

Tahsildar, to the Collector.

the

birth

and

l heads should

death returns, through

the

The register and abstract should be care-

fully checked and initialled by the “Tahsildar and Revenue Inspector
whenever they visit the village.»
A consol
return for the whole
district will be submitted by the Collector to idated
the Board,
*B.P., No. 25, Sott., 23-1-88.
pyres No. 144, Seti. 14-6-87; No, 114, Sett., 73-88, Nos.
193 and 194, Sett,

(x) In districts selected for bacteriological survey.—In the distric

. selected for bacteriological survey, the

ட.

se his absence, ae
munsif should, while any epizootic disease is Presenor,
t in his village, submit
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to the T'ahsildar once in ten days a report in the prescribed form, giving
particulars of the number of attacks as well as of deaths. On the 10th,
20th and last day of each month, the Tahsildar should compile and

submit to the Superintendent, Civil Veterinary Department, an abstract
of the returns received by him during the preceding period.
B.Ps., No. 814, Sett., 24-6-89; No. 43, Sett., 18-2-90; No. 2726, Miy,, Sett.,
4-5-94; No. 6284, Mis., Sctt., 15-10-94,
101.

Registration

of Births

and

Deaths—Accuracy

to be secured

in the Returns of Vital Statistics, —*'Tho system of registering vital

statistics inaugurated in 1865 has been so long in force that village

officials have no excuse for sending in incomplete or inaccurate returns.
Collectors and Divisional officers should endeavour, by persoual attention
to the matter and communication with village officers, to secure accurac’

inthe returns.

Ai the same time the danger of inducing the falsification

of returns by injudicious pressure on the village officers must not be
overlooked.* » T’o secure more accurate registration of births and deaths

in rural tracts, registration has been made compulsory under Act IIT

of 1899, but the scope of the Act has, for the present, been restricted to
certain selected areas, mostly major unions. The rules and forms framed
under section 20 of the Act will be found in appendix I.»

2 BP, No, 221,5-2- 4. > B.P., No. 184, Sett., 274-1900.
2. Birth and Death Registers and Returns.—* For rural tracts registers
of births and deaths should be maintained in each village in the forms
prescribed in the Manual of Village Accounts, monthly abstracts being
submitted on the first of the succeeding month, through the taluk
eutcherry, to

the

Collector's office, where a consolidated

return for the

district will be compiled and forwarded to the Sanitary Commissioner,*
» This return should furnish particulars for the different divisions of the
district arranged in geographical order.”

2 B.P., No. 447, Sett., 8-12-98. > B.Pn., No. 8204, 17-6-65; No. 447, Sett., 812-98.
8. Registering Officer—The duty of registration may, at the disoretion of the Collector, be entrusted to the headman ot the village or to the
village accountant, but it should be borne in mind that eventually the

work will have to be transferred
In the case of large villages
karnam or both, the work
officers, the village being split

altogether to the headman of
where there is a monigar
may be distributed among
into as many wards as there

G.0., No, 476, 21-29-96.

the village.
or assistant
the several
are officers.

4. Scrutiny of Registers by Revenue Officers on tour.—lIt is the duty
of Tahsildars, Deputy Tahsildars, and Revenue Inspectors to scrutinize
the registers during their tours and to verify a certain number of the
entries by local enquiry and to punish or bring to notice any instances of

neglect on the part of the village officers.

‘They should initial and date

the entries in the registers which they verify.
lectors and Divisional
officers will see that the registers are carefully examined during their
tours and at the time of the jamabandi, when the accuracy of the entries

may be checked by questioning the assembled ryots.

Another excellent

check consists in deputing a tfustworthy official to take a census of all
children in the villagé under one year in age and comparing the result

with the register of births.
உ
B.Ps., No. 2973, 13-10-74; No. 60, Sett., 31-1-94; No. 74, Sett., 18-3-95;
'G.0., No. 476, 21-9-96,
44
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5. Scrutiny by Deputy Inspectors of Vaceination.— Village headmen and

karnams should be instructed to afford facilities to the Deputy Inspectors
of Vaccination in regard to the inspection of birth and death registers.
These officers are allowed to make vernacular notes in the village inspec-

tion book of the defects which they discover in the registers and the
oral explanation furnished by the village officers, sending a copy of such
notes at once to the Tahsildar. In such cases the village officers should
also submit to the Tahsildar without delay a copy of the remarks with .
their own

explanation, and the Tahsildar will

then

take the

necessary

action.
B.P., No. 206, 30-1-72.

6.

Vital

Statistics for Zamindari Tracts—Collectors

should impress

on zamindars the importance of furnishing through their karnams correct
and punctual information on vital statistics. In proprietary * estates
to which chapters I, II and V of Madras Act IT of 1894 have been
extended, karnams may be punished by the Collector or Divisional officer

for failure to keep these accounts in a proper manner (section 16 (2)
of Madras Act IT of 1894).

102. Measures to be taken on the Outbreak of Cholera and

other Epidemics—(i) Report to Tahsildar and Deputy Tahsildar.—
On the occurrence of a case of cholera, small-pox or other epidemic in a
village, the headman or, in his absence, the karnam should report the
fact at once to the Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar.
The report should
bo despatched by the quickest method available, ie., by telegraph, post
or special messenger.

(ii) Communication of information to Collector and medical offtcers.—

Information of the outbreak should be promptly communicated by the
Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar to the medical subordinate in charge of
the

nearest dispensary, to the

Collector

of the district, to the District

Medical and Sanitary officer, and to the President of the Taluk Board.
In the case of small-pox, notice of the outbreak should also be despatched
to Be Deputy Inspector of Vaccination and to the vaccinator of the

circle.

(ii) Duty of Tahsildar and Deputy Tahsildar—On receipt of the

information, the Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar should proceed
ately to the affected locality, or if

immedi-

he cannot do so should send a Revenue

Inspector thither. The Tahsildar, the Deputy Tahsildar, or the officer
deputed should, in consultation with the medical subordinate or, in the
absence of that officer, on his own responsibility, adopt such measures to
ணன் the further spread of the disease as he may consider necessary.
the case of cholera, he should cause attention to be paid to the
directions in Vol. IT of the Village Officers’ Manual.
(iv) Daily Report.—The report referred to in clause (i) should, so
‘long as the epidemic lasts, be continued as a daily return in the form

given in appendix 11. No daily report need, however, be furnished
the nearest, Medical Subordinate in charge of a dispensary in the case to
of
cholera and small-pox
or to the local vaceinator in regard to small-pox,
Advantage can often be taken of the assistance of the Police
whose

ae

as a check on the returns: furnished by village

* For a list of such estates vide appendix I, Chapter XIII.
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(v) Tabsildar or Deputy Tahsildar to remain in affected locality —The
Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar, or the officer deputed under clause (iii),
should ordinarily remain in the affected

locality until the arrival of the

medical subordinate or certificated Sanitary Inspector deputed by the
Local Board, and should, before leaving the village, make arrangements
to ensure all possible assistance being rendered to the medical or sanitary
officers in carrying ont the necessary remedial measures.
(vi) Expenses incurred by village officers——All reasonable expenses
incurred by village officers in the despatch of messages or special
messengers, and by the officers of the Reyenue Department in endeayouring to prevent the spread of the disease, will be a legitimate charge
on the funds of the Taluk Board within whose jurisdiction the affected
village is situated; and the Collector can, if necessary, exercise the
powers conferred on him by section 38 of Madras Act V of 1884 in
order to enforce payment.
(vii) Medical aid—When there is a serious outbreak of cholera,
small-pox, fever, &c., in any tract, and the ordinary medical staff at the
disposal of the District Board is found inadequate, the Collector and

President of the District Board should apply to the Surgeon-General for
the services of as many extra Hospital Assistants as may be necessary.
Headmen of villages will be supplied with the necessary medicines and
disinfectants by the Tahsildar, who will obtain his supply from the
Taluk Board.
(viii) "When cholera or other epidemic disease is prevalent, the
services of the Apothecaries and Hospital Assistants attached to the offices
of Collectors and their subordinates should be made available for the relict
of all classes within their reach.
On such occasions and especially when
the medical officer is on circuit, advice should be freely given, and
medicine should, if necessary, be gratuitously dispensed.*
Ba.’s Cons, No. 742, 7-4-58.

(ix) Purchase of medicines
—» Collectors have a discretionary power
to incur contingent charges for the purehase of medicines during the
prevalence of cholera or other serious epidemic disease in their districts.”
© Ordinary drugs can be purchased in the bazaar, only a few important
medicines being obtained by indent on the Medical Department.
When
purchasing drugs Collectors should invariably consult Civil Medical
officers, in order to guard against the supply of spurious and old
medicines which might escape detection, if not subjected to professional
inspection.®
b Bd’s Cons., No. 2197, 7-9-48. © B.P., No. 2677, 84-68.

(x) Charges incurred in distribution.
—4 Charges incurred by Collectors
for the distribution of cholera medicines should be borne by the Local
Boards concerned, and in the event of a Local Board declining to pay
for any special reasons, the sanction of Government is necessary before
the charge can be admitted against ‘* Medical—Miscellaneous.”’ ¢
.0, No, 1167, ¥inl,, 26-6-76; B.P., No. 309, 45-89.
, No. 320, 28-9-97 ; No. 103, 224-90; No. 5, 15-1-1900,
103. Vaccination--(i)

Duty

of Revenue officers —Collectors

use their utmost endeavours to induce the

the benofits offered to them gratuitously "by the Vaccination
ment.

should

people to ayail themselves of

Depart-

Reyenue officers also may give much assistance by directing the

medical subordinate who accompanies them

who are willing.
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on circuit to vaccinate all

E.M.C., No. 742, Pub., 31-8-48; G.0., No. 742, 7-453.
ii)

Duty of village headmen.—W henever a vaccinator visits a village,

the Chace

headman

should accompany him

after each visit, send to the Deputy

on his rounds,

and should,

Inspector of Vaccination, through the

Tahsildar of the taluk, a statement in the form prescribed in appendix IIT.
B.P., No. 49, 2-3-98.

104, Medical
‘When Revenue

Subordinates
officers return

attached

to Revenue

to head-quarters

from

offices.—

tour, they

should

direct the medical subordinates attached to their offices for professional

aid to place themselyes under the orders of the chief medical officer of

the station until their services are again required for cireuit duty.

In

such cases the medical subordinates will still retain charge of the stores

and medicines entrusted to them for departmental purposes, but the
superior medical officer will be at liberty to examine the stock and
compare it with the Stock Account.

G.0., No. 2656, 80-10-63.
105. Medical Attendance
attendance.—The

and Supply of Medicines—Medicai

following rules

have

been

prescribed

for

medical

attendance on Government servants in the Madras Presidency :—

I. In districts beyond the Town of Madvas.—-All Government servants
in receipt of salaries amounting to Rs. 100 and upwards, are entitled
to the attendance of the medical officer of the station or district at their
own

houses when their illness ts such as to preyent

their

consulting the

medical officer at his house.
:
IL. There will no doubt be cases of not unfrequent occurrence in

which it will be proper for the medical officer to visit at their own
houses Goyernment servants in receipt of salaries under Rs. 100.

Government trusts to the good sense and good feeling of the medical
Profession in preference to laying down any hard and Jast rales for
such cases.
Til. It is to be distinctly understood that sace as provided in Rules

LV, V, VII and VIII infra, medical officers will not be expected
to
attend a Government servant in /is own house, unless the
patient is
unable to wait upon the medical officer either at his
house or at such
Place

and time as, having

due

consideration for the

patient’s

position
and the circumstances of the case, may be appointed for the purpose.
TY.
In any station where

be an Assistant Surgeon,
Apothecary ox Hospital Assistant,thereand may
where
there may not be proper
Hospital accommodation, i will

be the duty of such officers to attend, at their
own residences, the upper subordinate grades
of Government servants,
ding clerks, whose | appointments

led.

are not gazetted;

these officers
conveyance hire if they reside more than two
miles from the
ன்
ம்
Tn all serious cases, the

-All uncoyenanted servants, however,
ith Government head-quarters, are entit while on
led to the
ப
6of
the medical officer at their own quart
ers
les.

3
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Town

of Madras.—At the Presidency Town,

duty of attending upon
heavily

on

medical
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where

the

this class of public servants would bear very

officers, and where

suitable

accommodation

and

medical treatment are available on payment of very moderate charges
in the General

Hospital, of which for their own sake it is desirable that

Government servants should avail themselves, such Government servants
as decline to avail themsclyes of these advantages will, as heretofore,

make their own arrangements for medical attendance.
a VIL. In the Godavari Agency—The Hospital Assistants in

the

Agency Tracts of Gédavari are required to attend gratuitously on the
families of Government servants employed there as well as on others
who may be considered entitled to gratuitous attendance.*
4 G.0., No. 1028, Pub., 17-12-95.
See aleo Madras Civil Medical Code, Section VI-355.
VILL. General, for the Presidency Town and the Mufassal—Civil
officers of Government holding Gazetted appointments or drawing salaries

of Rs. 250 and upwards are in all circumstances entitled to gratuitous
medical attendance for themselves at their own residences from the

Surgeon of the District or the Civil Surgeon, as the case may be.

Note—The foregoing rules have been adapted from the Civil Medical Code with the
additions and alterations indicated in italics, which have been made by the Board with
a view to make the meaning of the Code clear.
B.Ps., No. 916, 19-38-85; No. 3055, 6-11-85.

2. Supply of Medicines.—The rules for the supply of medicines to
Goverment

servants in

civil

employ and their families

are given in

appendix IV.

106, Medical

Certificates—The

rules governing the

grant

of

medical certificates to Government servants are embodied in Articles
893-907 of the Civil Service Regulations and in Appendix A to the
Rules regulating the Personal Conduct of Government Seryants.
B.P., No. 41, 17-2-98,
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APPENDIX

I.

Rules and Forms under Section 20 of Madras Act IIT of 1899.

The registrar or registrars appointed by the Collector under section 5
Fees iced Scots arastto. qnith tho" Act shall be applied shall each
maintain a register of births in form No. | and a register of deaths in form
No. 2. In both the registers, the serial number of the event should be
entered commencing from 1st January, and the series should be continued
up to 3st December. No entries may be interpolated between two serial
numbers. No entry will be made in column 4 of form No. 1 unless the
father of the child ‘wishes that the mother’s name should be recorded in
addition to his name. In respect of illegitimate children the registrar
should observe the instructions given in the last portion of section 8. ‘The
“glasses” to be entered in column 7 of the register of births and column
7 of the register of deaths are: “Europeans,” ‘Eurasians,” ‘ Native
Christians,” “ Hindus,” “ Muhammadans,” and‘ Other classes.” Castes
and sub-diyisions of castes should not be noted. Inthe case of persons who
have no house-name, the father’s name must be entered in column 3 of form
No.2. Each registrar shall submit abstracts of his registers in Village
Manual Forms 19-4 and 19-B (annexed)

monthly

to the ‘l'ahsildar.

2. Information regarding births or deaths may be given to the registrar
in writing either by a letter containing all necessary particulars or in forms
Nos. 8 and 4. These forms will be supplied by the registrar free of cost to
all residents within the area for which he has been appointed. Oral information of births and deaths may also begiven. In every case in which a
birth is registered, the registrar shall, as required by section 14, give to
the informant, on his application, free of all charge, a memorandum of the
fact in form No. 5. All information received by the registrar by letter or in
form No. 3 and form No. 4 shall be filed by him and preserved for two
years.
3. The registers and files of letters and forms, and the accounts relating
to fees recovered under section 17 and the other records to be maintained
by the registrar under the orders of the District Collector will be open to
the inspection of any Revenue officer of or above the rank of Revenue
Inspector, and it shall be the duty of those officers to examine and test the
registers and records in such manner and at such intervals as may be prescribed by the District Collector. Provided that in case
of Assurances is the registrar, the checking officer shallthenotSub-Rogistrar
be lower in
rank than a Tahsildar or Deputy ‘Pahsildar in independent charge.
4, The registrar shall, in addition to compliance with the
of
sections 6 and 7 of the Act, also notify in some conspicuous placeprovisions
on or near
the outer door of his office, or (if he have no office) of his house, the hours
during which he will attend to register births and deaths.

The

hours should
be two or three hours in the day (excluding Sundays and authorized
holidays), and will be determined for each registrar by the District Collector.
if the registrar

is absent for any cause during these hours, he shall post a

notice on or near the outer door of his office or house showing when he will

be able to perform his duty as registrar, and the name of the person to

whom, during his absence, letters or written information
form No. 4 may be delivered by informants.

in form No. 2 or

Chap. x.
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5. In case the registrar is
unable for more than two days to attend? to
his duty onaccount of illness or other urgent cause, he shall report the fact

to the nearest Revenue officer of or above the rank of Deputy Tahsildar,
and that officer shall at once make temporary arrangements for the performance of the duties of the registrar, and any person thus’ temporarily
appointed shall be held to be the Registrar for the purposes of the Act and
of these rules.
6. The registers in forms

Nos. 1 and 2 shall be retained in the custody

of the registrar for twelve months

after the close

of each calendar year and

shall thon be deposited with the Sub-Rogistrar of Assurances for the division in which the village is situated, who shall file them in his office. If
the Sub-Registrar of Assurances is himself the registrar, he shall retain the
registers in his office, and shall be the officer who will give and certify
extracts therefrom under section 17. While the registers remain in the
custody of a registrar who is u village head or accountant, the officer who
will give and certify extracts therefrom under section 17 shall be the
Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar to whom the village headman or accountant

is subordinate.

After the

transfer of the registers to the Sub-Registrar of

Assurances that officer shall be the person who will give and certify extracts

therefrom under section 17.
7. All clerical errors

found in the registers

of

births or in

the registers

of deaths should be corrected by drawing a line through the original entry
(but not so as to render it illegible) and writing the new entry above it, and
should be initialled and dated by the registrar alone, if the error be discovered by him, or by both the registrar and the checking officer, if the
error be discovered by the checking officer. Provided that no entry shall
be corrected under this rule more than a year after the entry is made except
with the previous sanction of the Divisional officer.

8. In the case of a child which is born dead and also inthe case of a

child which dies before its hirth has heen registered, the registrar should
enter the birth in the register of births and the death in the register of

deaths.

9. It shall be the duty of all village officers and villags servants working
in any union

or other area

registrar in obtaining

to which the Act may be extended to assist the

information for the registration under section 15 of all

births and deaths which have not been already registered.

‘They should

also warn persons who are bound to give information regarding such births
or deaths of their liability to punishment under cection 18 of the Act for
failure to give information in due time.
10.

which

When

the registrar

receives

information

of

any

births

or deaths

should be registered by him, but have not been reported to him

in due time, he shall, on the 15th and on the last day of each month, prepare
a list of such cases in form No. 6 and submit it to the ‘Tahsildar for his
orders (or those

of the Divisional officer, if the

District

Collector so direct)

as to whether the persons who have fniled to give information as required
by the Act should be

prosecuted under clause (1) of section 18.

The registrar

should, if possible, obtain and enter in the list the explanation of the sup-

posed defanlter and the remarks of the village headman, which should he
signed by the village headman, and should add his own remarks and sign

and date thelist. If the village headman is himself the registrar, he should
enter his remarks only in the column for remarks of the registrar. Parti-

culars of any offences which may be committed under clauses (2) and

(3) of section 18 shoulg@ be submitted to the Tahsildar by the registrar
in the form of a report.
11. Fees for searches and fees for applications for extracts under section

17 shall be paid in court-feo stamps.
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APPENDIX

IV.

Rules for the Gratuitous Issue of Medicines to Government Servants in

Civil Employ.

Servants of Government in civil employ at all stations, except Madras
and Ootacamund, where there is a Government civil hospital, will be
entitled to the gratuitous supply of such authorized medicines as are in
store therein, but such supplies will only be given on the prescription of a
Government Medical officer on duty at the station.

2. In places in which no Government civil hospital exists, prescriptions
should be sent to a druggist’s shop, or to a Municipal or Local Fund
dispensary, and the patient will be liable to pay for the supplies.
3. In Ootacamund, all non-gazetted officers drawing less than Rs, 60 a
month will be entitled to the gratuitous supply of authorized medicines in
store at the Police hospital, on the prescription of a Government Medical
officer on duty at the station.
4. In Madras, all non-gazetted servants of Government drawing less
than Rs. 60 per mensem will be entitled to the gratuitous supply of
medicines for themselves when they apply at any Government hospital for
medical treatment and are actually brought on the records as out-patients.
5. In

cases where

the families of Government officers

are

entitled

to

oe medical treatment, they are also entitled to the supply of
ernment medicines gratis under the same conditions as the officers
themselves.
:
G.O., No. 319, Pub., 2-5-98.
See also Madras Civil Medical Code, Section VI-360.
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It is ordinarily
107. Transport for troops—Io should procure.—*
the duty of
the Regimental authorities and the Commissariat Depart-

ment to procure the necessary transport for troops about to march;
but where these authorities are unable to obtain the requisite means of
conveyance, the duty of procuring them will devolve on the Collector. *
On such occasions due notice will be given to the Collector, and he
will take action only on the requisition of the Commanding Officer.*
Endeavour should be made whenever practicable to obtain transport by
contract, and resort should be had to impressment only in cases of

‘absolute necessity.”

௨௦.0.) 9௦. 2156, 16-11-60.

2. Impressment

» G.0., No, 724, 27-3-67; B.P., No. 2816, 85-67.

of caris—In

cases of impressment

the following

rules should be attended to :—

(1) ? Private carts which are ordinarily let out on hire or kept for
profit will be held available, if occasion requires it, for the use of
the troops marching.
Every endeavour should be made to render this

compulsory service as little irksome and as fairly distributed as possible.

Cartmen from the same village should, whenever practicable, be permitted to march and camp together, and liberal demurrage should
be allowed when carts are collected from a distance or detained ata
station. ‘The terms of the engagement with the cartmen as to the point
at which they are to be released from the service, and the period for
which they are to be exempted from re-engagement after returning
to their villages, should be strictly maintained.”
© Except in cases of
absolute necessity, when an extra rate should be allowed, carts should

never be taken beyond the first village of
territory without the full and willing consent
2 G.O., No. 724, 27-83-67; B.P., No.
© G.0., No. 588, 4-83-79; B.P., No. 738, 28-5-80;

the adjoiming district or
of the owners.°
2816, 8-5-67.
G.O., No. 1035, 27-8-80.

(2), The carriage already engaged by other departments should

only be impressed for military service after every endeavour has been
made to obtain transport elsewhere.

(8) The Collector is authorized to pay from his treasury to each

cartman an advance at the rate of 8 annas for every 10 miles, if the
distance is under

100 miles; and at 12 annas, if above that distance.

‘He may also draw from the treasury the maistry’s full hire, at the rate

of 1 anna for every 10 miles per cart, and disburse so much of it in
advance as he thinks proper, keeping the rest to be paid on the maistry
producing a certificate from the Commanding, Officer that the carts
* Requisitions which do not not proceed from the Commanding
ள்
Officer will not be
ச
கற்க
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have arrived at their destination, and that the cartmen have fulfilled the

terms of tHe contract.

(4) The Collector is also authorized to disburse from the treasury

batta to carts brought from a distance

of 15 miles or more,

at the rate

of 4 annas for every 15 miles so travelled, and for every day they are
kept at the cutcherry before being made over to the regiment.
He
should be careful not to retain the carts longer than is absolutely

necessary.

(5) The duties above prescribed may, at the Colleotor’s pleasure, be

entrusted to his Assistant.
his Assistant

During the absence of the Collector, and if

cannot attend, the Tahsildar,

assisted by a clerk from the

Collector’s office, will superintend the supply of carts to the troops.

3. Transport by contract— When carts are obtained by contract the
Commanding Officer should be furnished with a register of the carts
in the form prescribed in appendix I.

Government

has ruled that the

Commanding Officer is responsible for seeing that tho owners or drivers
of carts, &c., employed

by the corps are in no way

ill-treated by either

officers or men, and that the carts and bullocks are not overloaded;

cart-load should never exceed 800 Ibs. including persons
carried on the cart; the maximum bullock load is 123 Ibs.
manding Officer is required to enforce the regular payment
the cart-owners and others, acvording to the daily rates to be

the

habitually
The Comof batta to
previously

determined, for any period of detention exceeding: two days after the day

originally specified for the commencement of the march; and also for
all halts of more than two clear days at atime.
Batta should be disbursed at least once in every two days of detentions and halts. On the
termination of the march, the Commanding Officer is required to adopt

measures for the immediate payment of the balance of hire.
Supplement to the Fort St. @eorge Gazette, dated 27th May 1856.

108. Supplies and

provisions for troops on the mareh—In-

timation of march of troops to be given by military authorities, —Intimation

of the line of march

will be given to the Civil

the case of all parties commanded
sioned Officer, and

in
and other authorities

by a European or Native Commis-

of all detachments of European

strength, but no intimation is required

troops of whatever

for any body of Native troops

(Mounted corps and Treasure escorts excepted) under twelve men.

allowed a
Note.—All bodies of troops consisting of twelve men and upwards areaccordingly
halt every fourth day; the dates of propused progress will be calculated
when intimation of march is given. Parties of less than twelve men (Treasure escorts
excepted) will march at the rate of ten miles a day, with a halt every seventh day.
2. Collectors to give notice of march to Tahsildars—On the receipt ot
intimation from the Quartermaster-General’s department or from the

Officer Commanding the Troops of the route of troops about to march

througha district, the Collector and Movies should immediately
give notice to the Tahsildars of the taluks through which they will pass,

informing them of the expected number of nore European officers,
wil halt in each taluk,
and camp followers, the stages at which they

and the probable date of arrival.
8. Tahsildars to accompany regiments——When a regiment or egy
be
body of troops is passing through a district, the Tahsildars should
to accompany them through their respective taluks,
directed if possible

TROOPS AND TEAVELLERS—S.O.
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vented, the Deputy Tahsildar or
or if in any instance unavoidabl
to this duty. They should
டட
ட
should
the Taluk SHeniiadan
be ready to obtain more supplies if what has already been collected
proves insufficient, and to afford any other assistance that may be
-An Assistant Collector, if available, or the Divisional Officer
required.
and a Police officer should, when possible, accompany the troops.

4, Applications for supplies to whom to be made.—Applications for
supplies ae assistance found necessary during the march of troops should

be made to the Collectors of the districts through which the troops pass,
with such
requisitions. The Commanding Officer of a corps or detachment is

who will issue instructions to their subordinates to comply

the only person entitled to correspond or communicate with the Civil
authorities in such matters.
5. Scale of supplies ordinarily required.—The list given in appendix IT
will give an idea of the amount of supplies ordinarily required by an

infantry regiment.

When

a detachment

smaller than a regiment is

on the march, proportionately smaller quantities will be required.
As
mounted corps march without grass cutters accompanying, grass should
also be supplied for artillery and cavalry horses at the prescribed rates
given in appendix IT.
ல்

6. Applications for additional transport in case of emergency—No

demand for coolies, carts, or cattle should be made at any intermediate
village except in the event of unforeseen accidents on the road, either by
the death or desertion of coolies or casualties amongst

representation should be made to the Commanding

the cattle, when a

Officer,

who,

if

satisfied of the propriety of the application, will address the necessary
requisitions for fresh supplies to the headman of the village in communication with the officer of the Revenue Department ordered to
accompany the troops on the march.
It will be the duty of the Commanding Officer on such occasions to pay a proper consideration to the means
and resources of the village, as well as to enforce in the strictest manner
the payment of an adequate remuneration to the people employed on

their requisition.
| Indent for country cots in case of sickness —In cases of extraordinary
sickness, Officers Commanding corps and detachments are authorized to
indent upon Collectors or the Commissariat Department for such number
of country cots as may be absolutely necessary.

8. Tahsildare to apply to the District Treasury for funds—Ta

hsildars
should be directed to apply immediately to the District Treasury
for
money for the purpose of purchasing such specific quantity of supplics

as may be required.

9. Supplies to be purchased at the neighbouring weekly markets—The

வட்
should be purchased as far as possible at the neighbouring
weekly markets to which produce of every description is generally
brought for sale, but when it is not possible to procure in this manner
the full supply required, the balance due ahold be purchased from
the people Voluntarily and should on no account be collected
by

contri]

On.

ன்

10. Payments for supplies to be made immediately and receipts taken—
In every instance,.whether the supplies are bought at the ee markets
or from the villages,
payment must be immediately made and a receipt

Chap. XI.
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taken: such receipts should be forwarded as vouchers to the Collector’s

office along with the detailed account of purchases and sales.
neither coolies, pots, fire
Note.—(1) Tahsildars should be distinctly informed thatsupplied
withont payment.
be
sticks, tent-pegs, nor any other articles whatever are to with
any requisition for coolies,
(2) Tahsildars should be directed to comply
receiving however in the first instance the hire of the men, at such? rates as shall in the
opinion of the Tahsildar be proper.
(8) Payment for supplies should on no account be made to the headman or
the Karnam of the village for distribation tothe individuals furnishing them, but should
always be made direct to the owners.
11. Supplies to be conveyed and delivered to an officer of the corps—

Supplies should be purchased and conveyed to the halting places at
Government expense,

the owners receiving payment when the purchase

is made, and not being required to quit their residences.

The supplies

should, on the arrival of the troops or their advanced guard, be made
for
over at once to some officer of the corps, whose duty it is to
their distribution and payment, the Collector’s subordinates having simply
ல்
to provide the articles previously indented for.
‘Articles not bought by the regiment should be made over to the
Tahsildar for re-sale by auction, the loss, if any, arising from the re-sale

being borne by Government and debited to the Military Department.»
2 E.M.C., 23-458; M., Vol. ITI, p. 63 of 1858.

12. Commanding officers to pay for supplies immediately on presentation
of bills.—AMl Officers Commanding corps or detachments, who may be
by any servant of Government with boats, coolies, carts,
pone
&c., must pay all charges for the supplies on the prebearers,
ullocks,
sentation of bills to them at the time, irrespective of the settlement of any

disputes that may arise in respect of such charges ; and in the case of
pay in advance such proportion of the
carts or bullocks, they must

hire as may be fixed by the Civil authorities, the balance being paid
on arrival at destination or termination of the trip for which such carts

and bullocks were hired.
13. Charges to be subsequently adjusted —All such charges as well as
others incidental to the march of troops should subsequently be adjusted
through the Military Accounts Department on contingent bills supported
by the requisite vouchers.
14. Disposal of claims for compensation.—When claims for compensation for injury to crops or other charges arise out of the encampment, &e.,
of troops, the extent or particulars of which may not be within the
kmowledge of Commanding Officers, the Collector should after due
investigation satisfy such claims and pay such charges, forwarding the
Pills therefor which will be passed on his signature for adjustment in the
transfer account of the Accountant-General’s Office.
15. Complaints against public servants.—Should any cause of com-

plaint arise against any public servant whether for overnhatee or neglect,
preferred
of duty or on any other grounds, such complaint should
as soon as possible to the Collector or Chief Civil Officer of the district
who will investigate it without delay. If after his decision further
reference should be necessary, a representation of the case should be
submitted for the information’ of Government
ட
regular channel.

16. Supplies to officers not on duty with troops.

and

through the usual

Officers not on d

with troops will pay all charges for boats, coolies, carts, &e.,

nish

AND
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ant of Government on bills being presented to them and act
பவல் paragraphs 12, 13 and 15 above in respect of the hire of
a
carts and bullocks, adjustment of charges debitable against Government,
and submission of complaints against any public servant.

3

. George Gazette, dated 27th May 1856.
பஸ ப் S560 | No. 50, 6-296,

See
109. Halting
lectors should

places
from

and cholera camps.— Halting places —* Col-

time

to time

on the lines of road passing

inspect

through

careful that if possible at least 800 yards

purpose at each encamping ground.

the halting

places

their districts, and
square

for troops

should be

are reserved

for the

The ground should be thoroughly

cleaned immediately after it has been vacated by a regiment, the cost of
cleansiug being charged to Government.*_ Wells at established camping
grounds should be periodically cleaned out and steps taken for causing

e sources of drinking water-supply in the immediate vicinity of the

line of march to be cleared from impurities.”

2 G.O., No. 4167, Milty., 10-11-65.» BP., No. 3140, 8-12-81.
2. Cholera camps.—Village officers should be made responsible for the
proper care of camping grounds as well as of sites of the cholera camps to
be selected in the vicinity of military stations,
“The sites of cholera camps

must be ploughed up immediately after the troops quit them2

There

is no objection to such sites being cultivated, but they must always be
available when required, and the approaches must not be obstructed.

BLP.

110.

Precautions

4001, 14-7-65.
against

a G.0., No. 2243, 25-9-67.

cholera—(i)

Information

to Military

Department.—Vhe particular attention of Collectors is drawn to the

necessity of communicating to the Military Department information as
to the existence of cholera on lines of road usually traversed by troops.
(i) Periodical report—Immediately on receipt of intimation from
the Military authorities that troops are about to march through a district,
the Collector should institute special inquiries regarding the existence of

cholera on the route indicated, and should cause the Tahsildars to report,
periodically on the subject until the troops have passed throagh.
If
any case of cholera is reported from any place along the line of march,
if must be promptly reported to the Officer Commanding the Troops as
well as to
the Division
Head-Quarters

G.0., No. 1798, 3-8-65; B.P., No. 5465, 5-9-65.
111. Conveyances fer travellers—Collector to assist

travellers

1 procuring carriage.—It is the duty of the Collector to assist traveller
in procuring carriage when necessary, and a iraveiler in difficulti s
es
should always receive assistance.
The Collector’s intervention will
however not be required where private enterprise has supplied satisfac
tory
means of conveyance.
2. Rates of hire.—The rates of hire arranged by the Collec
tor must
be liberal enough to ensure regular and efficient service, as
Govern
ment
cannot guarantee the constant employment of owners
or drivers of carts.
The hire should be fixed with reference to the circumstance
s of each
district and not with the object of having one uniform
rate throughout
the presidency.
Detention batta and travelling
hire fixed on similar
principles,
should also be allowed where
ee
ட.
however, can only be claimed after ¢4 hours’ detent
ion.

batta,
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3. Fees gn Government dawks.—Petty contingent charges should be
provided for by the levy of a light fee on all dawks laid by Government
officers.

The amount realized should be just sufficient to mect the charge

and the rate of fee may be altered from

time to time according to

requirements.
4. Payment

invariably be

paid by

payment

the hands of

traveller

of hire.—The

the persons who
and

should

haye earned it is the surest

efficient service, and saves

ference.

hire

at the end of each stage ; prompt
much official

into

the

way of securing willing

correspondence

‘Travellers must be supplied with “ Way

and

inter-

Bills” showing

clearly what they have to pay at each stage, and they must be plainly
given to understand that on failure of payment their further progress
with Government aid will be stopped.
Complaints of overcharge or

misconduct must be subsequently made and settled, and payment of the

sums entered in the way bill should not be withheld on such pleas.
5. Deposits.—Collectors
strangers,

before laying

may

dawks

course will not often arise.

require

reference

for them, but

If a deposit

or

deposit

from

the necessity for such

a

is made, the money should be

returned when the traveller has accomplished his journey through the
district.

6. Seale of accommodation in a bullock coach.—Two adults and a servant
should be the limit of passengers in a bullock coach; for pnrposes of
calculation two children between three and twelve are considered
equivalent to one adult, while children under three are not taken into
account.
or every adult in excess of the limit, an additional charge of
one-fourth of the full hire should be made.

7. Publication of rates of hire in the District Gazette—The rates of

hire should be published periodically in the District Gazette, and lists of
the rates should be supplied to travellers.
8. a Applicability of rules to Government seroants—=The fore; oing
rules are also applicable to Government servants who are nnable to
obtain satisfactory means of conveyance in the open market.»
B.P., No. 4145, 12-9-60; G.Os., No. 2357, 10-12-60; No. 5914, 17-12-60.
.Ps., No, 369, 20-7-92; No. 588, 22-9-92,

112. Supeles

to private

travellers.—In

places where there is no

bazaar, and where village monigars are கைட்
bound to assist public
servants and travellers in obtaining supplies, it is to be understood that
ready-money payments must invariably be made.
Should the village
officers supply articles on credit, they

must not

113.

look

will do so at their

to the higher authorities to enforce payment.

own

risk, and

.P., 23-1-58

55; B.P., 3-5-55; M., Vol. IJ, 62-8 of 1855; E.M.C., No. 76,
; M., Vol. III, pp. 5-8 of 1858 ; -P., No. 504, 27-3-72.

Supplies

to Government officers on circuit.—The follow-

ing males have hoon promulgated by Goverment for the
guidance of
Collectors and other District officers in the matter of supply of provisions to them during their touts -—
(1) While it is the duty of the monigar of a village to find supplies

for the Oollector or any other District officer when ‘camping near his
village, or for any traveller, on payment, every

District officer, and the

868.
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Collector and his Divisional officers in particular, should take every
in their power to see that the monigar of the village near
precaution

which any one of them may haltis always paid in full for every article
supplied by him.
(2) If a Collector intends to halt for a few days at any village the
proper plan to be followed is for him to order the Tahsildar of the taluk
to send a takid to the monigar of that village informing him of the date
of his arrival and ordering him to be in attendance on the arrival of
the Collector's camp in order to supply what is immediately wanted,
and also to learn from the Collector’s

servants what

kinds and quan-

tities of supplies will be required daily. The takid should also contain
instructions to the monigar to complain to the Collector promptly if he
is not paid for the articles supplied by him.
(8) Every Collector or other District officer is expected to be able
to prevent his own servants

and

name withont paying for them.

peons

from

obtaining

artivles

in his

‘The best way of securing this end is

to insist on a written order being given by his servant for everything

wanted.

These orders will serve as vouchers in support of the monigar’s

bill, and if the officer himself ascertains from the monigur. whether he
has been paid in full or not, before he leaves the village, there

will be

little room for any complaints of a Collector’s progress through his
district being a source of loss and annoyance to the villagers of the

villages where he may halt, while the custom of prompt payment

supplies will certainly tend to their more ready

production.

for

Similarly,

subordinate officials indenting on the monigar for supplies should only
be supplied on written requisitions.
B.P.

No. 331, 13-6-93.

(91)

Chapter XII.

PUBLIC

SERVANTS.

114. Introductory.—This chapter deals with Revenue officials in the
Land

Revenue Department

azetted officers.

under two classes, viz., gazetted and non-

Village officers are dealt with separately in chapter

111.

2. Personal conduct rules—The general rules laid down by Government for regulating

the personal conduct

of Government

apply to public servants of all grades in the Revenue
except Members of the Indian Civil Service.

servants

Department

3. Powers of officer in charge.—When an officer is put in charge of
an office under circumstances which entitle him to deputation or charge
allowance, he is in the same position as one who

that office, and should have the same

has

been gazetted

to

privileges as regards making

appointments.
B.P., No. 916, 14-4-75; but see 8.Os., Nos. 187 and 188.

PART

I.—GAZETTED

115. Collectors—Ezamination

of a Collector’s duties
of the public accounts of
he will not fail to make
rules, of the cash and

OFFICERS.

of accounts.—It is an important part

to make an efficient periodical examination
his district.
When taking charge of an office,
a careful examination, in accordance with the
valuable stock, and also of the security bonds

excouted by parties having public property in their hands.
B.P., 12-6-54; M., Vol. I, p. 12.

2. Supervision of office—It ia also the duty of a Collector to make
himself acquainted with all the rules for the administration of the office
committed to his charge, and to satisfy himself from time to time that
they are observed in practice; and if not, to introduce or propose the

necessary reforms.

Although assured of the correctness of the returns

and statements prepared

by his chief subordinates, he should

variably take their reports upon trust.
makes

himself

personally

responsible

not in-

He should understand that he

for such

reports

by

adopting

them. He cannot be expected always to test the accuracy of ordmary
returns in person; but returns or reports made upon special requisi-

tions and tbe particular purposes’ cannot be admitted into this category,
and it will be his duty to test these in such a manner as to satisfy
himeelf of their correctness.
ல்
B.P., 24-6-52 ; M., Vol HI, pp. 71-2.
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tor who assumes
3. Powers of Sub-Collector in charge —A Sub-Collec
Collector, should
as
act
to
ted
charge of a district without being gazet
in inde: ndent
officer
an
of
ons
decisi
the
not take up appeals from
passe: under
ons
decisi
charge of a Revenue division, or appeals from
officer having
an
by
1895
of
III
-Act
Regulation IX of 1822 or under
the local powers of Collector.

B.P., No. 4016, 12-6-68.
s of what4. Publication of official criticism.—Administrative officer
upon the
ions
reflect
lly
officia
hing
publis
ever rank should abstain from
from

and
decisions and judicial acts of Magistrates and courts of law,
r, the
howeve
not,
is
It
hed.
making reflections likely to be so publis
ary
necess
in
dings
procee
l
judicia
of
sm
critici
fide
bond
mate and

legiti
of
reports to higher authorities that is objected to, but the publication
such eriticisms and the record of them in official papers that are likely
to be published.
B.P., No. 531, 12-9-93,

5. Employment of Revenue subordinates on Local Fund work.—
Collectors will note that a Revenue officer should not ordinarily be
made to do

their own.

Local Fund work, for which Local Boards have servants of

This rule may be departed from on certain special occa-

sions, for instance, where there is a suspicion of fraud, when Tahsildars

snd Revenue Inspectors may, with advantage,
measurements of Local Fund works

be called upon to check

B.P,, No. 404, 24-9-94,

116. Divisional officers—TZo be regarded as the immediate local
authority.—Subject to general control on the Collector’s part, the full
exercise of the authority vested in the Collector by the Regulations,
and delegable by him to his subordinate officers, is left entirely to the
Divisional officer in his own division. The ryots, although allowed to
appeal to the Collector, are to be taught to look to the Divisional officer
as the authority who is to enquire into their complaints and grant them
redress.

B.P., 7-2-25; M., Vol. I, ந. 29.
2. Powers and duties—It is unnecessary to describe in extenso the
eves and duties of a Divisional officer, which have been minutely

down in the Acts of the Legislature, as well asin other parts of

_ the Standing Orders. The annual settlement of the villages within his
range, the adjustment of disputes among the ryots within his division
in respect to the occupation of land, to the boundaries of fields or to the

distribution of water, the issue of pattas, the investigation of claims to
Yemission for crops destroyed by drought, inundation or blight, and the
spair
of tanks and water-courses, are matters
which should
inari

claim the attention of a Divisional officer.
eee
B.P., 7-2-25; M., Vol. I, pp. 28-9.

3. Reference by Collector to officers subordinate to a Divisional o;
—
Orders addressed by the Collector to officers immediately
ட
to a
Divisional
officer should, as a rule, be issued to the subordinate
through the Divisional officer, except in regard to matters which fall

immediately
under the control of the Collector, as for instance, those
. Telating to the Treasury and the preparation of the periodical reports

Chap. XII.
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and returns.
Cases of emergency will also be excepted, copy of the
communication being then at once despatched to the Divisional officer
for information.
த

3.௰,, 31௦, 1290, 7-8-65,

4, Powers of appotntment.—(i) Divisional officers other than the
Sub-Collector are entitled to fill up all minor appointments, the salary of
which does not exceed Rs.» 80> per mensem, *Eyery such appointment

made by a Divisional officer will take effect from such date as is mentioned in the order of appointment

and may be communicated at once

to the District Gazette for publication, copy being submitted to the
Collector for information.
The Collector will however be at liberty to
cancel such an appointment for recorded reasons if he finds either on
appeal or «vo motu that the Divisional officer has made an obviously
unjust or improper use of his power in this respect. When an
appointment is so cancelled, the Divisional officer should be called upon
to submit a fresh nomination.*

Note.—®The powers of appointment possessed by a Divisional officer under this
order may be withdrawn by the Collector if, and so long as, the officer is, in his opinion,
unfit to exercise them.2
(ii) *Divisional

officers other

than Sub-Collectors

are competent

to fill up privilogo leave vacancies in the grade of Revenue Inspectors by
the appointment of persons employed in their divisions who have passed
in survey and are otherwise duly qualified for the post.t They may
also appoint substitutes for clerks in their own offices (other than their
head clerks) drawing

more than Rs. 30 per mensem to whom they have

granted privilege leave.

(iii) *The posting of Revenue Inspectors within the division rests
entirely with the Divisional ofticer.*

(iy) The powers of Divisional officers other than the Sub-Col-

lector as regards the punishment of subordinate officials in their divisions
will be found in the table under Standing Order No. 126 infra.
(v) Although the appointment to posts, the salary ot which is in
excess of Rs.» 30 > per mensem, in divisions other than the sub-division,

is reserved to the Collector, still it is open to Assistant and Deputy

Collectors in independent charge to bring to the Collector’s notice the
claims of their immediate subordinates, and their recommendations
should be duly considered.

G.0s., No. 768, 2-9-93 ; No. 88, 12-2-98; No. 454, 14-7-99.

[See also tabular statement appended to Standing Order No. 126.]
b B.P., No. 312, 23-12-99.
8 G.0., No. 282, 18-5-98.

5, Leaving jurisdiction.—Divisional officers are prohibited from
leaving their charges at any time without sanction from the Collector.

Note—There is no objection to a Divisional oficer, under permission from the
Collector, occasionally visiting the district head-quarters for the purpose cf conferring
swith the Collector on questions of administration, but such visits should not occupy on
the whole more than a month or two during the year.
BPs, 67-54; M., Vol. II,p. 15; No. 7860, 8-12-84; No, 2982, 27-11-76;
No. 53, 21-1-88.
117. Sub-Collectors—Pow?rs of Sub-Collectors—A Sub-Oollector
is
in every respect as completely under the authority of the Collector as
any other Divisional officer, but he is given larger powers and responsibilities in order to more fitly train him for the important and onerous
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ies he may be called upon to discharge as head of a district, He can
erence subordinate in his division
ட் ம், ட் and dismiss any
iow the grade of Tabsildar, Deputy Tahsildar, and Taluk Sheristadar

When an appointment belopeing to any
or Taluk Head Accountant.
Collector
‘of the last three classes falls vacant in the Sub-division, the

a nomination,

making

should, before

consult

invariably

the Sub-

Collector. As regards posts of Rs.* 30 * and under in the Sub-division,
the Sub-Collector possesses an independent right of appointment,

whereas in the case of the other Divisional officers, this power is expressly
subjected to the Collector's yeto.

G.0., No. 86, 12-2-98.
a B.P., No, 312, 23-12-99,
{See also tabular statement appended to Stending Order No, 124]
2. Position of Sub-Collectors—The position occupied by the SubCollector has been indicated above. It must always be remembered,

however, that his first object should be to obey rather than to discuss
the orders of his superior, and any attempt on his
controversy with the Collector will be viewed by

part to enter into
yvernment with

severe displeasure. It is not likely that the Sub-Collector will ever
receive from the Collector any order which it would be improper for him
to execute.

Butif anything so unusual should occur, the Sub-Collector

can state his yiews respectfully to the Collector, and if the Collector

adheres to his opinion, the Sub-Collector is entitled
to request him
submit the case for the orders of the Board.

to

G.0., No. 86, 12-2-98,
118. Assistant Collectors—Ezamination and training—Vhe rales
for the examination of Assistants, together with general directions
for their training, are contained in the Civil Service Manual. * Uollec-

tors should so regulate the work of their Assistants that it will facilitate
their

studies*

As

an

aid

to

Assistants

in

their

actual

studies,

Collectors should, in communication with the Secretary to the Board of

Examiners, keep up a file of two sets of the questions which have been
given in past years for each standard of examination.»

* Pura.2 of G.0.in B.P., No. 1444, 8-3-64,

> Para. 4 of B.P., No. 1444, 8-3-64.

__2. Object of training —* Collectors will not fail to observe the great

importance of paying attention to the training of the young men who
are entrusted to their guidance, and whose success in life and infiu-

ence for good depend so பம் on the assistance they receive at the
outset of their career* ° The object to be kept in view in training
an
Assistant is to fit him for useful service hereafter, rather than to obtain
immediate assistance from him. But an Assistant may indirectly be
of material help to the Collector in many ways, for instance, in the

inspection of localities regarding which disputes have arisen.»
* Para.6 of G.O. in B.P., No. 1444, 8-364. D Para, 10 of B.P., No. 1444, 8-364.
8. When placed in independent charge—As a rule, an
sistan’

Gollestor will not be entrusted with the charge மர் க talak anti ke ne
passed the first or lower standard

of examination, nor at any period

‘with the charge of more than two taluks.

The degree of power to be

delegated to an Assistant rests entirely with the
டத

BP. 51-24; M,, Vol. I, p. 18.

ட்
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4. Dealings with subordinates and the public—sThe Board would
impress most strongly on all young officers the necessity of placing

reasonable confidence in their subordinates»

"They

should

also re-

member, with reference to their own conduct, that, with the great bulk
of the people, loyalty to Government must originate in respect for those
servants of Government who are placed in immediate authority over
them.»

® Para. 13,0f B.P., No. 1444,8-3-64.
5.

Para. 17 of B.P., No. 1444, 8-3-64,

Half-yearly® progress report—* A half-yearly report on the work

and progress of each unpassed Assistant should be forwarded by Collectors to the Board.* °The report should be drafted and signed by
the Collector himself,¢ and» should embody a distinct personal opinion
as to what progress is being made by the Assistant,’4and as to his
conduct and character.4
2 Para. 4 of G.O. in B.P., No. 1444, 8-3-64,
¢ B.Ps., No, $990, Mis., 29-8-96; No. 84, 16-3-97.

119. Deputy

Collectors—Postings

bB.P., No. 317, 20-8-96,
4B.P., No. 84, 16-38-97.

aud transfers
* Collectors are

competent to transfer Deputy Collectors on general duty from one
division to another within their districts, but neither the head-quarter
residence nor the range of jurisdiction of a Deputy Collector on general
duty may be altered without special sanction from Government.
A

Collector transferring a Deputy

Collector from any division should

report the fact to the Accountant-General for entry

A Deputy Collector in charge of the Treasury
charge

in the Civil List.

should

not be

put in

of a division or vice versa without the previous sanction of Goy-

ernment."

>All representations from Deputy Collectors that the work

on which they are employed is uncongenial, or that the place at which
they are stationed isdisagreeable to them, and consequent requests for
transfers, will be viewed with displeasure by Government, as evincing

a want of that spirit of contented subordination which is required from
all public officers.

2 B.P., No. 164, 14-3-91;

G.O., No, 921, 17-11-90.

2. Stylés of address.—It

» Govt. Cir, Memo., No. 86, 11-6-89,

is essential that

Deputy

Collectors

should

be treated in official matters with the same consideration and respect as
is held to be due to covenanted Assistants. Those of European extrac-

tion will be addressed in the superscription of English correspondence,
With the affix of ‘Esquire.’
The corresponding
styles tobe employed
in addressing native officials are given in the notification reprinted as
appendix I.

Para. 11 of Circular No- 1689, 10-5-59; B.Ps., No. 1685, 17-3-64; No. 892, 17-12-69.
3. Compulsory

vernacular test—*Acting

and sub. pro tem. Deputy

Collectors will not be confirmed unless they gusty by the Compulsory
Vernacular test prescribed for them in two
languages. ‘This test should
be passed within a year from the date of the half-yearly oxamination
next succeeding their first appointment as sub. pro fem. Deputy Collector, an additional year being allowed to those who have to pass the
full test in two languages. ‘Ihe penalty for failure to pass the test within
the prescribed period will be removal from the appomtment, unless the
period is in the case of individual officers ends special order
of Goyernment.

Acting

and

sub. pro

tem.

Deputy Collectors will be :
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permitted to appear for the examination as often as it is held, so as to
afford them ample opportunities of qualifying before their turn for
confirmation arrives.*
>This last rule applies also to officers who are
Jent to foreign service with retention of lien in the list of Acting
Deputy Collectors for the purpose of seniority and confirmation.»

8 B.Pa.,

No. 610, 20-10-93; No, 486, 18-10-94; G.0.,
> G.O., No. 967, Mis., 18-2-97.

No, 5, Pub., 3-1-99.

4, Officiating appointment in a higher grade—As the salaries of
Deputy Collectors are governed by article 155 of the Civil Service
Regulations, no Deputy Collector may be appointed to officiate in a

higher grade of his own class.
B.Ps,, No, 140, 14-4-96; No. 297, 48-96.

5. Employmet of relatives.—When Deputy Collectors have relatives
in the service of Government, they are prohibited from employing

them in their office establishments.

B.P., No. 5090, 19-9-61.

120. Probationary

Deputy

Collectors—Zzamination and train-

ing.—Vhe rules for the training of Probationary Deputy Collectors,
appointed whether after competitive examination or by selection, are
given in paragraphs 2 and 3 below.
The examinations prescribed in

their case are contained in appendix IT.
. 2. Inwhat

matters to be trained—* Probationary

should receive training in survey

Deputy

Collectors

and estimating and plan-drawing,*

>They should also be trained in treasury
frequently results from Deputy Collectors
treasury duty.>

work, as inconvenience
not being qualified for

@B.Ps., No. 356, 1-10-95 ; No. 45,4-2-97, %0.0,, 31௦. 53, 1-2-06.
Note.—(1) A Probationary Depnty Collector should have been of at least six months’
standing before he can be employed on treasury work.
B.P., No. 123, 30-38-96.
(2) A Deputy Collector who has not had to undergo e period of probation
should nevertheless be trained at an early opportunity in treasury work,
G.0., No, 51, 1-2-06.
3. Training for independent charge.—Until Probationary Deputy
Collectors are found qualified for an independent charge, they should
be

employed

under

the

Collector’s

idance,

or

under

that

of

an

experienced covenanted subordinate. While thus learning their dutios,

they may be employed in examining complaints brought forward by
petitioners, in taking evidence and preparing decisions in summary

suits, or in questions about lapsed inams, or in charges preferred

against

subordinate servants.
A portion of their time may also be employed,
when necessary, in examining and classifying records.

Para. 13 of Circular No. 1689, 10-5-59.
Note.—(1) Whethor a Probationary Deputy Collector has the necossary qualifications
for the separate charge of a taluk is a question which will be left to the Collector's
Para. 12 of Circular No. 1689, 105-59,

(2) A specimen of instructions to Probationa: ry Deputy Collectors, when
placed in charge of a village, is’given
in appendix III.
B.P., No, 835, 26-39-88,

Chap. XII.
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4. Half-yearly report—aA half-yearly report, similar to that on the
work and progress of unpassed Assistants, should be submitted in the
case of Probationary Deputy Collectors also.
B.Ps., No, 257, 28-7-95; No. 317, 20-8-96.
Nof?—(1) For a specimen of a half-yearly report which has been approvod of by
Government, see appendix IV.
B.P., No. 630, 16-7-88.
(2) Collectors shonld submit to the Board, before the 16th January in each
year, a confidential report on all persons who are either acting or have acted as Deputy
Collectors.
Govt, Memo., No. 168, 16-12-91,

5. Oonferment of powers.—On a Deputy Collector’s assuming charge
of a division, the Collector will be careful to assign to him, by a formal
notice in the District Gazette, powers equal to those of a coyenanted
Assistant Collector in charge of a division.
Such officers have, when
once placed in independent Revenue charge, the powers described
in
section 8, Regulation VII of 1828.

B.P., No. 6493, 30-8-69.

6. Order of promotion.—Probationary Deputy Collectors appointed
by competition, as woll as those selected from the subordinate grades
of Revenue officials, will take rank for promotion in the order of the
dates of their confirmation.
B.Ps,, No. 96, 10-38-96;

No. 263, 20-7-96.

121. Treasury Deputy Collectors.—* The Treasury Deputy Co)lector will have charge of the treasury, the account department,
stamps, postage labels, yeomiahs and pensions, the press and other
miscellaneous details. It will be the duty of this officer to prepare the
ordinary monthly and
periodical statements and returns® except the
D., OC. and B., which

wil

be prepared

in the Sheristadar’s

department

of the Collector’s office.°
He will also conduct the routine correspondence connected with the accounts, both when the Collector is at
head-

quarters and in his absence.

It will be optional with the Collector,

when present atthe huzur, to countersign al these statements, and the

Treasury officer is always held to be subject to the Collector’s control
in the discharge of his duties. It is also to-be clearly understood that

the authority entrusted to him of forwarding statements and returns
in his own

name,

department,

Ppt

and

conducting

the

correspondence

of the account

extends only to ordinary and routine matters,

on which

the Collector will furnish him with detailed general instructions.

‘he Treasury officer should be authorized to send orders to Tahsildars
about the correction or the punctual transmission of their accounts, and
should bring to the Collector’s notice instances of carelessness, inatten-

tion to instructions, or undue delay on their part.* > The Treasury
Deputy Collector being in the position of a personal assistant to the
Collector,

does

not acquire

any

independent

power

over the huzur

establishment.”
® Para. 4 of Circular No. 1689, 10-5-59.
_» B.P., No. 1441, 8-3-64,
© B.P,, No. 643, 19-9-93,
See also paragraph 2 of 8.0., No, 181 infra.
122. Special Deputy Collectors.—Deputy Collectors specially

5

appointed to acquire lands for railways under construction are, by
virtue of their appointment, Public Works disbursers as regards the

48

:
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btaining
ee
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of funds and the making of, and accounting for, disbursen other respects they should be considered to be under the

eneral orders of the Collector. To avoid delay, however, they may

ட் permitted to correspond direct with the railway authorities regarding
land plans, &c., and to send the necessary draft notifications to Goyern-

ment direct. The Collector’s annual statements of progress in the
settlement and payment of land compensation should include the
transactions connected with the railway within the limits of his district;

and he should see that the subordinate Revenue officers render

every

assistance to the special officers in effecting speedy acquisition of lands.

These remarks apply also to Special Deputy Collectors appointed
for other purposes.
B.P., No. 391, 25-10-95. See also paragraph 6 of 8.0., No. 90.
123. Leave taken by Gazetted officers— Sanctioning authority.—
Applications from Deputy Collectors and Covenanted Civilians for leave
(other than privilege leave for one month which does not involve the

appointment of a substitute) should be forwarded by the Collector to

* Government through the Accountant-General.?
Applications from
these officers for privilege leave for one month should be submitted for
the Board’s sanction when no substitute is required.
B.P., No, 904, 8-4-76.
4 G.O., No. 282, 18-5-98.
2. Address while on leave.—Collectors and other gazetted officers
subordinate to the Board,

who

are

about

to proceed

on leave

of any

description exceeding one month, shall, immediately before they quit
their stations, report to the Board, by post card or otherwise, their
addresses while on leave. * When a Deputy Collector, whether permanent or sub. pro tem., proceeds on leave, or while on leave, changes his
place of residence, his address should inyariably be communicated to the
Secretary to Goyernment, Revenue Department.

B.P., No. 450, 18-5-88.

4 G.O., No, 665, 8-11-98.

8. Oasual_leave-—Collectors taking casual leave should report the
fact to the Board; but they may
grant such leave to their gazetted

subordinates without reporting it to highor authorities,

B.Ps, No. 1091, 21-4-82; No. 282, 26-6-96.
Note. —() Collectors shonld arrange to have a member of the Indian Civil Service
a Statutory Civilian at the head-qua
station, whenever they may be themaclvesor
absent from their districts. Whererter
such
arrangement is not feasible, Collectors
shonld not leave their districts withont thean special
permission of Government,
G.O., No. 627, Pub., 13-6-96.
(2) When the Collector is absent from his head-quarter station within
the
district,
he should place a Deputy Colleoto
r and Magistrate with first-class powers. at tho
quarter station.
sie

(3)

G.O., No, 627, Pub., 13-6-96,
casual leave allowable i ‘the

of
‘Standing Order ForNo. the181period
infra.

ட்

see paragraph 5 of

ட்டிக்
whatever should travelling
leave.

) Officers on casual leave may draw fixed monthly travelling
allowance
ee, but under no circamstances
any other kind be admitted during casual

32. 9௨, 89, 80196.
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; Of Collectors and Divisional Officers—Minimun
mmum time requir

ed to be spent on tour by Collectors
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and other gazetted officers;
in jeach half of the calendar
from Ist January to 30th June, and from Ist July to 8lst
is as follows :—

By the Oollector..

.,

..

+.

year, 7.¢.,
December,

2 months.

By other Gazetted officers except the Treasury

Deputy Collector

ce

க

டவலில்

"_B.P., No, 150, 29-8-93.

Note.—(1) Time spent on leave or in joining an appointment will be allowed for in
caleulating the number of days to be spent in camp.
B.P., No. 150, 29-3-93,
(2) The Board will be prepared in special cases to take into consideration, as a
sot-off against any deficiency in the second half of the year, time spent in camp in excess
of the minimum during the first half, but this cannot be claimed as a matter of right.
B.P., No. 150, 29-3-93.

2. Tour returns.—On the 15th*January and the 15th July of every
year, Collectors will despatch to tho Board, in the form given in
appendix V, a return showing the tours made by themselves and their
Assistants and Deputies during the half-years ending 3lst December
and 30th Juno preceding. The following instructions have been laid
down in regard fo the preparation of these returns :—
(i) The period during which each officer held charge of his office
should invariably be given in the return, whether the officer was in
charge for a portion of the half-year only or during the whole period.
(i) The amount of travelling done by each of several officers who
may successively have held a particular appointment during the halfyear, whether such officers are in tho district or not at
the time
submission of the return, should be shown in order, with a total
each officersand a grand total for all of them.
The previous touring
officers in other districts, for any portion of the half-year, should not
exhibited, as it will be shown in
the returns for those districts.
(ii)

Halts

at

sanitaria

or

other favourite

localities

and,

in

of
for
of
be
the

case of Assistant and Deputy Collectors located at out-stations, halts at
the head-quarter station should be shown in a foot-note, and the time so
spent should not be taken credit for as having been spent on tour,
except where an officer, for any special reason urged by him, is allowed
by the Board to reckon such a halt as part of his tour:
Gy) Time occupied in travelling, under the Collector’s order or
otherwise on duty, to and from the head-quarter station may be
included in the total number of days spent in touring.

(y) An officer can only be said to be on tour when he is actually

located away from head-quarters.
Consequently periods in which the
officer’s centre is his head-quarters should not be included in the tour

statement, on the ground that outlying villages were visited.
8.

Touring

of Assistants Assistant

Collectors,

not

in charge

of

divisions, have to tour as much as other officers, and the only case
(which should be a rare one) in which they can be exempt from the

operation of the rules is when they

are certified to have been detained

at head-quarters by Collectors on public grounds.

Collectors will be
held responsible for assigning to these officers duties
outside head.
quarters sufficiont

to ensure Jond side touring.

B.Ps., No, 180, 29-38-98 ; No, 401, 249-94,

:
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4. Supplies on tour—The
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rules prescribed by

Government for the

SERVANTS—S.O.

of Collectors and other district officers in the matter of supply
guidance’

of provisions to them during their tours will be found in Standing

Order No. 113 supra.

125. Maintenance

B.P., No. 744, 14-11-87.

of Tents

and

Horses—Scale

of

ents.—

The scale of tents to be maintained by officers of various grades in the
Land Revenue Department, is shown in the appendix to G.O., No.
388, dated 23rd June 1896, an extract from which is re-printed for
Officers in receipt of tentage
convenience of reference as appendix VI.

are expected to provide tent accommodation for their establishments

when on cirenit, and it is the duty of Collectors to report to the Board
cases of failure to procure or keep up the prescribed equipment of tents.
G.0., No. 338, 16-2-65; B.P., No. 814, 20-9-88.

Note.—{1) Officers of all grades in South Canara, Malabar and the Nilgiris, and the
officers in charge of the hill tracts in Ganjam, Vizagapatam and Gédévari, may provide
themselves with the same eqnipmeni of tents as Assistant Oolleotors, except that a hill
tent may be substitnied for a tent 12 or 14 feet square.
G.0., No. 888, Finl., 23-6-96.
(2) The maintenance of tents by Deputy Collectors in Malabar is optional,
ut tentage should be allowed only to those officers who maintain the prescrtbed
equipment of tenis,
B.P., No. 451, 4-8-93.

() A Treasury Deputy Collector posted to General Duty with the prospect
of reverting at an early date, is not required to keep tents: but Collectors shonld see
thai this exemption is not taken undue advantage of.
B.P., No. 1161, 28-3-84.

(@) For rates of fized tentaye, see Civil Service Regulations,
23.
For rules regarding tentage of members of the Indian Civil Service, sea Appendix
Civil Service
Manual, paragraphs 81-86,
2. Tentage during leave—An officer absent on privilege leave, or
otherwise temporarily absent from his appointment, is entitled during
such absence to draw tentage for three months but not more.
When

an officer is deputed to do duty that does not require the upkeep of
tents, he may continue
to draw his former tentage for a period
exceeding three months, unless it is known from the first that not
the

Period of his deputation will exceed three months, in which case he
cannot draw tentage at all.
B.Ps., No. 1612, 8-6-85; No. 442, 29-7-91; No. 88, 16-3-97.
8. Conveyance of tents and horses—* Tn cases fallin 1g under
article
1093 of the Civil Service டடம
the Board of Revenue has been
authorized to sanction, in
the case of all Revenue officers under its
orders,* the actual cost of the carriage of horses or camp
equipment or
both, by steamer or railway, in addition to their
authorized travelling
allowance.* . >The attention of all touring
officers is drawn, however
த See
of the Government of India, printed as appendi, to
ces
-& and VI1-B ‘tegarding the application of
article
1093,
Ciyil
spont7 e Regulations, and the meaning of the
expression ‘interests of
16 public service * Oeeurring therein; and no case
should be submitted

Chap. XII.
for sanction
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article,

down in the above resolutions.”
4 B.P., No, 2581, 25-10-82.

unless
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the conditions

laid

b B.Ps., No. 187, 28-5-96; No, 48, 3-2-97.

Note-—(1) The sanctions acoorded by the Board under this Standing Order are
subject

to confirmation by Government.

B.P., No. 187, 8-8-9.
(2) Saye in exceptional circumstances, claims under article 1093 of \the Civil
Service Regulations will not be admitted in the following cases:
(a) Where the horses wore taken by rail or steamer in order to save their
owner from the necessity of hiring a conveyance to take him to his office.
(®) Where an officer sends forward his horses by railin order to avoid the
expense of hirmg the means of conyeyance on a journey for which he draws travelling
allowance.
(2) Where an officer conveys to his station horses or camp equipment
purchased from a place at a distance.
ண
ர ப
emergencies, an officer sends his horses by rail
on a journey of less than 30 miles to or from head-quarters,
(©, Where camp equipment is sent by rail nnder cireumstances set forth
in clause (4) unless a saving to Government in the cost of the journey is thereby
effected.
B.P., No. 187, §-8-99(3) The maximum weight of tents and the number of horses for the carriage
© which allowances will be sanctioned, under article 1092 of the Civil Service Reulations, to the several grades of officers in the Land Revenue Department are shown

below :—

Weight of tent
equipment in maunds
of 827 Ib. each.
ws.

Number of
horses.

9

Ssa

Collectors except the Collector of Madras .
Sub-Collectors
=
ஆ
Head Assistant Collectors
Assistant Collectors
ப்
ன்
Deputy Collectors
ன்
ன்
35
B.Ps., No, 451, 16-2-83; No. 457, 1-8-91.
(4) For form of application under article 1093 of the Givil Service Regulations, see appendix VIT-C.

4. Officers required to keep horses.—Every officer of the Land

Revenue

Department,

of

and

above

the

rank

of Tahsildar,

who

is

required to spend a portion of the year in touring, is expected to keep
and maintain one or more serviceable riding horses or ponies.

B.P., No. 254, 17-10-99.
Note—Rules regarding the purchase of horses by members of the Indian Civil
Service are given in the Civil Servicé Manual, paragraph 8.

_ PART

II—NON-GAZETTED
SECTION
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126.

Authorities

OFFICERS.

(i)_GENERAL.

exercising

control

over

=
Revenue

Sub-

ordinates.—The authority competent to appoint, punish and dismiss

each class of subordinate revenue officials is shown! in the following
tabular statement :—
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127. Qualifications

for appointment—General

fications—The

educational qualifications

general

educational quali-

required from, candi-

dates for entertainment in the Publie Service are stated in the Publie
Service Notification published annually
in the Mort St. George Gazette.
Briefly they are, (a) that no person will be ue
for appointment

to any inferior posts specified in column I of Schedule A appended to
the notification, unless he has passed the Primary Hxamination or some

other examination accepted by Government as equivalent thereto, and
(4) that no person will be eligible for appointment to a superior post

carrying a pay of Rs. 15 per mensem and upwards, unless he has passed
the Madras Upper Secondary Examination, or the Matriculation Ex-

amination of the Madras University with the Hand-writing Test, or
some other examination accepted by Government as equivalent thereto.
Persons not being natives of India, who have passed no public examination, must satisly Government that they have attained a degree of
education corresponding at least to the standard of the Upper Secondary
or the Matriculation Examination.
2. Power to exempt from Examination Rules—Government has delegated to the officers mentioned below the power of sanctioning * exemptions from General Educational tests in respect of the appointments
specified in each case :—
(1) To the Board.—Acting appointments in a Collectorate, for any
Jength of time, when

Bs. 15 per mensem.

the

acting

allowance

‘i

available

is not more

than

(ii) To Collectorsin cortain districts —Acting appointments lasting
for not more than six months, in the distriets of Ganjim, Vizagapatam,
Caddapah, Kurnool, Bellary, Anantapur and the Nilgiris, when the
acting allowance available is not more than Rs. 15 per mensem.
(iii)

To Collectors and

All appointments

vari.
(iv)

To

Divisional

in the Agency Tracts

Collectors

and

Divisional

Officers in the Agency

Tracts.—

of Ganjim, Vizagapatam and

Officers in all districts —Acting

appointments lasting for not more than three months, provided that
the acting allowance available does not exceed Rs. 15 per mensem.

B.P., No. 282, 26-6-96; G.0., No. 282, 18-5-98; B.P., No. 191, 21-7-98.
மவ
et) the expression “acting
used in this order includes the pay,
ifany, of the acting inonmbent, as woll asallowance”
acting
allowances
properly so called.
G.0s,, No, 184, Hdueational, 31-3-96 ; No. 434, Rducational,
177-96.
ox Voy sPBlioations for the Board's sanction
should be in the form printed as
Sppendiz VII.
BLP., No. 473, 19-893.
(8) The Collector or Divisional officer should append to every appointment of
an unpassed

candidate made or proposed by him a certificate that bond jide endeavours
have been made without success to obtain a passed
candidate.

G.0., No. 282, 18-5-98.
_ (@) Collectors should submit half-yearly to the Board
form given
in appendix IX, showing
age, educational
of the unpassed candidates employed inthetheirnames,
districts in temporary
G.0., No. 282, 18-5-98.
(5) These rules do not y
to exemptions from th
which see Standing Order No. 129, ap lBey
்
BPs, No. 191, 2-6-96 ; No. 252, 26-6-96, டல

a statement in the
qualifications, &o
vacancies,
ial Te

கம்

அட்.

* Applications for permanent exemption in cases in
which the power to grant it
has not
n delegated (vide clause (iii) of this paragraph) should
ee forwarded
Collector.ae
to Government—vide Chapter XV, Standing Order
No. 163, paragraph
aie

)

ல்
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8. Lepers—Lepers should not be entertained, or retained in the
public service, in a post which is likely to bring them in daily contact

with the public.
G.0s., No. 715, Pension, 23-9-72; No, 993, Judicial, 19-3-81,
4,

Twenty-five

Years’ Rule—A

candidate

when first entertained

permanent service should not be more than 25 years of age.

applies also to inferior servants.

in

This rule

Special cases in which it may be

desirable to exempt any person from the twenty-five years’ rule, should
be submitted to the Board for sanction.

B.Ps., No. 985, 30-11-88; No. 70, 3-2-91.
5. Entry of age in the Service Register.—The age to be entered in the

service register of a public servant is always that which the head of the

office has ascertained on the best evidence available.
As the estimate
of age given by a Medical officer may occasionally clash with the eyidence furnished by the candidate himself, it is well to remember that a

Medical officer estimates the age according to appearances and physical

conformation only.

Consequently, his opinion as not a final authority,

unless other means of ascertaining age are not forthcoming,
Should
there be material difference between the estimate of age furnished by a
Medical officer and the age ascertained on other evidence, the orders
of the Board should be sought.

B.P., No, 987, Mis., 26-2-96.
Note.—In the case of an officer whose year of birthis known but not the exact date,
the 1st July should be treated as the date of birth.
B.P., No. 489, 23-11-96.
6. Certificate of vaccination—All candidates for employment in the
service of Government are required to produce certificates’
of re-vaccination after the completion of their tenth year, or, in case they have not

been vaccinated in early childhood, of vaccination after reaching the age

of ten years.

In the event of their having had small-pox, before or

during the tenth year, they must produce a certificate showing that thoy
have been vaccinated or re-vaccinated, as the case may be, after completing the age of ten years. his certiticate will not be required irom
persons

who bear

marks of small-pox and who produce a declaration

signed by two respectable householders that to their personal knowledge
the individual was attacked with small-pox after he had completed his
tenth year.

B.P., No. 895, 15-9-94.

Note.—(1) Certificates of vaccination should be obtained from candidates on first
appointment, whether permanent or temporary, and whether in superior or in infortor
service, except in the case of sweepers and similar menial servants, and military pensioners, Kuropean and Native.
B.Ps., No. 395, 15-9-94; No. 521, 29-11-94.
(இ) Vaccination certificates required by candidates for the public service
should be granted only on the requisition of the head of the office
arto
i
whioh they seek employment.
a
ae
oo
B.P.} No. 395, 15-9-94.

(8) Certificates of vaccination granted by Assistant Surgeons,

Hospital Assistants and Deputy Inspectors of Vaccination,may be

B.P,, No. 895, 15-9-94,

Apothecaries,

டல்

ம
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128. Principles

128.

to be observed in making

Chap. XII.

appoirtments—

All classes eligible—Government docs not regard any caste or creed as a
ground of civil disability. All classes and castes are, therefore, alike

eligible

to hold offices under

Government,

necessary educational and other qualifications.

provided they have the

B.P., 28-446; M., Vol. I, p. 401.
2. Distribution of appointments among the several castes—Collectors
should be careful to see that the subordinate appointments in their

districts are not monopolized by the membersof a fewinfluential families.

Endeavour should always be made to divide the principal appointments
in each district among the several castes. A proportion of ihe Tahsildars
in each district
வர் belong to castes other than the Brahman, and it
should be a standing rule that the two chief revenue servants in the
Collector’s office should he of different castes.
BP. 93-54; M., Vol. I, p. 5 of 1854; BP., 5-38-55; M., Vol. II, pp. 19-21 of 1855.

3. Recruitment from outside the distric

—If the general standard of
education is low in any district, an early t opportu
nity should be taken
to secure
the services of more highly trained men from
But
in so doing, Collectors must be careful to respect the claims outside.
to promotion
of men who havo

served for a long time in the district, and-who, by

steady work, have qualified themselves for

hicher

tments.
Officers
of established experience and character should, onappoin
no
account
,
be
superseded for promotion
in the ordinary course by juniors,
score of greater ability or higher literary attainments. merely on the
In this connection the principles laid down in paragraph 8,
clause (i) below should
ba borne in mind.

B.P., No. 576, 5-10-93.

4 Appointment of Europcan e sanction of the Government
of
India should be obtained for thes—Th
appointment
not Statutory Natives of In dia, to offices carry of Europeans, who ave
ing a salary of Rs. 200

a month and upwards.

G.O., No. 476, Eancational,
3.
Note—The rale does not apply to appointments 7-7-9
on
ive salary,
may rise toa maximum of Rs, 200 a month
whi
re
agente gee
B.P., No. 289, 13-7-95,
5. Entertainment ofMilitary Pensione
rs.— Whenever avacan
oo

in rhea

cannot

aaa,

be employed

post is otherwise filled
6. Empl

the

question whether a mili

‘ensues
should invariably receive considerattary
i
up.
oe ete
B.P., No. 258, 13-7-96.

oyment of Volunteers —The employ
ment of volunt
unpaid probationers, in any
i.
office in the Presidency is
ரு...
B.Ps., No. 3135,
8-9-84; No. 276, 22-7-96.

7. Substitutes for retiring Public
Servants—(i) Perma ment
ments. Permanent atrangements
should be made in an office
an officer a
ng on
ட்
In the rare event of a retiredடட
e
restored
officer
ins'
or
bemg
pensign, tho arrangements
made to replace him may be canc granted
elled, and the sanction of Governm,
obtained to the excess charge
on the State.
pees

BPs, No. 855, 5-12-89; No. 1266, ‘Mis,
, 25-2-90.
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(ii) Acting appointments
—An acting appointment should be made
with as much care as a
permanent one, because an acting man in possession will deem himself to have the first claim when a permanent

vacancy occurs.

B.P., No. 576, 5-10-93; G.O., No. 454, 14-7-99.

8. Promotion

of

Government

servants—(i)

Service

to

be taken} into

consideration.—* Subject to considerations of honesty and efficiency, men

who have devoted their past lives to the Public Service have a moral

claim to advancement to higher appointments.

Such claims should

always receive full consideration
;* ® but no official should, simply on

the ground of seniority

in service, be promoted to a post, the duties of

which he is not competent to discharge.

Likewise, under no circum-

stances should an arrangement be made under which the higher-paid
officials do the less important work of an office, while the more

important duties devolve on officials in receipt of lower pay.®

a G.0., No. 1672, 18-10-73. ற B-P., No. 860, 14-3-85.
(ii) Vacancies in Huzur and Divisional Offices—Vacancies in head-

quarters and divisional offices should, as a rule, be filled by the selection
of taluk clerks of approved conduct and efficiency. This will very
materially increase Ae working power of controlling offices, because
of the practical experience which such clerks will bring to the discharge
of their duties.
Moreover, passed men will not be slow to take up
appointments in taluks, if sufficient inducement in the shape of pros-

pects of a regular flow of promotion is offered to them.

One of the

+ great causes of the inefficiency of these establishments is that service
in the taluk ordinarily leads to nothing better.

B.P., No. 41, 31-1-96.

9. Transfers from one department to another—(i) Consent of depart-

mental superior necessary.—In the absence of an express contract to the
contrary, there is nothing to prevent an officer on one establishment

seeking employment on another,

officer employed under
accepting employment

previous

ட்

But it is incumbent upon every

Government, whether on leave or not, before
in another department, either to resign his

or to obtain the consent of his departmental

superior to his accepting such employment. If such consent is not
obtained either previously or, when this is not practicable, at the earliest
opportunity, the officer renders himself liable to be discharged from his
previous appointment, and thus to lose the benefit of his previous
service for pension.
(ii)

When

B.P., No. 228, 12-3-88,
appointment

to be conditional—No head

should employ either temporarily or permanently an officerof belongian
to
another establishment without the previous

the latter establishment.

ai

office

consent of the head

of

In cases in which, for reasons which may

satisfactory to the new employer, such consent cannot be obtained

before the officer joins his new appointment, his employment must be
made conditional on consent being obtained as soon as possible.

B.P., No. 228, 12-3-88,

10. Notification of appointments

in the District Gazette —Appoint-

ments made by Collectors and Divisional officers should always
in the first issue of the District Gazette after they are made.

B.P., No. 3964, 30-8-60.

appear

அட

990.
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11. List of public servants thrown out of employment—(i) Preference to
be given to such officers in filling up vacancies —A list of public servants

thrown out of employment throngh no fault of their own should be
published from time to time in the Gazette.

Preference should be given

to such men in filling up vacancies, provided
compatible with the due claims of other persons.

that

such a course

is

B.P., No, 106, 22-1-74; G.0., No. 828, 1-6-80.

(ii) Particulars to be recorded regarding such officers —When the
services of Revenue subordinates are dispensed with in consequence of
the abolition of their appointments, the head of the office should record
at the time

the

following

particulars

and communicate them forthwith

to the Treasury Deputy Collector in cases where the individuals concerned

are candidates for re-employment :—
1, Name of person.
2. Age.
3. Service.

129. Special

4. Last employment.
5. Examinations passed.
6. Address,

B.P., No. 105, 22-4-99; G.0., No. 411, 28-6-99.
Tests.—A list of the Special Tests

prescribed

for

the various appointments in the Public Service is published annually
in the Fort St. George Gazette. The tests indicated against each ap-

pointment in this list being
of something more than

only minimum qualifications, the possession
uunimum

should be insisted on whenever

possible. In another list, which is published simultaneously in
the
Fort St. George Gazette, the various appointments in the Public
Service
are grouped according to the Special ‘ests applicable to each.
Hxtracts
from.both lists are given in paragraphs 3 and 4 infra for convenience
of
reference.

B.P., No. 576, 5-10-93.
2. Board's power to ecempt.—The Board has power to exempt public
servants under

its control from any
Tests required of
thom, on condition that they appear for ofthe theTestSpecial
at the next opportunity.
Such sanctions lapse

on the publication of the results of
in respect of which they are given. Should a second the Special Tests
exemption or one
for a longor period be required, the sanction of Governinent
which
should be sought through the Board is necessary.
Applications for
பப் exemption from any Special Test
should be forwarded by
lectors
direct to Government.

B.P., No. 191, 2-6-96.
3. Olassification of Special Tests according

which they are prescribed—
Office.

:
(1) Huzur Sheristadar
(2) English
cular
Head Clerks in Collecondtors?Verna
offices.
(8) Record-keeeepe
pers and Transin
28° oiftices,
(ஐ
quad Accountants in Col

offices,

7

5) The Second Accountant

Bs. ஸி a

. oHice.

the Nilgiri Collector's

to the
ee
Special Tests.

intment:
ie

Revenue Test (Lower Grade).
{scout Tar
an
es
Translation Test
e
Dome t
ப
9
Translation Test (Lower Grade).
_Aécount Test (Highor Grade).
வட்

்
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Office.

5

(6) Head Clerks inSub., Head
‘Assistant and General Charge
Deputy Collectors’ offices.

(7) Tahsildars and Deputy
(including
Stationary
and Town Sub-Magistrates).

Special Tests.

_ Same as for Huzur Sheristadar.

Grade.
Same as for Huzur Sheristadar
(and the Criminal,-Judicial
Test, iy
ல்

(8) விய:
Sheristadars
and
Taluk Head Accountants (except
aD) in

Madras).

Lower Grade, when’ they are also

Maps:
Revenue ee
Test (Lower maeGrade).‘
{ AovemnP

(9) Revenue Inspectors...
Classification of appointments

plicable to each.—

according

to

Special Test,
.

391

| Same as for Huzur Sheristadar,
with Criminal‘Judicial Test
wer
Grade) or the Pleaders’ Test, Second

fahsildars

4.

129,

the

Special

Tests ap-

Appointments,

ays

ட பப்பு.

(Tahsildars, Deputy Tahsildars
and all
|
ministerial officers who are in receipt

பட

amounting fo une lees that

Rs. 60 per mensem.

Note.—(1) Where on officer is in receipt of a commission in addition to his salary,
such commission shonld be considered to form part of his salary.
B.P., No. 228, 23-6-96.

(a)
(3)
| (o)
(d)
(¢).
(f)

(2)

Translation

Lower Grade.

‘Test,

Sheristadar
English Head Clerk _ | in Collectors’
Vernacular Head Clerk } offices.
Translator
Record-keeper
Head Clerk in tho offices of Sub-Collector,
Head Assistant Collector
and General Charge Deputy Oollector.
(ச) Tahsildars and Deputy Tahsildars —
(including Stationary and Town
Sub-Magistrates).
(A) Taluk Sheristadars and Taluk Head
le
Accountants
( except in Madras).

Note.—(2) Candidates for mufassal appointments, for which the Translation Test,
Lower Grade, is prescribed, must have passed the test in the vernacular, or one of the
yernaculars, of the district in which they seek employment. Graduates who have taken
a vernacular for their BA. degree examination are exempted from passing this test, if
the vernacular language in which they passed is the yernacular, or one of the yernaculars, of the district in which they desire to be employed.
(3) (i) By vernacular of the district is meant Telugu in Gédéyari, Kistna,

Nellore, Ouddapah and Kurnool; and Tamil in South Arcot, Trichinopoly, Tanjore,
Madura and Tinnevelly.
Gi) Districts in which two yernaculars are recognized are—

3

(டி கோர and Vizagapatam—Telugn and Uriya.
(2) Bellary and Anantapur—Telugn and Canarese.
(8) Ghingieput, North Arcot, Salem and Madras—Tamil and
‘Telngu.
(4) Coimbatore—Tamil and Canarese.
’
(8) The Nilgiris—Tamil and Malayalam.
G.O., No. 939, Pub., 1-9-96.

Se

Special Test.

ம

a
High

Test,

@raic

Grade.
ண
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(4) Account Test,Lower
5)

ப்

RS

Criminal

Judicial

நரன் பல

Appointments.

,

((@) All persons subject to the Revenue
Test, Higher டப
=
(4) Head Accountants in Collectors’ offices,
ள்
and the Second Accountant on Rs
50 in the Nilgiri Collector's office.
[All persons subject to the Revenue Test,
Lower Grade.
(a) Tahsildars.
(8) Taluk Sheristadars (when also Magis}
trates).்
4 Deputy Tahsildars (including Sta|

tionary

and

Town

Sub-Magis-

(ட
trates).
Note.—(4) Graduates in Law and candidates who have passed the First or Second
Grade Pleaders” Test will’not be required to pass the Criminal Judicial Test, Lower
Grade.

((a) Huzur Sheristadar.

(4) English and Vernacular
in Collectors’ offices.

Head

Clerks

(c) Tahsildars.

(6) Revenue

Test,

Lower Grade.

(@) Deputy Tahsildars (including Station-

ary and Town Sub-Magistrates).
Accountants (except in Madras).

\ (e) Taluk Sheristadars and Taluk Head
I (/)

Head Clerksin Sub., Head Assistant

and General Charge Deputy Ool(g) Revonue Inspectors.
lectors? offices.

Note—(5) Revenue Inspectors are required
pass in addition to Revenne
(Lower) an Elementary test in Surveying conducted byto the
Survey Department.
G.0., No. 369, 25-98-85. See para. 8 (i) of 8.0., No. 141 infra.
(6) The Agents in Ganjém,
tam and Géd4vari, and the Collector
of Kurnool end South Canara may appointVizagapa
persons who have not passed the Revenues
‘Test to temporary vacancies in the grade of Revenue
Inspectors,
See Note 8 to para, 3 (i) of 8.0., No. 141 infra,

130.

Security

security—(i)

to be
Husur

given

by Public

Treasurers

and

Wirst-class

servants— Amount of

Husur Shroffs.—Cash
security to the value of Rs 5,000 and Rs. 2,000, respecti
vely, isrequired
case

in the

of Huzur

Treasurers

and Huzur Shroffs

of the first-class

(ie., those drawing Rs. 50 per mensem).
(i)

Husur

Treasurers

in

certain

districts.—In

» South
Canara and Gédavari, where there are branches of the Bell;
Bar
ட
the amount of security to be furnished by Huzur
Treasurers is as
follows :—

5

Bellary
3
South Canara
பவம்...

iS
ம

படப்
ட்
ன

Rs.

1,000

ப.

BP, No. 2849, 21-11-82 ; G.0., No. 3589, Mis., 7-9-96
.

Jn

32000

1000

Git) Sea Customs Superintendents.—Sea Customs Superinten
dent:
change of recognized sub-t

reasries

required to furnish secunty
- the amount of which is determinedaro also
with referonce to the monthly
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transactions in stamps

and

The seale 1s given below :—

393

money for which they are held responsible.

Dorgan
security.OE

When the monthly value of stamps and money transactions is
|

| Below

; Above

Rs. 1,000.

Bs. 1,000 and below

Rs.

100

Bee

500

Rs. 5,000

1,000

டல
Between Rs, 5,000 and Rs. 10,000

Between Rs. 10,000 and Rs.
| Above Ks. 20,000

B.Ps., No. 2669, 23-9-75 ; No. 351, 19-6-93.
(iv) Shrofs on Rs. 25 and less.—Shroffs in receipt of a salasy of
Rs. 25 per mensem or less are required to furnish security as follows :-—
Amount of

security.

=
a

Shroffs drawing Rs. 25 per mensem
Do.
20
do.

ES.
1,000
700

500.
«2
Do. _ less than Rs. 20 per mensem
(8) Taluk Head
Note-—(1) Deputy Tahsildars, (2) Stationary Sub-Magistrates,
‘Accountants, and (4) Sub-Inspectors of the Sait, Abkéri and Customs Department,
when appointed as Sea Customs Superintendents, need not furnish security.
B.Ps., No. 42, 4-2-98; No. 92, 1-3-93; G.0., No. 476, 19-6-97; B.P., No. 180, 1-8-9.

2. Form of security—(i) Treasurers, First-class Husur Shroffs and
‘Sea Customs Superintendents.—Except with the special sanction of Gov-

Treasurers, Firsternment, the only form of security to be taken from ents
in charge of

class Huzur Shroffs and Sea Customs
Sub-Treasuries shall consist of—

Superintend

(a) Cash, or
(2) Government Promissory Notes, or

(e) Postal Savings’ Bank deposits.

B.Ps., No. 295, 3-8-96 ; No, 401, 16-11-97.

(ii) Shroffs on Rs. 25 and less.—Shroffs drawing Rs. 25 per mensem or less may furnish security in any form that may be conyenient to
up vacancies in these
them (subject to note 3 infra). But a
classes, preference should be given, other qualifications being equal, to

applicants who are able and willing to furnish security in one of the

three forms mentioned in clause (i).

B.Ps., No. 2722, 23-4-70 ; No. 416, 7-2-84; No. 63, 13-2-96; No. 183, 25-5-98.
Note.—-(1) Secnrity bonds are exempt from stamp datyB.P., No. 3218, 22-11-79.
the
(2) When Postal Savings’ Bank deposit books aveBanktakenwill asholdsecurity,
a letter of
the Sayings’
deposit will be in the name of the depositor,by but
depositor.
agreement, in the presoribed form, signed of thetheIndian
Guarantee and Suretyship Asso(3) Life policies and Policies
ciation should not be received as security from any public servants, shroffs included.
B.Ps., No. 426, 6-10-94; No. 302, 19-8-95.
3. Time within wich security must be furnished.—The security must
No
be furnished within one month after the date of appointment.
,
security
ed
prescrib
the
until
servant
public
a
o
salary is to be passed-t

:

if any, has been furnished ey him.
=

B.P., No. 6348, 28-9-64.

50

ae
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4, Security from acting incumbents.—When an officer who furnished
security takes Privilege leave for a.short period, he should be required

to stand surety for the officer appointed to act for him to the extent
of his own security or for the difference between the security. offered
by the acting incumbent and that prescribed for the appointment.

Security to the full amount should always be taken when the acting
appointment is made for more than three months.

B.Ps., No. 640, 18-7-88 ; No. 865, 29-5-89.
bond should be taken from an acting shroff, appointed on
security
Note—A fresh
the responsibility of the permanent incumbent, the latter sianding as surety for the
soting shroff.
B.P., No, 343, 20-9-95.
5. Bond when immovable property is security —Security in the
shape of immovable property except in cases where it is allowed under

clause (fi) of paragraph 2 supra, cannot be accepted without the special

The bond in this case should be attested by
sanction of Government.
two witnesses, and registered under section 59 of the Transfer of Pro-

perty Act (IV of 1882). In accepting the title-deeds of immovable
property tendered as security, care should be taken to make such deeds
ரர படர. படர மி யம்மா required, whiok
Be Tighe
can

best be effected by entering in the bond, as well as in the endorse-

ment referred to in section 58 of the Indian

Registration Act, III of

1877, the names of all persons interested in the title-deed as parties to
the transaction.

B.P., No. 1838, 4-4-65.
Note—(1) Enfranchised inam land may be accepted as security under
(2) No fee need be paid by Government servants for registering
bonds executed by them,
or for obtaining non-encumbrance certificates.
requiring securities to be registered, see chapter XIX injra, Standing Order

this
the
For
No.

rule.
security
the rule
199.

G.0., No. 2044, 20-12-78; B.P., No. 311, 20-6-92.

_ 6. Bond in case of personal security——When personal security

is

iven under special sanction of Government, the security should be for
able the amount prescribed in paragraph 1.

B.P., No. 1495, 1-5-84.
Ti Release of securities—When

an

v8cates his appointment, the security

officer who

has

given

security

retaincd

for at least

immoyable property and the bond has been registered,
ance of the property, in the form given in appendix X, may
at the end of six months and registeredin due course.
drawn up so as not to release the officer from liability on

a re-conveybe executed
‘The form is
the original

six months longer.

should be

Where the security consists of the title-deeds of

bond, on account of any misconduct or fraud during his tenure of office,
which may be subsequently discovered.
4
B.P., No. 1841, 19-6-85.

ய181. Grant

of

leave
2
to Non-G- azett ed officers—Col
lector’s
s
eal
ele us yok the Civil Service Regulations, the
Collector
grant leave of every description to officers of the grade
of Huzur Sheristadar, Tahsildar பய
Tahsildar. a

ட.
6.0., 3௦. 282, 18-5-98.
©
. Divisiona
ic l officers’ powers.—See column 7
‘appended to Standing Order No. 126 supra.

of the

state!
ட்

ம்.
tee
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3. Powers of Tahsildars and Deputy
Tahsildars, §c.—Tahsildare,
Deputy Tahsildars and Stationary Sub-Magistrates are empowered to
grant leave, for a period notexceeding three months, to the ® attenders,

*peons of their offices.

muchis and

A quarterly statement of the leave

so granted should be sent to the Divisional officer for information.
Applications for leave for longer periods should be disposed of by the
‘lahsildars, Deputy Tahsildars and Stationary SubDivisional officer.
Magistrates are also empowered to grant leave to the mashalchis and
sweepers of their offices.
B.Ps., No. 89, 6-2-95; No. 114, 19-4-95; No. 187, 11-6-95;
No. 851, 20-12-98; No. 253, 17-10-99.
a BP, No. 312, 23-12-99.
4. Hejoining before expiry of leave.—(i) No Government servant of
any grade, having once been granted leave fora particular period, can
rejoin before it has expired, without the special permission ot the officer

granting it.

B.P., No. 686, 8-11-90.

(ii) Collectors have no authority, without
Government, to recall Deputy Collectors from
by Government.
G.0., No. 766, 9-12-98.
5. Casual leave. —Casual leave affects only
an office and is not specially provided for in
Government has, however, ruled that
lations.

the previous sanction of
the leave granted them
the internal discipline of
the Civil Service Regucasual leave on full pay

for five working days at a time, or for ten working days in a calendar
year, may

be granted at the discretion of the head of an office to sub-

Such leaye, though not reported to the
ordinates on his establishment.
audit office, should be entered in a book, and when privilege leave is
applied for, the amount of casual leave previously granted
applicant should be taken into consideration.

to the

B.Ps., No. 477, 5-11-94; No. 73, 25-2-96; No. 385, 23-10-95. Bee also
* ‘Standing Order No. 123.
Note.—(1) Gazetted holidays should be excluded from calculation when they immediately precede or succeed the five days’ limit, but should be included when they occur in
the middie of that limit. Sundays, however, may be excluded whether they occur at the
beginning,in the middle or at the end of the five days’ limit.
G.0., No. 57, Finl., 24-1-98 ; but see note 2,
(2) The Christmas and Easter vacations should not be added to casual lesve. _
G.0., No. 57, Finl., 24-1-98.
(8) Tehsildars have been empowered to grant to Reyenue Inspectors the
maximum amount of casual leave that could be granted under this order.

B.P., No. 851, 20-12-98.
(4) The Taluk Sheristadar or Head Accountant can grant, where nece
a day’s casual leave to Taluk Gumastas and peons, but a copy of every such order shot
- be submitted to the Tahsildar for confirmation.
B.P., No. 351, 20-12-98.
5) The period of absence Gf a subordinate directed by the Head ofhis office
to absent himself from his duties in consequence of the prevalence of infectious
disease in his houso should be reckoned as casual leave, but should not be counted
against casual leave that may be due.
1.2 No. 229, 1-9-98.
6. Volunteers attending Vamps-of-Exercise.— Volunteers of the Indian
Ammy, who are Goyernment servants, may attend ,camps-of-exercise,
with the permission of the heads of their departments or offices, and
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For obvious reasons, it is undesirable that officers in the position of
‘Tahsildars or Deputy ‘'ahsildars should be fined like their subordinates,
and such punishment can only be justified by special reasons. * In
regard to such officers, frequent personal inspection of the mode of

doing

business is more

efficacious than

petty punishments

such

as

fines.* ° Fines imposed on village officers should not be excessive or
too numerous.
An abstract statement of fines imposed on them should
be submitted to the Board at the close of every half-year.°

2 B.P., 23-12-56; M., Vol. Il, p. 118 of 1856. bB.P., No 856, 23-5-73.
B. P., No. 489, 17-8-91; G.O., No. 282, 18-5-98.
Gi) Tahsildars,

Deputy Tahsildars

and

Sea Customs

Superin-

tendents, drawing « salary of Rs. 7) and upwards, are empowered to
impose fines ae their subordinates within a limit of one rupee.
« Collectors and Divisional officers should, at the time of inspection, check
carefully the list of fines levied under this order, and see that they are
not too numerous or excessive.”

B.Ps., No. 73, 12-1-84; No. 3399, Mis. 19-6-94. « G.0., No. 449, 10-6-97.
3. Appeals against fines.—No appeal will be admitted from public

servants

below the rank of

petty fines or black marks.
such

Veputy Tahsildar

Only

against orders inflicting

one appeal will be admitted from

servants
in respect of fines other than petty ones.

0.0.) 1௦, 282, 18-5-98.
Wote—By “ petty fines” are meant fines which, in the course of a month, do not
exceed Rs. 5 or two days” pay of the officer fined, whichever is less,
G.0., No, 282, 18-5-98.
133. Enquiries

enquiry—The

in

Board

cases

of misconduct—WNecessity for careful

impresses upon all officers under

its control

the

necessity of careful and close examination of charges brought against
public servants. If these servants are to be held strictly responsible for

the due exercise of the powers entrusted to them, and if any abuse of
these powers is to entail severe punishment, it is necessary that they
should not be convicted on light or insufficient grounds.
Care should be

taken that they are not sacrificed to mere clamour, and that they are not
caught by plots concocted to entrap them.

It is indispensable that the

investigation into alleged offences should be considered without haste,
and that every opportunity should be afforded to the accused of proving
their innocence.

=

B.P., 28-8-56; M., Vol. Il, p. 78 of 1856.

2. Rules for the conduct of enquiries.—(i) An enquiry in judicial
form

should precede an order or recommendation for dismissal, or other

serious punishment. The charge against a public servant, whether it
he inefficiency or misconduct or any other ground of dissatisfaction,
should be rvduced to writing and communicated to the accused for such
explanation as he may have to offer.
:

(ii) The accused should be brought before the enquiring officer
in person, and should be told of the charge he has to meet, and of the
evidence and ergements

in support of the charge, before he is required

to defend himse!
iii) The evidence, in whatever form received, should be noted and
explained to the person charged.
All evidence, which, in the opinion
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the enquiring officer, conduces to moral conviction, isadmissible, but

The
should be based solely on the evidence admitted.
ர
eo
accused should be allowed reasonable time to place on record a full
written statement for the defence. He should likewise have access to

the records in his case, and fo all documents which he may wish to

consult, provided that no original papers are removed from the precincts
of the office on any pretext.
(iv) When passing orders, the authority holding the enquiry
should always record

in English,

in his own handwriting,

a statement.

showing briefly, but clearly, the charges brought against the accused
official, the evidence supporting those charges, the defence put in by
the accused in respect of each charge, and the opinion of the enquiring
authority on each charge.

B.P., No. 1089, 20-12-88.
N.B.—For the procedure prescribed in regard to appeals, see chapter XV, Standing
Order No. 172,"paragraph\3.
3. Previous good character.—In passing orders, consideration should
be given tothe previous character of the subordinate concerned, and

specially to any specie instances of good service that may have been
officially noted in his favour. Apart from the question of evidence, it
will be good for the public service, if subordinates are able to feel that a

good character and acts of good service stand them in real stead when
their conduct is exposed to question.

B.P., No. 1039, 20-12-88.
4, Previous bad character.—The admission of evidence of previous
bad character requires great caution, for if one fault is taken as
evidence of another, there is the danger of the first punishment of a

small fine expanding by a sort of natural growth into
B.P., No. 1039, 20-12-88,
5. Removal on Suspicion.—(i)

In some

ன

ப

cases a compromising

i

cion may in itself be sufficient reason for removing a Eee
the service of Government.

read

If so, it should be stated, and there should

be no pretence of proof when there is only suspicion,

The subordinate

should not be dismissed with disgrace, but allowed to resign, or simply

relieved of his office.
ever that the

exact

case

And in such cases, it is more necessary than
பட

him

should be carefully

recorded, in

order that he may, if possible, satisfy any other employer.

B.P., No. 1039, 20-12-88,

(i)
not be a
be anold
would be

Ifa man has earned, or nearly earned his pension, his would
proper case for removal on suspicion. He would necessarily
servant of Government, who has reached a time of life when it
most improbable that he could turn to any other occupation for

a livelihood.
drawing

ரர

The sudden beggary of a man whose worki

days are

toa close is as serious an exercise of powe
as r
the

Principles.

ட வரப

and shonld

sentenct

aot We infeed

B.P., No, 1039, 20-12-88,

ட்

வலன்

-

6. Removal in consequence of Judicial Censure.—The
f
servants who are dismin
isse
consequen
dce of facts or ieee

at a judicial trial requires to be specially mentioned.

public
icited

It may happen
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that the conduct of some public servant is so mixed up with the matter
under adjudication in a trial that any after-enquiry into it by the head

of his department would be superfluous.

But what

is that some censure is passed

servant

on a public

oftener happens

in a side

remark

from the Bench, which he has no opportunity of answering, or which

the presiding officer may not have thought to be of sufficient importance

to require verification.
It would be extremely hazardous and unfair to
accept such a remark asa deliberate judgment, and it is a safe general
rule that a public servant, unless himself convicted ata judicial trial,

has aright to defend himself departmentally against any imputation
that he may have therein incurred.
B.P., No. 1039, 20-12-88.
7. Invaliding— Revenue

officers cannot dismiss their subordinates, or

remove them from the service, on the ground of ill-health or of physical
incompetence to perform their duties, unless they have undergone medical examination, and unless a certificate as to their unfitness for further
performance of their duties has been obtained.
Whenever a public
servant, who is entitled to any allowance upon

retirement, is so certified

to be unfit and removed from the service, application on his behalf must
at once be submitted through the proper channel,
G.0., No. 1696, Pub., 10-12-69.
8. Dismissal of menial servants.—The case of persons in menial service
differs in some respects from that of Government servants of a superior
class. Though their service is pensionable, they belong to the class of
cultivators or the lower rank of domestic servants.
Their parents have
put themselves to no sacrifices to educate them for the public service,
and they require to be kept very strictly in hand.
But however unwilling the Board may be in such cases to interfere with the discretion
of district authorities, the responsible officers of Government are expected
to exercise a fair and impartial consideration of the case of even the
humblest servants of Government.
Loose decisions and inconsiderate
dismissals of any class of public servants are stains upon the
administration.
B.P., No. 1039, 20-12-88.
9. Distinction

between

removal

and

dismissal.—(i)

The

distinction

between the removal or discharge and the dismissal of a public servant
requires to be borne in mind. 2!
from an office, for such a cause
as unfitness for the duties attached to it, need not usually entail any
further consequences.
It ought not to bar re-appointment to another
office for the duties of which the person may be suited, and it should
not be accompanied by any subsidiary orders which would operate
as such a bar or otherwise prejudice the person in question.
Simple
removal from the service should be the penalty im all cases where it is

not thought necessary to bar future re-employment under Government.
B.P., No. 273, 3-8-95.
(ii) In cases of dismissal on the other hand, the effect ot the order
should be to preclude’ the dismissed officer from being re-employed.

Ordinary cases of the dismissal of non-gazetted officers need not be
notified in the Government Gazette.
As a precaution against the
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inadvertent re-employment of men who may have been dismissed, every

head of an office should, before entertaining an applicant in a post,
ascertain whether he has heen in Government service before, and should

refer to his previous employer, if the circumstances connected with his
discharge are not clear. ‘Che applicant should be required to producea
copy of his service book or other record, and a person who succeeds in
obtaining employment by the concealment of his antecedents would
The
on the true facts being discovered.
obviously merit ees
sanction of the Local Government or Administration should always be
required to the re-employment of persons dismissed.
B.P., No. 273, 3-8-95.

10. Notification of dismissal in the yazette—(i)

In what cases

required.—Vhe dismissal of public servants should be notified in the
Gazette only in the following cases, viz., (1) when it is necessary to

inform the public of the removal of an officer from service, whether

hecanse his appointment was previously gazetted or from any other
cause, and (2) when it is specially desired to exclude from re-employment in the service of Government a public servant who has been
dismissed for a heinous offence, such as fraud or falsification of
accounts.

B.P., No, 273, 3-8-95,

(ii) Reasons not to be stated.—'The reasons for the dismissal of a
public servant should not be stated in the notification regarding his
dismissal even in cases in which a conviction has been obtained in a

It will be sufficient to announce in the

Criminal Court.
person,

whose

dismissal

is

notified

in

accordance

with

case of any

the principle

laid down above, that his services have been dispensed with, except in
those cases in which the cause of dismissal constitutes a disqualification

under the terms

of the law regulating the tenure of a particular

appointment; and it is for this reason necessary to couple with the
announcement of the dismissal a statement of the grounds upon which

it has been ordered.

B.P., No. 273, 3-8-95.

il. Duties of appellate authority —Controlling officers to whom

orders of dismissal or other punishment are submitted for confirmation,

or on appeal, have an individual responsibility of their own.

They must

of course on certain ponte, like all appellate authorities, place confidence
in the judgment of the officer who has personally conducted the enquiry,

but they should withhold this confidence, unless it is clear from the

roceedings that the enquiring officer has acted with care and fairness.

there are any defects in the record of enquiry, the case should be
remanded for further enquiry, and the controlling officer should commit

himself to no opinion of his own till the case is as complete as it can be
made.
_

B.P., No. 1039, 20-12-88.

12. Re-instatement of officer judicially acquitted —When an officer
is acquitted of an offence by a Court of competent jurisdiction, he is
entitled to reinstatement, provided the acquittal is bond fide on the
merits of the case, and not in consequence of a mere technicality, a legal

flaw in the evidence, collusion

with

the witnesses, or some similar cir-

cumstance. In cases in which, notwithstanding a full acquittal, the
re-instatement of the officer is inexpedient, or the infliction of some
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punishmenty such as fine or suspension, is necessary in consequence of
some neglect or minor dereliction of duty brought to light during the
inquiry, the matter should be referred for the special orders of the Board.

Note—The power of re-instatement without blame, after a fall acquittal, rests with
the officer who possessed the original power of appointment; but if this power of
appointment is restricted by being dependent on the sanction or veto of any higher
authority, then the confirmation of the re-instatement by the latter authority is
ப்
ig
G.0., No, 895, Finl., 29-10-68.
134.

Criminal Prosecutions—Prosecution of Tahsildars and Deputy

Tahsildars—The criminal prosecution of Tahsildars

or Deputy

Tahsil-

dars for acts done by them either in their Revenue or
Magisterial
capacity, and of Taluk Sheristadars in their Magisterial capacity, must
be
proviously sanctioned by the Board. The prosecution should be
instituted in the Court which has jurisdiction in the

when the Board considers the case to be

Government,

under

section

197

an

ordinary course, but

important

one, it will

of the Criminal Procedure

ask

Code,

to

specify the Court before which such case should be tried. The charge
on which the accused should be tried will in every case be specified by
the Board.
B.Ps.,

No.

2542,

9-9-74;

No.

515,

No. 571, 10-10-92; No. 80, 21-1-93 ;

27-3-9:

No. 3612, 341 » 17-68-93.

135. Service
Books—For
whom required.—. Service books are
required to be maintained only for such officers as hold substantive

appointments on permanent establishments."
certificates of character should not be made

&B.P., No. 280, 23-7-96.

» Entries of personal

in such books.»

bB.P., No. 572, 25-6-88.

2. Rules for maintenance and verification of service books.—*To
ensure the service books of uncovenanted

servants

being

properly kept

up, the chief subordinate in every office must report to the head of

office, at the close of each year, whether the books of the several servants

are correctly written up to date or not.

‘The following rules should be

observed in this connection :—

aB.P., No. 589, 4-3-78.

ona

(i) Every non-gazetted officer holding a substantive appointment
permanent establishment should keep a service book, in the form
ibed in articles 875 and 879 of the Civil Service Regulations,

ird edition, in which every step in an officer’s official career, as well as
all changes affecting his position, should be recorded concurrently with
their occurrence, and be at once attested by the Head of his office.
=
(ii) A clerk in each office should be entrusted with the preparation and maintenance of service books, and should

be

each service

its

responsible

for their correctness and
book every

change

in

completeness.

the

order

of

held

personally

He should note in
occurrence, and

after the entry has been duly verified by reference to Departmental
orders, Pay bills, Leave statements or other official documents,
have it attested by the Head of the office.

should

Gii) The verification of entries made by a clerk in service books
may be entrusted to his immediate departmental superior if the Head

of the office sees fit, but the responsibility as to their accuracy will rest_

with the latter officer who has to attest them.

51
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(iv) The clerk entrusted with the duty
books should see that—
(@ the dates of

commencement

135.

Chap. XII.

of maintaining

service
;

and termination of service in

an appointment with the rate of pay are correctly noted;

(0) leave of all kinds (except casual) is duly recorded in detail ;
(c) suspensions, degradations, dismissal or removal from service
on account of misconduct or inefficiency, are duly noted
with a brief note * of explanation;

(ஜீ) cause of termination

of service,

ற

whether by promotion,

transfer, degradation, &c., is duly given;

ட்

்

(2) the deputation of an officer to temporary appointment, if
any, under article 410 of the Civil Service Regulations,
is duly noted in the proper column ;
(f) all erasures or interpolations are duly initialled by the Head
of the office ;

(g) the necessary

signatures of the several officers are obtained

in the proper columns ;

(89) no certificates of character are entered in column 13.
(i) the surname or house name of the officer is correctly given.

() When

an officer is transferred, whether permanently or tem-

porarily, from one office to another, the necessary entry of the nature
and reason of the transfer should be made in his service book in the
office from which the officer is transferred, and the book, after being

duly verified to date and attested (vide ltule vii) by the Head of that

office, should be transmitted fo the Head of the office to which the officer
has been transferred, who will thenceforward have the book maintained in his office. If he should find any error or omission in the

book on receipt, he should return it to the forwarding

officer for

the
purpose of having the error rectified or omission supplied, before the
book is taken over by him.

(vi) The date of commencement of service in any appointment will
be the date from which an officer draws the pay of an appointment,

and the date of termination the date up to which he drew such pay.

Periods oceupied in transit from one appointment to another

will be

reckoned as service in the appointment, the pay of which the officer

is allowed during transit.

_, (vii) The service books in each office should be taken
¥erification in January of every year and also as prescribed in up for
Rule y,
by the Head of the office who, after satisfying himself that the
of the officer concerned are correctly recorded in his service services
book in
conformity with the above instructions, should record therein
a
certifica
te
to that effect under his signature.

ட* Entry of punitive
im service book.—
ல் It is unnecessar: ry to file with
Govern nook @ copy of theorders
corres
ponden
g to the suspension or dismivs i ofthe௨.
‘vrorament servant, nor is it necessary ceto relatin
submit a copy of such correspondenceal with
க கனல் ட். cases where the aewual order directing suspension
or dismissal
5
is all that
isie)required, டக.“Writ,
ie
Statement of the reasons oa i which
ம்(
the order was bused
a
the order itself is not fortheeming,
a short summary of
Shy. available evidenos as to its nature and the cironmstances
is'which
passed
which i it was
in
should be attached
to the service book or pension application.

BP., No. 303, 11-8-96.

oes

a
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(viii)eIn regard to periods of service which

cannot be verified

from office records such as Pay bills, Acquittance rolls, &c., an affidavit
of the officer concerned and evidence of his contemporary employés
should be taken as occasion arises and attached to the service book, with
the opinion of the then Head of office as to whether the period in
question should be admitted or not.
(ix) The Head of the office, in recording the annual certificate of
verification agreeably to Rule vii, should, in the case of any portion of
service that

cannot be verified

for the excepted
officer as well as

from office records, distinctly state that

periods (naming them) a statement in writing by the
his contemporary evidence is attached to the book.

(x) In the Land Revenue Department the duty of performing the

annual verification of service books is entrusted to the Treasury Deputy
Collector.
The Divisional officers should in such cases make it convenient, either during the jamabandi, or

when

on

tour

in their taluks,

to inspect the service books kept in the Tahsildars’ and Deputy Tahsildars’ cutcherries in their divisions and to see that they are properly
maintained

in accordance with these instructions,

of any instance of neglect or omission.
(xi)

Whenever

an

officer is transferred

and

take

to foreign

due

notice

service,

the

Head of his office should forward his seryice book to the Accountant-

General for the purpose of the transfer being duly noted in it, agreeably
to article 885 of the Civil Service Regulations. The same proceduro
should be followed when the officer reverts to Government
proceeds on leave while in foreign service.

service or

Note.—For rules regarding the procedure to be observed before retiring an officer
from service, and the submission of pension applications thereafter, see appendix
போ.

3. Service books of persons no longer in service—(i) When sent to

Central Office——When three months

haye

elapsed

from the date of

termination of an officer’s service by dismissal, discharge or resignation,

his service book shall be sent to the central office for safe custody or
shall be disposed of as hereinafter provided :—

Proviso (u).—If the officer has resigned or has been discharged for
no fault, the service book may, on his application, be handed over to
him, an entry being first made therein to that
effect.
Proviso (b).—1f the service book be required for the disposal of any
current papers, it should not be sent to the central office until the need
for it is at an end.

B.P., No. 652, 28-10-90.

Note.—By the central office is meant, in the Revenue Department, the head office
immediately subordinate to the board of Revenue.
B.P., No. 98, 13-2-91.
Gi) How long to be retained.mA service book forwarded to the
central office will be retained there for a period of five years, or until the
officer’s decease, whichever occurs first, after which it will be destroyed.

B.Ps,, No. 652, 28-10-90; No. 95, 18-2-91.

iii). Of Officers who have died.—When an officer dies in service
his service book may, on application, be handed over to his relatives.
Should no such applications be made within six months of the officer’s
decease, the dere book may be destroyed.
.
B.P., No. 652, 28-10-90.
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book

. Service

has

ப்! who

offtcer

of

re-employed—The

4

ட

and

of

service book

an

is afterwards re-instated,

who

should, on requisition, be returned to the head of the office in which he
is te-employed, A similar course should be adopted when the officer
has been discharged without fault or resigns, and is subsequently
te-employed.
B.P., No. 652, 28-10-90.
186. Certificates of Character.—An officer giving a certificate is
naturally disposed to dwell on merits and pass over demerits as lightly

as he conscientiously can, but if the result is to give a wrong idea of
character, or to induce the reader of the certificate to believe that the

bearer

is fitted for employment

for which the writer has good reason

to believe he was unfit, serious injury may accrue to the public service.
Attention is also drawn to the following explicit rules on the subject :—

B.P., No, 244, 18-1-71.
G) Certificates should not be given by any officer to subordinates
who are not at the time actually serving under him or who have not
recently been under his orders.
G.0., No. 1619, Public, 17-8-83.

Gi) Certificates of character should in no case be
persons who haye been removed from the public service.
:
G.0., No. 1619, Public, 17-8-83.

given to

(ii) The granting of a certificate of character to a subordinate
by his immediate superior, while the conduct of such subordinate is
under investigation by the head of the office or department, is improper,

and will be regarded as a grave breach of discipline.
2

3
SECTION

187. Huzur

B.P., No. 423, 6-10-94,
(ii)—_SPECIAL CLASSES
OFFICERS.

OF NON-GAZETTED

Sheristadars.—Appointments

to the post

of

Humr

Sheristadar may be made by the Collector himself, when the nominee is
a person of good character who has put in not less than two years’
service as Tahsildar.
Otherwise the nomination should be submitted for

the Board’sconfirmation.
as

to the

education,

The

conduct,

Collector should then give information
service

and

character

of

the nominee.

The date on which the nominee passed the required tests and the page
of the Supplement to the Fort St. George Gusette, in which his name is
to be found, should also be stated. Selections to the office of Huzur
Sheristadar made by officers holding charge in privilege leaye arrangements are, however, subject.
to revision by the permanent Collector or

the officer who acts as Collector in a long acting arrangement.
ம
B.P., No. 7583, 12-10-69; G.O., No. 282, 18-5-98,
188. Tahsildars and Deputy Tahsildars—Appointment—(i)

fetor’s sanction when sufficient —The Collector

ணப submit oO

Col-

the
Board’s approval, “before the 15th March
.each year, a list, in
the form given in appendix XTIT®, of all in
persons in his district who
will be
ட for erp
ae in the course of the year as Tahsildars
oF a8
eputy Tahsildars and Stationary Sub-Magistrates. When tho
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list has been approved by the Board, the Collector may proceed to fill
up vacancies from it: he need not submit a separate nomination roll

Appointments to the office of Tahsildar, » Deputy

on each occasion.

Tahsildar or Stationary Sub-Magistrate’ made by officers oldie
charge in privilege leaye arrangements are, however, subject to revision

by the permanent Collector or by the officer who acts as Collector in a
long acting arrangement.
G.O., No. 282, 18-5-98. % B.P., No. 191, 21-7-98.
ii) Board’s

sanction

when

the Board should invariably
included in the above list.

» G.O., No. 454, 14-7-99.

necessay.—The

be obtained

previous

the

when

sanction

nominee

of

is not

ii) Collector's Certificate.—If the nominee is not a graduate and

has not passed either of the principal Special Tests required (Revenue

and Criminal tests) in tho higher grade, his name should not be entered

in the list, unless such entry is accompanied by a certificate signed by
the Collector to the effect that the merits of the officer are such that
the interests of the district administration will be distinctly promoted

by his appointment.

B.Ps., No. 876, 5-10-93; No. 110, 16-38-94; No. 1018, Mis., 27-2-95;
G.0., No. 282, 18-5-98; G.O., No. 454, 14-7-99.

(iv) Exemption from qualifying service —The special sanction of
Government is required

for dispensing, in exceptional

cases,

with

the

full period of qualifying service necessary for a person to be appointed
as a Tahsildar (see paragraph 2 ira.)

B.P., No. 627, 81-10-93,
(v) Prohibition against appointment of officer holding land in taluk.

—Ordinarily no

person should be appointed as Tahsildar or as Deputy

ahsildar in a taluk in which he holds lands.

¥.B.—A junior member of a Marnmakkatayam family is not debarred from holding
Tahsildar’s post in a taluk in which his family, holds lands.
B.P., No. 709, 21-12-93.

2, Qualifications. —The following
conditions, besides the possession
of the necessary Educational and Special Test qualifications, should be
fulfilled in the case of every person proposed for appointment, whether
temporary

or permanent, as Pahsildar =

A.—In

a taluk where there is a Stationary Sub-Magistrate.

(i) Ability to ride.
B.P., No. 244, 9-6-94.

GD Service in one of the following பம

சச

poriod noted against the post :-—

ane

Period of service
required.

Office,

(a) Chief Clerk,

பட்டம்

Political

office, Trichinopoly

as such
Agont’s {rsandyears
one year as

B.P., No. 264, 22-7-95.

2

*-Sub-Magistrate.

்
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Period of service

Office.

required,

Tahsildar.

B.P., No. 5311, 30-7-65.

(c) Taluk Head Accountant and 'Trea-

surer.

(d) Head Clerk in the offices of the
Collector, Agent to the Goyernor, Sub-Uollector, Head Assistant Collector, or the Special
Assistant Collector, Malabar.
|

B.P., No, 5811, 30-8-65; G.0., No. 2946, 23-8-80,

(€) Police Inspector.

Same as for offices
(e) to () below.

a

B.P., No. 5335, 3-8-66,

(f)

Head Magisterial and Vernacular
Clerks in Collectors’ offices.
G.O., No, 2015, 22-7-68.

(g) Second Clerk in the Sub-Collector’s office.
B.P., No. 525, 8-8-89.

(h) Revenue Inspector.
ர

One

year for

Bachelor

of

ட

Ae

a

ae
1)

ties; two years for

( (®) Uncovenanted Assistant to the $a person who has
|
Deputy Director of Settlement. | passed the First
ae:
(y) Supervisor of Field Parties.
amination
in
No.’ 1477, 4 (k) Inspector of Field Parties.
Arts; and three
26-5-09. | (7) Manager,
spector

()

of

Sub-Assistant and In- ' years for others.
Boundaries

Survey Department.

in

the

B.P., 0.5335, 3-8-6;

G.0., ‘No. 396, 18-3-84,

Superintendent of Sea Customs
exercising Magisterial powers.

B.P., No. 8473, 16-8-71,

(m) Assistant Inspector in the Salt
and Abk4éri

Department.

B.P., No. 412, 11-7-90.

த

B.— Additional qualification for appointment as Tahsildar in @
taluk
where there is no Stationary Sub-Magistrate.

(ili) Exercise of Third-class magisterial powers for a period of
six
or exercis

months;

e of second-class powers for any period.

B.P., No. 344, 16-6-93,
Note—(1) Service in the grades of Revenue Inspector, Talnk Head
Pennty Tahsildar and Sub-Magistrute shovld be considered to be the best Accountant,
preperation
for'the situation of Tahsild
ar—vide Standing Orders Nos, 140and 141 infra, paragra
ph 2.
G.0., No. 2015, 22-4-68,
(2) Service Accountant in the Madras Collector's
Office
has bes
Aoclared qualifying forastheHead
post of Tahsildar of Madras.
to yes
cert oe
G.0., No, 387, 20-6-99.
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3. Magisterial

Powers.—All

Magistrates, and all Deputy

Tahsildars

are

407

ex-officio

Second-class

Tahsildars, whether permanent or acting,

axe ex-officio Third-class Magistrates.

G.0., No. 927, Judl., 6-5-93 ; B.P., No. 698, 9-12-93.
Note.--Tahsildars who have the assistance of Stationary

Sub-Magistrates

are not

competent, without special notification, to take cognizance of cases under section 190,
Criminal Procedure Code, or to commit for trial under section 208.
4. Transfers—(i)To

competent

ministerial

appointments—Oollectors

are

not

obtaining

the

to transfer a Tahsildar or a Deputy Tahsildar—Magistrate

to a ministerial appointment
sanction of Government.

Paragraph

on

equal pay,

without

of G.O, in B.P., No. 527, 11-9-93.

(ii) From one taluk on division to another.— * Collectors can transfer
a Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar from one taluk or Deputy Tahsildari
to another, although the transfer may involve an increase or a loss of
pay.*
» But a Collector is not competent to reduce a Tahsildar to the
post of Deputy Tahsildar of an independent division.”

4 B.Ps., No. 527, 11-9-98.

» No. 269, 21-6-94.

5. Touring—(i) Minimum period—Except in Malabar and South
Canara, Tahsildars who have been relieved of magisterial functions
should

be on tour

for

not

less

than

three

months

while in the two West Coast districts, two months

in the

half-year,

in the half-year

will suffice.

B.P., No. 65, 6-2-94.
(ii) Each village to be visited —The Tahsildar of a taluk in which

a Stationary Sub-Magistrate has been appointed is required to visit in
fotation every village Gn hig tale at loastcies ayeae wea all 0
confine

his

tours

to

favourite

villages.

A

rotation

list

should

be

prepared for each taluk and be checked monthly by the Divisional

officer, allowance being made for special circumstances justifying the
Tahsildar’s visit in any month to a village not entered in the list.

The

discretion

but

of

Collectors in this matter

they are required to insist
above.

on such

will not be interfered with,

dond fide touring

as is indicated

B.Ps., No. 846, 6-6-98 ; No. 486, 24-7-93.
(iii) Touring in taluks with ut a Stationary Sub-Magistrate—No
fixed rule can be laid down for the touring of Tahsildars in taluks
without a Stationary Magistrate, but Collectors and Divisional officers

are expected to see that they spend a reasonable proportion of their

time in camp.

B.P., No. 436 24-7-93.
(iv) Touring in taluks with a Deputy Tuhsildar—In Government
taluks where there is a Deput? Tahsildar, the Tahsildar need not visit
every village in the Deputy ‘ahsildar’s division.
It will be sufficient
if he visits some of the more important villages.
.
B.P., No. 275, 7-8-95.
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(¥) Inspection of Zamindari and inam villages—If zamindari and

inam_

vi

s are situated

in a taluk,

it is not necessary that the

Tahsildar
should visit each and every one of them.
He will, of course,
have to inspect some of them for the determination of income-tax
assessments, the collection of Government dues in inam villages, and the

checking of the accounts submitted by zamindars under section 65 of
Act V of 1884. It is also advisable that the economic condition of the
ryots in such villages should come under the Tahsildar’s observation.

B.P., No. 275, 7-8-95.
in

(vi) Touring by Deputy Tahsildars—* Deputy Tahsildars, whether
independent charge or not, are required to tour as much as

Tahsildars.*

»'Those Deputy Tahsildars who are in independent charge

of zamindari divisions should visit all their villages.»
& B.P., No. 300, 12-7-94.

> B.P., No. 275, 7-8-95.

(vii) Serutiny of tour returns.—Collectors and Divisional officers
should carefully scrutinize the tour returns of Tahsildars and Deputy
Tahsildars, which should be modelled on those sent in by Collectors to

the Board for themselves and their Divisional officers. The main points
to observe are whether the prescribed tour minima are worked up to.
and whether all parts of the taluk and division are visited alike.
B.P., No. 65, 6-2-94.
Note—It is open to Collectors to grant exemption from the rule as to minimum
touring. Stich exemptions, must, however, be temporary and special.
B.P., No. 440, 28-7-93.
6. Maintenance of Horses —Tahsildars are required to maintain one
or more serviceable riding horses for touring purposes—zide paragraph 4

of Standing Order No. 125 supra.

7. Travelling Allowance.—Tahsildars are entitled to travelling allow-

ance at the rate of one rupee for every day spent on tour.
B.P., No. 256, 13-7-96.

Note—(1) This concession does not extend to Deputy Tahsildars.
B.P., No. 256, 13-7-96.
(2) Tahsildars are not entitled to any allowance for journeys performed
within a radius of five miles from head-quarters, unless it be to the actual amount
by them in payment of ferry and other tolls or railway fare or passage money spent
(vide
article 1157, Civil Service Regulations).
(3) When Tabsildars have to travel beyond the limits of their jurisdiction,
they willbe allowed travelling allowance for such journeys at the ordinary rates.
B.P., No. 1, 41-97.
(4) The restriction placed by article 1159, Civil Service Regulations, in the
matter of drawing allowances for halts exceeding ten days applies tu Tahsildars also,
(5) The daily allowance sanctioned is the allowance for the ‘ day’ as defined
in article 29 of the Civil Service Regulations
. Allowance for one
only can, therefore,
டுpees where a journey does not involve absence day
from பலகை for

139. Sub-Magistrates—(i)

offic

a

qualified

per

Appointment.—Appointments

istrate may be made

by the Conese

reviously approved by the Board

to

the

from the list

paragraph 1
of Standing Order 3No. 138 supra) ; when the nominee ட் (vide
not in thie Hist,
,
sanction of the Board is required for the appointment: ._
6.0. No. 282, 18-5-98
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(ii) Reeruitment.—Collectors should, as far as practicable, select
on and
as their nominees young men of promise, good physique, educati
No
work.
judicial
௦:
nce
experie
some
,
possible
if
with,
r,
characte

the
person should be appointed as a Magistrate and entrusted with
tests
the
passing
his
of
on
conditi
on
law,
l
crimina
the
of
tration
adminis

at some future time.

B.Ps., No. 338, 1-7-92; No. 474, 29-38-92; G.O., No. 282, 18-5-98.

Note—This order bars the appointment of persons who have passed the Criminal
but not the

Revenue

Test.

B.P., No, 474, 29-8-92.

(iii) Magisterial powers.—* Deputy ‘Tabsildar-Sub-Magistrates

are ex-officio Third-class Magistrates *: » applications for investing them

with second-class powers should be submitted direct to Government in
the Judicial Department.?
a G.0., No. 282, 18-5-98. b B.P., No. 698, 9-12-93.
(iv) Revenue duties of Stationary Sub-Magistrates._Stationary
Sub-Magistrates will be expected to do such revenue work as may be
entrusted to them by Tahsildars. For their Treasury duties during the

absence of the Tahsildar, sec Standing Order No. 182 infra, paragraph 9.
B.P., No. 432, 18-8-92.

140,

Taluk

Sheristadars,

Taluk

Head

Accountants and

Treasurers—Duties and Responsibilities —The position and responsibilities of a Taluk Head Accountant are in general the same as those

During the absence of the Tahsildar from
of a Taluk Sheristadar.
head-quarters the charge of the office but not that of the sub-treasury
ன்
keys will devolve on the Head Accountant.

Note.—As regards the keys, see paragreph 9 of Standing Order No. 182 infra.
B.Ps., No. 460, 23-8-92; No. 86, 23-2-93; G.O., No. 4433, Mis., 10-11-96.

2. Appointment.—The power of appointment of Taluk Sheristadars,

Taluk Head Accountants and Treasurers rests with the Collector.

*In

order, however, that any person may be permanently appointed to
the office of Taluk Head Accountant or to,any post in a Hugur or Divisional office carrying more than Rs. 35 per mensem, he should fulfil

one of the following three conditions :-—

(1) He should have undergone training as a Revenue Inspector
for at least one ion or
(2) his substantive pay since the 1st July 1899 should haye been

always in oxcess of Rs. 40, or
(8) he should have been specially exempted by the Board.*
B.P., No. 527, 11-9-93.

_«B.Ps., No. 121, 13-5-99; No. 161, 4-7-99.

Note—aTalak Shoristadars are Third-class Magistrates ex-oficio*; P spplications
for investing them with second-class powers should be submitted direct to Government
in the Indicial Department. »
[2 G.0., No. 887, Judl., 7-6-98. > B.P., No. 280, 26-5-93.
8. Training—(i)

Nature.oTaluk

taking charge of their duties,

Head Accountants

should, before

and unless they have already undergone

the training next described as a part of their ordinary duties, receive

special training in the Treasury and Account branches of the Collector’s
52

6
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should
office and also in the Sheristadar’s department. Such training
tant.
Accoun
Head
good
a
under
office
taluk
then be continued in some
B.P., No. 287, 12-8-95.
(ii) Period.—The period of training will ordinarily be three
months, but it may be shortened at the diseretion of the Collector, when

the previous training of a nominee justifies such a course. Of the three
months or twelve weeks, the first fortnight will be spent in the
Sheristadar’s branch

of the

Huzur office; the next

six

weeks in the

Treasury and Account branch; and the last four weeks in the selected
taluk cutcherry.
B.P., No, 287, 12-8-95.
(iii) Salary of Officer and of his locum tenens.—The

nominee

will

be considered to be on special duty while undergoing training, but he
will receive only the pay of his last appointment;

any person acting for

him in that appointment will receive acting allowances in accordance
with the Civil Service Regulations.
B.P., No. 287, 12-8-95.

(iv) Certificate.—On the completion of training in each branch,
a certificate should be given by the head of that branch to the
effect, that by personal observation and examination he has satisfied

himself that the person trained has acquired a practical knowledge of
accounts.

B.P., No. 287, 12-8-95.
(v) Reserve of trained Accountants.—Collectors should arrange to

have a reserve of trained Head

Accountants, so as to avoid the necessity

of putting the taluk treasury in charge of untrained men, when

" vacancy occurs.

a

B.P., No. 287, 12-8-95.

141. Revenue

Inspectors—Appointment—The

Revenue Inspectors *in the sub-division rests with the

appointment

of

Sub-Collector,*

Pand in other divisions with the Collector.>

a B.P., No. 86, 28-3-88,

Wote.—(1)

‘When

a Revenue

Inspector

> B.P., No, 527, 11-9-93.

in @ division

other than the sub-division

is

granted privilege leave, the vacancy may be filled up by the Divisional officer himself
§n case a suitable substitate who has passed in survey can be found in the division.

G.0., No, 282, 18-5-£8.
(2) If the Divisional officer is unable to select a suitable and duly qualified
Pe sracn from bia division for euch vacancy, he should apply to the Collector for
substitute.
G.0., No, 282, 18-5-98,
2. Reeruitment.—* The selection of men for the appointment
of
Revenue
ன should be made with great care so as 4, secure ae
who are likely to get promotion to higher posts. Collectors should
endeavour as far as possible to make the grades of Revenue Inspector
and Deputy Tahsildar the ordinary stepping stones to that of Tahsildar,
and to this end should ordinarily refuse promotion to clerks who have nob

‘gone at least a year’s training as Revenue Inspectors.» As already
in Standing Order No, 140, paragzaph 2, the special sanction of

> Board is necessary for the promotion of suth clerks unless their
substantive
pay since the 1st July 1899 has been in excess of Rs. 40.
ய
2
கற, 340, 255, 8605, 27-6-93.
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3. Survey Training—() Nature of test.—Revenue Inspectors are
required to pass, in addition to the Reyenue Test, an elementary test

in surveying conducted by the Survey Department.
G.0., No. 369, 25-3-85.

‘Wote—(1) Revenue Inspectors who may be deputed to learn surveying will be
considered as on special duty, and persons acting for them will be entitled to draw
acting allowances.
of pay until they ere
(2) Revenue Inspectors cannot draw the new rates draw
the new rate with
may
qualified in survey; but as soon as they are qualified, t they
retrospective effect from the date of their appointmen as Revenue Inspectors.
B.P., No. 265, 27-4-91.

of
(3) The Agents in Ganjém, Vizagapatam, Gédavari, and the Collectors
the Revenue
Karnool and South Canara may appoint persons who have not passed
Test te temporary vacancies in the grade of Reyenue Inspectors, but these persons
will only dvaw the lower rates of pay.
B.Ps., No. 177, 1-6-95 ; No, 292, 15-8-95.

(ii), Maximum number to be trained.—The number of subordinates
permitted to learn surveying should xtot exceed one-fifth of the number

of Inspectors on the staff of a district.

A subordinate so permitted will,

during his course of training, be considered to be on special duty, and

a person acting for him will be entitled to draw acting allowances.
such
Collectors should bear in mind that they are responsible that only
of their subordinates as may otherwise be fit to become Revenue
Tnspectors are granted leave for the purpose of undergoing training.
B.P., No. 654, 14-11-93.

Wote-—The reserve of one-fifth is exclusive of (1) persons
service, (2) those appointed to any post carrying a higher salary
class Revenue Inspector, and (8) those appointed as acting or
Inspectors without any prospect of reverting to their permanent

transferred to foreign
than that of a Secondsub. pro tem. Revenue
posts.

B.P., No. 450, 1-12-96.

4. Touring —Revenue Inspectors should spend at least 25 days in

every month on tour in their ranges.
by them in the village are—

The chief duties to be performed

1. Inspection of crops and of boundary-marks.
2. Azmaish.
8. Inspection of accounts.

Tahsildars

are expected to watch closely and systematically the

movements of their Revenue Inspectors in their ranges, and test from
time to time by actual re-inspection the quality of their work.
௪

B.P., No. 255, Sett., 27-6-93.

5. Travelling Allowance.—* Revenue Inspectors may draw travelling
allowance for journeys performed
of jurisdiction, for instance

when

by them

attending

beyond their firka or range
survey

schools.*

» They

may also be granted halting allowance on such occasions up to a limit,
த்
of ten days.”
® B.P., No. 450, 11-12-95.» B,Ps., No. 86, 27-1-96; No. 802, 10-8-96,
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ய
PART [11.—MISCELLANEOUS.
142. Accommodation and residence of Government officers—

‘Allowances for providing Office Accommodation—Allowances to officers
for the provision of office accommodation in cases where such accom-

modation has not been provided by the State are regulated as follows :—
( If separate accommodation is provided by the officer, the

allowance shall not exceed the actual rent paid by him for such accommodation.
=
வடி.

(ii) If the officer provides accommodation for the office in his own

house, the allowance

shall not exceed half

if he rents the house, or half the proper
own property ; and

it shall

not

the rent

rent of the

exceed also what

paid by the officer

house if it is his

is ascertained

in the

Public
Works Department to be a fair
டல் of the rent of the
house jointly occupied, with reference to the
e of the accommodation

oceupied and to

the injury caused to the house as a private residence

by its partial occupation as a public office.

G.0.,
Note—Except in the Forest
should be treated as office rent and
G.0.,

No. 2123, Finl., 6-11-79.
Départment, all grants for office accommodation
charged to Provincial Revenue.
No. 2133, Finl., 6-11-79.

2. Official residences.—* When the Government provides a residence
for a
public officer, it isthe duty of such officer to dwell in it," or pay
rent for it.* The rent charged for the house will be a sum which will
cover (1) interest at 4 per cent. on the actual capital cost of the house
and its site, and (2) the estimated annual cost of repairs, subject to
a maximum of 10 per cent. on the salary and local allowances of the
official in actual occupation.»

* B.P., No. 2577, 30-T-84. _b Rules 28 (1) and (II) of Chapter X, Vol. I
of the G. of I., P.W.D. Code; G.0., No. 2981 W., 22-9-88.
Note.—(1) When a building is occupied partly as a residence and partly as an office
for which uo rent is paid, the capital valne of the portion occupied as a residence
should be separately estimated, and the rent calculated accordingly.
=

B.P., No. 895, 23-10-88.

-___ (2) When an official residence is provided for the incumbent of any particular
post, it is held at his disposal from the date on which he takes charge and throughout
his incumbency,
and he must pay rent for the whole period.
B.P., No. 580, 28-6-88.

(8) The ordinary law of landlord and tenant applies also to the tenancy of
Government buildings. Formal notice to the department concerned should therefore be
given by an officer occupying a Government building, whenever he vacates it. Notifications of change of appointment in the Gazette are not sufficient notice.
B.P., No. 28, 23-1-95.
_ (4) Officers occupying public buildings are liable for rent, until notice is given
‘of vacating or until re-occupation. In the case of transfers, Treasury officers will
sssume, in the absence of information to the contrary, that the transferred officer
was in oconpation
up to the date of his relief.
B.P., No. 301, 7-8-96.

* If Government deputes native Deputy CcXlector to discharge the duties of a
ees.
ee
பட
is paraded it shonld be understood that
€ native officer
ly not ol
use the residence, but is
prohibited fro:
doing
#0, except with the special sanction of the Board of Revenue.
ஸ்
- ௦0, 3௨ 85) 29-1-1900,
ள்.

வணக
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3. Exemption from Payment of Rent.—An. officer மருவா

public

quarters will be exempted from payment of house-rent if he leaves his
station on privilege leave, provided ‘he vacates his quarters: and gives
An officer who
his intention to the Executive Engineer.
notice of

leaves his property in his quarters while absent on privilege leave
cannot be regarded as having vacated the building.
B.P., No. 718, 23-12-93.

4, Duties of the Bxecutive Engineer—The Executive Engineer should
which may
joint out to the tenants of public buildings any ட

ve come to his notice in the use either of the buildings or of the
compounds attached to them. Representations thus made should be

attended to at once by the officers occupying public buildings.
and
officers will see that compounds are kept in proper order
the compounds

their legitimate purposes only;

These

used for

are intended to secure

healthy surroundings and sufficient light and air, and these objects will

be defeated if they are used for plantations and cattle-sheds.
B.P., No. 129, 2-5-95.
5. Gardeners—Gardeners

used as residences

for public buildings

will be paid by the tenants, not by the State.

B.P., No. 684, 30-11-91.

143.

Government Boats—(i)

To whom supplied.—Boats are supplied

officers in Godavari

by Government for the use of superior Revenue

the
and Kistna. ‘These boats being means of locomotion providedto bythem.
State, article 1092 (ii) of the Civil Service Regulations applies

G.0s., No. 117, 29-1-78; No. 1129, 18-10-78; No. 914, 11-3-80.
_ Note, When two officers require a boat at the same time, the claims of the
senior should prevail, the Collector's claim overriding those of all others.
B.P., No. 1036, 20-12-88.
(ii) Responsibility for upkeep and repair.— Government undertakes
to keep such boats in repair,” but* it is the duty of the Keyenue officer
using a Government boat to pay the serang in charge of it © whether
or not it is in actual use,° and also to pay the rent for its use.* Under
article 1164, Civil Service Regulations, the officer will be entitled to a
refund of his expenses 9 under both these heads 4 for the period during
which he stays at head-quarters.
aG.0., No. 1446, 17-12-73.» G.O., No. 1250, 9-9-76. © B.P., No, 428, 11-3-81.
d B.P., No. 3115, Mis., 6-6-89.
Note.—When

the

post

which

carries with

it the

‘vacant, the serang will be paid by Government.
G.0., No. 1250, 9-8-76.

use

of

a

Government

boat

is

(iii) Annual rent—The annual rent for the use of a Government
boat is fixed at 18 per cent. on the cost of its original construction.
‘This includes interest at 4 per cent. on the outlay, the cost of wear and
tear at 10 per cent. per annum, and cost of repairs.

.The rent for the

whole year, at 18 per cent. per annum, is distributed over the months

PUBLIC sERVANTsS—S.O. 144.
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of the working season only. No deduction should be made from tho
pay of an officer on account of boat rent at other times of the year.
G.0., No. 1250, 9-9-76; B-Ps., No. 428, 11-83-81; No. 3239, 25-11-85; No. 4383,
Mis., 28-7-93.

Note,—Rent should not be charged on boats when they are laid up for repairs
during the working season.
G.0., No. 69, 29-1-86.
(iv) Sanction for repairs —The

Collector may

sanction annual

repairs within 5 per cent. of the cost of the boat, and deduct such
cost from rent. Hstimates for repairs exceeding this limit should be
submitted to the Board with a specification and financial statement
containing the following particulars:—

B.P., No. 2462, 28-5-77.

(a)
(t)
(c)
(ஸ்)

Date of construction.
Original cost of construction.
Date of last repairs.
Total amount spent on repairs from the date of construc-

tion up to date, excluding the amount
is sought.

of estimate

for which

sanction

Ee
(e) Total amount of rent recovered and credited to Government from the date of construction up to date.

B.P., No. 4378, Mis., 27-7-93.

144, Casualties among

European officers,—The death of every

European officer in the Revenue Department should be immediately
reported by Collectors to the Board for transmission of the information

to Government, * and the same procedure should be followed in cases

where European officers of whatever department are killed or severely

wounded by fanatics or others, or meet
in any very exceptional circumstances.*

with

sudden or violent death

B.P., No. 4787, 9-7-70. ®B.P., No. 101, 29-83-97.
Note.—In the case of the death of a Military officer in civil employ, it will be

sufficient if the casualty is reported by the civil authorities to the officer commanding

the nearest Military station.

B.P., No. 300, 6-8-96.
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Il.

Rules for admission to the Madras Provincial Oivil Service.

The following appointments, to fill which members of the Civil Service
of India have hitherto been recruited, are open to members of the Provin-33
cial Civil Service subject to the rules for the time being in force under
Vic., Oap. 3, Sec. 6:—
Rs.
District and Sessions Judges (4), Ist Grade
-. 1,600
Collectors and Magistrates of Districts (2), 2nd
Grade
RRO GR le)
வ
ஒக்க
படு
Secretary to the Board of Revenue (1)
-.
—--»_—‘*1,000
Under Secretary to Government (1)
700
* Deputy Magistrates and Collectors, Ist Grade [corresponding to Sub-Collectors] (2)
டட ஆ 200
* Deputy Magistrates and Collectors, 3rd Grade [corresponding to Head Assistant Collector and
த வ
ae
ee
* Deputy Magistrate and Collector, 5th Grade [corresponding to passed Assistant Collector] (1)
300
* Note.—These appointments are subject to the claims of officers in the Indian Civil
Service appointed before i880. If no fit and competent member of the Provincial Civil
Service isavailable, or if the preponderant administrative needs of the Province require
it, an Indian Civil Servant may be appointed to any of these appointments or: to any of
the 14 appointments of Deputy Magistrates and Deputy Collectors in Grade VIII.;

_ The Provincial Civil Service shall consist of two branches—(1) Executive, (2) Judicial—and shall include the following appointments :—
[A=Execntive.

B—Judicial.]

Ts
B, Subordinate Judges (3)

sede

வ

அல

எட்டா

IL
A. Deputy Magistrate and Collector (1)
B. Subordinate Judges (5)

5

700)

i.

ட்

i

So

Iv.
்
A. Deputy Magistrates and Deputy Collectors (5)
v.
A. Deputy Magistrates and Deputy
Collector
ர படவ
Judges (8)

ட

A. Deputy Magistrates and D

B, District Munsifs (90)

te

Rs.

eee 1650)
..

600)

oD

fy

eo

e tors (22)

2

oo

ரவ

VI.

0 Py

Collecto1
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VIL.

Bs.

A. Deputy Magistrates and Deputy Collectors(17)

B. District Munsifs (30)...
Vil.
..

800...

800.

2

A. Deputy Magistrates and Deputy Collectors (18)

B. District Munsifs (30)

..

௨...

9.»

+s

ww

ae

a

oe

..

250

--

200

280

ve

Ix.
B. District Munsifs

(24)

..

Collectors

II. Vacancies in the list of Deputy

shall be filled, as

_hereto-

fore, mainly by selection from the subordinate service of persons who have
prescribed for those posts and from persons,
passed the examinations
or not, of proved merit and ability.
whether in the servico of ட.
One appointment by recruitment shall, however,
ட்டம் open annually
to competition under rule XII.

. ILL. The appointments of Sub-Judges shall be made entirely by selection, but only Barristers, Advocates, High Court Vakils, Attorneys of the

High Court and District Munsifs shall be eligible for these posts.
IV. The appointment of District Munsifs lies, under Act IIT of 1873,
in the hands of the High Court, the qualifications require’ being regulated by rules made by the Honourable the Judyes subje:t to the approval

of Government.

The latest rules as published on page 260 of the

George Gazette, Part I, dated 14th April

1885,

Fort St.

limit the choice to—

(i) Advocates, Vakils and Attorneys of the High Court and persons
duly qualified for admission as Advocates, Vakils and Attorneys of the High Court;

(ii) Persons who huye obtained the degreo of Bachelor of Laws at
one of the Universities of Madras, Calentta or Bombay;
(iii) Persons who have passed the First-grade Pleadership examination.
Exceptions.

(a) Persons who, before the Ist January 1885, completed the Special
Tests at that time required to qualify for the office of District Munsif
(8) Persons already in the service of Government in the Judicial
Department who may have passed the tests required under the old rules,
dated 29th July 1869, to qualify for a munsifship at any of the Special
Test examinations held up to and including the year 1889.
Y. Evory candidate for appointment by recruitment must furnish

satisfactory evidence—
(க) that

he is not

over 25

years, except

in

the

case

of

persons

appointed to the Judicial branch otherwise than by competition.
In these excepted cases, article 63 of the Civil Service Regulations fixes the maximum age at 80;

(6) that he fulfils the conditions prescribed in the rules for admission

to the Public Service ;

(c) that he is of sound health, good

that he is of good character; ant

physique, and active habits;

(¢) that he has passed the third-class vernacular test prescribed for
European and Eurasian

Ss

civil officers other

than

members

of

the Indian
Oivil Service, or has graduated in a vernacular, or
chas passed
the wind oove «
igher Grade.
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VI. Hvery person appointed to the Provincial Civil Service by recruitment shall be subject to probation for a period of two years, unless in

spovial cases the Government declares such probation to be unnecessary.
During this period he must complete the vernacular and other tests prescribed for the appointment which he may hold, and his appointment shall
be probationary only.
His confirmation shall be conditional on his passing
the prescribed examinations and giving satisfaction in the performance of
his duties during the term of probation.

VII. The subjects of Native Princes in alliance with Her Majesty shall
de eligible for appointment to the Provincial Civil Service, provided they
are qualified in other respects.
VIII. Recent residence of at least three years in the Presidency shall in
all cases be an essential condition of admission, and no Barrister, Advocate,
Vakil, Attorney or Pleader shall be appointed as such unless he has been
at least three years practising his profession in India.
IX. Europeans, who arenot Statutory Natives of India, shall, if qualified
Dy the above conditions, be eligible, with the sanction of the Government
ovIndia, for appointment to posts in the Provincial Civil Service other than
the listed appointments declared open to that service by notification, in
regard to which the sanction of the Secretary of State will be required.
X. No member of the Provincial Civil Service shall be dismissed otherwise than on the result of a judicial or formal departmental inquiry.

XI. Government reserves to itself the right to make promotions to the

superior grades of the Provincial Civil Service carrying salaries of Rs. 500

per mensem and above without reference to any claim of seniority.
XII. The following are the regulations in regard to the competitive
examination referred to in Rule II supra :—

An examination for admission to the Provincial Civil Service shall be
held in Madras once a year in the month of December, commencing on a
day to be fixed from tinie to time by Government.
| 2, The examination shall be conducted by a Board appointed by
Government, consisting of a President, three members and a Secretary.
The Board shall have the power of appointing additional examiners to
assist in the examination, if necessary.
8. The examination shall be open to all persons being British
or the subjects of Native Princes in alliance with Her Majesty whosubjects
qualified for the degree of Bachelor of Arts in the Madras University, have
provided that they furnish satisfactory evidence as to age, physique, moral
character and knowledge of a vernacular and succeed in passing a Medical
Board as hereinafter laid down.
4: Applications for admission to the examination in the form prescribed must reach the e | Secretary to the Board of Exami miners not later than
the 8 st

August preceding.
tion the following :—

Each candidate must forward with his applica(i) A certificate that his a will be under 25 and over 20 years on
the day preceding that fixed for e commencement of the examination;
-Vote—This certificate should take the form either of a certified extract from an
official register of births or of baptisms,
of a solemn declaration bef
istrate
‘Accompanied by a eopy and translation ofor the
candidate's horoscope,

(ii) A certificate’from a

gazetted medical officer

« thi

ந்
disease, eonstitutional
டப டப்லட் infirmity, unfittinge ae or likely
to unfit him, for Government service,” and that he has been vaccinated
or has had small-pox;
eet.
jad
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(iii) Tho following certificates to the effect that he has borne a good
moral character :—
(1) A certificate from the head or heads of the college or colleges in
which he studied for his degree of Bachelor of Arts; and
(2) (a) A certificate from the head or heads of the institution or
if any,

institutions,

degree ; or

in which

he

his

continued

studies after taking such

(8) A certificate from his employés, if he has been employed since

graduating; or

(c) If he has neither attended an educational institution nor been

employed since taking his degree, a certificate from a responsible person
who can certify to his conduct from personal knowledge.

(iv) Satisfactory proof that he has either passed the third-class
vernacular test prescribed for Buropean and Burasian civil officers other
than members of the Indian Civil Service, or graduated in a vernacular, or
has passed the vtvd vove examination of thé ‘Translation Test, Higher Grade.
5. No candidate shall be registered unless he has previously paid a fee
of 50 rupees. The fee should be paid into a Government treasury and the
fee receipt must be forwarded with the application for admission to the
ட
அட்ட
ட்டா
pass the Medical Board
shall be returned to them.
6. Candidates, whose certificates are satisfactory, will be required to
appear before a Medical Board to bo assembled by the Suigeon-Gneral
at such time and place as Government may direct. Only such candidates
as are certified by the Medical oard to be po-sessed of an exceptionally
‘ood physique and to be specially Atted for the active duties of a Revenue
Officer shall be admitted to the examination.
7. Candidates who haye passed the Medical Board shill be informed
of the fact by the Secretary to the Board of Examiners, and shall be furnished in due course with a time-table of the examination.
8. The following shull be the scheme of the examination :—
Compulsory Branch.
Time.

English Language
Do.

Essay

ர

Literature

on

subjects

one of three

அவ

ப

ea

pn

=

ப

தபல

அக் அல

specified

Ns

Marks.

Paper. Vivd

ட்ட

வ்

250

50

200

a

See ச்

Total

..

700

Optional Branches.

(1) Mathematics—

Pure Mathematics

..

8honrs

Physics, first paper ..
Do.
second paper

+.
pe

Shours
Sas 5

150
160

a
oF

Practical examinatign

a=

oe

200

A

Chemistry, first paper

+»

Shours

150

ன்

-.

3

180

ன்

Mixed

do.

(2) Physical Seienco—

..

2

Either—

Or—

°

Do.

second paper

Practical examination

ல

தல

ன

on

voce,

,,

250

தத

200

்
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Optional Branches—cont.
Dine

Marks.
Sineனல

Paper. Vivd voce.

(8) Natural Science—

General Biology

re

..

8 hours

And either—
Botany or Animal Physiology

or Zoology or Geology

Practical examination
(4)

Mental and

Moral

..

3 hours

<2

ae

150

a

200

ea

Science—

Psychology and General Philosophy

150

..

..

.-

Shours
cee

200

200

50

Historyof England and India.
Political Economy
..
rb

3 hours

200
200

50
50

Logic and Ethics.
(5) History—

50

9. No candidate shall be permitted to bring up more than one Optional
10, No candidate who fails to obtain one-fourth of the total number of

marks assigued to the Compulsory branch shall be permitted to appear for
examination in an Optional

branch.

_
11. If a candidate fails to obtain one-fourth of the marks assigned to
the Optional bra:ich selected by him, such marks shall not be counted in the
total number of marks obtained by him.

12. A candidate who fails to obtain one-third of the total number
marks assigned to the whole examination shall not be deemed qualified forof
an appointment.
:
13. The Board shall submit to Government a tabular statement showing
the marks obtained by the candidates, arranged in
of merit. Only so
many of the cendidates at the top of the list as order
Governmen
may direct
shall be mentioned by name, the remainder being indicated by ttheir
register
numbers only.
14, The

aminers :— ~

following

rules

shall

be

observed

by

the Board

of

Ex-

(2) Each paper in the compulsory subjects shall be drawn up
by the Board. Answer papers shall be valued in the first instance
the examining members

by two
members of the Board to be appointed by the President and shall
ie finally
accepted

, but the valuation shall bo accepted by the
Board in Session or Council.
(௫) The papers set in the optional branches shall bs submitted to the
Board for படல்
Answer papers
whole

shall

be valued by the respective
Examiners, tho valuation being subject to acceptat
ion by the Board. which
is empowered to make
for any branch on be

2 perrentage deduction from the total marks awarded
Satisfied, aiter

cation with the examiners
conoeried, that thomarking has been on communi
too Hberal a ceale ws orate
nt oath
other branches.

ம
(¢) The vied voce examinations in each of the compul:
subjects
shall bo couducted by the President and at least two
பலவகை Betas Bee,
and in the optional subjects

by the Chuirma
deputed, by him and all the Examiners appointen d orfor athemember of the Board
branch.
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subjects, style, accuracy of exprossion and
the compulsory
வவட
விட
ப
ப
டவல்
assigning marks.
(e) The questions in the various papers shall be expressly framedman,to
test the wide knowledge and culture to be expected orfromsetsa University
of facts, names,
and not merely an accurate acquaintance with facts
dates and the opinions of authorities.
Form of Application for admission to the Examination for the Provincial
Civil Service.
Name (in full)
Name and occupation of father or guardian.

See
‘Age'and date of birth. தத

பக்க (தத, அக்கி இரந்து த்தப்ப

அவன் அகக் வத

ப

த் அதது

Religion

Place of birth—Town or village and district

Date of passing the B.A. Degree examination

If after 1886-87, the Language Branch

Sit Ge == gore

the Optional Branebh 2

ப ப ப பப ப ப

See

If after 1891-92, the English Language Division
the Second
do.
do,

ean
ட

eee

the Science Division-

Prosont position or occupation.

College or Colleges in which educated

ae

Optional branch in which the applicant desires to be oxamined

Special tests passed by the applicant, if any

Present residence and address
XII. Deputy Collectors are required to pass the following tests :—
(60) Before appointment—

(1)2) Revenue
Higher.
Criminal
Higher.
(3) Account Test, Higher.
(4) Third-class Vernacular Test.

‘Note:—Porsons who have graduated in one of the vernaculars of the Presideucy or
who have passed the Language branch of the B.A. Degree Examination of the Madras
University with a vernacvlar as their optional language or who have passed the vind voce
examination of the Translation Test, Higher Grade, are exempt from the Third-class
Vernacular Test.

Full
as regards

(5) Précis-writing Test.
particulars regarding tests (1), (2), (8) and (5), and information
test (4) will be published, from time to time, in the Fort St.

George Gazette.

Note.—Deputy Collectors appointed on the results of the competitive exemination
will not be reqnired to have passed tests (1), (2), (3) and (5) before appointment. They

will, however, be expected to complete all the tests specified in clauses (i) and (ii) of
this rule within the probationary period of two years alluded to in Rule VI.

(ii) After appointment—
:
(6) (@) For Europeans and Eurasians orily.—A test corr
ing tiie exactions Gotamented Civil Servants
by the

ட
Higher

apprenpix நா--8.0. 120, para. 1.
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test in two

lan-

guages.

The following is the test :—
(@ Reading aloud fluently and construing with readiness and accuracy

not less than an octavo page of the uncermentioned works :—
1. The first three bocks of Panchatantram.

InTamil

-- } 9) The whole of Virada Parvam (Prose).

In Telugu

.. த

1.

ர...

Vemana Verses contained in Telugu Selections.
1. Panchatantram,

tae Udyogaparva (the first three Sandhis).

1.
2.
3,
1,
.. 4 2.
3,

In Melayalam.}
In Uriya

Panchatantram.

Vetala Charitram.
Keralapazhama.
Keralolpati.
Hitopadesha.
Batris Singhasana.
Ramayana, Sundara Kanda.

(ii) Translating in writing, into English, with accuracy, a passage
from some tolerably difficult wik, not being « text-book.
(ii) Translating im writing, with accuracy of grammar and idiom,
into the language in which the examination is held, an English paper of
somewhat difficult style reluting exclusively to Indian subjects, and, as
far as possible, bearing upon questions connected with the department to
which the officer belongs.
்
(iv) Translating in like manner a paper of English sentences.

(v) Resding aloud fluently, and translating correctly and readily, two
or three nanuscripts written in the language in which the examination is
held, in a plain, running office-hand.
(vi) Conversing with the Examiners, or with natives of India, on such
subjects proposed by them as are calculated to test colloquial facility, both
as regards scholarlike expression and knowledge of terms and phrases as
commonly used by the poorer and uneducated classes.
Note.—Graduates and Under-graduates of the Madras University who have taken
up one of the vernaculars specified as their optional language in the University examination haye to pass in only one vernacular other than the optional longuage of their
examination ; but they will not be declared to have passed the test in the
vernacular unless they satisfy the Examiner that they can read fluently andsecond
with
facility manuscripts written in the yernacular in which they are exempted from
passing.
The vernacular examination is conducted by the Board of Examiners
and is held half-yearly at Madras in January and July, or at such time as

the Board of Examiners

may direct.

Officers are required to pass the

test within a year from the date of the half-yearly examination next succeeding their appointment, an additional year being allowed to those who

have 10 pass in two languages. An officer failing to pass the examination
within the prescribed time will vacate his appointment in the grade unless
the period
is specially extended by Government.

>

WNete—The period of one year prescribed in
above rule will be reckoned from
the date of first appointment as sub. pro tem. Depvtythe Collector.
ae Al
ப படபட பன, whether eee ee a mp: ‘pro. tems, will be
டட

ample opportunities
test 50 as to afford them
of பறம
qutlifying by thecon fost beforevernacular
the question of their gone aoe, PP
Officers who are lent to foreign service and
permitted

Gollectors’ list are allowed to appear for the above test,

to retain a lien in the Deputy
Bis
saree

423
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(1) Equitation Test.—Officers will be required to obtain 'from’ the

1894,
Equitation Board appointed in @.0., No. 402, dated 7th theJuneSecretary
by
case
each
in
fixed
ke
to
date
a
within four months from
to Government,

Reyenue Department, a certificate of ability to ride eight

miles in the hour along an ordinary country bandy-track without unduly
‘The Governmentjwill be prepared
distressing themselves or their horses. in special
cases.
test
this
from
ons
exempti
sanction
to
the
‘Note—Applizations for postponement of the Riding} test are jdealt with by
்

President of the Equitation Board.

(8) ‘The third-class vernacular test being an examination,’ the

passing of which is purely optional, travelling allowance is inadmissible for

journeys performed by candidates in connection with their attendance at that
examination.
XIV.

Subordinate Judges and District Munsifs are required to’piss the

following tests before appointment :-—
(1) Third-class vernacular test.
Note-—Persona who have graduated in one of the vernacnlars of the Presidency or
of the Madras
who have passed the Language branch of the B.A. Degreo Examination
who have passed the

University with o vernacular ns their optional Innguage, or
vivd voce examination of the Translation Test, Higher Grade, are exempt from this

test.

(2) Précis-writing Test.
Native Subordinite Judges permanently appointed after the issue of

this rule are required to pass in two languayes in the vernacular test Inid
down in clause (ii) of Rule

XIII.

The

examination

is conducted

by the

Board of Examiners and is held half-yearly at Madrasin January and July,

or at such time as tie Board of lixaminers may direct.

Subordinate Judges

are required to pass this test within a year from the date of the half-yenrly
examination next succeeding their appoiniment, an additiunal year being

allowed to those who have to pxss in two

languages.

An

officer failing to

‘ass the exaniination within the prescribed time will be required to vacate

is appointment in the grade unless the period is specially extended by
Government. Native Subordinate Judges and Native District Munsifs will be

ermitted to appear for the compulsory vernacular test before confirmation.
ரவை

and

also required

Eurasian

Subordinate

Judges

and

District

Munsifs

are

to pass, in the language of the district in which they are

employed, either before entering on their duties after appointment, or
within one year thereafter on pain of loss of promotion, or within two years
thereafter on pain of loss of appointment, the second-class test prescribed
for European and Eurasian Uivil

Civil Service.

officers other than members

of the Indian

It is not, however, incumbent on an officer to passin a

second vernacular either on transfer from one district to another, or when

two yernaculars are revosnized as the langu»ge of adistrict.

This test is

the same as that laid down in clause (ii) of Rule XIII.
The examination
is conducted by the Board of Examiners and is held twice a yearin Jauuary

and July.

G.0,, No. 5, Pub, 8-1-99.
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A Specimen of instructions to Probationary Deputy Collectors when placing
them in charge of a village.

‘The important points to which the Probationary Deputy Collector’s

attention should be directed are —

(1) Economic condition of the villages including prosperity or poverty
(with causes); tenures including those of sub-tenants, of Government and
inam ryots; labourers; the state of agriculture, the use and treatment of

manures and the manurial substances and implements, and the ideas of the

ryots on the subject, together with any current proverbs guiding or
embodying their practice in general; cattle and their condition, with the
method
of stalling, treatment in disease, &c. ; crops and their treatment and

periods of cultivation, with varieties according as they are wet, dry or
garden

(7.c., irrigated from wells only); the division of lands together with
the effect of custom on such partition; transactions in land and burdens

(mortgages, &c.) upon it; rentals in kind and in money, both in their
relative to the area under cultivation; the price per acre of various classes
of land; other industries, &., &e.
relation to the crops and as regards the areas on which rentals are payable

(2) Nature of the soils.

(8) Assessments, both absolute «nd in their relation to produce and

outturn; demand for 20 years, with the causes of increase or decrease
both
in total amount and in the incidence of assessment per acre of each class
of

soil.

(4) Collections.

(5) System of village accounts and of the processes issued for collecting the revenue.

(6) Irrigation works.
(8) Vaccination.
(9) Sanitation.
(7) Vital statistics.

(10) Education and other matters of administrative importance.
(1) Demarcation and survey marks.

2. The Probationary Deputy Collector
freely move amongst the
people and fully acquaint himself with theirshould
wants,
3. The orders given at the jamaba
the village or villages placed
in his charge should be perused by himndiandof their
roasons,
க் அல்ப
ascertained.
B.P., No. 835, 26-9-88_
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IY.

Specimen of a half-yearly report for Probationary Deputy

Collectors,

’s employment in
Report on M.R.Ry.
as required by paragraph 4 of Standing Order No. 120.
joined the district early in
‘As soon as M.RB.Ry.

, he

was attached to the Treasury and Account branch of my office, where he
underwent training for a few days under the Treasury Deputy Collector.
Afterwards he discharged the duties of the Treasury Deputy Cullector for
about a fortnight or so during the absence of
on tour of
inspection of sub-treasuries. Ie then attended the Agricultural Exhibition
at Salem. ‘Towards the end of
he was placed in charge of the village
of
in
taluk, of which village he has been proparing
with his own hand, with the help of the karnam, all the accounts of
(statements Nos. 1—28 and tho
the revised Village Manual for fasli
permanent registers, A excepted), in order to submit them for the check
of the jamabandi officer.
One or two special statements coanected with
the ayakat and inam quit-rent, which were prepared by him, have been
examined by me and found to be correct.
He has also been occasionally entrusted with the preparation of abstract
of cases for orders; and he has done them very intelligently and in a
husiness-like manner. There has been nothing wanting on my part to make
him acquainted with the various branches of work in the Revenue
Department, nor has M.R.Ry.
omitted to avail himself of the
opportunity afforded him. He has studied the rules regarding the preserva
tion and destruction of records, and has been frequently deputed to examine
the work of sorting done in the English record-room. Tho reports received
from him on the subject show that he has tried to understand the
subject. M.R.Ry.
has also attended the examination by *
5
‘Assistant Inspector of Local Fund Accounts, of the Local Fund and Special
Fund Accounts, as well as of the accounts of the
Municipality.
He worked zealously and learned a great deal. Again, in order that he
may have an insight into the natura of the duties of tahsildars, he is
required to look over and correct the rough drafts of reviews of tahsildars’
work.
Tn _ last he was invested with the powers of a magistrate of the third
class, and he is exercising jurisdiction over twenty-four villages adjoining
within a radius of 5 miles.
I shonld add that, while in charge of the village of
, M.B.Ry.,
has been required to write himself all the 2.
xeports
due to the tahsildar from the karnam.
B.P., No. 630, 16-7-88.
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List of Officers who are provided with the means of locomotion at the
expense of the State.

District.

Ganjam
Gédavari

.

Vigagapatam

Name of Officer.
Revenue Department.
pAgant
tl,
| Principal Assistant
Special Assistant
| Senior Assistant
. | Agent
|
| Special Assistant Agent
ஸ்வ...
Head Assistant Collector
vs | Agent
wi
Senior Assistant ...
Special Assistant
Head Assistant

Means of locomotion.
|
8 elephants,
1 elephant.
2 elephants.
1 elephant.
2elephants and one
boat.
2elephants and one
boat. *
1 boat.
1 do.
3 elephants.
1 elephant.
3 elephants,
1 elephant.

Forest Department.

;

Ganjam
Vizagapatam
பரவர்
Kistna
Nellore
Kurnool
South Arcot

Conservator of Forests, Northern Circle. | 1 elephant.
District Forest-officer
do.
Do.
1 do.
Do.
1 do. and one Istclass boat. +
Do.
| 1 Ist-class boat.t
Do.
. | 1 Ind-class boat.t
Do.
ம்
. | L elephant.
Forest Officers generally
3rd-class boats.

‘The elephants are
for the carriageof tents and not as a means of locomotion. ‘The officers usingusedth eoulyelephant
s are charged 8 annas per diem for each day on
which an elephant is used.
* Cost of construction and repair
is recon; ped from the officer’s pay by monthly
deduction, in this case Rs, 7-14-5..
T Government boats su; pplied

to

officers are classified into three classes
(1) First-class boat ts costing ForestRs. 1,500 and over, (2) second-class
from Rs. 750 to Bs. 1,900 and (3) third-class boats costing boats costing
Rs. 750,
Forest-olficers wh: ‘on using these boats on duty pay rent forunder
them at the

the days on which the boats are actually in use:
RS. A. 2,
boats
1 0 0por day.
boats
oso,
boats
0:01
9
to G.0.. No, 372, Revenue, dated 29th May 1890, and Board’
edings, Forest No. 729, dated 25th October 1803.)
s
q Intended primarily for the carriaz.32 of minor
ally as a travelling boat by tha Consery. ‘ator and forest produce, bat is used oooasionthe District Forest-oificer.
following rates for

ee
st-class
2nd-class
3rd-class
(Vide rales a pended
Proce

G.0., No. 388, Finl., 23-6-96,
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A.—Prineiples

laid

down

by

the

VII.

Government

of India

regarding

Application of Article 1098 of the Oiwil Service Regulations.

the

Resolution.—It has been brought to the notice of the Government of
India that the provisions of article 1098 of the Civil Service Regulations are

sometimes applied to cases in which it does not appear that the interests of

the public service require officers to send their horses or camp equipment by
steamer or railway. In framing the rule contained in article 1093 and in
allowing Local Governments to delegate their powers under that rule to
Heads

of Departments

and other authorities, it was not the intention of the

Government of India that officers should, when making ordinary journeys

on tour or transfer, be entitled, in addition to drawing travelling allowance,
to convey their horses or camp equipment at Government expense, even
when the nature

of their duties

requires

them to maintain

horses

or camp

equipment. The rule was intended to meet the more or less exceptional
case of an officer requiring, for the discharge of lis official duties, to make
use of his horses or camp equipment in one place immediately or yery

shortly after having had to use them in-the public service in another place,
and who

them

is therefore obliged in the interests of the public

by railway or

steamer.

service

to conyey

It is only therefore when it is shown

that

public interests would suffer if an officer sent on his horses or camp equip-

ment by road or country cart, or (in cases of distant transfers) if he sold
and replaced them, instead of despatching them by the quickest means at
his command, that the cost of their conyeyance by rail or steamer should be
sanctioned.

It also

follows that the

concession

should not

be made to an

officer who sends forward his horses in order to ayoid the expense of hiring

the means of conveyance on a journey for which he draws travelling allowance, for that is the very charge which the travelling allowance is in such
acase meant to defray. Nor can the rule be applied to meet the charges
for conveyance to the officer’s station of a horse or of equipment purchased
from a place at a distance. .

2. The Government of Bombay have from time to time issued orders
with a view to restrict the application of article 1093 to the cases which it
is intended to meet, and in the opinion of the Government of India it is
desirable that other Local Governments should issue instructions to a similar
effect. The Government of Bombay require the authorities, to whom they
delegate the powers conferred on them by article 1093, to submit twice a
year areturn of sanctions giyen, with brief notes explaining the circumstances of each case. They also probibit these authorities from sanctioning
the conyeyance at Government expense of more than two horses.

3> The Government of India do not desire to lay down a hard-avd-last
rule limiting the powers at present conferred on Local Governments for the
sanction of the conveyance of horses or camp equipment at Government
expense. But in future Local Governments should confine the application
of the existing rule to those cases to which the first paragraph of this
resolution shows they are meant to apply, and they should issue any
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Form in which reconveyance of Immovable Property should be executed.

Form of Reaonveyance of Property.
Tuts InpenturE made the
within-mentioned the Ricur

day of
Hovovrastr Tae

» BETWEEN the
39.
Secrerary or Stave For

Ree

Invra 1x Counc

(hereinafter called the Mortgagee) of the first part and the within-named
(hereinafter called the Mortgagor) of the second
and
part and the within-named
:
a
day of
of the third part Wuerzas on the

the Mortgagor retired [ or “‘ was dismissed ’’] from the within-mentioned
19
AND WHEREAS it has been agreed by and between the
office of

parties hereto that the immovable property in the first Schedule to the withinwritten bond or obligation particularly mentioned and described shall be
released from all further liability or charge under or by virtue of the withinwritten bond or obligation aND wnernAs in part performance of the said
agreement the several instruments of title and documents specified in the
second Schedule in the within-written bond or obligation haye been returned

and delivered up by the Mortgagee to the Mortgagor Now THksx PRESENTS
premises he the Mortgagee doth hereby release unto the Mortgagor his
executors administrators legal representatives and assigns aut and singular
the messuages* lands and premises in the first Schedule tu the within-written
bond or obligation and in the Schedule hereunder written particularly

wityess that in pursuance of the said agreement and in consideration of the

mentioned and described or which now by any means are subject to redemption under or by virtue of the within-written

bond or obligation with their

rights easements and appurtenances anp all the estate right title interest
claim and demand whatsoever of him the Mortgagee in to and upon the same

premises To Have and to hold the said premises hereinbefore expressed to he
ereby released unto the Mortgagor his executors administrators legal

representatives and assigns discharged from all monies intended to be
secured by the

within-writtea

bond

or

obligation

and from all claims and

demands for or in respect of the said monies or any part thereof or of the
wWithin-written bovd or obligation Provipep atways and it is hereby agreed
and declared that nothing herein contained shall be deemed to release or

and
discharge the Mortgagor and the within-named
or any or either of them or any or either of their executors administrators or

legal representatives from any liability under or by virtue of the withinwritten bond or obligation incurred prior to the

date of these

presents AND

the Mortgagee doth hereby for himself his successors and assigns covenant

with the Mortgagor his executors administrators legal representatives and

assigns that he the Mortgagee has not done or Inuwingly suffered or been
party or privy to anything whereby the said premises hereinbefore expressed
to be hereby released or any part thereof are is or may be impeached affected
or incumbered
in title ostate or otherwise howsoever or whereby he the
Mortgages is in anywise hindered from relsasing the said premises or any

© The word “ messages" shonld be omitted where no honses are included in the
security.
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APPENDIX

XI.

Mr. F. A. Nicholson's Oireular on the Black Mark System,

“The Acting Collector is of opinion th: at, as a rule, the imposition of
“fines as a substantive punishment, complete in itself, is undesirable.
“‘It is the Collector’
s opinion that continuous watchfulness and pressure are
“far more useful than occassional fines, which are too often the result of

“‘spasmodic energy, asin a revent

case

when every

of the office
“has been fined in one quarter for the same offence, gumasta
and not another fine
‘imposed for any other offence whatsoever, or they result
from a general
“want
of watchfulness

or knowledge

of work which has allowed clerks to’
“become slipshod till some glaring offence
comes to notice, usually in such

‘cases, on the reprimand or call for explanation by a superior officer.

‘© 2. The Collector cannot absolutely ensure constant
watchfulness,
“though the introduction and enforcement of system,
and of various aids
“to punctuality and accuracy, and the reduction, as
far as possible, of
“correspondence are intended
to assist such watchfulness.
He would will“*ingly see the district ‘ tine’ returns biank, and will do his best
to make them

பட ந such watenfulness, by such warnings and by such orders as may
“assist, so that all officers, may receive their pay in full.

«3. ‘The Collector does not in
least propose to do away with penalties,
ப ணவ எம்பி fine; he would merely thesystem
punishment, making repri,
‘Gmand the ordinary penalty, but a penultatize
y
far
serious in iteolf ond
(cn is possible results than the frequent fine. more
, it is feared,
“rather it is known, that the head of an offic ©At maypresent
get very angry on
{,Qecasions with his subordinates, but the matter rests there;
no recon ie
“kept, possibly because the anger was not judicial and deliberate
The
“result is that subordinates get lax, the officer
“states that his office is incapable and disobedion
“to give detailsis unable to doso; or he hands 1 np a reully careless
“for suspension for a particular negligence not worthy of suspen clerk
sion in
“itself, and props up his recommendation by a genera asserti that
{idler
is 1azy, &, ; again no details are forthcoming, lInstanceson might the
be
_, quoted and multiplied. If, however, the head of an office opens
a
defaul
{{ Dook, and strictly enters therei
every case in which a reprimand has beent
creally necessary, and has beenn duly
stered by writien order, after
{, bearing the clerk’s explanation, it willadmini
soon
be seen whether a subordionte
{28 really lax orincapable, and substantial punis
hment can then be meted

aeocat is here that fines take their proper

“imposed after

a imands,

place: a fine should be

duly xecordéd, oro fundto

be impvsed not so much as a substantive fail of effect; a
ty, but to
"ப ய்ய the accompsnying
reprimand and to warn the penal
‘clerk vane
‘pati nce of the head of the
office is exhansted and that the régime the
of
‘Punishment is begun.
This rule, of course, is not absolute;
the first
te may be
“fine should then

grave enough to

ret uire fine, butas a general rule,
* With its record of black-nark
s is infinitely more powerful
f
spasmodic or
head

cccasional fines, for it can never be
of the office will consolidate the accumulati
ons of
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“the default book into one order or arzi, and proceed to inflict or to move
“for the grave penalties of suspension or dismissal; whil the permanence

“and clearness of its record render the fllowing punishment a certainty.
“5,

The default book with its systematized record is not intended

‘serious cases where

for

severe punishment is at once called tor, but for the

“entry of those not unfrequent cases of negligeuce, disobedience and
‘delay which at present are not recorded or are spasmodically punished.

‘(Serious cases must be dealt with in the usual way.
« 6. Entries in a default book may be scored out with a note stating the

“reasons, if 4 subordinate has by continuous subsequent good conduct
“earned the concession.

«<7, The Collector trusts that in this as in other matters, control, repri‘(mand and punishment will be made judicial and systematic and tha

“the day has passed when Tahsildars can, in answer to a call for expla-

‘‘nation, complain that

their office is useless,

careless,

disobedient and yet

«be unable to point out a single recorded reprimand, or a singlo arzi of

“complaint for years. Persistent watchfulness, persistent pressure will, in
“a few years of less, resultin the development of accuracy and punctuality
“orin the weeding out of the really incapable or disobedient from the
‘« public service.
.

Maintenance of Default Book.

<< Officers who are required to maintain Conduct Registers or Default
“ Books regarding their subordinates will treat such registers as important
“and confidential, keeping them under lock and key in the confidential
& box and on no account allowing them to circulate or lie about in the office.
“here are several obvious reasons for this precaution. It is further
«directed that a copy of the remurks made in the register be sent up at
© once to the officer immediately superior to the officer making th« original
“entry, viz., of those made by the Deputy Tahsildar and Taluk Sheristadar
“to the Tahsildar, of those made by the Tahsildar to the Divisional officer,
‘and of those made by the Divisional officer to the Collector; these copies
«will be noted up at once by the confidential clerk in a register to be kept
“for the purpose, the copy itself being sent to the record-room in the usual
“way. ‘he precautions will prevent all future destruction or misliying of
conduct registers. All registers must be permanent and substantial,
« prepared and maintained indiyidualwar.
்
“<9. Tt is feared that heads of offices do not quite realize the importance
“ of these registers and of their strict maintenance: that the clerks do
«ig shown by the recent loss or destruction of them in three offices. In one
« office the register was allowed to circulate without precaution in the
«office; apparently this was also the case elsewhere. The register is of
<<the utmost importance to discipline ; it records all faults worth noting (not
“every trivial mistake or stupidity), and at one single glance gives the
“head of the office, even though a new arrival, a history of his subordinates ;
“Gt enables punishment to be inflicted with certainty, weight and justice,
‘and it is impossible for defaulters and idlers to escape the penalty of
“misconduct by the difficulty of tracing their antecedents; in one office a
“clerk nearly escaped, though an idler, because it took a month to ascertain
‘his prior misdeeds, the conduct register not having been maintained,
“ 3, When a clork or other subordinate evinces signs of negligence}
“incapacity, insubordination and the like, the head of the office must
“begin steadily to nate up his delinquencies; in all cases the defaulter’s
“explanation should be taken, a deliberate opinion recorded, and an en}
“then formally and carefully made giving an abstract of the fault and e:
“nation, recording the opinion and penalty, if any, and referring to the
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A.—Procedure preparatory to retiring an Officer from service.

I. Whenever an officer of the Land Revenue Department employed in
an office subordinate to a Divisional officer applies for pension, or whenever
it is thought desirable to retire him, the immediate Head’of his office should
prepare a draft application for pension and forward it with the officer's
service register through the Divisional officer to the Treasury Deputy
Collector, who, after due scrutiny and such*further enquiry as may be
necessary, will return the service register to the Divisional officer certifying
that all information is ready for the immediate completion of the pension
applicetion. Then and not till then may the retirement of the officer be
recommended or his application for pension be accepted. In either case the
Divisional officer will at once address the Collector for orders. On receipt
of the Divisional officer’s communication, the Collector will pass final orders
as to the date from which the officer should retire or be pensioned, which
order will be communicated to the Divisional officer to be given etfect to,
and to the Treasury Deputy Collector for the preparation of the final application for pension and for its submission to the Collector for signature.
This procedure wil! prevent delay in the submission of pension applications
and guard against officers being retired who may have yet a few months to
complete sexvice entitling them to a higher rate of pension.

II. Where the immediate Head of an office subordinate to the Divisional
officer finds an officer unfit for service and his examination by a Medical
officer is considered imperative, he should at once report the fact to the
Divisional officer forwarding a draft application for pension or gratuity, as
the case may be, along with the service register. The Divisional officer will
forthwith send them to the Treasury Deputy Collector, who, after such
further enquiry (if any) as may be necessary, should certify that the pension
or gratuity application is ready for signature. On receipt of this certificate
(but not till then) the Divisional officer will address the Medical officer
Tequesting him to examine the officer and furnish a certificate as to his
fitness or unfitness for further service. The Divisional officer should next
send a copy of his communication to the Treasury Deputy Collector through
the Collector. Immediately on receipt of the Medical officer's certificate,
the Divisional officer will issue the necessary orders in caso the officer is
declared fit, In case the certificate declares him to be unfit for further
service, the Divisional officer will, without delay, forward it to the Treasury
Deputy Collector through the Collector who will pass orders for the immediate preparation of the final application for pension or gratuity and
communicate them to the Divisional officer, so that effect may be given
thereto by dispensing with the officer’s services from the date of the medical
certificate. The Treasury Deputy Collector will, without delay, prepare the
pension or gratuity application and obtain the Collector's signature to the
same. As soon as the pension or gratuity application is submitted to the
ரேவா
வய
பட
age ee
sional officer. If in any case there appears to be undue delay in the submission of the pension application (i.¢., if the Treasury Deputy Collector
delays the communication of the fact for more thana month), the Divisional
officer will invite the attention of the Treasury Deputy Collector to the delay
in order to avoid the risk of the pension application being mislaid.
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Til. The above procedure should be strictly observed, so that ther« may

be no delay in the submission of pension applications to the Board or Government as the caso may be. The Collector should warn all Tansildars,
Deputy

Tahsildars

and

Taluk

Head

Accountants that he will hold them

personally responsible for neglect or disobedience in respect of these orders.
B.—Procedure after Retirement of an Officer from

Service.

I. Before despatching an application for pension or gratuity to the
Accountant-General,
the Heart of an office should sutisfy himself that the
application has been prepared in conformity with the instructions issued by
that officer, which are reproduced here for ready reference.
1. Affidavit or contemporary evidence chould be submitted for such
periods of service as cannot be verified from records.
2. Affidavit or contemporary evidence should state in full detail (1)
whether applicant was in psrmanent employ, and (2) whether there were
any breaks in the service or whether any leave was granted.
8. Age.—When the precise date of birth is not known, the Ist July
of the year of birth should be assumed.
4. Age as given in service book, if subsequently amended, should be
supported by a Government Order approving the alteration.
5. Age of incapacity to continue in service—superior 55 and inferior 60.

6. Alterations.—Make in red ink and initial.

7. Average emoluments.—Append a memorandum of calculation with
reference to articles 530-532, Civil Service Regulations.
8. Average emoluments.—When a pensivu is partly debitable to an
[incorporated Local Fund, the memorandum should take the form of history
of services, the words local or provincial, as the cuse may be, being
entered under the column headed ‘ Establishment.’
்

9.

Character and

conduct.—State merely

whether

good,

bad,

fair

indifferent without remarks, which should be made only when absolutelyor
necessary to a right understanding of the case.

10. Compensation pension owing to reduction
of establichment.—State
why employment could not be found elsewhere, and what the amount of
savings effected is.
month.

11. Delay.—-Explain delay in submission

of application

beyond

a

12. Gratwity.—Inferior servants having sufficient superior service
for pension are entitled to gratuity for inferior service, though
retired at
55 years of age.
_18. Gratuity.—Inferior servants are entitled separate gratuity for
superior service in addition to gratuity for inferior toservice.
14. Gratuity—Inferior servants adding
service to inferior
for combined pension are not entitled to gratuity superior
tor the former.
_ 16. History of services.—Give date, month and year of the various
appointments, promotions and cessations.
A month is reckoned as 30 days.
16. History of services —When

substantive பட பன

டக

ரஜ

the

«

applicant

ல

i

ப

ததக

தடட

ம்

the several rates of acting allowances
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18. Hastory of services.—All periods not reckoned as service should
distinguished and reasons for their exclusion given in the remarks

column.
19. Identification

marks.—Specify

a

few conspicous marks, not less

than four if possible.

20. Leaves irregularly granted.—State the name and designation of the

officer responsible and the amount of allowances overdrawn.

count.

21, Leave to inferior servants.—All periods of duly-sanctioned leave
22. Leave of all kinds (save casual) should be entered in detail in

the service book.

23. Leave to inferior servants without allowances.—When treated as
qualifying, specify in a separate memorandum with particulars (1) the
extent to which leaye could

have been granted with allowance; (2) the

period for which the leave was actually availed of; and (3) the leave taken

without allowances.

24. Medical certificate.—lf granted aiter the applicant has ceased to do

duty, state the cause of delay.
25.

Medical certificate —Give

reasons

in

case

of retention in

service

after the grant of the certificate.
26. Medical certificate should invariably accompany the application.

27. Medical certificate should state particulars required under article

487 (b) of the Civil Service Regulations in respect of applicants under 55
years, and the explanation of the Head of the office should be given under
head 5 on the third page

of the application.

28. Medioal certificate should be granted only by Commissioned Medi-

cal officers, District Medical

and Sanitary officers and Civil Surgeons,

and

not by a Warrant Medical officer, Civil Apothecary or Hospital Assistant.
20. Medical certificate —The certifying officer should be one belonging to the same district; otherwise explanation should be given.
30. Name.—Specify in full the house or country ame of the applicant
and of his father.
31. Name.—When

the

initials or name of the

applicant

are

incor-

rectly given in the various records consulted, mention the fact in forwarding
the application to avoid unnocessary references from the Accountant-General

32. Resignation of service.-—The Head of the office should state the
cause of resignation when it involves a break of service.
33. Resignation of service——The Head
of the office should also

state (1) whether he is in favour of condoning such break, and (2) if so
whether with or without a reduction of the pension or gratuity otherwise
admissible.

34, Retirement date—Tho entries in the service book, pension application, -and the last-pay certificate should correspond.
35. Retirement.—If voluntary, state the fact avainst head 5 in the

third page of the application.
36. Retiring pension—An officer over 55 years of age need not
necessarily be recommended for superannuation pension, if entitled to retir-

ing or invalid pension.

é

87. Superannuatibn.—If ordered by the Board or Government, quote
its order, number and date against head 6 in the third page of the upplication.
88. Service—Oauso of termination in each appointment should be
entered in the service book and attested.
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89. Service in an acting appointment.—Ii counting, state.(1) whether
the appointment was fully vacant; (2) whether another counted service

during the period ; and (3) how the original vacancy occurred, if the applicant

came in a chain of arrangement.
40. Service in temporary appointment.—State always whether or not

the applicant retained a right to revert to his substantive appointment,
furnishing a copy of the departmental order.

41. Service, Foreign, should in every case be supported by the Government Order sanctioning the transfer and a memorandum of contributions
paid.
42. Service book.—State the reason for the omission of signature of
the Head of the office or that of the applicant in any case.
43. Suspension or dismissal When the order does not contain full
articulars, abrief statement thereof should be appended. If the order
itself is not forthcoming, a summary of available evidence should be sent
with the application.
44, Transfer from qualifying to non-qualifying service under Government should be supported by a copy of the authority stating whether
the transfer was voluntary or made under competent authority.
45. Verifieation.—In the column ‘how verified’ in the history of
services, note the class of records against the entries, such as pay bills,
acquittance rolls, é&c.
46. Verification.— When

the fact of service

in another

office

is not

satisfactorily attested in the service book, a duly certified abstract from

the Head of that office should accompany the application.
47.

Vernacular

English.

II. The

entries

should

be

accompanied

by

translations

in

Board of Revenue is empowered to grant pensions and

கயல் to Revenue and Forest subordinates whether in superior or inerior service drawing Rs. 20 a month and less, in cases in which such
claims are certified by the Accountant-General t) be admissible under the

strict letter of the Civil Service Regulations.

Applications on behalf of

persons employed in the following establishments should, therefore, be
submitted for sanction to the Board of Revenue through the Accountant-

General :—

(a) Collector’s establishments including establishments of the SubCollector, Head Assistant Collector, Assistant Collector and

Deputy Collector,

(8) Revenue Settlement,
(c) Inam Commission,

(d) Salt and Abkari,

(2)
(f)
(g)
(4)

Customs,
Income-tax,
Stamps, and
Forests.

TIL. Officers who haye retired from the service should be required to
fumish information to the Head of tlieix late office regarding
their place of
ட
in case it should

be necessary to obtain further information from
em.
IV. Pension applications should not be treated as papers which may
be dealt within the ordinary course; but their disposal aaa
as subsequent
references, if any, from the Accountant-General or any other officer should

be regarded as emergent.
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Scale of Travelling Allowance for Journeys performed by Boat.
The scale of travelling allowance to non-gazetted ministerial officers and
menials for journeys performed by boat in Kistna, approved by Government
under the provisions of clause 1 of article 1170 of the Civil Service
Regulations, is as follows :—

A.—For journeys performed by boat along the Bexwada-Masulipatam Canal.
(1) Officers of the Second Class—Daily allowance or actual travelling
expenses as defined in article 15 of the Ciyil Service
to a maximum of Rs. 2-8-0 for accommodation
accommodation for one servant in the boat.

Regulations, subject

in cabin plus 8 annas for

(2) Officers of the Third Class whose pay is Rs. 50 and upwards.—Daily

allowance or actual travelling expenses as defined in article 15 of the Civil
Service Regulations, subject toa maximum of Rs. 1-4-0 (for half a cabin)
plus 8 annus for one servant.

(3) Officers of the Third Class whose pay ts below Rs. 50.—Daily allowance
or actual travelling expenses as defined in article 15 of the Civil Service
Regulations, subject to a maximum of Rs. 1-4-0 (for half a cabin).
(4) Officers of the Fourth Class.—Duily allowance or actual travelling
expenses as defined in article 15 of the Civil Service Regulations, subject
to amaximum of 8 annas.

G.0s., No. 487, Finl., 25-G-94 ; No, 379, Finl., 16-6-96; No. 399, Finl., 14-5-97.

B.—For journeys performed by boat along the Bezwada-Ellore Canal.
(1) Officers of the Second Class.—Daily allowance or actual travelling
expens
as defined
es in article 15 of the Civil Service Regulations, subject

to a maximum of Re. 1 for accommodation in cabin plus As.
modation for one servant in the hall.

2 for

accom-

(2) Officers of the Third Class whose pay is Rs, 50 and upwards.—Daily
allowance or actual travelling expenses as defined in article 15 of the Civil
Service Regulations, subject to a maximum of As. 8 (for half a cabin) plus
As. 2 for one servant.
(8) Officers of the Third Class whose pay

1s below Rs. 50.—Daily

or actual travelling expenses as defined in article 15 of the Civilallowance
Service
Regulations,
subject to a maximum of As. 8 (for half a cabin).

(4) Officers of the Fourth

expenses as defined in

Class,—Daily

article 15 of the Civil

toa maximum of As. 2,

allowance
Service

G.0., No. 680, Finl., 27-8-97.

or actual travelling
Regulations,

subject
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Chapter XIII.
VILLAGE

OFFICERS.

145. Introductory—Scope of the Chopier.—This chapter deals with
(1) the appointment; punishment and removal of village officers; and
(2) the law under which hereditary village offices and the emoluments
attached to them may be recovered by suit.

2. Acts and Regulations referred to.—The special law relating to

these matters is comprised in certain enactments
lature, viz., Regulations XXV and XXIX of
Act II of 1894, and Act IIT of 1895.
Certain
(e.g-, section 52 of Act IT of 1864 and the Court

are occasionally applied to village offices.

of the Madras Legis1802, Act I of 1889,
other provisions of law
Fees Act VII of 1870)

Ali matters provided for by

law are contained in the first part of this chapter, while matters dealt

with by executive order only form the second part.
ட
3. Divisions of the Chapter —Intormation regarding Village Munsifis
appointed under Act I of 1889 as also that reporting the five classes
of horeditary officers enumerated in paragraph 1 of Standing Order

No. 147 infra (except those in note 3 to clause (1)), should, as a rule, be

sought for in Part I of this chapter, while information relating to the

non-hereditary offices enumerated in note 3 to clanse (1) of paragraph 1
of the same Order as well as the rules regarding the grant of leave to,
and the transfer and criminal prosecution of, all village officers should
be looked for under Part IT.
4, Personal Conduct Rules inapplicable.—The rules contained in the
pamphlet entitled ‘‘ The Personal Conduct of Publie Servants’ do not
affect village officers, but their powers and duties are described
in detail
in the “ Village Officers’ Manual’’* as well as in the rules framed

under Acts II of 1894 and IIT of 1895 (Appendices II and III).
B.P., No. 404, 8-11-95.

PART

I—MATTERS

PROVIDED

BY LAW.

146. Village Munsifs appointed under Madras Act I of
1889—A ppointment of Village Munsifs.—The following mles have been
laid down in regard to the making of such appointments : —
(i) “ When the local jurisdiction of the village court is conter-

minous with a village, the Collector shall appoint to be Village Munsif,
the person discharging the duties of the officc of head of the village.

(i) When, in conseqnence of grouping or sub-division of villages
under section 6 of tle Act, the local jurisdictions are not conterminous,
the Collector shall appoint te be Village Munsif of each such yillage
* Published at the Government Press, Madras;

price3 annus,
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court a person other than a head of a village residing within the jurisdic© The person

of the village court.

tion

so appointed must have passed

the Primary School Examination and the Village Officers’ Special Test
in powers and duties of viliage officers and village sanitation,* and the

Collector shall in such cases give preference to a member of a family in
which the office of head of village or headman within the jurisdiction of
the village court is held by hereditary right.*

(iii) > The order of appointment should explicitly set forth that the
holds good for such time only as the person appointed
actually discharges the duties of village headman. If a village headman

appointment

is dismissed or suspended, he will
similarly a gumasta nominated to
for that reason appointed Village
diately his acting appointment as

thus cease ipso facto to be munsif;
discharge the duties of headman and
Munsif will cease to be munsif immeheadman terminates.”

Note—d Under section 7 of Act T of 1889 residence within the jurisdiction of the
village court is a condition precedent to the appointment of any person as Village
Munsit.¢
*G.0., No. 431, Judl., 28-2-93; B.P., No. 143, 24-3-98. » G.0., No. 87, 31-1-93.
© Rule 21 of the Rules under Mad. Act III of 1895.
4 G.0., No. 283, Judl,, 16-2-98; B.P., No. 42, 22-2-98.
2. Appeals

against Orders

of Appointment—Government

has

ruled

that under section 5 of Regulation II of 1803, the Board of Revenue
has power to entertain an appeal in the matter of the appointment ofa
‘Village Munsif.
Such appeals should be presented within three months
from the date of the Collector’s order.

G.0., No. 2625, 30-5-92 ; B.P., No. 382, 29-6-92.
3. Punitive Orders affecting Village Munsifs and Appeals against such
orders.— Under section 8 of the Act, the Collector may, of his own motion

or on requisition made

by

the

District

Judge, suspend or remove

a

Village Munsif for incapacity, noglect of duty, misconduct or other jut
and sufficient cause. In such cases, an appeal lies to the Board of
Revenue if the order has been passed by the Collector on his own motion,
or to the High Court if the order has beon passed on a requisition from
the District Judgo, provided that it is in either case presented within
threo months from the date of the Collector's order.

Section § of Mad. Act I of 1889.
Note—The general rules of equity, good sense and convenience laid down in
Standing Order No. 133 shonld be borne in mind by officers entrusted with enquiries
into the conduct of Village Munsifs.

147. Classification of Heredit:
Village Offices and the
Law applicable thereto—Classificeton of Hereditary Village Offices.
—
௨ following classification of village offices is based on section 3 of
Act TIT of 1895 and the various classes of offices will be referred

to, whenever it may be convenicnt to do so, by the numbers assigned
to them in this classification.
‘I'he first four classes or groups enume-

ae

_,

below correspond to the four classes in section 3 of Act IIT of

GQ) Hereditary village offices

in local
to
‘Village Cess Act, 1893, has been ormay
‘be extended,

ன்.

eee

whi

earecenaens

‘Madras Village Coss Act, 1V of 1893, has been extended to all districts
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Note.—(2), The hereditary village offices to which this clause refers aro—
(a) Village Munsifs,
ay
(6) Patels, monigars and peddakepus,

‘ 2 poe

in ryotwari tracts.

(e) Vettis, totis and tandalgars,
(f) Talaiyeris.
(3) The following village offices in ryotwari tracts are not hereditary :—

(a)
(2)
(2)
(@)

All village offices in Tanjore, Trichinopoly, Sulem, the Nilgiris, South
Canara, and Malabar.
All village offices when held femporarilu, i.e, by substitutes and
deputies discharging the duties of the permanent incumbents.
The office of assistant karnam in all districts.
In Kistna, the office of revenue monigar or assistant munsif and
that of tirvaijasti karnam or village accountant appointed for the
collection of water-rate.
(© In Kurnool, the office of forest talaiyari and village policeman.
(2) Hereditary village offices to which Madras Act IT of 1894 has

been extended.

Wote.—'The offices to which this clause refers are those of (1) the village accountant,
(2) the village beadman, and (3) the village watchman or talaiyari.
(8) Hereditary village offices, other than those forming classes
4and 5 infra,in prope tary, estates to which Madras Act II of 1894
has not been extende

Note.—It has been specially held by Government that the “ Paiks” and “Doras”
of Gumeur and Parlikimedi in Ganjam are hereditary village officers falling under this
group.
B.Ps., No. 238, 27-96; No. 190, 3-6-97.
ho

such as—

Hereditary

offices

of

village

artizans

and

village

servants

(@ the village carpenter,
(i) the village blacksmith,
tho village barber,
(iv) the village washerman,
(x) the village potter,
(i) the village astrologer,
(vii) the village purohit or priest.
(3) The office of Karnam in estates governed by Regulation
XIX of 1802, i-e.,
all permanently-settled Proprietary estates
to which Madras AGt IT of 1894 has not been extended.

2, Lav applicable in Ryotwari Tracts.—Hereditary village offices in

ryotwari tracts are governed solely by Madras Act IIT of 1895.

3. Law applicable in Proprietary Estates.—In regard to heredi
in mind in determining whether they are governed by Regulation XXTX

village offices in proprietary estates the following facts should be borne
of 1802, by Madras Act IT of 1894 or by Madras Act

III of 1895 :—

(1) The appointment, punishment and removal of village headmen,
karnams and talaiyaris in a proprietary estate are governed by Madras
Act II of 1894, if Chapters ie IL and V of that Act have
டட extended

to that estate.
VY

of Madras

These offices ‘belong to Class (2).

Act

II

of 1894 have

been brought

Chapters I, IT and

into

force from

Ast.

October 1897 in the proprietary estates mentioned in the schedule
annexed to the notification printed as appendix 1. Inam
situated within these estates of which the grant was made or confirmed
by the British Government and portions of villages in permanently-

settled estates, which have been alienated since the permanent settlement
and separately. registered, are for the present excluded from the ர
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under-tenure

operation of the Act, as also villages held on permanent
and included within the limits of such estates.

(2) The appointment, punishment, and removal of karnams in
proprietary estates other than those to which Chapters I, II and V of
Madras Act II of i894 have been applied are governed by Regulation
XXIX of 1802. These officers form Class (5).
(8) The appointment, punishment and removal of village headmen
(including monigars) and talaiyaris in proprietary estates to which
Chapters I, Il and V of Madras Act II of 1894 have not been extended

are governed by Madras Act III of 1895. These as well as the offices
(Act HZ of
mentioned in clause (4) below come under Class (3).
1895, sections 7 and 11.)

BLP., No. 6, 8-1-96.
(4) The appointment, punishment and removal of vettis, ntrgantis
and shroffs
in all proprietary estates are also governed by Madras Act
TI of 1895. (Act IIT of 1895, sections 7, 8, 9 and 11.)

(5) Both Acts IT of 1894 and IIT of 1895 are silent as to the

appointment,

punishment and

removal

of the village servants and

artizans forming Class (4) ; accordingly these matters are outside the
scope of the Acts.
(6) Sutts for office or for emoluments preferred by officers, servants
and artizans of Classes (2) to (4) should be decided exclusively
under the provisions of Madras Act III of 1895.

(7) The Madras Hereditary Village Offices Act III of 1893
emoluments
have been attached, and it does not create any hereditary right of
smccession to village offices which were not previously hereditary in
applies only to those hereditary village offices to which
character (vide sections 3 and 22).

The Act came into force on the Ist

October 1895, and has been extended to all the scheduled districts in the
Gédavari district with the exception of the Dutsarti and Guditeru
muttas. It does not apply to the scheduled districts in the Ganjam and

Vizagapatam districts.

(Act III of 1895, section 3.)

(8) Suits for the appointment of karnam in zamindari estates to
which nc portion of Madras
be filed in the Civil Court.

Act

IT of 1894 has been

extended should

4. Rules under Act LIL of 1895——The rules framed under section 20
of Act IIT of 1895 are given in appendix III. They relate to—
@ the division, grouping and amalgamation of villages,
(ii) (@ the holding of enquiries under sections 6, 7 and 8,
(¥) hearing of appeals under section 28 against orders
passed under

sections 6. 7 and &,

(iii) the educational qualifications required of the holders of
village offices forming class (i) in section 3,

(iv) (a) the procedure to be followed in disposing of suits,

(6) the procedure in regard to appeals from decrees or
orders passed in suits,
$
(c) the registers tol be maintained in connection with suils
and appeals,
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(v) (a) the execution

of decrees

and appeal suits,

and

orders passed in original

(b) the taxation of costs,

(vi) (@) salarios and other allowances,

(8) the method of payment of salaries, &c., to village officers,

(vii) (a) the duties of the holders of village offices forming
class (1) in section 3,
(b) the duties of the holders of village offices forming
class (3) in section 3,

(viii) the custody, production and transfer of accounts and other
records kept by village officers.
5, Rules under Act 11 of 1894.—The rales framed under Madras

Act IL of 1894 are given in appendix II.

They deal with the following

subjects :—

(i) the division, grouping and amalgumation of villages,

(ii) the educational qualifications of village officers,

(iii) the duties of the several village officers, and the descriptions

and forms of accounts and registers to be kept by them,
and

(iv) the

procedure

to be

followed

in

conducting

under section 16 of Act IL of 1894.

enquiries

and Removal of Village
Punishment
148. Appointment,
The
ments.—
officers of class (1)—Circumstances necessitating appoint
tated—
necessi
be
may
officer
village
a
of
selection
or
ment
appoint
(1) by a vacancy caused by the death, dismissal, resignation, or
suspension of a village official; or by reason of the registered

village officer being a minor incapable of discharging the

duties of his office ;
(2) by the grouping or sub-division of villages in the course of

hments in
a general or special revision of village establis
wwhich case the old village offices are considered to have
disappeared with the units of the local area to which they
were originally attached, and the offices in the new units
Of area are regarded as entirely new and distinct creations

to which the incumbents of the extinct offices have, strictly
speaking, no hereditary right ;

(8) by a reduction in the number of offices in a village.

TIT of 1895, section 6.)

(Act

by the grant of anthorized leave of

| Note.—A temporary vacancy may also be caused
Acts (III of 1895 and II of 1894) do not provide
officer; but the
absenee to a village vacancies
of this kind.
for the filling up of

2. Principles to be observed at a revision

villages

of village

are grouped or sub-divided—When

establishments—

the

occasion for

()_ When
making an appointment is of the second kind referred to in paragraph 1,
it is the policy of the legislature,

as far as practicable, to respect the

It has accordingly been
claims of the incumbents of the extinct offices.
of the new hereditary
one
fill
to
provided that, in choosing a person
al whom he may
individfi
that
select
shall
officer
al
offices, the division

vonsider to be the bost qualified from among the families of the last holders
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been abolished.
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This

does

ப்பன் of one of the office holders themselves

(Act III of 1895, section 6.)
(i)

:
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not

preclude the

if duly qualified.
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When village offices are reduced in number.—
W hen

the occasion

for making an appointment is of the third kind, i.e., when the number

of offices in a village is reduced without any change being made in the
extent of the village unit, the Divisional officer is bound to retain those
officers whom he may consider to be the best qualified, and dispense with

the services of the others.

It may happen that none of such officers is

absolutely qualified, thus for instance none of them may
majority : in such a case some satisfactory test should

have attained
be adopted in

order to decide which among the rival claimants is relatively the best
qualified, and that individnal should be retained and allowed to
discharge his duties by deputy. (Act ITI of 189, section 10 (1) (6).)
B.P., No. 3495, Mis,, 8-12-98,

3. Who may appoint.—Appointments are made by the Divisional
officer. (Act LIT of 1895, section 10.)
4. Rules of succession.—Snecession is determined by the general
custom and rule of primogeniture governing succession to impartible
estates in South India, and should accordingly be traced to the last
permanent office holder.
(Act III of 1895, section 10(2).)
Note—The following rules contain Mr. J.D. Mayne’s summary of the Law onthe

Subject of Succession to Impartible Estat
502) -—

Southern Indis (Hindu: Law, section

“1. Whenan estate descendsto asingle heir, the presumpti
that it will be held
by the eldest member of the class of persons, who would hold it
intly if the estate
were partible.
“2. In the absence of evidence to the contrary, the heir will’be the eldest member
of those persons who are nearer of kin to the last owner than any other class, and who
are equally near to him as between themselves.
“3. Special evidenco will bo required to establish
by lineal primogeniture, that is by continual descent to tho eldest member of »thedescent
eldest branch, in exclusion
of nearer members of younger branches.
.,.* The presumption as to primogeniture of either sort may
rebutted by
showing a usage that the heir should be chosen on some other ground of bepreference.”
Hilustration (1).—The last permanent holder of a village office leaves behind him two
sons A and B, of whom A is the elder, and two grandsons by A,i.e.,C and D. A, the
eldest son, will succeed his father.
Jilustration (2).—If, however, A is dead or disqualifie
three heirs, B, C and D, succeeds in accordance with rule d,1, the eldest of the remaining
Filustration (3).—In the last: vase, succession
be traced from the last holder
and not from the dead or disqualified A, and Bshould
being thus u “nearer member of »
younger branch,” special evidence would be required
to show thatC was entitled to
Succeed in preference to B.
B.P., No. 1015, Mis., 21-3-99.

e n Lhustration (4).—When the last office holder has no male issue, and leaves behind
him a daughter's son and divided brothers and
nephews, the danghter’s son would have
Preference over a divided collateral.

5. Persons ineligible for Appointments—The

not eligible for appointment:

followi

eTsons

(1) females, (2) peroneal aa

are

minority (except minors registered under section 10 (6)), by want of
mental and physical capacity, or failure

tional tests, and

to pass«the prescribed educa-

(3) persons who have been

court of an offence which

constitute a disqualification.

convicted in a criminal

the Collector considers

so serious aa to

(Act IIT
of 1895, section 10 (1).)

0%ஷற. மட
6. Temporary
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the vacancy is caused

by the suspension or dismissal of a village officer, the Divisional officer
has discretionary power to appoint a divided member of the dismissed
or suspended officer's family during the life-time of the dismissed officer
or until the suspended officer returns to duty. The diseretion should be
exercised with great caution.
When an officer is dismissed under
circumstances which, on administrative grounds, render it unadyisable

to appoint even a divided member of his family, some one unconnected

with the family should be appointed for the life-time of the dismissed
man.
(Act IT of 1895, section 10 (4).)

Note.—If a stranger is appointed unconditionally in succession to a dismissed village
officer snch appointment should, subject to the contingencies mentionedin paragraph 14
infra, be considered to have been made in the absence of a qualified member in the line
of succession of the dismissed man,and when # vacancy subsequently ocours succession
will be traced from the stranger.
B.P., No. 408, 22-11-97.

1. Education requisite in case of headman or karnam.—tIn the case
of the offices of village headman and karnam illiterates should be
regarded as mentally incapable of discharging the duties of such offices

and therefore ineligible for appointment.

B.P., No. 97, 10-3-96.

8. Property requisite in case of village headman.—In selecting men

tor the
duals
possess
of the

office of village headman, care should be taken to appoint indivipossessed of some property.
As a general rule, persons who
no independent means and depend entirely on the emoluments
office are not suited for appointment as headmen.
B.P., No. 335, 3-9-96.
9. The same person not to be karnam and village headman.—lt is
undesirablo on public grounds that the duties of headman and karnam

should be discharged by persons who are closely related to each other;

and the same objection entirely precludes the idea of entrusting the two
offices to one individual.

B.P., No, 152, 21-4-96.

10. Appointment of a remote heir or stranger—(i) Where rightful

claimant ts employed elsewhere.—In cases where the hereditary right to a
vacant office vests in a person who is employed elsewhere, or cannot be
appointed for any of the reasons stated in the preceding paragraphs,

the next qualified person in the line of succession should be appointed.
B.P., No. 152, 21-4-96.

(ii) Where there is no qualified member in the line of succession.—
In the absence of a qualified member in the line of succession from
last office-holder a qualified stranger may be appointed.
But a person

entitled to succeed according to the law of succession stated in para-

graph 4 may, so long as he is not
successful recover the office. If
and prosecuted to a successful
stranger will become permanent,

office in succession to him.

B.Ps., No. 408,

barred by limitation, file a suit, and if
no such suit is filed within three years
conclusion, the appointment of the
and none but //s heirs can sue for the

(Act IIT of 1895, section 10 (3).)
22-11-97;

No. 712, Mis., 23-2-99.

11. Appeals against Orders of Appointment.— Against every
order of
appointment made in the circumstances referred to in anne) and (3) .
58
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lies within one month‘ from the
paragraph 1 supra a sin le ay
if the officer making the
tor
ees
a
A)
பப்பா :
ae of
Board of Revenue if the
the
appointment is a Divisional officer, (2) to
ntment happens to be
appoi
the
made
or
lowed
officer who originally disal
There
n 23(1).)
sectio
(det IIT of 1895,
the Distriot Collector himself.
pdescri
the
of
cy
vacan
a
in
made
s
tment
is no appeal in regard to appom

and there is no

in clause (1) of the same paragraph,

tion mentioned

second appeal in any case.

Deputies —When_ the
12. Registration of Minors and Appointment of such
minor should be
last office holder is a minor,

of the

next heir

office
registered anda deputy appointed to discharge the duties of the

during his minority. (Act III of 1895, section 10 (5).)

a minor, can
Nole-—No person entitled to hold a hereditary village office, except
authorized leave of

be allowed
absence.

to

discharge
B.Ps.,

his

duties

a

by

21-4-96;

No. 152,

daring

unless

deputy

No. 1963,

22-7-98.

Mis.,

13. Minor’s Family to be consulted.—In selecting the deputy, regard

one

some

of the minor’s near relatives, and

should be had to the wishes

acceptable to them should be appointed if possible; but if the person

unsuitable,
selected by the minor’s family is not qualified or is otherwise
should not be
A deputy once appointed

another may be appointed.

dismissed merely eons the minor’s family expresses a preference for
some one else.
B.P., No. 87, 5-3-96.

3

14.

emoluments.—Where

Deputy’s

enfranchised,

been

have

imams

the whole salary of the office should be paid to the deputy; but where
the emoluments consist of land the deputy should receive only the
assessment.

B.P., No. 87, 5-38-96.

15. Deputy

to instruct the minor in the

duties of the

be required

should

deputy

to instruct the minor —The

but neither the minor

office;

nor his family has anv claim on the deputy for maintenance.
B.P., No. 87, 5-3-96.

16. Infliction of punishments—(i) Powers of Divisional
Divisional

may,

officers

own

of their

or

motion

on

Offteers.—
and

complaint

aftor enquiry, fine, suspend, dismiss or remove any village officer of
class (1) for misconduct, neglect of duty, incapacity, failure to reside
in the village,
section T (1).)

or any

(ii) Powers

eee

te

other

sufficient

of Vahsildars and

‘Yahsildars are empowered

Deputy

cause.

(Act

IIT

of

1895,

Tahsildars.—TVahsildars and.

to fine village officers of class (1)

the extent of one rupee ineach case.

(Act IIT of 1895, section 7 (2).)

_ Note.—Village officers residing in the{subordinate villages of their groups need nob
be required to remove to the central village of the group, if their present residence
does not cause inconvenience to the inhabitants. Otherwise the duty of a village officer
to reside
in the central village of his group should be enforced.
B.P., No, 229, 9-7-95.
17. Appeals against Punitive Orders—(i)
orders of a punitive nature an appeal lies—
்

(1)

within

one

month

to the

First Appeals.—Against
ச

Divisional

officer

or

the Dis-

trict Collector according as the order appealed against was passed by an

officer immediately subordinate to one or other of these authorities ;
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(2) within three months to the Board of Revenue in the case of
(Act IL of 1896, section 23.)
orders passed by the District Collector.

(ii) Second appeals. —No second appeal against a punitive order ia

allowed except in the case

of the dismissal of a village headman

or

karnam, in which case a second appeal lies within three months to the

(Act ILI of 1895, section 23 (1) proviso.)

Board of Revenue.

Note.—(1) When the District Collector reduces or modifies a punishment on appeal
there is no second appeal except in cases where he dismisses a headman or a karnam.
B.P., No, 3928, Mis., 18-10-97.
(2) Paragraphs 18 to 22 of Standing Order No. 154 infra regarding the
manner in which the rules of limitation should be worked in regard to suits apply to
appeals against orders of appointment and punitive orders.
149, Appointment,

Procedure
class (
the powers conferred on
of officers of class (1)
officers of class (2).

Punishment

and Removal

of officers of

in regard to appointment.—Speaking generally,
Divisional officers in regard to the appointment
may be exercised by the proprictor in the case of
Accordingly paragraphs 1 to 10 and 12 to 15 of

Standing Order No. 148 apply to the appointment of officers and the

registration of minors of this class, the word ‘ proprietor’ being substituted for ‘ Divisional officer’ wherever the‘latter expression occurs.
power referred to in paragraph 6 of that Order, however, can be exercised

by a proprietor only if the officer suspending or dismissing a
officer ae class (2) issues the direction authorized by section
Madras Act IT of 1894.

vi
12

of

W.B.—The following special —provisions of the law in regard to the

appointment of officers of class (2) should be noted :—

(i) Notice to be given by proprietor —Notice of every appointment
made by a proprietor should be sent to the Revenue officer in charge
of the division within six weeks of (1) the occurrence of a vacancy, 2)
the creation of a new office by operation of law, or (3) the issue of the
District Collector's order directing a reduction in the number of village
offices, or (4) the issue of the District Collector’s order directing the
appointment of an officer to a newly-created village otfice. (det LL of

1894, section 9; section 15 (1) and (2).)

to clauses (1), (2) and (8), respectively, of
Note—Clanses (1), (2) and (3) correspond
made is
paragraph 1 of Standing Order No. 148 supra. But whenany thetimeappointment
within which notice
prescribe
not
does
that of a depnty for a minor, the Act
IT of 1894, section
of the appointment should be given to the Divisional officer. (Act
13.)

(ii) Divisiunal officer's powers when proprietor fails to report.—lt

the proprictor fails to make the report referred to in the last sub-para-

graph, the Divisional officer may exercise the powers of the proprietor

and

himself

make the requisite appointment.

11 (2); section 15 (8).)

(Act II

of 1894, section

(iii) Action on receipt of report.—On receipt of the notice referred

to in sub-paragraph i) the Divisional officer may, if the appointment
first, second or fourth kind referred to therein, disallow it on
is of the

the score of want of qualification in the nominee, and call on the
prope

to make

a fresh appointment.

If the proprietor neglects to

make the appointment within six weeks after such retjuisition or if hie
firet and second appointments are both disallowed, the Divisional officer
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may make the appointment himself. (det IT of 1894, section 11 (1) and
(2); section 14 (2).)
ல
iv) Appeals by
proprietor against orders disallowing appointment.—

ata

ட.

கட

by a proprietor is disallowed, he has the

right to appeal (௪) 6௦ the District Collector within one month from
the date of the Divisional officer's order disallowing the appointment, or

(6) to the Board of Revenue within three months if the order disallow-

ing’the appointment is that of the District Collector.
section 11 (2).)

(Act IZ of 1894,

Note.—(1) In applying paragraphs 1 to 10 and 12 to15 of Standing Order No. 148
to officers and minors of class (2) the following sections of Act II of 1894 should be
consulted in lien of the provisions of Act IIT of 1895 quoted under those paragraphs :—
Para. 14, Act II of 1894, s. 10 (1).
Para. 15,
do,
s. 10 (3).
5. 9.
Para. 16,
do.
a. 12.
8.10 (2).| Para. 22,
do.
8. 13.
(2) Section 4 of Madras Act II of 1894 explains who is the proprietor when
there are several joint proprietors.
2. Punishment

of

Officers

of

Class

(2)—(i)

Powers

of

Divisional

officer
— Divisional
. officers have the same power in regard to the punish-

ment, &c., of officers of class (2) as they have in regard to officers of
class (1)—vide paragraph 16 of Standing Order No. 148. Divisional
officers have this power eyen in regard to offices of class (2) to which

no emoluments have been attached.

(Act II of 1894, section 16 (2).)

B.P., No. 25, 20-1-97.
(i) Powers

of Proprietor—The Board of Revenue is vested

discretion to empower proprietors to fine village accountants,

with

headmen

of villages and village watchmen to the extent of Rs.3 in each case.
Under this rule such powers are conferred only on such individual

proprietors as may be considered to he fitted for its exercise by education
as -well as general qualifications. Powers so conferred cannot be delegated

toa manager or local agent.

(Act IT of 1894, section 16 (1).)

B.Ps., No. 316, 20-8-96; No. 379, 6-10-96; No. 148, 7-5-97.

3. Appeals against Punitive Urders—(i) First Appeals.— Against
orders of a punitive nature an appeal lies—
(1) within one month to the Divisional officer if the punishment was a fine imposed by a proprietor;
(2) within one month to the District Collector if the punitive
order is one passed by the Divisional officer; and

(8) within three months to the Board of Revenue if the
punitive order is one
passed by the District

Collector.
(Act IT of 1894, section 16 (1) and (3).)
Gi) Second Appeals—A second appeal lies within three months to
Board of Revenue against

the
an order of a District Collector confirming
on appeal an order of the Divisional officer dismissing a village
officer
of
8 (2); there is no second appeal. against any other punitiv
e

order. (Act IT of 1894, section 16 (3) proviso.)

Note—A talaiyari in
of Revenue against
has no right of secon

class (2) has thusa
right of second appeal to the Board
ler of dismissal, whereas a talaiyari in class (1) or class (8)
(vide
ரத paragraph
அகம் 17(ii) of Standing ஏ. Order x No. No.148
148 an and
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village
150, Appointment, Punishment and Removal of make
an
to
power
—The
appoint
officers of class (3)—Power to
appointment to any one of the offices falling under class (3) vests
(Act ILL of 1895, section (11).)

entirely in the proprietor concerned.

of village headman and
‘Note-—Kven in cases where the emoluments to the offices
has not been extended, consist
watchman in proprietary estates, to which Act 1I of of1894
appointing such officers vests in
tolely of salaries paid by Government, the power
the proprietors.
B.P., No. 216, 28-6-97.
2. Principle of succession.—The succession to such offices should be
determined with reference to the law or custom prevailing locally on
(Act IZI of 1898, section 11 (2).)
the Ist October 1895.
3. Persons ineligible for appointment.—Females and persons disqualified by minority (except such minors as may be registered) or by
(Act
mental or physical incapacity are excluded from succession.

of 1895, section 11 (1).)

4, Registration of minors.—Provision is also made for the registration of a minor heir of the last office-holder with a deputy to discharge
(Act LIT of 1895, section 11 (4).}
the duties during his minority.
5. Finality of appointments.—Appointments to offices falling under
made
class (8) need not be reported to the Divisional officer like those
under class (2), and there is no appeal against the proprietor’s order
by such an
of appointment, but a party deemmg himself ea

order may file a suit under section 13 of Act III of 1895.
6. Punishment

of Village Headman,

and Talaiyari of Class

Karnam

or on complaint and
(8) The Divisional officer may, of his own motion accountan
t, headman

after enquiry, suspend, dismiss or remove a village

of a village (including

the monigar, if any) watchman or village police

officer belonging to class (3) for misconduct, neglect of duty, incapacity, failure to reside in the village or any other sufficient cause—oide
(Act IIT
note to paragraph 16 (ii) of Standing Order No. 148 supra.

of 1895, section 7 (1) and section 9.)

7. Punishment of other Officers of Olass (3)—(i) By proprietor —In
the same circumstances and for the same reasons a proprietor may

suspend, dismiss or remove a village officer of class (3) other 8.)than those
(Act ITZ of 1895, section
mentioned in the last paragraph.
shroffs are the only villnge officers who may
and
nirgantis
vettis,
tically
Note-—Prac
thus be punished by a proprietor.
(ii) By Divisional officer —If for reasons to be recorded in writing

the Divisional officer is satisfied that the proprictor has neglected to
exercise in an adequate manner the powers referred to in the precedingof
clause, the Divisional officer may exercise them

1895, section 9.)

himself.

(Act LI

8, Appeal against Punitive orders.—(i) Against orders of a punitive
nature an appeal lies—
(i) within one month to the Divisional officer in the case of
orders passed

by

a

proprietor

dealing with

the

officers

clause (i).
mentioned in ட்
Collector in the case of
District
the
to
month
one
(2) within

orders passed by a Divisional officer in virtue of the

powers mentioned in paragraphs 6 and 7 (ii).
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(8) within three months to the Board of ltevenne in*the case of
orders passed jin the same circumstances by a District
Collector.

© Gi) No second appeal is allowed except in the case of the dismissal

of a villaze headman (including a monigar) or karnam, in which case a
second appeal lies within three months to the Board of Revenue.
(de?

TI of 1895,"section 23.)

151. Village Officers? of class (4).—The appointment, punishment and removal of holders of these offices are outside the scope of

‘Acts

011894 ஹ் 117 of 1895 ; reference should accordingly be made

to Standing Order No. 157 infra in Part I

“ Matters outside the scope

of the Acts.”
152. Village
Officers
of
class (5).—in permanently-settled
estates to which Madras Act IT of 1894 has not been extended Karnams

overned by Madras Regulation XXIX of 1802 should be appointed by
tho landholders concerned in accordance with sections 3, 6 and 7 of the
Regulation. Such appointments should be made within thirty days
from the date of the occurreuce of a vacancy, and the Collector should be

informed of the name of the person appoiuted.

Parties aggrieved

proprietor—vide

Regulation

may

sue in the Civil Courts to have the appomtments made by the proprietor
set aside. Officers of this class can be punished or removed from office
only under an order of the Civil Court which is also empowered to
adjudge the penalty for the wrongful removal of an office holder by the
sections 5 and

16 of Madras

1802, and section 11 of Madras Regulation XXV

XXIX

of

of 1802.

153. Emoluments of Village Officers of classes (1) to (4)—
Emoluments inalienable.—Vhe alienation or attachment under judicial
process of the emoluments of village offices is prohibited by section
5 of Madras Act I11 of 1895,

2. Recovery of emoluments —Notwithstanding

e

anything

in Madras

Act III of 1895 it is always open to the holder of a village office to

apply for the recovery of the emoluments of his office under section 52
of the Madras Revenue Recovery Act IT of 1864,

such

emoluments

may

which provides

that

revenue.

In

be recovered as an arrear of land

the disposal of an application from a village officer under this section,
the Revenne officer
is not prevented by anything in Act II of 1864
from making such enquiries as may be necessary in order to ascertain
the amount of arrears actually due before proceeding to realize them;
he may thus practically decide the rate at which any fees are payable.

- if the Divisional officer is satisfied that the fees claimed by the village
officer are actually due by the ryots, he may then apply section 52 of
Act Il of 1864.

(Act ITT of 1895, section 22.)

~

B.Ps., No. 229, 6-5-93 ; No. 45, 30-1-94; Section 22, Act III of 1895.

3. Jurisdiction of Civil Courts in regard to emoluments.—Section 21

of Act IIT of 1895 bars the jurisdiction of Civil Courts

oyer claims

to

office or emoluments or the rate or amount of emoluments, but a claim-

ant for emoluments consisting of land may file a suit in the Civil Court
for the recovery of the land itself, and the issue whether any emoluments
are attache
toda village office may ultimately be taken to the Civil

Court in the circumstances set out in the proviso to the section.

. ¥,B,—For suits by village officers of class (5) —vide Standing Order No. 152 supra.
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Officers of classes (1) to

(4).

SECTION G).—OAUSE OF ACTION.
In case of officers drawing fixed salaries —In

the case of

offices

remu-

nerated by fixed salaries, the suit will almost invariably be for the
office. though on rare occasions it may be brought to recover salary

which has been disbursed to another.

(Act IIT of 1895, section“12.)

2. Other officers.—In the case of other offices a suit may be instituted for the office itself and for the recovery of inam land, arrears of
grain or money fees and similar emoluments attached to the office.

(Act LIZ of 1895, section 18.)
3.

Unendowed

offices in Proprietary

lstates,

Suits

for unendowed

offices in proprietary estates will not be maintainable until Chapter ITT

of the Proprietary Estates Village Service Act II

to them and arrangements are made

of 1894

is extended

for the levy of the proprietary

estates village-cess and the payment of money
officers.
(Act ILI of 1895, section 3.)

salaries

to

the

village

B.P., No. 25, 20-1-97.
4.

Suits by acting incumbents.—Acting incumbents

of village officers

cannot sue for the recovery of the inams attached to their offices,

LIT

of 1895, section 3.)

(Act

B.Ps., No. 3831, Mis., 28-11-98 ; No. 145, Mis., 121-99,
who

5. Suits by Persons ineligible for Appointment—Snuits by persons
manifestly could not hold office even if they were successful are

untenable.

(dct III of 1895, section 18 (2).)

6. Suits for Declaratory decrees.—-No suit
can be entertained;

but declaratory

VI of 1831 should be respected.

decrees

for

a declaratory

passed

Such decrees may

rule 60 (d) of the rules in appendix II].
proviso (i); section 14 (8).)

under

decree

Regulation

be executed under

(ct IIT of 1895, section 13,

B.P., No. 102, 29-3-97.
7. Persons entitled to sue—The
right to sue for an office is restricted
to the heirs of the last holder of the office.

Note.—When the number of village offices in any village is reduced in the conrse of
a general or special revision and some of the old officers are retained and
services
of the others dispensed with, only the heirs of the former and not those of the the
latter may
sue for vacancies arising subsequently.
B.Ps., No. 7, 8-1-96; No. 916, Mis., 15-3-99.
8. Cause of action in suits for emoluments.—In suits for emoluments
the cause of action first accrues on the date of the plaintiff's appointment, and

a fresh

cause of action

arises

with

the recurrence o;

fresh period for which emoluments are due to the office holder.

every:

It is

immaterial for the purposes of such a suit in whose possession an inam
happens to be, or how long it has been in such possession.
A village

office isin the nature ofan hereditary trust and every one who succeeds

to it has a fresh cause of action against

attached to it. _
;

any adverse holder of the inam

B.P., No. 872, 8-11-97.

ட
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Ezplanation—When

an

inam

is
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alienated,

the

inamdar who

himself alienated the inam is estopped from suing for it; but any of his
successors in office may institute a suit for the recovery of the inam.

ஐஐ, No. 3071, Mis., 1-11-98.
SEOLION

(ii)—PRINCIPLES ON WHICH
Bi DECIDED.

SUITS

SHOULD

9. General.—In deciding suits for offices Revenue Courts should be
guided by the principles laid down for making appointments to offices

of the particular class under consideration—vide Standing Orders Nos.
148-150 supra.

10. Succession

class (4) should
prevailing locally

in the case of artizans.—The

succession

to offices of

be determined with reference to the law or custom

on the Ist October

1895.

The provisions referred to

in paragraphs 2, 4, 6, 8, 11, 12, 13, 15 to 23, and 25 apply to suits by
ட்ட] (4). (Act IIT of 1895, sections 12 and 23.)

11. Mesne projits—In suits for inam lands which are in the possession of an adverse holder, the plaintiff, if successful, is entitled only to
the assessment on the inam lands and not to mesne profits.
(Act IZT of
1895, section 13.)

B.Ps., No. 3331, Mis., 23-11-98 ; No. 145, Mis., 12-1-99.
SECTION (iii) REVIEW

PETITIONS.

12. When _admissible—It has been held that there is nothing in
Madras Act ITT of 1895

which

prohibits

Collectors

or the Board

of

Reyenue from reviewing their orders or decisions, and there is no
objection to an order or decision being reviewed when new and import-

ant matter of evidence is discovered.

Applications

for review should

not ordinarily be entertained, however, unless they are presented within
the time allowed for appeals in section 23 of Act IIT of 1895.

B.Ps., No. 669, Mis., 7-2-96; No. 137, 13-4-96; No. 2808, Mis., 8-10-98.

SEOTION (iv).—APPEALS.
13, First appeals.—Against suit decisions or orders passed under

section 13 of Act III of 1895 an appeal may be presented, within one
month to the Divisional officer or the District Collector, and within

three months to the Board of Revenue if the order was passed by the

District
14.
to the
against

Collector.
Second appeals.—A second appeal within three months will lie
Board of Revenue only in the case of headmen and karnams
suit decisions disposing of claims for office. (Act IIT of 1895,

section 23.)

15. Against orders on ex-parte decrees

Chere is no appeal against

an order declining to cancel an ex-parte decree.
2

B.P., No. 1230, Mis., 13-3-96.

_SEOTION (+y)._EXECUTION
“ட

6.

Period

OF DECREES AND ORDERS.

of limitation—An application for the execution of a

oF Order passed under

Madras

Act III of 1895 may

within one year from the date of the decree or order.

be made

If the decree or
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order was appealed against, the limitation will begin

the appellate decision or order.
There

is no

appoal

against

execution of decrees.

from

the

date of

(Act IZZ of 1895, section 14 (2).)

orders

passed

on applications

for the

(Act I1Lof 1895, section 23.)

B.Ps., No. 4338, Mis,, 21-9-96; No. 102, 29-3-97.
SECTION

(vi).—APPLICATION OF THE PROVISIONS
OF THE COURT FEES ACT.

17. Documents exempt from Court-fees——Vhe court fees chargeable on
documents

filed

in

proceedings

under

Madras Act

III

of

1895

are

limited to eight annas in the case of plaints or petitions for execution,
and two rupees in the case of appeal petitions.
Copies of judgments,
decrees or orders passed on claims preferred under the Act and on appli-

cations

filed by either party

in the course

of the

trial of suits and

appeals or the execution of decrees under the Act are exempt from stamp

duty.

(Notification by the Government of India under section 85 of Act

VIE of 1870,

No. 4747-9. 8. dated 6th November 1896.)

B.P., No. 458, 9-12-96.
SECTION

(vii).—LIMITATION.

18. Inapplicability of Limitation Act.—-Madras Act III of 1895
contains rules of limitation which are complete for the purposes of the
Act.
Accordingly, the general provisions of the Indian Limitation
Act XV of 1877, with the exception of sections 5 and 12 which have
been incorporated in Madras Act III of 1895 by section 25 thereof, do

not apply to proceedings under Madras Act II] of 1895.
1895, seotion 25.)

(Act ILL of

B.P,, No. 104, 20-4-99.

19, Limitation for suits.—A suit may be brought at any time within

three years

from the date of the cause

1895, section 14 (1).)

Explanation
registered as the

of action

arising.

(சீசர் 777 67

—If_a minor files a suit for tho purpose of being

heir

of the last office-holder, he should do so within

three years after the occurrence

of the vacancy ; if he sues for the office

itself he may do so within three years after attaining majority,

after completing 18 years of age.

that is,

(Act IIT of 1895, section 14 (1).)

20. Date from which limitation should be reckoned for appeal.—The
period of limitation for purposes of appeal should be reckoned from tho
date of communication of the order appealed against to the dato of
presentation of the appeal.
Explanation (1).—Dhe date of communication of an order to a party
is the

date

of the order

itself when it is passed

in his presence

and is

communicated to him in person; in this case the time taken by the
authority passing the order

to grant a copy of it, after the party has

applied for a copy and deposited the necessary copying papers, will
be deducted from

the period of limitation.

In other cares

the date of
59
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communication of an order is the date when he receives a certified copy
thereof. No allowance should be made for the time taken in obtaining
copies of connected records.

B.Ps., No. 243, 8-6-04; No. 87, 5-8-96.

ote.—Every authority passing an appealable order should see that the date on
which the order is communicated cr despatched to the party is clearly indicated on the
face of the order.
B.Ps., No. 243,

8-6-94 ; No. 210, 26-6-95 ; No. 87, 5-3-96.

Explanation (2).—The date of presentation in the case of an appeal
submitted through a subordinate officer is the date on which the appeal
petition reaches the hands of such officer.

B.P., No. 210, 26-6-95.
21. Time allowed for rectification of formal defect—When an appeal
which was in time on its first presentation is rejected on technical

grounds or for the correction of initial errors, the appellant should be
directed to remedy

the defects within

a

specified

time, ordinarily one

month, failing which the appeal will be liable to rejection on the score
of limitation. If the appeal is resubmitted in proper form within the

specified time it should Be re-admitted.

B.P., No, 39, 2-2-97.

22, Admission of time-barred appeals.—t is open to the appellate

authority to admit an appeal presented out of time on good and sufficient cause being shown for the delay.
று
B.P., No, 493, 13-11-94; section 5 of the Indian Limitation Act XV of 1877;
section 25 of Madras Act III of 1895.

SECTION (viii)—APPOINTMENTS MADE AND SUITS DECIDED
UNDER REGULATIONS XXIX OF 1802 AND VI OF 1831.

23. Declaratory decrees passed under Regulation WI of 1831.—Decla-

ratory decrees obtained under Regulation VI of 1831 should
be
respected. In the case of these decrees the limitation will begin to run
from the date when the decree became capable of execution, #.c.,
on the
occurrence of a vacancy.
(Act IIT of 1895, section 14 (8).)

B.P., No. 102, 29-3-97.

24. Appointments made under Regulation

VI of 1831.—Appoin

village offices properly made prior to the introduction of tthe
Madras Proprietary Estates’ Village Service Act,
IT

ments to

‘Madras Hereditary Village Offices Act, III of 1895, canof be1894, or the
questioned
only on the ground of inferior title and not on that of
sex
or other
disability for
the first time removed or created by those Acts.
B.Ps., No. 333, 1-9-96; No. 1690,

Mis,, 30-5-99.

25. Suits and appeals filed under Regulation VI of 1831.—Suits
and
appeals from decisions passed under
1802 and VI of 1831

Madras Act IT of

ance

Madras

and pending disposal

Ri

lations XXTX

of

ம் introduction of

1804 or IIT of 1895 should be disposed
of in accord-

with the provisions of those Regul
s and the rulings thereunder,
as far as substantive law is concerned, ation
the provisions of Act II of 1894
or IIT of 1895 being
followed only as regards procedure.
BPs, No. 188, 2-6-97; No. 104, 20-499,
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PART
[1—MATTERS
OUTSIDE
THE
SCOPE
OF THE
AOTS
AND REGULATIONS CONCERNING VILLAGE
OFFICERS.
155. Matters common to hereditary and non-hereditary
Village officers—Transfers of Village Officers—No village officer

should be transferred from the village where he holds office permanently

to any other by way of promotion or punishment, but in the case of a

vacancy oceurring to which the best claimant is a person holding a
village office temporarily elsewhere there is no objection to the selection
of such a person for the vacancy.

BPs, No. 945, Mis., 16-3-99; No. 1105, Mis., 2S-2-99.
2.

Grant

of short

Tahsildars and Deputy

leave

by

Tahsildars

Tahsildars

and

Deputy

Tahsildars—

in independent charge are empow-

ered to grant leave to village officers up to three months and to appoint
substitutes for that period when satisfactory arrangements cannot be
made for the performance of work by the agency of a relation or friend
of the village officer taking leave and on his responsibility.
Deputy
Tahsildars in independent charge may exercise this power only with
regard to Government villages included within their charges.
Monthly
statements of leaye and appointments sanctioned by Deputy Tahsildars
should be submitted to the Divisional officer for confirmation,
G.O,, No. 680, 14-11-98.
8.

Grant

of leave to village mentals

ty

Village

Headmen.—Village

headmen are empowered to grant leave to the village menial servants
for a period not exceeding seven days at a time or twenty days in a year
provided satisfactory arrangements are made for the performance of the

work by substitutes.

G.0., No. 680, 14-11-98.
4. Sanction to prosecute Village Headmen.—Collectors haye been
authorized under section 197 of the Criminal Procedure Code, Act V

of 1898, to sanction tho criminal prosecution of villago headmen for

offences committed by them in their capacity as Civil or Criminal Judges.

B.P., No. 191, 21-7-98.

5. Wholesale fining deprecated —When

a large number of village

officers have been found jointly and severally guilty of the same irregularity, discipline is much more likely to be restored by tho suspension
or dismissal of a few of the principal

infliction of petty fines.

offenders

than

by

the wholesale

Habitual insubordination on the part of village

servants in a particular taluk or division should be similarly dealt with.

B.P., No. 447, 31-7-93.

6. Punitive powers of Settlement Officers——The officer conducting the
revenue settlement of a district is empowered to fine village officers for
neglect or carelessness in the preparation of the Settlement account, or

for absence from the settlemen office twithout permission.

Tf during

tho settlement, it should appear that the conduct of any village officer
is deserving of heavier punishment than a

fine, the Settlement

Officer

should place on record his opinion and leave the nlatter to be dealt

with by the Divisional officer.

B.P., No. 523 7-8-89,
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7. Attendance of Village Officers at the Taluk Ofice—Viflage officers
should not be summoned away from their homes without good cause,
and on all practicable occasions, especially in matters of minor importance, information or explanation should bo ம obtained from them by
sending a written order instead of requiring their personal attendance.
Whenever a karnam attends the Taluk office, he should sign the special
attendance register kept in the office, and any attempt at concealment
of the number of such attendances should be seriously noticed. — The
register should be placed before the Jamabandi officer to enable him to

judge whether the karnams were required to attend oftener than was
necessary in the interests of the public service.

BP, 47-56; M., Vol. IL, p. 60 of 1856; B.P., No. 98, 29-3-97;
@.0., No. 454, 14-7-99,
8. Wo

second appeal

against

orders

outside

the scope of the

Acts—

‘No second appeal is open to hereditary village officers against orders of
a punitive nature outside the scope of Acts 11 of 1894 and IIT of i895.

B.P., No. 373, Mis,, 31-1-99.
Note.—Tn regard to second appeals by non-hereditary village oificers vide paragraph
8 of Standing Order No. 156 injra.
156. Appointment,

ers

Punishment

of non-hereditary

Village

appoint and punish—Appointments

and

Removal

Offices—Oficers

of village

of the

headman

hold-

empowered
and

to

karnam

are made by Divisional officers who have full power to inflict punishment
offices. Tahsildars and Deputy Tahsildars in independent charge aro
empowered to appoint, grant leave to, and remove village menials, such
on all classes of village officers and servants not holding hereditary

as talaiyaris, vettis and nirgantis when the offices held by them are not
hereditary. Deputy Tahsildars in independent charge are, however,
required to report to their Divisional officers for information, the

appointments they make and the punishments they inflict.
G.0., No, 680, 14-11-98.

2. Appeals against Orders of Appointment.— Claimants to non-hereditary village offices being unable to obtain redress by the institution of
suits under Act III of 1895 are allowed a right of appeal against

departmental orders of appointment, second appeals to the
Board bemg
allowed only in the case of headmen and karnams on the analogy of
section 28 of Act IIT of 1895.

B.P., Nos 283, 17-8-97.

8. Appeals against Punitive Orders——Vhere is no appeal against an

order imposing a petty fine on the holder of a non-hereditary village
office, but a single appeal will be allowed against other orders pete
ally affecting such an officer. Second appeals by such officers against

orders projudicially affecting them may be summarily rejected at the
discretion of the
authority to which they are proferred, and second

appeals must be rejected without the exercise of discretion in all cases

in which such appeals would be inadmissible under Madras Act LI of
1894
or III of 1895, if the persous preferring them held their offices

hereditarily.

No. 191, 21-7-98 ; No. 312, 23-12-99.

“AS re
3
withia which appeals should be
preferred,
B of Standing Order No. 172 infra.
ae
eee

cagrapli
ee
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APPENDIX

I.

List of proprietary estates in which the Madras Proprietary Estates’

Village Service Act is in force.

்

38௦11810௦1,

Under section 2 of Act Il of 1894 (the Madras Proprietary Estates’
Village

Service

Act),

His Excellency

leased to direct that chapters I, 11

Se

the Governor in Council is hereby

and V of the said

Act shall come

from and after the 1st October 1897 in the proprietary

tioned in the schedule hereto annexed

in respect

estates

into

men-

of all the three classes

of

village officers specified in section 2 of the Act, viz., village accountants,

heads «f villages and village watchmen

or police officers by whatever

designations such village officers may be locally known.
W.B.—(1) Inam yillages, situated within the said estates, of which

the

grant was made or confirmed by the British Government and subsequent
alienations of portions of villages in permanently-settled estates which have
been separately registered, are for the present excluded from the scope of
this notification.

(2) Villages held ona permanent under-tenure which are included
the estates specified in the schedule are also excluded
from the scope of this notification for the present,
within the limits of

Worth Arcot District.
Tho portion of the Kélahasti zamin-| Tumba palaiyam.
dari situated in this district.
Kallur
do.
Karyotnagar.
Naraganti zamindari.
Punganéra.
Karakambadi palaiyam.
Kangundi,
Krishnapuram do.
Aroni jaghir.
Arigalavadi mitta.

Pulichorla and Mangalampet paya-|

Twelvo villages originally included

Kats of Pulicherla palaiyam.

in

Vallivedu and Kamavaram payakats

now

of Pulichorla palaiyam.

Bangari zamindari.
Gudipati palaiyam.

the

Kangundi

registered

zamindari

in the

name

minor Timmajiamma Garu.

but

of

Alattur jaghir.

1

South Arcot District.

Vettavalam.
Alakiyanattam.
Mandakappattn.
Saidépet taluk—

Mambalam.

Chennamanayakkanpalaiyam
Naduvirappattu.
Chingleput District.
Saidipet taluk—cont.

Alandur.

Tirumangalam.
lavaram.
Parittivakkam,
Venkatapuram,
ர

Adaiyar.

Shembarambakkam.
Sokkanallur.
Vayalanallur,
Tirumanam.

Soranjeri.

|

and
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Chingloput District—cont.
Saidépet taluk—cont.
Sittukkadu.
Korattur.

‘Tirumalarajapuram.
Palanjur.
Modarambedu.

Tirukkovilpattu.
Tukkanampattu.
Ponnéri taluk—

Tiruvallér taluk—
The portion of
zamindari
district.

Aiveli—Agaram.

Siruvanur.

Kolundalar.

Melagaram.

Kannangaranai.

Ponnéri .

Kaivandur.

Kilmadalambedu.
Elimbedu.

Atiuppakkam.

Panbakkam.

Panambakkam.

Peruvayal.
Kiraippakkan.

Amur.
Tiruvayppadi.
Keuakombaiiems

Kollur.

Kummangalam.
Kédtr.

Krishnapuram.
Tachchur.
Tiruvenkatapuram.
Venbakkam.

Sivapuram.

Pulikkulam.
Avikkatturai.

Lakshmipuram.
Agaram.
Devaranjeri.
Sinnakkayanam.

Parikkappattu.
Uppalam.
Kullattur.

Koyandangal.
Mattiraverdu.
Lingasamudram.
Aruvakkam.
Madinam.
Sittarasur

Tattarasur.

Pallimbakkam.

Padiyanallur.

‘Tiruppasur.
Madankuppam.
Senji.

Nungambakkam.
Ekatiur.
Kunnattur.

Kakulur.
Tiruyur.

Vengal.

Sembedu.

Conjeeveram taluk.—
Vellam.
Tandalam.

Chettippattu.
Todukkadu.
Sandavelur.

Kariyamangalam,

Sattarai.

Ulundai.
Mudukur.

Periyandangal.
Agaram.

Vayalur.
Bhimapuram.
Tattanur.

Palanallur.
Selayanur.
Sittur.
Kivalur.

Bhimandangal.
Karanaittangal.
Nemmeli.

Sembiyamanali.

Savukkandangal.

Orakkadu.

Vailakkottai.

Jagannathapuram.
Alinjivakkam.
Sellappilaiyarkuppam.

Frayur.
Kuranaippattu.

Giridharapuram.
Naduvarambakkam.

Sennivakkam.
Puttagaram.
Trrulipattu.
Karungali.
Kanjivayal.

Kattagaram.

Vaippur.

Jamunampattu.
Kottur.

Kannur.

Sumitrambedu. ,
Chingleput taluk—
Nerumbur.

the

situated

KA4labasti
in

this

472
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Chingleput

Chingleput taluk—cont.
Pakkam.
Kannayakkam.
Attavattam.
Tepanampattu.
Trumbilichcheri.
Ammanampakkan.
Pandur.
Karumarappakkam.
Ichchangaranai.
Surakuppam.
Perumbedu.
Kondakarikuppam.
Suradimangalam.
Penangattuchcheri.
Naduvakkarai.
Aminjikkarai.
Periyakattuppakkam, Karakatakachcheri and Solai—Kuppam.
‘Vitthalapuram and Perambakm.

Knudiperambakkam.
Sitrambakkam.

aiyanarkuppam.
Somasipattu.
Punnapattu.
Yasayapuram and Sinnakkattuppakkam.

Merkkandai and Uttanguli.
Arambakkam.
‘Vasavasamudram.

Vengapakkam.
Vayalur.
Pundandalan.

Narasingapuram.
Bommarajapuram,
Kunnattur.

147,

para.

3.

Distriot—cont.

Madurantakam taluk—cont.

Amayambattu.

Vichchur.
Tennambattu.

Solantangal.
Periyayelikkadu.

Velanganur.

Vettur.
Saravambakkam.

Ottivilagam.

Karimbakkam.

Vembanur.

Panaiyur.
Vilangadu.
Pudukkuppam.
Kilakkandai.
Sinna Velikkadu.

Venmalagaram.
Sirukalattur.
Pondur.

Turaiyur.
Sirumailur.
Andarkuppam.
Sittur.
Tundam Velleri.
Mambakkam.

Kalpattu.

Kayanallur.

Pilanguppam.
Kumili.

Pudupattu.

Medu.
Kokkandangal.
Pudur. oe

Mudaliyarkuppam.

Nainarkuppam.

ராயா.
Vanniyanallur.
Porur.

Kollattanallur.

Olavetti.
Kilakkaranai.
Kiralvadi.
yur.
Kottivakkam.
Maruvalam.
pole
akkam.
avali.
Toned,

Tee

Nirpper.

Perel

Mogaiyur.
வடடல.
Isur.
Irumbedu.

Chap. XIII.

Nugambal.
Sirunagar.
Periya Kilakkadi.
Sinna Kilakkadi.
Siru Pinayur.

Anaikkatiu.
Tattampattu.
Kaulattur.

Madavillagam.
Nariyur.
Agaram.
Nerkunappattu.

qT

Te

ippam.

Pavanjur.

ur.

Kumarakuppam.
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Gédavari District.

Kotipalli in
zamindari.
Pithépuram.

the

Kotham.

Vizianagram [ Yernagudem (B) or Viravilli alias

Gazzaram division.
Half Bhimavolu division registered |
in the name of Venkatanara-|
simha Appa Rao.
Kummaraguata.
Gaddigudem.
Half Bhimavoludivision registered
in the name of Sitamma Rao.
Anumullanka.
YViravaram.
Kolanka.
Nidadavolu and Baharzhalli.
Ambarapeta.
Tangellamndi.
Singanagudem.
Telikacherla.
Panangipalle.

Ce
ae
Sirasavilli Savaram.
Bantumilli.
Mukkamala.
Elamanchili.
Chinchinada.
Chinamamidipalli,
Neredumilli.
Yaridhanam.
Dhumantunigudem.
Yasantavada.
Narayanapuram.
Malakacharla.
Duddepudi.
Annadevarapadu.
Prakkila
Yangalapudi.

Virayillipalem.
Nadavapalli.
Tyajampudi.

Kourukura.
Billumilli.
Lakkavaram.

Jangareddigndem.
harmayaram.

Kollayagudem.

YVunekaramilli alias Rayimetta.
Kalavalapalli.

Joharallah-Bada alias Hukumpeta.
Gangolu.

Vella.

Potukurra.
Peta.

Viravaram (A).
Virayaram (B) or Toyyeru.
Dandangi.
Surasaniyanam.

Nilapalli.

Gavarayvaram.

Jagannathapuram.

‘Timmanagudem.

Gudigalla-Bhaga.

Vilasa.

Janupalle.
Jalimudi.

Gopalapurem.
Taggammapeta.

Dontamuru.

Rayavaram.
Kirlampudi.
Gollaprolu.
Borrampalem.
Vegavaram.
Vadlapatlanutanam.
Uppada and Aminubada.
Vegayammapeta
Gundepalle.
Palivela.

Kesanakurru.

Kapilesvarapuram.

Gutala.

Mungondapalem.
hidipi.
Peddeham.
Tirngudunetta.
Injaram.

Polavaram.
Pattesam
Patavala Gurajanapalli.
Mallavaram.
Buchchampeta.
Bayyanagudem.
Bommuru.
Guttinadivi.
Nandigudem.
Na‘lamillipadu.
Payidimetta.
Kondagudem.
Chandaparru,
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Kistna District.
| Pongolln.
| Venagadapa Mutta.

Chintalapati Vantu.
Lingagiri Paragana.

Munagala Paragana.

Ventrapragada

Vutukur

Mutta

Halt of Tiruyur Mutta (Nadimi).
Half of Tiruyur Mutta (New Raja-

Gannavaram Mutta.

Weyyur Paragana.
Mirjapuram Paragana.
Kapilesvarapuram Paragana.
Telaproln Paragana.
Meduru Paragana.

et).

Vallur Samut.

Gudur Paragana.
Pinagudur lanka village.

Rangapuram and Narukulapad,
‘Vissannapet Estate.

Narasapuram, Vissannapet Estate,
Chandrupatla, Vissannapet Estate.
Muchanapalle and Gollamandala,
Vissannapet Estate.
Reddigudem Mutta.
Vissannapet Mutta.
Gampalagudem Mutta.
Kalagara.
Putrela.
Kondur and Kambhampad.
Kokilampad.
Munukulla.

YVemireddipalli, Vissannapet Estate.

~

Sivaganga.

Okkur and Peravali sub-division.

Palaiyampatti sub-division.
sub-division.

Orattur and Karugudi sub-division.
Velliyakundam.

Sirupalai.

Puliyangulam.

Tyotila-Nayakkanur.

Uttappa-Nayakkanur.
ட்ட ட டட
Kilakottai.

Mailayaram Mutta (1} Vantu),
Pullur village.
Mailavaram
Mutta seventeen

villages (12 Vantu).

Mailayaram Mutta (1 Vantu).
Narasayagudem.
Chevendra.

Chanuband yillage.
Krittivennu Samut.

Rayavaram.

Devarapalli.
OChitti
Gudur.

Chinna Gollapallem.

| Balliparru.

| Devarakota.

Madura District.

Ramnad.

Devakottai sub-division.
Rettaiyambadi.
Velur.

Mutta.

Komera Mutta.

Musunur Mutta.

Palavanattam

475

Nadukkottai.
Melakkottai.
Peraiyur.
Saptir. «
Sandaynr.
Blumalai.
Bodindgyakkantr.
Dombacheri sub-division.
Gandamanéyakkandar.
Tevaram.
_ Erasakkanayakkantr.
Kanniyadi.
Ammayanéyakkantr.
Ayakiudi.
Tdaiyakottai.
Mambarai.

Nellore District.

Venkatagiri.
Mutyalapadu.
Ohundi,

The

portion

of, the

Kélahasti

za-

mindari situated in this district.

appenpix
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Tanjors District—cont.
Pattukkéttai (வியி சாம்.
Anantagopalapuram Tenpadi
Alivalam.
Palatalli.
Pattirankéttai Vadapadi.
Anantagopslapuram Vadapadi.
Kallukudi

Pattukkéttai taluk—vont.

Sinamangalam.

Nagudi.

Kokkumuttai.
Kada Edattur.

Pappenadu.

|

Singavanam.

Madukkur.

Yenadi.

Vattattikottai.

Neduyasal.

Sendangudi.

Pattirankottai Tenpadi.

Attivetti.
Punayasal

;

Tinnevelly District.
Ettaiyapuram.
Sivagini.

| Virirappu.
| Kulasekharamangalam.

Urkkadu.

| Sillaraipuram.

‘Vallam.

Uttumalai.

| Sivan: Adanur,
| Munnadiseri.
Kulaiyaneri

Maniyachi.
Settur.

Singampatti.

lam.

Mannarkottai.
Sennalakkudi.

Vellalankulam.
Ichanda.

Ayudaiyapuram.
Kadambur.

Nallamuttampettai.
Ovayanayakkanpatti.
Hlayirampannai (3th part) registered
in the name of the Zamindar of
Ettaiyapuram.
Elayirampannai (4th) registered in
thename of Subrahmanya Pandiya
Talaivar.
Elayirampaunai (4th) registered in

Kollappatti.
Attangarai.

Talaivankottai.

Pavali.

Melmandai (rds).

‘i

Do.

(ல்.

ljagapuri.

Buranda.

Kollankondan.
Naduyakkurichi (Minor Division).
Kolattur.

Perurani,(3rds).
Do.

“(2rd).

Karikurichi.

A

Naduvakkurichi (Major Division).
Poikailttalapperi-Agilandapuram.
Nochikulam.
Kadalkudi.

Mallisyarapuram.
‘Tattaneri.

Ramaswamipuran.

Vadamalaipuram.
Subrahmanyapuram.
Sundara-Pachaiyapuram.
Ariyanayakkipuram.
Sokkampatti.

Vairavankulam.

Nainar-Agaram.

Kambaneri-Pudukleudi.
Uxmeni-Alagiyan.
Kunvakkudi.
_ Tirumalai-Nayakkan Pudukkudi.
Tirw

மா.

the

name

of

the Zamindar

the name
Talaivar.

of

Sundara

of

Ettaiyapuram.
Elayirampannai (ayth) registered in
the name of the Zamindar of
Ettaiyapuram.
Eliyarampannai (sth) registered in
the name of Shanmuga Vadiva
Talaivachchiyar.
¥layirampannai (4;th) registered in
Pandiya

Elayirampannai (sth) registered in
the name of the Zamindar of
Maniyachi.
Nagalapuram.
Pudur.

Vadimitta.

Sevvalpatti.

Velayudapuram.

Paaaiyur. _
Kulasekharapuram
Kadambankulam.

Mettukkundu.
Muttiyapuram.
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Udaiyérpélaiyam.
Turaiyur.
Marungapuri.

Triokinopoly District.
Kadayur.
Kéttupputtar.
Ariyalr.*
Pisagapatam District.
Vizianagram, ancient zamindari.
Kintali.
Kasipuram.
ee
| Mentina.
Bobbili, ancient zamindari.
Ohidikada.
Salur, hill zamindari.
| Jagannathapuram.
Madugula
do.
Waltair.
Jeypore
do.
Guntuboyinapalem.
Kurapim
do.
| Peda Gummulurn.
Belgam
do.
| Ohipurupalli.
Sangamvalasa do.
|
ட
Bonangi.
Chemudu

do.

Pachipenta

do.

Andra

|

do.

Formin,

Olina i eranes Handas ene

Takka

®

a

Merangi

tol

இடல்
se
Phill zaminபரப்ப
0
dere
Saripalli Bhimavaram.
Anaképalli.
Paryatipuram, hill zamindari.
Godicherla.
Kornprolu.
Barivikars,
Munagapaka.
Srirampuram.
Kasimkéta.
Melupaka.
Uratla.
Rondala Agraharam.
Shermuhammadpuram.
Nakkapalle.
Kuppili.
Siripuram.
Ungarada.

|

Appikonda,

ட.

-

Ravada.
Kurada Kondayyavalasa.

ட்ட.

Karrivalasa

Kotikapenta.
Totavalasa.
Pulleti and Mamidipalli.
Dattivalasa and Marlavalasa.
Pondur Mallayaram.
Choma
ayyavaram.
‘Tangedu and Gotivada.
Kottuparuvu.
Allipuram.
Maddinapalem.
Peddipalem registered in the name
of Pilla Gangu alias Chamanti.
Jaggampeta, Timmapuram and
Tadaparti registered in the
name of Pilla Chamanti.
Surayaram.
Balarampuram.

Nine villages registered in the name of Srinivasa Tatachariyar.
of John Arivanandam Pillai.
One village
ல்
of Kodiyalam Rangaswami Aiyangar.
Three villages,
of Sakha Ram Rao Sahib.
Eight
of Jamma Bayi Sahib of Chayan.
of Venkatrama Aiyar.
of Vijayammal.
of Kachchi Kalyana Rangappa Kalakka
(8) Three,
Tola Udaiyar.
of Pndukkéttai Rangaswami Aiyangar.
(9) Two
»
of Saptarishi Sastri.
(10) Ono village
of Chattram
Trustee © Jagannatha
(11) Five villages
Chettiyar.
of Tavasimuttn Nadar.
(12) One village
of Kumara
Oppilada
-Malavaraya
(09) Hight villages
|,
Nayinar.
Gf Siimugachavayenalins Tatennasieee
(2௦
oy
of Sabhapati Pillai of Ariyaliir.
(15) One village
of Srimantha Vijaya Raghunatha Darai.
(18) One

* (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

BP. No. 360, 19-10-97.

is
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II.

Rules under section 32 of the Proprietary Estates’

Village Service Act.

Nortce.

Tn exerciso of the powers conferred by section 32 of the Proprietary
Estates’ Village Service Act II of 1894, the Board of Revenue has been
pleased with the approval of Government to frame the following forms and
make the following rules :—
Uniter clause (i}—division, grouping and amalgamation of villages.
1, Villages belonging to differont proprietors should not be clubbed with
one another.
2. For such villages as cannot

be

clubbed

and cannot

otherwise afford

to maintain the full complement of village officers, a triune officer (karnam,
munsif and headman or monigar combined) and a talaiyari should be
provided unless, in view of their size and population, it is considered
desirable fo make

au exception in individual cases.

3. In submitting for the orders of the Board proposals for the revision
of village offices under sections 6 and 7 of the Act, Collectors will, as far as
practicable, be guided by the following rules :—
(i) Olubbing of adjoining villages belonging to the same proprietor
shall ordinarily be resorted to for purposes of revision of village establishments when the distance between the village-sites does not exceed a mile
and-a-half and the joint revenue of the united villages does not exceed
Rs. 2.000. Provided that, if there are outlying hamlets of importance
which will be more than 14 miles from the new head village, ths clubbing
shall not ordinarily be carried out.
(2) Uninhabited villages and those in which the lands are so intermingled that the boundaries cannot well be separated, may be grouped,
though the distance limit is exceeded. If clubbing is desirable, the
that the joint revenue of the clubbed villages will exceed Rs. 2,600 is fact
not
to prevent amalgamation.
(iii) Saye as provided in rule 2, each new village
have at least
a karnam, a headman and a talaiyari; but if the importancshall
e
any of the
minor villages in the group demands it, a separate talaiyari ofto reside
and
keep watch in such minor village may be appointed.
iy) The scale of establishment to he recommend
to the
Provision of rule 2 supra) should be as follows, in soed far(subject
may be
practicable to adopt it, regard being had to the assets available agit
:—_
Karnam's

Grades of beriz.

வ
2100 0
ne
se
Between Rs. 2,000 and 4,000...
Do.

Do.

,,

4,000 and

8,000

..

;, 8,000 and 12,000 ..

Rupees 12,000 and aboye |

௦

Headman’s

pay.

Day.

Rs.

Rs.

os

..

7

=...

9

HAE

5

i
OMS

%
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Talaiyaris.

For groups having a population of between 200 and1,500
Do.
do.
1,500 and 3,000
Do.
do.
3,000 and 4,500
Do.
do.
4,500 and over

No.

‘RS.

1 on 3
2 on 3 each.
3 on 3
40n3 .,

4, Educational qualifications —The educational tests prescribed or referred
Under clause! (ii).

to in schedule A to the Public Service Notification,
which come into force from and after 1st January 1898,

will not be enforced in the case of village officers of proprietary estates
until further orders.
5. The registers to be submitted by proprietors under section 5 of the
Act and the noticé of appointment to vacant posts to
Under clanse (iii). be
forwarded
to Divisional officers under section 9 shall
be in the annexed forms A and B, respectively.
6. Duties of the several village officers and the descriptions and forms of the
accounts and registers to be kept by them.—(i) Karnéms shall keep the accounts
they are now in the habit of keeping or have
Under clauses (௫) * which
from time to time been called upon to prepare by the
and (vii).
proprietors or by Government olficials or which may
hereafter he prescribed by them, and shall furnish to the proprietors or to
the Government officials the returns required to be prepared therefrom.
They shall also maintain a file of orders issued to them both by the proprietors and by the officers of Government. Some of the accounts at present
required to be maintained are more particularly described in the following
schedule.
(ii) The accounts and records shall, at all reasonable times, be open to
the inspection of the officials authorized by the proprietor or by Government to inspect the same and of persons owning or cultivating lands in the
village and shall also be produced before the Collector or the proprietor or
any official authorized by either of them at such times and places as he may
direct.

(iii) Save when called upon to produce their accounts and records as

hereinbefore mentioned, the karnams shall keep them intact in their villages
and shall

deposit them in the office of the

Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar

when no longer required.
(iv) In the event of suspension or dismissal under clause (2) of section

16 of the Act, they shall hand over all the accounts and records to their duly
appointed successors.
(v) When the produce may be divided in kind between the ryots and

the proprietor, the karnams shall be present at the estimation of the crop,
at the beating out and at the measuring of the grain.

(vi) They shall also aid the village munsif and the village headman

in the discharge of their Civil and Magisterial and Police duties.
(vii) They shall also assist the proprietors’ officials in azmaish or inspec-

tion work, in the exchange of pattas and muchilikas andin the collection of
rents due to the proprietor either in money or in kind.

(viii) They shall also furnish such further information as may be neces-

sary to enable the officers appointed by Government in this behalf to carry
out the work of enfranchisememt of inams attached to the village offices
brought under the scope of the Act, and any return or other information that

may be called for by the Collector for administrative or other purposes.

(ix) It shall also be their duty to measure fields and to prepare and

maintain field-measurement books when required to do so.

61.
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7. (i) The headmen shall collect and remit quit-rents, income-tax, inwatertheir
from ryots residing
respective villages, execute all processes issued for the realization of the
rate and all other revenues due to Government

samo and have charge of the property distrained in satisfaction thereof.
(ii) They shall assist all public servants, the proprietor or his servants
and

and all travellers in obtaining provisions on ready money payment
means of conveyance, and likewise render all assistance to Revenue officers

in the matter of supplying provisions for troops on the march.

(iii) Tt is the duty of headmen to strive by all means to prevent the
co-operate
commission of offences within their village limits ‘They shall alsowithin
their
with and aid the Police in preventing and detecting crimes
jurisdiction and in executing Warrants of arrest, search Warrants and warrants
for the distress and sale of moyable property for the recovery of fines and
in arresting persons for the commission of offences for which the Police are
authorized to arrest without warrant.

~ (iy) They shall also be ex-officio keepers of the cattle pounds, if any,
constructed in their villages.
(v) They shall receive the proprietor’s rents, have custody of the

collections so made and remit the same to the proprictor’s office on the

dates fixed by him.

They shall also execute or render the necessary aid in

the execution of the processes issued for the recovery of rents and shall

also, when necessary, have custody of the movable property distrained for

arrears of rent. The collections and the movable property shall, while
their custody, be open to inspection by the proprietor’s officials.

in

(vi) They shall watch the interests of the. proprietors in regard to the

revenue due from trees, stone quarries, fisheries, &c., superintend the
preservation of tanks and other irrigation works and the proper distribution
of water therefrom

and perform

proprietor.

shall also

They

the customary duties

exercise the necessary

of like

nature to the

supervision

over the

work of talaiyaris.
__(vii) They shall report to the Local Sub-Magistrate the occurrence of

public nuisances in or near their villages in the following cases :—
‘When they consider—

(1) that any unlawful obstruction or nuisance should be
removed from any way, river or channel which is or
may be used by the public, or from any public place;
(2) that any trade or occupation or the keeping of any goods
or merchandise should be suppressed or removed or prohibited by reason of its being injurious to the health or
physical comfort of the community ;
(8) that the construction of any building or the disposal of

any substance as likely to occasion conflagration or
explosion should be prevented or stopped;

(4) that any building is in such a condition that it is likely
to fall and thereby cause injury to persons living or
carrying on business in the neighbourhood or passing by

and that in consequence its removal, repair or support is

necessary ; and

(6) that any tank, well or excavation adjacent to any such
way or public place should be fenced in such a manner
as to prevent danger arising to the public.

8. Talaiyaris or village watchers shall work regularly under the village

_headman, serving summonses, notices and orders and executing the processes
_ issued by him in any capacity except in the collection of rent or revenue.
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They shall perform their customary police duties under the immediate
authority of the headman, take remittances of revenue, if any, to the taluk
and attend to the sanitation of the village.

They shall also look after fields

and crops, prevent cattle from trespassing on and damaging

heaps of straw and grain on the threshing ground, ரண

the crops, watch

and guard

the proprietor’s rents, if required by him to do su. They shall also furnish
the village officers with information regarding births and deaths and the

outbreak of epidemics and cattle discases.

9. The officers mentioned above shall also submit the reports

section 45 of the Criminal ,Procedure Code (Act V of 1898).

required by

y shall,

also, upon notice given or request made, be bound to assist the officers of
Government in generally carrying out the provisions of the Salt Act IV of
1889, the

Abkéri

Act I

of 1886,

and the Forest Act V

of 1882.

It shall

also be their duty to report the discoyery in their village of any treasure
exceeding Rs.

10

in

value

and

to furnish

information regarding

escheat of the property of persons dying without heirs.

the

10. The officers mentioned above shall also reside in their villages and
shall not absent themselves therefrom except on public duty without the
permission of the Tahsildar or Divisional officer.
Their applications for
leave should be submitted through the proprietors concerned or their local
agents to the Tahsildar or the Deputy Tahsildar, who will grant the leave
or obtain the sanction of the Divisional officer as in Government villages

and vommunicate the same to the proprietors or their local agents and to the
village officers concerned.
11. The procedure to be followed in conducting inquiries under section 16.—

புத ப

்

i)

The charges

preferred against the village

(1) The ohare டட

officer or

by lini in “defenos வா

be distinctly recorded in writing and the evidence adduced should be fully

taken down except in trivial cases. The witnesses should be examined in
the presence of the accused, including both those in support of the charges
and those for his defence, and the aceused should be allowed to cross-examine

them.

All documents produced in evidence should

be

submitted for the

inspection of the accused, and his remarks thereon should be recorded.

Gi) The Reyenue officer or the proprietor, in passing orders on the
in Engl'sh or in the Vernacular a distinct order of acquittal or conviction on
each, with a concise statement of the grounds on which the order is founded,
noting also the amount of fine or other punishment imposed in the circumcase, should briefly sum up the evidence on the seyeral charges and record

stances.

(iii) At the foot of the order the date on which the time allowed for

referring an appeal expires should be clearly specified, and copies should
delivered free of all charge to the village

officer or servant concerned.
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Schedule of Accounts maintained by Karnams.

I. For lands held under the sharing system—

(a) Account showing the cultivation of seri and home-farm lands.
(8) Statement of fields, the crops on which are ready for harvest.

(c) Account of estimation of crops.

(d) Account of shavi or failure of crops.

(2) Account of gross produce.

(f) Statement showing customery division of produce between
proprietor and tenants.
(9) Account showing shares of outturn taken by the proprietor
‘and by the ryots and meras and other emoluments of village
servants.

(K) Villagewar dowle fixed on proprietor’s share,

(i) Account showing proprietor’s share of grain stored, expenditure and balance.

5

ல்

(J) Demand, collection and balance of produce.

II. For lands paying money rents—
(1) Individnalwar holding and assessment,

(2) Account of money rents.
(3) Extent and assessment of garden lands and account of trees

paying rents.
jodi or kattubadi or exempt from it.

(4) Individualwar account of inams, whether paying quit-rent,
(5) Ohitta or cash account.
(6) Tandal or collection account.
7) Virasu or total account.

'8) Demand, collection and balance of assessment and other money
rents.

(9) Remittance list.
(10) Account showing expenditure incurred on behalf of the pro.
prietor.
III.

General accounts—

(i) Adangal or cropwar cultivation account of seri, home-farm and
inam lands.

(2) Account of lands relinquished.

(3) Statement showing the cultivation of waste and poramboke
Jands.

(4) Account of measurement of lands taken up on darkhast.
(5) Account of waste lands taken up for grazing purposes.
(6) Account showing the holdings of each ryot.

(7) Register of transfer of holdings and Vars (list) or transfers by

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

succession.

Road-cess account.
ள்
Account of takkavi or advances paid to xyots.
Demand, collection and balance of each 1yot.
Statement showing the estimated quantity of water in tanks
and the distribution thereof.

(12) Rainfall account.

(13) Monthly account of prices.
(14) Kistbandi account.

(15) Birth and death registers.

(16) Register ofjlands belonging to. Government.

(17) Register pf extext of lands in the village,

specifying the

foundaries and landmarks and showing their appropriation,

viz., arable,reultivated and uncultivated, pasture, occupied
for houses,

gardens,

rivers, tanks, springs

waste in hills, jungles and rocks.

or wells and

Si
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III.

Rules under Section 20 of the Madras Hereditary

Village Offices

Act IIT of 1895.

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 20 of the Madras Hereditary Village Offices Act III of 1895, the Board of Revenue has been
pleased, with the approval of Government, to make the following rules and
frame the following forms :—
Under clause (i)—The division, grouping and amalgamation of villages.
1. Any two or more villages or portions thereof may be grouped or
amalgamated so as to form a single new village, when the distance between
the village-sites does not exceed a mile and-a-half.

Provided that if there are outlying hamlets of importance more than 1}
miles from the new head village, the grouping or amalgamation shall not
be carried out.
2. Uninhabited or insignificant villages and those in which the lands
are so intermingled that the boundaries cannot well be separated may be
grouped, though the distance limit is exceeded.
3, Each new village shall have a headman or monigar and at least one
talaiyari or vetti; but if the importance of any of the minor villages
demands it, a separate talaiyari to reside and keep watch in such minor
village may be appointed.
4. Karnams’ charges may be formed by grouping several villages,
whether amalgamated or not.
5, Any village may be divided into two or more villages whenever it
appears that such a course is desirable as a matter of administrative convenience,

6. Proposals for the groupitig, amalgamation or division of villages shall,
in the first instance, be published by the Collector in the Gazette of the
District concerned together with a notice calling on the persons interested
to state in writing, their objections, if any, to the proposals within a period
of not less than one month from the publication of such notice. A copy of
the notice shall also be affixed in some conspicuous part of the village or
villages likely to be affected, On the expiry of the period aforesaid, the
Collector shall submit his proposals to the Board of Reyenue with un abstract
of the objections, if any, received, and his remarks thereon, The Board
shall consider such objections and pass on the proposals such order as it may
deem fit, which shall thereupon be final, A copy cf such order shall be
published in the Gazette of the District concerned,
Under clause (ii)—The holding of enquiries under sections 6, 7 and 8 and the
hearing of appeals under section 23.
(@) Enquiries under sections 6, 7 and 8.

7. Section 6.—In selecting persons to fill the new offices created under
section 6 (1) or those retained under section 6 (2), tho Collector shall be
guided by tho provisions of section 10 (1),
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8. Seotions 7 and 8.—The charges preferred against the village officer or
servant, the pleas urged by him in defence, and the statements of the witnesses shall be recorded, All witnesses shall be examined in the presence
of the accused, who may cross-examine all witnesses oxamined in support of
the charges. All documents produced in evidence shall be submitted for the
inspection of the accused and his remarks thereon shall be recorded.
An enguiry may be made in the absence of the accused, when the
Revenue officer or proprietor holding the enquiry is satisfied, for reasons to
be recorded, that he has intentionally and contumacionsly absented himself
from the inquiry or that heis incapable, by reason of illness, mental or
bodily, from-attending within a reasonable time, not being less than six
months from the date of the order directing him to appear and answer the
charges preferred against him. Before, however, proceeding with the inquiry in such case, the Revenue officer or proprietor will issue a fresh notice
to the accused intimating the fact that the said Revenue officer or proprietor
is satisfied as above and that the inquiry will proceed ex parte on a specified
date.
9. In passing orders on the case, the Revenue officer or the proprietor as
the case may be, shall briefly sum up the evidence on the several charges,
and record in English or in the Vernacular a distinct order of acquittal
conviction on each charge with a concise statement of the reason thereforor
and the sentence passed on conviction.
10. At the foot of the order, the date on which the time allowed for
preferring an appeal expires shall he clearly specified, and a copy of tho
order shall

concerned.

be furnished froo of all charge to the village officer or servant
(8) Hearing of appeals under section 23,

11, When an appeal is preferred from an order passed under sections 6,
7 or 8, the memorandum of appeal shall set forth concisely and
distinet
heads the grounds of objection to the order appealed against under
without
any
argument or narrative and such grounds shall be numbered consecutively.
‘The memorandum of appeal shall be accompanied by the copy of the order
furnished to the petitioner under Rule 10 above or by an authentica
ted copy
of euch order.
12. When a memorandum of appeal is admitted, the appellate authority
shall fix a date forthe hearing of the appeal,
and shall give due notico
thereof to the appellant.
13. When the appeal is from an order passed
section 6, due notice
thereof and of the date of hearing shall be servedunder
upon
whose
appointment is ebjected to, who shall be the respondent inthetheperson
appeal
Such notice shall declare that if he does not appear on the day sosaidfixed,
the
appeal will be heard ez parte.
_14, On the day so fixed, or any other day to which the hearing may be
adjourned, the appellant shall be heard
support of the appeal When
the appeal is from an order passed underin section
6, the respondent shall
also be heard if present.
ee
படத அம்ம #u appeal is heard ex parte in the absence of the respondent
and decision be given against him, he may apply to the appellate authority
to re-hear the appeal, if he prove that
the notice was not served upon him
or that
he was preventedby sufficient
cause fr
2

wwas called on for hearing. >

mécanse

from attending when the appeal

< ae appellate author5% ity consider that further evidence
is necessary,
Such evidence itself or may direct the officer whose
order is
appealed ag
st fo take the additional evidence and
_ thereof to the appi eliate authority by a specified date. to transmit the record
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17. Inal¥ cases where additional evidence is directed or allowed to be
taken, the appellate authority shall specify the points to which the evidence
is to be confined.
18, Nothing in Rules 12 to 17 shall provent the appellate authority from
rejecting an appeal summarily if, on perusal thereof and after hearing the
appellant, it considers that there is no sufficient ground for interference,
19. The officer hearing the appeal shall record his decision and the
reasons therefor in his own hand in English and shall furnish a copy of it
free of charge to the appellant as well as to the officer or proprietor.
20. Rules 11, 16, 17 and 19 shall apply to appeals preferred to the Board
of Revenue. Appeals to the Board shall be forwarded through the District
Golloctor who shall, with no avoidable delay, forward the same to the Board
of Revenue with the records of the case and with a report dealing for with
this
any new allegations that may be made in tho potition, He may,
purpose, make such further enquiry as may be necessary.
Under clause (iii) —The Educational qualifications required of the holders of
village offices forming class (1) in section 3,
21. On and after 1st July 1898, no person shall be appointed to the office

of karnam, headman or monigar, who has not qualified according to the
following educational tests, unless specially exempted by the Collector for
reasons to be recorded by that officer :—
Farnam.
with mensuration as an optional subject
Examination
() Primary
and a special examination in arithmetic up to the sixth standby the Board of Examiners constituted under
ard conducted
the Primary Examination Notification (vide Notification
No. 91, dated 13th Fobruary 1899, at page 299, Part I, of the
Fort St. George Gasstto of 28th February 1899).

(ii) Village Officers’ Special Test in—
a) Village Manual of Accounts, and
99 Powers and duties of village officers.
Monigar or Headman.
(@) Primary School Examination.
Gi) Village Officers’ Special Test in—
(a) Powers and duties of village officers, and
(2) Village sanitation.
certificates denoting
Qandidates for the karnam office shall also produce
Schools.
Survey
of
Superintendents
from
good”
“
tho qualification
who may be in
officora
village
to
apply
not
shall
rule
above
22. The
were
offico on 1st July 1898, or to their heirs who on the 1st January 1896
whose names have been registered
of or abovo the ago of eighteen yearsand
1895, except in the
jn the Divisional office on or before the Ist January
up to the 1st
permitted
been
has
registration
such
where
district
‘Anantapur
January 1896.

disposing of suits and appeals
Under clauso (iv) —The procedure to be followed in registers
to be maintained in
‘from deoress or orders passed in suits and the
connection therewith.
ட்
ss
(a) Suite.
Act shall.be instituted by
23, Every suit under section 13 (1) of theshall
be in English or in the
which
plaint
a
Collector
the
to
presenting
Was
district.
the
of
vernacular language
62
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24, Tho plaint must contain the following particulars :-—
(@) the name of the court in which the suit is brought ;
(8) the name, description, age and place of residence of the plaintiff
and his educational qualifications;

_ © the name, description and place of residence of the defendant so
far as they can be ascertained ;
@ a plain and concise statement of tho circumstances constituting

the cause of action and when it arose ;

(0) the nature of the plaintiff's claim and the provision of law under
which it is made; and
(f) a demand of the relief which the plaintiff claims.
_ 25, The plaint shall be accompanied by as many copies or concise
statements thereof as there are defendants and shall be signed and verified
at the foot by the plaintiff.
26, Tho plaint shall be rejected in the following cases :— _
(a) Tf fhe plaintiff is not eligible for appointment under sub-section
(1) of section 10 of the Madras Proprietary Estates Village Service Act,
1894; or under sub-section (1) of section 10 or sub-section (1) of section 11
of the Madras Hereditary Village Offices Act, 1895;
ட
(8) 14 the suit appears from the statement in the plaint to be barred
under section 14 of the Madras Hereditary Village Offices Act, 1895, or by
any positive rule of law;
(c) if the relief prayed for is a mere declaratory decree ;

(0), if the plaint haying been returned for amendment within a specified time is not amended within that time.
_. When a plaint is rejected by the Collector, he shall record the reason for
his order.

27. When the Collector is of opinion that a plaint does not comply with
24 and 25, he may either return it to the
plaintiff, or may permit the plaintiff to amend it.

the requirements of Rules 23,

28. A plaintiff must file with his plaint

all documents in

his possession

or power upon which he relies as evidence in support of his claim.
29. When the plaint is admitted and the necessary process feo is paid by
the plaintiff, the Collector shall issue a summons to each defendant and
shall forward therewith a copy of the plaint or a concise statement mentioned in Rule 25.
If, however, the defendant be present at the time of
admission of the plaint, the Collector may proceed at once with the investigation of the suit.
‘The plaint shall be dismissed on failure of the plaintiff to pay within

areasonabls

time

to be fixed by the

moning the defendant.

Collector, the process

fee for sum-

(0. The summons shall require the defendant to appear at a place
therein named on the day fixed and to bring with him, subject to all just

exceptions, all documents in his possession or power which the plaintiff-

desire to inspect, or upon which the defendant intends to rely in

‘of his case,

No documentary evidence in the possession or power of any
party
have been, but has not பம் ப
பக்கம aah the
vules 28 and 30, shall be received at any subsequent stage

should

junless
ni

good cause be shown to the satisfaction of the
luction thereof.
The Collector receiving such

ecord his reasons
for so doing. = = ===
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82. On the date of first hearing, each party shall produce the witnesses
on whose evidence he intends to rely in support of his case or who are

required to produce documents.

:

33. Such of the witnesses required

by either

party as will not

appear

without issue of process shall be summoned on payment of the necessary
process-fee and batta.
34. Summonses
to the defendant and witnesses shall be prepared and
served in the manner provided in Madras Act IIT of 1869.

39. If, on the day fixed for the trial of the suit or on any subsequent
day to which the hearing of the case may be adjourned, neither of the

parties appears in person or by authorized agent, the suit shall be dismissed.36. If the defendant appears and the plaintiff does not appear, the

Collector shall

dismiss

the suit unless

the

defendant admits

the claim or

part thereof, in which case the Collector shall give judgment against-the

defendant on such admission without costs; provided that such judgment,
if there be more than one defendant, shall be only against the defendant
who makes the admission.
37. If the plaintiff appears and the

defendant does not a)

peer, the Col-

lector upon proof that the summons was duly served on the da fendant, shall
hear the case and may pass judgment ex parte against the defendant.
38. In the case of a judgment by default or ex parte, the Collector, on
ood and sufficient cause being shown within sixty days from the date of

the decree, shall pass an order to set aside the decree and shall appoint a
day for proceeding with the suit. Provided that no such decree shall he

altered, modified or reversed unless the adverse party has been summoned
and heard in support of it if he appear.
=

39. When the defendant appears, the Collector shall ascertain from him

whether he admits

require him

writ

the claim

to state his

made in

objections.

the plaint, and if

His

40. In the hearing of the suit the

statement

he

does not, shall

shall be recorded in

examination of the parties or their

authorized agents and of the witnesses shall be upon oath or solemn

affirmation or otherwise according tothe law for the time being in force
relative to the examination of witnesses.
Lae
41. The evidence of the plaintiff, defendant and witnesses shall be taken

down in the form of anarratiye in the yernacular language of the district

or in English,

and shall

be

signed

by

the

Collector after

being read over.

and being explained, if necessary, to the deponent.
்
j
42. The Collector may call for any additional evidence or documents and
summon any additional witnesses necessary to elucidate the case.
்
43. Tho Oollector may in any suit grant timo to the plaintiff or defendant to proceed in the prosecution or defence of the suit and may also for
any sufficient reason to be recorded by him adjourn the hearing in such
manner as to him may seem fit.
44. The record of the suit shall comprise the plaint, such summonses as

may haye been issued or copies of them, the examination of the
his authorized agent, the statement taken from the defendant or

plaintiff or
his author-

ized agent or any written statement which the defendant may haye filed,
the evidence of the witnesses and a list of the documents filed. Such documents when retained by the Collector shall be included in the record.

45. On the hearing of the suit being completed, the Collector shall pro(iii), subsection (1) of section 16 of the Act, and shall be dated and signed by him.

nounce his decree, which shall be prepared as required in clause
at the time when it is pronounced.

ras

ம்
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46. The decree shall state the amount of costs incurred in the suit, the
names of the parties by whom incurred, and the proportions in which such
costs are to be paid.
47. Certified copies of the decree shall be furnished to the parties on
application to the ர்க eae ae tere extsince!
48. The death of a plaintiff or defendant shall not cause the suit to abate

the right to sue survivors.
(B) Procedure in regard to appeals from decrees or orders passed in suits.
49, An appeal from a decree or order passed by a Collector in suits filed
under section 13 shall set forth concisely and under distinct heads the
grounds of objection to such decree or order without any argument or

narrative, and such grounds shall be numbered consecutively.
40. The memorandum of appeal shall be accompanied by an authenti-

cated copy of the decree or order appealed against. When the District
Collector is the appellate authority, the memorandum shall be presented in

person or by a duly authorized agent.

51. When the appeal is admitted, it shall be open to the appellate

authority to reject it without calling for the records of the case if no ground
for interference is disclosed.
When the District Collector is the appellate
authority, he shall hear the appellant before so dismissing the appeal.
62. The provisions contained in section 16, sub-section 1, and Rules 29,

84—42, 43 and 45—48 regarding the trial of suits shall apply mutatis
mutandis to the trial of appeals, by the Collector of the district.
53. The appellate authority may either take further evidence

itself or

may cause it to be taken by the Oollector or by such other officer as it may
direct, and muy direct him to return a finding on such points as may be
necessary. It may also issue orders staying the execution of the decree or
order eppealed egainst, pending final disposal of the appeal.

54. A copy of the decree shall be forwarded to the officer who tried the
original suit. It shall be filed by him with the records of that suit and an
entry shall be made in the register of suits. When the Board is the a]
=

late authority, copies of its decree shall also be forwarded to the penta
and to the respondent.

55. In a second appeal to the Board of Revenue the memorandum of
appellate decrees.

appeal shall be accompanied by authenticated copies of the original and

56. The Board of Revenue msy call for the records of the case and may
cause further evidence to be taken by the Collector and may direct him to
return a finding on such points as may be necessary.

67. A copy of the decree shall be forwarded to the appellant and to the

respondent and also to the District Collector.

(@) Registers to be maintained in connection with suits and appeals.

58. Three registers shall be maintained in the Forms I to III given in
mdix V, viz., (1) register of suits, (2) register of appeals, and (3)
-of summonses.
Under elause (v)—The execution of decrees and orders passed in suite
of eosts.
and the taxatio
hs
Aa de
n
—— A—Exccution
of decrees and orders passed in original and appeal suits.

59.

‘the |

the-holder of a decree or order desires to execute it, he shall
who
passed the decree or order in the first instance

application in writing inn the following form :—S
ot

4
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(8) When any person is declared to be entitled to a certain rent or
revenue from land—by issuing a notice in writing and under the hand and
seal of the Collector to the person who possesses the occupancy right in such
land directing him to pay such rent or revenue to the decree-holder.
(௫) When any person is adjudged liable to pay mesne profits or costs
or any sum of money—by proceeding in the manner provided for the
recovery of arrears of land revenue.
(@) In cases where any person is declared to be entitled to the
possession of an office—by a notice in writing under the hand and seal of
the Collector prohibiting the person or persons named therein from exercising the functions of the office, or performing the duties thereof, or collecting the emoluments attached thereto, if any. In cases where rent or
rerenue from lands forms the emoluments of the office, notice shall also be
given to the person who possesses the occupancy right in such lands
directing him to pay the rent or revenue to the decree-holder.
61. No payment under a decree and no adjustment of it shall be recognized by the Collector,
register of suits.

unless

it be

intimated

to him for record in the

62. Registers of applications for execution and of warrants or other
in execution of decrees shall be maintained in Forms IV
and V prescribed in appendix V. Forms of the warrant and notices referred
processes issued

to in Rule 60 are printed
appendix.

as Forms

VI,

VII,

VIII

and

IX

in the same

B.—Tazation of costs.
68. Tho costs of all suits or appeals or of execution proceeding shall be
calculated with reference to the scale of fees prescribed in appendix IV.
No costs shall be awarded as pleaders’ fees.
Under clause (vi)—The salaries and other allowances to be assigned to the holders

of the village offices forming class (1) tn section 3 and the method of their
payment.

A.—Salaries and other allowances.

64. Holders of village offices forming class (1) in section 8 of the Act
shall be paid fixed monthly salaries according to a scale which
will be
fixed from
time to time by the Board of Revenue,
Government.

with the sanction of

65. The rules laid down in the Civil Service Regulations as regards pay
and acting allowances shall not apply to village officers.
‘
_.66. When a karnam or a headman discharges the duties of two or more
Villages he may, with the sanction of the Divisional officer, be granted the
full pay, of both or all the offices in question. This concession
Permissible in the case of short vacancies not exceeding three months is in only
all.
87. Tahsildars and Deputy Tahsildars in independent charge may grant
leave to village officers for Periods not exceeding three months at a time,
In general such leaye shall be granted on
that the duties of
the office are discharged by some relative theor condition
friend of the officer taking
leave on his responsibility.
68. In the case of village
other than village headmen and
karnams, Tahsildars and Deputyofficers
Tahsildars in independent charge may
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g three
appoint paid substitutes for the absentees for periods not exceedin
of the appoint-

months ata time, subject to the provision that a statement
ments so made shall be submitted quarterly to the Divisional officer for
formal sanction.
69. Applications for leave for longer periods than three months shall be
disposed of by Divisional officers.
absence of the perma70. When a substitute is appointed during thewhole
of the pay of the
the
n,
éuspensio
on
or
leave
nent incumbent on
when he is a village officer
office shall be disbursed to the substitute, except will
be observed.
of another village in which event Rule 66 above
71,

on duty.

Village officers

attending courts

on summonses

:

shall be held to be

Be—Method of payment of salaries, §c., to Village officers.

(1) in section 3 of the
72. The holders of village offices forming class
in which they
the
of
ns
collectio
‘Act shall be paid from the revenue paucity or_an villages
of collections
are employed, except when there is a may be drawnabsence
Government
a
from
pay
their
caso
which
in
villages
the
in
treasury or a Bank.
abstracts of the village
78. At the beginning of each month, thepay previous
month shall. be
during
employed
establishment actually
and the headman, in the
prepared under the signature of the karnam
supplied by Tahsildars, and
Prescribed form, printed copies of which willAnybe sum
which may be due but
office.
Taluk
the
to
d
Frall be forwarde
be noted in the
&e.,
leave,
on
hot billed for by reason of absenceexplanation of theshall
circumstances under
Yolamn of remarks with a brief
which it was

not drawn, the entries

claimed on subsequent bills.

being

shall be submitted

referred

to when the

amount is

separately for each reyenue village

and not fora group of villagesம் in
or the charge of a head of the village
:
charge of a karnam.
74.

The abstract

office and returned to
75, The abstract will be scrutinised in the Taluk
on it under the signature
the villages with an order for payment endorsedTaluk
Sheristadar or Head
ofthe Tahsildar, or, in his absence, of the
nt.
Accounta
obtained after payment in
76. The pay abstract, with the acquittances
the taluk with the village
to
sent
be
shall
therefor,
the column provided
n from the
shown
being
d
remittances, the amount disburse accounts (Nos. as13 aanddeductio
15).
gross collections in the village cash

ent treasury, the pay
77. When the pay is to be drawn from a Governm
when it is to be drawn from
order will be endorsed-on the pay abstract, Inbut either
the abstract will
e Bank a printed chequo willbe issued. itted to thecase‘Taluk
office, after
retransm
be
to
village
the
te veturnel to
obtaining the acquittances of the payees.
, particulars of
78. Arrear claims shall be billed for on separate abstracts
the months in
of
and
due
are
arrears
the
the periods on account of which
d into the treasury being carefully
which, if at all, they 3were refunde
2
noted.
d to village officers without the special

79. No pay shall be disburse
sanction of the Treasury Deputy Collector when it is left undrawn for more க்
than a year.
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80. Undisbursed salaries, in cases in which the amounts are drawn by
cheques or payment orders on the Bank or treasury, shall be refunded by

Sey ieee the following month’s pay abstract.

Under elause (vii)—The duties of the holders of the village offices forming classes
(1) and (8) tn section 3 and the description and forms of the aceounts
and registers to be kept by them.
A—Diities of the holders of village offices forming class (1) in section 8.
81. The holders of the village offices forming class (1) in section 3 shall
erform the duties prescribed in the Village Officers’ Manual, yolumes I and

, and such other duties as they may be required to

to time by competent authority.
They
and registers contained in the Manual

other accounts as they may,
authority to prepare.

perform from time

shall also maintain the accounts
of Village Accounts and such

from time to time, be required by competent

B.—Duties of the holders of village offices forming class (8) in section 3.

82. The holders of the offices of karnam, headman and talaiyari in proprietary villages to which Madras Act II of 1894 has not been extended,
excepting karnams in proprietary estates wherein Madras Regulation KXIX
of 1802 remains in force, shall perform the duties and maintain the accounts

prescribed for the holders of such offices in the rules framed under section
32 of Madras Act IT of 1894.

83. Vettis or toties shall execute processes issued for the collection of

revenue, collect the rents due to the proprietor, and obey the karnam’s
orders in the matter of measuring lands and grain, inspecting crops and
carrying
messages, accounts and returns to the proprietor or his subordi-

nates, to Government officials and to tenants in the village.
84. The nirgantiacting under the headman’s orders shall have charge of
the irrigation of the village lands where there is irrigation from
channels. Where there is no nirganti, the work shall be donetanksby and
the
vettis unless it ic usual for the tenants of the village to attend to the work
themselyes.

Under clause (viii)— Custody, production and transfer of accounts and other
:
records kept by village officers.
85. Karnams and monigars shall, when called on to do so, produce the
accounts, registers and other records maintained by them or in their custody,
for the inspection of the officials authorize
d by the proprietor or by the
Collector to inspect the same.
_ The accounts kept by the karnams in proprietary estates shall at all
reasonable times be also open to the inspectio
n of persons owning or cultiyating lands in the village.
86. Except when called upon to
as hereinbefore mentioned,
they sl

produce their accounts and other records
keep the same intact in theirvillages,

unless otherwise directed in the Village Manual.
estates, the

In the case

of proprietary
accounts and records when no longer required inpile
be deposited
in the office of the Tahsildar cr the Deputy Tahsildar. s shall
87. In the 2 event
of s
eve
Act they shall hand over

appointed successors.

ension or dismissal under section 7 (1) of the
the accounts and other records to ப
duly
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XIV.

ENQUIRIES UNDER
1X OF 1822:

of Regulation.—*Madras

REGULATION

IX

Regulation

of

1822

provides for the primary cognizance of cases of malyersation, embez—

zlement and general abuse in reveuue affairs by public and quasi-public
servants amenable

» All servants

to the Collector’s jurisdiction.*

of

public establishments under Collectors, including village officers, are

punishable under the Regulation.» ¢ Persons employed in the management of attached estates® and ‘village officers in shrotriems are held

to be similarly punishable,’ bat * complaints made by ryots on private

estates against the proprietors’ agents cannot be disposed of under
the Regulation® ‘The fact of persons having left the service previous to their trial does not bar the Collector’s jurisdiction!

Note—legulation IX of 1822 has been amended and supplemented by Regulations
TIT of 1828, VII of 1828 and I11 of 1832, and Madras Act XXXVI of 1837.
4 Preamble to Regulation IX of 1822 ; Progs. of Faujdari Adalat, 10-552, Note 6,
para. 3; M. Vol. I, p. 202.
DCL. 3, s. 2 of Regulation 1X of 1822,
© Progs. of Fanjdari Adalat, 304-34; M., Vol. L, p. 160.
@B.P., 98-8-51, Noto 2; M., Vol. Uy, p. 34.
© Progs, of Faujdari Adalat, 304-34, Note 3; M., Vol. I, p. 161.
{Progs. of Faujdari Adalat, 17-5-53; E.M.C. No. 2143, 15-8-53; M., Vol. IL,
ற. 199, Noto 3.
2, Cases in which it should be applied.—® Wlire public servants are
charged with offences clearly included in the classes defined in clause
2, section2 of Regulation IX of 1822,
reasonable primd facie evidence, and is
to require that aseyere penalty should
that the Collector should avail himself
Regulation, unless the circumstances

and the charge is supported by
at the same time of a magnitude
follow conviction, it is desirable
of the powers conferred by the
of the case permit of the same

object being secured by the institution of criminal proceedings under
the Indian Penal Code. A public example will check frauds and

malversations among a class of men who possess great facilities for
carrying ou malpractices without detection.

But in trifling cases such

as would call for no great punishment, if proved, proceeding to a formal

trial under the Regulation is unnecessary and inexpedient.

It will bo

better that, on such occasions, the Collector should have recourse only
to the punishments he is empowered to award under his general
authority as head of the revenue

establishment.

Petty cases of fraud

by village officers should be disposed of in this manner£
SB.P., 157-39; M,, Vol. J, p. 265.
8. Delegation of enquiry to subordinate officer —The

first and fourth

clauses of section 4 of Regulation VII of 1828 authorize Collectors to

refer fo investigation to
ment as are punishable

‘l'ahsildars all uch petty cases of embezzlewith a fine not exceeding Rs. 50.
The

Regulation, however, is permissive only.

Collectors should refer all

important charges against village officers to Divisional officers for
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enquiry, estimating the importance of the case not by the amount
embezzled, but by the circumstances connected with it. Tahsildars

cannot take up cases of malyersation by village officers under Regulaes IX
8.

of 1822, unless

referred

to them

under Regulation

VII of

B.P., No. 2431, 28-11-73.

4, Wature of enquiry.—(i) Collectors acting under Regulation IX of
The
1822 must consider themselves as exercising judicial functions.
regulation is of a highly penal character, and itis of much importance
that the inyestigations, which Collectors are authorized to make,
should be conducted and recorded in the regular form of a judicial
enquiry with a view to revision by the Board and the Government
. when the case goes before them.

B.P., 18-4-26, para. 1; M., Vol. I., p. 42.
(ii) ® The evidence before the Collector should be taken on solemn

iThe charges and the plea of the accused should be
affirmation.®
distinctly recorded in writing, and the evidence should be fully taken

‘The witnesses

down.

should invariably be examined in the presence

ot the accused, including both these in support of the charges and
those for the defence, and the accused should be allowed to cross-

examine them.
mitted

for

the

AI documents produced in evidence should be sub-

inspection

should be recorded.!

to be preferred

1To

of the

accused,

and

his remarks thereon

enable Collectors to determine the charges

against an accused person,

they may take evidence

But before any evidence
m his absence and without his knowledge.
go taken can be used against him, it must be shown to him together
with the written charges founded thereon and must be re-affirmed

in his presence, and an opportunity must be afforded to him for
cross-examining the witnesses who have given and re-affirmed that

evidence. The accused should then be required to give lis answers to
the charges against him and to produce evidence in support of his

answers. If he has any difficulty in procuring the attendance of his
witnesses, the Collector should compel their attendance by summons

under Madras Act IIT of 1869.3
bh BP., 31-12-35, Note 8, para. 7; M., Vol. I, p. 198; sec. 4, Regulation IX of 1822,
i B.P., 18-426, para. 2; M., Vol. I, p. 42.
j B.P., 19-6-26, para. 2; M., Vol. I, ற. 45.

5. Judgment.—

The Collector, in passing judgment on the case,

should briefly sum up the evidence on the several charges and record
in English a distinet sentence of acquittal or conviction on each, with
a concise statement of the grounds on which the sentence is founded*
1%n

every

case in which

judgment

or order is passed upon a person

under the provisions of section 5 or 6 of Regulation

IX

of 1822, the

officer passing sentence will orally inform him of the period allowed
for appealing, and will endorse upon the copy of the judgment or

inilow delivered to bim the date on which the appeal time will expire!

™ Such copy shall be delivered free of all charges to the defendant at
the close of the proceedings.™

M,, Vol. I, pp. 194—
KB.P,, 18-426, para. 2; M., Vol. I, p. 42; M.,B.P.,Vol.31-12-85;
3
ப்
I, p. 356.
202; B.P., 30-514;
18-56-86.
1120,
No.
B.P.,
™
18-8-96.
90,
31௦
B.P.,
104;
p.
L
Vol.
M.
8-1-80;
“1 BP,
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6. Sentence and Bxecution—"As regards punitive powers, it should

be observed that the distinction between offences under clause 2, classes

1,2and 8 as defined in section 2 and offences under clause 2, classes
4 and 5, is clearly defined and maintained throughout Regulation IX
of 1822;

as also is the punishment to be awarded in each case and the

procedure to be followed subsequent to conviction. Section 5, clause
1 of the Regulation empowers the Collector to sentence persons convicted of offences under classes 1, 2 and 3 to pay any sum not exceeding
twice the amount of the money ascertained to have been extorted,
It should be clearly
unduly received, embezzled or misappropriated™

understood that a fine of double the sum proved

is the maximum

punishment to be awarded, and that it should be inflicted only in cases
of a very aggravated nature. °After judgment for payment: of such

sum, the convicted person is, under section 5, clause 2 of the Regulation,
to be kept in custody until the judgment is satisfied; first in the

Collector’s cutcherry and afterwards, if necessary, in the District Jail
as provided. That is to say, in default of payment, judgment for the
recovery

of the

sum

should

issue,

prescribed in section 5, clause 3.

and

execution

follow

should

as

In the event of no property, or not

sufficient property. being forthcoming, the Collector must, under section
18, clause %, forward the defaulter to the District Court and proceed
The treatment of persons convicas directed in the last-named section.

ted of offences defined in classes 1, 2 and 3, section 2, is analogous to
that prescribed for ordinary revenue defaulters, and charges for their
diet should be included under ‘Land Revenue’ charges. The case of
persons convicted under classes 4 and 5, section 2, is different. Under
section 5, clause 4, the Collector must impose a fine not exceeding
Rs. 500, and must farther award, in default of payment, imprisonment
In these cases
not exceeding twelve months, or until the fine is paid.
no order for recovery of the fine is necessary; if is for the convicted
person to pay the fine, and imprisonment follows immediately on

jodgment passed, in default of payment. Persons so convicted stand,
therefore, on the same footing as any other person criminally convicted,
and must be dealt with accordingly. If sentenced to less than one

month’s imprisonment, they will be sent to the jails provided under the

Jail Code for other persons sentenced to like terms of imprisonment ;

and if sentenced to more than one month’s imprisonment, they will be
sent under Police guard to the District Jail, and the charges for their
diet will be debited to the usual head under‘ Law and Justice.’

There is, however, no reason why Collectors should not exercise the

discretion which Magistrates exercise in permitting convicted persons
teasonable opportunity to obtain and pay the fine awarded, if due

precaution is taken to prevent miscarriage of justice by the escape of
the prisoner?

nB.P., No. 3478, 16-8-71.

o'B.P., 4-6-85; M., Vol. I, p. 184,

7. Revisional and appellate Proceedings—(i)
clause 3, section

8 of Regulation

Before

Collector

VII of 1828—Collectors

have

under
power

to revise the proceedings of Subordinate and Assistant Collectors in all
cases tried by thom under Regulation IX of 1822, and to confirm, modify

or annul their sentences.

This power may be exercised inall cases in

பெற. மார,
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which appe&ls from the judgments of such subordinate officers are
preferred to the Collector under section § of Regulation VII of 1828.
B.P., 11-8-31;

(i) Before

M., Vol. I, p. 121.

the Board—» Persons deeming themselves aggrieved

by the decisions of Collectors are at liberty, at any time within three
months from

the date

of such

decision, to present

petition of appeal addressed to the Board of Revenue.

to the

Collector a

It is competent,

however, to the Board of Revenne to admit

an appeal presented after

the limitation period of three

and reasonable cause

months if just

for

the delay is shown.
he petition shall be written on plain paper, need
not be stamped under the Court Fees Act, and shall state the grounds
on which the petitioner deems himself aggrieved and the redress or

relief to which he considers himself entitled. « The,appeal; petition
should be forwarded by the Collector to the Board of Revenue together
with

the original

proceedings

from its receipt,

weeks

three

within

accompanied by a letter containing such remarks as may be called for
by the allegations in the appeal petition.1 * Should a Collector fail
to conform to the instructions in regard to recording a judgment in
English or noticing the allegations contained in the appeal petition,
the proceedings in the caso will be returned for revision? When
disposing of the appeal, the Buard will either direct the relief prayed

for by the petitioner to be

granted, or will report the

case for the

ordors of Government, or will simply reject the petition under the hand

of the Secretary, referring the party complaining to seek redress, if he
When the Board refers an
thinks proper, in the regular tribunals.

appellant to the regular tribunals, he must submit his appeal to those
Courts within three months from the date of deliyery of the Board’s

orders.

P Ol. 1, sec. 6 of Reg. VIL of 1828.
4 B.P., 31-12-35; M,, Vol. I,

pp. 194-5.

© B.P., 30-5-44; M., Vol. I, p. 356.

(iii) Before Government.—* No appeal lies to Government from
under

Regulation IX

of

1822.°

*But the

Government

is

decisions
fally competent, whenever it may see fit under its general powersuponof

revision, to

control the

Proceedings

of

the

Board

of

Reyenue

petitions presented to it against the acts of Collectors under the Regu-

lation, and to direct the Board of Revenue to grant the relief prayed
for or refer the party complaining to the regular tribunals.*
Ss G.O., No. 500, 29-38-80.
t B.P., 31-12-35; M., Vol. I, pp. 194-208.
8. Suspension of sentence pending appeal.—In all cases in which
appeals are presented, the provisions of clause 6, section Ld of Regula-

IX of 1822, in regard to the sale of property and the rolense of

thon
judgments
accused parties on bail, must be attended to. ‘The summary particularly

passed under the Regulation should not be hastily enforced,
If the property is secured in the first instance,
by the sale ot property.
if can be sold at any period most convenient to all persons concerned.

BP. 18-4-26, pura. 4; M., Vol. I, p. 42.

in

9. Miscellaneous Insiructions.—It is advisable that*the powers vested
Collectors by sections 7,8,9and 18 of Regulation IX of 1822

should be exercised with lenity and forbearance, particularly in cases

(500)
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Howrs—Government

servants,

while

at

their head-quarters, should invariably attend office from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m,
except on Sundays and recognized holidays.

B.Ps., No. 175, 23-1-88; No. 864, 15-12-87.
Note-—(1) The hours of attendance may be altered by Collectors during the hot
weather, the changes being duly notified in their District Gazettes.
Bas Cir. Memo., No. 1710, 12-6-83; B.P., No. 282, 26-6-96,
(2) A list of recognized holidays will be fonnd in appendix XXIII.
PART

I.-REVENUE

160. The Collector’s

ESTABLISHMENT.

Office—Zstablishment—The establishment of

the Collector consists of the following sections or departments :—

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Correspondence department,
Account department,
Treasury and Stamp department,
Press establishment,
Miscellaneous office servants,
G.0., No. 1886, 11-10-59.

There is also a separate Court of Wards department in districts where

there are estates under management.

2. Opicers in charge.—The Correspondence department consists of

two sections: (a) the Vernacular and (6) the English.

‘The former is

laced under the Huzur Sheristadar, whois the chief ministerial officer
in the

Collectorate; the latter is under the immediate

control

of the

English Head Clerk, subject to the general supervision of the Sheristadar. The Account and thé Treasury and Stamp departments, as well
as the Press establishment, are in the charge
of the Treasury Deputy
Collector. For particulars regarding menial servants see paragraph 13

infra.

G.O,, No. 1886, 11-10-59.

3. The Huszur Sheristadar—It is the duty of the Huzur Sheristadar

to see that all reports and petitions received in the office are disposed of

without delay, to check at regular intervals the unanswered lists of

correspondence, and to attend ,to the disposal of such papers as may
have Bea specially referred to him by the Collector.
All drafts and
orders prepared

for the approval of the Collector in the

Magisterial departments

should, as a rule, pass through

Revenue and

the Huzur
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office are

Sheristadar.

He should also see that all the registers in tue

good order.

He should attend to the preparation of the demand, col-

properly kept, and that the records are well arranged and preserved in

Yection and balance and jamabandi statements, as well as .to theHe compilshould,
ation of any special returns called for by higher authorities
as a rule, accompany the Collector during jamabandi.

G.0., No. 1386, 11-10-59.

4. The English Head Clerk.—*The

English Head Clerk should

that all letters received in, and despatched eee

see

the office are entered in

the appropriate registers, that tho indexes are properly kept, that letters
well
despatched are duly examined, and that the records in the office are

He should supervise the preparation of periand neatly arranged.
odical returns and accounts, and should see that they are punctually
despatched.* ® The office copy of the Board’s Standing Orders, as well
as the files of Regulations and Acts, Imperial as well as Local, should
be under his care, and he should be held responsible for their being

duly corrected and brought up to date.

4 G.0., No. 1386, 11-10-59.» B.P., No. 8525, 27-11-66.

Note—Two distinct files of Acts should be maintained, one for Imperial Acts and
the other for the Acts of the Madras Legislature.
B.P., No. 8525, 27-11-66.

5. Distribution of work among clerks —(@) * Excluding the Huzur

Sheristadar and the English Head Clerk, there are generally from 13
to 17 clerks in the Vernacular correspondence section and 9 or 10

clerks in the English correspondence section.*
(i) » Collectors are at liberty to distribute the work in their offices
among the different clerks in the manner they consider most suitable> ;
tnt if is not desirable to disturb without good reason the customary
higher
distribution of work,

appointments.

especially

in the

case of the

following

©The Vernacular Head Clerk should ordinarily attend to

all Revenue correspondence, except such as may have been given to
the Huzur Sheristadar or to the English Head Clerk in the first instance,
and the Magisterial clerk should see to the disposal of all com-

ynunications received by the Collector in his capacity

Magistrate.

The

as District

Translator should prepare translations and abstracts

of all papers requiring translation, as well as of those required for

ublication in the Déstrict Gazette. The Record-keeper should have
the charge of all records; he should be responsible for their proper

arrangement and safe custody ° and “should select papers for indexing.*
8 BYP., No. 380, 7-10-96.
D BP., No. 634, 3-11-98.
© G.0., No. 1386, 11-10-59.
4 B-P., No. 658, 16-11-93.
Note——The work of translating vernecular papers relating to wards’ estates should
office. The
ordinarily be done by the estate establishment: attached to the Collector’s
Gollector is not authorized to allow a Government servant extra remuneration from a
ward's estate for work done on is account (seo Articles 88 and 89 of the Civil Service
Biegations), he depatation of Goyernment servants to do duty in the Court of
Wards’ establishment is dealt with in Standing Order No. 212, paragraph 3, and is
governed by Article 806, Civil Service Regulations.
>
Gourt’s Proceedings, No: 22, 5-8-96.
=

Work at head-quarters

during yamabandi.—When

the Collector

goes on circuit for jamabandi, the Huzur Sheristadar and a few clerks
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of the Corfespondence department should ordinarily accompany him,

All inforthe rest of the establishment remaining at head-quarters.
mation required by the Collector from camp should be promptly

furnished by the establishment at head-quarters,

attend to calls from higher authorities.

During

which

should

also

the absence of the

Collector on jamabandi, the work at head-quarters is likely to be some-

what less than usual, and advantage should be taken of the interval to
arrange and classify the old records of the district.

G.0., No. 1386, 11-10-58.

7. The Account Department.—* There are from 14 to 20 clerks in the
Account department, with salaries ranging from Rs. 15 to Rs. 85.*

The? highest ministerial officer in this section is the English Head
Accountant

‘Treasury

on

Rs.

85.

He

is under

the immediate

orders of the

Deputy Collector, and is responsible for the correctness and

punctual submission of all periodical statements and accounts, except
those which are prepared in the Correspondence department.?

* B.P., No. 380, 7-10-96. >G.0., No, 1386, 11-10-58.
Note.—In the Nilgiri Collectorate there are only 7 Accountants and their salaries
range from Rs. 20 to Rs. 80.
B.Ps., No. 380, 7-10-96 ; No. 394, Mis., 13-2-1900.
8. The Treasury and Stamp Department.—This section consists of
from 3 to 10 clerks, the most highly paid being the Cash-keeper on a
After him come the Shroffs and the:
salary of from Rs, 70 to Rs. 125.
‘I'he former are of four grades, drawing Rs. 50, 25, 20
Accountants.
The pay of the Accountants varies
and 15 per mensem, respectively.

from Rs. 15 to Rs. 25. The menial servants specially attached to this

branch are styled gollas.
B.Ps., No. 880, 7-10-96 ; No. 262, 30-9-98.

Note.—In the Nilgiri Collectorate the Cash-keeper on Bs. 70 is the only clerk ir
this section.
B.P., No. 380, 7-10-96.

9. The Cash-keeper and his assistants —The Cash-keeper should be in
charge of the cash and should also be the custodian of the stamps and

postage labels taken out of the store under double locks. He should
supply the stamps and postage labels on indents passed by the Treasury
his own account to the
Deputy Collector, but must not sell them on
ublic. He should keep the accounts relating to stamps and postage
He is ordinarily
Tabels and should be responsible for their correctness.
assisted in his work by three Accountants; two of them should prepare
the ledger showing all cash receipts and disbursements, and the third
should write the accounts connected with postage labels and stamps,

and furnish the Account department with the information required for
the preparation of the general returns to be submitted to the Superin~
tendent of Stamps.

G.0., No. 1386, 11-10-59.
40 each district should remain in the custody of

Note.—The stationery supplied
the Cash-keeper, who should keep a general store account in the form prescribed i in

the stationery rules sanctioned by Government.

Paragraph 5 of Standing Order No. 192,

_

ai
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10. Shroffz—The shroffs should attend to the receipt ‘and issue of
coins,
postage labels fand stamps; and one of them should keep the

Be Oe eae civ oolnemtoered' add iasued! (and (prepare a rough

statement of the entries to be made jn the ledger referred to in paragraph 9.
G.O., No. 1386, 11-10-59.

11. Gollas.—The
hours,

convey

cash

gollas
to

should

other

watch

places,

the

and

treasury

assist

the

during

office

Cash-keeper

in

removing bags of coin from the cash-chest and in putting them back.
G.O., No. 1386, 11-10-59.

12. The Press Establishment.—* The
from

11

to

20

hands.

There

are

Press establishment consists of

from

5

to

10

compositors,

2 to 4

pressmen, 2 to 3 ballmen and 2 apprentices.*
The head compositor or
the foreman should attend to the more difficult tasks; and one of the

compositors on Bs. 30 should be employed chiefly in printing the Des/rict

Grserte, and should be held responsible for the proper and punctual

execution of that work.
The assistant pressman and ballman should
assist the compositors in distributing type and in setting up all ordinary
work.>

® BP., No. 880, 7-10-96.

b G.0., No. 1386, 11-10-59.

18. Miscellancous Office Servants—Under the head of ‘Miscellaneous
office servants” are included gollas, attenders, muchis, the duffadar,
peons, mashalchis or lamp-lighters and sweepers.
‘I'here are ordinarily
4 gollas on salaries ranging from Rs. 7 to Rs. 10, and their duties have
already

been

described

in paragraph 11.

The

number of attenders is

generally 16, and their pay varies from Rs. 7 to Rs. 10; it is their duty
fo wait on the several officers, to convey their messages, to give them

the papers they require, and to carry dutters and other papers from one
place to another

in the office;

they should

also take care of

the papers

in the office, and tie up bundles and dufters and arrange them in proper

order. There are 3 muchis on salaries of Rs. 10, 12 and 15 per
mensem; one of them should bind the books of the office, while the
other two should prepare covers for the despatch of letters.
The
duffadar on Rs. 14 should attend on the Collector.
There are ordinarily
18 peons, of whom 8 are in receipt of Rs. 7 cach and the rest Rs. 8. Of
the 18 peons, 12 are intended for the Collector, 3 for the Assistant
Collector, 2 for the General Duty Deputy Collector, and one for the
Sheristadar.

There

are

also

2

mashalchis

sweepers on Rs. 6 each per mensem;
in a departments.

or

lamp-lighters,

these should

and

2

render their services

G.0., No. 1386, 11-10-59; B.P., No. 880, 7-10-96.
161. Divisional Offices—Tie Sub-Collector’s Office.—Sub-Collectors
are generally allowed an establishment costing Rs. 337 per mensem,

which

includes

7

6 peons, a mashalohi
the several clerks

clerks,

besides

and a sweeper.

should ordinarily

an

attender,

The

a muchi,

distribution

be as shown

below,

Collector can alter the distribution as he thinks best.

a duffadar,

of work among
but the

Sub-

The Head Clerk

should attend to the disposal of all important Révenue and magisterial

pepe

which have been referred to him, and should assist the Sub-

etor in making

the annual

settlement.

* He

should also select
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apers for‘indexing.* The second clerk should attend especially to
Peace work, and the third to magisterial work under the immediate
supervision of the Head Clerk.
The fourth clerk should conduct the

English correspondence, keep the papers connected with it, and prepare

the usual periodical returns.
‘The fifth should keep registers of reports
and orders, and despatch the latter from the office. The other clerks

should prepare routine drafts and collect references.

One clerk should

be specially placed in charge of the records and will be responsible for
their safe custody.
This is a most important duty, and the Sub-

Collector himself must, from time to time, see that it is being properly
attended to.
G.0., No. 1386, 11-10-59; B.P., No. 380, 7-10-96.
a B.P.. No. 658, 16-11-93.
2.

The Head Assistant Collector's Office. —* An establishment costing

Bs. 245 a month is allotted im most
lector.

cases to the

He is generally allowed five clerks,*

to those prescribed

Head

Assistant Ccl-

» whose duties are similar

for a Sub-Collector’s establishment, though on a

smaller scale.

®

B.P., No 380, 7-10-93.

> G.0., No. 1386, 11-10-59.

3. Deputy Collector’s Offices —* Deputy Collectors are generally
allowed an establishment consisting of four clerks, besides peons and
other menials, and costing Rs.

130

in all.*

» The Head Clerk drafts

all important letters ® and ° is responsible for the selection of papers to
be indexed °;

>the second

and

to ordinary

third attend

Revenue

and

magisterial papers, keep registers of correspondence, and despatch
papers and the fourth does all the miscellaneous work of the office.

& B.P., No. 380, 7-10-96. _» G.0,, No. 1886, 11-10-89,
© B.P., No. 658, 16-11-93.
162. Taluk Offices—Establishment—Each Tahsildar is allowed an
|

establishment the cost of which varies from about Rs. 600 to Its. 1,000.
He has a “ Taluk Sheristadar” or (in taluks to which Stationary Sub-

Magistrates are attached)

“Taluk

Head

Accountant and Treasurer, ”

from eight to ten gumastas, one or two Shroffs, and from three to seven
ன்
Revenue Inspectors.

G.0., No. 1386, 11-10-59.

B.Ps., No. 633, 3-11-92; No. 294, 5-11-98; No. 154, 21-6-99.

2. The Tahsildar—* The

Tahsildar should exercise general

super-

vision over the whole ‘’aluk establishment, and see that all orders received

from the Collector

are

replied to properly

and without unnecessary

delay.* » It is especially incumbent upon him to make a thorough inspec-

tion of the routine work of his office, as in the absence of effective
supervision on his part or on that of the Taluk Sheristadar or Head
Accountant, there is danger of the whole office falling into a state of
inefficiency.”

® G.0., No. 1886, 11-10-59.

> B.P., No. 633, 3-11-92.

8. The Taluk Sheristadar or Head Accountant—* Next to the Tahsildar, the chief revenue officer ip the taluk is the Taluk Sheristadar, whose

place is taken by thé Taluk Head Accountant in taluks where there

is a Stationary Sub-Magistrate at head-quarters. This officer is primarily responsible for the examination of the Village accounts as well

OFFICE
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‘as for the correct preparation of the Taluk accounts, and his work in
ects should be carefully inspected and reviewed during
these

jamabandi

by the officer settling the taluk.*

also responsible

» He is

for the correct preparation and punctual submission of all periodical
returns which have to be submitted to the Collector, and must see that
the several abstracts and registers are properly maintained, the necessary

entries being made from time to time with reference to the Village
accounts.? Itis also bis duty to see that the Village returns are received in time, °to keep the karnams’ attendance book,® °to select
papers to be indexed,° and ‘to exercise a general supervision under
In the absence
the Tahsildar over the rest of the Taluk establishment.
of the Tahsildar on circuit, he is in charge of the office and should open

the tappal.

He will then be responsible for the efficient discharge of

the current work of the office, and will sign fair copies of drafts passed
He may also send simple but urgent routine replies
by the Tahsildar.
to higher offices and issue urgent orders to village officers on his own
authority, but the office copy of every such reply or order should be
forwarded to the Tahsildar’s camp for counter-initials immediately
after the fair copy has been despatched.4

2 G.O., No. 521, 27-5-87. See also S.O. No. 12, para. 6.
௨௫.8, No. 658, 16-11-93.
No. 1386, 11-10-59.
» G.0.,
ட, 18%, No. 460, 28-8-92; No. 549, 28-9-92; No. 633, 3-11-92; No. 298, 2-6-93;
No. 351, 20-12-98.
© BPs, No. 98, 29-38-97; No. 416, 26-11-97.

Note—A list of cases in which the powers referred to in the concluding
this Order are delegated to the Taluk Sheristadar or Teluk Head Accountant
drawn up by the Tahsildar and submitted for the previous approval of the
officer.
B.P., No. 851, 20-12-98.

portion of
should be
Divisional
/

4. Distribution of work among Taluk Gumastas——The distribution of

work among the several gumastas rests with the Tahsildar, but the
following arrangements should as a rule be adhered to :—
@The head gumasta should attend to the preparation of jamabandi
and statistical returns, as well as to the disposal of all important corre-

spondence.*

© The record-keeper should be in charge of the records, and

should be held responsible for their proper arrangement and safe custody.

He will be paid Re.25 per mensem, and will hold a position im_ mediately below the head gumusta.> *Of the remaining gumastas,
one should write

up

the

treasury chittas and prepare the treasury

accounts; another should prepare the demand, collection and balance
statements of land reyenue and cesses, abkdri, &c., issue processes and

maintain the process registers; a third should attend to darkhasts,
velinquishments, and transfer of pattas; a fourth should compile the
cultivation accounts, season reports, returns of prices, &c. ; a fifth should
attend to all correspondence relating to income-tax and local funds;
a sixth should deal with general correspondence under the head

gumasta

and with

maintain

the

attender.*
peleப

minor

current

and

irrigation

works;

disposal

registers

and

with

a seventh
the

help

should
of

an

The Taluk Sheristadar or taluk head accountant
should be
sible for seeing that each clerk keeps the registers allotted

0
neal tly and methodically and suould inspect them from time
to time.
i
திம்!
B.P., No. 633, 3-11-92.
ite
BB, No. 86, 4-3-96. b G.0., No. 624, 14-11-96.-
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Bach

Deputy Tahsildar

ordinarily allowed an establishment costing Rs. 60 per mensem.
has under

him two

dufterbund on Rs.

clerks—one on

7, one peon

Rs. 20 and another

on Rs. 7 and

is

He

on Rs. 15, one
a

another on Rs. 6, and

mashalchion Rs. 5.
The distribution of work among tho clerks is left
to the discretion of the Deputy Tahsildar.
* During the absence of the
Deputy Tahsildar from head-quarters official correspondence addressed
to him should not be opened by the head
asta, except in cases

specially

sanctioned by the Board, but should be sent to the Deputy

‘ahsildar’s camp.*

a B.P., No. 508, 8-6-88.
6. Revenue

PB.Ps., No. 294, 5-11-98; No. 154, 21-6-99.

Inspectors.— *Revenue

charge of separate ranges, and should

Inspectors

should be placed

not, without

into, or detained at, the taluk head-quarters.s

in

necessity, be called

> Care should be taken

to see that Tahsildars do not delegate to their Reyenue Inspectors the

conduct of all kinds of miscellaneous
be made by themselves.”

a B.P., No. 683, 3-11-92.
PART

enquiries

which

properly

should

b G.O., No. 413, 27-7-98.

Il.-CORRESPONDENCE.

SECTION (i).—FORM.
163.

Official

Communications—Size

of Paper—All

communi-

cations of an official nature should ordinarily be written on paper

In special cases, paper
13 inches in length and 8} inches in width.
ofa different width may be used, but even then the width should be
In no case should the
either 44 inches or some multiple thereof.

prescribed length be departed from.

B.P., No. 78, 19-1-87.
Note.—(1) The rules as to size of paper, place of docket, and method of filing papers

for disposal, are superseded by the rules in appendix I in the case of alll offices where
the flat-file system is in force and of communications addressed to such offices by others
subordinate to them.
(2) # Short and unimportant communications should be written on blank

cards of the prescribed xize instead of on service post cards ; if the despatching olerk
the unstamped card in the cover containing such communications, provided no additional postage is thereby incurred ; otherwise he should stamp the card with a quarter
anna label and post it separately.« Such cards should inveriably be used » for intimatthe
ing that any periodical return or returns are blank. A list of returns for which
I, which also contains a form to
cards will, a3 a rule, suffice, will be found in appendix returns
are blank.b
be adopted by Collectors in reporting that particular
@B.P., No. 1502, 21-5-85; G.O., No. 474, Finl., 30-789 ; B.P., No. 235, 27-9-99.
G.0., No. 474, Finl., 30-7-89.
(8) Reminders may be drafted on paper somewhat smeller than the presoribed size—Vide paragraph 16 of Standing Order No. 165 injra
hus other communications to send to the addressee on the same day, he should enclose

2. Number

and. date.—* livery letter should

be numbered

in the

order of its despatch, and should bear the date on which the draft was

approved. The namo of the town, village or other station, from which
the letter is written, should be given in addition to the date.* » Dates.
in official communications should generally be for the calendar year;
but if it is necessary to give the date according to the fasli (revenue)

or other special year, the corrosponding calendar yoar should also be

OFFICE EOUTINE—S.O.
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with the day and

month

of the

English calendar, if necessary.”
® B.Ps., No. 78, 19-1-87; No. 407, 11-11-95.
» B.Ps., No. 2704, 4-7-71; No. 176, 28-1-88 ; No. 79, 19-1-87.
Note-—Oriental dates occnrring in judgments, reports or other documents should
invariably be accompanied by the corresponding dates of the Christian Era.
B.P., No, 184, 25-4-92,
3. Punctuation

and

Paragraphiny.— * Every letter should be care-

fully punctuated, the paragraphs should be numbered, and the fair
copy made as complete as possible and ready for the press.* ® Marginal
notes and entries which entail much trouble in printing should
avoided as far as possible.»
* B.P., 3-6-59; M., Vol. III, p. 184 of 1859; B.P., No. 891, 22-10-88,
} B.P., No. 79, 19-1-87.

be

4. Transhiteration.—(i) Vernacular proper namee.—When vernacular
proper

names,

whether

of persons

or

of places,

are

introduced

into

official correspondence, they should, as a rule, be transliterated,
#.c,, rendered literatim, from the current spelling of the same names as
written in the yernacular language to which they belong.
The general
principle of transliteration is that each letter in the yernacular alphabet

should be represented by a fixed letter, or combination of letters, of
the Roman Alphabet.
A transliteration table based on this principle
will be found in appendix IV. It should invariably be followed by
Collectors in the transliteration of vernacular names.

B.P., 23-9-59 ; M., Vol. IU, p. 216 of 1859; B.P., No. 189, 18-4-93.
Note—Special care should be taken to see that proper names occurringin deeds or
other docaments of title are correctly and uniformly spelt.
(i) Muhammadan names.—A list of Muhammadan names, male and
female, correctly transliterated, is given in appendix V.
The spelling
adopted in this list should be followed wherever such names have to

be mentioned in official correspondence.

(iit) Arabic proper names.—The authorized mode of transliteration

of Arabic proper names is given in appondix VI.

be followed only in the case of Arabic names.

This system

should

Note-—Arabio proper names, which appear in the authorized list of the names of
Muhammadans, should be spelt in the manner indicated
in the latter list.
‘
B.P., No. 2176, 23-7-85.

more

(iv) Names of importantplaces—The spelling of the names of the

important places in the Madras

Presidency, as fixed by Govern-

ment, is shown in the two lists in appendix VII.

The first list

contains the names of places which continue, for historical or other
teasons, to be spelt in the manner sanctioned by long usage.
The
names of places in the second list should be spelt as prescribed therein.

B.P., No, 189, 18-4-93.

._

2, Wative

names

of persons—The

individual name, of every Native,

வை
in

village

whether

a

name,

may be referred to in official correspondence,

ful to facilitate identification.

ph

ns

_-B.P., No. 6125, 11-8-64.

as well as

Government

seryant

the
or

should be given
2
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Verhacular revenue terms.—V ernacular or Oriental Reyenue terms

should not be used in reports and other official correspondence, except
when

they haye no

exact English

equivalents, or when their precise

meaning can be conveyed in Huglish only by a lengthy paraphrase.

But whenever it is possible to use an English word which expresses,
with sufficient accuracy for the immediate purpose, the meaning to be

conveyed, the English word should be adopted in preference to the

vernacular expression.

B.P., No. 88, 18-38-95.
Note,—(1) ‘The following are instances of vernacular terms which are admissible in
official correspondence, being sanctioned by well-understood usage :—
Anicut.
Batta.
Darkhast.

Inam.
Patta.
Pandit.

Ryot.
Sepoy.
Tappal.

(2) When vernacular terms signifying oriental weights end measures are used
in official correspoudence, the English equivalents or the equivalents according to
English standards, as the case may be, should be given.
1
B.P., No. 79, 19-1-87.

1, Authentication—®* Official documents should be signed in a
uniform and legible manner, and public officers should adopt an
intelligible signature.* Communications with illegible signatures
may be returned to the sender for resubmission in proper form.»
a B.P., No. 79, 19-1-87.

b B.P., No. 5548, Mis. 14-12-96.

Note.—(1) Collectors may authorize an Assistant or Deputy to sign for them all
ordinary correspondence, bnt the Collector should himself sign all important letters
or orders whenever practicable ; and orders or letters relating to the conduct of a
gazetted officer should invariably be so signed. When a subordinate signs for B
the
superior officer, it should be an invariable rule to insert at the head of the letterlatter
* even ‘though the
name, as well as the designation, of the superior officer
be oncasual leave at the time.a
‘This rule applies not only to letters despatched
from one office to another but also to proceediugs communicated to individuals; for
instance, quasi judicial proceedings and orders on the conduct of public servants
should beso superscribed. When an officer is acting or in charge of an office, he should
so describe himself at the commencement, as well as at the end, of his letters and
proceedings.
B.Ps., No. 1237, 1-7-81; No. 79, 19-1-87 ; No. 296, Mis., 23-1-97; also paragraph 5 of
Standing Order No. 118. 4B.Ps., No. 1874, Mis., 22-4-96; No. 2683, Mis., 6-6-96.
(2) When it is necessary to add a date to initials or to signature, the year, as
well as the date and month, shonld be shown. ‘This rule applies to all grades of officials,
and also to cases in which the date without initials is reqnired, such as dates of receipt,

despatoh, circulation, return from circulation, &c.
B.P., No. 47, 5-2-97.

(8) Beneath every signature in the vernacular, the writer’s name should be

re-written in English when the correspondence is transmitted to the Board or any higher
authority.
B.P., 14-5-59; M., Vol. III, p. 180 of 1859.
(4) When Divisional officers are in camp, fair copies of letters and orders may,
if necessary, be signed for them at head-quarters by the Tahsildar or Stationary SubMagistrate. In no case should Head Clerks in divisional offices sign fair copies for
divisional officers. The rules regarding the grent of copies to parties, which form an
apparent exception to this principle, are given in paragraph 16 of Standing Order
:
ன்
No. 173.
௩௩.

39௦. 688, 8-11-99.

(6) When the Tahsildar is on tour, fair copies of drafts passed by himmay:

be aigned by the Taluk Sheristadar or Head Accountant “for the Tabsildar.”” =~

B.Pa., No. 683, 3-11-92; No. 351, 20-12-98; see also paragraph 3 of Standing
— Order No. 162. __
e
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rs, the
(6) Dnring the absence of the Deputy Tahsildar from hend-quarte
signed by tho
letters

for him.

All papers

must be

should not sign
Depnty Tahsildar himself, unless special circumstances (which should be reported) exist
in any-particular case for the adoption of a contrury course.
Head ‘Gumasta

B.P., No. 2276, Mis., 26-4-94.

8. Dockets.—(i) All communications * which are not of a purely
routine character, or which extend in length beyond one side of a
page,* should be accompanied by a docket on a separate half sheet
The docket should be
of substantial paper, 13 inches by 8} inches.
contents in original
the
of
on
transmissi
the
facilitate
kept separate to
to other offices. A space should be left blank at the head of the

docket for the entries to be made in the receiving office.
B.P., No. 78, 19-1-87.
2G.0., No. 474, Finl,, 30-7-89.

(ii) Preparation of abstracts.—An abstract of the communication,

stating clearly the purport

the right half of the docket.

thereof,

should be entered at the foot of

The abstract should be prepared by the

same clerk who dealt with the subject-matter of the paper

was under disposal.

Heads of offices and

their assistants

when

must

it

exer-

cise due suvervision over their subordinates in this matter, and for this

purpose it is convenient that the office copy of the docket should be

submitted for approval together with the draft order or letter whenever

possible.

B.Ps., No. 78, 19-1-87;

No. 529, 4-9-91; No. 230, 8-5-93; No. 181, 15-7-98.

Note.—(1) Communications addressed to Government should he docketed with the

docket form in use in the department of the Secretariat concerned. Supplies of these
forms can be obtained, on indent, from the Superintendent of the Goternment Press.

Notification published at page 904 of the Fort Saint George Gazette (Part 1), dated
28th July 1896.
(2) Dockets accompanying communications addressed to the Board or Government should be on separste sheets of paper placed at the top of the file containing
the letter and enclosures and stitched at the left-hand top corner.
B.Ps., No. 286, 21-8-97 ; No. 181, 15-7-98.

(8) A vernacular docuinent transmitted to a European official by another
Enropean official, or by a Deputy Collector, should always be docketed in English, with
a brief statement of its contents.
B.P., No. 294, 10-2-72.
9. Enclosures—(i)

Paper to be used.— Enclosures shonld be written

on paper of the same size and quality as the letter which they accompany, Oxcopt in the case of a sketch, plan, or other similar document.
B.P., No. 78, 19-1-87.

(ii) Numbering —Bnclosures and statements, whether sent with
letters or merely under wrapper, should be numbered, docketed and
abstracted. *The numbers given to enclosures should be inserted at
the head of the first page, wnich should also show the number of the
letter or other communication which the enclosures are intended to

accompany

° The headings of statements should be written in full

to prevent mistakes.» ¢Fnll translatiens should always accompany
yarnacular documents submitted to the Board or Government.

‘BPs, 15-11-38, 48-42; 12-9-42; M., Vol. I, pp. 201, 327 and 829.
@B.P., No. 78, 19-1-87. > B.P., 1-7-50; M., Vol. I, p. 532.
:

© G.O., No. 824, Judl., 64-94,

>
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(iii) * Covering letters unnecessary,—Covering letters to enclosures
are a wasto of time and stationery, wheu the object is merely to advise.
the despatch of the pupers.
AJ] the necessary information should be
given on the enclosures themse! ves.
B-P., No. 5859, 16-9-63.

10, Move of Despatch—(i) Chronological arrangement of papers.—
The docket, the covering letter and the enclosures or appended statements (if any) should ail be filed chronologically and, as a rule, in &

single file.

Enclosures which

beara date prior to that ot the letter

should come first in the file; then the letter itself ; then any statements

(such as appendices) prepared at the same time as the letter; at the

back of all, the docket (subject to paragraph 8 (ii), Note 2). The file
thus arranged will read as a book from left to right, and will be in
chronological order.
5
்

B.P., No. 78, 19-1-87.
Gi)

When a

file is columinous.—When a

file is voluminous,

it can

Hnclosnres, such as
be broken up into two or more smaller ones.
maps, sketches and plans, which will not readily lie in book form, or
are liable to be damaged by folding, should be detached from the file
and sent separately in tin tubes or cases.
B.P., No. 78, 19-1-87.

Note.—Wav cloth.—As postage stamps do not adhere properly to wax cloth, it should
be used, when necessary, only as an inner covering of articles transmitted by the post,
the outer covering being of paper.
B.P., No. 2892, 21-11-81.

pers

should

be folded

once lengthwise,

and

(iii) Folding.—Pa
should be enclosed in covers large enough to contain them when thus
Gazettes should be folded similarly.
B.P., No. 78, 19-1--87.

folded.

be posted
Note.—All communications addressed to Government and the Board shouldor numerous
without being creased; if they are lengthy, or accompanied by large files card
boards.
enclosures, they should be sent through the post unfolded and between thin
Notification published at page 904 of the Fort Saint George Gazette (Part I), dated
28th July 1896; B.P., No. 120, 8-4-97.
(iv) Accounts and returns.—Accounts and other periodical returns

sent to the Board’s office, as well as explanations connected therewith,
should be despatched in separate covers bearing the word * Account”

printed in large type or written with red ink on tho left-hand top
corner.

Correspondence regarding account matters should not be sent

with papers relating to other eubjects.

B.P., No, 498, 21-2-83.

Noie.—(1) Bills, transfer receipts, orders for money, &., shonld be stitched with

the letters to which they form enclosures.

(2) Vouchers egnnected with estates under the management of the Court of
A helf-shect docket slip cut lengthWards need not be sent with coveringand letter.
tho vouchers attached to the slip and sent
wise should be used in all such thecases,
ontside.
im covers marked ‘Account’ on
B.P., No. 3802, 17-12-83.
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be put.
(ஐ). Confidential papers. —Every confidential paper should ’ and
ential
Confid
‘
d
into double covers, the inner one being marke
sed,
‘superscribed with only the name of the officer to whom it is addres
the outer one bearing his usual official-address.
B.P., No. 1012, 20-3-84.
Note.—Collectors

should use

‘beltreated as confidential.

to
their discretion in regard to the subjects which are

.

(vi) Urgent Communications to Government or Board.—All urgent
be
communications addressed to Government or the Board theshould
docket,
on
as
well
as
cover
the
on
ink
red
in
t’
‘Urgen
marked
whether the communications are original reports or are replies to
urgent calls.

நற. No.,106, 9-4-95.

the Revenue
Note.—In the case of urgent communications addressed to Government #n
Department, the docket alone need be marked ‘ Urgent.’
B.P., No. 379, 21-10-95.

(vii) Despatch book.—The

despatcher

all papers despatched from the office.

‘Despatch

asthe

(1)
(2)
(8)
(4)
(5)
(6)

i
ச்

or Tappal book’

should keep a register of

This

register, which is. known

should be provided with! columns

Date of despatch.
To whom despatched.
Particulars of papers despatched.
Number of enclosures.
Number of covers for local delivery.
Covers sent by post bearing stamps to the value of (a) one rupee ; (b) eight
annas ; (c) four annas; (d) two annas; (e) one anna;

(7) Post-cards.

(f) half anna.

8)
9)
(09).
(21)

Service bearing.
Value of stamps.
ட
of person to whom covers were handed over for posting or
Remarks.
ee
Bee Ne ட ர
ர
fote.—(1) In the case of disposals or references, only the dit
eee
ன
வலு
0
என்ட
வட்ட
fa
(2) Before despatch the papers should be entered in the Despatch B

the enclosures, if any, should be filed chronologically in a single ‘lle. The ட்
should be numbered, and such of them as will not readily lie in book form kept separate

ன்

(see paragraphs 9 (ii) and 10 (ii) eupra).

B.P., No. 1288, Mis., 16-3-96.
(8) Papers despatched from camp should be entered, if nec
i
‘Tour Despatoh register whioh is Kept in the same form as the ordinary Dennen Fock
The entries in the Tour Despatch register should be transferred to the ordinary
Despatch Book as soon after the despatch of the papers as possible.
ee
ர
B.P,, No. 1288, Mis., 16-3-96
SECTION
Al, Channel

through
district

fe

(ii)._OFFICIAL ETIQUETTE.

of communication—(i)

What

Oollector—The Collector beg the
administration, all correspondence

communicatic

te

recognized ed ‘of ne
between his divisional

and officers in other districts should, as a rule, pass through
aired

B.P., No. 438, 16-8-92.
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stationery.—Indents

addressed to the Superintendent of
Board.

163.

“621
should

be

Stationery direct, and not to

for stationery

the

Paragraph? of 8.0.\No. 192.
(iii) (a) Communications when sent direct to Government.—Communications addressed to Government should be sent through the

Board, except in the following cases :—

(1) Endorsements on applications for permanent

exemption

from the examination rules.

B.Ps., No. 191, 2-6-96; No. 232, 26-6-96.

(2) Applications for investing Sub-Magistrates and* Taluk
Shoristadars * with second-class powers.
B.P., No. 418, 12-11-96,
a G.O,, No. 887, Jndl., 7-6-98.

(8) Plans and estimates for buildings proposed to be constructed according to the standard design in force for the time being.
Note.— Plans and estimates involving any deviation from the standard design shoul
be submitted through the Board.
B.P., No. 282, 26-6-96.

(4) Applications for ieaye from Deputy Collectors and coveis not competent to sanction the leave.
nanted civilians subordinate to the Collector, in cases where the Board

G.0., No. 282, 18-5-98.
(5) Draft
Act I of 1894.

notifications

for the acquisition

of lands

under

G.0., No. 408, 6-5-91.

(6) Correspondence regarding yeomiahs.
BP., No. 564, 7-10-92.

(6) Representations regarding claims for promotion.—> Every
officer is at liberty to represent to the head of his department
his claims

for promotion, and such representations should always receive due
consideration.”

*Subordinate

officers should not address Government

direct, either officially, or demi-officially, in view to advancing

claim to any appointment.

their

Represcntations of this naturo should be

preferred only through the head of the department to which the officer

making it is subordinate.*
@ G.O., No. 251, Pub., 5-2-86.
It

» B.P., No. 481, 7-8-90.

(iv) Direct communications with officials, §c., owt of India forbidden.-—
is irregular for Goyernmént officials to address communications

direct to * private companies, inventors or matiufacturers, * or officials

in the United Kingdom or elsewhere out of India.
such

officials

should

be made through the

channel

All references
of

the Board

to

of
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of India and Her

Government

Revenue, the Local Government, the
Majesty’s Secretary of State.

B.P., No. 60, 30-1-90.
aB.P., No, 412, 25-11-97.
Consular or Diplomatio
Note—This order does not apply to currespondence with
of Stores at the India Office,
officers, nor to correspondence with the Director-Generalbetween
officers in British India
hor to ommunicutions cn matters of minor importance
and those in Ceylon.
B.Ps., No. 803, 24-83-88; No. 120, 27-2-90.
2?

12. Styles of address—(i) Vernacular correspondence—The modes
of address to be adopted in vernacular correspondence between the
1
various classes of officials are given in appendix III.
s
addressing
t.—Oficer
Guvernmen
or
Board
with
ence
Correspond
(ii)

rule, by letter in the first

the Board or Government should do so, asa

person. The form of endorsement in the third person is not permissible
except in trifling cases. Tabular statements can be forwarded under
the signature of the officer without any covering letter.
B.P., No. 79, 19-1-87.

Note.—Reports of casual leave taken by Collectors should be sent demi-officially

to the Secretary to the Board of Revenue, Land Revenue.

B.P., No. 723, Routine, 8-3-97.

(04)

Correspondence beticeen Taluk officers and officers of the Public

Works and other Departments.—There is no objoction to officers of the
Public Works and other departments corresponding with taluk officers
in English, but taluk officers so addressed are at liberty to reply in the
yernacular if it is more conyenient for them to do so.

When

taluk

officers address officers of other departments in English, they should
adopt the ordinary official letter form; they

should

be similarly

ad-

dressed by letter by the upper subordinates of the Public Works Department and by official memorandum by the snperior officers mentioned

in the table annexed to Form III in appendix IIT.

B.P., No, 1416, 29-9-80.

(iy) Correspondence

beticeen

Revenue

and

Forest

modes of address to be adupted in correspondence
as

Forest officers, see sections

le.

222

and

223

of

Officers.—For

between Revenue

the

Madras Forest

(v) Correspondence with Municipal Chairmen—Collectors should
address Chairmen of Municipal Councils invariably by letter in the
ordinary official form.

G.0., No. 555, Pab., 2-$-90.

_
(vi) Correspondence between Assistant Inspectors of Schools and
Collectors. — Assistant
ectors of Schools should always address Col-

lectors and Presidents of District Boards by letter.
G.0., No. 775, Edl., 14-12-89.

(vii) Head Constables and Salt and Abkdri Sub-Inspectors
arin,
in Court_— * Head Constables should be addressed in
வ
and should, like pleaders, be alloweda seat when conducting cases in

Court»

© Similar consideration should be shown to Sub- Inspectors of

the Salt and Abkéti Department when they appear in Court for the
purpose of conducting cases.”
© BP. No. 3,2-1-91.

» B.P., No. 362, 22-6-91.
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(viii) Correspondence between Revenue and Judicial Officers.—Revenue

and Judicial officers of all grades should correspond
ordinary form.

by letter in the

If the communication be in a vernacular, the designation

of the officer addressed should be correctly transliterated and the plain

plural affix used.

G.0., No. 865, Judl., 27-5-68.
(ix) Titles—* The use of the title of ‘ Zamindar’ by purchasers
of permanently-settled estates should not be recognized by Government
officers *; and > the title of ‘Sri’ assumed by a person on the greund
of his having purchased the estate of a proprietor officially entitled
to that distinction should not be recognized or used by officers of Goyernment,

unless the title has been officially accepted.t

The designa-

tions of ‘ Proprietor’ and © Mirasidar’

should not be officially applied

in the

official addresses, is circulated

to owners of land as a distinctive mark of title?
Presidency,

with

their titles and

periodically to all Collectors.
9 G.O., No. 1128, 3-12-87.

¢ G.O., No. 1111, 30-11-87.

SECTION

A list of Zamindars

b B.P., No. 30, 28-1-95.

(iii)—ARRANGEMENT

4G.

No. 2373, Mis., 28-6-99.

OF MATTER

AND

STYLE.

13. Unity.—Collectors should not apply in the same letter for
orders on two or more distinct subjects, nor should they raise general
questions in periodical reports or make such reports
soliciting orders on individual cases.

an occasion for

B.P., No.79, 19-1-87.

14, Completeness—(3) Letters to le self-contained. —Letters should, as
and should comprise all the information required in order to arrive at

arale, be complete in themselves and independent of their enclosures,

a decision. Any references to subordinate or other officers in the
Revenue Department that may be found to be necessary should be

made by Collectors themselves before submitting papers for the orders

of the Board.

B.P., No. 79, 19-1-87.

(ii) Submission of enclosures.—* Official papers forming enclosnres
to letters should not be transmitted im extenso when extracts will
suffice.
Copies of enclosures of importance may, however, be for-

warded, but merely for possible reference on points of dotail.®

> It

will be a matter at the discretion of the writer to forward any
correspondence referred to in original, to be returned when no longer

required.

Such correspondence will not be brought on record in the

receiving’ office;

accordingly,

if it contains

anything

which

is im-

portant or necessury for the full exposition of the subject, such portions

should be repeated in the covering letter.”

aB.P., No. 79, 19-1-87.
DiB.P., No. 1212, 30-6-81; G.0., No. 37, Judl., 10-1-95.
15, Brevity
—* Correspondence should be condensed as much
possible and repetition and unnecessary details should be avoided."

as
A

clear and plain style should be used without verbiage or unnecessary

ornament.

= B.P., No. 79, 19-1-87.
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official corre16, Propriety of languaye.—The language used in the
non-official
where
and
us,
‘spondence should be temperate and decoro

ied
public is concerned, special care should be taken to make it di,
offices
own
their
in
rule
this
enforce
should
ors
Collect
us.
courteo
and
Papers in which this rule is
‘as well as in those subordinate to them.

transgressed should be returned to the sender for correction.
:
G.0., No. 996, 20-11-93.

27. References to previous correspondence.—* Such previous correspondence as has taken place on the same subject should be quoted by
number an@ date. Where Board’s Proceedings have been communi-

tated to district officers, such proceedings, and not the letters covered
nt of the
by them, should be referred to. > In doing so, the departmementione
d

Board from which the proceedings issued should always be
4m addition tothe number and date.» ° When a Government Order is
embodied in a proceedings of the Board, both should be quoted, and
‘In quoting Government
not merely the Board’s Proceedings.©
at
from which they issued
Secretari
the
nt
of
Orders, the departme
should always be mentioned in full, except in the case of the Public
Works Department, where it will suffice to mention the distinguishing

lettersW (orks) I (rrigation) or R (ailways).4

To secure uniformity,

the form given below should invariably be followed in quoting
Government Order or a Board’s Proceedings :—

a

G.0., No. 33, Public, dated 5th May 1893.
B.P., No. 232, Land Revenue, dated 26th June 1896.
a B.P., No. 79, 19-1-87.
© B.P.,No. 2620, 4-11-81.

௩௫. 3௦. 383, 22-10-95.
4 B-P., No. 383, 22-10-95.

164. Postal and telegraph charges—Letters, petitions, §c., bearing

insufficient postage.—Letters, petitions, &c., addressed to public officers
and bearing insufficient postage, need not on that account be refused.
Collectors and Divisional officers are authorized to pay the extra

postage in such cases and to debit it to Government, provided they

are satisfied that there was no intention on the part of the sender of
the letters or petitions to evade payment of the postage properly due.

B.P., 2-8-59; M., Vol. III, p. 161 of 1859.
2. Letters and parcels superscribed ‘ Service Bearing’—Letters and
parcels sent by Government officers in their official capacity which

refer, however, to the private interests and concerns of the indivi-

‘duals addressed, should be endorsed ‘Service bearing,’ under
full signature

and

official

designation

of the person

the

by whom they

are sent. Letters and parcols so addressed are treated by the post
office as private covers, but are charged, on delivery,| with bearing
Petitions, applications for Postage at forward (i.e, prepaid) rates,
appointments,

requests

tnguiries

5

for

about

and not

at

of ordinary

double

unpaid

head also come

rates

as

in

letters.

repties sent to

kind noted in the margin,

like nature.

BP, No, 94, 25-2-92.

as well

as

the

Under

case

this

communi-

other

com-

ன்
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—In the case of all official parcels on which
the postage must be prepaid, service postage stamps should be affixed
by the senders to the receipts handed in at the Post Office with the
parcels, and not to the parcels themselves.
B.P., No. 147, 28-3-92.

Nots.—(1) In cases where the blank space available in the parcel receipt form is not
sufficient for affixing the required number of stamps, the stamps may be affixed to &
slip of paper pasted securely to the receipt.
B.P., No. 147, 28-3-92..

(2) Im the case of insured official parcels, the stamps in payment of the
insurance fee should, like those in payment of the postage, be affixed by the senders
to the receipts handed in with the parcels, and not to the parcels themselves.
B.P., No. 147, 28-3-92.

4. Postal registration.— All important communications which cannot
be sont by the ordinary letter post, should be sent by registered letter
and not by the parcel post.
:

B.P., No. 155, 11-5-97.

5. Postage stamps on Local Fund correspondence.—The cost of
postage stamps used by the Tuocal Fund Account department of the

Collector’s office should be borne

may use service stamps only when

writing as

President of

by Local

the District

Funds.

The Collector

writing as Collector; bat when

Board, he should use, ordinary

ostage stamps, punching them, if necessary, with the letters,‘ On

.F.S. (On Local Fund Service) as now permitted by the Postal
Rules. As regards postal charges incurred by Collectors, Divisional
officers,

and

other

Government

officials

on

account of

estate

spondence, see Standing Order No. 218, paragraph 5 (ii) m/ra.
B.P., No. 361, 4-10-95.

corre-

6. Service telegrams—(i) When sent and how.—Telegraphic messages
on the public service should be confined to occasions of real emergency. —
®They should then be superscribed ‘ Service’ for the information of

the Telegraph Department,* ¥ and should be paid for in cash and
debited in the monthly contingent bill.
௧8௫.

No. 1409, 19-3-60.

» B.P., No. 1418, 1-3-62.

Note—(1) A separate file of all service telegrams despatched should be maintained
in the Collector's oifice, and the number, as well as the day of the week and month on
which the telegrams were despatched, should invariably be mentioned in them.
B.P., No. 2904, 5-6-61.

(2) Telegrams regarding leave or other private business shonld be paid for
from the private funds of the officer concerned, and not charged to the State.
B.P., No. 2799, 3-10-85,
(3) For rules regarding the debit of telegraphic charges connected with
estate correspondence, see paragraph 5 (iii) of Standing Order No. 218 injra.
Gi) Classification —The sender should use his discretion in
classing a State message
as ‘ Urgent,’ ‘ Ordinary,’ or‘ Deferred.’ The
following ட்ட
who should

bear

principles are prescribed for the guidance of officers,
in mind

the necessity for keeping

possible the expenditure on telegrariis :—

down

as much as

(1) When it is not necossary that a reply (by post or wire)

should be

despatched

within

the

message should be sent ‘ Deferred.”

office

hours of

the

same
67

day, the
ட்
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(2) When it is considered essential that the reply should be

sent the same day, the message should be sent ‘ Ordinary.
(8) ‘Urgent’ messages should be used only—

்
(a) In cases of real emergency ;
line
the
that
knows
officer
ng
despatchi
the
where
cases
Tn
(89

is, for any reason, blocked, and considers his message
sufficiently important to take precedence of ordinary
traffic.

B.P., No. 769, 6-9-88.

(iii) Brevity—All State telegrams should be expressed clearly

and at the same time in as few words as possible; and mere auxiliary or
connecting words, which can obviously be filled in by the receiver,
should be omitted.

B.P., No. 769, 6-9-88.
‘Note. Numbers representing large sums of money should be expressed in words.
B.P., No. 698, 148-88.

PART

I.—THE

DISPOSAL

NUMBER

165.

The Disposal Number System—(i)

*For

the

conduct of business in all revenue

SYSTEM.

Principles of the system.—
offices

in

the

presidency

the disposal number system should be followed in lieu of the filing
system and the bundle system; the filing system consisted in filing or
pasting papers chronologically in skeleton file books, each of which
represented a department, and the latter in keeping papers in bundles,
each marked with a particular subject.*
© The main principles of the

disposal number system are (1) that every paper on receipt is given a
serial number by which it is known and referred to until final orders

are passed

on it; (2) that the

whole

correspondence immediately con-

-— nected with a paper is filed in chronological order until it is finally
disposed of; (8) and that, when disposed of, the file is given a final
number

in the disposal list, and is then

indexed, and arranged in the

record-room according to its serial number in the disposal list.»

¢The

chief object of the system is to ensure the systematic arrangement of
records and to facilitate referencing.°

8 B.Ps., No. 742, 2412-92; No. 407, 11-11-95.
d B.Ps., No. 2947, 22-10-85; No. 742, 24 12-92, No. 1288, Mis., 16-3-96.
© B.P., No. 407, 11-11-95.
Note—(1) The rules given in the sucoeedi
4
Points of ட
ட...
பக
டட
Sous, Aces ae
எட
2) Thepeodisposal ee
28
need not be adopted by Revenue Inspectors
B.Ps., No. 236, 12-7-95'; No. 1288, Mis., 16-3-96.

SECTION

ட்

(i).—REGISTRATION

OF PAPERS.

') Papers which need not be registered—The

general rule

is that
paper received in an office should be pamaared in the ட.
Eye

; but to this rule there are exceptions, chiefly in cases

_of the aes
technical

ean be sufficiently vouched for by

registers maintained with regard to the
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The following are the principal instances of papers which need not
be registered :—
(1) Bills, cheques, advices, and letters of credit which are received
puyment and which, after payment, are
in the office for

அட

ட்டம்.

(2) Daily cash balance reports.
(3) Abkdri warehouse passports.

(4) Extracts from the spirits registers.
(5) Birth and death registers.

6)
a
(8)
(9)

Indents for stamps and postage labels.
Village senate acquittance rolls.
Cholera reports.
Treasury accounts of receipts and disbursements.

(10) Notices of assumption and delivery of charge.
(11) Local

Fund,

minor

irrigation

and

cattle

pound

progress

reports.

(12)

Forest Department—
(a) Cash-book sheets;
(8) Receipts and issues of timber, &c., in depots;

(c) Sales of timber, &o., cut and collected by Govern-

ment Agency ;
(d) Revenue from timber, &c., removed

by

consumers

or

vurchasers ;

G) Statement st livestock

(f) Extract from the register of forest-produce and other
property seized and disposed of during the month.

(13) Refund statements,

(14) Sub-treasury examination reports from Tahsildars.
(15) Salary bills.

(16) Monthly

statement

amunsifs.

of

civil cases

disposed

of by village

(17) Police arrest reports.

(18) Copies of remand orders of subordinate magistrates.
(19) Magisterial calendars.
ன்
(20) Reports from village officers covering A and D memoranda
and patta transfer applications.

(21) Applications from village officers for forms and stationery.
(22) Reports from village officers advising remittances.
(23) Memoranda from sub-registrars and revenue inspectors forwarding patta transfer applications.

(24) Reports from village officers returning patta transfer applications after verification.
(25) Travelling allowance vouchers which are filed in book form.
(26)
(27)

Reports from village officers
Reminders.

returning summonses served.

B.Ps., No. 742, 24-12-92; No. 658, 16-11-93; No. 1288, Mis., 16-3-96.

2. Registers required —The most important of the seyeral registers
required to be maintained-in an office are the Current register and

the Periodical register.
work of the office down

Both these operate as useful checks on the

tothe stage

over to the Record-keeper.

at which the papers.

In addition

are handed.

to these registers, which

orrice RouTINE—S.O.
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should be maintained in each branch of the office, the following
registers common to all branches should also be maintained :—

(1) Register of papers received from the Board and Government.

(2)
இ

Petition register.
Security register.

.

க

(4) Register of papers received in camp called the Tour register.

B.P., No. 742, 24-12-92,
of vernacular papers need be maintained, but
register
separate
Note—(1) No
references to all communications, whether written in English or ina vernacular, should
be entered in English in the register of the branch to which they appertain.
B.P., No. 742, 24-12-92.
(2) Letters addressed by Collectors to the Board or Government should be
treated as references if they require a reply, and should be entered in the current or
other appropriate register. Communications received from higher authority in reply
to such references should be shown in the same register as that in which the references
have been entered.
B.P., No. 362, 29-10-97.
8. The Current Register—EHach branch of an office should maintain a

Qurrent register of papers received or arising in it.

The headings of

the several columns of the register should be as follows:—
(1) Number
in the register.

(2) If from outside, outside date and number, and name of officer
from whom received.

(8) If from outside, (2) number of enclosnres, (6) number of spare
copies, (c) court-fee stamps affixed.
(4) If from outside, date of receipt.
(5) Purport of the current with catch-word underlined.
(6) Name of clerk to whom current was given for disposal.

வடை
வ
னிட ப்பட் டட
or copy of the reference if sent in original; (8) outside
number and date of reply.
(8) Number and date of disposal, if disposed of by number. Copy
of the order of disposal in other cases.
B.Ps., No. 742, 24-12-92; No. 437, 13-12-97.

Wote—(1) Each of these registers should be made up into rections not exceeding 48

pages and should be bound at the end of the year.

B.P., No. 407, 11-11-95.
_ (2) All papers received from ontside, as well as those initiated in the office
and not immediately resulting from any paper received, should be entored in the approPriste registers, the entries being numbered consecntiyely.
case of papers
arising in the office, columns 2, 8 and 4 of ihe register should be Inleft theblank.
BPs, No. 742, 24-12-92; No. 437, 18-12-97.
(3) Ifany special instructions are received regarding the
period within which
reply is desired, they shonld be noted in red ink in column 5.
a
ae
B.Ps., No. 742, 24-12-92, No. 487, 13-19-97.
___(4) Aroply to a reference should not be entered as a new item, but should
ட்ட பட ப ©, Similarlya reminder
on @ current should not be
shown asa new item, but should be noted under received
space should b
‘eft after each entry for the insertion of sub-entries.column 2. Ample
ன்
‘
“
ய, No, 742, 24-12-92; No. 437, 19-12-97.

=

TOD

Reminders sent to other officers should be entered in red ink under
| BPs., No. 742, 24-12-92; No, 487, 18-12-97.
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(6)*Periodical reports and returns, petitions, and papers to be entered in the
Security register should not be entered in the Current register.
B.P., No. 742, 24-12-92.
the end of the
(7) Items of the Current register remaining undisposed of atexactly
as they”
year should be carried forward to the yégister of the following year
shown in the current year’s
Jiand, so that the whole of the arrears may always becarried
forward, the fact should
register, When an entry in the Current register is thus
be noted against the entry in column 8 of the original register, thus—
Vide same number in register of—.
B.P., No. 742, 24-12-93.
4. The Periodical Register—Each branch of an office should keep a

Periodical register for registering periodical reports and returns received
from subordinates and noting those to be sent to superior authorities.

The register should be provided with columns showing—
(1) Number in the register;
(2) Name of the periodical;

(8) and (4) Due dates—(8) In-coming and (4) Onut-going ;
(5) Name of the clerk responsible;
(6) Number

and

authority ;

date

of reminders

received

from

superior

(7) Name of the officer from whom the periodical is due ;

(8) Dates of reminders sent to such officer;

(9) Date of receipt of periodical ;

(10) Abstract of reference, if any, sent from the office, and date ;
(11) Number and date of reply ;
(12) Number and date of disposal if disposed of by number. Copy
of the order of disposal in other cases.
B.Ps., No. 742, 24-12-93 ; No. 437, 13-12-97.
Note.—(1) The reports and returns should be grouped as ‘monthly,’ ‘ quarterly,’ &c.
B.P., No. 742, 24-12-92.
¢ 2) When post-cards containing blank returns are received, the fact of receipt,
should be noted in the register, the information being recorded on a ‘stock’ sheet
under the initials of the Head Clerk or the head of the office, and the card being
destroyed.
B.P., No. 888, 4-7-90.
5. The Board and Government Register—All communications from
the Board or Government, except such as are received in reply to
references previously made to those authorities, should be entered in

this register.

The headings of the several columns of the regiater are

exactly the same as those of the Current register.
B.P., No. 862, 29-10-97.
Note—(1) Papers entered in the Board and Government register should not also be
entered in the Current register.
B-P., No. 362, 29-10-97.
(2) In all offices subordinate to the Collector, the Board and Government
register is replaced by the General Current register (Collector and other superior
officers), which is similar to it in all respects.
» B.P., No. 362, 29-10-97,
6. The Petition Register.—All petitions addressed to the Collector,
Divisional officers or Tahsildars, whether sent by post or presented in

165.
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person, should be entered in the Petition register.
contain the following columns :—(1) Number in the register.

This register should
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(@) From whom received.
(8) Taluk.
(4) Village.

ட

:

- (5) Value of court-feo stamps attached, and enclosures.
்

:

(6) Date of receipt.

(7) Purport of tho current with catch-word underlined.

sent out, date and to whom, with brief abstract.

(8) Reference

Copy of the reference if sent in original.

(9) Outside number and date of reply.
(10) Number and date of disposal if disposed of by number.

Copy

of the order of disposal in other cases.

B.Ps,, No. 742, 24-12-92; No, 487, 18-12-97.
Note—(1) Endorsed petitions received from higher authorities for disposal or delivery
to petitioners should be entered es ordinary papers in the Current register. They
should not be registered in the Petition register, which is intended for petitions received
direct. from petitioners.
B.P., No. 1288, Mis. 16-3-96.
(2) Petitions shonld be numbered in the presence of the officer opening the
tappal, who should affix his initials to the entries relating to valuable enclosures shown
in colamn,5 aud to the last number entered.
நற, No. 742, 24-12-92,
7. The Security Register—All papers

be entered in this register.

containing valuables should

It has nine columns as indicated below :—

(1) Consecutive number in the register.
(2) Date of receipt.

(3) From whom received.

(4) Date and number of the current.
(5) Purport of the current.
(6) Particulars of valuables enclosed.
(7) Branch to which sent.

(8) ட

yy

(9) Remarks.

him.

of the head of the department and date of receipt

B.Ps., No. 742, 24-12-92 ; No. 487, 18-12-97.

Note—P

eee

should be

le agua

bered

in

this

regist

i

be esse

B.P., No. 742, 24-12-92.

_ 8. Lhe Tour Register—Papers received in camp should be entered
in this register: such papers should, if practicable, be sent to headquarters on the evening of the same day for entry in the ordinary

registers,

register.

The Tour register is exactly similar in form to the Current
B.Ps., No. 742, 24-12-92 ; No. 1288, Mis, 16-3-96.

NoteWhen papers received in camp are sent for registry in the ordinary Current
registers, 4 they should be entered in the latter taus N°7” (1315),
Tour (Darkhast}
‘our register number and 1315 is the number in the நவக்
ee

3

_ B.P., No. 1288, Mis., 16-3-96,

where

77 is the

Chap. XV-
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9. Special Registers—(i) For darkhasts, applications for patta transfers

and. relinquishments.—Darkhasts and

applications for transfer of pattas

and relinquishments of lands should be entered in the special registers
provided for the
in appendix

purpose. The registers should be in the form shownI. A single book should be used for each class of

transactions, and the entries made in the order lof villages, with a
sufficient number of pages set apart for each village. Hach village
should haye its own serial

number.

B.P., No. 270, 22-6-94.

Note.—(1) The village serial number of darkhasts and patta transfer’and'relinquish-_
ment applications should not be disturbed on receipt of the A memorandum from the
village officers. It should be noted in the Taluk register as a denominator to the taluk
serial number.
B.P., No. 407, 11-11-95.

(2) The Current register of transfer applications should be kept in two sections
—one for Government and one for inam lands—and applicants should be asked to
state distinotly whether the land applied for is Government or inam, and the application
accordingly registered in the section to which it appertains,
B.P., No. 407, 11-11-95,

(8) The Darkhast register should show all applications, whether im the form
of memoranda or petitions.
B.P,, No, 1288, Mis., 16-3-96.
(4) The Patta Transfer register should include only cases presented in person
and not the reports of village officers on the death of pattadars. Only the first application should be entered, the other applications being treated as objections and shown
in the Petition register; the two entries should be connected together.
B.P., No, 1288, Mis., 16-3-96,

(ii) Registers prescribed in the Acts and Standing Orders.—Special

rogistors should also be maintained for such subjects as suits, revenue
appeals, income-tax objection

and revision petitions, ‘and

copy appli-

cations as prescribed in the Acts and Standing Orders, but as the registers

prescribed for these purposes do not contain all the information required
in a Current register, the papers relating to such subjects should be jirst

registered in the General Current register—vide paragraph 3 supra.
B.P., No. 407, 11-11-95.

10.

Numbering

numbered

of Currents

Every

Ourrent

registered

should

be

consecutively; this number should be entered in red ink at

the top of the first page of the paper, thus—

No. 50
Current No$22518 of 1892, Current °°?
of 1892,

and

so

number

on

according

should

to the branch

likewise be

in which

registered.

The

same

entered at the top of the docket outside,

In the case of entries in the special registers, such as Darkhast, Patta
Transfer, &c., the name of the special register shonld be entered bolow

thus—-

No. 148
Current ல

of 1894.

In the case of petitions and periodicals, the word ‘ petition’ or
பறட.
as the case may be, should be substituted for ‘current’
us—
Petition No. 98 of 1894 or Periodical No. 368 of 1894.

Chap. XV.
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Papers entered in the Tour register should be entered in the same
manner as those in the Current register, except that the word ‘Tour ’
should be used instead of the word ‘Current.’
B.Ps., No. 742, 24-12-92; No. 1288, Mis., 16-3-96.

individuals
‘ote—(1) When letters from other departments or from byprivate
the registering clerk
received without a docket sheet, a half sheet should thebe attached
name of the persun from whom
on which should be entered the current number,
received, and the other entries properly finding place in a docket,
BP., No. 742, 24-12-92.
(2) Abbreviations may be used in denoting the branches, and authorized
;
snbber stamps may be employed to indicate register, department, &o.
B.P., No. 742, 24-12-92.

11. Filing.—The term ‘Filing’ means the stringing together of -a
number of papers. Currents and enclosures must bo filed chronologic
if a

ally,

the

in

ic,

exact

order

instance,

For

of their arising.

Tahsildar writes to his Divisional officer, and the latter thereupon
addresses the Collector sending on the Tahsildar’s communication as an
enclosure and at the same time submitting a statement with his own
letter, the Tahsildar’s letter should be placed at the top of tho file as
bearing the earliest date, the Divisional officer’s letter should be placed
immediately below it, and the statement prepared at the same time
as the Divisional officer’s letter should be placed last.
The entire file

of papers should then have a hole punched through it in the left-hand

top corner, and a single string run through of sufficient length to
admit cf the leaves being freely turned over for perusal. Uniformity
of size is of great importance for the duo preservation of papers in
files.

Where

there

are a number

of papers

smallest are apt to get lost and the largest torn.

of

different

sizes, the

B.P., No. 742, 24-12-92.
12.

Transfer of current to Disposing clerk.—As

soon

as

a

current

is

registered, it should be handed over to the clerk who deals with the
subject to which it relates, the designation of the clerk and the date on
which it is so handed

over being

entered

in column

6 of the Current

register. The registering clerk should also keep a separate register in
which he should note merely the numbers, according to the Current
register, of the various currents handed over by him to the disposing
clerk. ‘The latter should initial the entries in this book in token of
receipt of the papers.

B.P., No. 742, 24-12-93.
SECTION

(i)—REFERENOCING

AND

DRAFTING.

13. Personal Register of Disposing clerk—(i) Contents —It is the duty

of the disposing clerk to cause all papers received by him to be referenced

and laid before the Collector or other superior officer.

For this purpose

he should maintain a ‘ Personal register’ showing—

(1) Number in the Current register.

ட

Date of receipt by the clerk.

்் Subject.

(4) Date on which sent to record for referencing.

Chap. KV.
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(5) Date of return.
(6) Date of submission to and return from superior officer.
(7) Number and date pf disposal if disposed of by number.
Copy of the order ef disposal in other cases.

(8) Remarks.

B.Pa., No. 742, 24-12-92; No. 437, 13-12-97,
Note—It the disposing clerk has to keep any special registers for the maintenanceof which he is solely responsible, the papers entered in them need not be entered
again in his Personal register. The spevinl registers will be a sufficient cheok for all
purposes,
ச
B.P., No, 1288, Mis., 16-3-96.
Gi) Entries to be made when papers are sent for reference—When

the currents received
keeper in order

by a clerk for disposal are sent to the Record-

that previous references or precedents may be put

up,

the necessary entry should be made in the disposing clerk’s Personal
register under column 4, and the paper should go through the register-

ing clerk concerned, who should note the fact in the Current register in
column 6.
B.P., No. 742, 24-12-02.
14. Mode of referencing —On receiving a current for reference, the

Record-kecper should note on its back the date of receipt by him.

In the place of every paper taken out by him from the records to be
put up with the current he should substitute a slip showing the date and

number of the paper put up, the number of the current

for which it is

put up, the person for whom it is put up, the date on which it is given,

the signature of the clerk taking it, and the initials of the Record-keeper.
Every paper taken ont from

the

records should also

be entered in the

Record Issue register (vide Standing Order No. 169, paragraph 5 infra),
the date on which it is taken and the number of the current for which
it is put up bemg shown in the appropriate columns of the register.
The entries should be attested by

the tall signature of the clerk taking

or his assistant delivering
the paper and the initials of the கப.
it. The same procedure should be followed when @ papor is independently required from the record-room by disposing clerks or others.

In

auch eases the purpose for which the paper is required should be
entered in column 4 of the register, if no current number can be given.
B.Ps., No, 742, 24-12-92; No. 77, 19-3-98.
15.

Return of

papers after referencing —After

putting up the neces-

ல வடம். should note on the current the date on
sary papers, the
which if is retummed by him, and shonld send the current with the
clerk. ‘Tho latter should enter the date
papers put up to the registering
the Current register and should then send
of return under column 6 of
the papers to the disposing clerk, who

should in his turn note

of receipt under column 5 of his Personal register
dispose of the current.
ன்
ம்
B.P., No. 742, 24-12-93.

the date

and proceed to

16. Paper for drafting—(i) Size of paper—All drafts, notes, &o.,

intended for record should, like official communications (see Standing
1*supra), be written on paper 13 inches in
Order No. 163, esc

length and 81 inches

in width.

Drafts should be written on half sheets

and not on full sheets, and should be in half margin.
‘be on quarter sheets 63 inches long and 84 inches wide.

Reminders may
For large tabular

68

—
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(iii) A ‘ Lie-over” order is issued when action cannot be taken on
a current, pending disposal of another current or receipt of a promised
ferther communication.
In such cases the paper is put by with an
order to the effect that it is ‘to lie over, pending, 6௦.”

B.P., No. 742, 24-12-92.

(iv) A final disposal is put on a current when no further information is required for its disposal, or after such further information has
been received, and the disposal is such a final order as clo-es the file
and renders it ready to veceive a disposal number and to be indexed

and put into the record.
B.P., No. 742, 24-12-92.

(v) ‘ Recorded’ and ‘ Lodged’ are forms of disposal adopted
be commuuicited to any other office. ‘Lhe term * Lodged’ is used only

when the paper has simply to be retained in the office and has not to
in connection with
after a short time.

papers

of no importance

which may

be destroyed

BP., No. 742, 24-12-92.
Note.—Collectors should insist upon the regular destruction of papers in the
‘ Lodged’ series.
B.P., No, 742, 24-12-92.

(vi) When papers aro transferred to other offices in original, it

will be sufficient to write an endorsement to that effect on the current.
No office copies need be kept of such papers, nor need any disposal
number be given to them; but a copy of the disposal should be entered
in the last column of the Current register.
B.P., No. 742, 24-12-92.
Wote-—(1) In the case of ‘Reference’ endorsements sent in original, an exact copy௨
of the reference should be entered in column 7 (a) of the Current register, and is
voucher in the following form maintained by the disposing clerk till the original
returned with reply :—

Current Register Extract Slip.
Currest No.
From whom received.
Subject, briefly.
To whom sent.
Date of despatch.

CEs

19

of the reference.
Parport

Dated
noe
Head of office.
B.Ps., No. 407, 11-11-95 ; No. 963, Mis., 25-2-96; No. 1988, Mis., 16-83-96;
No. 437, 13-12-97.
(2), Final disposals shonld in no case be despatched in original, except where a
paper with which the despatching office has no concern: is transferred to another office
for disposal.
B.P.. No. 407, 11-11-95.
18. Filing of papers

submitted

with drafts. When

a draft prepared

by a clerk is sent up for the approval of the superior officer, the same
procedure should
paragraph

11

be followed in regard to filing as that

supra.,

‘he

graft

with

the

current

or

described in

currents

on

which it is prepared should be placed at the top, and the papers put
up for reference should be arranged below in chronological order.

Papers pat up should never be filed together, nor placed either ong

a ae

rom

la’. Magisterial

the “Accountant.

fine statement;
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and finally*disposed of. Tho Disposal list~clerk should then fill in
column & of the Disposal list and hand over the bundle to the despatcher who should distribute the references to the disposing cierks and
the disposals to the Record-keeper, taking his initials under column 9

of the Disposal list against each entry.

After secing that the disposal

files are in order and
properly paged and stitched,» the
keeper will enter them in his Record Issue register.»

Record-

B.P., No. 742, 24-12-92. 2B.P., No. 101, 18-4-98. bB.P., No. 77, 19-3-98.
Note.—Incomplete and undispored of files chould, under no circumstances, be sent
to, or received in, the record. Similarly, finally disposed of files should never be
unnecessarily detained by disposing clerks.
B.P., No. 1288, Mis., 16-3-96.
SECTION

(iv).—_INDEXING.

26. Necessity for an index.—The maintenance of an index is an
essential part of the disposal number system, and no effort should be
spared to ensure the due performance in all offices of this important

duty.

Collectors and Jivisional officers, during their tours of inspection,

should personally satisfy themselves that the system is being worked

with intelligence and care.

In the absence of an index, the laborious

process of searching the Disposal registers may have to be gone through,

if a person who remembers a pariicular correspondence on a subject
cannot quote the number and date of such correspondence.

B.Ps., No. 658, 16-11-93 ; No. 106, 31-3-97.
27. Selection of papers—Vhe selection¥ of papers to be indexed must
be made by some responsible officer, ¢., by the Head Accountant in a
Talak office, the Head Clerk in a Divisional office and the Recordkeeper in the Huzur; and the head of the office should occasionally

scrutinize the work and see that it is carefully performed.

B.Ps., No. 658, 16-11-93; No. 106, 31-3-97.
28. Index headings.—An alphabetical index, under subject heads,
should

be maintained

in all offices.

A list of subjects

in- the index is printed as appendix IX.

to be dealt with

Collectors are at liberty to

add to the list such other heads as they may find necessary.

B.Bs., No. 742, 24-12-92; No. 658, 16-11-93 ; No. 407, 11-11-95.
29. Indexing on loose sheets. Indexing should be done on. loose

forms with headings printed as shown below.
brought

into use for

cach new subjecthead.

A fresh form should be

But when

a form with a

subject head has been once started, other entries under the same subject
head may follow on the same form until the page is exhausted. At

the end of the year the forms can be bound up in a book.
Letter.

Subject.

Subject head.

௪
ட
ட வலு
Date of disposal.
Number of dispocal & and series (R or D)a
with Branch symbol where necessary.
B.P., No. 638, 16-11-92. # B.P., No. 101, 18-4-98.

® Note.—Papers on tho R list will, as a rule, be indexed, while those or the D list

Will be indexed or not according to their importance.

that some

simple convention

But in all cases it is advisable

shonld be empliyed by drafting olticers in order to

indicate whethera 1) paper should be indexed. Thus [1D] might serve to indicate that
the paper will be indexed, whereas a plain D wonld mean that it will not be indexed.
B.P., No. 183, 4-8-99,
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30. Ohecking of arrears—Arrears in the office should be checked by
means ofa statement prepared from the Current and Periodical registers,
and

reference

verified hy

to. the Personal

Disposal

register and

lists,

where necessary. No separate arrear list must necessarily be kept, for
the fact of disposal or non-disposal should be clearly indicated in the
registers [of the office and in the Personal register maintained by each
clerk. A reference to the former will show all arrears outstanding, and.
It will be sufficient if
areference to the latter the clerk responsible.

an abstract is prepared from these registers and submitted periodically

to the head of the office, who, when at head-quarters, should go through

the list himself, When he is in camp, the abstract should be placed
before the officer left in charge of the office. ‘The list should include
all papers received in the office up to a period of 15 days prior to the
date of its preparation, and m the Collector’s office
But once a week
to the Collector once a month.
of the branch, #.c., the Huzur Sheristadar, the
&c., should run his eye over each clerk’s register

should be submitted
or oftener the head
English Head Clerk,
and initial or put his

pen through every paper that has been finally disposed of on the general

‘Rominders should be issued by the head of the branch
ட்ட
office
responsible and not by a separate arrear list clerk.

B.P., No. 742, 24-12-92,

Note.—Reminders should be removed from the file and destroyed after the final
order has been copied and before the papers are sent into the record-room.
B.P., No, 407, 11-11-95,

166, Communication of printed Proceedings
Communication by Collectors

Proceedings haye to be

of the Board—

to Subordinate Officers —Whenever

communicated

by Collectors to

Board’s

subordinate

officers ‘ for information and guidance, such proceedings should be issued

with a footnote so that they may be recorded and indexed.

=
B.P., No. 407, 11-11-95.
Note.—(1) Proceedings which contain no general rulings, but are merely communicated for information. should also be separately registered, recorded and indexed the
‘office of reocipt in order that they may be available for future reference; but in such
proceedings may be circulated from the Huzur office in bundles under one covering ~
:
endorsement without separate foot-notes.

<

B.P., No. 407, 11-11-95.
(2) Board's Proceedings communicated to Divisional officers from the Huzur
ட Teo ene may be ‘lodged’ or ‘filed,’ according to the discretion of the
B.P., No. 196, 4-6-96.
2. Scale of supply of spare copies—(i) Land Revenue and Settlement

_ Departments.—Printed

proceedings

not intended

for communication

of four copies each, including the signed copy.

(b) Proceedings of

to Divisional

officers will be supplied to Collectors’ offices only, at the

terest

which

should

be

communicated

to

Divisional

be supplied at the rate of four copies for the Collector’s office
ch Divisional officer, including the Head-quarters
Proceedings ~ correcting Board’s Standing
Mannal, &c., and those laying down any
or
dure will be supplied also to Tahsildars

pendent charge, at

the rate of one copy

Chap. XV.
each.
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to treasury

or account

matters, an extra copy will be supplied for the use of the Treasury

Deputy Collector.

(e) In the caso of Board's Proceedings (Land

Revenue) * relating to Forest matters one extra copy will be supplied

to the Collector for each District Forest-officer.*

B.P., No. 2, 5-1-97, ®B.P., No. 811, 18-9-97.
Note—(1) The destination of every printed proceedings of the Board will be indicated as follows at the foot of the proceedings :—
(2) To Collectors.
(௫) To Collectors (Divisional officers).
(@) To Collectors (Divisional officera—Tahsildars).
(d) To Collectors (Treasury Deputy Collector—Divisional officers—Tahsildars).
(© To ®Gollectors® (Divisional officers—District Forest-officers).
B.P., No, 2, 5-1-97. a B.P., No. 811, 18-9-97.
(2) In the case of printed proceedings ixsned from the Worest Branch of the
Board, the destination will be indicated as shown below—
(a) To Collectors (District Forest-officers).
cb Porest-officera—
ional officers).
ional officers—Tahsildars).
(@ To Collectors (District Porest-officers—Range officers) or (District Forest
officers—Divisional officers—Range officers), &c.
B.P., No. 809, For., 22-7-98.
Revenue Department.—The scale of supply

Gi) Separate
lectors

of spare

copies

of printed

proceedings

issued

Revenue Department is as follows :—

in the

to ColSeparate

(a) Salt.—Proceedings relating to this subject, which are of

eneral interest to Collectors, will be furnished at the rate of four copies
‘or the Collector’s office, and one copy for each of the Divisional officers,
including the Treasury and Head-quarters Deputy Collectors.
(8) Customs —Copies will be furnished to Collectors and Divisional officers at the above-mentioned rate, and in the maritime districts
to Superintendents and Assistant Superintendents of Sea Customs also,
at the rate of one copy each.
(c) Abhari, Income-taz and Stamps.—Proceedings relating to

these subjects, which are almost invariably of the nature of rulings on
estions of administration with which it is necessary that Tahsildars

should

be

acquainted,

will

be

furnished

not

only

to

Collectors

and

Divisional officers, but to Tahsildars and Deputy Tahsildars also, at the
rate of one copy each.
B.P., No. 581, Sep. Rev., 18-11-95.
8.

Requisition

Board’s

for

Proceedings

spare

copies—Requisitions

or Government

Orders

for

should

printed forms containing the following particulars :—
(i) Number and
Order.

date

of

Board’s

Proceedings

copies

of

be submitted

spare

on

or

Goyernment

Gi) Subject.
(iii) Number of copies required.
(iv) Why required.
B.P.,
No, 415, 15-7-93.
Notes ட.igi
sit aoe -willi be returned with
i the ‘spare copies,
Poopisey: with the
டட
B.P., No. 415, 15-7-98.
(இ) Applications for spare copies of Board’s Proceedings intended for atock
files may be sent on post-oards once’ month, but to ehsure compliance copies should
‘VoL,

ரா.
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be applied for within two months after the receipt of the proceedings in the Collector's
office. Copies required for the use of subordinate offices in the district will be eupPlied by the Board direct to such offices, if the necessary addresses are given.
B.P., No. 50, 82-97.
167. Stock files—Use.—*Stock files should be limited in number,
and should be used only as an adjunct to the ordinary registers and
indexes of an office.*
‘These files are of considerable utility, especially
in offices which have nota staff of referencers to search through the

indexes of previous years in order to find rulings on any given point.

But it must be borne in mind that matter which finds its way into
stock files 1s often to be had at first hand in the Legislative and Financial
Codes of the Government of India or the Board’s Standing Orders.
Only such proceedings as are not embodied in the Standing
Orders or

in the Codes need ordinarily he put into stock files, and only one
stock

file should be maintained for each subject. Clerks should not be
allowed to make up private files for themselves or to take them away on

their transfer to other offices,
2 B.P., No. 719, 8-11-87; B.P., No. 155, 244-96.
Noie—(1) Originals should not be removed from the record shelves for the purpose of
being put into stock files. If additional spare copies printed proceedings are required
Jor stock files in Divisional offices, application may, if ofnecessary,
made to the Board ;
but it will often be possible to supply Divisional officers from the beCollector's
office.
B.P., No, 153, 24-4-96,
(2) When it is desired to
up stock files in Taluk offices, Collectors
should apply to the Board for extra sparemakecopies
of its proceedings.
B.P., No. 704, 19-12-93.
2. Maintenance. —The

mainten

each stock file should be entrusted to a xesponsible clerk whoancedealsof with
subject and should
therefore be in a position to judge whether anythe letter
or proceedings
should go into the file or no’

B.P., No, 165, 244-96,
8. Examination
—Tf stock files are to be of real use in the dispos
al
of papers, heads of offices should examine tho
files

satisfy themselves that all the latest orders
embodied in them.

from time to time and

on each subject have been

B.P., No. 155, 24-496,

168. Confidential Papers—How and

by whom dealt with—Confidential papers should not pass through an office
in the usual o
papers.
Confidential papers should pass
rsonal delivery or under sealed cover.

B.P., No. 216, 28-5-94,
_ 2

Registration—The

entries

in
office registers and
diaries should be made from slips furn the ordin
ished by ‘her confidential | clerk who
deals with tho Paper, and shou

be very general, being sufficient
merely to tender it possil le for theld pape
rs to be traced, and referring to
aபடக் register. This sopar
confi fidential

ate

register should be kept

by

the

clerk, and should be in the same form
and contain the same
particulars as the general registers
kept for ordinary correspondence,

B.P,, No. 216, 28-5-94.
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8. Custody.—Confidential papers should not be mixed up with

ordinary papers, but should be separately recorded and kept under the

personal custody of the confidential clerk.

If printed, the spare copies

should be treated with the same care as the originals.
9

B.P., No, 216, 28-5-94.

4. Printing and despatch—When confidential papers are forwarded
for the information or use of the Board or Government, they should
As few copies of confidenbe sent carefully packed under double cover.
tial papers should be printed as possible, and a register should be
maintained showing the number of copies printed and the persons to

whom they have been distributed.
B.P., No. 216, 28-5-94.
Circulation

5.

to Subordinate

Officers—(i) Printed papers.—Only

one

are copy of printed confidential Government Orders or Board’s
roceedings will be furnished to Collectors. The original should be

retained in tho Collector’s custody, and the spare copy circulated to those

officers in the district to whom the contents of the document should, in
the opinion of the Collector, be made known. All such officers should
maintain and retain in their own custody a register of confidential papers,
showing the number and date of each paper, the date of receipt i the
officer,

the

date

on which, and

the designation of the officer to whom,

it has been passed on, and containing an abstract sufficiently full to enable
an officer who had not seen the paper to readily comprehend its contents
‘The last recipient should sign the endorsement finally,
and intentions.
returning the paper to the Collector. The spare copy should be filed

with the original.
B.P., No. 216, 28-5-94; G.O., No. 458, Public, 22-6-94.
Note.—Collectors may make their own arrangements in regard to the distribution of
confidential papers other than Government Orders or Board’s Proceedings.
B.P., No. 216, 28-5-94,

Gi) Manuscripts —In the case of manuscript confidential proceed
ings

and orders, the Collector should

have a certified copy

made

in his

office, and should adopt the same procedure in regard fo its circulation
to subordinate officers as that prescribed in clause (i).

B.P., No. 216, 28-5-94.
6.

Transfer of Oustody.Whenever

there is a change of officers, the

relieved officer should either personally hand over to the officer who
relieves him the key of the receptacle in which the confidential papers
are deposited, or should send the key to him in a sealed cover.

B.P., No. 216, 28-5-94.
PART
169,

IV.—ARRANGEMENT, PRESERVATION,
AND DESTRUCTION OF RECORDS.

Custody

of Records—General

mode

of arrangement.—The

following rules should be observed in arranging papers in the recordroom :—

(1) A separate shelf or space must be set apart for each department of business,
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(2) On

the front

which the papers

therein

durably written.

of the shelf the name

lodged

appertain

Chap. XV.
of the department

should be legibly

to

and

A printed label in bold characters will answer well.

(8) The front.and sides of the shelf in which

papers of perma-

nent value are lodged, ¢.g., old survey records, should be fitted with

wire work so as to admit of the free circulation of air.

(4) Great care must be taken. to tie the papers securely, so that

they cannot shp out of the bundles.
It is better not to use open shelves,
unless the openings are fitted with perforated zine or wire netting.
B.P., No. 1379, 10-3-65.

Note—-(1) Correspondence anterior to the introfuction of the disposal number system
should be merely sorted by its date according to years, and need not be re-arranged
by snbjects nor indexed. Dufters once sorted in this manner can easily be sorted again
forjdestraction when they become old enough for that purpose.
Old records should be arranged as follows —
(a) Settlement registers and books, dc, should be arranged in almirahs and
catalogued.
(® Maps should be neatly rolled up and put away in cages, the survey number
and name of each village being legibly written on the cage,
(€) Dufters should be placed chronologically on record shelves or stands and
neatly arranged.
(@) All the record shelves or stands should be numbered and divided into compart-

ments, The number of the shelf or stand and the number of the compartment should be legibly painted thereon.
(@) A list in book form should be kept to show the contents of the dufters in each
stand or compartment, thus—
Shelf No. 4, Compartment No. 3.
Dafter No. 1, Fort St. George Gazette, 1891.
» No. 2, Fort St. George Gazette, 1891.
» No. 8, Fort St. George Gazette, 1892.
Stand No. 6, Coiapartment No. 8.
Dufter No. 1, Taluk Accounts-Current, 1890-92.
»
No.2, Taluk Deposit Registers, 1890-92.
B.Ps., No, 704, 19-12-98 ; No. 407, 11-11-95.
(2) The papers referred to in Standing
No. 165, paragraph J (ii) and
note 2 to paragraph 22, which are excluded from theOrder
operation
of the disposal number
system, should be cither
filed or
in bundles. Those mentioned below should be
neatly arranged on record shelves ortiedstands,
in the manner indicated in clauses (d) and
(@) of Note 1:

(1) Fort St. George Gazettes.
ட District Gazettes.

(3) Income-tax registers.
(4) Registers and accounts prepared under the Loans Acts (other than periodical
returns
(5) Shroffs’ ohittas.

(6) Cash (nagadi) chittas—Permanent advance accounts, &o.
(7) Registers and accounts maintained under
special Fund Audit rules.
(8) Deposit Registers—

Revenue.
Criminal,
Civil,

(9) Accounts-current,
ஸ் Register of stomps and stamped pnpors.
lio

1

forks

Department

vousher lists, &0.

and

Duplicate

Local

Fond

Engi

See

4

ee

tandals (village daily collection accounts and
reynittance list).
Irrigation

18) Minor
accounts
(14) Village mannal accounts. and registers.
<5) See
accounts and re; gisters (other than jamabandi
and statistical
_ re
1S)

ட a] பட Magisteri: பப

ட்ட...
‘imis
at

25, No. 704, 19-12-98 ; No. 107, 31-3-97.
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2. Arrangement of papers dealt with under the disposal number
system.—All numbered disposals, whether indexed or not, should be
arranged in chronological order and put into record racks or shelves.

They should be tied up in bundles, not inconveniently bulky, between

dealwood boards, on the upper one of which should be pasted a printed
slip showing the first and last number in the bundle.
‘ Lie-overs’ and
‘Lodged’ papers
eurrent numbers.

should

be

arranged

separately

according

to

the

B.Ps,, No. 742, 24-12-92; No. 658, 16-11-93.

Note.—(1) It is essential that the records should be methodically arranged
as papers

are received, and that they should not be allowed to get into such disorder that it is

necessary tu apply for a special establishment to put things straight.
(இ Records relating to darkhasts, patta transfers and relinquishments should
not be put away among the records immediately after the despatch of the orders, but
should be handed over to the disposing clerks by the Record-keeper after the necessary
entries have been made in the Record Issue register. The disposing clerk should keep the
papers till jamabandi is over, and should then return them to the Record-keeper with
an office-note.
B.P., No. 407, 11-11-95.
(8) The Record-keeper is responsible for every disposal as soon as he has
initialed the corresponding item in the disposal list.
B.P., No. 1288, Mis., 16-3-96.
8. Arrangement of Village Accounts in Taluk Records.— Village
accounts should be classified and arranged in the taluk record-room
as shown below; the accounts of each village in each class should be
put together and the villages classed by firkas :—
Description and number of accounts—
Class I—Birth and death register, No. 19, parts I and II.
Class II—Important

descriptive accounts—

Adangal, No. 2.

Register of changes, No. 8.
Trrigation accounts, Nos. 8 and 8 (a).
Abstract statement of settlement, No. 12.

Individual chitta, No. 10.
4, Access

of Karnams

to Taluk

Records —Karnams

should

of the Tahsildar

or Taluk

not

be

allowed to have access to the taluk records, except under proper supervision

and with

the

express

permission

Head

Accountant, and should only be allowed to examine papers in the presence
of a person deputed by either of the above-named officers to exercise
such supervision.
B.P., No. 4823, 9-10-71.

5. Record Issue Register—When papers are taken out of the record-

room for reference * an entry to that effect should be made in the Record
in StandIssue register* and a slip containing the particulars mentioned
for every
substituted
be
should
supra,
14
paragraph
165,
No.
Order
ing
‘The person taking papers out of the record-room
paper so removed.
should be held responsible for their bemg returned as soon as possible.

B.P., No. 742, 24-12-92. 8 B.P., No.7, 19-3-98.
Note-—The Record-keeper should maintain an issue register of papers showing—
(1) Serial disposal number.
(2) Date of receipt into records.
(8) Date of issue from records.
(4) Current number, if any; for which taken; otherwise purpose for which
ம.
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(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
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Full signature of the clerk taking.
ae
Initials of Record-keeper or Assistant delivering.
Date of return.
Signature of clerk returning.
Initials of Record-keeper or Assistant receiving.

(10) Remarks_

He should verify the entries in this register onco a month with reference to the
current number for which the disposals were taken.
BPs., No. 1288, Mis. 16-3-96; No. 77, 19-83-98.
Class III—Jamabandi and miscellaneous accounts—

Monthly cultivation account, No. 1.
Rainfall and water-supply, No. 20, parts I and II.
Tamabandi statements, 2 (a), 2(c), 3 (a), 10 (a), 5,
5 (a), 6,7 and 9.

Class TV—Cash

acceunts, Nos. 18,

14, 16,17, 14 (a), 14(6),

and

14 (ஐ.
Olass

V—Statistical aceounts—

Vital statistics, No. 19, part IIT.
Agricultural stock, No. 21, part IT.
Changes in ayakat, No. 2-B.
Aroa cultivated and irrigated and outturn, Nos. 2-B,
ற எ
Statement of irrigation sources, No. 22.
Rent-roll, No. 21, part I, and No. 23.

B.Ps., No. 255, Sett., 27-6-93; No. 1, Sett., 61-96; No. 226, Sett., 11-9-96;
‘No. 107, 31-3-97.
6. Alterations in Public Records—Interlineations and corrections in

public documents must be initialed by the person signing the papers;
and if interlinedtions and corrections are found in papers passing through

the hands of Tahsildars and Taluk Head Accountants, they must be
initialled by those officers, should the initials of the person who signed
the papers be not then obtainable.

B.P., No. 4328, 9-10-71,
Note. —(1) Gamastas in charge of taluk records should carefully examine every paper
delivered to them for the purpose of being put into the record, and they shoald bring
to the notice of the Tahsildar or Tatuk Head Accountant any interliueations
or corre.
tions in order that they may be initialed.
13.2, 3௦, 4828, 9-10-71.
(2) Revenue Inspectors should, during their tours, examine and initial
‘interlineations and corrections in the village accounts which are in the டக் ஸு
Karnams, who should be warned that the practice of inserting interlineations and
corrections
in accounts without duly attesting them will be severely noticed,
B.P., No. 4823, 9-10-71.
ional officers should, during their annual examination of cash
(3) Di
balances, eee
see that these rules are strictly conformed

to, and should report t the result to

B.P., No, 4323, 9-10-71,
7. Preservation

and Destruction of Records—(j) List of Records to

be

retained or destroyed.—*
A complete list of records to be retained, as well
as of those to be destroyed, is given in appendix X.*
>The treasury
records falling under items 1 to 11 under (4) Collector’s Treasury, items
.1to 3 under (¢) Cash-kesper’s records and items 1 and 2 under (a)
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Accounts in the above appendix, should not be destroyed without a
certificate being first obtained from the Accountant-General that there
are no unsettled objections relating to them.

௨௫௫௨, 39௦. 2016, §-7-85; No. 428, 21-7-93.
D B.P., No, 913, 14-4-86.
or for
Note.—(1) Collectsrs are not debarred from retaining cither permanently
incinded under the
longer periods thun those prescribed in the appendix any records
to
class * to be destroyed’ which, for any special reasons, they may consider itbedesirable
retained,”
preserve. Similarly, records which, though included under the class ‘ todiscretion.
are of a purely routine character may be destroyed by Collectors at theig
B.P., No. 428, 21-'

(2) Police weekly circulars may be destroyed after one year, unless the
Collector specially orders otherwise.
B.P., No. 686, 4-12-93.
(8) The originals of Board’s Proceedings and Government Orders {may be
retained or destroyed according to the rules laid down in appendix X,and eurplus
copies destroyed.
B.Ps., No. 428, 21-7-98 ; No. 551, 23-9-93.
(4) ® Divisional officers bave been empowered to order the destraction of
> Similar powers have been conferred on Tahsildars
‘selesa records in their offices*
in respect of taluk records, but it is the duty ofthe Divisional officer to see that the

power is properly exercised by Tahsildars.»

* B.P., No. 232, 26-6-96. » B.P., No. 351, 20-12-88.
(5) The rales for the destruction of records under the disposal number
system are given in appendix XI.
(ii) Selection of papers to be destroyed—Papers for destruction
should be selected from the ‘D’ disposal list prescribed in Standing
This list should be submitted to
Order No. 165, paragraph 22 supra.
some responsible officer for sanction, and a stamp ‘ Destroyed ’ impressed
‘The docket sheet
on each entry in the disposal list after destruction.
may be retained in the records; or where there are no docket sheets,
dummy slips may be inserted.
B.P., No. 5, 6-1-96.
Note.—(1) ‘The selection of papers for destruction from the taluk records should be
made by the ‘fahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar, and endorsed by the former with the

necessary orders. Divisional officers should, during their tours of inspection, carefully
scrutinize the list of records assigned for destruction in taluk offi
B.Pa.,

No. 165, 11-5-96; No. 351, 20-12-98.

® ‘The rules regarding the destraction of records apply equally to papers
to those bundled.
B.P., No. 165, 11-5-96.
(8) * Records marked for destru tion and relating to wards’ estates may be
handed over to the proprietors concerned immediately after the restoration of their
estates, if they

ask for

them.a

> The

whole

of

the manager's

records, with the

exception of confidential papers, may also be handed over to the proprietors when
making over charge of their estates.
“Court's

Proceedings,

No. 594, 6-3 90.

Court’s

Proceedings,

No. 1350,

29-5-90.

Gii) Mode of destruction
—* Judicial records, books and papers of
the Collector’s office which have to be destroyed should be burnt in the
presence of the Record-keeper.* » Other records which are no longer

required may be destroyed

by means

of jail labour whenever

such a

course is practicable. In such cases a note should be taken of the
weight of,the papers sent to and received back from the jail, so that
there may be no doubt as to the fact of their destruction.»
If it is
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decided to sell useless records as waste paper,° care should be taken
to see that every page is torn into small pieces and soaked in water before

it is disposed of by sale.*
௨௫.3௨, No. 385, 12-2-88; No. 882, 123-84. > B.P., No. 72, 4-2-90,
© B.Ps., No. 7803, 27-11-62; No. 2016, 8-7-85.

(ir) Destruction of Magisterial Records.—The rales for the destruction of records given above apply only to non-magisterial records in
revenue offices. The destruction of magisterial records in these offices

should be made in accordance with the instructions of the High Court
of Judicature printed as appendix XII.
B.P., No. 203, 10-6-96.
8. Inspection

of record-room.—* Occasional

inspections

should

be

made by the Collector and Divisional officers to ensure the records being
taken proper care of."
valuable

records,

the

»Inregard
Collector

to old

survey

should examine

accounts
them

and

other

occasionally

person, and when any records are found to be in a state
authentic copies of them should be prepared.”

in

of decay,

® BP., 30-154; M., Vol. 17 p. 1 of 1854:
b B.P., 245-24; M., Vol. I, p. 22.

9. Report on the condition of Recorls—(i) Report to Board.—A report
on the state of the records in each district should be submitted to the
Board for each calendar year before the Ist March following. Information should be furnished under the following heads :—
(1) As to the state of the library, whether the Acts and Standing
Orders are kept corrected up to date, and maps, &e., are
carefully preserved.
Note.—The duty of maintaining the office copies of.tho Board’s Standing Orders and
of the files of Regulations and Acts, both Imperial and Local, corrected up to date rests,
in the case of the Collector's cffice, with the English Head Clerk (vide Standing Order
‘No. 160, paragraph 4 supra). Subordinate officere should also be required to make the
necessary corrections in their office copies of the Standing Orders and Acts, as they will
thereby be saved much trouble, frequent references and many mistakes.
B.P., No. 8525, 27-11-68.
(2) Whether the
white-ants
and secure
Wote—The condition of

record-room is in
and water-tight,
from entry at all
the records should be

good repair, protected from
and whether it is kept clean
points and sutticiently lighted.
clearly and concisely stated, and it

should in allcases be reported whether steps have been taken to remedy the defecte
‘brought to notice.
B.P., No. 34, 2-2-95.
(3) Date and number of the last disposal file entered in tho
Disposal list.
(4) Date and number of the last disposal file handed over to the
Record-keeper.
(6) Total number of files indexed, and

last disposal file indexed.

number

and date of the

_ © Whether old records are periodically destroyed, and if so
2

tho
ட
2

Note.—(1)

what records were destroyed during the year of report.

It is

gen Te wil
ப

to

பட்ட
டட
ப
ப

tes

enter

listsof

records

ing

ப
ட tothe
member
on,
:
za oseription
or paper
Papers,
பப்பில். ப்பட்.
of the

B.P., No. 84, 2-2-95.
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average number
(2) The intervals at which papers are destroyed, the work.
of .destrucof the officer supervising the
destroyed at a time, and the designation report.
tion should be mentioned in the annual
B.P., No. 175, 11-7-98.
ச

(7) Whether papers exeluded from the operation of the disposal
number system are methodically arranged and indexed.
(8) Whether village accounts are arranged as prescribed in
Board’s Proceedings, No. 255, Settlement, dated 27th June
1893.
Note.—These details should be submitted in tabular form, the Collector's covering
letter containing such remarks as may be necessary.
B.Ps., No. 74, 14-2-94; No. 178, 15-5-96.
(i) Divisional Officers’ reports —To enable the Collector to
Divicompile the report prescribed in the preceding clause, every
on
report
annual
an
Collector
the
to
submit
to
required
is
officer
sional
ate
subordin
each
in
and
office
own
his
tho condition of the records in
These reports should be carefully serutinized, and
office in his division,
reviewed by the Collector as briefly as possible, only the salient features

of the work accomplished during the year being noticed,

B.Ps., No, 34, 2-2-95; No. 187, 6-5-95.
should be ன்
170. Official Libraries.—*The books in each office
of the
custody
the
under
placed
and
placo
one
in
e
possibl
as much as
catarevised
PA
an.*
Librari
Record-keeper, the Head Clerk, or the

logue should be prepared from time to time, and missing books should
Library
be accounted for. No books should be removed from the
book is
a
When
office.
the
of
head
the
of
ion
permiss
the
without
ng
removi
officer
the
by
ed
furnish
be
removed, a receipt must invariably
the book ;-the

receipt should be returned to him or cancelled when the

the Library.?
book is returned to
2 G.0., No. 599, 16-4-78. > B.P., No. 10965, 13-12-76.
is
charge of an office to which a Library
Note—(1) Every officer on receiving Library
is in good condition, and unless he
attached, should satisfy himself thatout the
of order or that any volumes are missingrwardit will
reports at once that the books are
be
will thencefo
Library in good order, and henoticed
De assumed that he received the defects
by inspecting the
which he conld have
personally responsible for any
Library on his arrival.
Orders and of the High Court's
(2) ‘The volumes of the Board’s Standing
in the Library catalogue, and
entored
be
should
office
each
of
uso
the
for
Rulings supplied
on his transfer to another district. should be
ghould not be carried away by an officer
(8) The accumulated monthly issues of an annual publication
counted as one yolume only.
B.P., No. 10965, 13-12-76.
nts—All orders of
171. Collectors’ Standing Orders—(G) Conte
lly circulars spplying to

Collectors which are of permanent value, especia
Gazette,
District
all taluks, should be printed on separate sheets of the
on
that
so
,
printed
are
sheets
village
and
police
in the same way as
and
e
Gazett
the
from
ed
detach
receipt in the taluks they can at once be
Orders.’
filed separately under the heading ‘Collector’s Standing
of District

Gazettes

in their records Collectors

should

the files
of
have all past orders of alike nature carefully collected from the date
reprint
then
should
and
s,
the commencement of the District Gazette
All other orders of
them in the same form in their District Gazettes.
to time in other
time
from
found
permanent value, which may be
7
From
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records than the District Gazette, should also be similarty reprinted,
50 that the volume of Collector’s Standing Orders may be as complete
:
as possible.
whole should

revision—The

and

(ii) Indexing

be indexed and

Copies should be communicated to every Divisional

triennially revised.

and Taluk office, so that no subordinate may be ignorant of them.

They

Standing

should be kept separate from the reprints of the Board’s
Orders.

(iii) EZxchange.—Collectors should exchange copies of their Stand-

have the benefit of each

ing Order Books, so that all districts may

collection.

B.Ps,, No. 1995, 10-8-82; No. 574, 22-8-89.

172. Petitions.—

SEOTION (i).—PRESENTATION OF PETITIONS (INCLUDING
REVIEW PETITIONS AND APPEALS).
Receipt

Petitions

petitions—(i)

of

to

be

Government

by

received

Officers Petitions may be either presented in person or sent through
the post.

should

They

be received *whenever, by whomsoever,*

and

in whatever language they may be presented.
®B.P., No. 5945, 21-8-66.
(ii) Revenue

Officers

to

hold

personal communication

with

peti-

tioners —Collectors and Divisional officers should set apart a portion of
at least three days in the week for personal communication with ryots
and others having matters of complaimt.
An officer’s accessibility to the

people is of the utmost importance, both as a matter of justice to persons

haying grievances to be redressed or representations to make, and as a
check on the officer’s own establishment.

B.P., No. 5945, 21-8-66.
Note.—Collectors and Divisional officers should fix an hour for hearing petitioners
in person, and should keep to that hour as far as the exigencies of business will permit.
B.Ps., No. 1422, 13-5-85;

2. To whom

No. 1849, 20-6-85.

complaints should be addressed in the first instance.—

Persons haying cause of complaint against any Revenue official should,
in the first instance, seek redress from the Divisional officer, and if his

orders do not afford the relief sought for, an appeal may be preferred
tothe Collector.

Petitions

addressed to the Board

and

Government

before relief has been sought from the local authorities will not be considered on their merits.
B.P., 80-7-56; M., Vol. Il, p. 72 of 1856.
3. Petitions by public servants to be addressed through Superior

ee preferred by Revenue officials “including village offie transmitted in every case through the officer whose orders
against.

B.P., No. 2415, 2-10-82.
No. 2757, 14-9-83; No. 442, 7-12-95; No. 368, 29-9-96,
of

in

half

paper to be used for petitions.—* Petitions

margin®
218, 7-38-88.

Pon durable paper

13 inches long

b B.P., No. 1064, 156-81.
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Completeness of petitions
—* Petitions should be complete, and

all

documents necessary for their disposal should be forwarded with them.

‘Appeal petitions should be accompanied by authenticated copies of the
orders appealed against..

» Enclosures should be attached to petitions

by means of stout thread.”

a B.Ps., 44-33; M., Vol. I, p. 146; No. 977, Mis., 54-98.
b B.P., No. 1064, 15-6-81.
6. Stamping of petitions.—Petitions

and

enclosures

to them should

be stamped when necessary according to the scale of rates prescribed in
schedules I and II to the Court Fees Act.

Note.—(1) Appel petitions addressed to the Board should be stamped with a courtfeo stamp or stamps of the value of two rupees end supplemental an@ miscellaneous
petitions to the same enthority should bear a conrt-fee stamp or stamps of the valne of
one rnpee.
Copies attached as enclosures to petitions should also be stamped atthe rate
of 8 annas for every 360 words or fraction thereof.
In the case of appeals presented
by public servants (ther than village officers) against orders inflicting punishment
of any kind, neither the petitions nor the enclosures need be stamped.
aB.P.,, No. 805, 13-9-97.
(2) The ruling contained in the conelnding portion of note 1 above applies
equally to appeals preferred to the Collector or Divisional officers.
3
B.P., No. 341, 18-10-97.
7. Review petitions —Petitions
will

be

xejected,

unless

they

for a review

contain

having a material bearing on the case.
the orders may be revised.

new

or

of orders

once

passed

additional information

When this condition is fulfilled,

B.Ps., No. 139, 14-2-88; No. 187, 18-496.

&.

officer

Limitation for appeal petitions—(i)
டம்

should

To the Colleotor or the Divisional

“Appeals preferred to the Collector or a Divisional officer against
orders, such as dismissal,

be filed

within

80

days*

suspension, degradation or fine,

»from

of the grder to the party concerned”.

the

date

of

communication

‘The time for presenting appeals

from orders passed in darkhast cases, from orders under the Revenue
Recovery Act and Regulation IX of 1822, and from decrees in suits
under Act III of 1895 is prescribed in Standing Orders Nos. 15,* 41,+

158 ¢ and 154,§ respectively.

limited to three months.°

°In all other cases the appeal time is

a B.Ps., No. 982, 9-7-80; No. 90, 28-2-93; No. 555, 27-9-93; No. 493, 18-11-94.
DBP., No. 243, 8-6-94.
© B.Ps., No, 708, 9-12-92; No. 493, 13-11-94.
Note—(1) The Collector can, if he chooses, admit appeals presented out of time.
‘on good and sufficient cause being shown for the delay.
B.Ps., No. 316, 11-5-89; No. 90, 28-2-93; No. 493, 13-11-94,
(2) When an order of suspension or dismissal is nob passed in the presence of
the officer affected by it or is not communicated to him in person, the period allowed
for presenting appeals should be reckoned from the date of communication of the order,
exclusive of the time taken in obtaining copies thereof, as well as of the time necessary
for the transmission of the copies by post when they are so transmitted.
BP., No. 243, 8-6-94,

(i) Zo the Board.—~Appeals to the Board against departmental
orders

of

dismissal,

suspension,

degradation | or fine

within forty days from the date of communication

should

be filed

of the Collector’s

order, exclusive of periods excepted in note 2 to clause (i) supra.
The time for appealing against orders passed in darkhast cases is forty
days.

In all other casés the appeal time is limited to three months.

B.P., No. 493, 13-11-94.

* Para. 18.

+ Para. 13,

Para 7.

§ Paras. 13 and 14,
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‘Note—(1) It will be sufficient if the appeal petition reaches the hanas of the
ainst whose order the appeal is preferred, and through whom it should be submitted
within the time allowed for appeal.
B.P., 3௦2210, 26-6-95.
against ofders inflicting fines, see Standing Order
appeals
(2) As regards
No. 182, paragraph 8 supra.
9. Re-admission of Appeals.—When an appeal is rejected on account
ofa technical defect or omission which admits of a remedy, it should
be stated in the order rejecting the appeal that the omission should be

be liable
supplied within a specified time, failing which the appeal will
allow of
to
enough
long
pe
ordinarily
One month should
to rejection,
is left
time
the
of
definition
the
but
errors,
initial
of
the correction
entirely to the discretion of the Collector.

B.P., No. 39, 2-2-97.

10. Board's Petition Rules.—The rules for the submission of petitions

to the Board are given in appendix XIII.

11. Government Memorial Rules—The rules for the submission of
* They should
itions to Government are printed as appendix XIV.

fe read and explained to the people when assembled at Collectors’

also be

» Their substance should

offices for the annual settlement.*

occasionally published in the District Gazettes.?

aB.P., 14-92-42; M., Vol. I, p. 324.
DB.Ps., 29-5-37; M., Vol. I, p. 281; 21-9-59; M., Vol. III, p. 214 of 1859.

12, Rules fort the submission of Memorials to the Government of India
and the Secretary of State——The rules for the submission, receipt and

transmission of memorials and other papers of the samo class addressed
to the

Houses

Government

to the

of State

Secretary

and

to the

-

and XVII,
13.

of India,

of Parliament, respectively, are given in appendices XV, XVI

Communications

to Her Majesty——A\\

communications

offering

congratulations or sympathy to Her Majesty the Queen, to the Mem-

bers of the Royal family, or to high officials in Hngland, whether they

are telegrams or not,

should

be

forwarded

to the Chief

Secretary

to

Government with the request that they may be duly transmitted;
they will then be forwarded through the Government of India. Inno
ease should the communications be addressed to the Government of

~ India direct.

G.0., No. 460, Pol., 15-7-98.

SECTION (ii)—TRANSMISSION OF AND REPORT ON PETITIONS.
14. Transmission of petitions—The officer forwarding an appeal
pence addressed to the Board may either submit a separate report

hereon or “write his remarks on the margin of the petition *. If fresh

allegations are made in the appeal which, in the opinion of the forwarding

cer,

require

an

investigation,

such

enquiry

should

be

made

before transmitting the appeal, but no time should be lost in forwarding

the

| to the superior authority.

Whenever

an appeal is delayed

more, a special explanation must be furnished for the
ords should be forwarded at the

same time, with trans-

ernacular papers comprised in them.

B.P., No. 2817, 17-11-82.
« B.P., No. 218, 7-3-88.
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15. Ptnehing of Stamps on Petitions addressed to the Board.—Stamps

affixed to petitions to the Board should not be punched by the officers

forwarding them, as under the law the stamps have to be punched in
the Board’s office.
Care should be taken to protect the stamps from
being abstracted or tampered with while they are passing through
subordinate offices.
ன்

B.P., No. 2817, 17-11-82.
16. Reference to Subordinate Officers for Report— * Before the order
of a subordinate officer is reversed in appeal, he should ordinarily be
given an opportunity of reporting on the appeal.* >In other cases, .
petitions should not be referred to subordinate officers for report, unless
there is a real necessity ; and when reports are required, the points on
which information is wanted should be clearly indicated.”

a BP. No. 47, 31-1-04.
b BPs, No. 1422, 18-5-85; No. 2020, 9-7-85.
17. Replies

to

references

on

Board’s

petitions—When

petitions

addressed to the Board are referred to Collectors for explanation or report,
a reply should be despatched within ten days after their receipt, if the
required information can be obtained from the records of the Collector’s
Butif it is necessary to investigate the matters referred to in the
office.
petitions by the examination of individuals, or by reference to Tahsildars
or other officers at a distance from the Oollector’s station, a further

period of time will be allowed.

Endeavour should be made in all cases

to submit the necessary report within one month at the latest, as great
hardship is caused to individuals when their complaints lie undisposed
of for

a length of time.

B.P., 11-12-20; M., Vol. I, p. 9.

SECTION

(ii)._DISPOSAL

OF PETITIONS.

18.
Disposal of petitions during tour and at jamabandi.—Collectors
and Divisional officers should take advantage of their tours to dispose in

sifu of all ponding petitions which relate to villages in the vicinity ofto
their

camps.

At the annual

dispose of all pending

for settlement.

jamabandi

also,

care

should

be taken

petitions relating to each village as it comes

up

For this purpose a register should be kept of all such

petitions, and the petitioners should be previously informed that their
petitions will be disposed of when the settlement of their village is

taken up.

B.Ps., No. 1428, 18-5-85 ; No. 2020, 9-7-85.

Orders on petitions —Copies of orders passed on petitions should,

19.
as far as possible, be delivered to petitioners in person, by the officer
order.

passing the orders, the date of delivery being noted in the
‘Where this is not practicable, the order should be sent to the subordinate
Reyenue

officers, who

will

deliver it to the

noting on the order the actual date of delivery.

parties

concerned,

after

on receipt
‘Note.—Orders of the Board and Government on revenue petitions should,
near the Collecby the Collector, be delivered at once,to the parties if they happen to be outcherry
if the
tava tation, ‘he Collector should deliver them in person in open
by one of
parties attend, and, if they do not, the orders should be sent to them either
petitioners
the Collector’s peons or through the Tahsildar of the taluk where the
happen to reside.
ல்
B.P., 17-6-56; M., Vol. II, p. 58 of 1856.

copy

ee

of any order subject
to appeal,
ப

பம்

d Grant of Copies.—
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Note.—(%) Only one search fee of eight annas need be paid for all papers filed
together and forming a single record. For instance,if a person applies for all the
depositions relating to a magisterial case, he need only pay a fee of eight annas.
B.P., No. 218, 27-6-95.
(2) The search fee rules aré applicable to Judicial as well as to Revenue
records. The fees should be levied in respect of all documents of which copies are
applied for in civil and criminal cases, provided that the application of the rules to
Judicial records is not inconsistent with any special provisions of law, or notification
having the force of law, by which Conrts may be required to grant copies or to allow
the inspection of documents free of charge.
B.Ps., No. 258, 81-1-83; No. 774, 16-3-83 ; No. 592, 13-10-98; No. 137, 24-94,
(3) Search fees should not be levied on applications for the return of
documents.
B.P., No. 342, 13-10-97.
8. Action to be taken on payment of Search Fees——A receipt should
be furnished to every person depositing a search fee, and a search

should then be made for the document applied for. If tho document is
not found, the fee will not be refunded ; but the applicant will be fur-

nished with a certificate stating that the document or entry sought
cannot be found.
If the document is found, the fee paid for the search
will entitle the applicant to read the document, or to have it read to
him; but it shall not entitle him to take a copy of the document, or to
make extracts therefrom.

B.Ps., No. 253, 31-1-88; No. 592, 18-10-98; No. 159, 13-5-93.
Note.—The reovipt may be signed by the chief ministerial officer of the office in
which the deposit is made.
:
B.Ps., No. 231, 8-5-98; No. 592, 13-10-93.
SECTION (ii) GRANT

OF CERTIFIED

COPIES.

A.—Powers.
4. Powers

of

Tahsildars

and

Deputy

Tahsildars—

Tahsildars

and

Deputy Tahsildars are authorized to grant (1) copies of records relating

to cases of transfers of revenue registry and darkhasts disposed of by
themselves,"

(2) °copies

of applications for relinquishment of land,®

(8) © extracts from field measurement books,» (4) © copies of paimash
accounts, (5) copies of final orders passed by them on matters within

their

competence,

with

any

evidence

that

may

have

been

formally

recorded in such cases,° (6) °copies of papers other than those referred

to in paragraph 7 (i) infra relating to departmental inquiries connected

with the conduct of village officers and succession to village offices,° and®
copies of Jamabandi orders passed by tho Collector or Divisional officer.®
«Pahsildars

are

also

empowered

to

grant

copies

of Taluk accounts.

Copies of village accounts may be granted by Tahsildars and Deputy
Tahsildars in the manner provided in paragraph 11 below.
®B.Ps., No. 2186, 24-7-85 ; No. 3037, 6-11-85.
DB.Ps., No. 1661, Mis., 11-496 ; No. 59, Sott., 13-196.
©B.P., No. 513, 5-9-93.
ABP. No, 232, 26-696.
© B.P., No. 851, 20-12-98,
B.P., No. 592, 13-10-93.

5. Powers of Divisional Qficers.—Divisional officers may
grant
copies of documents which originated in their own offices, and in offices
subordinate to them, but they have no authority to grant copies of
documents belonging to the followin classes :—
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(iii) 2 If the Collector is satisfied that there is no objection to the

grant of a copy and the document is only a district record, he should

instruct the Treasury Deputy Collector or the Divisional officer or
Tahsildar or Deputy Tahsildar concerned to furnish the required copy ;
but if the document in question be a communication from the Board
or from Government,

the Board

the Collector should, in the first instance, address

or Government

with the application.»

by letter requesting permission

to comply

» The Collector can, however, grant, on aurea

tion by the parties concerned, copies of orders passed by the
Board
and
Goyernment on petitions presented to those authorities; but
passages containing remarks on the conduct of officers or which for

any other reason should not be communicated to the parties or to the
public should be omitted when such copies are granted.»

2 B.Ps., No. 2299, 16-464 No. 3816, 5-9-71; No. 309, 20-6-92.
b B.Ps., No. 3087, 6-11-85 ; No. 2722, 23-9-85 ; No. 648, 12-11-91 ; No. 592, 13-10-93,
Note—Collectors are anthorized to grant copies of sanads and kabuliyats without
reference to higher authority.
z
B.P., No, 10, 10-1-96.
B.—Procepvre.
8. Registry of applications. —Applications

for copies should be entered

in a register maintained for the purpose, in the form given in appendix
XIX. “If thero is no objection to the grant of the copy applied
for, the applicant should be required to produce or send the requisite
number

of copy-stamped papers or the fees payable in cash.

B.Ps., No. 2209, 16-4-64; No. 627, 17-10-91; No, 253, 3-6-92; No. 506, 1-9-93;
No. 592, 13-10-93.
9. Oaleulation of charge for copies —The charges for copies, whether
in the shape of copy-stamped papers or of cash, should be levied on the
following scale :—

@) Where the documents are such as can be copied on copy-

stamped

paper, one sheet for every 175 words whether in English or in

a vernacular.
Note.—For facility of calculation, 25 lines should be taken to be equivalent to
one page, and 5 and 35 figures, respectively, to constitute one word and one line.

(ii) In the case of inam statements or extracts from survey or
other registers which are too large to be copied on two connected sheets
of copy-stamped paper, two annas in cash for every 175 words or
fraction thereof.

Note.—The applicant should, in this case, be asked to furnish good paper suitable
for the copies.
(iii) In the case of maps or plans, a reasonable fee in cash to be

specially fixed by the head of the office.

B.P., No. 592, 13-10-93.
(iv) In the case of land acquisition proceedings, a fee in cash to
be fixed by the officer empowered to exercise the functions of a Collector
under Act I of 1894.

B.Ps., No. 2399, 16-4-643 No. 62/8 17-10-91; No. 506, 1-9-93; No. 66, 22-2-97.
(v} >No fees are to be charged for copies of judgments,

decrees

and orders passed on claims preferred under the Madras Hereditary
71
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be
Note.--Copyists should! be required to do theirilwork in the office, and beshould
allowed
They should not
strictly prohibited from remoying any records therefrom.
to hold any communication whatsoever with parties applying for copies.
B.Ps., No. 2299, 164-64; No. 592, 18-10-93.

13. Appointmentland removal,of copyists—The power to appoint or
remove copyists in the Collector’s office * other than those in receipt of
fixed pay # is vested in the Deputy Collector in charge of the Treasury,
and elsewhere in the head of the office, subject in all cases to the control
be
of the Collector. Copyists who are in recoipt of fixed pay should
appointed and removed by the same authority which is empowered to
appoi int and remove clerks on the permanent establishment.
B.Ps., No. 2299, 164-64; No, 592, 18-10-93.
a B.P., No, 117, 7-56-98.
14.

Remuneration

to

copyists

and

where

examiners.—Hixcept

fixed

ph 12 supra, remapay is sanctioned under the provisions d of asparagra
:—At the close of
follows
veation to copyists should be regulate
copyist on copyeach
by
copied
sheets
of
number
every month the
calculated from
be
should
stamped papers and the'number examined
supra, and

the register maintained in the office under paragraph 8s from the
payment should be made to the copyists and examiner
Out of the two annas, whieh
Government treasury as indicated below.
should
is the value of each copy-stamped paper, 1 anna and 4 pies

examiner; the remaining 4
be given to the copyist and 4 pies togthepaper,
the cost of pens and ink
pies being intended to cover the cost of
of stamped
used for making copies and the discount allowed on the sale should be
words
175
than
less
Portions of pages containing
papers.
remuneration

ting the
Treated as full pages for the purpose of calcula
where the copying

ane fees are
and examiners. In cases
ie
2 ayable to copyists
paragraph
of
(iv)
and
(ii)
clauses
under
nts,
applica
the
by
paid in cash
and

ed to the copyist
5 supra, the fees should be then and there disburs
special fee leviable under

examiner in the proportion of 3 to 1. ‘The
or other
clause (iii) of the same order should be paid in full to the டதby a membe
r
ed
examin
being
cases
such
in
copies
the
ed,
person employ
The
ration.
of the permanent establishment without any extra romunein the register
taken
be
should
ers
examin
and
s
copyist
the
of
re
signatu
register

The
Gn token of the receipt by them of the fees in cash.
of each week.
close
the
at
officer
ling
control
the
by
ized
scrutin
be
should
13-10-93;
692,
No.
3-6-92;
253,
1; No.
B.Ps., No. 2299, 16-464; No. 627,‘No,17-10-9
548, 13-12-94.
g.—A
15. Punishment for careless and inaccurate copyin

copyist who

should be
has been guilty of negligence in making inaccurate copies
spoiled
papers
stamp
the
e
re-plac
to
either
ed
requir
being
punished by
r
anothe
by
ed
prepar
copies
fresh
by him, or to bear the charge of getting
.
copyist

B.Ps., No. 2299, 16-4-64; No. 592, 18-10-93.

be
16. Authentication of copies.—In the Collector's office copies shouldtor,

Deputy Collec
made under the direct guperintendence of the Treasury legibil
ity and for
be held responsible for their accuracy and

‘who will

their being speedily

He must countersign all such copies
furnished.
lly authorized
with tlie exception of those which he may haye been specia

0910௯ ௩௦௫௨--8.0.
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178.

iby the Gollector to attest by his own signature. The duties and respons
devolve
will
r
Collecto
Deputy
y
Treasur
the
to
assigned
filities here
or
on the Head Clerk in Divisional offices; on the Taluk Sheristadar to
Head Accountant.in Taluk cutcherries;

and * on karnams in regard

Village aecounts.®
$1-3-87; No. 101, 7-3-98; No. 187, 17-493 ;
B.Pg., No. 2299, 16-4-64; No, 651,
No. 592, 13-10-93.
a B.P., No. 223, 31-5-94.
cases where

appli-

unused, such unused

sheets

17. Disposal of unused copy-stamped papers—In

cants for copies furnish the requisite number of copy-stamped papers
and the copyists by writing too closely—a practice which should
mot be allowed—leave

some

of the

sheets

should not be returned to parties, but should be destroyed by the head
of the office. The same course should be adopted in cases where unused

copy-stamped papers returned to parties ‘Service Bearing’ fail to be
delivered and are returned through the Dead Letter Office.

BPs, No. 379, Sep. Rev., 14-7-92; No. 495, Sep. Rev., 29-9-92; No. 592, 18-10-93.

18. Grant of printed copies—When the copies applied for are
available in print, they may be supplied on payment of the charge

usually levied by the District Press for private work.

The prices at

which village maps should be sold to the public are fixed by the Survey

Department.

B.Ps., No. 506, 1-9-93 ; No, 592, 18-10-93.
SECTION (iii) MISCELLANEOUS.

19. Copies of depositions in Revenue suits—Copies of depositions
in reyenue suits may be given by the Court having cognizance thereof.

‘These are, strictly speaking, not Revenue papers, but papers of a JudiB.Ps., No. 1580, 8-8-72; No. 592, 13-10-93.
20. Copies of certain land records and title-deeds.—The rules framed
under section 91 of the Indian

Registration Act IIT of 1877 regarding

the inspection and grant of copies of the documents specified in section
90 of the said Act are given in appendix XX.

Note—The documenis referred to in this order are—
(a) Documents issued, received or attested by any officer engaged in making
‘@ settlement or revision of settlement of land revenue, and which form part of the
records of such settlement.
@) Documents and maps issued, received or authenticated by any officer engaged
on behalf of Government in making or revising the survey of any land, and which form
‘part of the records of such survey.
~_() Documents which, under any law for the time being in force, are filed periodi‘cally in any Revemne office by patwaris or other officers charged with the preperation
@) Sanads, inam title-deeds and other documents purporting to be or to evidence
‘or assignments by Government of land or of any interest in land.
B.Ps., No. 506, 1-9-93; No. 592, 13-10-93.
Copies of records of Village

Munsifs—Applications

for ae

| the ee, a
eee
ட் should be made to the
mn receipt 0:
an application, the Village Munsif
it, together with the record of which
copy is
Munsif within whose jurisdiction his village
the applicant
at the same time that the District
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Munsif will supply him

The District Munsif

with the copy.

should

call for the necessary stamped papers, and on receipt thereof cause the

copy to be
ட்

cunsif.

prepared and delivered to tho applicant with the usual

the original records,should then be returned to the Village

B.Ps., No. 314, 19-8-96 ; No. 4420, Mis., 25-9-96.
Copies

22.

of records

relating

to

Wards’

Estates.—Proprietors

of

estates which have been under the management of the Court of Wards

are entitled to receive, at the time when

the estates are handed over

to them, copies of all records relating thereto, which are not of a confidential nature and which it is proposed to retain permanently. Such
copies may be made by the proprietors’ own clerks, but they should
not be permitted to take the papers out of the office. Tithe proprietors
wish to have authenticated copies, they should be required to pay the
cost of having the copies examined by the Collector's establishment.

Court’s Proceedings, No. 594, 6-3-90.
the return of records relating to wards’ estates which
regarding
Note.—For rules
are intended for destruction, see note 3 to paragraph 7 (ii) of Standing Order No. 169
supra.

PART

of

174. Production

VII.—MISCELLANEOUS.

in

Documents

Civil

Courts—Duties

of

Court for
Courts calling for records—The rules issued by the High
to the produe-

the guidance of Civil Courts subordinate to it, inareregard
given

public documents required by them
tion of
they are these :—(1) When a Civil
Briefly
XXII.
send for any

records

in appendix
Court determines to

from a public office subordinate to a Collector, it

should issue a summons to the Collector himself in the form given in
appendix XXII;

(2) when the records are produced in response to the

summons, they should be inspected in open court, and, unless retained,

(3) when they are
should be returned to the officer producing listthom;
thereof should be given

retained, a receipt containing a descriptive
to the officer producing them; (4) when the documents are no longer

on of original doourequired, they should be returned’; (5) the producti
le, be dispensed with ;
ments or official papers should, as far as practicab
documents should not be
(6) applications made by parties for original

complied

with, if it appears that

the request is unreasonable, or is not

evade
made in good faith, or is made with a view to avoid delay or to should

court
ayment of the charge for authonticated copiesand; andasa(7)ruleno such
records

ieee

a public record for more than a week,

should not be kept at all, but

should

be returned

perusal to the officer who produced them.

immediately

after

High Court's Circular, No. 1075, 20-3-96, in B-P., No. 1653, Mis., 11-496.

2. Duties of Revenue officers summoned by Courts.—(i) A Revenue

officer summoned by a court to produce a document is bound either
to attend in court with the document, if it be in his possession, or to

cause it to be produced. B.P., No. 2698, 5-11-81.

.
:
Gi) When the Collectoisr directed by a Court to grant to any

party a copy of a document, he should, if he considers the grant objectionable, depute a proper officer to attend the Court with the document.

Chap. XV.
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any matter’ without reference to their official superiors.
should,

however, be taken

to prevent servants from

Precautions

causing

themselves

to be cited as witnesses to suit their own convenience.

B.Ps., 7-1-57; M., Vol. III, p. 1 of 1957 ; 11-10-59; M., Vol. III, p. 237 of 1859;
No. 4538, 5-10-60.
2. Pay

of officers summoned.—Government

servants

summoned

as

witnesses by the Law Courts should be considered as absent on duty,
and should not be put under stoppages.
The other servants in the
office must carry ou their duties without extra remuneration during

such short periods of absence.

G.O., No. 911, 2-6-60;

B.P., No. 4538, 5-10-60.

8. Revenue summons to officials of other departments. When
found necessary by Revenue

it is

officials to require, under Madras Act [II

of 1869, the attendance of any Government official not employed in

the

Revenue

Department,

due

and

sufficient

notice

should

be

given

to the head of the division, office or range to whom he is subordinate.
‘The time at which the witness is summoned to appear must in this
case be within office hours.
B.P., No. 6075, 16-8-69.

176.

and

Reports

essential—In

Returns—Accuracy

submitting

periodical reports Collectors should aim at absolute accuracy of detail.
Not only do inacenrate figures often lead to erroneous inferences being

drawn, but if approximate figures are accepted in the first instance,
there is no assurance that they will be corrected afterwards; and unless
the figures are accurate, the report may become useless for future
reference.

B.P., No. 434, 23-7-91.

2. Reports

by

Divisional

officers—As

a

rule,

Divisional

officers

should not be called upon to compile and furnish periodical reports
and

returns

complete

to the

Collector’s

office, when

the information

required can be obtained from the taluks and digested and compiled in
Divisional officers should only be called on to
the Collector’s office.

submit reports when their opinions on speoial points are wanted.

Arrangements should, however, be made to keep Divisional officers
informed of correspondence between the Collector’s office and Tahsildars, the papers either passing through the Divisional officer, or copies
being sent for the Divisional officer’s information.

B.P., No. 3135, 8-9-84; see also Standing Order No. 116, paragraph 3 supra,

8. List of Periodical Reports and Returns.—A list of the principal

periodical reports and returns due from Collectors to the Board, and

from the Board to Government, is shown in the calendar issued by the

Board.
Note.—The Collector should send inonthly to each Divisional officer and Tahsildar
in his district a list of reports and returns overdue for more than a month, with
mstructions to return the list within a fortnight with a brief note in the officer's own
handwriting explaining the cause of the delay in each case.
B.Ps., No. 482, 8-12-97 ; No. 105, 23-4-98,
177. Public holidays.—All public offices must be closed on Sunday,
and charge of an office should not be assumed on that day unless
such a course is absolutely necessary under the terms of Article

254 of the Civil Service Regulations.

The

table given in appendix
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XXIII shows the other holidays allowed in public offices, whether for

all classes of officials or for particular sects.
ermal

All heads of offices are

to grant in addition two half-holidays in the year, whether

for the whole of their establishments or for particular sects.
grant of any other holidays or half-holidays

The

without the permission

of Government is strictly prohibited.
B.Ps,, No. 77, 7-8-95; No. 401, 5-11-95.
Note—Provision should be made by heads of offices for the despatch of emer-

gent business during holidays, and the necessary arrangements made for the sale of
stamps to the public on all days except those on which, by general consent, business
is suspended.
B.P., 11-12-58; M., Vol. III, p. 19% of 1858.

178.

Payment

of

salaries.—Responsibility

for

dishursement.—

Collectors should make such arrangements as will secure to every subordinate the receipt of his full pay. They should hold some person in
each department responsible for the correct disbursement of the salaries
of the officers and servants composing it.

B.P., 2-5-33; மம, 7௭. I, p. 147.
Note—In the Collector's office the Cash-keeper, in Divisional offices the Head
Clerk, and in Taluk offices the Head Accountant, will be responsible for the correct
disbursement of the salaries of the establishment.
2. Alterations in salaries.—* Collectors

are not at liberty to make

any alteration in the scale of salaries of their establishments without
special sanction,* and
» the salary of an officer on leave is not at the
க்ஷய of the head of the office for distribution among the other
clerks
otherwise than in accordance with the Civil Service Regulations.
‘When an officer goes on leaye, another should usually be appointed to

act for him, so that the full strength of the office may be kept up.”
® B.P., 8-8-51 ; M., Vol. IJ, ற. 5 of 1851.
B.P., 8-12-58 ; M., Vol. ITT, p. 190 of 1858.

3. Pay of Public Servants absent on duty.—* Collectors have discretionary authority to disburse the pay of public servants absent on

duty to persons empowered by them to receive it at head-quarters,* but
Peare should be ட that all salaries are drawn in the real names of
the seryants concerned.”

ள்

aBP., 10-2-53 மம, Vol. I, p. 128 of 1853.
B.P., 27-2-45 ; M,, Vol. I, p. 371.
4. Payment

ing

of salaries to Village officers—The

holders

of village

class (1) of section 3 of the Madras Hereditary Village
of 1895, should be paid from the revenue collections of
5
Ee they are employed, except when there is a paucity,
an al
e, of collections in
the villages, in which case their pay
‘should be drawn from a Government Treasury or Bank.
sey

B.P., No. 68, 20-2-96.

‘When the
SS

pay of
servants is disbursed
the ropa suse ie
வம
ரன ப கக்கன்
money is actually made over. If the payee is
in the presence of the Tahsildar or Taluk Head illiterate,
Accacet,
‘that effect attached to the register.
107, 23-498.
does not Himself attend the taluk office
order on the
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5.’ Recovery of overpayments.—Overpayments are recoverable in the
first instance

from the Government

servants who have receiyed

the

same, but in cases in which the recovery cannot be so made from the
payees, the disbursing officers may be required to make good the loss,
unless they can satisfactorily explain the overpayment.

B.P., No. 78, 12-2-94.
Note.—(1) This vule applies also to recoveries to be made from applicants for
pension, on account of leave allowances irregularly drawn by them.
B-P., No. 98, 10-3-94.

(2) Allowances improperly drawn by Government servants, by reason of

errors as to the grant of leave and the like, will be recoverable from them, provided tha
objection is raised by the account officers within six months from the date of payment.
B.Ps., No, 73, 12-2-94; No. 188, 8-5-94 ; G.O., No. 686, Finl., 30-8-97.

179.

When

Charge of office—Asswmption of charge by subordinate officers.—

an officer of a lower grade than a Collector assumes charge of

bis office, the fact need not be reported to the Board of Revenue.
will be sufficient if intimation is given to the Accountant-General.

It

B.P., 18-10-52; M., Vol. II, p. 89 of 1852.

2, Delivery of charge by gazetted officers —(i) A gazetted officer should

not make over charge in advance of orders in the gazette in the absence
of specific instructions in writing, official or demi-official, from his
immediate superior or from some higher authority.
B.P., No. 427, 18-7-90Note.—(1) Advices of relinquishment and assumption of charge of offices should

invariably be made by means of the prescribed certificate of transfer of charze. Where
two or more oltices are held by the same officer, one form in which the different offices
are specified will suffice.
B.P., No. 2, 2-1-91.
(2) The Collector shonld countorsign the transfer of charge certificates of
ali his Divisional officers, as well as those of Assistant and Deputy Collectors at heudquarters.
B.P., No. 544, 19-9-93.

(ii) When an uncovenanted officer is gazetted to another office, the
gazette notice is, as a ule, to be accepted by him asa Government Order
fo make over charge and proceed without delay to join his new appointment.

‘Tho responsibility for postponing compliance will rest with the

individual officer under orders or with the superior officer who detains
him.

G.0s., No. 1085, 22-8-74; No. 151, 30-1-78,

180. Chronology.—A

table is given in appendix XXIV

showing

the correspondence among the years of the six eras in general use in
this Presideney from A.D. 1725 to A.D.1920.
A daily _correspond-*
ence between the first five eras in the table, from A.D. 1751 to A.D.

4850, will he found in Brown’s Ephemeris, copies of which have

been furnished to all Collectors.

Chap. XV.
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APPENDIX I.

ot

Arrangement of Papers under the Flat-file System.

The following arrangement of papers should be observed in the flat-file
First.—The note for orders or the draft order if ona separate sheet.

If

the draft order is based on a note for orders the draft will be placed first
and the note second.
‘Second.—The current or currents chronologically, that is, the one of the

earliest or oldest date on the top.

Hach current should be preceded by its

docket sheet, its enclosures, if any, being placed immediately below in chronological order.

When there are no enclosures, the docket sheet should

be on the top of the current. In the event of a note for orders, which has
been circulated, resulting in a reference, the note and draft reference will
follow the current to which they relate and precede the current which is a
reply to the reference. The subsequent note for orders or draft will take
its place at the head of the file when sent in circulation.
When the head
of
office orders a reference to issue ona note for orders before the file
is circulated, the place of the reference is between the current on which it

issued and that which is a reply to it.

The place for the note for orders

vill depend on the circumstances of the case. When, however, the note for
orders or the reference is written on the docket sheet of a current it will

not affect the rule that the docket sheet should always precede its current.
Third.—The put-up papers.

The arrangement of these will be the

reverse of that of the currents. That of the latest or newest date will
invariably be placed at the
top, and that of the earliest or oldest date at

the bottom.

All papers will be face upwards.

2. Tf the draft order is of a routine nature it will be entered on the
docket of the current of the earliest date, so that it will be at the top of
the file and can be read without the file being disturbed.
3. All references of a date subsequent to the introduction of the flat-file
stem must be placed in the file without being folded. Earlier references

smust not Be put flat, for the dockets are not suited to the flat arrangement.
They may, if necessary, be tied separately and then placed under the current.

Cure should be taken that they are not loose in the file, but tying is not

always required to keep

them secure.

It will often be convenient to arrange

the folded references in two bundles, side by side, so that the current and

ther flat papers may lie evenly on them. In this case the earlier papers
ld form the bundle on the left and the later ones that on the right.
papers arranged on the flat-file system should be stitched at the
top gomer, and the docket similanly stitched should always bo at
led maps, &¢., should not be tied with a flat file, but
sent up separately with a slip showing to what currents they

disposed of, it should be arranged as follows, beginning
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APPENDIX

Il.

List of returns which, when blank or containing few entries, should
be submitted on blank cards of the prescribed size.
(1) List of unanswered references.

(2) Intimation of dates of submission of budgets or reports.
(8) Reports of return to duty or arrival at head-quarters.
(4) Report of maintenance of inventory of stores in the Civil Department.

(6) Return of lands held by officers.

funds on grants-in-aid.
(8) Statements of expenditure from Provincial
(7) Report on pilgrims proceeding to the Hedjaz.
(8) Statement of casualties among Carnatic Strpendiaries.

(9) Rewards statement.

(10) Fees to Public Prosecutors.

(11) Expenditure on pauper travellers.
(12) Statement of presses worked and periodicals published.
(13) Return of new titles or lapses.
ing that returns
Specimen form (on a postcard) to be adopted in report
are blank.

The following returns for the

ending

are blank :—

(1) List of unanswered references.
(2) Return of lands.

(2) Report on pilgrims proceeding to the Hedjaz.
{4) Fees to Public Prosecutors. ers.
iture on pauper travell

(5) Expend
published.
(6) Statement of presses worked and periodicals
ty.
(7) Return of unclaimed proper
(8) Return of new titles or lapses.
Collector.
Date.
Srarion.
regarding which an
Wote-—A cross should be made agains {the return or returns
officer is reporting.
G.0., No. 474, Finl., 30-7-89.
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@ B.P., No. 550, 17-12-84.

IIL. Form of Memorandum or Yadast to be used by the undermentioned officers in addressing ‘lahsildars, Sub-Magistrates and

similar officials, @by Inspectors and Assistant Inspectors of Salt and
நுகர் Revenue in addressing Village Munsifs,°

and in correspondence

between 4(1) Tahsildars on the one hand and Assistant and SubAssistant Inspectors of Schools on the other, and (2) ° Presidents
of

Taluk Boards and Assistant Inspectors of Schools.©
}
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Sub-Collectors,

Assistant

Collectors and Deputy Collectors to Vahsildars and other native subordinate officers, and * from Deputy and Assistant Commissioners of Salt
and Abkari Revenue to Village Munsifs.*
Beginning.

சத்தார்ஜில்லா கலெக்டர் ச, உட்டிங்காம் அரையவர்கள்.

காவேரிபாக்கம் தாலூகா தாசில்தாசசாகய சதா.சாமையருக்கு காக்
2.௮௫ என்னவென்றால்.
End.
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Beginning.
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Seiwa

வல்கரா.

ச$ல

End.
523.

2 B.P., No. 550, 17-12-94.

B.P., No. 2979, 7-6-61.

VI. Form of address from Tahsildars

and other native subordinate

officers to Collectors, Sub-Collectors, Assistant Collectors and Deputy
Collectors, and * from Village Munsifs to Deputy and Assistant Commissioners of Salt and Abkari Revenue.*
Beginning.

இத்தார்ஜில்லா கலெக்டசவர்களாகய சி, உட்டிங்காம் அரை
கவேரியாக்கம்
ene
Wuen!nativeuDeputy, Cole ee
ச. தாசாமையர்
தனலைதாச
அர்கா
எழு.இக்கொண்ட அஜி.

lectorsareaddressed the term
துரை?” வவறு be omitted.

End.

த
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sy 23 may be omitted.
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்

~

நிறமி.
SHIGSHE.

B.P., No, 2979, 7-6-61,

* BLP, No. 550, 17-12-94.
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XV.

Order 163, “para. 4, clause (ii).]
APPENDIX

V.

List of Muhammadan
Parr

A=
Abt

Ahmad.

Abt
Abt
Abt
Abé
Abt
Abt
Abi
Abt
Aba
Abt
Abt
Abt
Abt
Abt
Abt

Bakar.
David.
Farah.
Hamid.
Héshim,
Tbréhim.
Khalil.
Muhammad.
Na’im.
Sa’id.
Taiyab.
Talib.
Turdb.
"Usman.
Yahya.

Names.

I—Matzs.

Alléh Bakhsh.

(i) |

Allah Rakkhé.
Altai Husain.

Aménat ’Ali.

Aba Aiydsh.

Améanat Kh4n,
Améanat-ullah.
Amén-ulléh.
Amin-ud-din.
Amin-ud-din Husain
Amin-ulléh.
Amir-ud-din,
Amfr-ullah,
Amjad ’Ali.
Ansar-ud-din.
Ansar-ullah.
Anwar ’Ali.
Anwar Husain.
Anwar Khén.
Anwar Sahib.

‘Anwar-ud-din.

‘Abul Fazl.

Aqé ’Abd-W-karim,

Abul Hasan.

‘Agd ’Abd-ur-rahin.
‘Aqd Baqar.

‘Abul Husain.
‘Abul Q4sim.

Afzal Bég.
Afzal Husain.

Asad-ulléh.
Asghar 7Ali.

Ahmad Bég.

Ashraf ’Alt.

Asghar Husain.

Ahmad Als.
Ahmad
Ahmad
Abmad
Ahmad
Ahmad
ae

Ashraf
Athar
Athar
A’gam
A’gam
Aghar

Kabir.
Kalim.
Khan.
Muhi-ud-din.
Sa’id.

Husain.
Husain.
Sahib.
7 Alf.
Husain.
Husain.

‘Ahsan-ulléh.

Afrésidb Jang.

Ali.

Afsar Jang.

Aytb Husain.

x

Ayub Khin.

‘Ayab Sahib.

Alsbar
Akbar
Akbar
Akbar

’Ali.
Bédshéh.
Husain.
Khan.

Akbar Sahib.

2

ces

hsan-ud-din.

Aytb

575
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5

Agfar-ud-daula.

‘Afsal-ud-daula.

Ahsan-ud-daula.
Akbar Jang.
Akbar-ud-daula.
Amir-ud-daula,

Anwar-ud-danla,

ல்
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Band-i-’Ali”
Bani Miyén.

577

163, pana. 4, 0. (00.
Bashir-ul-mulk.
Burhdn-ud-daula.
Burhén-ul-mulk.

Bagar Ali.
Bagar Bés.

Ch=€

B&qar Husain.
Baray Miydn.

Baray Sahib.
Bari Khan.

Chanda Miyan.

Bari Sahib.

Chénd Khan.
Chhabil Sahib.
Chhaba.
Chh4bi Miyén.
Ohirégh-i-’Ali. _

Chandé Sahib.

Chand Bég.

Bari Miydn,

Barkat Ali.
Barkat-ullah.
Bashdrat ’Ali.

Bash4rat Husain.
Bashir Ahmad.

Bashir Husain.

Bashir-ud-din Muhammad.
Béasit Husain.
Bésit Khén.

Basti Miydn.
Bawwé Séhib.
Bhikéri Sdhib.

Chungiz, Khén.

Chunnt Miyén.
2
Dada Shah,
Dastgir Khén.

Daad Khan.

Bhika Miyén.

Dééd Shah,

Bhilam Sahib.
Bhiray Khan.

BihzAd Khén.

Bismillah Shéh.
Budan ’Ali.

Budan Bég.
Budan Khan.
Budan S4hib.

Dawar ’Ali.
Didér ’Alt.
Dilawar ’All.

Dildwar Husain.
Diléwar Khan.
Dildar ’Ali.

Dildést ’Ali.

Bukhari Séhib.
Burhén Khan.

Burhan Nawaz Khan.
Burhén-ud-din.

Burhén-ulléh Shah.

Dildést Khan.
Din Ahmad.
Din Muhammad.

Diydnat Ali.
Dést-i-’Alt.

Titles.
Badi’-ud-daula.
Badi?-ul-mulk.
Badr-ud-doula,
Badr-ul-islém.
Badr-ul-mulk.

Bahram Jang.

Bahrém-ud-daula.
Bahrém-ul-mulk.

Bakhty4r-ud-daula.
BakhtySr-wl-molk.
Basdlat Khan.

Bashir Jang.

Bashir Nawéz Jang.

Bashir-ud-daula.

Titles,

Dabir-ud-daula.
Dabir-ul-mulk.
Déwar Jang.
Dilair Jang.
Dilair-ud-daula.
Dilair-ul-mulk.
Dilawar Jang.
E=
E’dnat ’Alt.

P%nat Khan,
}’4nat-ulléh,

|
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Ghul4mi-Ghans.

Gholi

Halse

162, para. 4, on. (11).
Hifézat Husain.
Himéyat ’Ali.
Him4yat Husain.

Husain ’Ali.

Husain Bakhsh.

i
:
Ghul4m-i-Mahmad.

Ghol4m.i-Muhammad.

Husain Khan.

Husain Muhammad Kh4n.
Husain Naw4z Khan.

Ghul4m-i-Muhammad Abi Turdb.
Ghulém-i-Muhammad Munawar.

-i-Muhammad Munir.
Ghul4m-i-Muhi-ud-din.
Ghulam Se

Titles.
Hamiat Jang.

Hashmat Jang.
Husain-ud-daula.
Husain-ul-mulk.

H = (ii)»

Ghulém-i-Rasil.

Ghuldm-i-vali ’Abbds.

Hadi *Ali.

Haibat-ull4h Shah.
Titles.

சூல Jang.

Ghayar Jang.

Ghazanfar-ud-daula.

Hishim Bég.
Hashim

Khan.

Hidsyat 7Als.
Hidéyat Bég.
Hiddyat Husain.
Hiddyat-ulléh.

Hidayat-ulléh Shah.

டு) Habba Miydn.
Habib-ulléh.
Hafiz-ud-din.
Haidar *Ali.

Haidar; Khan.
Hémid“Hu

Hamid Khan.

Ali.

Huméyén ‘Ali.
Huméyin Bég.
Huméyfn Ausain.
Titles.

Haidar Husain.
Halim Khan.

Himmat

in.

HAmid Said.

Hamid 31194௨.
Hamid-ud-din.
Hamzd Hnsain.
Hanif Sahib.
Hasan ‘Ahmad.
Hasan 7Al\.

Hacan Khan.

Hashmat b Ali.

Haydt 22431.

Haydt Badshdh,
Hayt Qalandar.

Haydt Khén.

Hazrat Padshah.

Himmat Jang.
Hizabr Jang.
Huméyan Jah.
Hurmuz Jang.

1-1

Vénat Khén.
Tbrahim Bég.
Ibrahim Khan.
Tftikhér 1922.
Titikhér Husain.
Tmém “Ali.
Im4m Bakhsh,
Imam Séhib.
Imém-ud-din.
Tmam-nd-din Sharif
Imdid ’Al.

579
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Kh4jé Sharf-ud-din.
Kh4j4 Sharif.
Kh4j4 Subh4n All.
Khalil-ullsh-Sahib.
Khalil-ull4h Shah.
Khudé Bakhsh.

Khudé d4d Khén.

Khurshid Ahmad.

Khurshid ’Ali Sahib.
Khurshid *Ali Shah.
Khurshid Husain.

i-’Alam Khén.
i-Jah4n Khan.
L=J

581

Manjli Miyén.
Mansar ’ Ali.

Manztr-ul-Hasan.
Magbal Husain.

Mardén
Mast4n
Mast4n
M’asbm

"Ali.
*Ali.
Sahib.
Husain,

M’astim Sahib.
Maul4 Bakhsh.
Manuldé Husain.
Mehir ’Ali.
Mir ’Abbis ’Ali.

Mir Abul-Hasan.
Mir Ahsan-ullah.
Mir Akbar Ali.

Mir Alam.

Lél Ahmad.

Lslé Miyan.
Lal Bég.

Lél Husain.
Lél Khan.
Lal Muhammad.
Larle Khan.
Lat&fat Husain.
Latif 7Ali.
Jett Husain.

Mir
Mir
Mir
Mir
Mir
Mir
Mir
Mir

’Ali.
’Ali Husain.
Asad-ull4h.
Asghar *Ali.
Bébar Alt.
Davar ’Ali.
Fath-ullah.
Ghids-ud-din.

Mir Ghul4m-i-’ Abbas.
Mir Hafiz-ulléh.

Mir Husain ’Al.
Mir Indyat-ulléh.
Mir J’afar Husain.

Lutfiud-din.
Lutf-ullah.
M=F
Madind Sahib.
Mahbab ’Alt.
Mahbab Husain.
Mahbab-i-’Alam.
Mahbfb Kh4n.
Mahbib Shah.
Mahdi ’Ali.
Mahdi Husain.
Mabmid ’Ali.
Mahmiid Husain.
Majid ’Al.
Majid Husain.

Majid Khan.

Majid-nd-din.
Makidfm ’Ali.
dim Husain.
Abmad Khén. *
Malik Husain.
Malik Ghulém Dastgir.
Malik Ghulam Rastl.

Mir J4n-ulléh ’Ali.
Mir Khairdt ’Ali.
Mir Khurshid ’Ali.

Mir Maqb4l Husain.
Mir
Mir
Mir
Mir
Mir
Mir
Mir
Mir
Mir

Mub4rak-ullah.
Muhammad ’Ali.
Muhib ’Ali.
Niéz ’Ali.
Ni4z Husain.
Qédar, Husain.
Qurbén 7 Ali.
Ranshan ’Ali.
Raz&’ Ali.

Mir Biyéz Ahmad.

Mir Safdar “Ali.
Mir Safdar Husain.
Mir Turdb *Al.
Mir Varis Ali.
Mir Vas’at ’Ali.
Mir Yadgér Ali.
Mirzé ’Abbds “Ali Shir&zi.

Mirz4 ‘Abdul Karim.

Mirzé ’Abd-ur-rahim.
74
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Mirzi Ahmad Bakhsh.

Mirz& Ali ’Abbds.
Mirz4
Mirz4
Mirz4
Mirza
Mirz&

Firéz Husain.
Hasan.
Husain.
Karim.
Mahdi.

Mirzé Rahim Bakhsh.
Marz4 Sultén Bakhsh.
Mirz& Vali Bakhsh.
Misl4h-nlléh Kh4n,
Muhammad A’azam.
Muhammad A’azam ’Ali.
Muhammad Akbar.
Muhammad ’Ali.
Muhammad Ansar-ud-din.
Muhammad Anwar.
Muhammad Ashraf.

Muhammad Auliy4.
Muhammad

RAgar.

Muhammad
Muhammad

71054.
Ghaus.

Muhammad

Hasan.

Muhammad Hamid Husain.
Muhammad Hikmat-nlléh.

Muhammad Husain.
Muhammad

Ibrahim.

Muhammad Ikrém.

Muhammad Ishq.

Mubammad Karim-ud-din Ahmad.
Muhammad Khan.

Muhammad Ma’sfim.
Muhammad

Misé.

Muhammad Najam-ud-din Husain.
Muhammad

Muhib Husain.

Muhi-ud-din Ahmad.
Muhi-ud-din Badshah.
Muhi-ud-din

Husain.

Muhi-ud-din Kh4n.

Maohi-ud-din Sharif.
Mw ’in-ud-din.
Mou’in-ud-din

Husain.

Mnjahid-ud-din.

Mujtabé Husain.
Mukarram ’Ali.

Mukarram Husain.
Mukhtér Ahmad.
Mulla Abdur Rasal.

Mumtaz Husain.
Munawar ’Ali.
Munawar Husain.
Munawar Khan.
Mugarrab Husain.
Maura‘ ’Ali.
Muriazé Bég.
Murtazd Husain.
Martazé Khan.
Musharraf Shah.

Mushtaq ’Ali.
Mushtaq Husain.
Mustafa ’Ali.

Mostafé Husain.

Moutahhar ’Ali.

Muzaffar ’Al.
Muzaffur Bég.

Mug:ffar Husain.
Muzaffar Kch4én.

Nasir-ud-din.

Titles.

Muhammad Nagi.

Muhammad Niz4m-nd-din
Ahmad.
Muhammad

Nar-ulléh.

Muhammad Qédir-ud-din
Ahmad.
Muhammad
Muhammad

S4hib.
§’aid.

Muhammad Sélér.

Muhammad Salim.

Muhammad Shafi.

Muhammad Shah Sawdr Khén.
Muhammad Siddiq Ahmad.
Muhammad Sirdj-nd-dih.
Muhammad
்
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Majd-ud-daula.
Mansitr Jang.
Manstr-nd-daula.

Masih-ud-danla.

Masih Yar Jang.
Mu’'azzaz-ud-daula.

Mudabbir Jang.

Mndabbir-nd-daula.
Mouhi-nd-daula.

Muhtamim Jang.

Mu’in-ud-daula.
Mu'in-ul-mulk.
Mu’iz-ud-daula.
Mukarram-Jang.
Mukarram-ud-daula.
Mumtaz-ul-umard.

Muntazim Jang.

ட
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Mugaddam Jang.

Mugarrab Jang.
Mugtadir Jang.
Mustaqim Jang.
Mustanfi-ud-daula

Mu’tabar Jang.

163, Para. 4.°cL. (0).
Nar Shéh.
Nar-ud-din.
Nar-ulléb,
Noér-ull4h Shah.
Nusrat ’Ali.
Nusrat Husain.

Muzaffar Jang.

Titles.

Muza ffar-ud-daule.

v=o
Nabi ’Ali.
Nabi Husain.
Nabi Khan.
Nabi-ulléh Ahmad.
Nadim-ull4h.
Nadir Ali.
Nadir Shdh.
Na’im-ud-din.
Na’im-ulléh.

Najabat Als.
Najabat Husain.
Najib Khan.
Najib-ullah.

Nadim Jang.
Nadim-ud-daula.
Nasir Jaug.
Nasir-ud-daula.
Nasir-ul-mulk.
Nazim
Jang.
Nézim-ud-danla.
Ni’mat Khén.
Nizém-ul-mulk.

=}

Oulié Sahib.
ம

Nand Séhib.

Naadt Miyén.

Nagi ’Ali.

Naqi Husain.

Nasir ’Ali.
Nasir-ud-din.

Nathar Bég.
Nathar S4hib.

Nawaz Khan,
Nawazish ’AliNazékat *Ali.
Nazd4kat Husain.

Nazar Husain.
Nazir “Ali.
Ni’amat Ali.

ஐக்ஸிக் 1194௨.
Pédshah Sihib.
Pahilwan Khén.
Pahl Miyén.
Papt Khin.
Papa Miyén.
Pathra Miyén,
Pir Bakhsh.
Pir Muhammad.
bir Pédshéh.

Pir Sahib.

ஒம்

Ni’amat-ullah.

Ni’am-ullah.

Niyéz ‘Ali.
Niydz Hussain.
நக் 7A.

Qadir
Qadir
Qadir
Qadir

Nisér Husain.

Nizdm ’Ali.
Niz4m Shéb.

Nizém-ud-din

Ahmad.

Nar Ahmad.

Nar ’Ali.

Nur Bég.

Nar Khan.

ழூ

Nir Muhammad.

’Ali.
’Azim.
Bédshah.
Bakhsh.

Qédir Bég.
Qadir Husain.
Qédir Miyén.
Qadir Muhi-ud-din.
Qédir Nawéz Khén.
Qadir Vali.

Qaiytm *Ali.
Qamar Als,

583,
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Saiyid Ghaffér.
Saiyid Ghous.

Saiyid Yésin,
Saiyid Yusuf ’Ali.

Saiyid Haidar.

Saiyid Zafar-ulléh.

Saiyid Ghaus Muhi-ud-din.

Saiyid Hamid.
Saiyid Hasan.
Saiyid Hasan Razé.

Saiyid Husain.
Saiyid Husain Ahmad.
Saiyid [bréhim.

Saiyid
Saiyid
Saiyid
Saiyid
Saiyid
Saiyid
Saiyid
Baiyid

Imém.
Imém ’Ali.
Imém-ud-din.
Isma’4l.
Jalil.
Jalél-ud-din.
Khéjé.
Mahmtd.

Saiyid Miran.

Saiyid Miran Mubi-ud-din.

Saiyid Muhammad.

Baiyid Murtaz4.
Saiyid Murtazd Husain.
Saiyid Mustafé.
Saiyid Mustafé Husain.

Saiyid Yusuf Husain.

Saiyid Zéhid.
Saiyid Zubtr.

Saiyid Zuhdr-ul-haq.
Saiyid Zubtr-ull4h.

Sajjad “Ali.

Sajj4d Husain.

Sakh4wat Husain.
Sélar “Ali.
S4lar Bakhsh.

Salar Bég.

இரக Husain.
Sard&r ’Ali.

Sardér Husain.
Sardér Khan.

Sarfardz *Ali.
Sarfaraz Husain.
Sarfaréz Khan.

Sarwar ’Ah.

Sarwar Husain.
Sattar Khan.
Sh4h Muhammad Rabnavaz Khan.
Shaikh Wahid-ud-din.
Siddi Bilél.
Siddi Pahilwén.
Siddi Tavakkal.
Sikandar ’Ali.
Sikandar Bakhsh.
Sikandar Husain.
Sikandar Khan.

Siraj Khén.

Saivid
Saiyid
iyi
Saiyid
Saiyid
Saiyid
Saiyid
Saiyid
Saiyid
Saiyid
Saiyid

Saiyid
Saiyid
Saiyid
Saiyid

Qadir Balshsh.
Q4dir Muhi-ud-din.
Rasdl.
Razé.
Shukr-ullah.
Sultén Muhi-ud-din.
Tahir.
Tavakkal.
Tuhdr.
‘Umar.
"Usman.
Vali-ulléb.
Vali-ulléh Ahmad.
=
Yad-ulléh.

Saiyid, Yahy4.
Saiyid Ya’qub *AU.
Saiyid Ya’qab Husain.

585

Sirdj-ud-din,
SiySdat Al.
Subh4n ’Ali.

Sultén Ahmad.
Sultén ’Ali.

Sultén Husain.

Suli4n Khdn.
Sultén Mabmad.

Suljén Muhi-ud-din.
Titles.
Saif-ud-daula.

Saif-ul-mulk.

Slar Jang.

Sarfardz-ud-daula.

Sikandar Jang.
Siréj-ud-daula.!
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Shaikh ’ Alt.

Shaikh Béban.
Shah Bandage

Saddgqat Husain.

Shaikh Hasan.
Shaikh Husain.

S4diq Husain.

Shaikh Ji.
Shaikh Madér.

Sddig Sahib.
Sadr-ud-din.

Shaikh Sahib.
Shaikh Sharf-ud-din.

Sadiq? Ah.

Sadiq Muhammad.
Sadr-ul-islém.
Safdar* Ali.

Safdar Husain.

Safi Nawdz Khén.

Safi-ud-din.

Shamsh4d ’Ali.
Shamshir Ali.
Shamshir Khén.
Shams-ud-din.
Sharafat ’ Ali.

Shardfat Hrnueain.
Sharf-ud-din.
Sharif Ahmad.
Shér’ Ali.
Shér ’ Ali Bég.
Showkat ’ Ali.
Shujé’at Al,

Safi ulléh.
Séhib *Ali..
Sahib Badshéh.

Séhib Husain.
S4hib Mirén.

Séhib Miyén.
Sahib Pirsn.

Samdani Sahib.

Shujé’at Bakht.

Samsdm ’ Alt.

Shuj4’at Husain.

Shoe sudedin:

Siddiq Ali.

Sulaimén Shah.

Sams4m Husain.
Siddiq Husain.
Safi S4hib.

Titles.
Titles.

Sad4rat Khan.
Saldbat Jang.

Saldbat Khan.
Samsim-ud-daula.
Sowlat Jang.
Sh = on

ர

இரட்ட

படட

Shafaqgat ’ Ali.

Shafaqqat Husain.

Shafi * Ali.

Chap. XV.

Shéh Alam Khan.

Shah bz Khan.
Shah Nawdz Khén.
Shahsawér Jang.
Shahrawdr Khén.

Shamshir Jang.
Shams-nd-daula.
Shams-ul-umaré.
Sharf-ud-daula.
Sharf-ul-mulk.
Sharf-ul-umar4.
Shérin Sukhan Khén.
Stikéh-ul-mulk.
Shujé’at Jang.

டு
Tabawwur Ahmad Khén
Tahniat ’ Ali.
Téid-ud-din.

Dajammul Husain.

T4) Khén.

T4j-ud-din.
Taqi ? Ali.

‘Taqi Husain.

Taqi Nawaz.

Chap. XV.
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168, para. 4, on. (a1).

v=,

Taqi Shéh.

Tagi-ud- ila
Taqi Y4r Khan.
Tasaddug ‘Husain.

Turdb ’Ali.

Turdb Khén.
Tur4b-ud-din.

Vajih-ud-din.

Vajih-ulléh.
Vali Hasan.
Vali Husain.

Vali-ullih Ahmad.

Titles.

Varis Husain.

Vas’at Ali.
Vazir ’Ali.

Tahawwur Jang.
Towliat Khan.

உ

Varig ’Ali.

Vajdhat Husain.

ழும்

Tipf Husain.

Pipa Khin.
Tipt Ouliyd.
‘ipa Séhib.

Vigdr ’Ali.

Titles.
Vigér-ul-umard.

W=,

Tipa Sultan.

=

(ii)b

Péhir Ali.
Phir Bég.
Tahir Husain.
‘Taiyib Al.
‘Th கட்.
Pélib Bég.
‘Télib Muhi-ud-din.
‘Pélib-ud-din.

Wabh4b ’Ali Sh4h.
Wahhib Husain.
Wahid “Ali.
Wahid Bég.
Wahid Husain.
Wala Husain.
3940187411.
Wigif Bég.
Waqif Husain.
Wasif 7Ali.
Wizdrat Khén.
Titles.

Titles.
Taha Naw4z Khan.

Wizérat Jang.
Yoo

ச
Use

அபி

Yadgér Bég.
Yédg4r Husain,

Yagab ’Ali.
Yaqab Bég.
Yaqib Husain.

?Umar Khan.

?Urfi 7Ali.

?Usmadn Khan.

‘Yasin ’Ali.
Titles.

?Umdat-ud-daula.
*Umdat-ul-mulk.

?Umdat-ul-umaré.
*Utérid Jang.

Yasin Bég.

Yésin Husain.
Yawar ’Ali.
Yunus Ali.

| Yasuf *Al.

| நம்

ஐ.
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168, para. 4, ox. (11).

Part [I+ FEmaues.

A=@) |
fsar-un-nisé Bégam.
4b Bégam.

‘Afzal-un-nisé, Bégam.
Ahmadi

Bégam.

Ahmadi Khénam.
Abmad-un-nisé.

‘Ahmad-un-niss Bégam.
Akbar-un-nisé Bégam.
‘Allsh Bakhshi Bégam.
Alléh-dié Bégam.
Alléh-rakhi ii.

Amén-un-nisé Bégam.
Amat-ul-’ali.
Amat-ul-bart.

‘Amat-ul-ghafir.
Amat-ul-ghani.
Amat-ul-ghaus.

Amat-ul-hamid.

"A = (ii) ¢
* Abbasi Bégam.
*Abbési Bi.

»Abdat-ul-qddir.
? Abdat-us-sal4m.

*Rbidé Bégam.
*Rbida Bi.
‘Alia Bégam.

*Alfat-un-nie4 Bégam.
7Alim& Bégam.

*Alim-un-nisé Bégam.
*Anbér Band.
*Anbar Ma.
Attiat-ul-’Ali.

"Azim Bi.

*Ayim-un-nish Bégam.
*Aziz Band.
‘Aziz Bégam.

Amat-ul-karim.

Aziz Bi.

Amat-ulléh Bi.

*Azmat Bi.

‘Amat-ulléh Bégam.
‘Amat-ul-latif.

Amat-ul-gddir.
Amat-ul- vali.
Amat-ul-wabh&b.
Amat-ur-rab.

Amat-ur-rahm4n.

Amin4 Bégam.

Amin4 Bi.
Amin4 Khénam,
Amir Bégam.
Amir Bi.

Aziz khénam.
?Azmat-un-nisi Bégam.

ந
Babi Bi.
Baddth Bi.
Badi’-un-nis4 Bégam.

Badr-wn-nis4 Bégam.
Bakhshi Bégam.
Bakhshi

Bi.

Amir-un-nisa Bégam.

Bakht4war Bégam.
Bakht4war-un-niss Bégam.

man Bi.
Ansar Bi,

Balkhi Bi.

Bani Bégam.

Anwar Bégam.

Bané Bi.

Anséri Bégam.

Band Bégam.

Anwar-un-nis4 Bégam.

Bari Bi.

Ashraf-un-nisé Bégam.

Barkat-un-nisé Bégam.
Bashiriyé Bégam.

f-un-nisd.

A’zam-un-nisé Bégam.
Azhar-un-nisé Bégam.

Barkat Bi.

Bashir-un-nisa Bégam

75
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Hurmat-un-niss Bégam.

Kardmat-un-nisd Bégam.
Karim Bi.
Karim Khatin.

Husain Bi.
Husaini Bégam.

Kubré Bégam.

Hurmat Bi.

*

Hurmat Khénam.

Karim-wn-nisé Bégam.
Kh=

H = (ii) >

Hajira Bi.
Hidéyat Band.
Hidayat Khénam.
Hidéyat-m-nisé Bégam.
Huméyin Bégam.
I=(@)
Imdm Bi.

Khadija’
Khadija
Khadija
Khairti

Bégam.
Khénam.
Bi.

Bi,

Khaira Bi,
Khair-un-nis4 Bégam.
Khanam Bi.

Khurshid Bi.

Imamié Bégam.
Im4m-un-nis4 Bégam.

Khurshid Khénam.

Khurshid-un-nisa Bégam.

L=d

0
*Tffat-un-nis4 Bégam.
*Indyat Bégam.
*Indyat Bi.

‘Tnéyat-un-nisé Bégam.

*Ishrat Afz4 Bégam.
7Ishrat-un-nisé
Bégam.
*Tazat Band.

"Izzat Bi.

"Tazat-un-nisd Bégam.

Lélé Bégam,
LAl Bi.
Tal Kasi
Lérilk Bégam.
Latif, Band.
Latifé Bi.

Latif-un-nist Bégam.
Lutf-un-nis4é Bégam.

M=-

ia
Jahéndér Bégam.
Jahénié Bega
Jalal-un-nisé Bégam.
Jamél Bi.
Jam4l-un-nisé Bégam.
Jami’at Bi.
Jami’at-un-nisé Bégam.

Jamil-un-nisi Bégam.
Jéni Bégam.
Jawad-un-nisé Bégam.
Jawéhir-un-nisé Bégam.
Jiléni Bégam.

1
ட்ட

es
ட.

Kaniz-i-Fatima.
Karémat Fatima.

Mahbubé Bégam.
Mahbib Bi.
Mahbub-un-nisé Bégam.

Mahdi Bégam.

Mahmiida Bans.
Mahmidé Khinam.
Mahmfid Bi.

Mahmud-un-nisé Bégam.

Maimanat-un-nisé Bégam.

Maja Bi.

i

Makhdimé Bégam.
Makhdém-um-nisé Bégam.
Malik-un-nisé Bégam.
Manjli Bégam.
Manjit Bi.
ப்ச்

aqbulé Bégam.

Maqbil-un-nisé Bégam.
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|

Sa’ida Bégam.

Saidéni BE

| A; Ba
. | Teancni

Sa’id-un-nisé Bégam.
Sajidé Bégam.
Séjidat-an-nisé Bégam.
Sakiné Band.
Sakind Bégam.
Sakind Bi.
Sakind Khétan.
Sélér Bégam.
S4l4r-un-nisé Bégam.
Samdi Bégam.

ல

pO)

[நகம் பத்தல
|

ea

T=)

ae
| Tip Khénam.
|
T= (ii) b
‘Tipa Bi.

éhiré- Bé
ன்
க்கம்
ir-un-nisd Bégam.

Sarfar4z-un-nisé Bégam.
sé Bégam.
Sarwar-un-ni
Silér Bi.

ahtr-un-nisi Bégam.
Bégam.
ட்.
நிஷங்க
| Alb Bi.
alib-un-nieé B
eno
nous
pen
1!
டு டல்]
Ujéli Bégam.
| Uyali Bi,
Bégam.
Umaré
| Umaré Bi.

ues Bogan

Becta
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Taib-un-nisé

Séda Band.

aes
Sukchein Band.
Sukh4li Bégam.
Sultén Bi.
Sultan Séhiba.
Sultén-un-nisé Bégam.
Subh4ni Bi.

ல்

S=Gil) ue

6

0-0)

|

Sadégat-un-nisé Bégam.

Sadr-un-nis4 Bégam.

| Ulavi Bégam.

Séhib Bégam.
ieee Bégam.

mds Bie
| ‘Umdat-un-nish Bégam.

Safdar-un-nisé Bégam.
1]

| "Umdé Bé
|

1.

Reale beets

Shabbiri4 Bégam.
Shafi’a Bégam.

J

égam.
eae

ae s-unoe
-nisé Bégam.

Sharifé Khénam,

Sharif-un-nisé Bégam

Bégam.

Bi.
azky
| Vazir-un-nisi Bégam.

Bi
Shéh
Shéhji Bégam.

Sharifé Band.m.
Sharifé Béga
Riese Be

un-nisé Bégam.

| Vela

Bégam.

nedl Boge,
ftar
Bi.
Sh
Sharf-un-nisé Bégam.

Wace ie

| Vahtd Bi
Vabid-un-nisé Bégar:,
|

ay
Sh= U2

Bieta

a

|

Samdéni Bégam.

2

‘Yésin Bi.

.

Zakiys Bano.

Ye
e o=

ae
Ga)

yé Bégam.
Zaki
Zakiyé Bi.
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No. If—Alphabelical List of the Names of Places in the Madras
Presidency, §c.—continued.
1

Names.

*

District.

Remarks.

|
|
PS.
S.B.,
SM,
B.0.,
|
..
Arcot
..|South
புவனூரி
,|
GahBA siar% | Coimbatore .. | H.
258
Ganjim
«|Z.

Bhuvanagiti
ea
ந்
Bienen

Bobbili

Vernacular.

Des So

..

North Arcot .. |Z, R.S., P.G.

ஆ

Vizagapatam..

மி S.M., S.B.,

Bédindyabkanér .. | @urggruése% | Madura
ர்.

Bommayyakuppam. | பொம்மய்யகுப்பம்

88/0௩

Boyirani

Ganjim

Brahmadésam

Budalér

..

Budaméru

Buddieeddippat

(Bugudé

.,

Bukkapatnam,

.. | STON TB

டவ்
Beart

த, 6.0), 57. 18.
2.

.. P.O, B.S.

South Arcot .. | P.0., P.S.

.. | Tanjore

Dea

-. | Kistna

, |புட்டிசெட்டிப்ப-.. | 8௨௨௩
டி.

வங்க

Ganjém

5522.

Anantapur

Chakranadi
அர்ஸ்
Chandragirinadi ., | என்ர:

aS
oe
|

ர

P.O., P.S.

உற,

.. | | P.0.,8.R., PS.

South Canara. |B.
South Canara, |B.

Chévadipdlaiyam. | gpajguim@orwd. | Coimbatore.. | B.S.

Chévakkét

0018895

Chévasséri
Chemudu ..
Chengam...
Chérambédi
Ohévéyir
Chévéndra...
Cheyéra ..
Cheyyéru

..

Malabar

ப
Bint
- | Qemaub
Noe ia
வேவ
பட.
ட கை
ஷக்

Chidambaram. | agus
நகம்...
Chinna Hagari
Chinnamanir

1.0. 812, 8௩3)
PS. DAL
Malabar
_.. | Munsif’s station, B.S.
Vizagapatam. | Z,
South Arcot .. | P.0., S.M., B.S. S.R.
‘The Nilgiris.. | P.O.) PS.
. | Malabar
26. 82. P.8.
Kistne
lB
. | North Arcot .. | R.
Cuddapah

.. | R.

Madura

ae

Oe Se

804௦௦,.

12.0, 28.

_ |South¥Arcot.. |P.0., S.R., P.S., BS,
DM.
Ganjim
«| 4, P.O.
Bellary
3,

brs
ப
.. | Agrern anit

Chinnammépéttai. | சன்னம்மாபேட் | North Arcot .. | RS.

டை.
Chinnasélam . ..|சன்னசேலம்
பம்...
பப்பில்

ஜவ

டஸ(௪௦-

++ | Doseres

Cuddapah
Kistna

.. | BS, P.O.

ன

270

|

No. TL!

Alphabetical List of the Names of Places in the Mudras

Names.

Presidency, §c.—continued.

ம்

Heiss
Ellaiyér

x

bese
jBranévir ...

coun ert

..|Drichinopoly. | B.S., P.O.

ல
182) ௩

டைம் [ஹை
(எண்ஜிஜம்
எண்ணா.

Pp

S

et

con
எருவைட

ண

ண்ட.
(க 1௭
அ

வன்க.

மை.

அவலை

ae

Ane

.. | South Arcot .. | R.

2-2

“Gajapatinagaram.
|Gandamandyakka-

i

ரட் பப்

ப்ப...
| Gangaikonddn

Gangayapalle
| Goddhaddo

Gédévari ..
Gollaprélu

/@éstani

ae,

..

யமம்

02.

.. | RS, P.O, B.S.

..|Bellary

ranger

| Vizagapatam.. P.0.,8.M., 8B, PS,
|X®S@sx80
P.O.
.. |
|Madura
|eemwogeués

லூர்.

1 கத்தர்௨கோட்டை | 7௨0௨௨...

ன்.
.. | Koxos43.
«| Sao
Bel neice

noe

டம

Tinnevelly

+. |Cuddapah

.. | R.S., P.0., P.S.

.. | RS.
டப் 2.0. 83. 8.

++ | Ganja

க்கல்.

6. | Wp

82.0, 28.

ஸம

லவ்
++ | Kogro

(Ganjam

en

oe NE
த்.

.. | Salem
-. | Salem

«| cae
4.
flagiri
lagi Mite. |eo@ABCim

Remarks.

|

District,

*

Vernacular.

| Se
ee
SS

|

611
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;

வேரை

.. |@édévari
+. |@édévari

..[%.

.. |D,, RRS.
.. |Z, P.O, RS.

+ | Vizagapatam. | R.

_ [| Coimbatore .. | RS., 8௫, 2.8, 1.0.
P.0,S.R.S.M.DM.,
{eee
PB.
++ | Vizagapatam.. | 2.

Gudicherla

+. | MSR

|Gudikallu..
Gudivéda ..

—.. | 252
கலக்

+-|Bellary
Keen

| Gudiyattam

-|@ew1ss

—.. | North’Arcot.. | T., P.0., B.S. S.R.,

(Gadavinchéri - .. <@arg@rh

:

..|Chingleput

—.. | P.0.
..|2, 20. SR, PS,
| SM. DM.
S., SAL

..|RS, P.O, PS.

‘Gundlakemma
|
Gunjana ..

..|mogss,
ட
..,| Moxs

{ Nellore...
Kurnool
| Gadiapeah

|Gurramkonda

—.. | 1%8cs"0

+. | Cuddapah

Gurupura
பப்

பஷர்...

௮
ட.

ஸ்ர

jz
15

.. | H., P.O.

++ | South Canara, | R.
பும்
வ

+ |Bellay

.. |R, BS.
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No. II. —Alphabetieal List of the Names of Places in the Madras
Ey
§e.—continued.

Vernacular. ~

Names.

595.

Kadiri

Kélahasti.. © «. | wei”
Kalakkédu
Kalattér
Kélava
Kélavagunta
Kali

.. | saréerO
களத்தூர்
+ | ses
—. | sresXvobs
பி...

Kalingiy4 ..

sDonos>

Kamaldpuram

*ஜ்சுி5௦

|

Remarks,

District.

ee | cuddapah

EO, SR, PS,

ய

North Arcot .. 2, BO, BS, 83,
B.S.
SRB,
RO, Bs
காவ்
Sy, Pi
ingleput
10. 8.3, 82. PS
டப்
North Arcot .. | R., P.O.
. | BKurnool
|, | Ganjém

|

., |South Arcot .. |. P.0., SR, PS.
கள்ளகுர்ச்சி
Kallakurchi
. | BS., P.O.
| Salem
ல்லாலி
Kallévi
88), 20, 223,
ar
‘'|Malab
os
Kalléyi
s. PS.
ப
ப்
cae
i
கள்ளிகுட
..
Kalligudi
.
201125
janjém
sDste
Kallikéta ..
=
ப்
Kulréyan Malai ... | கல்சாயன்மலை. | 88120.
Kémalépuram
Kémasamudram

wae
ee

கு
Kanchili
Kanékallu
Kangayam
டப.
Kanigiri
ரேவ

. Sea
ல்க
.. |

| | seavsatar
த
“yoo
சக
காங்கயம்
ட
5035

5, P.0., S.M.,

Cuddapah

. | B-0.; PS.
. | Bellary
ae
..
Arcot
2 fe

27.0.
P.0,, 88, PS.
20) 88%,
பட்ட
Town,
+. Ganjém
«| P.O.
++| Bellary
.. [வோந்ஷ்கை .. 120, 8183, 2௮.
|Z, SB, BS
ணட
| a. 20, 82, BS,
++ | Nellore
Sale
{Bellary

R

தவல, ... | கண்ணமங்கலம். | North Arcot .. | P.

Kanndngurchi

Kannikkot

கன்னாங்குர்சசி

i

Kannivadi

கன்னிவாஉ

Kapistalam

Kanuparti

Kéraikkudi

Kéraimadai

Karamanaiyar

.: | Salem

| Malabar

Madura

2.

கபிஸ்தலம்

Tanjore

Pp

கானாமடை

0்யற்வ0%

3

க்

காரைக்கு௨
காமனையார்

PS.

Nellore

Madura

Tinneyelly

்

Ss

ro

R.

3

+ | South Canara. | D.
. | eee
Karkala
256
Z.
கருகஸ்வாடி , ... | Salem
Karugalyadi
.
Karumantir Mitté,, | sq sere. | Salem
Chingleput .. | P.O
. கருக்குழி
Karunguzhi
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No. Il.—Alphabetical List of the Names of Places in the Madras
Presidency, S:c.—continued,
Vernacular.

Names.

|

Kothém

..

-.
Kottagii
Kéttaipatnam

++ |S a0

Remarks.

District.

a

+» | Géddvari

. / The Nilgiris ..
- |@ange@f
கோட்டைபட்ட | Tanjore

Kéttémpatti
Kottapalle

|
ணம்.
@eriimur@. | Coimbatore .. |
ட
9 548

Kottapatnam

ளு கல.

.. | Nellore

Kéttayom ..
| Rottir
| Kéttirn
Kévilpatti ..
Krishnépatnam
Krésiru
Kudatini ..
Kudavisal
நேமம்.

ட
கோட்ட
க்
கோவில்பட்டி.
ஓக
னாக
Swap
குடவாசல்
கத.

_. | Malabar
.. | Coimbatore ..
:
Bellary
RS., P.0., SR, U.S.
‘Tinnevelly
9. 83.
Nellore
20.
டப்
.|P.0., B.S, PS.
++ | Bellary
.
ஃ]ஹர்ாக
Bellary

|

Kudremukha
. #x8ysio0
- | Seo
Kukkulubt
sr
Kulas¢karapatnam..| @u@eresu2t

Kulklent

Be

(குனிகளை

Kulittalai

- குளித்தலை

Kunérapwam
Kumbakénam

Guorrys:
. | @suCsreari

Kundu

a

South Canara. | H., Sanitarium.
12
கொன்ட
..|P.0.. SM, P, SS.
|Tinneyelly

பணம

..
. | Trichinopoly

PS.

| RS.

ர

., | Tinnevelly
.. | Tanjore

Kurnool

+ {i Caddepah

Kundirapalli Mitté. | @22r7Ue 09-8 | Salem

Kkipgal
Kuppamu ..
Kuppili

Kurinjippadi

டா.
| ஆகக்.
ப இவல

«| Bellary
+ North Arcot ..

௫25.

* | Vizagapatam..

குரிஞ்சிட்பாடி

ட்
ட்ட வடட

SE,
88,2௦௦

Kurugédu ..

Hwy reo

Kurumbrandt
ர

etens

| Z,, P.0., 88.

South Arcot .. | Halting place, P.0.,
்
SR PSs
Z.
., | Ganjam
He
Ganjém.
. | Bellary

. | Malabar

55

ற,
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No. [lt—Alphubetical List of the Names of Places in the Madras

Presidency, Sc.—continued.

Manimukté
Maniyachi
Manjéri ..

:
மணிமுக்தா
மணியாச்9.
—.- | eeamso)

| Mannérakkét

«| egpooesos
மன்னார்

Mannérgudi

Mannarkéttal
Mannéru ..
Mantena ..

Marungépuri

Masinigudi

Mattigiri

..

Méyavaram

Meélappilaiyom

Mélupaka

. .

Méppati

..

Métratti

..

நாணன்

Mérangi

..

Méttupdlaiyam

Meynénapuram
Mimisal ..

நமக.
Modelappatti

Mégalléru
Mogalturra

Morappir

0. | a BEF
வ

யகரம்

ஆல்

..

Z.

|

. | Salem

.. | Tanjore

. | 2.0.

a

ட அட

ம

2௮, 81, றந.

PO.

..|Malabar

++ | Vizagapatam.

She ee
a
SM.
.. | P.0,, PS:

BZ: P.O.

_- | Coimbatore -. 59 ps sar உர

..|@ni@umarurd: | Coimbatore

-. | 54

..| Qudicprertyzu, | Tinnevelly
vs} Manjore
.. | Dea)

Ber
.. | £-02 BS:

| ஆரல்
++ | Boren

pe 2-05 Base
.. | P-0., SS.

Ul eda dxeot.. | BS: B.0. BS:
«| Wer@a
.- | Qiorgeien’@ .. | Salem
a

ஷால்

Msi if oss 1s Slee
Muri.
|| pa

++ | Nellore
+» | Gédévari

++ | Salem

> Se

Tce ட். pilgrimage,
.B., B.S.

.. | South Canara.

..|Cuddapah

..|Madua

..|BS.,

P.O.

.. | P.0, SR. PS, 8M.

.. | Kistna

R.

+,|Nellore
... | B
ly
.. | Trichinopo .. | T.,'P.0., S.R., P.S.,
:
SM.
Mutténchetti 31118. | முட்டாஞ்செட்டி | 8யிய
(2:
மிட்டா.

Muttuagunddapat-|q@gareersut. |Madwa
nam.
டணம்.
Négalépuram
| தாகலாபுசமி ,, 1வனனிர
Nagari

..

++ | Sx8

.. | North Arcot

.. |SS.
... 2, 10.
..

|
|

.. | Vizagapatam. | Z.

(சேவகி

..|upa@eréerf

|

The Nilgiris.. |\Village. P.0., PS.

[மேலூர்
-.|@ntarg@

|

«| Drichinopoly.. | Z., P.O.

..|Madura

—-- | S008

ற.

ம்,

| South Arcot .. | P.0.,8M., S.B., P.S.

| 4மலசபாளையம்.. | நமி...

ஸ்தல

Mnuddantiru

Munéru

«| w@eeryA

+. | BROWS

| மெரசப்பூர்

Mudukulatttr

.. | RB.
..|BS., P.O. ௪, B.S.
-. | Taluk kasba, P.O.,
8, P.S., D.M.
P.O.
-- | PS.

| மன்னார்கேரட்டை Tinnevelly
++ | Nellore
+ | 03
++ | Vizagapatam.
«. | SoS

», | e828)

Madabidri

|
.. (ட Arcot
.|innevelly
..| Malabar
|
».|BMalabar
‘Tanjore
௮

ட

Remarks.

District.

Vernaculam

|

Names.
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No. If. —Aiphabetical List of the Names of Places in the Madras
Presidency, 5:c.—continued.
Names.

ட்!
| Pachaimalai
Padélam ..
Padarti
மிகி]
Pélakodu ..
“Pélakollu ..
Példr

Paléra

Palivela ..
Palladam ..

eee
பச்சைமலை,
9. Urania
௧6
ree
பாலகோடு
னல்ல.
பாலார்.

adh

«| S830
பள்ளடம்

Pallérapalli Mitts. | பல்லாரபல்லிமி

Palldyaram
Pallikondai
Pallippuram
Pélir
ட
Paldr
Paliru

Pambaiyar
Pémidi
Panapékkam
Pénem

District.

Remarks.

« | Nellore
+ | Nellore
. | Salem
Godavari

Chingleput ..
» | Kistua
Gédayari
Coimbatore

.

} Salem.

ட்டா.
பல்லாவரம்
Chingleput ..
பள்ளிகொண்டை. North Arcot ..
வணிபூர
+ | Malabar
ப யாதூர்
Chingleput
. | Uap
North Arcot _.
sores
++ | Ganjam
பாம்பையார்
South Arcot ..
Anantapur
ee
| பனபாக்கம்
North Arcot ..
wo

Kurnool

Cuddapah
Pipaghni ..
ashy
Pipandsam
பாபநாசம், _ | Lanjore
Bellary
Papindyakanahalli, | டட
Paroli
2,
வதி
Malabar
Paramagudi
- | பசமகு௩
. | Madura.
Parappasanndti .. | ax¢gimsers)
Paravanie
Parldkimodi
Parvatipuram

பசவனார்
sre ime
ப்பட்டு

கணை...
ஏ(பாகுர்
Pétakottachernyu. | 78s? $8
Péta Tekkali
. | அதிகக்
Pattimbi ..
—. | argon
Pattesam ..
..[SB¥o
Pattikonda
மக்

| BS, P.O, PS, SS.
12S.
| B.S, P.O.
| P.0., S.R.,

SM,
D.M., P.S.
. | Malabar
ஜி P.O. P. DAM,
BS:
. | South Arcot ., R.

«| Ganjam

| Vizagapatam..

Coimbatore
~ | Anantapur

Ganjém

_ | Malabar
Gédavari

Kurnool

..
..

2, 20, 81, 8௩.
P.0.,

SM.

S.R., P.S.;

ம

RS, P.O.
RS.

ட்டு.

RS,,P.0.,P.S.
2.

PO) Shee

SM.
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I. —Alphabetical List of the Names of Places in the Madras

Presidency, &¢.—continued.
Vernacular.

Nemes.

Pédi

ie

oe |

Pigalir

..

« | GS amr

Pudukkéttai
நமே...
Puduvéyal

Pulicherla

| புதுக்கோட்டை
புதூர்
:. | புதுவாயல்.
ஓத

...

கியி ஹத

[22௦7௯

.. — .. | Qr0B
Péndi
ல்க
Pungandrn
Puttir

621.

4... | Ue ert

.. | North Arcot .. | B.S.

Trichinopoly . Natio State.
Tinnevelly .. | Z., P.G.,
Chingleput

.. | Coimbatore

+» | Ouddapah

.. | Ganjém
«+ | North Arcot .. |
.. | North Arcot ..

புத்தூர்
.. | 40

>> | Salem
++ | Kurnool

Rédhépuram

—.. | 7TH IO

++

puram.

wmsosHto

..

+. | North Arcot ..

நவ்ற...
Pyépali ..
Bémachandra-

Remarks.

|

District.

*

2.

்

. | P.

|Tinnevelly

a

.. | Aédévari

.

Rémapatnam
Rambha ..

=. . | pruiuiewb
«. | Soe

. | Coimbatore
.. | Ganjém

.. | Z,
-|P.0., Z., 18, 28

Rémésvaram =

«. | pr @unevarmid

.. | Madura

எவ

ve | rae SF,

., | Cuddapah

Réyalcheruvu

.. | p-asSBey

௨]

Réyapuram
உ...

«| oso
ட்

|=. | Madras
..|Cuddapah

..|Cuddapah

.. | B.S.

கக
+ | Sep
++ |Grenigei..
++ | Bap
.. | Qri_wsurg
கலக
| ஷமந்த்
++ | ease

..|@uddapah
செக்ஸ்.
.. | North Arcot
+. | Kistna
..| Madura
வேம
..|Bellary
பயர்

., | RS.
2.
.. | P.0., RS. PS.
.» |T,P.0.,8.R.,P.S.,8.M.
.. | Z
|
..| P.0., P.S.
R.

Rénipéttai
Résipuram
Réyachéti

..

“| vase

Reddipalle

Régadipalli
Rékapalle
Rénigunta
Répalle ..
Rettayambédi
நரகக் ஆ.
Réipanagudi
Rushikulya

Soler

ea

05.

05

T.,P.0.,8.R.,P.8.,8.M.

R.S., P.0.

Anantapur

.. | @6dévart

ate co | PE

«=, | B.S. P.O.
.,|RS,, P.O. P.S.

..
Cuddapah
wg
..
Sagiléru
Séliyauangalam’., |eredyieeaws-, | Tanjore.
* | Viragapatam,.
பப அஜ
ட
Séldru
.,
., | 3880௨

சமையதல்லூர்
,.
Samaiyanallér

நல்லை

10. 8.

். | சாணிபேட்டை .. | 1௦01 கமம் ..|R., P.0., P.S.
+» | P.0., SM, 8.B., B.S.
.. | Salem
| சர்சிபுசம்.

2%

3.

el][tea
|| R.

POs
|Z,8.M,S.R.,P.0.,.PS.
| R.S., P.O.

9

:
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No, Il.—Alphabetical List of the Names of Places in the Madras
Presidency, §¢e.—continued.
=

‘Names.

Vernacular.

~

District.

Remarks.

Sémalpatti

..|சாமல்பட்டி

.. |Salem..

|Sangamyalasa

.. | 500523.

+» | Vizagapatam
..

[Sumattir ..
கணே...

Sankeranayinér-

koyil.

Sankarépuram

Sépttr
..
Sérada_..
Sarkér Vélavandi
_| Mitta.
ட
ர
Sarvasiddhi
Satténkulam
Sattenapalle

ண...
|Satyamangalam

[Savudim ..
Sémdanér
eae

a

0. | suo dart
..]சத்தூர்

++ | Coimbatore ..
++ | South Arcot ..

| ee7p09@7
Ger | Tinnevelly

யில்.

ள்

..|e@armysm

..|South Arcot ..

«| eniGi
++ | Madura
875௪
++ | Vizagapatam
..
| s¢éartaroras | Salem
50
'இமிட்டா.
யவ
++ | Ganjém
++ | CGSB,
~- | Vizagapatam
..
—.. | en SaTar@ortb.. | Tinnovelly
.. [63882
.. | Kistna

சத்தார்
..|egwindeerd

.. | S¥GrO
+|@sieaaxi
Bone

ரவி,
..|

Coimbatore

we Ganjim

ie
Sevvalpati so tt«| | Gegant
Ordaduce +.. || Tinnevell
Tunevelly
| Sevvapéttai Réddu. | @eaar@u-eo| Chingleput
ரோட்டு.
(ணக்கம்...
© ..|@etorGse
..|Tinnevelly
aéruma

..

+ |Ganjam
.. | South Arcot ..

..|P.0., SR., PS.

= | “E. toisem,%H
So | Vizagapatam. | Z.

++ | 88siz0

--|@uddapah

++ | NetaDt

++ | The Nilgiris.. | G.

+ | Mabe

++{Panjore

+ | age

@aserzsyr.
சிக்கம்பட்டி
+|@aerzéas¢
Rox smo

.. a EO, RS., SR,
..|RS., P.G.

:. | Vizagapatam, | R.

|
,.
..|
+. |

Salem
17மவிர
Coimbatore
Anantapur
Chingleput

+|Ganjém
..| Bellary
Madura

(2.
(2,206,
..| RS.
.. | P.O.
..|R.S., P.0., B.S.
[8
| P.O, 8.M., S.B., PS.
0:

ப்ட்

No. II.

List of the Names of Places in the Madras

Presidency, §c.—continued.

Vornscular,

Names.

Sitinadi
Sitdr
Sitter

028.
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.,
ட.
..

—.. | NewewB
[சத்தார்
.. | PAOr

Sivagiti ..
விமல்...

Sivasamudram

Sélasirémani
Sémpéta

..|@aeqps fr

.,

| Sriharikéta
Sriperumbid‘r
படக்
ஜவ்வை.
இயக நமக...
..
Silir
ப பவர்
yi.
Sunnapugunta

foe

Sdramangalam
Surangi..
2
Sulé
Suruliyér .
Surémimalaii
Suvarnanad
Swarnamukhi
Tada
Télavéadi ..

சோமனூர்

«| Po kW

.. | Coimbatore

2, 1.0.
P.0., S.

.. | Fallsof

Z.

ந.

1.

.. | Coimbatore .. | R.S., P.

ee 2.

++ | Ganjém

2.0.2.
.. | Nellore
பெரும். சார். Chingleput ..|P.0,8.5.
10,
ட்டம்
ம் 5
ன்
1.05.
ஸ்ரீவைகுண்டம். | Tinnevelly
ம

as

jad

sgt.

|Timevelly ..

|. 0.0.

.. | South Canara. | Place of Hindu
டட ட ee!
2.0, 815, 18.
B.S.
..|
Coimbatore
அகதா
87.0.
ரஹ
சத்தபெருமாள்

|

55983

காயில்.
.. fegyH7oe

ence

..|Ganjam

... 83. 1.0.

..|P.0,SM, SR, PS.
10) ௮ 12
கடலி.
P.0., 8.8.
he
P.0,8.R, PS.

|B.
[8.0 88, 2.
P.0., S.R., PS.

சாதக

மக்கம்.

eo PS,

Fooly

+» | Bellary

yes
ட
. | stores

விஷமம்...

«| Chingleput

வு
» |Ganjam
|
..|Ganjém
al rear
| Penis
் 80 0 ஹே.
..
..|Nellore
..|Nelloro
—.. | Coimbatore .. |

.. ச
—. | 80K
ox
ea
தத
௫02066

Talipparamba — .. | @#)gjom
Témbrahalli

as

Tammiléru
விய...

«+ | ga, 3m
| 545,

Tangellamidi

கதக்

Tangesséri

Tinnevelly
. | Tinnevelly

| சோலசிசாமணி.. | 88௨௩

Srivilliputtér

ம்

.. | South Canara | R.
R.
பட்டப்
..|Tinnevelly . |B.

.. | 31௨00௨
்: | சோளவத்தான்

Sélavandén

ஹரே

., | @a6rA
சிவகாசி

Remarks.

District.

*

ss | mag

+» |Malabar

[7.

=. oo

8.M., 8.B., P.S.,

.. | P.0., PS.

ணை =. << | Be
++|Quddapah .. | PS, B.S, P.0,, BS,

«| Malabar

கேஸ்

.. | P., BM, SR.

பக.

|
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No. IL— Alphabetical List of the Names of Places in the Madras

Presidency, §c.—continued.

Vernacular.

Names.

©

|

District.

|
“North Arcot ..|P.0.,
இருத்தணி
Tiruttani ..
SR.
TPO,
Tanjore
om
yer
émw
Ag
..|
Tiratturaippindi
RS.
டி.
129
Tanjore
t..|
BGorwGsr
|
rudér..
Tiruvadama

e

[Mature

Remarks.

RS. H., SM,
PS.
SR, PS,
SM, DM.
. SM, S.R.,

Maan be

4. (P.O) S

s. |o@ercem
Timvédénsi
5 12.
80.
Tanjore
| Gare
Tiruvadi
BR, PS
North Arcot .. | B8,.2.0,
BGaob
Tifuvalam ..
BS, 8.R.,
..|T.,
Chingleput
acrent
EG
..
Tiruvallir
PS, SM. DM.
2.8, எண
0)
Tanjore
Boar grit
Tiruvélér .,
| SR, PS, DM.
SB, RS,
Tiruvannémalai .. | இருவண்ணாமலை. | 80111 Arcot .. ae 3.
P.O
Tiravéndipuram ..| @G@ag~sByrb, | South Arcot .. . || Village,
P.O.
., | @GQaarsr@..| Tanjore
Tiruvenkédu
Tiruvennonalldr .. | GG@aeer exes | South Arcot .. | P.0., P.S.
லூர்.
. | BH@apoye.. | Trichinopoly.. | RS. P.0.
Tiraverumbir
SR.
| இருவெட்டிபுசம். | 11001 Arcot .. | P.0., PS.
Tiruvettipuram
RS,
|
.
Chingleput
|
yr.
G@arzG
|
..
©
r
Tiruvottiya
ப Chingleput . | Z.
. | BGar
.
Tirwér
South Arcot .. | P.0.,S.M., P.S., 8.R,
| இட்டகுஉ
Tittagudi ..
RS.
Tanjore
..|@c@u
..
Tite
RS.
118085
|
ர்.
Tondaiyérpéttai .. | தொண்டையா
பேட்டை.
., | P.0., P,, PS.
..|Madura
தொண்டி
Tondi
.. | R.
Arcot
..|South
்
சொண்டியார
Tondiyar ..
உ) P.O.
... | Tanjore
தோப்புத்துரை
Tépputturai
RS.
Bellary
சரத
u
‘Térnagall
5
2,
Gédévari
S4b4B
Tétapalle ..
துடியலூர்

Tudiyalér .

அலுக்கபட்டி.

ti
Tulukkapat
Tummalapenta
Tummangurichi

Tungabhadra
Tongévi
Toni

Seer

..|

Taraiytr .
Tyéga Durgam .. |
Udalyérpélaiyam.. |
Udayagiri ..

ghuoagAe&

Horses
ங்காவி
Hp

.. | R.S., P.O.
B.S, P.O
Tinnevelly .. | Village,
P.
||
Nellore
Coimbatore

.. | Salem

22;

| |B. B.8., P.O.
. | Bellary
Coimbatore .. |Z.
10 ம 87. 28.
Gédévari

Trichinopoly.. | 20. 2,
gary
Suregiéas .. | South Arcot .. | H., P.0.,
een, wniuirteru: | Trichinopoly..|T, Z,
a
-|T20,
. | Nellore
aosn8
8.

SM, S.R.,
PS.
P.O, SM,
SM, 85,
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No, IL.—Alphabetical Last of the Names of Places in\the Madras
Presidency, $c.—continued,

||

Vernacular,

Names.

|

| Vatakkenjeri
Vayittiri
Védapatti..

Védéranniyam

Védasandir

Védavati

..

1

|

.. | P.O., P.S.
0, 8M. BR, PS.,
3.
--|@aruce — ..| Coimbatore ..| Z.
., | Gagrrerexfiwd. | Tenjore
i EO S.M.,S.R., 8.8.,
8.
++ |Malabar
.. | Malabar

5.
வவிஎகிறி

வேடசந்தூர்

+. | dso

Végayammapsta .. | Sxaswyie

Yeléngeani
Veldurti...
ஏலி...
Velliyangiri
Vélukkurichi
ஏஸ்...
Vendédu

..

Remarks.

District.

௦

| Madura

-+ | Bellary

..|P.0., S.M., 8.R., B.S.

௩.

..|Gédéveri

» | Garon miaeraf .. |
ஆ
»+ |
வெள்ளார்..
++ |
-- | Qasroflwe@A..|
-. | Gaeps@re@ -- |
[வேலூர்
++ |

«|Z.

Tanjore
ae
Kurnool
:
South Arcot .. | B.
Coimbatore .. | H.
Salem
eo Ze
Madura
GZ

+. | soste&

.. | Nellore

++ | Bo¥to nd

+. | Nellore

R

Venkatéchalam:
— | gox jos t=
tr sso0%|/0.
pear
Soos['0- | Nellore
Venkatagiri
Vennér

Vétapélemu

+.|@aerent

=. | Godrvou

Véttogéranpudér.. |
நலன்...
+.
Vettattupudiyan- |
nati.
.. |
| Vikravandi
|Viléttikulam
.. |
Vinukonda

!

.. | Tanjore

-. | Kistna

Gar: aroartjsr| Coimbatore
ர்.
|@ercimt
-.|Tanjore
saiconajoloeee) | Malabar

pea

m|

ee

P10: 72 Ss

.. | Village.

[8 14.
.. | P.O., S.M., S.R,, B.S.
Mé@ramere ..|South Arcot .. |RS., 8.R, P.O. B.S.
Serrs Gord || Tinnevelly .. | P.0.,S.M,S.R, PS,
. | Kistna

++ | DSS7 OB

=

ட

SR,

PS.

Virapperuménallir. | fsiGugurse | South Arcot .. | Village.
RS88:
பலிஷ..
25௮௦
[த லர்.
Virépuram

Viravaram

«| 58௭5௦

Virarésaramu
Virndupatti

..|Searcvem
+ [gsucy

+: |Gdddveri
..;Tionevelly

Vishéram ..

«+ | apd

.. | North Arcot .. | 2-0.

டம்...

த.

Vontimitta

Wellington

+ |Gédévari

., | Cuddapah

கலகல

Bi

புரிவிஷ..

12

.. | P.0,, PS.
.. ES P.0.,8.M.,S.R.,

.. | P.0., RS. BS.
4:04.

| The Nilgiris .. | P.0., PS.

sec, 7
J
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IX.

List of subjects to be dealt with in the Alphabetical

A
Abkéri.
Accounts.
Acquisition of

Land—vide

Compen-

1864-—2ide

Revenue

sation.
Act I of 1894.

Act

II

of

Act

VII

Recovery Act.
of

1865—vide

Recovery Act.

Rent

Acts and Regulations.
Administration Report and Statistical Returns.
Advances under Land Improvement
Act—-vide Loans.

Age—vide Officers.
Agreement—vide Accounts.

Index,

Boundary dispute.
Brewery—vide Abkéri.
Budgets
Buildings.
Bungalows—see Buildings.
Burial and Burning Ground.
௦

Camping Ground—vide Military.
Canals—see Ferry.
Cantonment.

Cash chest—vidle Treasury.

Cash Recovery.
Cattle diseases.

Cattle-pounds.
Cemetery,

Agriculture.

Census.

Alienations—vide Land.
Allowance.
Anicut.

Cesses.

Channel disputes—vide Irrigation.
Channels.

‘Appeals.
Apprintment
Archeology.

Charitable Institutions.

Chayadi—vede Choultry.
Cheques—vide Treasury.

Chemico-legal Examinations.

Arms and Ammunition.
Arrack—vide Abkari.

Cholera.
Choultry.

Arrears.

Assessment.
Assessors—see Jurors.
Atlas—vide Maps.

Christian Burial Grounds.

Christian Marriage Act.
Cinchona.
Civil Returns.

Ayan to Poramboke.

Civil Suits—see Suits.
Clocks—vide Furniture.

B

Coffee.

Banks.
Bardr Tank Project—vide Tanks.
Batta—vide Travelling \llowance.
Belts und Badges,
Bench Magistrates—vid Magistrate.

Ooin
Collection.
Oollectors-—vide Covenanted Officers

Birth

Copying machines.

Bones Revenue,
and

tistics.

Death—vide

Boats.
Books and Publications.

ee

Vital

Bought-in Land—vrde Land.

Sta-

Compensation.

Confiscation
Construction and Repairs—vide Petty

Construction and Repairs.
Contingency.

Copyists’ Rilles—vide Records,
Copyright.
Correspondence.
Cotton and Jute.
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List of subjects to be dealt with in the Alphabetical Indew—cont.
Estimate and Plans.
Oountry Liquor—vide Abkéri.
Ethnographical.
Court of Wards.
Examination.
Covenanted Officers.
Exchange Oompensation.
Cowle.
Exhibition.
Crop Statement—vide Periodicals.
Extradition
Cultivation.
Currency Chest —vide Treasury.
Currency Notes
Customs.
Er
Cutcherry—see Buildings.
Oyclostyies—vide Copying machines
Factory.
Fairs and Festivals.
Famine.
Fasaljasti.
D
Fasalkammi.
Fees to Pleaders.
Darkhasts.
Fencing.
Dead-house.
Ferry.
Debts.
Defalcation—vide Treasury.
Ficld
Measurement Books—vide
Defaulters—vide Revenue
DefaultSurvey.
Fifty-five years’ order.
ers.
Demand of other Districts.
Financial.
D.C.B. Statements.
Fines.
Survey and
Fire.
Demarcation — vide
Fishery.
Settlement.
Floods.
Deposit.
Depot—vide Abkari.
Food-grains.
Foreign Liquor.
Deputy Collectors — vide Uncovenanted Officers.
Forest.
Devyastanam—vide Religious InstituForms—vide Stationery.
Freeholds.
au
tions.
Dismissal and Suspension.
Furniture.
Distillation

and

Distillery—.ride

Abkéri.
District Post—see Postal.
District Press—vde Press.

G

Divisional charges—vde Officers.

Game.

Document.

Ganja—vide

Documents impounded for adjudication—vide Stamps.
Double crop land.
E
Earth salt—see Salt.
Ecclesiastical.
Economic Condition and Products.
Education.
Embezzlement—vize Land Revenne.

Emigration—oide Immigration and
Emigration.
்
*
Endowments.
Epigraphical.
Errata.
Escheat.
Establishment.

Abkéri.

Gazette.

Geological Survey.
Glossary.
Government Farm.
Government Grant.
Government Pleader.
Grain.
Grémanattam.

Gratuity —vide Pension.
Gumasta.

H

Halting Allowance—see Travelling
Allowance.
Hoad-quarters,
—
Hills.
Holidays—vide Leaye-
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List of subyects to be dealt with in the Alphabetical Indea—cont.
Loans.

Hospitals — vide Medics],
House-site—ride Darkhasts.

Local Fund.

Lunatics.

I

M

Machinery.
Magistrate.
Mialikhéna allowance.
Manuals—eide Books.
Manure.
Maps.
Medical.
Méras.
Meteorological.

Immigration and Emigration.
ee
Imperial Institute.
Imported Labour—vrds Immigration
aud Emigration.
Inams.
Income-tax.
Indian inscriptions—oide Archso.
logy.
Industries.
Insects.
Insolvency.
Interest.
Tron.
Irrigation.
Trrigation Cess Fund—vide Cesses.

ilitary.

Mills.
Mines

and Minerals.

Mittas.
Movable property—vide Property.
டட

J

N

Jaghir.
Tails and Convicts.
Tamabandi.
Janmabhégam.
Tédi.
Joining time.
Jurisdiction.
Turors.
Tute—see Cotton.

Naénal.

Newspaper.
Note books

Income-tax.

௦

Objection statement.
Office Routine.
Officers.
Official publications.
Opium.
Overpayment.

K

Khézi and Muhammadan Marriage.
Kistbandi.
Kudimarémat—vide Irrigation.
Kumari cultivation.

ந
Papor—see Stationery.
Pata.

L

Periodicals.

Permanent Advance.
Permanent Pattds.

ட
சு
ட ட.
Leases.
Leave.
றம torauerm ie stones aud tar
prospecting

and mining

அ

பட்

mae

Pay—see Salary.
Pension and Gratuity

Laccadives.
Land cess—vide Cesses.
Land Revenue.
Land.

டமி

(confidential) — vide

டை

Permits.
Péshkash.

Petitions.
Petroleum.

Petty Construction and Repairs.

ம்

Pilgrims,
Plans—vide Maps.
Ploughs—oide Machinery.
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List of subjects to be dealt with in the Alphabetical Index—cont.
Sanads—orde Title-deeds.
Sanitation.
Schools.
Seals.
Search fees.

Police.
Political.
Pony breeding and Pony Shows.
Poramboke Lands.

Postal and Telegraphic.

Pounds—vide Cattle-pounds.

Seasons.

Security.

Powers.

Service Books.
Sessions.

Press.

Prickly-pear.

Settlement—vide Survey.

Process service.
Products.
Prohibitive Order.

Sheds—vide Buildings.
Shroffs.
Shrétriem.

Property.

Proposition

statement— vide

Small-pox—vide Vaccination.

Estab-

Snakes—orde Wild Animals.

lishment.
Public Prosecutor—vide Government
Pleader.
Public Service,
Public Works.

Special Fund.
Special Grants.
Stallions.

Stamps.
Stamp Vendor—vide Stamps.
Standing Orders, &c., Board’s.

6

State prisoner.

Stationery and Stores.
Statistical Returns.
Stores.
Sub-division of Survey field.

Quarries.
Quinine.

Quit-rent—v7de Government Grant.

Sugar and Coffee’ plantation—vide
R

Industries.

Suits.

Railways.

Summonses.

Survey, Settlement and Demarcation.

Rainfall—oide Seasons.

Survey instruments.

Rain-gauge.

Suspension— cide Dismissal.

Records.
Refunds.

Registers—vide Records.

Registration

T

Regulations—see Acts.
Religious Institutions.

Relinguishment.
Remission.
Remission under
Rules.

‘Tahsildars—Taluk Establishment.

Waste

Taluk accounts.

Land

Taluk Cutcherry—vide Buildings.

Tank-bed.
Tanks.
Tavern - vide Abkéri.
Tea.

Remittance Transfer Receipt.
Rent, Rates and Taxes.

Rent Recovery Act VIII of 1865.
Returns.

Telegraph—vide Postal.

Reyenue.
Revenue Defaulters.

Temples—vide

Telephone—vide Postal.

Revenue Recovery Act I of 1864.
Rewards.

Rice-batta—vide Military.

Sal ry.
Balt cad Saltpetre.

*

Religious

tions.

Revenue Inspectors.

Tents and Tentage.

6

‘Tirvajasti.

‘Tirvakammi.

Title-deeds.

Titles.
Toddy—oide Abk&ri.

Tolls.
‘Tombs.

Institu-
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Order 169, para. 7 (i).]
APPENDIX

xe

List of Records to be retained and to he destroyed.

Note,—All files of Government Orders and Board’s Proceedings containing authoritative executive orders and rulings, &c., and all material papers connected with permanent rights of Government or the public in property of any kind whatever should be
permanently retained, as well as all laws, rules, notifications aud their interpretations
nd communications ‘to or from higher authorities relating to results of importatit
inqniries set on foot unless printed in any books published and supplied by Government,

AGRICULTURE.
To be retained.
After

1, Annual reports of the Department of Land Records and

Years.

Agriculture.

2. Special Products—Reports on cultivation of tea, coffeo,
cinchona.
3. Experimental cultivation—Reports on

4. Papers relating to wells and well irrigation—vide Statistics.

. Agricultural wages--vide Taluk accounts.

. Diseases of crops, locusts, &c.-- Correspondence connected
with.
Miscellaneous—Papers

of permanent interest, ¢.g., records

of correspondence of Commercial Farm

in South Arcot.

Papers relating to the conduct of Agricultural shows,
exhibitions, &c.

NOP,

.
.
.
.
’
|

2

3
o

we

1.

:

To be destroyed.
Crop experiments—Correspondence connected with—of
purely routine nature
..
ie
st
ல
oy
Crop forecasts and outturns—pide Taluk accounts.
Farming—Correspondence and reports connected with
improved ploughs, implements, ensilage, manuring, &c.
Cattle-breeding, &e.—vide Farm stock.
Miscellaneous—All papers not otherwise provided for ..
Half-yearly statement of wages...
ட
ட
Statement of cotton, coffee and tea cultivation ..
.,

ee Oe.

7.

aJB.P., No. 389, 11-9-94,
AROHZOLOGY.
To be retained.

L. Orders regarding the preservation of anciont remains.
2. Reports and descriptions of objects of archeological
interest.
To be destroyed.

1. Routine correspondence

Y.B—V¥or
aoe

the

destruction

of

’..
records

..
under

+.
the

isposal

+2

disposal

3

number, system see
81

APPENDIX x—S.O.

oe

Chap. xv.
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7 (1).

169, PaRa.

. Revision of village establishments—oéde Special Funds.
| Decisions passed under Regulation 1X of 1822 involving
the dismissal of village officers.
. Decisions passed under Regulatjon VI of 1831 and exhibits
not claimed by the parties who filed them
(8) Other Public Servants.

After Years.

To be destroyed.
(a) Village Servants.
as
ee
Suspensions of village officers
aie
oe
SS
ie
et
ae
a
..
. Leave
and
1824
of
IX
ons
Regulati
under
inquiries
of
” Records
exhibits
VI of 1831 excepting the decisions and the
filed by parties in suits under the latter Regulation
:

..

. Pay abstracts to suit the Limitation Act
ba
ட.
+e
. Miscellaneous ..

..
a

25
20
10

ன

ல்ல.

(6) Other Public Soryants.
statements and the April List «
leave
Pay abstracts,
Appointments, promotions and transfers .. atm
ete
eae
Suspensions, dismissals, &c.
4
Land possessed or acquired by public servants ..
Pensions and gratuities —vide Pensions.
re
Security bonds and connected papers (after lapse)
with
connected
papers
all
servants,
public
of
ion
Examinat
examiUncovenanted Civil Sorvice Examinations of andAssistant
nations and reports on qualifications
:
Collectors ..
st
ests
9. .
. Travelling allowance bills ..
வ
ரர எண ்கு
So
10 ‘List of officers aged 55 years and upwards

03 & co

oe

Owe

. Reports on revision of establishments such as Mr. Pelly’s
scheme and Mr. Garstin’s scheme.

bil.
18.
14.
15.
16.

ois

Proposition statement

. Last-pay Certificate
‘Acquittance Rolls

..

Leave Register

ie

a

oo
Establishment Orders
Annual Returns of Establishment

eA

=

ore

i
..

ee
a

ae
a

ற,

aB.P., No. 389, 11-9-94,

No, 183,

29-5-97.

EXcrsz.

(1) Abkéri.
To be retained.
. Annual accounts
office.

relating

to Abkdri

in the Collector's

. Annual reports on the administration of the Abkdéri farms

in the

Collector’s office

. Correspondence regarding the management of the Abkéri
farms and any change of*system.
Spe
N.B.—For

the

destruction

of

records

under the

dis isposalப். number
ஸ்.

system

see

Chap. XV.

APPENDIX x—§.O.
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643.

To be destroyed.
After

1, Accounts connected with famine relief works, &c.

Te ee

2. All other accounts and correspoadence
Farm

Years.

வ

Srock.

To be retained.
1. Manuals for the treatmonit of cattle-disease
To be destroyed.
1. Cattle-diséase reports and routine correspondence
2. Papers relating to horse, pony and cattle breeding

oe

1
5

Forust.
Do be retained,
1. File of printed Board’s Proceedings.
2. Records of Forest settlement inquiries.
3. Reports on matters of special interest.

To be destroyed.
1. Routine correspondence and accounts... .

7

2. Return of criminal prosecutions

..

3. Correspondence on forest revenue

..

oe

Be

3

forests or reserved lands

..

.-

Be

oF

oe

1

ee

10.

a5

10.

4, Fixing or altering fees for felling or0 Y grazing in ‘reserved
5. The Forest budget

3

Re

10

Trans.
To be retained.
1. Accounts showing lands granted as inams
inams.
2. Register of Yeomiahdars.

and

resumed

3. Inam register received from the Commissioner.
4. Sanads and other papers connected with inams.

5. Accounts showing the extent of inam and Government
lands and their assessment, &e.

6. Inam accounts of village officers.
and other important papers relating to
religious endowments.
8, Statements and vernacular registers received from the
7. Statements

Tnam Commissioner.

9. “Two

10. Any

cawnies”

papers

account of inams.

of

importance

relating

{o

inams

and

allowances peculiar to the district.
11. Tabular statements of lapses in inams with orders passed
thereon sanctioning continuance.

12. Accounts and papers relating to assignment of land
revenue in lieu of money allowances.
18. Papers relating to, private charitable endowments for

upkeep of chattrams, &ce

Y.B.—For the destruction of records

appendix XI,

under

the disposal number

Se : Nero
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ம்

After Years.

- 16. Invoices of supplies to other departments...
..
=. . = நர
°17, Weather reports received from the Meteorological Reporter tothe Government of Madras...
«1
a B.P., No. 989, 11-0-94. _ » BP., No. 183, 23-5-97.
© B.P., No. 185, 7-8-89.

Miscertanzous—Macisrsriau.
To be retained.

SD orm oo

[ப

1. Bules and notifications under the Arms Act XI of 1878,
with compiled statistics and any reports of importance.
. Rules in force and orders issued by Government regarding extradition.
. General orders regarding treatment of lunatics.
Standing orders regarding pauper travellers and vagrants.
. Rules regarding grant of rewards by magistracy
. Orders regarding regulation of processions.
. Any orders of importance or of a permanent nature.
To be destroyed.

0

a

35

ae

ae

ae

os

ae

Be

ES

op ce

6

. Correspondence regarding deserters
epee Acom
. Correspondence regarding rendition of accused persons

ஐ.

..

. Routine

or service of process

paupers

ae

2

oe

a.

ae

se

sie

a

..

os

oe

correspondence about lunatics, vagrants
..

ag

7. Oorrespondence regarding conservancy of towns
8. Annual returns of rewards

௫622.

ல

௦

and

©

dealers

. Register of licenses

6

1. Routine correspondence relating to the Arms Act, reports
recommending the grant of licenses and advices of grant
of licenses ..
+
ee
oe
+.
oe
=e
2. Returns showing licenses and inspection of sulphur

6265
69 G9 oe

:

9. Routine correspondence regarding processions

10. Papers relating to wrecks and quarantine ..
W.B.—Records and registers of Criminal Courts and correspondence and periodical

returns going to the High Court to be sorted under its rules—Fort St. George Gazette,
dated 23rd July 1889.

Other records to be sorted under the Board’s list.
Montorpanirres.

To be retained.
1, Any important correspondence relating to the boundaries,
administration or organization of Municipal towns.

To be destroyed.
1. All correspondence other than that specified above

2
ee

3

Pensions.

1. Orders and rules
and gratuities.

2. Pension abstracts.

To be retained.
regulating Poligar and other
*

pensions

oe
N,B.—for the destruction of records under the disposal
numb
Ps
mmber system see

xv.

Chap.
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Posr.

To be destroyed.
Papers connected with the pec
, Routine

ம

view

ce

Be

ட

Pusuio

ப்ப
oe

After Years

வம

Se

3

Worxs.

To be retained.

. List of public buildings.

. Correspondence regarding
works.

_4Land

Post

special’ projects and important

plans and’ scktedules together with awards: and

orders regarding the'commulation of money

awards

into other forms of compensation.®
To be destroyed.
Irrigation registers, estimates, reports and measurements
விரக நரகை ட
ட
ட
ட
டு
20
Public Works reports
SSO
Progress reports and all. other correspondence and
accounts including repair of civil buildings and rent of
Government bungalows occupied by public servants ..
5

2.
3.

. Papers connected with petty construction and repairs

..

5

. © All intermediate correspondence of a routine nature re
land acquisition which is not required +to elucidate the
permanent records

20௨

ட No. 236, 6-9-98.
Ramways.
To be retained.

Proposals for extension of railways,
surveys, &c.

. Routine

new

railways,

To be destroyed.
ae

க

a

we

.

Se

as

3

Rscorps..
To be retained.
Record indexes.

sr

. Rules

and orders relating: to the: custody

servation of records.

and pre-

Lo bo destroyed.
. *General registers of correspondence received and de-)
spatched ini Huzur, Divisional, Taj.sildars’ and Deputy|
‘ahsildars’ Offices (including Sub-Magistrates’ and
Sea Customs Offices).2

3. > Board and Government register
3. Potition register
..
Se
a Register of revenue suits
..
5. Register of revenue appeals»

6.

a

a

ne

=

ais

Current and Disposal register of the Press branch.»

இவல
“pp

..

அவ மணமாக

மம் aigrdn | ander) the aitporal

|

=|
௮

ண்ட

50

system. sve
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Buyancve—Lanp.
To be retained.

ie
1. All correspondence

After Years.

and orders not of a routine descrip-

tion relating to assessment, tenures or minerals.

2. Registers of prohibitive orders.
3. Survey and settlement accounts and paimash chittas.
4, Measurement accounts of backyards.
5. Registers

of settled

estates

and

all

orders

partition of, or succession to, such estates.

relating to

6. Accounts which are of importance in any district, ௪...
those relating to Wurgs and Kumaki in South Canara.
7. Annual statements of the alienation of Government land.
8. Lists and copies of Government grants.

9. Correspondence connected with grants of Government

land to Local Furd Boards, Municipalities and private
individuals.
10. Sale of Government land under unassessed Waste “Land
Rules.
11. Lands
given over to Public Works and transferred
from
Public Works.

12. Important or complicated disputes about land.

18. Correspondence relating to ruined tanks.

14. Lists of topes.

15. Correspondence about grant of cowles for topes, &e.
16.

Correspondence

connected

with

encroachments on

Gov-

ernment land.
17.

Register of lands given to the Railways

and

om them.

transferred

18. Papers connected with important water and boundary
isputes.
19. Register of quarries.
20. Sales of Government buildings with their sites in freehold.
21. Jamabandi order books.

22. “A” register with enclosures.
28.

Permanent

settlement

reports and orders.

24. Bilmukta
trees.

pattas

for

accounts

including

abstracts,

Government topes and scattered

225. Papers relating to the sub-division of survey fields.
= B.P., No. 874, 1-10-96.

To be destroyed.
1. Refunds of excess collection

oe

os

ல

+

3

2. Correspondence connected with applications for land and
rentals of fisheries, pasture, &c.
oS
oe
a
8. Statement ofwastelandssold) ..
..
..
ce

5

5. Register of petitions for remission

5

4, Register of darkhasts for irrigation

_—_.

ee

ate

3

a

6. Statement showing the condition of demarcation stones.

1
5

5a

B.Ps., No. 389, 119-94; Np. 165, 11-3-96 ; No. 374, 1-10-96.
aB.P., No. 68, 23-2-97.
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To be destroyed.
After Years.

1. Annual accounts and reports in Divisional and Talukoffices
2. Correspondence relating to impounded documents
.-

3.
4,
5.
6.
7

Refund of value of stamps ..°
oo
Correspondence relating to refund of stamp duty
Ohittas of deposits, sale and expenditure
ee
Return of postal transactions
cBnlene Sani alopecia pe poniag aad eerie a neem

8, Engagements executed by stampvendors ..
9. Routine correspondence
10.

305
5

Routine accounts

03

es

க

9...

oe

Be

ட

+

a

5
5
1
1a

| Sis of the
ம்

5

a

3

aB.P., No. 389, 1iL1-9-4,
SraTIoNERY
To

AND

Srorzs.

be retained.

1. Orders regarding the procuring of stores by local purchase
and the submission of returns of stores.
2. Orders relating to the distribution of stationery.

To be destroyed.
ந்

Indents and accounts. Routine correspondence

+e
os

2

௦
oes

oe
a

5
Se

age
5

*B.P., No. 185, 29-5-97.
Srattstioan.
Lo

be

retained.

1. Annual reports and reviews of statistical returns, published by the Revenue Settlement, Land Records and
Agricultural Department.
2. Important orders regarding the preparation of and
prescribing forms of statistical returns.
8. Price lists—vide Taluk accounts.
4. Registers of rainfall.

5 Lists of works of public utility constructed by private
individuals.
6. Monthly return of births and deaths submitted to the
Sanitary Commissioner.
7. Papers relating to wells and well irrigation.
To be destroyed.
1, Periodical returns and statements .. 2, Birth and death, emall-pox, cholera, cattle discase and
mortality returns received from the taluks
..
3.

Jamabandi

and

statistical returns—v7de

Taluk accounts.

4 Season reports —vide Taluk accounts.
. Returns of jute, cottdn, oo and paper mills.
é Quinquennial return “G”
ees,
W.B—For the destruction of
‘sppendix XI.

ட

ன்
5

under the

canon

Spiny
Sevr
ag
number system see

83
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After Years,

5

.-

7. Miscellaneous—Returns of industries, minerals, &c.

.B.—Correspondence relating to any of the subjects included under the head
‘to be retained” may be destroyed after three years, if of purely routine chsracter.
Srock Nona

To be destroyed.
a

Correspondence and orders relating to stock notes

ல

Surrs.
To be retained.

Papers relating to boundary or water disputes or rights of
procession.
2 . Cases tried under Regulation V of 1822 or by village or
taluk panchayats.
L

8. Judgments in suits.

4, Records of inquiries
in suits threatened but never brought.
To be destroyed.

1, Papers other than judgments connected with suits brought
against Revenue officers ..

eB

2, Annial return of suits for transfer of pattas

ce

eo

. Papers connected with pauper suits after claims are satis-

fied or dues sanctioned to be written off

oe

- Notices of application to sue tn formé pauperis and records
connected therewith
ice
ope
Tatux

5
5

2

else

Accounts.

To be retained.
1, Registers A and B and statements 13 and 24,

. Statement No. 52—Abandoned tanks made over to private
individuals.
8, Price lists and returns (3 and 36).
4, Goyernment and inam Ayakat No. 41.
Sales of waste land and redemptions of land revenue, Nos.
33 and 68.
6. Statement of lapsed inam No. 40.
7. Agricultural wages, &c., No. 64.
8. . Beriz deductions in favour of religious institutions, No. 10.
S) - Register of lands bought in by Government.
ட Beers of sales for arrears of revenue, Taluk

account

o. 18.

Registers of transfers of Inam lands, Taluk account No.
6 (Inam section).
*B.P., No. 448, 11-12-95.
To be destroyed.
1. Cowles, No. i4

ட

:

25

. Seasou reports, No. 35-1, If and IIT
10
ation sourc
Nos. es,
28 and 53 ..
10
‘Roll, Nos. 29 and 54
டட பட)
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ட

After Years.

5.
6.

Demand accounts, Nos. 9, 11, 12 and 21
Demand, collection and balance accounts, Nos. 15,
19 20 and 37.
a Balance accounts, Nos. 15-A, B, C, D, and 16-A

16,

oy
17 ம் |

8.
9.
10.
11,

Credits to cesses, Nos. 22 and 23 and registers prescribed
in Bourd’s Proceedings, No. 279, dated 15th ou
1889.
Cultivation accounts, Nos. 1, 2,30, 31
=
Crop forecasts outturns
© Register of changes in holdings, Nos. 4, 5, 6, 6-A, 7and
8, with the applications and other records connected
therewith.»
12. Costs awarded to Government, No. 27.
pe
13. » Process Registers 4
5
14. Resale of lands bought in &e., No. 25.
|
ர பாட
வ
shennan
19 சவற கமாக ற கரன்
eal
17. Statistical returns, Nos, 55 to 68, except Nos. 64 and 68... }

Five years,
“the period
for item 8
being
5
years
after the
accounts
ere
adjusted.

a B.P., No. 448, 11-12-95.
b B.Ps,, No. 98,

10-3-96 ; No. 165,

11-5-96.

‘Traps.

To Be destroyed.
1, The monthly statements of sea-borne trade and land-trade
now submitted to the Board of Revenue
2, Register showing the arrival and departure of ships in the
port
3, Register of export cargo

ERIS a

api ty Re el ss
a

4, Routine correspondence connected with land trade
5. Other accounts and correspondence
Raa
TreAsuRE

ov

. Annual reports on sea-borne trade and annual statements
and returns.
. Reports and orders connected with the organization of
land trade registration and the compiled annual statements of land trade.

ஹய் ரல.

ஸ்.

To be retained.

TRoyE.

Lo be destroyed.
1. Correspondence relating to Treasure Trove

Svar

3

TREASURY.

To be destroyed.

(a) Taluk Treasuries.
..

zu

2, Sub-treasury chittas of receipts and disbursements

்

3. Saderward accounts of petty receipts and disbursements.

4. Accounts-particular of contingent charges

5. Accounts of salariés held in deposit

6. Returns relating to collection and balance ‘of arrears

ட்

a

N.B.—¥For

the

destruction

of

records

under

the

pO

disposal

:
ae

ப்

15

ற
oe Oy
oro

1. Monthly accounts-current

system sos
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After Years.
28. Chellans and remittance books

ae

29. Treasury pass books
a
a
30. Application for cash orders
பக
31. Objection slips
ee
32.

Receipts for repayment of deposits

33. Cheque counterfoils ..
9...
© 84. Register of uncurrent silyer com

se

=

ae

me

ee

3

eres
டயல்
வலம
பவத்
ம

-.
..

+»

es

ws

ws
a

3
3
3

25

5B
ge

© Accountant-General’s letter No. Res. 1414-12455, dated 22nd February 1900.
(c) Cashkeeper’s Records.

1.
2.
3.
a4.

Register showing receipts and sale of stamps and forms.
Daily cash account, the permanent advance accounts and
registers of contingent charges...
«ss.
ss
Miscellaneous accounts.
sese
Gash book
|. 0 csey
Mets hs calls.
ணய க வ

5
௧8௧
3
அகக்

a B.P., No. 183, 28-5-97.

(@ Accounts.
4 (1) Periodical accounts received from the taluks—
(a) Daily cash balance report, list of payments. list of
account

of

other

districts,

அதற்கு

(6) Accounts-current of receipts and charges
Provincial and Local Funds)
2

and

பால

(Imperial,
fe
XS

(0) Monthly Land Revenue and Abkéri demand, collection’and balance statements with appendices
..
(a) Probable estimates
..
-ee
w
ஜி Statement showing subscription to District Gazette.
(f) Statement

o

on

Si
Hoo oF

collections

monthly cash balance reports

of sales of service registers, books, abkéri

permits, forms of patta and of application for
appointment, survey plans, fee ee கட
(g) Statement of cheques cashed (Public
Works Department Forest and Local Funds), of postal
letters of credit and of uncashed personal deposit
cheques
க ட
அதம
தத வவ க
த ன்

21
1

(h) Statement of amounts realized on account of survey
advances
os
ந்
ae
க்
ட
(®) Statement of sale-proceeds of fallen trees...
(j) Particulars of receipts of Public Works Department.

3
al

(2) Quarterly statement of receipts and expenditure of
currency notes
ன்ப
een
Ree

1

(9 Deposit accounts

அடத

ட

ene

1

Pes

5

(m) List of outstanding balances of criminal and revenue
deposits

ES

eS

(n) Statements of copper and
and counterfeit coins

Yearly—

Ss

a

x

ee

(0) Acknowledgment of permanent advance fund
(த) Minimum balance statement ..
ae
a
(q) Budget statement of Land Revenue

..

oie

கன
ae

provement and Agriculturists’ Loans Acts

.. 9 -.

ws

வ

1

மட

1

-

a

se

3

(r) Statement of receipts and charges under Land Im-

(8) Process
fees statement

1

silver coins and of defaced
+
௦
oe
ee:

3

_ N.B—For the destruction of records under the disposal number system
‘appendix XI.
=
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169, para. 7 (1), NoTE

Order 169, para. 7 (i), note 5.1

APPENDIX

XT.

Rules for the Destruction of Records under the Disposal Number System.
‘The following instructions relating to the destruction of useless records
of the period following the introduction of the disposal number system,
should be carefully obseryed in all offices :—
(i) Drafting clerks and assistants should mark on the docket of each
disposal file before it is sent to the record-room whether the file should be

permanently retained or destroyed, noting in the latter case the year of
destruction. The entries should be made by means of appropriate rubber
stamps, and should be checked, and if necessary
the department or branch of the office concerned.

altered,

by the

head

of

.Gi) After disposal, papers should be entered in the ‘‘retain (R)” or
nently retained or destroyed at some future date,
(iii) With the exception of those mentioned in the annexed list all
papers entered in the “ D” list may be destroyed after ten years.
“destroy (D)” disposal list, according as they are intended to be perma-

(iv) If, at the time fixed for destruction, it is considered advisable for

some special reason to retain certain files either permanently or for a longer

period than ten years, such files should be picked out and carried forward,
as indicated below, either to the “ R” list or to an appropriate “D” list.
Thus the

tion in

‘destroy’

papers listed in 1898 will be

1909 and the bulk

taken

up

of the papers will be destroyed

But supposing the following papers are then left over, 7. —

for destruc-

in that year.

(a) Papers of 1898—to be destroyed after 12 years, 7.e., in 1911.

@)

e
@)

Do.

do.

15

do.

1914,

Do.
do.
20
do.
1919.
Do. —to be permanently retained, é.c., those which
hhaye been wrongly entered in the ‘‘destroy” list, or which the
officer in charge considers it inadvisable to destroy.

Now the papers in (a) will he attached as a supplemental list to the
“a
” list of the year 1900 which will be ripe for destruction in 1911.
‘The papers in (6) will be attached as a supplemental list to the ‘ destroy ”
_ list of 1903 which will be ripe for destruction in 1914.

The papers

in (c)
will be attached as a supplemental list to the “ destroy ” list of 1908 which
be ripe for destruction in 1919. Lastly, the papers in (d) will be
as a supplemenlist
talto the ‘‘retain” list of the year 1898 and
be referred to in correspondence as D.R. No.—(i.2., Destroy” No.
since converted into “ Retain”).
transfer from the “destroy” to the “retain” list will be suffiited by stamping an additional (R) after the (D) on the disposal
the time of destruction the fact that a paper has been de-

© year in which it was destroyed, should be noted in the
ea ual ee
ப் of the chief ministerial
ந.

டாப்ல...

er stamp

bearing

the inscription

then be detached from the file and put away

_
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“ Destroyed——_19”
(+i) The docket sheets stamped with thethe stamp
original record, because so

should not be put in the place occupied by
very liable to
long as they are kept with large bundles of papers they sarewhich may be
bundle
ient
conven
hey should all be tied in
be mislaid.
destroyed in turn after a further period of five or ten years.
B.Ps., No. 101, 184-98;

No. 183, 4-8-99.

arranged under the disposal
NB.The destruction of such of the records already
be effected as follows =~
should
retained
ntly
permane
be
not
need
as
number system
d in the existing disposal
indicate
be
‘All papers to be retained or destroyed should
In the case of papers to be destroyed the
lists by means of the stamps “R” or”. should
also be marked in accordance with
year in which destraction should take place
expired, the

n of such papers has alveady
Reale (iv) supra, and if the period of retentio
a separste
destruction. | At the same time series,
of
year
the
as
entered
be
should
year
current
and
ents or
departm
the
,
numbers
disposal
the
ing
contain
ont
mado
be
fet ghould
This list
ed.
destroy
be
to
paper
each
of
matter
subject
the
of
on
indicati
a very brief
the destruction of the papers and should be kept

g
should be signed by the officer orderinmay
be made to it whenever there is a doubt as to
in carefal custody, so that reference
that all the entries in the original disposal
ry
necessa
not
ip
It
.
ion.
destruct
the fast of
destroyed.

list should be transcribed into the special list of papers

B.P., No. 175, 11-7-98.

R SYSTEM WHICH HAVE
Lust or Parers SUBJECT TO THE DISPOSAL NUMBETEN
YEARS.
TO BE RETAINED FOR MORE THAN
Years.
Census.

the taking of
(1) Correspondence and orders regarding
க
oe
லக
the census

.-

க

௮20

Escheats.

(2) Papers relating to escheats other than finalse orders52
and any important correspondence
Tnams.

(8) Correspondence concerning disputed inam quit-rent.
Establishment—(b) Public Servants.
regarding suspensions, dismissals,
ndence
(4) Correspo
hat
oe
&e.

es

5

ae

ws

20:

20

a

Public Works.
(5) Reports on ordinary irrigation works
B.Ps., No. 101, 18-4-98; No. 183, 4-8-99.
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APPENDIX
The following amended

XII.

and consolidated rules to regulate the desiruc-

tion of civilland criminal records, books and papers have been framed by
the High Court of Judicature at Madras under section 2 of Act III of 1879,
and, having been confirmed by the Government of Madras and sanctioned
by the Government of India, are published * for general information :—

Rule 1,—An index of the form prescribed in A of the appendix will
bo put up with the record of every case on its first institution in each court,
an each paper, as it is filed with the record, will be entered in such
index.
Rule 2.—Every record shall, after its completion and immediately
before it is deposited in the record-room, be divided into parts as shown in
the table given in B of the appendix, and to facilitate this division, each
paper will, so soon as it is filed with the record, be numbered and marked
off in the index as appertaining to one or another of such parts.
Rule 3.—The

parts of records described in the table given in C of the

appendix will be retained for the periods respectively specified against
them from the date of their completion, provided that in any case the
Prosiding Judge or Magistrate may, for reasons to be recorded in writing,
direct that any of the papers in any one part be transferred to any other
oe for which a longer period of retention is prescribed ; in which case the
‘act will be noted in the index, and the
papers dealt with as if they had

belonged from
transferred.

the commencement

to the

part

to which they were so

Rude 4. The Court registers, books and papers, described in the table

given in D of the

appendix, will be retained for the periods respectively

specified against them, reckoning from their respective dates, or from the

dates at which they close.

Provided that the District Judge

or District

Magistrate

may,

in his

discretion, direct the retention, for a longer மட.
படட
of
papers which hemay consider
likely to be useful in the fut
, as containing the results of inquiries or other information, or the opinions of
experienced

in matters connected with the general administration of

provided also that no Court subordinate to the District Judge,

y Criminal Oourt subordinate to the Magistrate of the district, shall
papers to be destroyed under the next succeeding rule without
obtained from such Judge or Magistrate of the district, as the

any

e, permission in writing to do so.

Where any document, of which the destruction is ordered b:
before
ப

it has been destroyed, made evidence in any oiled
rule regulating

its destruction

will be the

rule

filed in such suit or proceeding, where the period
ast-mentioned rule is in excess of the period prescribed
originally governed its destruction.
i

and

papers, described in the tables given

‘must be ர வ

1

வலா

em.

fail at the expira-
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d under Rule 5 are
Rule 6.*Records, books and papers to be destroye
practice of selling
The
eeper.
record-k
the
of
presence
the
in
burnt
be
to
ed.
them as waste paper is prohibit
ts in Court to
Rule 7.—!o enable parties who have filed documen
their destruction, a
withdraw the same before the periads appointedin forJanuary
each year,
notice will be published in the District Gazette magisterial of cases
(to be
and
stating that all documents filed in the suits
destroyed at the
therein enumerated) will, unless previously reclaimed,the befollowin
g note will
expiration of the period indicated in the notice; and or order granted
to any
also be entered at the foot of every copy of a decree such
was
order
or
decree
which
in
ing
proceed
or
suit
the
to
of the parties
:—
parties
such
of
agents
ed
made, or to the pleaders or authoriz
as soon as possible for the return of all exhibits which

‘The parties should apply
they may wish te preserve, as the record will be liable to be destroyed after 3 years

from this date.”

will send to the
Rule 8.—All Courts subordinate to the District Court
records of all suits including
District Court at the close of every quarter the proceedi
tried by them.
the records in execution and miscellaneous the Smallngs Cause
suits. On
of
records
the
to
‘This rule will apply also
keeper will satisfy
receipt of the records of suits, the District Court ,Recordhimself that the papers in the records are arranged and the index prepared,
in the mode prescribed by Rules 1 and 2.
Bule 9.*—The above rules do not apply to non-magisterial records of
Revenue officers, such as Gazette files, &c., but apply ouly to the Judicial
records of these officers.
APPENDIX.
A.

Form

or Inppx.

(Rules 1 and 2.)

Buit (Application or Appeal o Calendar).
Court of

on the file of the
of 19
in the District of

No.

Number of the Alphabetical
i
art of the
Serial nom- Description | Date when |redord
| Remarks,
Rumerictl
OF
which|
to
paper
the
|
ofthe
|
Peeters
the
of
mark
]
l
e
i
N
Ho
[Pore
Of he | paper and | was fled in
exhibits filed.
Pe

ee

its date.

the case.

||

appertains.

||

* Vide pp. 835-6 of Pert II of the Fort St. George Gazette for 1896.
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APPENDIX XIII.
Rules for the Submission of Petitions to the Board of Revenue.

I. (1) Persons having cause of complaint against an official act or proceeding of any public servant subordinate to the Board should, in the first
instance, seek redress from the officer in whom the local appellate authority
is vested.
(2) Tf dissatisfied with the appellate decision of such officer, the petitioner

shall be

at liberty to address

the next higher

local authority

or if

there is no such authority the Board of Revenue.
II. (1) The Board will not receive petition on any matter, unless it

shall appear that the local authorities, including the Collector, have first
been addressed.

(2) Every petition addressed
(a) Copies of the answers
shall have been passed, and also
(®) copies of the petitions
far as they may be necessary for
appealed against.
:

to the Board must be accompanied by—
or orders of the local authorities, if any
addressed to subordinate authorities, so
the proper understanding of the orders .

III. In order to enable the Board to maintain the foregoing rule without

injustice or hardship to complaining parties, all subordinate officers will
understand that every party affected by an order is entitled on application,
to receive a copy

of so much of the order

as relates to his case,

The order

should ordinarily contain full details of the grounds of the decision, and the

copy or extract should be furnished to the party on plain paper, and without
payment.
TY. Petitions" addressed

to the

Board

should be

written

on durable

paper, 13 inches long by 84 inchos wide, an ample margin being allowed.
V. (1) Petitions

addressed to the Board

may

be submitted either by the

principals themselves or by their vakils or duly authorized agents.

(2) Potitions signed by Vakils or Agents on behalf of their principals

must be accompanied by a duly stamped Vakalatnama or by a general or
special Power of Attorney.

Note.—In case a general Power of Attorney is filed witha petition, it will be duly
returned by the Board, after the disposal of the petition, to the party producing it.

(8) Anonymons petitions will be totally disregarded.
YI. (1) Every public servant wishing as such to petition the Board
should do so separately, and not conjointly with others.
(2) No public servant may submit a petition in respect of any matter
in which he has no personal interest.
VII. (1) Evory potition addressod to tho Board by a public servaut must
be submitted through the-hoad of tho offico in which tho petitioner is serving.
FlaplanationUt the petitioner lias just left Gio service of Goverment

and his petition relates to his public service, it should be submitted through
the head of the office in which he was last serving.
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according to the subjoined scale, must be affixed to the
addition to the Oourt-fee label of the yalue of anna 1 referred

clause (8) above :—

ர்
to

in
in

As.

(a) Fee payable for the first document applied for, or,
if only one document is applied for, then for that
document
..
22
oe
22
o
Pane
(8) When the party does not know to which of two or
more years a document belongs, the fee for
searching the records of every year, other than
the first, shall be ..
4
(e) Fee payable for every dooument other than the
-

first included in the same application

..

eee

(6) Applications for copies should be accompanied by the required

number of ‘copy-stamped papers, at the rate of one sheet for every 175
words.
(6) Documents submitted as enclosures to petitions addressed to the
Board, whether they are communications addressed to the parties in the
first instance by the officers who are responsible for the communications or
are cortified copies subsequently granted to parties, should bestamped with
Court-fee labels under urticlo 8, ScheduleI of the’ Court Fees Act, at the
rate of 8 annas for every 360 words or fraction thereof.
B.P., No. 977, Mis., 5-4-98.

(7) The stamp duty payable on a Vakalatnama or special Power of
Attomey for conducting any one case before the Board of Revenue is Rs. 2
(Article 10, Schedule II of the Court Fees Act),
(8) Documents not stamped in accordance with the foregoing clauses
will be returned to the parties who should resubmit them to the Board within
one month from the date of return of the documents: for the delay in
re-submission may entail the rejection of the petition as time-barred—Cf.
clause (5) of Rule VII eupra.
B.P., No, 39, 2-2-97.

(9) No money or currency notes will be received by the Board in
lieu of any Court-feo stamps or copy-stamped papers required under the
foregoing rules.
XI. (1) Petitions for the return of records and reminder petitions need
(2) No stamp duty is leviable on appeals preferred by public servants
of all classes, except village officers governed by Madras Acts IL of 1894 and

not be stamped.

IMT of 1895, in regard to their dismissal, suspension, reduction, fine or any

other departmental punishment or grievance.

B.P., No. 305, 18-9-97Wote,—The benefit of this ruling extends to documents filed as exhibits by such
public servants and also to applications submitted by them for copies of documents,

(8) Judgments and decrees passed in suits filed under Regulation VI
‘of 1881 or under Madras Act III of 1895 are exempt by law from the stamp
duty referred to in rule X (6) supra.
B.P., No, 458, 9-12-96.
XI. Petitions addressed
to the
jection in the following casts:— ,

Board

will be liable to summary

re-

(1) when a petition is illegible or unintelligible;
(2) whon @ petition contains language which, in the opinion of the

Board, is improper or otherwise objectionable

;
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na previous petition has been disposed of by the Board, the
பட வட்டம் petition discloses no
ட
eee
Sei
new facts or circumstances which afford ground for a reconsideration of the
case 5
=
த
்
(4) when a potition is an appKeation for pecuniary assistance by a
;
Be
person manifestly possessing no claim thereto;
(6) when an appeal is preferred against the discretionary exercise by
local officers of the right of distributing subordinate appointments which
e in their gift;
ள்
ie coin ப
one ppcal ine cass tor which the law provides a different or specific remedy or in regard to which the time limited
by law for appeal has been exceeded;
6
eH:
(7) when a potition is a second appeal against an order projudicially
affecting a Goyernment servant in receipt of a salary not exceeding Rs. 25
per mensem,
:
Wote.—This rule applies to the holders

of non-hereditary village offices;

but the case

of hereditary village officers is governed by Madras Acts II of 1894 and III of 1895
which in certain cases allow a second appeal.
கோரா, The Board must decline to entertain petitions of the following
descriptions for the reason that the law has declared the decisions of subordinate officers in such cases to be final and the Board has therefore no power

to ingerfere with them :

(1) when a petition is an appeal against an order making an
appointment to a village office under section 10 of Madras Act III of 1895;
(2) when a petition is a second appeal against an order making an
appointment to a
vil age office at a revision at which (a) two or more villages,
or portions thereof are grouped or amalgamated together so as to form a
new village, or (b) any one village is divided into two or more new villages,
or (0) the number of village officers previously existing in any ono village is
reduced as the result of the revision ;
(8) when 2 petition is a second appeal against an order inflicting
fine or suspension on a village officer, governed by Madras Act III of 1895;
(4) when a petition is a second appeal (2) against
dismissing or removing a village officer, other than the headman an oforder
a village or
village accountant, or () against a decree or order passed in a suit preferred
by or against a village officer other than the headman of a village or
village accountant, under section 13 of Madras Act III of 1895 ;
(5) when a petition isa second appeal against an order making an
appointment to a village office under eection 11 of Madras Act
II of 1801;
(6) when a petition is a second appeal against an order
inflicting
any punishment short of dismissal on a village officer
under section 16 (1) and
(2) of Madras Act IT of 1894;
_
(7) when a petition is an appeal against a Collector's order confirming or cancelling w sale of land for arrears of revenue.
B.P., No. 282, 26-6-96.
XIY. Appeals praying for the interference of the Board in th . following
¢ases

will be summarily rejected, for the reason that the
is precluded
by Government Order’ from interfering with tho orders Board
passed by Collectors in such cases :—
(1) when a petition is an appeal against an order inflicting petty
Paes ov individual blackmarks on officers below
the rank of
ட்
3
Para. 7 of B.P., No. 191, 21-7-98,
Jote.—All village officers, except those governed by Madras Acts IT of 1804, section
16 (8), and IIT of 1895, section 23, come
within the racge of iis rule.
Ba
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APPENDIX

XIV.

Rules for the Submission and Receipt of Petitions and other Papers of the
same class addressed to the Government of Fort St. George.

I, Persons haying cause of complaint against any servant of Government, civil or military, shall, in the first instance, seek redress from the
officer in whom the local authority is vested, who, if unable to grant the
redress sought, shall pass an order in writing to that effect. If dissatisfied with this decision, the petitioner shall be at liberty to address the
Board of Reyenue or Court, or superior civil or military authority, by
which the local authority is controlled; or he may address the Government,
in cases wherein there is no intermediate authority.
Ii. The Government will not receive a petition on any matter,

unless

it shall appear that the petitioner has first applied to the local authority,

and also to the Board of Revenue or other controlling authority, where
such exists.
The petitions addressed to such local and controlling
authorities, or copies of them, and the answers or orders of those authorities

respectively, if any shall have been passed, must be annexed to the petition
addressed to Government.

Til. In order to enable Government to maintain the foregoing rules
without injustice or hardship to complaining parties, all heads of offices
will understand that a party affected by an order is entitled to have, on
application, « copy of the order, which should contain full details of the
grounds of the decision, ‘This is to be furnished to him, on plain paper,
and without payment.
IY. Government will receive petitions only from principals; addresses
running in the name of a vakil or agent will receive no attention. Anonymous petitions will be totally disregarded.
V. Petitions addressed to Government will be liable to summary rejec-

tion in the following cases :—

(1) when a petition is illegible or unintelligible;
(2) when a petition contains language which, in the opinion of
Government, is disloyal, disrespectful or improper
(8) when a previous petition has been disposed of by ; the Madras
Government, the Governor-General in Council, or the Secretary
of State and the petition discloses no new facts or circumstances

which afford grounds for a reconsideration of the case ;
(4) when a petition is an application for pecuniary
assistance by a
person manifestly possessing no claim ;
ள்

(5) when a petition isan appeal from a judicial decision with which
the executive
has no legal power of interference
(8) when a petition is an appeal against a decision which; by any law,
or rule
having the force of law, is declared

to be final 3
{7) when a petition is an appeal in a case for which
the law provides
8 different or specific remedy, or in regard to which
tho timo

limited by law for appeal has been exceeded 3
whe
@ petition is addressed by an officer still in the public

, and has reference to his prospective claim for pension,

ept ondas Sine
provided in article

995 ofof the the Civil Service
i

Regula-
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(9) when a petition is an appeal against the non-exercise by
Government of a dispensatory discretion vested in it hy law or
ப...
(10) when a petition is an appeal against the decision of a duly
constituted Court of Law in a Native State in political relations
with Government ;
(11) when a petition is an appeal against any order prejudicially
affecting a Government servant who is in receipt of a salary not
exceeding Rs. 60 a month, if an appeal against such order has
already been decided by an officer superior to the officer passing

the order.

VI.

As the Governor

in Council never interferes

with the distribution

of subordinate appointments, applications for situations in the gift of heads

of departments will also remain unnoticed.
VII.

The mode and channels through which all ranks of effective military

officers and men should make known any complaint or grievance to superior
authority are clearly laid down by the regulations of the service.
VIIL. The foregoing general regulations for petitions are applicable in
the Military Department to the following classes:—
lst.— Persons, not in public service, residing within the limits of
military bazaars; camp-followers.
2nd.—Contractors for military supplies ; abkéri contractors.
8rd.—Military pensioners,
4th.—Persons

haying

claims

on

Government

in

any Military

department cither on their own account or on account of

services rendered to the State by deceased relatives,

IX. Every officer wishing to’petition the Government should do so
separately.
&. Every petition must be submitted through the head of the office
or department to which the petitioner belongs or belonged. But there is
no objection to tho petitioner transmitting a duplicate copy of his petition
direct to the Government, provided that he marks it as a ‘‘ duplicate.”
XI.

The

head

of

the

office

or

department

will

petition to the Government through the ordinary
Inalze such remarks, as he may consider necessary,
of the statements made and inference drawn in
will also forward such records, not submitted by
properly be consulted in order to the disposal of

at

once

forward

the

official channel, and may
in regard to the accuracy
the appeal petition; he
the appellant, as should
the appeal.

XII. No officer may submit a petition in respect of any matter connected

with his official position unless he has some personal interest in such matter.

XIII. (1) Every petition from an inhabitant of a Native State under the

police
ritish

control of the Madras Government must be submitted through the
Resident or Political Officer of the State in which the petitioner

resides.

(2) There is no objection to a petitioner transmitting a duplicate copy
petition direct to the Government, provided that he marks it as a
“« duplicate.”
:
ட

(3) The Resident or Political Officer will forward the petition to the
Government of Madras with such report on the case as may be necessary.
_

XIV,

Petitions from Carnatic Stipendiaries, or on the subject of Carnatic

Stipends, should be submitted through the Paymaster, Carnatic Stipends.
XY. Petitions from Political pensioners, other than Carnatic Stipendipensionérs, or on the subject of Political pensions
aries, and from Kandyan
other than Carnatic,
பிட be submitted through the Government Agent
or the Collector of the District in which the petitioners reside.

Pages 526-7 of Part I of ho Fort. St. George Garette, 10-4-1900,

d from,
or has

ச.
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left
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2. Hyery petition should be submitted through the head of the office

or department

by him

to which the petitioner belongs and be forwarded

through the usual official channel. But there is no objection to the petitioner transmitting a duplicate to the (oyernment of India direct, provided
that he marks it as a ‘‘ duplicate.”
3. No officer may submit a petition in respect of any matter connected
with his official position unless he has some personal interest in such
matter.

4, No notice will be taken of a petition relating to any matter connected
with the official prospects or position of an officer still in the publie service,
unless it is submitted by the officer himself.

Sxorion TIT.

Rules for observance by Local Governments in regard to the
transmission or withholding of petitions.

1 Petitions should be forwarded to the Government of India by the
Local Government with a concise statement of material facts and (unless
there be special reasons for not doing so) an expression of opinion.
If the petition is an appeal against an order of dismissal from Goyernshow
ment service, the papers submitted by the Local Government shouldwhether
whether the charge against the petitioner was reduced to writing; decision
his defence was taken and reduced to writing; and whether the
was in writing.
2. When the petition is not in English, the Local Government should
transmit a translation

with

it.

3. Local Governments aro vested with discretionary power to withhold
petitions addressed to the Government of India in the following cases :—
(1) When a petition is illegible or unintelligible.
(2) When a petition contains language which, in the opinion of the
Local Government, is disloyal, disrespectful or improper.
(3) When a previous petition has been disposed of by the Secretary
of State or the Governor-General in Council, and the petition
discloses no new facts or circumstances which afford grounds
for a reconsideration of the case.
(4) When a petition is an application for pecuniary assistance by a
jerson manifestly possessing no claim.
When a petition is an application for employment from a person
(5)
not in the service of Government.
(6) When a petition is an appeal from a judicial decision with which
the executive has no legal power of interference.
Note.—If the Government

has

reserved

any

discretion of

interference

or is con-

cerned as a party to the suit, or if the appeal is practically an appeal’for merey or
But in the last-mentioned case the transpardon, the petition must be transmitted.
mission of the petition will not affect the discretion inregard to capital sentences allowed
to Local Governments by the Home Department Resolution, dated 14th October 1885.

(7) When

a petition

is an appeal

against

an

order

of the Loca

Government upholding on appeal thé dismissal, removal, re-

duction,

or other punishment

of

a Government servant

salary was not more shan Rs, 100 a month.
(8) When a petition is an apy

law, or rule haying the

க

whose

against the decision which by any

force of law, is declared
to be final.
86
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APPENDIX

XVI.

Htules for the Submission, Receipt and Transmission of Memorials and

other

Papers of the same class addressed to Her Majesty, or to the Right

Hon'ble The Secretary of State for India.

3

(Notifications of the Government of India, Home Department, dated the 29th March
1878, 24th May 1878, 30th July 1879, 7th November 1879, 24th September 1880, 18th
March 1881 and 30th October 1889.]

I. No memorial will be received or attended to unless forwarded as
hereinafter prescribed.
IL. Every memorial should be accompanied by a letter requesting its

transmission to the authority to which it is addressed.
IIL. Every memorial addressed to Her Majesty or to the Sccretary of
State for India should be forwarded through the Local Government under
which the writer is residing or is employed.
IV. Memorials to Her Majesty or to the Secretary of State from
persons in the Madras and Bombay Presidencies should be forwarded direct
by the Local Government, with a full statement of facts and an exprossion
of opinion, except in the case of memorials which relate to any rule or
standing order of the Government of India, or which, if grantad, would
cause expenditure for which the Imperial and not the Local Government
would be primarily responsible, or which relate to any legislative proceeding of the Governor-General in Council, or to an Act to which the GovernorGeneral in Council has assented, or which relate to a case which has been
previously under the consideration of the Government of India, whether on
appeal or otherwise. Such memorials should be forwarded with a covering
letter containing a full statement of facts and an expression of opinion to
the Government of India in the Department having cognizance of the
subject-matter of such memorial, by which Department the memorials will
be transmitted to the Secretary of State.
Vand VI. These do not apply to the Madras Presidency.

VII. No limit is fixed to the time within which an sppeal from an order
of the Governments in India must be preferred to the Home Government,
except in the case of appeals from a judicial decision in which the Judge
is a Political officer, and in which the appeal ordinarily lies to Goverament
in the Political Department.

Such appeals must be preferred within a

period of twelve months from the date of communication
concerned of the order to which objection is taken.

to the

persons

VIII. Memorials may be transmitted either in manuscript or in print,

but must, with all accompanying documents, be properly authenticated by
the signature of the memorialist on each sheet.
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s, shonld be
TX. Memorials, together with their accompanying document
ly be forwarded
in English. If the accompanying documents must necessari
tion* should be appended, which
in,the Vernacular, an English Transla
should be attested by the signature of the memorialist.
X. It is not necessary that mentorials should be forwarded in duplicate or4riplicate, ‘The originals will invariably be transmitted to England,
a copy being:made
for record.

and retained by the Government of India, if necessary,

of a momorial
XT, Asa general rule, the transmission to England
be delayed by the
duly forwarded through the proper channel will not after
the receipt of
transmitting Government in India beyond a month
such memorial.

s

and

Administrations

are vested

in India

with dis-

XII. Government
addressed to
eretionary power to withhold the transmission of memorials
:—
cases
following
the
in
State
of
Secretary
the
to
or
Her Majesty
le.
unintelligib
or
illegible
is
memorial
a
(1) When
(2) When a memorial contains disrespectful or improper language.
(3) When a second memorial is presented after a decision has already
been given by the authority to which it is addressed, and when

no new facts or circumstances are adduced which afford grounds
for a reconsideration of the case.
A memorial addressed to
Her Majesty by a person whose appeal to the Secretary of State
has already been rejected, shall be held to be a second memorial
to the same authority, and shall not be transmitted.
(4) When a memorial is a mere application for pecuniary assistance
by a person manifestly possessing no claim.
(6) When a memorial is an application for employment under one
of the Governments in India from a person not belonging to the
covenanted service.

(6) When a memorial is a mere appeal from a judicial decision.
(7) When

a memorial

is addressed by an

officer

still in the

public

service and has reference to his prospective claim to pension.

(8) When a memorial is an appeal against an order of a Local Government regarding the
dismissal, removal, reduction or other
punishment of a Government servant whose salary was not
more than Rs. 100 a month; or when it is an appeal against

_

similar orders of a Local Government confirmed by the Govern-

ment of India from a Government servant whose salary was not

more than Rs. 250 a month.

(9) When a memorial is a mere appeal against the non-exercise
ட of the Governments or Administrations in India of a
ensatory discretion vested in such Government or Administration by law or rule.

(10) Whena memorialis an appeal against a decision by any Jocal,
___

municipal, or other authority, which by any law, or rule having
the force of law, is declared to be final.

11) When

_@ memorial

is an appeal against

the action of a private

"individual, or of a body of private individuals, reg:
the
Pee ree disabis of Co taemosinligt nod ouah individual or body
When a memorial is an appeal against orders refusing the grant
of

a pension
to an inferior servant who is not eligible for such
grant under the pension rules.

(Wide Government of India, Home Department Notification No. 1516, dated 14th
‘September 1894, printed in Public G.0., No. 731, dated Ist October 1894.]
* Vide Note (2) infra.
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XIII. The Government of India may withhold the transmission of a
memorial addressed to Her Majesty or to the Secretary of State, unless the
memorialist has previously memorialised the Government of India and the
Local Government concerned on the same subject.
XIV. A list of memorials withheld under the discretionary power

conferred by Rule XII will be forwarded quarterly to the Government
of India in the case of memorials withheld by Local Governments under
the same

discretionary

power,

and

by the

Government

Departnient concerned to the Secretary of State.

of India

in

the

Note—(1) These rules do not in any way affect or supersede orders issued on the

same subject by the Military Authorities for the guidance of the Army.

(2) It will be well for the transmitting office to examine such translations,
and, if they are found to be incorrect or faulty, to notice the fact in sending on the

memorial.

(3) Resonutioy. ~The Governor-General in Council considers that the discretionary power of withholding petitions under Clause 8, Rule

Dated 24th September

XII of the Rules for the submission, receipt, and transmission

of memorials and other papers of the same class addressed
to Her Majesty the Queen-Empress of India, or to the Right
Honourable the Secretary of State for India, by private persons or by officers of all

1880, No. 1438.

Givil Departments, should be used with caution and only after a full} consideration
Having regard to the constitution and character of the
of the fats in each case.
Indian subordinate services, dismissals of Government officials often involve serious
distress, if not actual ruin, to them, and it is right that, under such circumstances,

every opportunity should be-allowed to them of making themselves heard. Further,
when, as sometimes happens, their representations reach the Secretary of State

throngh non-official channels, it is convenient that he should be’in a position at once
to deal with them, instead of being obliged, as may now be the case, to refer for inforSuch petitions, therefore, should not be withheld when there
mation to this country.

is any reasonable prospect of difference of opinion as to the orders passed on them by:of
the Government of India, or when they contain anything to which the attention
the Secretary of State is likely to be specially directed.
Pages 523-4 of Part I of the Fort St. George Gazette, 10-4-1900.
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APPENDIX

XVII.

Rules for the Submission of Memorials to the Houses of Parliament.

ition against the orders of the Secretary of State for India in
forpresentation to Parliament should be submitted to the
Gua a
House of Parliament to which it is addressed through the medium of some
unofficial member of the House, and not throngh the Secretary of State.
‘The procedure prescribed below should be observed in presenting such
petitions —

Hvery member presenting a Petition to the House must affix his name
atthe beginning thereot. (Vide Commens’ Journals, 1833, March 20; 1888,
February 19.)
Every Petition must be written and not printed or lithographed. (Vide
Commons’ Journals, 1793, May 6; 1817, March 12.)
Every Petition must contain a prayer. (Vide Commons’ Journals, 1843,
Tuly 10.)
Every Petition must be signed by at least one person on the skin or
sheet on which the Petition is written. (Vide Commons’ Journals, 1817,
March 12.)
Every person signing a Petition must write his address after his signature, or his signature will not be counted. (Vide Appointment of the Select
Committee on Public Petitions, 1879, February 18.)
Every Petition must be written in the English language, or be accomanied by a translation certified by the Member who shall present it. (Vide
Connie Teeaalge(821" March 16, March 21.)

Eyery Petition must be signed by the parties whose names are appended
thereto by their names or marks, and by no one else except in case of
incapacity by sickness. (Vide Commons’ Journals, 1675, November 8;

21689, November 14; 1774, June 2; 1826, December 18; 1836, June 28.)

No letters, affidavits, or other documents may be attached to any ர
Petition,
(Vide Commons’ Journals, 1826, February 20, November 26;
1856, March 14.)
No erasures or interlineations may be made in any Petition. (Vide
Oommons’ Journals, 1827, March 2; 1831, August 12.)

No reference may be made to any Debate in Parliament.
mons’ Journals,

ரர

இர

1822, March 28.)

ட

ட ப பட

(Vide Com-

வர தல of publiameneys axcart with

of-ihia Crown) (Vide Standing Oxlers)

=

No application may be made for a charge upon the revenues of India,
except with the consent of the Crown. (Vide Standing Orders.)
All Petitions after they have been ordered to lie upon the Table are
referred to the Committee on Public Petitions, without any question being
pat but ‘if any such Petition relate to any matter or subject with respect

to which the Member presenting it has given uotice of a Motion, and the

Chap. XV.
said
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Petition has not been

ordered to be printed

by the

Member may, after notice given, move that such Petition

the Votes.
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(Vide Standing Orders.)

Committee,

be printed

such

with

‘A member cannot present a petition from himself. It is quite compeought to be presented by another Member. (Vide Rules, Orders, and

tent to any Honourable Member to Petition the House, but then his Petition

Forms of Proceedings of the House of Commons.)

Men.—Zvery Petition offered to be presented to the House should be addressed
‘<> the Honourable the Commons of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, in Parliament aszembled.”
B.P., No. 548, 16-8-89.
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APPENDIX

XX.

Rules under section 91 of the Indian Registration Act.

‘The following rules prescribed under section 91 of the Indian Registration Aci, 1877, by His Hxcellency the Governor in Council for regulating
inspection and grant of copies of the documents and maps specified in
section 90 of the Act are published * for general information :—
Draft rules under section 91 of the Registration Act.
1. Byery person desiring to inspect one or more documents or registers
falling within any of the classes specified in section 90 of the Registration
Act or portions thereof or to obtain copies of or extracts from such
documents, shall submit an application (giving his full name and address
and as accurate a description of the record as possible) to the head of the
office in which he believes the record to be. Provided that applications for
copies of records in the custody of village officials may be made to the
Tahsildar of the taluk in the first instance.
2. Wheneyer the document referred to in such application is more than

one year old, a search-fee according to the subjoined seale must be deposited

by the applicant with the head ministerial officer as soon as the application
has been admitted :-—
:
Fee for searching the records of any one year for a single
document or entry ..

oe

ee

eS

லல

AS.

ce

Fee for searching the records of every additional year .
4
Fee for searching the records for every additional document or entry connected with the same subject
4
3. If the search should prove fruitless, the fee paid will not he refunded,
but the applicant can, on application, recsive a certificate stating that the
document or entry sought has not been found on record.
+. When the document or register referred

to in the

has been
found, the fee paid for search of the same will entitle theapplication
applicant to read
the document or register or the portions of the document or register specified by him or to have the same read to him, but it shall not entitle him to
take a copy of the document or register or of any part of the document or
register or to make extracts therefrom.
5. In cases where the applicant asks for the grant
of, or of
extracts from, documents or registers, the number ofof copies
copy-stam
pap/rs required for the preparation of copies or the fees payable in cash,pedin
cases in which copies or extracts cannot be made on such papers, shall be

calculated according to the following scale :—

___(1) Where the documents are such as could be copied on copy-stamped

papers—One sheet for every 175 words.
4

ன்

‘or facility of calculation, 24 lines should be taken to

ம.

be equivalent
to one page and in the case of figures, 5 and 35 figures, respective
ly, should
be
taken to be equivalent to one word and one line.)

“* Vide pag
1005
es
and 1006 of Part I of the Fort Si, George Gazette for 1893.
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.
(2) In the case of inam statements or extracts from suryey or other
registers which are too large to be copied on two connected sheets of copystamped papers—2 annas in cash for every 175 words or fraction thereof.
(3) In the case of maps or plans—A reasonable fee in cash to be
specially fixed by the head of the office.

(Mote—In the third class of cases the copyists or other persons employed for
making copies should provide
their own cost.)

6. Intimation

themselves with suitable tracing cloth and

materials at

of the number of sheets or the fees in cash so calculated

shall then be given to the applicant by post bearing if he does not appear in
person, and on receipt of the required sheets or feesin cash, the head
ministerial officer will have the copies, extracts or tracings prepared by copy-

ists or professional draughtsmen and examined by members of the permanent
establishment of the office.

The copies shall then be certified as true under

the signature of the head of the office, and shall be forwarded without delay

by post bearing by the head ministerial
cant unless the latter personally appears
shall be delivered to him in person and
delivery.
7. In case any person desires to have

officer to the address of the applito receive them, in which case they
his signature obtained in token of
any copies of, or extracts from, any

of the documents or registers above mentioned in print, printed copies will
be supplied to him on payment of the charge usually levied by the District
Press for private work; printed village maps, however, if applied for, and
ayailable, may be furnished to the parties out of the copies supplied

to the

Collectors by the Superintendent of the Revenue Suryey at the prices fixed.
8. Every person paying

or depositing copy-stamped

papers or fees in

cash under these rules, should be given a receipt for the same signed by the
head ministerial officer of the office in which the payment or deposit is made,

9. Subject to any general instructions which the Government (or, in the
case of Revenue officers subordinate to it, the Board of Revenue) may from

time to time issue, it shall be within the discretion of an officer to whom
applications for inspection or grant of copies of a document is made under
a 1 above to refuse compliance therewith. Provided that in such case
an appeal shall lie to the authority to which such officer is immediately
subordinate.

B.P., No. 592, 13-10-93.

-
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:
APPENDIX

XXI.

Rules* issued by the High Court of Judicature, Madras, for the guidance
of the Civil Courts

subordinate to it in respect of records sent for from

Courts and documents produced from public offices under the Provisions

of the Code of Civil Procedure.

=

1, Whena Civil Court shall determine to send for any records from any
court

under

section

137

of the

Code of Civil

summons in the form hereto appended.}

2. Every summons under the Code for the

Procedure, it shall

issue

a

production of documents from

a public office shall be addressed to the head of the department to which

such documents appertain, and not to any subordinate officer of the depart-

ment. Summonses for the production of revenue papers shall in all cases
be directed to the Collector of the district.

8. When records or official documents from any court or public office

are produced in court by any officer deputed for the purpose, such records

or documents shall be inspected in open court, and, unless retained under

section 142 A (1) or section 143 of the Code, shall be returned to the officer
producing them.
4. When such records or documents are retained, a receipt containing

a descriptive list thereof shall be given to the officer producing them

and a duplicate of the receipt placed with the records or documents. Any
apparent erasure or alteration in any paper shall be noted in the said list.
5. The said records or documents

shall, as long as they

remain in the

custody of the court which required their production, be kept in a sealed

packet properly labelled, and the packet shall not be opened except in the
presence of the presiding judge.
6. When any records or official documents

are received from any court

or public office by post, the packet shall be opened in the presence of the

presiding judge and the papers

compared with the list accompanying them.

‘The instructions contained in rules 4 and 5 shall then be observed as far as

they aro applicable.

7. Whenever it shall appear that any public documents received from
any court or public office are no longer required, they shall be returned to

such court or office with a descriptive list in a sealed packet.

8. The prodnetion of original public documents or official

shall,
as far as is practicable, be dispensed with and the parties be papers
to
obtain and file copies thereof in their stead, unless it appearsrequired
that the
production of the original is really necess:

9. Applications made by parties calling
original documents should
not be complied with, unless it appears that for
the request is reasonable, that
itis

made in good faith, and not with a view to avoiding delay or payment
of the charges for authenticated copies. By calling
for the original doouments, considerable
ட

inconvenience may be caused to the Court or office which
produce the same, and in the case of valuable documents, risk may
be
d, which it is desirable, if possible, to avoid.

Court shall keep a public record longer than a week, and as a
is shall not be kept at all, but returned immediately after

icer who produced

them.

i

of Part Il of the Fort St. George Gazette for 1896.
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Chapter XVI.

TREASURY

AND

FINANCIAL. |

(.B.—The rules in this chapter do not in any way limit the application of those
contained in the Civil Account Code, Volume I.]

PART
181.

General

Treasx

I—TREASURY.
Administration—Procedure

prescribed

in the Civil Account Code—The procedure prescribed in Chapter 18 of
the Civil Account Code, 6th Hdition, should

all Treasury transactions.

be carefully observed in

The following supplemental instructions

are issued for the guidance of Collectors and Treasury officers.

2, Relative position of the Collector and his Treasury Deputy—8The

Treasury Deputy Collector is subordinate to the Collector in regard to
all matters affecting the general treasury administration of the district:

accordingly, >the Collector should not address him by a separate letter
as if he were an independent officer, and then forward the Treasury

officer's explanation instead of his own in reply to questions or inquiries

touching the Treasury business. When any irregularity calling for
report is brought to his notice, it is his duty to make a personal investigation, if necessary, and himself to report the facts of the case.» ¢He

should keep himself generally informed of the Treasury correspondence,
and to this end may open covers addressed to his Deputy or make
other arrangements as he may consider necessary.°

such

8 B.P., No. 392, 6-2-82. b B.Ps., No. 629, 8-2-77; No. 392, 6-2-82.
© B.Ps., No. 2974, 23-6-77 ; No. 392, 6-2-82.
3. Appointments to the charge of District Treasuries —No appointment
to the charge of a District Treasury may be made except under the orders
of Government.
This rule, however, does not apply to cases where
Gazetted officers subordinate to the Collector are placed in temporary
charge of the Treasury to meet emergencies.
G.0., No. 2407, 5-10-65; B.P., No. 6958, 30-10-65; G,Os., No. 921, 17-11-90;
No, 524, 18-998.
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Verification

of Stock

in

SECTION (i)._DISTRICT TREASURY.
Custody of money.—The bulk of the money

in the District Treasury

shouldbe kept in a chest under the joint lock and key “of the Treasury

Deputy Collector and the Treasurer, a sufficient sum, which should not
excoed

Rs.

5,000 or the ayerage

daily expenditure, whichever is less,

being placed in sole charge of the Treasurer for current expenditure.

This sum, together with the yalue of stamps, opium, &c., in the Treasurer’s
sole custody, should never exceed the amount of security deposited by
. the Treasurer.

B.P., No. 392, 6-2-82.

2.

Custody of stamps.—The bulk of the adhesive stamps and stamped

papers should be placed in the Treasury in one or more chests or presses
under the joint lock and key of the Treasury Depnty Collector and the
‘Treasurer in parcels containing known quantities of each value, the
remainder of the stamps, which should not exceed the probable demand
for a ® week,? being placed in the sole custody of the Treasurer.
B.P., No. 392, 6-2-82. b B.P., No. 1590, 20-6-82.
3.

Personal responsibility of the Treasury Deputy Collector_—* Treasury

Deputy Collectors

should invariably be present when the double-locked

chests are opened, and should continue to watch

them until they are

closed.*
hey must undexstand that they will be held personally
responsible for any loss arising from their neglect of duty, and that
whatever may bethe confidence reposed in the T'reasurer, no opportunity

whatever should be afforded for the abuse of such confidence.
B-P., No, 392, 6-2-82.

#G.O., No. 2508, Finl., 23-12-81.

4. Verification of cash balance by the Treasury Deputy Oollector.—The
Treasury Deputy Collector should sign the cash-book and the Treasurer’s
balance sheet overy evening, roughly verifying at the same time the
balance with the Treasurer.
He should also examine the balance with

the Treasurer in full detail at least once a week, and submit a report of
his examination to the Collector.

B.Ps,, No. 392, 6-2-82 ; No. 1125, 24-4-82,

5. Verification of monthly cash balance by the Collector.—The duty of

verifying the cash balance on tho last day of the month will ordinarily

(1) It should be understood that, thongh the care of the keys of the
chests is thus transferred from tho Collector to the Treasury Deputy
ae Treasurer, it is not intended to relieve the Collector
from hia general
B.P., No. 392, 6-2-82.

shonld never be placed in charge of the keys of the Treasury

ade to keep any accounts other than those pertaining
to the

ee

only be held

liable

B.Ps., No. 467, 26-2-75; No. 529, 8-2-7.

for

bad

coin

received

¢ B.P., No, 163, 11-5-96.

and

over-

Chap. XVI.
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.
rest with tho Collecter; but when he is absent from head-quarters the

examination may be conducted by another officer as provided in Article
996
the Civil Account Code.
In such cases the Collector should make
a point of examining the Treasury on his return to head-quarters, and ~
report the fact to the Accountant-General.

B.P., No. 392, 6-2-82.
6. Report of embezzlement.—The Collector should send immediate
notice to the Board of any embezzlement in an office or Treasury, and

should also forward to the same authority a copy of the detailed report

subsequently furnished by him to the Accountant-General with reference
to Article 20 of the Civil Account Code.

B.P., No. 392, 6-2-82.

1. Periodical

examination

of stock by

the

Collector.—The

Collector

- should satisfy himself by periodical examination, conducted either personally or by means of one of his Coyenanted Assistants, once in two
months for cash, once a quarter for deposits, and “at least oncea year 4
for stamps, securities and bills, thatthe actual stock of cash, stamps
and

securities

corresponds

with the book balances, that all the registers

are kept in due form, and that the ‘Treasurer does not hold a sum larger

than is necessary for ordinary public transactions.

B.P., No. 392, 6-2-82. d B.P., No. 755, 17-11-87.

8. Verification

of stock on assumption and delivery of charge by

Oollector.—A. Collector should be especially careful, when

assuming or

making over charge of a district, to see that stock is thoroughly verified ;

and the certificate which is required from the transferer and transferee,
showing the state of the cash and stamp

balances, should invariably be

despatched to the Accountant-General on the same day that’ charge is
transferred.

It is not

sufficient merely to count the bags of treasure;

the contents of all the bags must be turned out and passed through the
scales, unless the bags are made

of net, and the contents are visible.

B.P., No. 392, 6-2-82.

SEOTION

Gi)—SUBORDINATE

TREASURIES,

9.. Officer in’ charge.—° Each Taluk Treasury should be under the
joint lock and key of the Tahsildar and Taluk Sheristadar.e* ‘ During
the absence of the Tahsildar from head-quarters the Taluk Sheristadar
will be regarded as the Sub-Treasury officer; the Tahsildar should: on

such oceasions! © loayo his key with tho Stationary Sub-Magistrate, or

if there is no such officer, with the Taluk Sheristadar.®
» The duplication of locks on the cash chests in Taluk Treasuries is not nevessary.»

© B.Ps., No. 467, 26-2-75; No. 529, 8-2-77; No. 168, 115-96. 1B.P., No. 52, 5-83-98.
£B.Ps., No. 112, Sep. Rey. 14-3-96; No. 168, 11-5-98.
A B.Ps., No. 491, 17-7-89; No.'163, 115-96.

* Note-—(1) Where in ccnsequencgof the appointment of @ Stationary Sub-1
‘
trate, the Taluk Sheristadar has been replaced by a Taluk Head Accountant, the latter |
will discharge the functions assigned to the former by this Standing Order.
(2) The instructions in Note2 to para. 1 of the order apply equally to
Shroffs in Taluk Treasuries,
ப
ழு
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10. Quantity of stock to be vetained.—As

182.

Chap. XVI.

a rule, the cash retained in

the Taluk Treasury at the head-quarters of a district should be limited to

the smallest amount sufficient

for

current requirements.

» Money

or

valuables, whether received with remittances or otherwise, should not be

kept in such Treasuries at night, but should be secured in strong boxes
and deposited in the custody of the head-quarters Treasury guard every

evening. The collections in excess of this minimum should, as they
accumulate, be sent daily, or at short intervals, to the District ‘Treasury
or the Branch Bank aa the case may be. In like manner the quantity
of stamps, &c., retained in the Taluk Treasury should not exceed what
is absolutely required for the day’s use, as further sue ies can always

be obtained from the adjacent District Treasury.

‘The object of this

arrangement is to avoid the entertainment of separate Treasury guards
for the two treasuries at the district head-quarters.

B.P., No. 1102, 28-2-61, « B.P., No, 397, 3-7-91.

11. Mazimum stock of stamps in the Treasurer's sole custody.—» The

stock of stamps left in the hands of any Treasurer should not exceed a

© week’s
ம் demand, estimated according to the average sales of
previous months» “except when the value of stamps, stock notes and
cash left with him is below the security taken: the value of the stamps in

his possession may then be increased by the difference.¢
DBP. No. 895, 27-2-77. c B.P., No. 1590, 20-6-82. 4 B.P., No. 162, 27-5-87.

12. Verification of daily balance by the Taluk Sheristadar.—(i) © The
Taluk Sheristadar should examine every evening the balance in his
Treasury, and sign the chitta with a certificate that the balance has been

found to be vorrect. The chitta should be countersigned by the Tahsildar
when he is present at head-quarters.°
‘ An abstract of the total receipts,
charges and balance should .be submitted to the Treasury Deputy
Collector daily.
i

©B.Ps,, No. 467, 26-2-75; No. 529, 8-2-77.
{B.Ps., No. 652, 12-83-78 ; No. 3910, 22-12-83.

(ii) When the ‘Valuk Sheristadar

is absent, the next senior officer,

ie., the Head Gumasta, may discharge all his duties, including the

examination of the Treasury.

B.P., No. 2089, 27-7-75.

13. Examination of stock balance by the Vahsildar—{ Whe 'Tahsildar

should examine the balance in the chest not less than twice a month,
and every time he leaves afd arrives at head-quarters, and report having

done so to the Collector.

* In extraordinary cases of urgency, however,

he may leave his head-quarters without carrying out such examination,

but the fact should be reported to the Collector without delay.
.

TB.P., No. 529, 8-2-77.
14. Annual

_-B.Ps., No, 122, 211-75; No. 2089, 27-7-75-

verification
of taluk

balances by a

Gasetted

officer.—The

Collector should see that the taluk balances are verified once a year by a
Gazetted officer, and that a report of the verification is made to the
Board.
Where Gazetted officers are .in charge of sub-divisional
‘Treasuries, the Collector should verify the balances when occasion offers
on his tours.

:

me

B.P., No, 392, 6-2-82,
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183. Inspection of Treasuries.—
SECTION
Haif-yearly

inspection

(i).—DISTRICT

TREASURY.

report —Collectors

of

districts

are,

in this

Presidency, entrusted with the duties of inspection devolving on “ Com-

missioners of divisions or other Superintending officers” under Article
389 of the Civil Account Code, Volume I. *The report required by that
article should be submitted by Collectors so as to reach the AccountantGeneral, » before the 15th March and 15th September
» in each year.
A duplicate copy should at the same time be forwarded to the Board
of Revenue.
2. Points to be noted in the course of inspection —The

in the course
in Note 2 to
also see that
by an officer

Collector should,

of his inspection, direct his attention to the points specified
Article 340 of the Civil Account Code, Volume T, and should
the strong room has been certified as secure and fit for use
of the Public Works Department not below the rank of

Executive Engineer, and that the certificate and orders, if any, issued for

the security of the room

on the spot*

by

the Superintendent of Police are hung up

a B.P., No. 443, 24-7-90.

b B.P., No. 567, 6-9-90.

3. List of questions for Treasury inspection.—The list of questions
for Treasury inspection given inj/Appendix H to the Civil Account Code,
6th edition, Volume I, will serve as a further guide in the work of inspection, but it is to be understood that the Collector is required to issue his
own orders in each case, merely reporting them to the Accountant-General
and not leaving it to the latter to correct mistakes or errors of procedure
which the Collector may discover.

B.P., No. 443, 24-7-90.

SEOTION (ii)—SUBORDINATE TREASURIES.

4. Inspection of Taluk Treasuries and offices by Divisional officers.— © Divisional officers should examine every Taluk Treasury and office in
their divisions at least once a year. The examination should, as far as
possible, be made unoxpectedly, and not at stated periods. The attention of the examining officer should be especially directed towards
verifying the stock of stamps in addition to checking the *cash in hand,
and ascertaining whether the prescribed accounts are kept.® 4'The
questions given in appendix I should be answered’ by the examining
officer and a report submitted by him to the Collector immediately after
the examination is over.?
:
¢ B.Ps., No, 650, 10-2-71 ; No. 216, 12-9-99,
4 B.Ps., No. 369, 24-6-91; No. 216, 12-9-99,

Wotc.—These orders apply mutatis mutandis to the cash, stamp and other stock in
the custody of Deputy Tahsildars who are not in chargo of recognized|Sub-Treasuries.
B.Ps., No. 851, 19-86-93;

5.

No. 216, 12-9-99.

Technical examination by the Treasury Deputy Collector —aIn

addi-

tion to the examination mentioned above, Collectors will also occasionall

depute their Treasury PDeputies for the technical examination of Taluk
Treasuries

and the

accounts tonnected

therewith,

making temporary

* Copper coin should always be counted and not weighed,
B.P.|No. 1175, 3-5~78.
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arrangements

absence.

for

the

charge

It is not ரட்

of

the

District

184.
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Treasury

during

their

that every Taluk Treasury should be thus

inspected every year ; but not less than half the number of the Treasuries
should be inspected annually, and the inspections should be made without

notice. Hach Treasury should be inspected at least once in two years.
The number of the Treasuries thus inspected and the general state in

Which the accounts are found should he stated > in the yearly report

prescribed in paragraph 6 mmfra.b
The Treasury Deputy Collectors
should also, during their stay at the taluk head-quarters, send for as many
karnams as possible with their original accounts, and see whether the
accounts relating to the collection of revenue are kept according to

rnles* @ Native? © Treasury Deputy Collectors need not take a clerk

-with them on these occasions as the inspection should be conducted entirely
by themselves; there is however no objection to their being accom-

-pinied bya peon® 4 When the Deputy Collector is not a native or is
also, with the permission of the Collector, take a clerk for the purpose
“not sufficiently acquainted with the vernacular of the district he may
of reading yernacular papers to him.?

®B.P., No. 284, 11-274. DB.Ps., No. 544, 15-8-89; No. 680, 30-9-89.
©B.P., No. 4755, 17-10-77. 4 B.P., No. 1367, 21-5-78.

8, Annual report of inspection.—¢ Yearly reports ® concerning all

the subordinate Treasuries in the district should be drawn up © for the
4
Year © and submitted to the Board so as to reach it on the 20th

January following. These reports should contain the following particuJars arranged in tabular form:—(1) Name
of Treasury; (2)! Date

of last inspection by the Treasury
examination

in previous

year;

Deputy Collector'; (3) Date of

(4) Date

examination in year under
report; (5) Namo of cxamining officer; (6) ofResult
of examination of cash

and cash accounts ; (7) Result of examination of the stock of stamps ;

and (8) Remarks.

B.P., No. 650, 10-2-71.
©B.P., No. 4872, 20-10-77. { B.P., No. 383, 26-7-93.
_ 184. Dealings .with Branches of the Bank of Madras—
General

rules.—The rules laid down in Chapter 32 of the Civil Account
Code,
6th Edition, for the conduct of business by Government Treasnries

ing with Branch Banks should be carefully observed by all Treasury
Officers. Tn cases of doubt. the usage of cach local
Treasury should be
Aollowed.— Vide article 678 of the Civil Account Qode, Volume
Phe following subsidiary instructions are issued for the guidance ofI.
+

officers.

1

2. When the Branch Bank

is located at the Collector's Head-quarters.—

Whenthe Branch Bank is located at the Collector's head-quarters,
allmonthly remittances from subordinate Treasuries should
be made

direct to tho Bank, accompanied by the usual remittance listy in dupliThe original list will

cate.

be receipted and retumed by the Bénk

_ officials and the duplicate retained for transmission
Collector with the daily account.

SEs

to the Deputy

G.0., No. $01, 2-873.

the Branch Bank ts located at a place other than the Collector
’s
the Bank is situated at any place other than the

ட ப

a

from taluks should be made a
according to the instructions issue

i ‘Treasury Deputy Collector.

௫0 No, 801, 2-878,
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4, Remittances from villages in the taluk in which the bank is situated.—
Remittances from villages in the taluk in which the bank is located

should be made

invariably

to the Taluk

be accompanied

Treasury

by a

at the station
list.

remittance

and

receipt

On

should

of

the

or Taluk
remittance the Tahsildar, or in his absence the Taluk Sheristadar

Head Accountant, will sign the remittance list ; and when the remittanceof
is counted and found correct he should certify to that effect at the foot
ce.
the list, returning it to the individual who brought the remittan

surplus cash in the Taluk Treasury will be remitted to the bank

The

twice a week or oftener as the Collector may direct.

G.0s., No. 801, 2-8-73 ; No. 494, Finl., 6-3-84.
For further instructions, see 8.0., No. 185, para. 8.

the
5. Money tendered at the Collector's office after the closing of is
bank
the
after
office
r's
Collecto
the
at
d
bank.—If money is tendere
urgency,
closed, it should not be received save in exceptional cases of
day
next
the
on
fail
without
bank
when jt should be remitted to the
holiday
a
be
to
happens
day
such
if
even
open,
is
bauk
on which the
for the Collector’s office.

B.P., No. 166, 8-3-89.

6. Taluk register of remittances—In order to ensure that every
such
remittance passed on to the bank duly reaches it, a register of
in
entries
the
and
office,
taluk
each
in
ed
maintain
be
should
remittances

the register compared with the remittance list returned by the bank with

the daily statements of receipts.

B.P., No. 156, 1-2-81.

s— howrs—*Treasuries and Sub-Treasuries
185. MiscellaneouOffice
\blic from
as a rule, be open to the
should,
stations
in mufassal
a bank
in
located
is
y
Treasur
a
11 a.m, to 4 p.m. every day. » Where
be the
will
y
'lreasur
the
for
business
of
honrs
the
bank,
or a branch
in the
d
require
are
rule
this
to
If any exceptions
same as at the bank.»

the
ease of particular Treasuries, the Collector concerned should bring’
of Taluk

© All officials in charge
matter to the notice of the Board*
required to close them finally by
be
should
xes
cash-ho
of
Treasuries or

sunset at latest each day.°

a B.P., No. 550, 28-9-92._b B.Ps., No. 698, 8-12-92; No, 54, 9-2-93.
© B.P., No, 1046, 17-2-64.

2. Treasury holidays —Treasury servants should not be deprived of
Collectors
the authorized holidays enjoyed by other public servants.
es
Treasuri
their
days
what
on
Gazettes
District
their
in
notify
should
any
of
despatch
the
for
ments
arrange
make
will be closed, and should
emergent business during such periods.

B.P., No. 8201, 16-12-62.

be imbedded in
3. Safes. —(i) Iron safes used in Treasuries shouldreach
the ground

masonry
level.

so that the handles of their lids; may

Officers entrusted.

with

the

charge

of

just

safes

warned that they will be held personally responsible
பத்மன்
that may be caused to the safes through

keeping them.

must

be

clearly

for any damage
in handling or

89
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(ii) Each safe is provided with two locks and each lock with duplicate
keys. Great care should be taken to keep the locks and bolts well oiled.
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The dust protectors of the key holes should always be in position

so as

+o prevent dust and dirt falling in. A cloth or a carpet should also be
spread over the safe to keep off ‘dust. The locks are certain to get
clogged, unless particular care is taken to keep the key holes free from
dust.

(iii) Care should be used, when opening a safe, to tun the keys the

proper way as denoted by the arrow mark near the key holes.
Each
key has a number affixed to it, which is also marked on the brass cover lid.

4. Duplicate

keys—*Spare

keys

of locks

in

use

in subordinate

Treasuries should be deposited in sealed bags in the District Treasury.»
> The duplicate keys of the strong room of the District Treasury should
be put into a small box fitted with a Chubb’s lock, the key of which
should remain with the Collector, and the box, sealed with the Collector’s
private seal, should be deposited with the Bank of Madras, if there is a
local branch in the station. In other cases, where the treasury is more

than a day’s post from Madras, the box should be deposited in the nearest

District
» while Treasuries within a day’s post from Madras
should send it to the Currency office. In all districts the minor duplicates should be retained in a box in the strong room in the District
Treasury.

* B,Ps., No. 2745, 1-10-75; No. 186, 13-3-89.

> B.P., No, 186, 13-3-89.

5. Accommodation for other departments—The following cash-chests

and parcels may be lodged for safe oustody in Revenue Treasuries :—
(1) The cash-chest of a Sub-Magistrate * at the district or taluk

head-quarters.

B.P., No. 346, 16-12-98.

(2) «The cash-chests of the Settlement, Survey, Registration and

other departments for which

the orders of Government

accommodation

passed

of the Civil Account Code, Vol. T.

with

must be provided under

reference to note

1 to Article 2

்
(8) Cash-chests or parcels belonging to Civil Courts and containing cash, jewellery, Government or other securities and valuables.

NB.—tThe chests received must be
a sooare description and the parcels
miustbesecured in strong #ealed coverings ofmarked
in such a manner as to be! easily
identified.
® B.Ps., No. 278, 23-5-90; No. 50, 26-1-91.

» B.P., No. 278, 23-5-90,

_ 6. Packing of treasure.—The provisions of Chapter 31 of
Civil
Account Code, as well as the instructions laid down in paragrapthe
hs 344,
* Note-—The cash-chests of other Sub-Magistrates should be lodged in the nearest
ward, where one is available, within view of the sentry. A Se
should in such
maintained, showing the time of receipt and delivery of the proporty
sent for
‘the
sing attested by the Police officer on duty and the Revenue
erty. In places where there is no sub-jail within easy
's office, there should be an iron safe sunk in the floor, and
should sleep-on the top of it.
at nightge
char
No. 88, 14-2-90; No. 354, 20-8-94; No. 346, 16-12- 98.
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346, 352 and 354 of the Treasury Manual, regarding the packing of
treasure boxes andthe weighment and examination of their contents
should be carefully cbserved by Treasury officers, when despatching
remittances from one station to another whether in the same district or
not. Padlocked boxes may be used in the case of remittances from one
station to another within

the

same

district,

and

where

this

mode

of

packing is adopted special attention should be paid to note 2 to Article
644 of the Civil Account Code, and to the following
instructions which have been issued on the subject :—

supplemental

(1) The remittances should be packed in strong teakwood boxes

capable of holding ten bags of Rs. 1,000 each and fastened with
Dindigul or Chubb’s padlocks.
(2) Each pee
should be enclosed in a leather bag and sealed
by the District Treasury officer; the key should be similarly secured in
a sealed bag and entrusted to the care of the Police escort.

(3) The escort officer will examine the seals and count the bags as

they are put into the box, and will then grant a receipt for the treasure
in terms of bags and not of boxes.

B.Ps., No. 803, 19-8-95; No. 20, 15-1-96; No. 267, 21.
No. 60, 18-2-97 ; No. 121, §-4-97; No. 173, 9-7-98; No. 5:
7.

Closing

of monthly

accounts.—The

monthly

96 ; No. 455, 4-12-96;
-2-99 ; No. 87, 27-38-99.
accounts

of receipts

and payments in all sub-offices should be closed at noon on the last day
but one of each month (except March), or on such earlier date as may
be fixed by the Collector in cases where the sub-offices are situated at a
distance from the head-querters of the district.
Later transactions
should he entered in the accounts for the remaining days of the month
and treated as transactions of the following month.
The accounts of

March, however, should be kept open until ihe lace day of that month,

and should be closed and despatched by the evening of the first day of the
following month.
Collectors should accordingly issue instructions to
the following offices, viz., taluk treasuries, stamp offices, registration

offices, sea customs treasuries, and land enstoms treasuries, and to any

other offices from which accounts of receipts and charges are furnished
to the Collector's office, that, as a rule, the accounts should be closed at
noon on the day previous to the last day of the month and despatched
in the evening, so that the accounts of all the sub-offices may reach the
Collector’s office on the first of the following month.
If the day of
closing should

fall

on a Sunday

or amy

other

holiday

on

which the

-eutcherry is closed, the accounts should he despatched on the previous
day. The monthly District Treasury account should be despatched to
the Accountant-General on the 6th of each month at the latest.

G.0., No. 537, Pinl., 21-11-65; B.Ps., No. 816, 22-9-88; No. 1044, 22-12-88,

8. Examination of village cash accounts by the Taluk Sheristadar—It

is the duty of the Taluk Sheristadar* to examine the village chitta or
cash book received in the taluk office with each remittance, and, after
satisfying himsclf that the amounts entered in the chitta have been
duly brought to account, to eertify to that effect in the monthly
* See note 1 to para. 9 of 8.0., No. 182, which applies to this 8,0. also,
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account-current sent to the Treasury Deputy Collector.
This should be
done whether the money is paid into the taluk cutcherry or into a
branch bank. It is also the duty of the Taluk Sheristadar to examine the
account-current before its despatch and to certify on it that the amount
entered therein corresponds with tle figures entered in the villagewar

accounts prescribed by the Taluk Manual.
B.P., No. 156, 1-2-81.

9. Chalans.—* A sufficient supply of printed

forms of chalans, i.e.,

inyoices accompanying remittances to the Treasury,

Kept on hand*

should always be

The chalans should be. printed in duplicate in the

form prescribed in appendix IL?

®B.P,, No, 11712, Mis., 25-10-80.

b B.P., No. 478, 11-7-89.

10. Orders for payment—In order to avoid the inconvenience and
risk accompanying the payment of money upon proceedings recorded in
the vernacular languages, and to ensure caution in the issue of such
proceedings, every order issued by a Court or office for the payment of
money from a Government Treasury should he recorded in English, unless

the presiding officor is not acquainted with the English language.
Where the disbursing officer does not understand English, and the officer
ordering the payment does, the order for payment should be both in the
yernacular and in English.
11. High Court

deposit rules —The

rules framed by the High

Court

in regard to the receipt and payment of money under the orders of Civil
Courts are given in appendix TLL.

12. Collector's private accounts Though Treasurers are not permit-

ted to keep the private accounts of the Collector, or to act as his private
agents, there is no objection to the salaries of the Collector or his

subordinates when absent from head-quarters on duty being drawn by
the ‘Treasurer, and payments being made therefrom upon the orders or
receipts of such officers, tho salary when drawa being placed ina private
chest.

BP., 18-7-36; M., Vol. I, p. 216; B.P., 144-51; M,, Vol. II, p. 14; B.P,, No. 6450,
_ 9-10-67; G.0., No. 547, 12-12-67; B.P., No. 682, 29-1-68,
186. Powers of the Treasury Deputy Collector to
payments,—Tieasury Deputy Collectors are authorized on
responsibility to make the following payments:—(1) All
contingent abstracts, pensions and yeomiahs; (2) Bills
authorized officers, for which letters of advice shall have

from those

officers;

(8)

Drafts

of

Paymasters

and

sanction
their own
salary and
drawn by

been

received

Commissariat

officers, and officers of the Forest and Public Works Departments, drawn

on account of

letters of credit issued

by the

Accountant-General’s
office; (4) Advances to officers of the Imperial department
s, out of the
“amount sanctioned
ern

(

by the heads of such departments ; (5) Advances

and telegraph officers, on receipts

to

ned by them ;
ments of deposits of the Revenue and countersig
Judicial
Departments,
lunicipaliti
es, &e.;

(7)

All

miscellaneous

payments

and

‘er on account of the services of Government, or repayable,
haye been authorized by Government and notifie by the

il; and (8) Interest on Government promissory notes
as payable in the district. In all doubtful cases the

பெற.

87,
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Treasury Deputy Collector should take the orders of the Collector (Article
313 (d), Chapter 13, Civil Account Code, 6th Edition).

187. Spending
powers of Collectors and the Board.—(i) In
Appendices C and F to the Treasury Manual will he found two tabular

statements showing the powers of Collectors and the Board to sanction

expenditure under the Civil Budget.
Gi) The expenditure under each budget entry must be of such a
nature as under an ordinary construction pertains to that entry.
(iii) Expenditure mnst be distributed over the year in a reason-

able way suitable to the circumstances.

(iv) The year’s budget allotment cannot be exceeded in the year.

(v) Collectors may sanction transfers of funds from one detailed
head to another within the same Minor head. When necessary the
Board will sanction transfers from one district to another and from one
Minor head to another, within the same MAJOR head.
B.P., No, 854, 22-10-97,
Note.—The terms MAJOR, Minor, and detailed are explained in Arta, 1005 to 1008
of the Civil Account Code.
(vi) The powers of the Board as regards sanctioning temporary
establishments do not cover cases where sanction is required for the
entertainment of an establishment from year to year. In all cases where
the proposed

establishment

is likely to be

required

for more

than one

year, the proposal should be regarded as ono for a pormanent and not

for temporary establishment.

B.P., No. 818, 22-11-89,

2. The instructions issued by Government for the preparation of
budget estimates are given in appendix 1V.
Payments—Provision

188. Inter-departmental
a Where

one

department

has

to

purchase

in

the

of
market

funds.—
to

meet

the wants of another, the indenting department must provide in its
hudget estimate for the cost, and place the supplying department in
funds by transfer receipts"; » but such adjustments are forbidden when
the purchase is made for one officer by another officer of the same

department except when the cost exceeds Rs. 50 and the purchase is

effected in the Presidency Town.”

a B.Ps., No. 6007, 22-9-63 ; No, 290, 16-1-64.
2. Instructions for

b Art. 97 of the Civil Account Code.

making book adjustments.—The following instruc-

tions are issued for the guidance of Collectors in making book adjustments of the value of work done or stores supplied for publie departments :—(1) It must invariably be noted by Collectors in their indents
whether

the articles

therein

«Provincial, ” “ Local” or
done or

mentioned

ure required for “ General, ”

Special ” services; (2) For all the work

stores supplied to Local

or Special funds payment should ba

made in cash, while in tho case of supplies to Imperial
Departments

cash

ட்

will

and Provincial

only be made ° if the cost does not

exceed Rs. 50°; (3) In eases where the value of the work done or stores
supplied for Imperial and Provincial purposes ° exceeds Rs. 50,° no cash
payment will be required, but the supplying officer will send to the

Officer supplied invoices in triplicate showing tho quantity and price of

206.
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the work done; and
a1

(4) On

receipt of these invoices and the articles

mentioned, the officer supplied will approve

ப் and retum it
file another copy
contingent bill for the
ment of account at the

Chap. XVI.

and countersign the

to the supplying officer. The officer supplied
in his office and4 will attach the third to his
current month, noting the amount in the statefoot of the bill in order to facilitate the calculation

of the available balance of his grant, but not including it as a disbursement among the items of charge specified in the bill.
ட்
B.P., No. 4790) 20-11டரட,
© Art. 95 (XI) of the Civil Account Code. 4 Art. 96 of the Civil Account, Code. |

189, Refunds—,
whom sanctioned.—Collectors and * Divisional
officers* are anthorized, ¥ on applications from persons concerned,? to
sanction the refund of all sums (including departmental fines) collected

by any department under their control when it is clear that Government

was not im the first instance, or has since ceased to he, entitled to such
amounts, as for instance when an original assessment, fine, &e., has been
eancelled or reduced on appeal. All cases in which there is any doubt.
should, however, be referred to the Board for sanction.
G.0s., No. 903, 20-461; No. 2705, 24-10-68, B.Ps., No, 8664, 10-12-68 ; No. 1701,
29-8-73; G.Os., No. 461, 1-4-76; No. 566, 8-6-87 3 B.Ps., No. 832, 242-87
; No. 709,
9-12-91; No. 74, 17-2-92; No. 33, 27-1-97.
4B.P., No. 232, 26-6-96. b B.P., No. 371, 20-7-92,

2. Refund of Land-cess—Retunds of land-cess, and of revenues not
a eeruing under the Madras Local Roards Act V of 1884 but asai: ed
to Local

Boards for the

same way as refunds of

purposes of the Act, should be dealt withae ihe

Reyenue.

B.Ps., No. 643, 20-7-88; No. 232, 26-696,

3. Refund of Income-taz.—In regard to refunds of income-tax it should

be noted that refunds of tax deducted from salaries require
the sanction
of the Accountant-General, except where the refund
is claimed on the

that the applicant’s total income
which case the power of

fa

sanction

for

the year fell short of

rests,

as usual,

with

the

4. Refundto < vint-Pattadars.—In the case of refunds to joint
holders
gle patta the signaturo of all
the persons

concerned

is necessary.
ture may be given by the holder of aPower-of-A
ttorney

les.
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APPENDIX

I.

Points to be noted by Inspecting Officers in conducting Treasury
Inspections.
Oasu.

1, Does the amount of cash in the Treasury including currency notes
agree with the balance as shown in the last entry in the cash book?
2. Are the different kinds of coin kept apart?
3. Is each kind kept in bags of uniform size ?
4, Is there any bag or store of coin in the Treasury kept apart from the
general balance?
5, Is there any money or valuable placed in the Treasury for safe
custody by private persons or other departments ?

6, Is the bulk of the money in the Taluk Treasury under the joint lock
and key of the Tahsildar and the Taluk Sheristadar?
7. Does the Taluk Sheristadar examine every evening the balance in the
Treasury and sign the chitta with a certificate that the balance has been
found correct ?
8. How often in the month does the Tahsildar examine the balance in
the chest ?

9. Does he examine the balance in the chest every time he leaves and
arrives at head-quartors ?
10. Does the Tahsildar submit a report of his haying

done so to

the

Collector?

11. Is the Treasury closed exactly at sunset ?

12. Have the erasures and interlineations in the cash book been
attested?
18, Is Government copper coin freely taken without limit of amount?

14. Is it freely issued to all applicants seeking it in exchange for silver
or in payment of claimns against Government?
15. What record is kept of the copper so received and issued at the Sub‘Treasuries ?
16. What uncurrent coin is there in the Treasury?
17. Under what orders received ?

18. Is the set of minimum weights and test scales for testing short weight

rupees used by the Sub-Treasury officers?
19. In what condition are the scales?

20.8 Do the Sub-Treasury officers exercise in person and with proper
precautions the power to cut and break silver coin conferred on them by the
jovernment of India Notification No. 5598-A, dated 8th December 1899௨
= B.P., No. 262, Mis., 1-2-1900.
Ovrrency Norzs.

_ 21. Are notes of Foreign circles freely taken when tendered in payment

of Government demands?

2

if

:

22. Are currency notes of the Home circle arranged in bundles according

to their denominations ?
28. Are they placed in order of receipt ?

Ghap. XVI.
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24. Is\thé, prohibition to demand the name of the payee or receiver of
notes obeyed ?
2
25. Is,tho,note register punctually kept up ?
26. Does it. separate the different denominations of notes?

27. Does it separate notes of thet Home circle from -those of Porsign
circles ?

“ Srock Norns.

28, Does the balance of stole notes in tha enatody af the Subordinate

Mreacuries agree with sepiste No. 20-8 2

Srames.

29. Is the store account of stamps kept regularly up to date and fer it
correspond with the monthly accounts sent to the Huzur?
80. Was stock found to agree with the balances in the registers?

231. Does the

stock

seem

891௦5 2௨

reasonable

as

compared with the normal

ஐஐ. 30, 240, 5-7-90.
-PENSIONS.

82. Aro all pension payments noted by the Sub-Treasury officers on

the pensioners’ halves and on the copies of the Collector's, halves?
33. Are any over full of notes of payments?

34. Are any uaproperly, detained, payment, of pension haying been more
than 6 months due?

85. Does the Sub-Treasuzy officer regularly cheek the pensioner’s marks
with tho original order before paying him?
36. Incase of pensioners permanently exempted from personal attend-

ance, is proof obtained every year of theix continued existence and recorded ?
Deposits.

Z

37. Are new receipt registers opened every year?
38. Does

register ?

the

Sub-Treasury

officer initial each deposit

in the receipt

89. Does he eyer question the admissibility of a deposit ?

40. Is the order for repayment passed without previous reference:to, 2

receipt register ?
41. Are tho soveral deposit registers written up to‘date ?
49. Is each repayment entered in the receipt register at the time of

payment and initialled by tho Sub-Treasury officer?
43. Are Trnsalnamahs (No. 15), ‘andal (No. 13),,Statement of liability
of

each

individual

(No.

16)

and

Statement

of ‘demand,

collection

palance of interest (No. 17).sent to the taluk with each remittance?

and

44, Docs the Taluk Shoristadar examine the Tandal and put his initials

in: token of his examination ?

45, Does ho sce that the collections up to date as entered in the’ Tandal
agree with the amount shown in the Irusalnamah and ‘initial it ?

46. Is account No. 14 (Vargu) filled up to date ?

47, Have Statements Nos. 16 to 17 with enclosures beenaccording to the instructions giveh in the revised Taluk Mannal ? .48. Has the

ly account of receipis.end disbursements” from whioh't

“monthly account-current is prepared

been filled up to date ?

்
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49. Where are the remittances brought late in the evening after Taluk
Treasuries are closed kept ?
50.!Have the corrections communicated from the Huzur been made
regularly in the taluk copy of the accunnt-current under the initials of the
‘Tehsildar or the Taluk Sheristadar? ட
EsTaBLisHMent.

51, Aro receipts taken in a register for all pay and allowances issued ?
62. Is a stamped receipt required whenever the amcunt exceeds Rs. 20?
53. Have service books been prepared for the whole establishment ?

54. Are they kept up to date ?

55. Is a register kept of the villages in which
are made

on account of

Devastanam

deductions from the beriz

allowances?

= 56, What security does each shroff give ?

57. Is it adequate?

58, When was it last tested

?

B.P., No. 5, 15-1--1900.
Teeasuny

Fursiture.

59. What is the state of the treasure boxes?
60. Are they of aniform size ?
61.

Have those in use Chubb’s

locks ?

62. Is n copy of the Polico Superintendent's order regalating the
lice guard, &c., hung up in a conspicuons place in the strong room of the
reasury, and is the order strictly enforced?
Mrscerianerous.

63. Are the prices posted daily in the register prescribed
purpose?
64. Is the register of articles of stationery kept
and are the issues entered daily ?

in the form

for the
prescribed

65. Aro the corrections to the Civil Account Code posted up to date?
66. Are the office registers and records in good order?

67. Is the retention
following reasons?
(a)
(6)
(ஞு)

in the taluk of any official inadvisable for the
Having property in the taluk.
Having been there too long.
Being old or inefficient.»
YBP,, No, 1011, Mis., 26-2-94,

PayMENT To Vittace Orricens.

_ 68. Hasa register of sanctioned acalo of village establishment with its
enclosure beon maintained in the taluk in form A shown in the Appendix
to the Account and Audit Rules (Special Funds).—Proceodings of the Board
of Revenue (Land Revenue), No. 99, dated 9th May 1887?
69. Have all subsequent changes been noted in red ink

—

und:

initi

ர ரர ds Gli (emiuber snd date ofsaucion?, en
படக
& oe Permanent Orders and ட Register been maintained in

" ‘71. Have the pay abstracts of the village establishments heen prepared
in bp eee
ame
and forwarded to the Taluk office for being
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72. Have'pay abstracts been sent to the taluk with the village remittance

in cases where the abstracts have been paid from the

village collections ?

73. Have details of payments been entered for each month in the appro-

priate columns in Fo:m No.

! under the initiale of the Taluk Sheristadar ?

74, Has the posting register beenskept for each claes of oficers ?

75. Has a register of adyances on account of construction and repair of

pounds and village chavadis been maintained ?
Tse Reyenve

Corrections.

76. Is the recovery of the Government dues prompt?
77. Do arrears exist, and, ifso, what explanation is forthcoming ?

78. Have all the steps for recovery sanctioned by law been taken
without delay ?
72. Have

any

sums

been

recommended

to be written

sufficient inquiry ?
80. Have the coercive process registers been maintained?
Inspzotion

off without

or Recorps.

81. The stato of the Paimash accounts—
(a) Cadjan.
(8) Paper.
82. The state of Survey maps, demarcation sketches, &e.
83. The state of village accounts—
Are the accounts of all years up to facli 181— inclusive present?
84, Are the several descriptions of accounts arranged as directed in
Board's Proceedings, No. 255 (Seitlement), dated 27h June 1893, Appendix
‘A, aud with reference to the instructions in, paragraph 5 of board’s
Proceedings, No. 107, dated 31st March 1897 8?
85.

The state of taluk accounts—

Aro the several descriptions of accounts arranged and kept
separately?
86. The state of the Darkhast registers—
(a) Are they written up to date?
(8) Are villagewar indexes prepared?

87, The state of registers of papers received and despatched—

(a) Are they written up to date?
(8) Are

the

date

aper ?

and nature

of disposal marked against each

(@ide ihe enty wheres Wie papers -eceived could ந்த அவன் ௮
destroyed properly mado in the registers ?

(@ Are the R. and D. seals affixed to each such paper ?
®88.

Are the separate registers of papers to _be retained and destroyed

written up in accordance with Board's Proceedings, No. 101, dated 18th

April 1898, as revised and re-issued in Board’s Proceedings, No. 183, dated
4th Angust

1899?

[Noto the

entered in each disposal list.]
89. Are the papers

were opened, sorted
No.

which

date and

number

had accumulated

of the last disposal file

i

before

separate registers

for destruction in accordance with Board's Proceedings,

175, dated 11th July 1898 ?

90. Have all the papers disposed of been sent to the record-keeper and

sorted by him?

[Note the date and number of the last disposal file handed

over to the record-keeper.]

properly

punched

and is the second punching
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108. Are registers maintained for every branch of the correspondence ?
109. Isthe numberof registers in excess of requirements? -

ம
Mactsrentar Dranms.
;
110 Are these written up daily anid kept up to dafe and’ duly’ signed by
tho Sub-Magistrates ?
é
:
Prnpine Cases.

5

111, How many are on the file and\for how

long have they been

pending ?
i
ரவை வேணு பராம்,
112, How many are pending and for how long?
118, Is sufficient reason forthcoming for striking off cases’?
Azms Licenszs.

114, Are-the registers kept up to date, and is there any delay in sending

on the applications and obtaining licenses from the District Magistrate-?

115, Aro the numbers on tho register proportionate to what is known as
to the conditions of the taluk ; if not, whatsteps have been taken to enforce

registration ?

Pénropicar Rervaw Lists.

116.

Have

117.

Is‘a diary maintained

the latest returns

been

entered

showing when

?

ie
ag

each is due’?

118. Are they submitted punctually, and if not, what explanation
offered ?/

is

PERMANENT ADVANCE.
119. Is the amount correctly kept, and the balance forthcoming’? Unctamep

Property.

120. Is it registered and forthcoming, and is there any undue delay in
disposing of such property by sale or otherwise ?
Court-Frr

RzGistEers.

121. Are these maintained in the prescribed form and kept up to date ?
00௦128.

192, Ts the register maintained, and is there any undue delay in granting
copies ?
Tarrat Boox.
123. Is it kept up to date and does it indicate that proper economy is
exercised in the use of postage labels?
Artenpance

Book.

124. Is the attendance regular, and do the entries appear to haye been
bond fide made at the time?
Raw Gavez Reorsrex.

125. Is it properly kept, and is tho rain gange fixed in a suitable place
for accurate registration 7

APPENDIX 1—S.0, 183, Para. 4.
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Reaisrer or Patra TRansFErs.

126, How many applications for transfer of Revenue registry have
been made through Sub-Registrars, and is there any unnecessary delay in

the disposal, and, if so, what explanation is forthcoming?
டப்ப

No. 367, dated 20th

Mrvor

Vide Board’s

July 1887.

[ericarion.

Boara’s Proceedings, No. 818, dated 3rd September 1887 (Revenue Settlement, Land Records and Agriculture).

127. Is the register of the sanctioned estimates and allotments maintained in the prescribed form, and are the instruction’ appended to the
form observed ?
198. Are the rules strictly attended to?
129. Are all pencil entries in measurement books inked and all alterations corrected in red ink and attested, and are there any erasures?
130. Is the memorandum prescribed for special advances kept?
131. Is the register of works kept in the proper form?
Recorp Room.
132. Is the record-room in good repair, is it water-tight, protected from
white-ants, kept clean, and secure from entry at all points? Is it lighted
sulficiently ?

183. On what system are the papers treated when in the office, and how
are they filed and arranged in the record-room?

134. Are the records periodically cxamined and destroyed as particularized in the Board’s Standing Orders?
Station
Dated

BPs, No. 869, 24-6-01; No. 543, 8-29-91; No. 657, 18-11-91.
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APPENDIX
Rules framed

IIL.

by the High Court under the Authority.conferred

behalf in 24 and 25

tn that

Vict., Cap. 104, Clause 15.

| The following rules to regulate the payment of
‘out of Court have been framed by the High Court
/by all subordinate Courts on and-after the Ist July
‘1, The instructions conveyed in paragraphs

suitors’ moneys into or
and are to be observed
1882 :—
5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 of the

‘High Court’s Proceedings of Ist September 1879, No. 1444, so far asthe

‘same are inconsistent with the rules now made, are rescinded, and the
‘system of detailing a poon to accompany the suitor to tho Treasury is
‘expressly prohibited.
‘2, A person desirous of paying money into Court must obtain from the
Court a chalan for the receipt of the amount by the Treasury, specifying
ithe date on which it is issued, the amount to be received, and the account
to which the payment is to be credited.
“3, The chalan must bear a serial number and be accompaniod by a
‘counterfoil receipt, which

must

be filled in at the Court, except as to the

date of payment into the Treasury and the signature

of the Treasury

officer.

*«4. The form of chalan shall be as‘follows :—

No.
Court of —
“To
The Officer in charge
ofthe Treasury at

No.

Receive Rs. —
to the account of —
No.
‘of 190
on the file of this

from

Date.

்

Initials of the Judge.

Court of

ப்
The Officer in charge
ofthe Treasury at

—-—Treasury Office.
Received this——day
of ——_
entered

190
as

——and
No.——of

You are requested to & 190
in the Register
the
sum
of
of
-Receipts
of - Givil
ட __________ $ Courts Deposits the sum
from
Sof Bs.
and credit the same to
from:
to the credit
receive

the account of _______ $$ of the account of.
No.—of 190 —on the 2 No.——of 190 —on the
file of this Conrt.
= file of the Court of
Date.
Signature of the Judge.
Officer in chargo
of the Treasury.

“5, Tho porson desirous of making the payment will deliver the chalan
and counterfoil receipt to the ‘Treasury officer, who will retain the chalan
and return the recoipt signed.
்
“6. The receipt mast be taken to the Court, and the person who has
made the payment will then receive credit for it, and in exchango for the
reosipt signed by tho Troasury officor, which must be retained in the Court,
vil receive a receipt signed by the Court.
et

Any person

desirous

of obtaining payment of money|from Court

ith his appliontion present to the Gonrt a receipt'for the amount.
Oourt will thea issue an Order on the ‘Treasury for the amount, specifying the dat on which it is grantod, tho amount to be paid, and the account
to which

0.

of each mo:

the

payment is to be debited.

—

}

x for the payment of money shall bo issued after the 25th

, Oxceptin caseofemergency,

_

;
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‘<9, No Order for the payment of money shall be available, unless it is.

presented at the Treasury in the month in which it is issued.
«10, Any Order not presented in the month in, which it is issued must
be returned to the Court, and after being re-dated and initialled by the
presiding Judge, may be re-issued. *
“11, The Order shall be in the following formand shall bear a counterfoil receipt, which, with the exception of the date and signature, will be filled
in at the Court, and signed by the person to whom the payment is made.
T£ such person is not the person named in the Order of payment, he must
satisfy the Treasury officer that the signature is authentic and that he is
authorized to receive the payment :

of

the Treasury

Date. ட்

Initials of the Judge.

தட ப
¥o.—_—_இர
—
Court of
The Officer in charge
௦
‘The Officer in charge
of the ‘Treasury at——
Received this——day
of the Treasury at——
of.
190
——the
sum
Please pay to————
the sum of Rs.——
of Rs.
to be debited
to the
account of ——
and debit the amount to
No. ——of-—190
the account of —-No.
of 190 —on the file
on the file of the Conrt
of this Court and of No. இதி ௦8
and of No.
of 190 —of Treasnry $$ of 190 ——of Treasury
Register of Receipts of ¢@ Register of Civil Courts
Civil Courts Deposits.
Deposits.
Date.
Date.
Signature of the Judge.
Signature of the Payee.

RD

No.—
Court of
To
‘The Officer in charge

«12, The Treasury officer will be requested to forward monthly to the
Court a statement in the form following :——
» Debit.
Serial Number of Order.
No. 250
x
22
ts
ஜா
254
2
oh
ஸி
Balance to credit
Total ..

Oredit.
Serial Number of Chalan.

RS.
200
500
100.
1,000.
850
4,040

Balance brought
No. 26
த்
3 28
as
50
=
oe
28
ot
Be

6,190

RS.
forward 5,000
ப டபடு0
100
ப
ல்
22 நீத

Total

.. 6,190

“13. By comparing the serial numbersof the Chalans and Orders
issued with those entered in the Treasury statement, and rejecting such
as are absent, the Court can ascertain if the Court’s accounts and those of
the Treasury correspond; and if it is found they do not, tho matter should
be at once reported to the Treasury.
14. The receipts granted by the Treasury officer for sums paid into
paid
Court under Rule 5, and the receipts taken from parties for sumsby gum
out of Court under Rule 7 must, when filed in Court, be attached
as hitherto to the Office connterfoil of the Chalan and Order Books.
‘©15. Where an Order is re-dated and re-issued
as provided in Rule 10;
te further date should be entered in the Office counterfoil of the original
der Book.”
+g

B.P,, No. 1775, 12-7-82.
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APPENDIX

IV.

Instructions relating to the Preparation of Budget Estimates.

SECTION I—FORM AND SUBMISSION OF BUDGETS.
1, Asscon as possible after the issue of the Civil Budget Estimates in
each year, forms are supplied by the Accountant-General to heads of depart-

ments wherein they may prepare complete estimates of the receipts and of
tho charges on account of the salaries and contingencies of themselves and
their establishments for the ensuing year. These forms are drawn up in
such a manner that every departmental budget is prepared in exactly the
same form in which it is Gnally incorporated in the printed civil estimates of
the Presidency.

Art. 1515, 0.A. Code;
G.03,, No. 470, Finl., 22-6-95, para. 3; No. 558, Finl., 19-7-94, para. 1.

2. Budgets should be submitted punctually by the dates fixed in the
* Appendix to G.0., No. 470, Financial, dated 32nd June 1895. Delays in
the submission of the estimates retard the compilation of the general budget,
limit tho time requisite for the duc consideration by Government of the
demands made. and occasion undue haste in the disposal of subjects which
should be dealt with in a deliberate and careful manner. With proper
arrangements, which it is in the power of every head of an office to make,
there is no reason why a. budget estimate should be submitted one day after
the prescribed date.
G.Os,, No. 1485, Finl., 16-8-81 ; No. 44, Finl., 8-1-81.
3. Detailed accounts should be furnished, as far as possible, for each minor
head with fall particulars fo: the items comprised within the totals, summaries and abstracts being added wherever necessary.
G.0., No. 802, Finl., 2-10-94.

4. Receipts and charges should be snbmitted on separate sheets of paper.
Heads of departments will be at liberty to forward the estimates under the
several detuiled accounts separately, if they find this more convenient than
submitting them in a consolidated form: Explanatory memoranda
and
enbsidiary statements for purely departmental purposes and for elucidating
the budgets should also, where necessary, be submitted.
GOs.,

No. 470, Finl., 22-695, paras. 5 and 6;

No. 1053, Finl., 1-12-94.

5. Explanations for vaviations in figures should be furnished, opposite
the entry concerned, on the blank pages facing the estimates.
G.O., No. 558, Finl., 19-7-94, para, 2.

., 6: Covering letters are generally unnecessary; but when they are con-

sidered indispensable, they should be as brief

clear as possible, dealing
only with the general financial position of theanddepartment
concerned, and
calling

attention tosuch special points as may require the orders of Gov-

ernment.
ere repetitions o!
‘ures and statements
appearing in the bod:
of the estimates pica
be டட
ay
©
ட்.

பத

:

up to even
ae

ப

G.0., No. 558, Finl., 19-7-94, para. 3.

compiling the figures the totals of major heads should be worked

thousands of rupees. Minor-heads should be rounded to even
asfar as possible. Annas and pies should invariably
€.0., No. 809, Finl., 8-10-94; Art. 1520, 0.4. Code,

Chap.
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over three sears, and the

facts and

figures relating to all the three years should be placed, before Government
in an accurate and lucid manner.
Rule 1, Chap. 73, C.A."Code, 3rd edition.

SECTION I,—THE COLUMNS

OF THE BUDGET.

(2) Acrvars or rHe Previous YxEar.
9. These should

invariably correspond exactly

with the figures recorded

in the Accountant-General’s final accounts.

Fivery head of a department is

bound to reconcile

have

the differences

that

may

arisen

and

to ensure

rectification of the accounts, as directed in paragraph 5 of G.O.,
Financial,

10.

dated

19th March

1895.

To ensure that these instructions have been complied with, a

cate in the following form should be appended to each budget :—
“‘Certified that the actnals
departmental accounts ; they

the

No. 256,

as entered above

are those shown

certifiin the

haye been yeritied with the statements furnished

by the Accountant-General, and all discrepancies noticed have been duly
pointed out to him.”
This certificate is not necessary in the case of the High Court
Board of Revenue (Land Revenue); but a certificate to the effect

and the
that the

actuals entered in the budget are those adopted from the accounts furnished
by

the

cases.

Accountant-General

should

be

attached

to

the

estimates

in these

G.0., No. 440, Finl., 28-3-99.
(6) Sancrionep

Estmtares

or THE

11. The Budget Estimates are passed

Current

YEAR.

before the commencement

of the

year to which they apply and when formally sanctioned in ludget orders

become the authorized programme of expenditure. In the caso of salaries
and establishments, they merely provide for expenditure within certain limits;
alterations in rates of pay or numbers of employés sanctioned during
the course of the year tale effect without reference

to the

original budget

rovision. In the case of allowances, supplies and services, and contingencies,

owever, the sanctioned figures are the grants and form the sole a. thority for
expenditure (subject to any alterations of grants subsoquently made).
G.O., No. 353, Finl.,

2-5-95.

12. The figures of the sanctioned estimates should therefore be entered
exactly as given in the printed civil estimates. An additional grant sanctioned during the course of the year is authority for increasing the revised
estimate, but it cannot alter the fact that it was not included in the sanctioned
budget. Should a complete re-organization of establishment have been
effected after the passing of the estimate for the year, whereby designations
as well as salaries are altered and do not correspond with the entries in the
printed civil estimates, the total of the sanctioned estimate should be entered,
all details being omitted.
Art. 1519, C.A. Code, and rule 11, Chap. 73, C.A. Code, 8rd edition.
P.W.D. Code, Vol. II, Ghap. LV, rale 132.
(2) Revisep Esrmaqes or re Current Yrar.
13. The Revised Estimates

(not revised

budget

estimates)

make

no

Provision for any expenditure whatever; they are accepted, not sanctioned,
‘by Government, and

no entry in them carries with it any authority for
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months, and regard should be had to the experience of earlier years.
Particular care should be taken to enter what seem to be the most probable
figures on the information available, irrespective of Government Orders or
sanctions, and without leaving any margin on either side.
Art.

1522, €.A.

Code.

17. There should be no confusion of the facts actually known and
already recorded, with the residue, which alone remains to be estimated.
The comparison to be made is of the estimated residue during the last
டடக்
year, with the accounts recorded during the same
months of preceding years primarily of the last preceding year.
Art. 1523 (1), 0.A. Code.

18. In estimating this residue on the basis of the actuals of corresponding
months of previous years, due allowance should be made for any oxceptional phenomena, which affected the results of the years accepted as a
guide, and allowance should also be made for the Special and unusual
characteristics of the your for which the revised estimate is being framed.
Art. 1628 (1), C.A. Code.

19. Ii, according to the revised estimate, the figures during this residual
period are expected to differ much from the corresponding figures of the last
preceding year, the reasons for such expectation should be definitely stated.
Art. 1528 (2), C.A. Code.

20. On the other hand, if, while the phenomena of the current year
already recorded differ materially from the corresponding phenomena of the
last preceding year and of the earlier years, the revised estimate shows no
corresponding difference during the residual months, the head of the
department should state his reasons for thinking that the difference
experienced in the earlier months will not continue. In such circumstances,
the proportional estimate is primd facie the best.
Art. 1523 (8), C.A. Code.

21. Whenever the budget provision is excoeded, or there is a lapse, a
note should be made to the effect that an additional grant has been sepaப படவ ப்ப
பர்வின் பப்ப
ட டடம (vide vale
103 infra).
Art. 1523 (5), O.A. Code.

21-A. Whenever an excess over the budget
grant has already been
provided for by re-appropriation by Government,
the same should be noted
in the explanatory column of the budget estimate, the number and date of
the order sanctioning the additional «llotment being quoted.
Art. 1523 (5), 0.A, Code ; G.O,, No

(கு) ரமே

777, Finl., 14-11-96.

Esrmcaras or tae Ensure Yuar.

22. Prima facie, and subject always to any known disturbing influences,
the revised estimate is the best guide to the new estimate.
Art. 1523 (6), C.A. Code.

23. One of the most important duties of every head of a department, as
an estimating officer, is to keep himself thoroughly acquainted with the:
progress of the revenue apd expenditure under

his control, so as to be able

at once to bring to the notice of Government any matter demanding its atten

tion.
He is charged with the administration of those numerous matters in
respect of which Government is debtor or creditor, so far as his department:

is concerned, and it is bis duty to seo that proper estimates are made for all
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those trancactions, and that due measures are taken to watch and direct the

various matters which mako up tho estimates.
Art. 1684,

C.A. Code.

There is a tendency to over-estimate expenditure and to under-estimate
receipts which is due to a not unnatural desire on the part of an officer beto
provide for all the expenditure that may bs required should the year
favourable and at the same time not to commit himself to a higher estimate
of receipts than will probably be realized should the year be unfavourable.
This is clearly wrong from a financial point of view, as the estimate
of both revenue and expenditure should be based upon one common
hypothesis.
G.0., No. 721, Finl., 23-9-95;

G.O., No. 842, Finl., in B.P., No. 431, 27-11-95.

24. The immediate practical purpose of the budget estimates is to
ascertain what ways க
ர
ட்டம்
பட
ensuing year. As it is essential that such provisions should be adequate,
care should be takea to avoid rash or sanguine estimating. At the same
time, the olject is still to ascertain the ultimate facts as truly as possible;
and estimates habitually and largely more unfavourable than the facts
defeat themselves, and are only less mischievous than too favourable
estimates.
Art. 1523 (7), C.A, Code,

25. The budget estimate should be made up for what is expected to be
actually received or paid (under proper sanction) during the yeaz, including
the arrears of past years—not for the demand or the liabilities falling due
within the year.
Art. 155 (a), C.A. Code.

26. Net receipts or net charges should not be entered in any case;
the gross transactions should be exhibited in full, except where definite
instructions to ihe contrary have been issued.
Art. 155 (a), 0.3. Code,

27, When new schemes are included in budgets the fact should bo
brought prominently to notice. Sanction to the schemes should, however, be
applied for in the ordinary course, without reference to budget provision
through the Secretariat department concerned.
i

Art. 154 (2), ©.A. Code.
G.O., No. 558, Finl., 19—7-94, para. 10.

28. No now charge of even a petty character may be included in the
budget until sanctioned by competent authority, but a note may be made at
- the end of the budget with explanation) of any fresh charge that is expected
to be sanctioned and to come in course of payment during the year to which
the budget relates.
Art. 155 (g), 0.A. Code.

(¢) Exrnanatony Remanxs,
29. Explanations are not required for differences between the actuals of
the previous year and of the preceding years, nor for those between the

2
actuals
and the estimates of the previousoF ear; but any abnormal variations

in actuals
as compared
fully accounted for.

with the revised

and budget

estimates

should be

30, The principal explanations requi-ed are in connection with the

difference
between
the ம
மான்
க்ப்

udget
figures
ன bபதற

prop sed oposed for for the the ensuing
ensui

Art. 1555, 0.4. Code.

year and

the
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31. The explanations should be as short as is consistent with clearness.
Itis better, however, that they should be too full than too scanty, so that
no difference requiring explanation may escape observation merely through
its being counterbalanced by an opposite difference.
Art, 1554, G.A. Code.

$2. It is not sufficient to explain mere variations in the totals from year
to year; an item may have been once passed or omitted as ar. exceptional
case, and its repetition or continued omission may require to be accounted
for.
Rule 9 (8), Chap. 78, C.A. Code, 3rd edition.

33. Variations in the columns of numbers as well as in those of amounts
must be explained.
Art. 155 (c), O.A. Code.

34. In the case of variations, which are based on an order of Government,
the number and date as well as the purport of the order should be specified.
Art. 155 (c), C.A. Code.

35. For all fixed recoveries and fixed payments (other than establishment
charges) the sanction fixing the amount should be quoted.
Art. 155 (@), C.A. Code.

86. In the case of special expenditure, which is to be met from Provincial
as'well as from Local or private funds—e.g., Students’ Hostels, water-<upply
and drainage schemes—th» explanatory column should specify what portions
of the proposed expenditure will be defrayed from other than Provincial
funds.

P.W.D. Code, Chap. IV, rule 58.
AVERAGES

OF PAST

YEARS’

AcTUALS,

&o.

37. In the case of the more important heads of revenue, the actuals of
the first five or six months of the current year should be compared with
those of the corresponding periods of the three preceding years.
38. Opposite every item of fluctuating charge, viz., Special departmental
charges, Supplies and Services, Allowances, and Contingencies, the actual
expenditure of cach of the three years last past should be entered in red ink
together with a brief explanation of all abnormal variations.
Art. 155 (e), O.A. Code.

39. Averages should

likewise be shown in the above

cases, but

the

estimate of xeceipts and varying charges should not be merely an arithmetical average of the three years’ figures. The average isa guide, but
it should not be taken absolutely.

Art, 155 (f), C-A. Code.

40, The figures for former years should range’and correspond exactly
they belong. If any change is made in the constitution of any head of
account by the addition or deduction of items, the figures of the earlier years
with those to be estimated, both in character and as to the periode to which

principle being carefully kept in
should be re-adjusted in the same way, the
stow thet like things must be compared with like.
Art. 1528 (f), 0.4. Code.

correspond, except
40-A Tho actuals of past years whould invariably the
rece rule,

as regards the re-adjustment of details referred to in

entered in the final issue of the civil budget estimates

with the figures
containing the final accounts of those years.

G.O., No. 901, Finl,, 6-11-97, in B.P.,.No, 410, 24-11-97,
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"41. The varions rulings relating to the correct classification of receipts

and charges under individual heads will be found in Appendix P to the

Civil Account Code, and these should be closely adhered to.
G.0.,

No. 858, Finl., 19-7-94, para. 9.

42. Roman numerals are prefixed to Major heads of Revenue or Reveipte,
and Arabic numerals to those of Disbursements or Bapenditure, e.g., 1. Land
Revenue; 3. Land Revenue.
43. The principles governing the correct classification of receipts and
charges under Major, Minor, and Detailed heads are laid down in Articles
1005 to 1008 of the Civil Account Code
43-A. To avoid confusion in the use of the above terms, the following
distinctions should

be carefully borne in mind

:—

() Major heads form the main sub-divisions into which the accounts

are divided and have Roman

or Arabic numerals prefixed to them.

(ii) Minor heads are those which are enumerated in Appendix P to
the Ciyil Account Code and are summarized in the abstract under each
major head of the civil estimates, generally with a detailed account attached
to each.
(iii) Sub-heads are the main divisions into which minor heads are
sometimes broken up, ¢.g., general establishments, sub-divisional establishments, under “charges of district administration ” in the case of “8. Land
Revenue.”
(iv) @roup-leads axe the principal sub-divisions which occur under
each minor or sub-head of expenditure, viz., Salaries, Establishments,
Allowances, Supplies and Services, and Contingencies.

(w), Detailed heads are the various subsidiary items which form
43-B. The following methods are adopted in quoting Major, Minor and
Detailed heads in correspondence :—
Major heads with their corresponding Roman
numerals,
when printed are shown in capital; in manuscript they orareArabic
written
in large
letters, the first letter of each word being a capital.
Minor heads when printed are shown in smaller type,
the first
letter of each word being a capital; in manuscript they are onlywritten
in
smaller letters than Major heads.
distinct entries in the budget under each “ group-head.’”

Detailed heads when printod are shown in italics; in manuscript
they are underlined.

A dash invariably separates a Minor from a Major head and a
ne

Detailed froma Minor head.
G.0., No. 721,

44.

Finl., 4-9-97,

in B.P.,

No,

354,

22-10-97.

The incidence of the cost of officers serving in more than one depart-

ment or transferred from one department to another is indicated in Article
773 of the Civil Account Code.
45. The incidence of the cost of travelling allowances in such cases is
determined in accordance with Articles 1294 to 1296 of the Civil Service

Regulations.

46. The above rulings

departmental transfers

together

with tho

instructions

relating

to Inter-

and the ‘sundry rulings in Chapter 6 of the

ccount Code should be carefully borne in mind.

G.0., No. 558, Finl., 19-7-94, para. 9.

Civil
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47. Every department should provide for the whole of the receipts and charges with which it finally deals.
Art. 155 (h), 0.4. Code.

48. Minute details should be furnished under Roverpts, as the andit of
reovipts and the check over departmental revenue have to be exercised by
the controlling authorities.
G.O., No. 915, Finl., 16-8-87, para. 5.

49. On the
Establishments,
genoies in the
should also be

expenditure side, totals should be given under Salaries,
Allowances, Supplies and Services, Speotal Charges and Continseparate column set apart for this purpose. Grand totals
given in every case.
G.O., No, 915, Finl., 16-8-87, para. 6.

be made
50. Lump deductions on account of probable sayings should
ies
Contingenc
for
provision
the
ents,
Establishm
and
Salaries
of
only in the case
being limited to actual requirements.
G.0., No. 915, Finl., 16-8-87, para. 6.

51. Charges on account of Petty Construction and Repaira should be
shown for each minor head under Supplies and Services.
G.O., No, 915, Finl., 168-87, para. 3.

and
52. Expenditure incurred on account of Printing at Private Presses
30.
under
separately
shown
be
should
country
the
in
Stutionery purchased
Stationery and Printing.
G.0., No. 915, Finl., 16-8-87, para. 3.

should
53. Refunds of collections under the principal heads of Revenue
other heads, refunds
be shown under 1. Refunds and Drawbacks. UnderMajor
head.
should-appear as a separate Minor head under each
Art, 1857, C.A. Code.

from
54, As charges for the freight paid in India on stores ofreceived
cost the stores is
England are borne by the department against which bethemade
accordingly ip
charged in the Home accounts, provision should
departmental estimates

Art. 155 (i), C.A. Code.

stores
55, The budget estimate should include that portion of the cost ofwill
be
which have been indented for on Hurope and which, it is expected,of depart.
paid for and entered in the accounts within the year. Heads
yrents should ascertain the necessary particulars from the AccountantGeneral.
Bule 59, P.W.D. Code,

Vol. II, Chap. IV.

55-A. The cost of stores (including stationery, &c.) supplied from England to Imperial departments in India is adjusted in the ComptrollerGeneral’s accounts and need not be included in the local estimates.
(0,

No, 842, Finl,, 28-10-95, in B.P., No. 431, 27-11-95 ; Art. 1297, C.A. Code.

(@ Sacanms anv வமாக,
56. The distinction between “ Salaries” and “ Establishments” is mainly
that between gazetted and non-gazetted officers.
0.0.

3௨,1175,

Finl., 5-11-87.

7. In the case of both Salaries and Establishments thé column of numbers
should be carefully checked.
‘he rate of pay should be entered within
parenthesis, the number in each rate being shown without, as follows:—

V2
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officer on each
3 .(00), 7 (400), 12 (800), &e. ; but where there is only oneclerks
(75), (50),
tate of pay, the number (1. need not be specified, thusthe‘3column
of charge.
(80).” ‘The entries should admit of verification with
‘Art. 155 (c), C.A. Code.

such, the maxi58, Progressive salaries should invariably be shown asshould
be for the
mum and minimum being specified, but the provision
for which the
actual salary which is being earned on Ist April of the year
estimate is made, without reckoning any future increments. * 4 statement
should be attached to each budget estimate snowing, in ௩ the case of each
progressive salary, the actual salary earned on Ist April.
G.0.,
a G.O,,

No. 1175, Finl., 5-11-87; Art. 155 (b), C.A. Code.
No. 902, Finl., 26-12-96, in B-P., No. 30, 25-1-97.

59, Every salary or rate of pay should be separately traceable in the
estimates. Where, however, allowances chargeable to various heads of
account

are drawn

hy

the same officer, a foot-note should be added in each

case showing the rates of pay drawn from the different sources.

G.O., No. 1175, Finl., 5-11-87.

60. For fixed charges, the detailed estimate should show the full amount
of the sanctioned scale, and when it is found by experience that a saving
svill arise from absence or other cause, a lump deduction should be made.
Art. 155 (0), C.A. Code.

61. Leayo allowances and pensions (and in a few cases salaries) which
are payable in England are chargeable to the Home accounts and should
not be provided for in the local estimates.
G.O., No. 558, Finl., 19-7-94.

61-A. No separate provision should be made for deputation or leave
- allowances payable in India. Such liabilities form a set-off against prob‘able sayings due to absence on leave to Hurope. ‘he revised estimates
should, however, represent the actual facts as nearly. as possible.
G.0., No, 842, Finl., 28-10-95, in B.P., No. 481, 27-11-95.

62. Salarics—The amounts given under Salaries include salaries, personal
allowances, local allowances, house-rent allowances, exchange compensation

allowance, and fixed special allowances given for separate duties (¢.g.,
lunatic asylum allowances to medical officers),

But those allowances should

be shown separately immediately below the salary of the officer concerned.
‘The number of officers and the rate drawn by each should
as to admit of verification with the column of charge.

also be given so

G.0., No. 1175, Finl., 5-11-87.

63. The budget estimate for exchange compensation allowance should
be calculated from the amounts (1) paid in the previous year, and (2)

entered in the revised estimate as likely to be paid in the current year, the
Proportion to those amounts depending on the percentages of salary payable in the two years 1) and (2) and that resulting from the rate of exchange
adopted for calculating exchange compensation allowance in the budget
1

mates.

Tf there is a difference in the result of the calculations from the

two years (1) and (2), that which is considered to be the better guide to the
‘payments

in the year

to which

the

budget

estimates relate

should

be

G.O,, No, 531, Finl., 18-7-95.

allowances which are not salaries should be distinguished
under ‘‘ Allowances.”

G.0., No. 1176, Finl., 6=11-87._

ட்

்
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65. Wherever “ fre-quarters” are allowed, an entry to that effect should
be made within parenthesis, after the rate of salary.
G.0., No. 1175, Finl., 5-11-87.

66. The division between two major heads of the pay of single charges
is contrary to the principles of tht public accounts and productive of
inconvenience as a matter of account and andit. It is the rule rather than the
exception in India that an officer whose main employment has reference to
one particular head of service, and whose salary is charged accordingly,
is also employed on duties appertaining to other heads of service. To
allow these subsidiary employments to cause a distribution of charge would
introduce confusion in the accounts and would give rise to unnecessary
difficulties in making them up. There are a few cases in which a division
is allowed, but these come under one or two general principles of comparatively wide application.
G.O., No, 702, 7-6-83.

66-A. A salary divided between two departments should be entered as if
it were chargeable to the principal head only (the combined designation of
the officer being there shown in full); the amount to be transferred to the
estimate under the other head being deducted at foot. Under the head to
which the amount is transferred, an entry should be made showing the part
salary transferred.
G.O., No.

1175, Finl., 5-11-87; G.O., No. 721, Finl., 4-9-97, in B.P., No. 354, 22-10-97.

67. All graded officers of any regular service, ¢g., Tahsildars, SubRegistrars, &c., should be entered under Salaries.
G.O., No. 1175, Finl., 5-11-87.

68. Deductions on account of Civil Service Annuity Funds should be
ayoided by showing the salaries of Indian Civil Se:vants net as follows :—
RS.
1. Chief Secretary (3,000)*
ல
கதத தத
83660.
2. Secretaries, Judicial (2,250) and Financial (1,800)! 46,656
3. Under Secretaries (1,000),* (1,000), * (800)4
++ 32,256

where the figure ‘means subject in the case of Indian Civil Servants to
4 per cent. deduction for annuity.
[Statutory

Civilians

and

Officers

of

the

Provincial

separately.]

Civil

Service

should

be

shown

G.O., No. 1175, Finl., 5-11-87,

68-A. Annuity and civil fund deductions should be levied on exchange
compensation allowance in all cases in which, under the operation of the
existing rules and regulations, the allowance is liable to such deductions.
69. Hstublishments.—Under this head, the establishments of different
classes should be shown separately. Clerks should always be distinguished
from servants. Persons serving in special capacities, such as translators,
civil court amins and nazirs, should be shown separately, and not lumped
up with clerks.
G.O., No. 1175, Finl.,

5-11-87.

69-A. Allowances paid to members of regular establishments for additional work done by them out of office hours and determined with reference
to the quantity of work done or extra hours required on the work should
be shown as charges on account of establishments.
Comptroiler-General’s letter, No.

933, 17-9-95.

70. What are called fixed establishments are not irrevocably fixed and

should be brought under formal review by heads of departments from time
to time;

even when there is no thought or intention ot making any change

AveENDIXx 1v—S.O.
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heads of departmonts should
in establishments, itis still desirable that
of their departments. ‘The
ements
requir
the
of
e
estimat
entiro
the
review
ting tor consideration
submit
for
place
the
not
r,
budget estimate is, howeve
should therefore be taken that all
any changes in establishment. Cere
ishment are fully considered and
necessary ineréases or decreases of osfablthe
estimate.
ing
prepar
of
disposed of prior to the time
‘Art. 154 (1), 0-4. Code.

P.W.D. Code, Chap. IV, rule 48.

a proposed increase
71. In urgent cases, however, when thé sanction to establishm
ent which
the
has not been obtained, but is sure to be accorded,
the cause of the
hhas not been sanctioned should be separately detailed andbe fully
explained.
reference not being submitted for orders earlier should
‘The proposals themselves should, in all cases, be submitted separately from
the budget.
P.W.D. Code, Chap. IV, rule 49.

72. The provision for temporary establishments should be quite distinct
from that for permanent establishments, details of the nature and rate of pay
being given. The periods for which the former may have to be retained
should also be specified within parenthesis.
P.W.D. Code, Uhap. 1V, rule 77.

78. It not unfrequently happens that an establishment or some special
allowance is sanctioned for an official year, and tho charge for tho last
month of the year only becomes due when the now year has commenced
and must be taken against the grant of that year. Provision should accordingly be made for the charges of March payable in April in the estimates of
the year eoncerned.
Art. 155 (9) 1, C.A. Code.

74, A numerical establishment statement, in exactly

the form adopted

in the appendix to the Civil Estimates, should accompany each budget
forvi-dediyo the Accountant. Genoral,
(6) Attowancgs.
75. Under the head allowanevs are entered

(1)
(2)
இ
4)
(5)
(6)

tho following :—

Travelling allowances (fixed, &o.),
(7) Allowances to Conductresses and
Tentage
*:
Peons (Educational).
.
Horse
ob
(8) Family allowances (Bandsmen).
Conveyance,
(9) Capitation allowances,
Hill journey,
(10) Commission.
Warm clothing allowance.
G.0., No. 783, Finl., 20-10-88 ; G.O., No. 842, Finl., 28-10-95, in B.P.,
No. 431, 27-11-95.

In the case of officers drawing fixed tentage, travelling and conyeyance
allowances, the designation of the officer and the zate drawn by each should
“invariably be given, ¢..—
Tontage.
:
Collectors and Magistrates 20 (50), &.
Horse allowanee.
Tnspectors 10 (15), &e.:

_ 15: 75-A, (1) Supplies and Services are contingent

pesuliar to the department in which they ee

;

ன்

(2) Contingencies are all other contingent charges.

படு
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Expenditure of the former class which is more appropriately termed
Special Departmental Charges includes amongst others all departmental
payments defined in article 107 of the Civil Account Code, and is generally
incurred under some special or general,sanction. It is usually recorded in
separate store or other accounts and raquires special supervision as forming part of a system of expenditure ‘peculiar to the department concerned.
Charges of this character chould be separately totalied and recorded in the
budget estimate and the audit registers.

75-B. Appendix E to the Madras Treasury Manual shows the charges
classed as Supplies and Services and those classed as Contingencies.
(2) ConrrnoRnoms.
76. The Government of India ‘expects that every public officer will

exercise the same vigilancein respect to petty contingent expenses that he

would do in spending his own money, and has further ordered that a register
the
of contingent expenditure shall be kept in each office, and the initialsof ofeach
head of the office shall be entered against the date of payment

A large number of columns is set apart in this register for the

item.”

record of the several classes of contingent expenditure, and if this

register

at any
is properly maintained, there should be no difficulty in specifying
past under each

moment the

expenditure

which has

head.

been incurred

in

the

Art. 78, C.A, Code.

77. The responsibility for the effective control of contingent expenditure
Controlling officers are, however,
required to scrutinize the expenditure in addition to the scrutiny of heads
rests primarily with heads of offices.
of offices.

‘Art. 825, 0.A. Code; G.O., No. 842, Finl., 28-10-95, in B.P., No. 431, 27-11-95.

78. Itis of great importance that the grants for each individual office

should be determined with the greatest possible accuracy.

79. Immediately on receipt of the printed Civil Estimates each year,

every head of a department should furnish the Accountant-General with a
statement showing, by districts or offices, the distribution of the lump

grant assigned for his department.
80. The Government expects every head of a department to furnish,
with his estimates, detailed and accurate information regarding every entry
under Contingencies. Vague entries, such as‘ Other ttems,” ‘* Reserve,” §c.,
should not find a place in the budget.

Endeavours should be made to exhibit every item of expenditure

81,
separately, subsidiary statements being added where the detaila aro too
numerous to be inserted

in the

body

of the budget

itself.

The estimates

should be based on past actuals and include every item of expenditure
Office

likely to be incurred during the year.
expenses or Miscellaneous will be

passed for specified charges only.

Lump amounts entered under

struck out by Government

and the budget

82. Provision for the purchase of new furniture and similar articles should

be accompanied by notes, stating whon the last purchase was made and
explaining the necessity for the proposed expenditure.
SECTION

IV.—SPEOJAL

BUDGETS.

83. Immodietely on the issue gf orders sanctioning an expedition or other
measures involving large special expenditure, the spending departments
concerned should, without waiting to be called upon to do so, prepare and
submit to Government detailed forecast estimates of the extra expenditure

Chap. XVI.
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likely to

under

be incurred

their respectivo

operations are expected to last.

to distinguish the monthly

the

for

orders,

period

the

Tho estimate should be prepared so as

recurring extra oxponditure

from the initial

charges, which are incurred once for all at the commencement or during the

progress of the opzrations, and from the terminal charges similarly incurred

at the close of the operations.

ட்

G.O., No,

534, Finl., 20-7-05.

Rulings regarding EBapenditure.

SEOTION I.—EXPENDITURE NOT PROVIDED FOR AND
FOR ADDITIONAL ALLOTMENTS.

APPLICATIONS

84. The fact of a charge which requires special sanction having been
included and passed in a budget is no authority for its payment.
Art, 156 (1), C.A. Code.

85.

Under

no

cirenmstances

may

liabilities

against anticipated grants in a succeeding year.
P.W-D. Code, Vol. 11,

be

incurred

ia

one

year

Chap. IV, rule 16.

86. The want of provision in the estimate does not operate to prevent

payment of any sums really due by Government, nor the want of sanction

to prevent record of any actual payment. Mouey indisputably payable
should never be left unpaid; money paid should, under no circumstances,
be kept out of the accounts a day longer than is absolutely necessary.
no way promotes economy

to postpone

inevitable

payments,

It in

and it is au

object of very great importanee to ascertain, liquidate und record the payment
of all actual obligations at the earliest possible date..
Arts. 161 and 162, C.A. Code.

87. Expenditure

which cannot be met from the grant made

Deginning of the year for the service of the dopartment to
tains requires, ipso facto and apart from «ll othor rules,
Government. Every application for such sanction should
by a statement in the subjoined form, showing how the
proposed to be met :—

at the

which it apportho sanction of
be accompanied
expenditure is

Art. 158, 0.A. Code.

Statement proposing expenditure for which provision has not been made in the
budget for 190
the grant head.

and which

cannot be met from anticipated savings under

G.O., No. 608, Finl., 29-6-93,

Explanation
as to why
a of allot-| | Major
head underட | n0 ்re-appropriation Majoraon. head from whiob|
whi
18)
Antornt
ESment required.
த்
which theeee
expenditure|
within
budget 1 அர ப te
a
ர the ட
வட்
the charge is ordered.

_ * Entriesin this colmmn are to be made by Government alone,

Chap. XVI.
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88. Save for exceptional reasous, expenditure for which no provision has

been made in the estimates of the current year should not be proposed and
cannot be sanctioned; in the absence of special arguments the Government
ussumes that any expenditure proposed is intended to have effoct from the
beginning of the following financial yar and not earlier.
Art, 159, C.A. Code.

88-A. In submitting fresh proposals for expenditure, it should be distinctly stated whether provision for the proposed charge has or has not
been made in the budget estimates of the year.
G.0., No.

315, Finl., 11-4-95.

88-B. Applications for increases to establishment, or other charges

involving increased expenditure, are not justifiable on the mere ground that

the proposed expenditure is desirable or that it can be met from savings.
Hach head of a department, when submitting his budget for the year, is
expected to ensure that it is a proper represontation of his programme for
tha coming year, Supplemental demands indicate, as a rule, want of care
in framing the budget, and unless urgency is established, will be rejected.
G.0s., No. 1922, Finl., 1-9-8 ; No, 842, Firl., 28-10-95, in
B.P., No. 431, 27-11-95,

89. Extra expenditure may occasionally be highly advisable, though not
For instance, expenditure which produces revenue

absolutely unavoidable.

may have to be increased in the course

spring

of the year;

or the revenue

up it must be met at once,

and if a demand

should

may be altcgether lost.

the necessity for the proposed excess expenditure must

But in all cases
e fully explained and justified in detail: mere general references to a
probable inerease in the receipts are insufficient.
G.0., No. 353, Finl, 2-5-95.

case of the Forest

Department,

which isa quasi-commercial

89-A. { the
organization the prompt provision ot funds to meet charges directlyand pro-so
Quotive of revenue developes the utilization of forest produce
materially increases the receipts. Additional grants will be sanctioned
without re-appropriation from other heads, whenever it is anticipated that

such grants

are

necessary

to

earn,

and

will

probably

earn,

additional

reyenues of a more than equivalent amount.

G.0s., No. 721, Fink, 23-9-95 ; No. 842, Fin], 28-10-95, in B.P., No. 431, 27-11-95.

budget provision must be
90. Sanction to all expenditure in excess of expenditur
e will be neceseary.
such
that
apparent
becomes
tt
as
s00n
applied for 28
G.O., No. 353,

Pinl., 2-35-95.

then, as it appears that expenditure in excess of budget

91. As soon,
sanction will be necessary, an application for an additional grant should be
made at once. It must be shown—
(1) that the expenditure is necessary and unavoidable, or at least in
the highest degree advisable ;
(2) that it could not have been forescen when the budget estimates
were prepared; or, if it could have been, it must be ் explained
why the necessary provision was not made ;

(3) that it cannot be met by re-appropriation within the budget grant
for the expenditure of the department.
G.O,, No, 353, Finl,, 2-5-95.
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96. The aggregate of the re-appropriations
never exceed the grant under that head.

under

*
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each head should

P.W.D. Code, Obap. IV, rule 194 (III).

97. No expenditure against one grant should be incurred in expectation of short outlay against another grant, nor should any expenditure be

allowed without obtaining the appropriation for it at ones.

Sanction to

expenditure must be followed simultaneously by an appropriation of funds,

limiting the amount to be spent.

P.W.D. Code, Chap, IY, rule 184 (II).

98. Savings accruing under Salaries and Establishments should not be
utilized for any other parposes, especially for Contingencies, without the
special sanction of Government.
SECTION

II.—REPORT

OF

LAPSES AND SURRENDER
SAVINGS.

OF

ASORRTAINED

99. After the close of the year, if the grants have not been completely
utilized, the unspent balances lapse in ordinary course and are not ayailablo
for expenditure in the following year.
100. A sanction for any charge, when not acted on for twelve months,
becomes yoid and must be renewed if the expenditure is required. Actual
disbursements of any one year can only be met from the grants of that
year, and cannot be debited against the grants of the preceding and
succeeding yoars.
Art, 293, C.A. Code.

101. Expenditure which might otherwise be postponed is not, however,
lapses
to be incurred in the month of March, solely with a view to preventsufficient
of budget grants. The prospect of an eventual saving is not a
and
justification in allinstances for

an immediate increase

of expenditure,

the fact that economies can be effected in the cost of a department affords
of itself no grounds for increased expenditure in that or any other
department.

102, On the other hand, lapses and savings in one department may be
of other
utilized during the year by Government for the requirements
departments. _Itis therefore essential that funds should not be unnecessarily
the progress
locked up, and that Government should be kept informed ofa formal
report
of expenditure. Every head ofa department should submit
whatever is not
as soon as he foresees any lapses or savings, and surrender
likely to be of use to him during the remainder of the year.
G.0., No, 919, Finl, 31-10-94; P.W-D. Code, rale 146,

103. In the review by Government of the accounts of each year, heads
of departments will be called upon for explanation, except when the
differences are trifling or could not have been foreseen—
(1) why additional allotments were not applied for in the case of
excess expenditure over budget grants, and
(2) why the sayings were not formally surrendered to Government
in the case of lapses and short expenditure.
Art. 1523 (5), 0.A. Code; rule 21 supra.

93,

734,
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V.

-

Form of Indemnity Bond to be executed by Claimants for Refunds under
para. 5 of S.O. No. 189.

© Know Aut Men by these presents that we

Here’ fill in names and
addresses of the obligors
‘as many as there may be.
Double the amount of
Jand revenue to be re-

of
and
of
are bound unto the Ricur Honourasix THE Szorxgary or Srare ror Inpra ry Councr in the sum of

Rs.
to be paid to the said
Secretary of State or to his certain attorney successots or assigns. For which payment we bind ourselves and each of us
our and each of our heirs executors administrators and legal representatives
and every of them by these presents sealed with our respective seals,

funded.

this

Dated

19

day of

Wuereas the above bounden

Names of obligors-

and

claim to be the legal representatives of
௦ ம்
deceased inamdar.
now deceased and as such to be entitled to the
Amomnt
of
refund refund from the Government of Madras of the
claimed.
sum of Rs.
for and on
Here describe the pro- account of land revenue in respect of the land and
perty in respect of which premises following, that is to say
Name and description of

the refund is claimed.

Anp

Names of obligors.
Amount:

of

wuerzas the said

and

refund

applied to the Collector of the District of

have _

to pay to them as such legal representatives as aforesaid the said sum of Rs.
which the said Collector acting for and on behalf of the said Secretary of
claimed.

Names of obligors.-

State for India in Council has agreed and consented

to do upon the said
and
:
entering into the above written bond or

obligation with such condition for making yoid
Names of obligors.
The words:“some or”?
tobe used in cases where
there are more than two

obligor...

the same as is hereunder written.
310] of the above written bond is
said
and

Now THE coNnpIsuch thatif the

or some or one of them their or some or one
of their heirs executors administrators or legal
representatives shall at all times hereafter save

harmless and keep indemnified the said Secretary of

State for India in Council his successors and assigns and his and their officers
and servants and every of them their and ever
of their heirs executors and
alidininistr:rators, estates , and effects against all actions
suits proceedings accounts
io

8]yments costs damages claims end demands. which shall at any
பட
be brought commenced or prosecuted against or made upon

y the said Secretary of State for India in Council

|
a

time here-

or incurred

his successors

y any such officers or servants as aforesaid their or any
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Chapter XVII.
CONTINGENCIES
PART

STATIONERY.

AND

I—CONTINGENCIES.

190. Contingencies—Rules in the Civil Account Code—The rules

contained in Chapter 6 of the Civil Account Code on the subject of the
holding of permanent advances, the drawing of அகத் bills and the

accounting for contingent expenditure
all public offices.

should be carefully

observed in

B.P., No. 471, 16-8-93.

2. Responsibility of Collectors—Collectors will be held responsible
for all contingent charges of their districts.
It is their duty to see

that the strictest economy is observed in regard to such charges, and

they should strike out any excessive or questionable items of expenditure

inonrred by officers subordinate to them.

‘Thus, tho charges on account

of travelling allowance and carriage hire should be reduced to the least
possible amount by seeing that officers going on circuit take with them
only such servants and such records as are absolutely necessary ;
economy should also be observed in the purchase of cloth for dufters, all
old records being placed in bundles in racks or almirahs instead of
being tied up in cloth; and the charge for lamp oil may be materially
reduced by adopting measures to restrict unnecessary resort to artificial
lighting.
B.P., No. 3417, 16-5-66.

Note,—Tahsildars and Deputy Tahsildars have been empowered to purchase dufter
cloths for their records within a lump grant allotted by the Collector.
G.0., No. 680, 14-11-98.
8. Contingent bills—Contingent bills with their vouchers should be
forwarded to the Accountant-Gencral

as required and his instructions

attended to in their preparation.
B.P., No. 471, 16-8-93.
191. Detailed Estimates of Extra Charges—Powers

of Collect-

each, and

more

ors.—'Ihe general rule regarding the powers of Collectors
in the matter
of sanctioning extra charges is that they may purchase on their own
authority country-made articles which do not cost more than Rs. 100

Rs. 40

articles

each.

made

out

of India

which

‘The special instructions

do

not

cost

than

contained in the following

paragraphs have been issued for the guidance of Collectors.

B.P., No. 60, 10-2-93 ; G.0., No. 142, 24-3-96; B.Ps., No. 218, 16-6-96;
No, 273, 7-11-99 ; ‘No, 28, 15-2-1900.

2. Furniture—Most

officers, including

clerks in Taluk cutcherries,

have been supplied with chaira and tbles. ‘The supply to all offices
should be gradually completed as funds become available,

G,0., No. 725, 11-9-90,
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9. Book-binding.—* Collectors and » Conservators® have been empowered to select the books to be bound in, each year, and to fix the rate

of charge to be paid for the binding.* ° This permission does not extend
to routine correspondence, nor to papers of an unimportant character,
such

as

the

Treasury

and

Taluk

accounts,

which are not

after the lapse of the period to which they relate.
not be bound,

together

but

should

ice muchis.°

01

be

arranged

in convenient volumes.

in a

This work

referred to

Such documents need
er

order

and

stitched

should be done by the

B.P., No. 471, 16-8-93.

& B.P., No. 156, 30-2-92.
b B.P., No. 1573, Mis., For., 30-11-94.
© B.P., No. 3468, 6~6-67.

4. Peons’ belts and badges.—(i) Peons drawing Rs.6 per mensem in
the Land Revenue and Forest Departments, as well as all teluk peons,
are supplied with belts of cotton webbing ; all peons in higher grades,
including dalayets and duffadars, are allowed belts of dark-blue cloth.
The edging should be red in the case of peons and dalayets, while gold

lace is allowed for duffadars of Collectors and Sub-Collectors.

The

dimensions of the belt in fall cases are as follows :—length 6} feet;
breadth 4 inches, breadth of edging 3 inch.
Cotton webbing as well as
cloth belts may be renewed at intervals of not less than two years; but
the gold-laced belts issued to duffadars will not be renewed oftener
than once in four years.
The sanction of the Board is necessary in
case renewal at shorter intervals is desired.

B.Ps., No. 875, 1-10-96 ; No. 1025, Mis., For., 26-9-92.
(ii) Peons are also furnished with a plate of brass or silver representing the badge of office. New badges should be of the prescribed
atterns

and

dalayets

the

mado
on

of brass,

Collectors’

except
and

in

the

Divisional

case

of

officers’

duffadars

and

establishments,

New badges should be supplied only
whoj‘are allowed silver badges.
They
when the necessity for renewal is satisfactorily established.
should be obtained from the Public Works Workshops and Stores on
indents submitted through the Board.

B.P., 28-11-59 ; M,, Vol. III, page 256 of 1859.
5. Table cloths.—*Table cloths are supplied to all officers drawing

Rs. 100

and

Tho

upwards.

tables

of other

papered and varnished from time to time.

officers

should be sand-

Collectors, Divisional officers

»Conservators of Forests® may purchase dark-coloured chintz
and
instead of the woollen cloth now in use, provided that the formor is
neither more expensive nor less durable than the latter. Collectors’
and Conservators of Forests may renew table cloths once in five years
without reference to the Board *.
௩௫௨,

09௦. 126, 16-3-93; No. 471, 16-8-93.

b No, 360, Mis., For., 144-93.

6. Olocks and Survey instruments.—The descriptions of clocks to be
supplied to district officers, and the survey instruments to be furnished
to revenue inspectors, are shown in the appendix.
7.

Other articles.—The

previous

sanction

obtained for the purchase of other articles.

B.P., No, 471, 16-8-93,

of the

Board

must

be

i

ere

Chap. XVIE.
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- + 8, Annual Estimate.—* At the commencement of each official year,
-the wants of the district should be carefully ascertained and embodied
tina detailed post-budget estimate in one view. The estimate should
be for the official year and be submitted to the Board not later than the
Estimates submitted efter that

“Bist May.

will

date

‘to.

not

be attended.

purchase of printing

‘Vo save unnecessary correspondence, the

‘materials, iron-safes, &c., should also be included in the estimates,
> After obtaining sanction, Collectors should correswhere necessary."

of supply

spond direct with the offies

articles.”

ப.

அருத, ஏல கற 16-8-09,

ட்
b B.P., No. 548, 28-9-03.

11.—STATIONERY.

PART

i

in regard to the supply of the

supply
192, Stationery—General rules—The rules concerning theissued
in
been
have
forms
printed
and
y
and consumption of stationer

-pamphlet form and copies have been distributed to all district, divisional
he instructions contained in the following
‘and taluk offices.

‘paragraphs should be carefully noted by Collectors and their subordinates.

Tbe expenditure of the several districts on station"2.4 Expenditure

‘ery should be carefully restricted within the sanctioned amount. *No
articles of stationery whatever, whether included or not in appendix A
‘to the Stationery Rules, shall be obtained by local purchase or by special

- indent on the Secretary of State withont the previous sanction of Government obtained through the Superintendent of Stationery.* » Collectors

should correspond not with the Board, but with the Superintendent

direct,/in order

to obtain the articles required within the limits of their

budget estimates.

ம்

B.P., No. 471, 16-8-88.
4 Rule 9 of the Stationery Rules. > B.P., No. 548, 28-9-92.

3, Indents.—The annual indents

‘submitted

in the

prescribed

Collectors

should

avoid

form

for stationery

and

beforethe

articles should

prescribed

be

date.

supplemental indents as much as possible.

The paper required for forms to be printed at Madras for the uso of

Collectors should be included in Collectors’ indents. Paper required
for forms supplied to Collectors by the Board itself, such as birth and
‘death registers, will he included in the Board’s indent.*
BIE

B.P., No.

;

|

2B.
4. Stock-taking.—Once

a year,

2133, 27-4-65.

2267, 12-875.
beforo

the

stationery

indent is for-

ewarded, the officer in charge of stationery articles should take stock of
the quantity in hand and certify to the fact at the foot of the indent in

the form appended thereto.

“In District offices the Treasury Deputy

Collector will be held respensible for seeing that the requirements of the
Huzur and Taluk offices are carefully scrutinized and strict. economy
enforced in the expenditure of stationery.*

:, No. 2720, 23-9-85 ; No. 8212, 24-11-85; No, 473, 16-8-98;
Rule 73 of the Stationery Rules.
உறி, No. 2720, 23-9-83.

5

Custody of elationery and maintenance of store account in the Collect

தத
டவல supplied to each district should remain in
y of the cash-keoper, who should keep a general store account ih

prescribed in the Stationery Rules sanctioned hy Government,

Chap. XVIL.
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In this account such articles of stationery as have to be issued frequently:

should be written under regular columns, the rest) being entered in:
another form prescribed for articles periodically supplied.

é

a
3

B.Ps., No. 2133, 27-4-65; No. 3082, 8-6-65; No. 471, 16-8-93.
(ii) In

the store account

the balance of the stationery articles

remaining at the beginning of the official year should first be brought
forward, then the quantities received from the Superintendent of Station-

ery should be entered, and the issues to tho several departments on.

indents passed by the Treasury Deputy

Collector being deducted, a

balance should be struck at the close of each month.

Below the balance

of each month a small space should be left for the entry of any articles
which may be received from the Superintendent of Stationery in the:
course of the
consecutively.

month,

and

ell the

issues

should

then

be

written,

B.P., No. 3081, 8-6-85.

6. Issue of stationery required for the Collector's office.—The stationery required for the Collector's office should be supplied once a month’
from the general store on indents passed by the Treasury Deputy
Collector. ‘The cash-keeper should make no issues whatever without
a passed indent or memorandum from the Deputy Collector, and,
when

the

supply

is made,

the

cash-keeper must

obtain on the indent

the signature of the person receiving the articles, and keep the receipted
indent with him in support of the entry of issue in his store hook.
:
B.Pe., No. 3081, 8-6-65 ; No. 471, 16-8-93.

7. Supply of stationery to subordinate offices —As soon as conveniont .

after the roceipt of the stationery from Madras, the supply which is
duc to Divisional, Taluk and Deputy Tahsildars’ offices for one ycar
should be despatched by the cash-keeper upon indents received from
the officers concerned.
hese should be carefully examined by the
‘Froasury Deputy Collector and passed by him. Should any officer
insist on an unreasonable supply of any article being made, tho
Treasury Deputy Collector should bring the matter to the notice of tho
Collector and obtain his orders. Paper required by ‘Taluk and Deputy
Tahsildars’ offices may be supplied twice or thrice a year.
The paper

required for village accounts should be despatched to the taluk offices
bofore the middle of June, and the ‘Tahsildars should be requested to
supply the Karnams by the end of the same month with all the books to
be used by them in the,ensuing fasli according to the forms prescribed

by the Village Manual.

The ‘I'reasury Deputy Collector should obtain

a report from the taluks that this has been done.

B.Ps., No. 3081, 8-6-65 ; No. 471, 16-3-93.
Note.—During the absence of the Tahsildar from huad-quarters, the Talnk Sheristadar or Talnk Head Accountant may issue stationery and forms to village officers on
indenta submitted by them.
்
G.0., No. 680, 14-11-88.
8. Custody of stationery{in subordinate offices.—The several officers
who are thus supplied with stationery,
க monthly, half-yearly or

annually, should entrust it to a clerk or gumasta
in their office, who

should be required to keep a regular account, in the prescribed form, of
the expenditure of all articles received from the general store. A separate column should be opened for every article expended. Tho balence

‘,
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192,

Chap. XVII.

the Ist April should be brought forward, and below it the supply
வான fon

Hie general store

sumption as it ocoursdaily.

should

be entered, and then the con-

A balance should be struck at the close of

each month.
ல்
Articles, such as tape, which aro received monthly from the general
store and issued at once to the clerks according to actual requirements, can be entered in a separate book, half or a quarter of the page
being left for the receipt and expenditure of each article, according to

the nature of the consumption,
B Ps, No. 8081, 8-6-65 ; No, 471, 16-8-93.

9. Issue of paper required for the use of officers and clerks in subordinate

offices —A clerk or accountant who may require any kind of paper for
use will enter the same in the Expense book, stating briefly the purpose
for which it is required, and signing his name. For sundry purposes,
such as drafting and fair-copying letters, preparing memoranda and the
like, one or two quires of writing paper should be placed on the head
clerk’s table, so that whenever the clerks and accountants may require

paper in the course of the day, they can take as many sheets as they

may want,

This will obviate the necessity of their signing in the

Expense account every time they may require paper. The quantity
80 placed on the head clerk’s table must at once be entered in the
“Expense account, and as soon as it is consumed, a further quantity
should be obtained and treated similarly. Paper, &c., issued from time
to time for the use of Covenanted officers and the Treasury Deputy
Collector must be entered in the same manner in the Expense account,

and attested by the head clerk, the officers
in question not being required

to sign their names in the book.

B.P., No, 3081, 8-6-65.

10. Return

of consumption

of stationery in subordinate offices —The

several officers who are supplied with stationery from the general store
should, after the close of each quarter, furnish the Treasury Deputy
Collector with a return, in the prescribed form, showing the actual
consumption of paper of all kinds, quills, pencils and sealing-wax. It
ean be easily prepared from the Expense account which comprises only
8 very few articles.

. BPs, No. #081, 8-6-65; No. 471, 16-8-93.
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DISTRICT PRESSES.
193. District Presses—Object—* District presses haye been established in order to save seriptory labour, and to assist in disseminating
useful information to the public.
They are primarily intended for the
use of Collectors’ offices, but there is no objection to their being used for
the work of other Government offices, provided the press establishment
can find time for it. » Priyate work may also be undertaken, but only
when the press is not occupied with public work.»

@ B.P., 22-83-55; M., Vol. II, pp. 28-80 of 1855 ; W.M.C., No. 1276, 21-11-55,
in B.P., 18-12-55 ; M., Vol. I, p. 109 of 1855.
DBLP. 28-41-58; M., Vol. IIT, p. 52 of 1858.
2. Management—° The control

of district presses

is vested

in

the

foreman or head compositor under the orders of the Deputy Collector in

charge of the Treasury.°

The accounts of the department should be

kept and rendered in the forms prescribed for the purpose in the manual
for District Presses.

© B.P., 22-8-555 M., Vol. IT, p. 40 of 185:
18.0. No, 1498, 1

-P., No, 5795, 19-9-70.

3. Periodical Reports—° A report on the working of District
Presses is submitted to Government triennially. Collectors shonld submit these reports so as to reach the Board’s office not later than the
3ist May.
‘or the intermediate years only the statements accompanying the triennial report need be submitied.e
‘hese are designated

statements A,B, 0,D,® and F (vide appendix I).

"© BM.C., No. 375, 12-4-56 ; B.P., No. 1766, 19-6-83; G.Os., No. 482, 14-6-86 ;
No. 1081, 11-12-86; B.P., No. 222,8-3-88, B.P., No. 33, 7-2-99.

4. Supply of Press Materials—(i)

Articles of European

manu:

Sfacture-—Annual indents for articles of European manufacture required
tor the District Presses should be submitted by Collectors direct to the
Superintendent, Government Press, before the 15th October of the

ற் year.

A forecast should invariably precede the indent and

reach the Superintendent not later than the 30th of Junc. From
» returns thus furnished by Collectors, the Superintendent will prepare
௦
idated returns for the Presidency, which will be included by
the
Board in its annual indent for European stores.
B.P., No. 226, 19-9-99,
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(ii). Locally-made articles.—! A list of locally-made articles required
for District Presses should be submitted by Collectors along with the
forecast to the Superintendent, Government Press, for scrutiny and
submission to the Board.
When the sanctioned budget grant is known,
Collectors may purchase such articles themselves on indents forwarded

to the supplying firm through the Superintendent, Government Press. !
© Petty articles may however be purchased as required, the cost being
met from the ordinary district contingencies.®
{ B.Ps, No. 282, 20-0-96; No. 226, 19-9-99.

& B.P., No. 1498, 16-3-65,

5. Classification and Registration
of Wori.—W ork done in the district
press is cither public or private, the former comprising the following
main items:—the publication of the District Gazette, the printing
of books and old district records and the printing and publication of
a diglott almanac.
All work, whether public or private, should be
registered and computed in the accounts according to the instructions
given in the “ District Press Manual.”
All private work should be paid
for on delivery.
194,

The

while at

District

Gazette—Responsille

head-quarters,

in charge, will be
trict Gazette. 4

and

in his absence

held responsible

for

Ofjicer— The
the coyenanted

all that

Collector
officer left

appears in the Dis-

ABP. No. 2660, 8-4-68.

2. In what language published.—* A monthly Official Gazette should
be published in all
district.*

districts in

» Asa rule,

English

and

the

yernacular

of the

everything in the Gazette should be in diglott 7,

but © when the officer forwarding a notice is of opinion that its publica-

tion in one language is sufficient, no translation need be printed unless

the Collector considers that it is desirable to publish an abstract
in English or the vernacular, as the case may be. In such case the
abstract should be prepared in the Collector’s office.®
© B.P., No. 876,18-5-81. > B.P., No. 217, 14-1-64.
© B.Ps., No, 6884, 29-9-64; No. 3467, 23-6-65.

3. Contents of the Gazette— (i) General.» The Gazette should be prefaced by a carefully prepared table of contents, giving concisely the
purport of each notice or article.» °It should contain the calendar and
the following statements :—Monthly—(1)

price list, and (3) demand, collection and balance statement.

Cultivation and rainfall, (2)

Annually.—

(1)

of

deaths,

Vaccination

statements,

(2)

return

births

and

and

(8) statement showing the working of hospitals and dispensarics.*
{ The Gazette should also contain all orders of a general nature; notices
of appointments; promotions; leaves of abscnec; deaths, resignations,
&e., among the district servants ; abridgments or brief notices

of orders

officials or the public at large,

sums in

of Government or Acts of the Legislatures, and other matters concerning
Regimental cash chests;
notices, &e.;

all

circulars

such

as rolls of unclaimed

sales of land and notices of abkdri rents; sale
issued by the local

UB.P., No, 8100, 12-12-62.

authorities

elB.P., No. 366, 30-8-94,

when of the
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nature of standing orders; circular orders of the Board of Revenue
and of the High Court; changes in postal rules; the progress of
railway and other public works; lists of maps of villages and taluks of
the district available for sale at‘ the Survey Office; the proceedings
connected with local exhibitions; advertisements inviting tenders for
contracts; notices of the dates of preliminary and other hearings in
the Civil Courts. The places where the Collector will hold his cutcherry
during the ensuing month, and similar items of intelligence should also

be notified.

Advertisements may be inserted subject to the provisions

of the next sub-paragraph, and where necessary special supplements may
be published.*

© Mditorial

articles, mere

news

any subjects, and comments on the proceedings

or

correspondence

on

of the courts or cut-

cherries kaye, however, no place in an Official Gazette.®
1 B.D. 24-8-57; M., Vol. 111, pp. 62-8 of 1857.
& B.P., 17-83-59; M., Vol. If, p. 41 of 1850; Lt.P., 5-10-59; M., Vol. IIT,
Pp. 280 of 1859.

(ii) Advertisements —Adyertisements and cirenlars of officers of
other public departments should be published in the District Gazetto free

of charge. ™ Collectors axe also empowered to permit the publication of
Municipal and Local Fund advertisements,

gratis.

Diserction

should,

&c., in the District Gazette,

however, be exercised as to the space to be

allowed to these and such other Municipal and Local Fund notices as
are not required by law to be published in the Gazecte."
' Private
advertisements may also be published, on payment, but should appear
undera distinct heading at the end of the Gazette.’ iThey should
generally be charged at three annas per line for the first insertion, two
annas per line for the second insertion, and one anna per line for every
subsequent insertion.
In places however where there is a local newspaper,

the insertion of private advertisements

in the Gazctte

be
discouraged, and when publication becomes necessary, the chargeshould
should
be five annas

annas. for the
insertions.;

for the first insertion,
third,

and two

four annas

annas

for

the

h B.P., No. 461, 21-1-68. i B.P., No. 6!
1 G.0s., No. 763, 6-5-78 ; No. 489, 2'

When

for tho second, three

fourth

and

following

10-12-61,
9.

(ii) Supplements—Supplements to the Gazette should be published
necessary.

‘One will usually be the Police sheet, containing

matters of special interest to the Police

department,

such

all

as notices of

offences committed ; the result of criminal trials ; lists of stolon property ;
descriptions of escaped convicts, and offers of reward for their apprehen-

\s many extra copies of the Police shect as are required should

be supplied to the Police department, and
counts

to that department*

wustoms

ee matters

their cost

debited in the

1 Hducational matters will form another

relating to the administration

of

Salt,

Abkéri

revenue, a third; Forest matters, a fourth; instructions to
1s, a fifth; proceedings of local Fund Boards and

uncils,

_

a sixth.

So

als. Acts, Bills

EBPs. No. 3517, 15-6-63; No. 7996, 13-12-64.

=

B.P., No. 209, 6-8-96,

or other lengthy
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which are published periodically or at irregular intervals should
pape
e put in a supplement, so as to admit of being filed consecutively.

4, Index to the Gazette—An egmual index should be prepared
and issued with the Gazette. The work should be entrusted to the clerk

to whom the duty of maintaining the accounts relating to the district
press is assigned.
B.Ps., No. 5795, 19-9-70; No. 7112, 14-12-70.

5, Dutribution of the Gazette—™ A copy of every Gazette issued

to the Board of Revenue, including the supplements
should be submitted
Government Press:
but excluding papers which are supplied from the
such as copies (generally
for publication with the District ட
vernacular) of Bills before the legislative council, Acts, &c., and
pers with which the Board has no concern, such as Proceedings of

hoe

and Municipal bodies, Local and Municipal reports and the Goy-

ernment ordersthereon.”

" The District Gazette will be supplied gratis

to all officers entered in the lists given in appendix II. Collectors
are at liberty to give more than one copy to each such officer on being
satisfied of the necessity of such a course. Collectors are also at liberty
to give copies to other officers of similar standing not provided for in
the lists, when such officers are serving in their districts.” P Other
persons not included in the distribution list will be supplied with the

of two rupees
District Gazette on payment of an annual subsoription
Forest, Local
,
Educational
e.g.,
,
supplements
the
Each of
per annum.
six annas per
Fund, Municipal and Villago shects may be supplied forLocal
Fund and

P Village servants, and officials (Government,
anmwn.’
Municipal) drawing less than Rs. 25 per mensem, will, as aspecial case,

he supplied with the full Gazette

ayear.?

‘Subscriptions should

post free for a subscription of one rupee

be paid quarterly in advance.”

m B.P., No. 426, 18-7-91.- 0 B.P., No. 876, 18-5-81.
No. 2014, 8-7-85; No. 2442, 24-8-85.
p B.Ps., No. 876, 18-5-81;
4 B.Ps., No. 401, 24-10-96 ; No. 254, 22-7-97.
r BP. No, 3125, 21-5-57.

195. Work other than the District Gazette—(i) Printing of
tooks.—i Bvery book printed at the district press should contain a note

on the title page, in English as well as in the language of the book,
stating for whom it is printed.
j B.P., 12-7-58 ; M., Vol. TI, p. 93 of 1858,

(ii) Printing of old district records.— * When the local printing

press can undertake the work, the

more

important

of the

old

district

» by the
vecords should be put in print, the solection being be made
fifty, of which

Collector ®*. ¢The minimum number of copies should
To ensure
ten should be sent to the Board and ten to Government.
foolscap
of
paper
on
printed
be
should
records
uniformity, all district

size, and each selection should bear a note on its title page to the effect
that the papers are merely printed for convenience of reference, and do
not acquire any special authority from being printed.© 4 The wrappers
8 BP, 15-12-58; “M., Vol. IIT, p. 193 of 1858.
b B.P., No. 232, 26-6-96.
cB.P., 15-12-58; M., Vol. III, p. 193 of 1858; B.P., No, 8282, 21-6-61.
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5,

Gazettes of the districts in which they are

employed are furnished free of charye—cont.

No.

Designation of officer.

3

Remarks.

89 | Superintendent of Blectric Telegraph Department.
Superintendent of Jails.
Deputy Talisildars
BiP., No, 2285, 8-12-76.
‘Taluk Overseers
Port Officer
Cantonment Magistrates
No. 148, 19-1-76.
Government Vakils
Assistant and Bxtra Assistant Conservators of
BPs. No. 76, Por,, 21-8-76 ;
Forests not holding district SRD
No. 202, 10-8-98.
Forest Rangers...
ட்
Deputy Rangers and Foresters &
4 The Forest. sheet only.
Tuspectors of Salt and Abkéri Revenue
B.P., No. 2765, 18-11-82.
Inspectresses of Girls’ Schools ...
| Gazettes of the districts
Assistant Inspectors of Schools
composing their divisions
Sub-Assistants to the Inspeciresses of Girls’
—Haduestional, Local Fund
Schools ...
and Municipal sheets only
|
Sub-Assistant Inspectors of Schools
(B.P., No. 299, 6-8-96).
Deputy and Assistant Commissioners of Salt Gazettes of the districts comand Abkéri Revenue.
posing their divisions.
Headman of each village
The village and forest sheets
only (G.0,
No. 1815,
2-9-75; BP, No. 2653,
.0.,_ No. 627,
‘No, 1227)
56

All Chairmen of Primary School Examination
Boards.

57

Assistant Inspectors of Salt and Abkéri
Revenne in charge of factories and distilJeries.

58

Headmasters of Government and Beard Training schools.

59

Political Agent for Pudukkéétai

60

Sub-Inspectors of Salt and Abkdri Revenue,
and officers in charge of warehouses,

61

Supervisors of Tank Restoration Scheme Parties.

Educational, Local Fund and

Municipal sheets only of
the District Gazette (B.P.,
No. 299, 6-8-96).
Gazettes of tho districts in
which they ere employed
(B.Ps., No. 41, 28-1-92; No.
98, 44-98).
Educational, Local nnd and
Municipal sheets only of the
Gazettes of the districts in
which
ர
68-96)

the
schools
(GP,
No:

aro
299.

Gazette ‘of the Trichinopoly
District (B.P., No. 2249, Mis.,
4-5-5).
The Sal ond Abkéri sheets
only (BPs,
889,
24-10-95; No, 93, 44-98),
Gazettes of the districts in
which they may be employed
for the time being (B.P.,
No. 428, 4-12-97).
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196. Rewards

for the

destruction

of Wild

Animals—Scale

of rewards and sanctioning Authorities. — Collectors and Divisional officers
are authorized to grant rewards for the destruction of wild animals
at the rates shown in appendix I, ‘The Board will be prepared to
delegate to Tahsildars and Deputy Tahsildars in independent charge
the power to grant rewards in taluks where the Oollector may eunsider
In all cases shikaris should be allowed to
such a step necessary.
prefer their claims through Tahsildars and Deputy Tahsildars, who
should report on them for the orders of their superiors.
B.P., No. 86, 12-2-90.

than the
Note—(1) The rates given in the appendix are maximuin rates. Less
the animalwas a
maximum should suffice in the case of cbs, or where the killing of officers
should deal
matter of little dificulty or danger. On the other hand, disbursing
Liberally with cases of killing tigers and panthers in localities where those animals are
exceptionally destructive of human life.

B.P., No. 86, 12-2-90.

(2) Rewards are not usually granted for wild animals of other classes
become the
than those mentioned in the appendix; whether taken alive or dead,by they
the sale of the
property of the captor, being fere nature. If the amount realized
Enimals is considered to be inadequate as a reward, a suitable reward may be granted
with the previous sanction of Government in each case.
நத, No. 1201, Mis,, 8-3-95; No. 2179, Mis,, 1-5-95 ; No. 2942, Mis., 116-95.
(3) When it is desired to offer a special reward in excess of the maximum for
the destruction of a man-eater, or a similarly dangerous animal, the previous sanction
of Government must be obtained.
B.P., No. 86, 12-2-90.
(4) The rules on the subject of rewards should be published from time to
time in the District Gazette, and as opportunities occur should be explained orally
to shikaris.
(5) Special care should be taken to see that rewards are disbursed with the

least possible delay.

B.P., No. 86, 12-2-90.

2, Conditions to he satisfied by Claimants —Claimants should produce

and give up the skull and toeth, as well as the untanned skin and
claws,

of the

animal

for which

the

reward is claimed, together

with

a certificate from the headman of a village that the animal was killed
within the limits of his village on or about a specified date.
க

B.P., No. 86, 12-2-90.
Note—{1) The production of the skin may be dispensed with in the case of jungle
tribes who require it for sacrificial purposes ; also, where the slayer of the animal may
wish to retain the skull and skin as ‘trophies, their surrender

need not be insisted on:

‘put in such cases, the yalue of tho skin should be deducted from the reward.
B.P., No. 86, 12-2-90.

for the destruction of a parடட.

ல

வட் உட்க

லட் is the one

Should be Teas up in soe ரக

ப்
on payment of the reward; and
a to the district dias ury, as a ன ட்ட ட for
-y Col
ட

ible for the examinaand it ishis duty to see that no
fore. After such examination and
skins should be uniformly marked
rough, so as to form two

claws

should
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(8) Amount spent—

(a) in the year of report ;
(8) in previous years.

(4) Number of deaths from snake-bite—
இ in villages referred to inmolumn 2;
b) in other villages.

(5) Remarks, ¢.g., whether deaths occurred in the neighbourhood of rank

undergrowth or in open fields.
Note 3.—A brief note specifying the measures adopted to remove rank undergrowth

should accompany the above statement.

, No. 163, 13-38-91 ; No, 728, 18-12-91;

, No. 934, Municipal, 18-5-98; (B.P.,
5. Elephant shooting.—* The

No. 294,

15-8-95.

No. 164, Mis., 23-6-98.)

Government

has reserved to itself the

power of sanctioning the issue of licenses to shoot elephants.

Collectors

will receive applications for such licenses and forward them for the
sanction of Goyernment in the Judicial Department.*
» Permission to
shoot elephants which are not rogues will invariably be refused, except
when it is reported that they are dangerously numerous.”

®G.0., No. 597, Public, 7-5-75.
197. Escheats

and

> B.P., No, 4342, 18-12-84.

Unclaimed

Property—Dejinition
All pro-

perty, real or personal, to which there is no legal owner is escheat
and belongs to the State.
B.P., No. 2278,

SECTION

(i)—ESCHEATS

6-8-85.

OF PERSONAL

PROPERTY.

Unclaimed personal property left by persons dying intestate—(i) In

the mufassal—The procedure to be adopted in disposing of cases of
unclaimed personal property left by Hindus, Muhainmadans and others
in the mufassal, who have died intestate, is laid down in Regulation III
of 1802, section 16, clause 7. The District Magistrate should report
such cases

to the

Subordinate

Judge

or,

if there

is no

Subordinate

Judge in the district, to the District Judge, and give notice of the same
to the Collector.
Where claims are subsequently advanced before

the Subordinate Judge or the District Judge for the property, the

Collector should arrange for the case being watched and the interests

of Government being represented in the Court, if there is reason {to
believe that the claims set up
worth Rs.

50 or

are unfounded.

* Where the property is

less, the District Magistrate

will cause it to be sold

by public auction, and the sale-proceeds carried to the credit of Government.

Government

may of course make

restitution to the owners or

heirs at any time on due proof of their interest in the property.*

Gi) By European British subjects—Property left by European
British subjects, and other persons to whom the provisions of the Indian
Succession

General.

Act

apply,

is taken

charge

of

by the

Administrator-

(iii) In the Presidency Town.—In the Presidency town the movable
property of persons dying intestate, if of value not exceeding Rs. 200,
is taken charge of by the Police, and delivered, under the orders of the
Commissioner of Police, to perséns who establish their claims.
B.Ps., No. 2278, 6-8-85 ; No. 935, 16-4-86,

« B.P., No. 190, 28-2-88.

96
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2. Unclaimed articles found on roads, §e.—Articles found on roads,
public thoroughfares, &c., the owners of which are not known, should
be taken charge of by the Police, and disposed of under the orders of

the District Magistrate.

A notice should be published in the District

Gazette inviting claimants to preffr their claims within three months.

Tf no claims are preferred, or if the claims preferred are not established,
the property should be sold by public auction, and the sale-proceeds
earried to the

credit of Government.

It will be open to Government

to make restitution at any time to the owners
duly establish their claims.

or heirs, who

should

B.P., No. 2278, 6-8-85.
SEOTION

(ii)—ESCHEATS

OF REAL

PROPERTY.

3. Powers and duties of the Board.—* Under the provisions of sections
6, 7 and 8 of Regulation VII of 1817, the Board of Revenue is vested
with the general superintendence of all escheats of real

property

to

Government, and is required to fully inform itself, “through local
agents,” of any property of that description, and to report to Government

whether

such property

should, in

its opinion, be

public account, or in what other manner
of. Where the yalue of the property does
the

Board

can

dispose

Goyernment.*

of

cases

® B.P., No, 2278, 6-8-85.

of

sold on the

it should be disposed
not oxeced » Rs. 500,»

escheat

without

reference

to

bB.P., No. 232, 26-6-96,

4, Powers and duties of Oollectors—The Oollector being ex-officio
local agent of the Board should report for the orders of that author-

ity all cases of escheat, and should assume possession of the property
und take measures to invite

claims.

Notices

inviting

to
prefer their claims within six months from a specified claimants
date
shonld
be published in the
District Gazette.
Should the Collector’s action
be opposed by any person actually in possession, the Collector must
desist from occupying the property, and must report the circumstances,

With his opinion as to the

establishment of the right of

propriety of instituting a suit for the
‘ernment.

B.P., No. 2278, 6-8-85.

5. Final disposal of escheats of real property
Real

property

which
has escheated to Government should not ordinarily i
ட்டர் it
has been twelve years in the possession of Government, é.¢., until
all
pene of action against Government in respeet of the property
have
eer.

;

SECTION

(ii)—SURRENDER

HAVING

A NATURAL,

the Indian

and
absence

their

B.P., No. 2278, 6-8-85,

OF

ESCHEATS

TO

BUT NOT LEGAL CLAIM

Succession

Act

PERSONS

TO SUCCEED

applies—When

verned by the Indian Succession Act (1865) dieillegitimate
intestate,
effects escheat
to

Government

in

consequence

of the

mate kindred, the residue of such effects after deduct-

1 therefrom the expenses incurred and the Crown’s share, is granted
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for illegitimacy, would haye a claim thereto
The Crown’s share is caleuiated according to

One-eighth when the residue amowhts to less than Rs. 5,000.
One-sixth when the residue is between Rs. 5,000 and Rs. 10,000.
One-fifth when the residue is between Rs. 10,000 and Rs. 50,000.

One-fourth when the residue is between Rs. 50,000 and Rs. 1,00,000.

One-third when the residue is Rs. 1,00,000 and upwards.
B.Ps., No. 2278, 6-8-85 ; No. 342, 15-12-98.
ote.—(1)

In special cases in which the

deceased

may

have

left an invalid testa-

mentary document clearly indicating his intentions, consideration should be given to
the same.
B.P., No, 2278, 6-8-85.
(2) In case the father of an illegitimate person has not fulfilled the duties
‘of a parent, the rule derivedfrom the Act should be departed from, and preference given
to the mother or her relations.

B.P., No. 2278, 6-8-85.

7. When the Indian Succession Act does not apply—The Government
of India has ruled that when estates belonging to Hindus, Mahammad-

ans or others to whom the Indian Succession Act does not apply,
escheat to the State, the Local Government should deal in a liberal spirit

with the claims of those who, but for the fact of illegitimacy, would
be entitled to succeed, or who, for any reason, have a moral, though not
a legal, claim to consideration.
Escheated estates or property, not exceeding Rs. 1,000 in value can be disposed of by the geal Goyernment without reference to the Goyernment of India, but subject to
the submission to that authority of an annual statement of cases so
disposed of. When the value of the property exceeds Rs. 1,000, the

case must be referred for the orders of the Supreme Government.
B.P., No. 2278, 6-8-85.
8.

Under the Marumakkatayam

Law.—In

all cases

of escheats

of

property subject to the Marumakkatayam Law arising from the absence
of legal heirs, the Board has been empowered to make over the property
to the natural heirs, where the value, after payment of debts and

funeral expenses of the deceased owner, does not exceed Rs. 500.
If
the value of the property exceeds Rs. 500, the case must be reported
for the orders of Government.

B.Ps., No. 2278, 6-8-85; No. 874, 27-6-90.
Note.—When the janmam right in lands escheating to Government in Malabar is
sold on behalf of Government, 10 per cent. of the sale-proceeds is credited to Local
Funds for purposes of local improvements, such as roads, bridges, &c.
BP.,.No. 2278, 6-8-85.
sae
SEOTION

(iv).—MISOBLLANEOUS.

9. Claims to wrecks and to treasure trove—Claims to wrecks
recovered from the sea are dealt with under section 14 of Act X of
1889 and sections 71-79 of Act VII of 1880, as modified by Acts X
of 1889, VI of 1891 and XIJ, of 1891; and claims to treasure trove
under Act VI of 1878 and the rules given in appendix IIT.
ers
B.P., No. 2278, 6-8-85 ; G.O., No. 901, Public, 22-8-96,
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10. Sale of immovable property attached by Criminal Courts —When

immovable property paying revenue to Government is attached under

section 88 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (Act V of 1898), it must
be taken charge of by the Collewtor and sold under the orders of the
Court at whose instance the attackment was made.
B.P., No. 2278, 6-8-85.

11. Immovable

property

forfeited

the

under

Code.--When

Penal

immovable property has escheated to Government under the Penal
Code or other laws, it should not be alienated by Government officers
except in accordance with the rules prescribed for the alienation
Government lands.

of

B.P., No. 2278, 6-8-85.
12. Rewards to Informers——When property which should properly
have escheated to Government is illegally appropriated, and information thereof is given by a private individual, a reward of 10 per cent.
on the value

of the escheat

may

be given

to

informant.

the

cases, however. must be reported for the orders of Government.
B.P., No, 2278, 6-8-85,

Such

198. Managed Estates—Report by Collector ——When an estate is
placed under the management of a Collector by order of a Civil Court,
the fact should be reported by him to the Board.
B.P., 6-1-81; M., Vol. I, p. 112.
2. Appointment of Manager.—The proprietor himself or one of his
relatives, whenever a competent person can be selected from among

them may, with the Court’s permission, be appointed as manager of
the sequestered estate. The direction of affairs will thus be left in the
hands of persons who have an interest in the resources of the estate,

instead of in those of a stranger.

B.P., 1-8-6 ; M., Vol. I, p. 220; B.P., 20-5-39 ; M., Vol. I, ஐ. 268.
3. Removal of Manager —-It will be competent for the Collector to
remove the manager at any time if his conduct or management should

prove unsatisfactory.
B.P., 1-8-36; M., Vol. I, p. 220; B.P., 20-5-39; M., Vol. I, p. 263.

4. Surplis Finds—The surplus funds, if any, of ostates placed
under the managementof the Collector should be invested
each year
in Government Securities.
B.P., 16-7-29; M., Vol. L., p. 88;
Note.—This

course

may,

with

advantage,

B.P., 8-8-29 ; M., Vol. L., p. 96.

under attachment for arrears—vide S.0. பட் 41, he

adopted

also

தல் Wee

in

th.

க

ர்

B.P., 1-8-36 ; M., Vol. I, p. 220.

5. Report on the management of estates—-A yreport on the m:
=
ment of each estate should be submitted to the
Board
ட
oad
should be accompanied by a statement showing the amount of surplus

fands in hand, the amount invested, and the balance.
BP. 16-7-29; M., Vol. I, p. 88; B.P.,8-8-99; M., Vol. I, p. 96.

|

segistration of documents to which Government is
a party.
here the registration of assurances is optional, as for
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instance in leases for terms less than a year, and where

Government

is a party, registration should be the rule and not the exception.
When Abkéri contractors or other persons called upon to furnish
security deposit money in a Banksor Treasury, the deposit should
be in the name

the

of the

Collector

of

name of the individual who

the

may

district

be in

as

such,

charge

not

in

of the office

and

of

Collector at the time. * When real property is tendered by any
porson as security to Government, the security bonds should be duly
registered under the provisions of the Indian Registration Act.
B.P., No. 2754, 26-5-65.

*B.P., 7-7-45; M., Vol. I, ற, 376.

200. Process Service—Scale of fees leviable— The scale of process

service fees given in appendix IV should be adopted in all Revenue
Courts in dealing with cases arising under Madras Regulation 1X of
1822

and

Act

VIII

of

1865,

whether

the

process

is

to

be served

within or beyond the jurisdiction of the Court to which the application
is made.»

‘The

scale

of process

service

fees to be

levied

under

the

Madras Hereditary Village Offices Act III of 1895 is given in appendix
IV to Chapter XIII.
~
*B.P., No. 668, 25-11-91.

2. Form

in which

levied —The

fees

levied

must

be paid

in court-

fee labels of the proper amount to be affixed on the applicution.

Such

labels will be punched by the officer appointed to receive the application, who will endorse a note on the process that the proper fee has
been leyied.
When the process has to be forwarded to any Court in
British India subordinate to the High Court of Madras for execution,

such subordinate Court will accept the certificate endorsed on the

process as sufficient proof that the proper fee for the issne thereof has
been paid, and will serve the process accordingly through the proper

officer, and
transmitted.

return

it

to

the

Court

by

which

such

process

was

B.Ps., No. 2146, 20-10-78 ; No. 1063, 7-5-74; No. 668, 25-11-91.

8, Appointment and payment of process servers The salary of
amins employed in Collectors’ Courts should be Rs. 14 per mensem,
and of amins in other Revenue Courts Re. 12. Peons employed as

process servers in the Collectors’ Courts should be paid Rs. 7 per men~
sem, and

those

tional cases

employed

batta

in other

may be given

Revenue

Courts Rs. 6.

to the amins and

In excep-

peons in addition

Ee ed alae அப the pro vioasibenetioaes diealighiCoart

© Process amins and peons employed in Revenue Courts should be
required to have passed tho Primary School Exemination.¢
» G.O., No. 1210, Judl., 1-8-73; B.P., No. 1578, 15-8-73; B.P,, No. 668, 25-11-91.
c G.0., No. 683, Educl., 21-10-97; B.P., No. 361, 29-10-97.
4. Changes in Establiskment—The number of process servers fixed
by the Collector for his own office and the offices subordinate to him
should be such that the cost of the establishment may be at least

coyered

by

the amount

of fees

levied on

the

processes seryed and

executed by them. The establishmont to be entertained should be
reported to the Board of Revenue and the Government in the first

instance for confirmation, and should bo altered from time to time as
they may direct;

and it should not be increased without their sanction,
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But Collectors have power to transfer process servers from one office
to another within their jurisdiction as experience may dictate; and
when conyenience requires that processes issued by one officer should
be served by the process servers attached to another, they may be
served accordingly.
ல்
G.0., No. 1210, Judl., 1-8-73; B.Ps., No. 1578, 15-8-78; No. 668, 25-11-91.

5. 4 Process in miscellancous revenue inquiries —The forms of summons
to be used by Reyenue officers under Act III of 1869 in the discharge
of their ordinary revenue duties, but not as Revenue Courts, are given
in appendix V2
°* As a rule, no process fees should be collected from
parties appearing before Revenue officers in connection with cases of

darkhasts, patta transfers and miscellaneous revenue

such
as settling disputes connected with land. ‘The process inquiries,
in
such
cases
shonld be served through Government peons and the village establishment;

but if in any particular taluk the
heavy and the
employment: of batta peons for serving processesworkis isnecessary,
Collectors may apply
to the Board for sanction for entertaining batta peons
asa special case.° ‘The establishment so entertained should, however,

be treated as temporary, service in it not being pensionable, and
should be
paid ont of fees to
be collected in cash

according to

a scale
which will ட் laid down when sanction is accorded for their collection,

such fees being levied from parties on whose application and in
whose interests the processes are
issued.
But where processes are
issued by officers of their own motion, no fees should
be collected.*

B.Ps., No. 6075, 16-8-69 ; No,
26-3-74; No. 668, 25-11-91.
© B.P., No. 899, 12-475. f B.Ps., No.682, 5944,
No. 682, 26-3-74,
No. 280, 23-7-96 ; No. 209, 9-3-86;
23-6-97.

6. Refund of excess process-fees.—Fees deposited in
Tequirement, or those which become unnecessary after excess of the
deposit, should
be refunded to the proper parties,
The refund can be made in money,
the sum being debited to Contingencies.
G.0., No. 292, 28-2-76; B.P., No. 2277, 14-878,
201. Changes
in Village, Taluk, or District limits—
petty cases of transfers of land from one village
to another in
luk may be disposed of by the Settlement
Department
Collector, the sanction of the Board should be
obtained when
are to be made*
The sanction of Government is
in ae ease Se
from one taluk to another as well

® B.P., No. 1309, 2-83-64.

202. Upkeep
SECTION

No. 71, 1-2-86; No. 157, 26-2-86.

of Survey Records and Demarcation.
—

(i)—GREAT

Maintenance —It

» the

bq,

* Though
the same
and the
extensive
required
as those

TRIGONOMETRICAL

is the

duty

stations of the

of Taluk

Great

an

SURVEY

STATIONS.

d Village Officers to

Trigonometrical

Survey from
destruction.
A notice, in English
should be given to officers in charge and the vernacular
of Great Trigonous to be shown

to persons who may

seek to
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remove the stones, or in any way injure the stations. Mischief of this
nature is punishable under section 434 of the Indian Penal Code,
and Collectors should give wide publicity to this fact.

B.P., No. 700% 1-11-65,
2. Expenditure —*Divisional offiters*

the protection
average

Rs.

of each

4 a year;

are authorized

survey station a sum not
outlay in excess

to expend for

exceeding

of this amount

on an

should

not

be incurred without the special authority of the Superintendent of
the Great Trigonometrical Survey. Payment should be made on a
receipted bill, accompanied by a separate receipt}; the‘bill should be
sent by the Treasury Officer immediately after paymentito the Superintendent of the Survey, who will

Comptroller-General;

the

countersign and transmit

the separate receipt will support

district accounts.

the

்

it*to

the

charge

in

B.Ps., No. 5494, 29-8-70 ; No. 420, 25-8-80.
aB.P., No. 216, 12-9-99.
38. Oorrespondence.—Collectors should correspond direct with the
Superintendent of the Great Trigonomotrical Survey on all matters
connected

with

Great ‘[rigonometrical

Survey

stations,

and_ should

furnish that officer with such reports as he may call for.
B.P., No. 2429, 28-8-74.

4. List of Stations.—A list of the principal Great Trigonometrical
Survey stations in each district, with their latitudes and longitudes,
is given in B.P., No. 1706, dated 28th July 1886.
B.Ps., No, 1706, 287-86 ; No. 1897, 24-8-86; No. 127, 21-5-87; No. 457, 15-8-87;
No. 521, 5-9-87; No. 159, 20-2-88; No. 195, 14-4-90.
SECTION

5. Duties of Government

(ii)—SURVEY

MARKS.

~

officers and of ryots.—The

duties

of Goy-

ernment officers and of the ryots in regard to the erection, maintenance,

_renewal and repair of survey marks
of 1897 and in the

6. Responsibility
Revenne

are laid down in Madras Act

LV

rules framed thereunder.

of

Village

offtcers—In

Survey is progressing Karnams

districts

in which

and heads of yillages

be required to satisfy themselves,

before the Survey

an

of the

the

shonld

officers leave the

station, that the survey marks have been properly erected, and to sign
acknowledgment

at the

foot

presented to them by the Survey officers.

list of marks

which

will be

B.P., No. 3049, 22-5-63.
7. Inspection by Village officers —Village officers should inspect all
the survey marks in their villages once in the course of every year, and

should submit in January a list of stones missing or requiring repair.

They should take the Adangal account and village map with them
during their monthly inspections of cultivation and waste, and should
note therein the marks requiring repair.

i

,B.P., No. 103, Sett., 14-38-93.

;

8. Oheck by Revenue Inspectors and Tahsildars.—Revenue Inspectors
_ should check the work of Vi
officers by reference
to the Adangal

account and village map, and should note in their diaries, in detail,
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14. Measurements

measurements

to

be entered

must be entered

neatly

in

765
English

figures.—AM

on the plan neatly in English figures,

each figure being clear and distinct.

a

15. Fields to be entered in the ordtr of survey number—The fields
must be entered in the field measurement book in the consecutive order

of their survey numbers,

16. One field to be plotted on wach page of the field book —Not more
than one field should be plotted on each page of the

field should not occupy more than one page.

Ifa

field book, and one

field cannot be plotted

on the prescribed scale on a single page, it may be plotted on a smaller
scale, provided all measurements and sub-divisions can be clearly shown.

‘Where, however, the field is too large to be plotted on one page

ona

sufficiently large scale to admit of all measurements being recorded
legibly, it should be plotted on sheets of “Field measurement book ”
sectional paper mounted on cloth (allowing about half an inch margin
for stitching) to fold to the size of the field measurement book.

17. Field measurement books to be inked after proper checking —The
field measurement book prepared by the karnam should not be inked
until its accuracy has been secured by a careful comparison of measure-

ments and testing of plotting. The inking should be done by the person
who compares the measurenients and tests the plotting. In the case of
villages for which records are not forthcoming, at least 20 per cent. of
the karnam’s measurements should be tested on the ground and plotting
and area computation of all the fields checked and the field measurement
book inked by the Revenue Inspector assisted by such special establishment as may be found necessary.
18.

Wo entries to be made by karnam.

after

completion of the book.—

The field measurement book prepared and checked as above will show
all survey fields and sub-divisions as they existed at the time
ment.

After the completion

of settle-

of the book, the karnams should be strictly

forbidden to make any entries therein.
13. The Sub-division Register.—For every field in which further subdivisions are formed subsequent to settlement, a plan of that field with

all existing sub-divisions, «.e., sub-divisions which existed at the time of
settlement, should be traced from the field measurement book and the
new sub-division should be plotted on it. This plotting should, in the
case

of sub-divisions already sanctioned

by

competent

authority,

be

made with reference to measurement sketches wherever available.
Where such sketches are not ayailable or if the sub-divisions are new and
require sanction, the plotting should be made after actual measurement.

In these cases the tracing should be made in duplicate and submitted to
the Tahsildar for sanction. Ifthe sub-division is sanctioned, one copy
of the tracing will be returned to the karnam. The tracings referred
to should be stitched together in serial order and carefully preserved by
the karnam as a complete record of the changes sanctioned subsequent

to settlement.
References to
corresponding

This will be called “the Sub-division Register.”
the sub-division register should be noted on the

map

in the

ficld

measurement

book.

‘The

duplicate

copies to be retained in the taluk office should be stitched together and
preserved in like manner arranged village by village, so as to be easily
available for reference.

97
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Sub-divisions

subsequent

203.

to settlement to be
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indicated by

letters or

sub-numbers.—Sub-divisions of fields made subsequent to settlement
should be indicated by letters or sub-numbers according as the fields

or sub-divisions to be divided are indicated by numbers
Examples :

or letters.

ட

(A) If survey field No. 14 is to be sub-divided, the sub-divisions
would be 14-A, 14-B, &e.

(B) If sub-division 14-A of survey field No 14 is further subdivided, the sub-divisions would be 14-A-1, !4-A-2, &c.
(C) Similarly if the sub-division be numbered 14-1,
its further

sub-divisions would be numbered 14-1-A, 14-1-B, &e.

21. Field measurement books to be bound after completion and check.—
After the field measurement books have been completed and checked,

they should be durably bound in limp holland covers which
stitched and not pasted.

should be

203. Tombs and Monuments— European Christian Burial-grounds—

@) European Christian burial-grounds are under the charge of the Resi-

dent Chaplain of the station or, where there is no Resident Chaplain, of the
Chief Magistrate on the spot, or if attached to a Military Cantonment,
of the Senior Military officer.

At

out-stations where there is a Church

committee, the charge of the general cemetery will devolve on the senior

member of the committee,

and where there

is no such

committee, on a

subordinate officer nominated by the Magistrate of the district.
‘These
burial-grounds should be inspected annually by the Collector of the
district or by one of his Covenanted Assistants, and a briof report in
the form given in appendix VIII should be submitted to Government
through the Venerable the Archdeacon in view to arrangements being
made for the provision of funds where repairs are necessary.
The
report should deal with (2) European Christian burial-grounds in actual
use which are under the charge of a Government Chaplain or
up-keep of which the Government provides an establishment, for the
and (6)
abandoned Suara
Christian burial-grounds and tombs, whatever the
denomination of the persons interred therein.
Special care should be
taken of the condition of the older monuments or grave stones.
(ii) All seattered Christian graves throughout the district
are under
the charge of the local civil authorities.
ப்
B.P., No. 593, 24-8-89,
_ 2. Ancient Monuments requiring Repair.—tt
:
is the duty iy of of every
Collector to report to the Archeological Department
,
ofeach calendar year, the monuments in his distri before the close
ct which require
repair, with reference to the list of ancient monum
ents already selected
for conservation.

B.P., No. 304, 26-3-88,
3. Additions

_ make any

to List of Ancient Monuments —The
ma;
addition which, in his opinion, is necessary Collector
to the list of
muments selected for conservation,
A short descriptive
each addition should accompany the list.
B.P.

No, 304, 26-83-88,
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and Measures.—

SECTION (i), -GENERAL.
Object of Stamping.—The object of stamping weights and measures

should be, to induce the recognition of the established standards, and

without

interfering

with

measures, to test them

the

and

use of

locally established

to record on them

weights

and

their values according

to recognized standards. It will be very generally found that weights
and measures which do not correspond in name with any recognized

standard, are really multiples or fractions of some such standard.
B.P., 4-7-50; M., Vol. I, p. 583.

2. Measures which may be stamped—* Only metal measures should
ordinarily be stamped," but * where wooden or bamboo measures are
largely in use, they may also be stamped ; every endeavour should,
however, be made to induce merchants and others to adopt metal
measures.”

a },P., No. 930, 9-7-80.

>

B.P., No. 3299, Mis., Sett., 2-7-96.

3. Fees for Stamping —* The weights and measures of shopkeepers
and

bazaarmen

will be stamped * ® by

scale of fees prescribed for stamping

special

establishments.*

The

weights and measures is shown

in appendix IX, °but Collectors can, with the provious sanction of
the Board, alter the rates from time to time.© 4The scale should be
so regulated that the fees realized are just sufficient to meet the cost
of the establishments necessary for stamping purposes.4
>

@ B.P., 20-10-57; M., Vol. ITI, p. 75 of 1857.
No. 3242, 1-6-63.
c¢ B.P., No. 2453, 11-11-66.
@ B.P., No. 967, 23-3-85.

B.P.,

Note-—In conducting the actual operation of testing, the stamping establishment
should carry ont free of extra charge any slight adjustment that may be found
necessary to make the weights and measures perfectly accurate.
G.O., No. 1164, 21-10-84; B.Ps., No. 69, Sett., 12-5-87 ; No. 147, Sett., 166-87.
SECTION (ii).—TESTING

OF WHIGHTS.

4. Sensibility of Balance.—When weights have to be verified by
standard weights and only common scales or balances are available,
the first thing to be dono is to try the balance as to its degree of sensibility, apart from the question of its equilibrium. Suppose a maund
weight of 25 Ib. is received for verification. Puta standard maund
weight in the right hand scale and exactly counterbalance it by
woights in tho loft, If 1} dram woight of Avoirdupois will then make
a difference when placed in either scale, the balance may bo considered
good enough for the verification of a common maund weight of commerce.

If a beam does not turn with ;4; part of the weight that may

be in one scale, it cannot be used for very accurate purposes.
B.P,, 19-841; M., Vol. I, pp.

5. Verification of Weights—The
fication should be examined thus:
in the right hand scale and exactly
and put in its place the weight to
equipoise, the weight is correct,

310-11.

ae

maund weight received for yeriplace the standard maund weight
counterbalance it; then take it out
be verified. If the beam shows an

It is of no consequence whether the

e
cale,

is in equipoise,

right hand scale and exactl;

Then take it out and put
duce exact equipoise,

the: left hand.

It is now evident

-ht hand scale are equal to one.

1e left hand scale and put therein:
ee

seale. and if the beam shows a
if not, the beam or the scales

‘competent workman.

‘The same remark

\l other balances, large or small,
-B.P., 19-8-41; M., Vol. I, p. $11.

—TESTING OF GRAIN

MEASURES.
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before testing, so as to guard against absorption during the testing,
whereby the result would be falsified. Tf the measure is found to be
lealry, the leaks should be caulked on the outside only with pitch or
sealing-wax.

ப
B.P., No. 61, 15-1-73.

10. Lest by Volume of Water.—The test by volume of water should
then be applied in the following manner:
‘The rim of the measure
should be moistened, as otherwise water may stand without spilling
quite

a sixteenth of

an inch aboveit;

and in

a measure

of 5 inches

diameter this will represent 1-39 tolas of rice. The measure should
then be filled with water.
This is done by pouring water into it from
the test glass, either the large
20 oz. glass or the small 5 oz. one or
both being used according to the size of the measure under examination.

In pouring water from the test glass into the measure, care should be
taken to prevent the water from overtopping the rim of the measure.

The surface of the water must be exactly
the number of times water was poured into
glasses and from the quantity remaining in
how many ounces of water haye been used

level with the rim.
From
the measure from the test
them, it can be ascertained
to fill the measure.
The

quantity of water, if any, found to have been spilt should be deducted
from the total quantity poured out from the test glass.
If it be found
impossible to staunch a leaky measure, reliable results may be obtained

by catching the water which escapes by leakage, measuring it, and
deducting

the

quantity

from that

poured

test glass,
‘The remainder represents
in ounces of water.
If this is equal
standard measure given in column
or differs from it by not more than

into

the

measure

from

the

the exact capacity of the measure
to the struck contents of the
7 of the table in appendix X,
6:5 per cent., the measure may

be taken to be correct and stamped accordingly: otherwise it should

be rejected.
li.

நற. No. 1, 15-173.

Test by weight of water—The

necessary,

should be applied

test

by

weight

as follows: The

of water,

measure

when

must be first

weighed empty and then full. The difference is, of course, the weight
Be tia Sater) (he cane precautions as to filling and measuring must
be observed

as for the volume test; and care must be taken against

spilling. If this weight does not differ from the weight of the struck
contents of the standard measnre given in column 8 of the table in
appendix X by more than one per cent., the measure may be

considered to be correct.

B.P., No. 51, 15-1-78.

SECTION (ivy).— TESTING

OF

LIQUID

MEASURES.

12. Methods of test—* The capacities of the standard liquid mea-

sures in use in each district are fixed in ounces of water.

The measure

bronght to be stamped should be tested with water by means of ounce
glasses,

and,

if the

ன்

of water

measured

standard fixed, the measure should be stamped.*

agrees

with

the

-

» Liquic measures are sometimes tested by pouring liquid into
them from the standard measures themselves.
This should net be
done, as it is almost impossible to pour out the liquid from such

204.
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easures filled to the brim without spilling.

If however special
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ட்
aring,

Riau

of a standard
shape to the

are made
similar in

capacity, with a broad lip for
gallon pot used in the Abkén

and standardized to fluid ounces, there is no objection to

such measures being used to test
glasses willijthen be

ட்ட

liquid measures.

only in the primary

of such special measures.
a BLP, No. 74, Sett., 244-96,
SEOTION

(y).—TESTING

The use of ounce

test of the capacity

» B.P., No. 194, Sett., 11-8-96.

OF LINEAL

MEASURES.

18. Application of standard.—Cortified copies of the standard yard
(II
measure have been supplied under the Measures of Length Act are
operations
stamping
which
in
district
cach
to
of 1889, India)
carried on. Only those measures of length which agree with this
standard should be stamped.
SECTION

(vi).—PROCESS

OF STAMPING.

14. Directions for stamping.—Vhe following are the directions for
conducting the actual process of stamping weights and measures :—
(1) The large brass weights skould be stamped on the top,
close to the handle on either side; the smaller weights on any part
(the handles excepted) having sufficient eyen surface to receive the
impression equally.
top or underneath.

Flat

weights

should

be marked

either

on the

(2) Measures of iron, or other metal, should be stamped below
the rim, to effect which it will be necessary to introduce the beak of

an anyil, or beak iron, into the vessel (held horizontally for the purpose) ; the part to be marked should be held closely and firmly down
on the beak by one person, whilst another applies the die on the upper
surface, and a third party strikes steadily with a sledge, or heavy
band-hammer, until the required impression has been produced.
(8) Measures

may also be

marked

on

the bottom

by

boing

inverted on an iron stake with flat top somewhat larger than the die.
(4) In applying the large die, whether on brass or on iron, the
sledge hammer must be used ; for the small die the heavy hand-hammer
will be sufficient.

(5) The operation will be best performed by a smith, hammer-

man, and bellows-boy; but where there is an arsenal in the vicinity
withina moderate distance, the weights
there to be marked.

and measures

should be sent

(6) For weights or measures of irregular shapes in use by

_bazaarmen and native merchants, no uniform system can be laid down ;

as a general role, they should be marked on a part on which the
ean be applied equally.
_ (7) If there is a joining at the side of a measure, an impression
> made across it.

* Where wooden or bamboo measures have to be stamped,

ssion of the crown should be stamped by means of a steel die
yp of the measure to prevent its being cut down.*
/-51; M., Vol. IT, p. 28 of 1851.

* No. 8299, Mis., Sett., 2-7-96.
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15. Supervision —The work of testing and stamping should be done
invariably under proper official superyision. Collectors and Divisional
officers should inspect each party of stamping establishments as often
as possible, and ascertain whether the men understand their work,
and whether they levy any unauthorized fees from the merchants.
They should also note their remarks in an inspection book.
16. Annual report.An annual return of stamping operations
should be submitted by Collectors to the Board in the prescribed form
on or before the Ist
May of each year.

B.P., No. 78, Sett., 18-5-87.

SECTION (viii)—CONVERSION TABLES.
17. Oonversion tables—(i) As the price lists to be submitted to the
Government of India have to be prepared in terms of the seer of 80
tolas weight, a table has been prepared for converting the local measures in use throughout the Presidency into such seers. This table is

given in columns 9 to 17 of the statement in appendix X.
column of the statement

returns

are received.

The first

shows the names of the stations from

The

second

column

shows the name

which

of the

standard measnre in use in different localities formed of groups of
stations ; the third column shows

in what way each

standard measure

is filled, that is to say, whether it is used struck or with greater or less

heaping.
Oolumn 4 gives the normal total contents, as far as they can
be ascertained, of the. selected standard measures used according to

local custom; the contents being expressed in tolas weight of secondsort rice, otherwise called average rice. In arriving at the figures

contained in column 4, the Board has taken into consideration not
only a number of experimental measurements and weighments and
the cubic capacity of the standard measnres, but also certain data

obtained by Mr. Bayley in 1852.

Column 5 gives the heaping diameter

of the particular specimen measure sent from each station.

Column 9

ives the contents of the standard measures expressed in terms of the
vernment seer of 80 tolas for second-sort rice.
Columns 10-17
give the total contents of these measures, in terms of the seer of 80

tolas, for eight different commodities other than rice.

The reason why

in the column for second-sort rice there is only one entry for each
selected local standard, whereas in columns 10-17 there is often a
separate entry for each particular reporting station, is as follows :—

Diameters of measures vary at different reporting stations, and with

the custom of measuring with the heaped measure, this implies a
varying quantity in the heap or in the contents which are in excess of
the

actual

cubic

capacity

of the measure.

The variation in

diameter

and heap is of no consequence for rice, because, that being the
standard commodity of the country, all the measures are constructed
purposely to measure it. A small diameter, and consequently small
heap, will be compensated for in the construction by increased actual
cubic capacity and so on; soshat all measures designed to give the
same

these

contents will do

measures

so for rice whatever be their diameter.

of different diameters, however,

are

applied

When

to

the

MISCELLANEOUS—S.O.
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these

because

they fail to agree,

of other commodities,

measurement
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and
commodities have a law of heaping distinct from that of riceities
In the case, therefore, of commod

differing also from one another.

total of contents

other than rice, it is necessary to calculate a different
even

for each different diameter,

be the

contents

struck

though the

ட்
்
same in each case.
ned
mentio
just
as
s
content
total
the
ting
calcula
of
(ii) The process
normal
the
gives
table
js as follows:—-Column 4 of the conversion
contents of the standard measure of the locality in average or second-

Column 5 gives the diameter of the particular specimen in
sort rice.
‘use at the reporting station. Appendix XIIT gives the heaping of the
Appendix XIV

different commodities as ascertained by experiment.

ency hetween
shows the average ratio maintained throughout the Presid
sort rice taken

the weights of all commodities except salt, and second=
as standard.

(iii) For purposes of conversion, the average weight of salt per
100 snbic inches is reckoned at the following rates :—
Average weight
District.
of salt.

Nellore, Chingleput, Madras and South Arcot

113-0
112-0
io:4

Hemel

os

..

Tanjore, Madura and Tinnevelly

TOLAS.

+.

Ganj4m, Vizagapatam, @6dévari, Kistna

117-3
1166

.,
Anantapur, Bellary, Cuddapah and Kurnool
North Arcot, Coimbatore, Salem, Trichinopoly ..
ல் அ
டக.
டத
South

3

Canara

Malabar

00

ae

ne

ல்

ot

These figures can be converted into

using the statement in appendix XIV.
Gy)

For calculating

ee

terms

1156

+.

oe

ee

a

Sor

of

lors

second-sort

rice

by

the commodities other than rice the variable

yalne of the heap has to be considered.

Deduct then from the weight

shown in column 4 the weight of heap of rice due to the diameter
shown in column 5, taking the figures from the table in appendix X.
This will give the struck contents in average rice.
The weight of

the struck contents

for any other

commodity

will be the

tolas of rice thus obtained multiplied by the ratio between
modity

and

second-sort

rice in appendix XIV.

number of

that com-

Add the weight

of

heap for the particular diameter and commodity, and the weight of
total eontents for that commodity is obtained. Dividing by 80, the
figures are reduced to terms of the Government

(vy) A table is given in appendix XV
Maunds of 822 Ibs. into tons and vice versd.
205. Impounded Cattle—Minimum period
—The

provisions

of the

law

requiring

seer.

for conyerting Indian
of detention in pounds,

that unclaimed

cattle should

be kept in the pound for at least fourteen days before they are sold,
must be

complied

with even

where

the

yalue

of the

it to cover the cost of their keep for that period.

animals

is not

B.P., No, 5569, 30-7-69?

.

அ

ர ment

of excess

feeding

charges.—Eixcess

reeoyered on account of impounded

feeding

charges

cattle should be chore in fe
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accounts under the head of ‘deposits,’ and should be credited to the
head ‘XVII.—Police’ if they remain unclaimed for three months.

B.P., No, 38, 31-1-93.

3. Owners not to feed
not be permitted to feed
the duty is imposed on
1871.2 Owners of cattle

impounded, cattle.—* Owners of cattle should
them while under detention in a pound, as
the pound-keoper under section 9, Act I of
attacked by’a contagious or infectious disease

may, however, be permitted under section 9 of Madras Act: II of 1866,

to supply food and medicines to the animals during the period of their
detention in hospital-pounds.

a B.P., No. 32, 20-1-94.

4. Commission to pound-keepers.—Pound-keepers are entitled to com-

mission on all fines imposed on impounded cattle, whether paid direct
by the owners of the cattle, or realized out of their sale-proceeds.

1.2. No, 32, 20-1-94.

206. Government Translators.—Collectors who require the assist-

ance of Translators to Government in translating official documents
should apply for such assistance to the Government through the Board.

G.0., No. 1423, Pub., 30-12-72.

207. Reports on Draft Acts,—Collectors should invariably peruse

Bills of the Legislature published in the Fort St. George Gazette.
If they desire to make any observations, they should submit their
remarks to the Board within two weeks from the date of publication.
B.P., 28-10-54; M., Vol. I, p. 91 of 1854.

208. Treatment

of Persons apparently

drowned.—Collectors

should make known in their districts, the substance of the pamphlet

entitled “Instructions for the Treatment of Persons apparently
drowned,” which have been translated into the several yernaculars and
issued

for distribution in the mufassal.

The instructions

should be

occasionally republished in the yernacular in the village sheet of the
District Gazette.
B.P., No. 1711, 7-7-74.
209. Occurrence
by timely notice

of floods.—Damage, which might be prevented

being given, is often occasioned by unusual floods in

large rivers. Whenever such floods occur in a district the Collector
should forthwith telegraph the fact to the Collectors of any districts
lower down the stream which are likely to be affected by the floods.

B.P., No. 164, 20-1-83.
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Order 197, para. 9.]
APPENDIX
Rules under section 19 of the Indian

III.
Treasure Trove Act.

Norrrreation.
Under section 19 of ‘‘ The Indian Treasure Troye Act, 1878,” His Excellency the Governor in Council is pleased to make the following rules to

regulate proceedings under the said Act, in supersession of all previous
notifications on the subject :—

I. Section 4.—(1) When the finder of any treasure has deposited it in

the nearest Government Treasury, the Collector may remove it to any other

Government Treasury.
(2) When the finder of any treasure has not deposited it in any
Government Treasury, or refuses or neglects to give the security required, the
Collector may take possession of such treasure and remove it to the nearest,
or any, Government Treasury.
I. Section 5.—The Collector's notification requiring claimants to appear
shall be published by him in the English language in the Fort St. George
Gazette.

The notification shall be forwarded

direct to the Superintendent,

Government Press, Madras, for publication, and copy of the notification
so published shall be inserted by the Collector in foar consecutive issues of
the ‘‘ District Gazette”

in English and the vernacular of the district.

Copies of the original

by him to—

notification

shall

also be

forthwith

forwarded

(1) The Publisher of the Gazette of India for publication in that
Gazette.

(2) The Superintendent of Government Printing, Bengal, for publication in the Calcutta Gazette.
(3) The Superintendent, Government Central Press, Bombay, for
publication in the Bombay Gazette.

The date* on which the notification is first published in the Fort St.
Gorge Gazette shell Bo taken to be tho data of publication for the purposes
of section 5 (a).
TIT. Section 16.—(1) The Collector shall, whenever he has made a declaration under section 9 that any treasure is ownerless, and before delivering
or dividing the treasure as provided by sections 10—16 of the Act, consult
the Superitendent, Government Central Museum, as. to whether he shall
declare his intention to acquire such treasure, or any portion thereof, on
behalf of the Government, and shall be guided by his advice,
(2) 'The Superintendent, Government Central Museum, shall, when
necessary, consult the Government Epigraphist, Superintendent, Archwological Survey, and other responsible officers of Government interested in
the conservation of objects of historical and archeological interest.
(8) The Collector shall, as a general rule, acquire under section 16
of the ‘Act the whole of any coins found, whether gold, silver or copper,
that appear to be old and not of British mintage.t If, however,
exceptional casos should arise in which it is considered unnecessary for
any sufficient reasons, such as the largeness of the quantity found or the coins
being known to be of merely metal value, to acquire the whole of the coins
found, the Superintendent shall address the Government, which will pass
such orders as may be deemed suitable. The coins so acquired shall be
sent to the Superintendent, Government Central Museum, who will report
*

Under section

5 (a) of

Act VI

of

1878, the

date

to be fixed by

notification shall be not earlier than four months or later than

அக

in the name of Shah Alum, dated 19th Juloos,

the

six Serene

மட் (in the
ort Bee are Gazette) of the notification.
ese include coins struck
at
lentta, Moorshedabad,
Benares,

8)

C

பட

ட

a

அகர்
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Order 200, para, 1.]

APPENDIX

IY.

Scale of Fees for Process Service in Courts.
Amount

Nature of process.

eevee
Court,

]
I. For each Summons or Notico—
(a) toa single defendant, respondent or witness
ears
(b) to every additional defendant, respondent or witness residing
in the same village, if the processes bo applied for at the
same time
Se
reac
enact Meg ல்
படபட
வக்
)
II. For every Warrant—
(a) of arrest in respect of every person to be arrested,
(2) of attachment in respect of every such warrant,
(0) of sale in respect of every such warrant,
(@ of delivery of possession in respect of every such warrant,
with an additional fee for the services of every officer ontrusted with the warrant for each day after the third day,
beginning with the day on which the warrant was issued. |)
(e) if such officer is an amin
Re
ze
(A) if euch officer is a peon ...
ae
ee
1H. For every process in execution of a village munsif’s decree
TY. For proclamation, injunction, or order, and every process not
otherwisg provided for
ல
ae
ies
oo
tee
a

An additionaf fee being leviable after the third day 98 above.
Y. In respect of sales a fee by way of poundage on the purchasemoney calculated at one anna in the rapee on the first 350
rupees, half anna in the rupee on any additional sum up to
Rs, 1,000, and quarter anna in the rupeo on any additional
sum above Rs. 1,000.
Note.—(1) Any party may deposit the cust of proceeding by railway or
auy public conyeyance where such is ayailable, and in

RS. A. PL
080
040
qe

060
040
040
100

such case the process server shall be bound to proceed by
such railway or public conyeyance, and the cost so de-

posited shall be part of the costs of the cause,
(2) For processes applied for and ordered to be executed as
emergent, the feo will be the ordinary feo and half as
much again,
Judicial Notification, dated 16th June 1884, at page 382
Gaxette of the 24th June 1884; B.P., No. 1445, 16-5-85,

of

the Fort St. George
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APPENDIX VI.
Rules for the Periodical Inspection of Survey Marks and. for the
replacement of Missing Marks.

I, Village officers are required to inspect the survey marks of all
the survey fields in their villages at least once a year betweon July aud
December. The duty of inspection will fall chiefly on the karnam, but
the munsif and the monigar should also inspect some fields in company with
the karnam.
ரர, The marks erected by the Survey Department are of the following kinds :—
(1) Theodolite stations which are not necessarily boundary
marks.
(2) Village boundary offsets.
(3) Field stones
Theodolite stations are easily distinguished by their large size and by
a plummet-hole on the top of the stone.

Boundary offsets have a cross cut on the top.
Khandam or division offsets should be included under field stones.
Field stones must be looked for wherever a bend appears in the field
boundary line in the map. Tho stones do not bear any distinguishing
mark except that they are roughly squared and marked with the broad arrow
‘\ (which is also to be found on the other boundary marks). ‘The rules
which follow relate only to boundary offsets and field stones. Theodolite
stations cannot be replaced without professional assistance. They should,
however, be kept clear of bushes, carth, &c., and a list in form I-A of
stations requiring repair should be submitted by the karnam with his annual
return (Rule VIl) for the compilation of the taluk return (Rule XVI).
IIT. The following marks are to be considered as requiring repair -—
(1) Missing marks.
(2) Stones out of the ground or buried less than two-thirds
of their length.
(3) Stones found ont of correct position.

IV. The position of marks requiring repair must be noted on the
survey map by a circle drawn in pencil round the mark concerned, the
pencil mark being rubbed out when the boundary mark is subsequently
repaired.
Y. The karnam will note against each field in the remark column of
his adangal the number of marks requiring repair.
Note.—Tahsildars

must see that Karnams

are supplied

with

forms

for

the adangal

account before the commencement of the fasli, so that the adangal may be written up
at the beginning of the fasli.
்
99
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VI. Revenue Inspectors when doing crop inspection must see that the

karnam has correctly noted all marks requiring repair in the map and adangal
and note the fact in thei: diaries ; any :nistakes or omissions on the karnam’s

part should inyariably be noted.

VII. In January * of each year the karnam will prepare from the map

and his adangal, returns in duplicate, in form I, of all marks requiring

Tepairin accordance with the instructions given in the footnotes and submit
them to the Tahsildar.

VIII. The Tahsildars will note the receipt of the returns in form II and
send them to the Divisional officer for issue of a notification in form III.
‘The notification should be issued in duplicate with the returns attached.

IX. The village officers will, on receipt of the notification, affix it to the
village chayadi or some other conspicuous part of the village and publish the
fact by beat of tom-tom; the duplicate must be retumued to the Tahsildar
with a certificate of the date on which it was published in the village.
X. Not less than 30 days should be given from date of publication of
the notice to owners and occupiers in which to repair the marks.
XI. It will be the duty of the munsif and karnam to

and occupiers the marks requiring repair and to induce

exeonte the

necessary repairs.

pvint out to owners

them, if possible, to

They will kocp a memorandum of all such

repairs for the information of the Revenue Inspectors.

XII. The duplicate of the notification will be forwarded by the Tahsildar
to the Revenue Inspector of the range with orders to visit the village on the
expiration of the time allowed and repair the marks which owners and
occupiers have failed tv repair. Particular attention should be paid to marks
on poraimbokes and Government waste
XILL, The Revenue Inspector will note in the appropriate columns of the

list attached to the notification the number of marks repaired by the ryots
and the number repaired by him.
ல்
, XIV. To facilitate the replacement of missing stones a supply of stones
of classes2 and 3, Rule IT, will be maintained at suitable centres in the
taluk, which will ordinarily be Revonue Inspector
rters, for sale
to the ryots. ‘They will be obtained on contract s?in head-qua
such
numbers
the
Collector may2 ys determine+ on 2 indents to he submi itted in form IV andas the
>uost and carriage of stones will be debited to ‘ Revenue Survey Adyances—
Collectors,’rs,” bills being sent up in the ordinary contingent forms

supported
by the stone contractors’ receipts countersizned by the officer பட்
ட
of the stones.» Class I (Theodolite stations
)
will
not
often
be
requir
ed;
when they are, a perial indent must be sont. Tahsildars will keop a stock
Recount in form V. Stones will be sipplie
d to Revenue Inspectors as rewired. They will keep a register
received and sold or planted
oan Y, and submit a monthly returnof stones
in form VI showing the balances, onin
‘hand at the end of the month, from which the Tahsildar will
compile a return

month is fixed #0 that notifications may have issued and the time allowed
iby the conclusion of jamabandi, aftor
which the

Revenue Inspectors have
at their disposal than at any other period of the year.
Village officers and

also’ be busy

with cultivation and can spare timeto attend to the
should be marked thus \), the broad arrow being inverted as it is
ane? ul be replaced avouratel
tely in all cases: and in cago of
த்
icers Or ocenpiers the distingui
shing mark will facilitate
‘by Revenue Inspectors,
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in the same form which, after being compared with register VII,

sent tothe Huzur with the monthly account current.

should be

® As occasion arises

Revenue Inspectors should make out bills for payment in form WII.
bills should be forwarded to the Tahsildars who will
to be maintained

in the taluk in the same

‘The

post them in a register

form aad send them

on to the

Divisional officer for countersignature 4nd return to the taluk after payment.a
» The amounts found to be chargeable to Government,

be debited

to ‘3.

Land Reyenue—Land

Records

and to the ryots should

and Agriculture”

and

“Cost of Survey Marks—Collectors,” respectively, a corresponding credit

being made under ‘Revenue

Survey Advances—Collectors.”

‘The bills in

support of these adjastments should be in form VII. - Recoveries from ryots
should

be

credited

to the

head

“Cost

of

Survey

Marks-— Collectors.” >

«Revenue Inspectors will keep an account of receipts and expenditure in

form VII.*

4 B.P., No. 506, Sett., 6-12-93.

> B.P., No. 25, Sett., 14-2-96,

XV. The cost of replacing survey marks on the boundaries of fields when

there is no adjacent owner or occupier liable for the same, ¢.g., survey marks

of channel poramboke running through un unoccupied waste field, is to be

dobited toGovernment.
In all other cases the cost is to be charged to owners
or occupiers of fields.
In the case of survey marks common to two or more

fields the cost should be assessed equally on the owners or occupiers of such
fields.

To minimise the labour of keeping complicated accounts, Tahsildars

should use every endeavour to induce the villagers to arrange amongst themselves for transporting stones from the depot and planting them and for tho
due distribution of the cost of the stones.

XVI. In August of cach year the Revenue Inspectors will return the
lists accompanying the notifications to the taluk where they will be compiled
in form IX and submitted to the Collector through the Divisional officer.
In the Collector’s office a return will be compiled in a similar form and
submitted to the Board with the annual settlement report.

XVII. Revenue Inspectors will, at the same time, compile from their

inspection notes a xeport showing the villages visited, the number of survey
marks inspected

by themselves,

during

crop inspection or azmaish,

the

number found out of repair, and the number, if any, omitted by the karnam
in the remark column of the adangal or in the map.

XVIII. In case it is found that survey marks have been wilfully remoyed,
erased, altered or injured, prosecution should be resorted to under section 434
of the Indian Penal Code.

-

Fors

I.

Form of return showing the results of inspection of survey marks in the

village of

taluk.

Total number of survey fields in the village :—

(Class I. Theodolite Stations...
| » U, Khandam and Plana

Number

+

of survey inarks of
i
வச்

ர அட்ட
3

வவ

ட்

2

Table Stations
படட
offsets

ப பரல்

IIT.

Boundary

டப

..

கடட

789
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Statement showing heaping of different articles.
Diameter!
Inches.

Rice | Paddy | Gram | Cholum|
Tolas.

2
3

0-790
2-667

3
af
4
aL
ab
4g
5

4234
5-208
6321
7582
9/000
10°585
12°346

மே

Tolas. | Tolas.

3-390

4

5, | 14202 |

5
5
6
6}
64.
ட்
7

16-432
18°77
21°334
28
82.
36

14
4

1
3

5
G22
ai
8
10
12
4

5

Tolas.

19
21
23.
25
29.
324
35

20
21g
23
25
27
31
36.

18
20
22
24
26
28
30

18

15

3

44

AL
5
6
7
8
oe
11

5
6
1
8
10
12
14

16

4
5
bh
6k
8
oy
11

14

134
15
18.
205
23
254

18
21
24
27
30
33
36

16
18.
20

12

75

44

38

41

36

31

ர்க்

48

41

46

43.

34

APPENDIX
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Salt

|

1
3

5
6
7
8
10
11
13

Ragi

Tolas. | Tolas.

1
4

1
2h

4h

Varagu |

Tolas. | Tolas.

1
4

6
7
8
9
i
13
154

163

Cumbu|

2
5

8}

26%
30
33

7

9
11
ia
15
17
20
23

26

29
32k
36
40
44,
48
53

58

353

65

43

Order 204, para. 17, clause (ii).]

Ratio between weights of different

grains.

Weights
compared
with rice,

Volumes
compared
with rice,

100-00,

100:00.
99°34

2nd sort.

Rice, 2nd sort
Do. 1st sort

Paddy, Ist.sort

2nd sort.
7462

2nd sort
Do.
Horse-gram
Cholam

7460
103-61
95°41

Water

‘12485

Cambu
ட்ட
Ragi

ene்
90:81
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Chapter XX.
COURT

OF

WARDS.

210. Madras Act IV of 1899.—The following points in connection

with

Madras Act

IV

of

1899 (incorporated with the Court

Regulation V of 1804) require attention :—

of Wards

(i) General.—Though the Act was primarily intended for the
benefit of embarrassed proprietors seeking the aid of the Court of
Wards in order to extricate themselves from financial difficulties, most

of the provisions apply equally to the case of persons who are taken

under wardship on account of their minority, sex or natural infirmity.
Thus, sections 29 to 34 provide an efficacious method of ascertaining
the liabilities outstanding against any estate of which the Court of
Wards

has

assumed

possible to suspend

the

superintendence;

sections

35

to 37

render it

the execution of Civil Court decrees where such a

course is considered expedient in order to prevent the dismemberment

of am ancient zamindari; section 39 enables the Collector to require a

usufructuary mortgagee to deliver up possession of land which it is
desirable to bring under the management of the Court of Wards; and
section 40 gives power to determine a lease granted for insufficient
The only new provisions which do not apply to estates
consideration.
classes are sections 85 and 41 which relate mainly to
all
of
wards
and
the procedure to be followed when the Court of Wards considers it
expedient to terminate its superintendence of an encumbered estate taken
under management on the application of the proprietor himself.

(ii) Section 2.—The application to the Governor in Council asking
for a declaration of incapacity should be signed by the applicant before
a Collector or one of his Divisional
fact on the application itself.

officers who

should

certify to the
ல்

(iii) Section 5-A.—The disabilities created by this section take effect
Council under section 2.
from the date of the order of the Governor in

This date will ordinarily be specified in the notification published in the
்
Fort Si. George Gazette.
is not necessary in
(iv) Section 19—The appointment of a guardian

the case of a person declared to be a ward on his own application.
(x) Section 35.—The rules framed by Government under section 35
are printed in appendix 1.

211, Assumption
SECTION
ட

of Management.—

(i)ACTION

TO BE TAKEN PRIOR
OF MANAGEMENT.

TO ASSUMPTION

Initial report under Section8 of Madras Regulation V of 1804,—

@ When submitting for orders the question whether-an estate should be

Chap. XX.
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taken charge of by the Court of Wards, Collectors are bound by law
to send in a detailed report slowing 38 completely as possible the circumstances of the case; » they should note especially the age and sex
of the imcapacitated proprictor,” his or her relationship to the deceased

proprietor, the apparent financtal condition of the estate, the names
nd

wishes of the

other

member#of

the family,

and

the

manner

in

which their interests are involyed in the matter.* If the incapacity
arises from sex, it should be stated whether there are any near relations

able and willing to help the incapacitated proprietrix in the management of the estate.

aO.P., No. 3113, 26-7-71._» B.P., 27-38-20; M., Vol. I, p. 3.

i

2. Report when unnecessary.—Collectors are granted a general dis-

cretionary authority to abstain from submitting proposals for taking
charge in the case of small estates other than those held on zamindari
tenure.

B.P., No. 2407, 15-6-71.

SECTION

(i)._ACTION

TO

ASSUMPTION

BE

TAKEN

IMMEDIATELY

AFTER

OF MANAGEMENT.

8. Nomination of Guardian and Manager and submission of proposals
for Management.—
As soon as Government has
the cate of the

guardian

and

Court, the Collector will

a manager,

together

committed

submit

an estate

his nomination

to

of

with proposals for management.

a

comparing briefly expenditure with the income.

G.P., No. 3113, 26-7-71.
Note—(1) «Under Regulation V of 1804, sections 11 and £1, public commissions under
the seal and signature of the Collector are to be furnished to persons appointed to be
‘Managers or Guardians of disqualified proprietors, whose estates are under the charge
of the Courts b Forms of such commissions and of the obligations and the agreements
or bonds to be executed by them will be found in appendix ILD In cases, however,
where Tahsildars or other responsible Government officers are appointed as Managers
or Guardians, they need execute only the obligation bond prescribed by the Regulation.c
@0.Ps,, No. 2205, 14-11-72 ; No. 2075, 18-6-92.
DO.Ps., No. 2205, 14-11-72 ; No. 480, 15-2-92.
©O.P., No, 490, 15-2-92.
(2) A list of religious and family ceremonies to be observed by the proprietors
should accompany or follow the proposals for management.
௩
4. Statements showing panes and economic condition—After the
osals for management referred
to in
‘aph 3 have been sent uj

to the Court, the Collector will poses mck as practicable the
following statements:—(1) A list of debts due to and by the ward,

showing how they accrued, what interest they bear, and within what
time and in what manner they will berecovered or paid. This list must

be accompanied by a tabular statement showing the financial condition

of the estate according to the latest information.
(2) A brief memoir
on the history of the estate, its extent, position, geographical features,
population and villages. (3) A statement with a map annexed showing
the existing lines of internal communication, the roads, bridges, &c.,

which must be made
of

yenditure

in order to complete the system,

the

annual

from the funds of the estate required for the maintenance

le roads, and the total estimated expenditure required for new

:

Chap. XX.
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(4)
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A similar statement with regard to build-

ings and miscollaneous works of public utility.

(5) A similar statement

with regard to works of irrigation, showing the amount of revenue

dependent
area under
particulars
cultivators
villages in

on each existing work.
(6) A memorandum showing the
cultivation, the nature aad conditions of the culture, the
of the settlement or settlements in force, the tenures of the
and their condition compared with those in Government
the neighbourhood.
(7) The condition of forests and the

system of conservancy required.

Statements ‘3,’ ‘4’ and ‘5? will

enable the Court to control expenditure

on

public works, and

ascertain

whether they are systematically improved or not.

C.P., No, 8118, 26-7-71.
Note.—If, however, it is necessary that orders should be obtained on any particular
points before the statements can be prepared in full, Collectors may submita prejiminary report on the information available ; but even in this case the several subjects
shonld be noticed in the order indicated by the numbers given in paragraph 4, the
points not reported on being shown as blank. he statements detailed above are
devised to meet the circumstances of large estates, and many parts of them will be
blank when the estates are small; they must be submitted, however, in every case.
Gollectors can subsequently make any additional representations which they may seo
fit to offer,
C.P., No. 8113, 26-7-71.
212. Establishment—VSeale to be reported for sanction.—The scale of
establishments required for estates newly taken under management

should be reported to the Court for sanction.

G.P., No. 8, 23-4-97.

2. Deviations from scale when admissible —Additional establishments,

the monthly pay of which does not exceed Rs. 20, may be subsequently
entertained, and alterations of establishment

allowed

within

the

sanc-

tioned total cost, provided that—
(1) a memorandum of the changes is attached to the first account-

current in which the charge relating to the revised scale

(2)

establishment appears; and
these changes are considered as temporary until
the Court of Wards in the next budget order.

of

confirmed by

3. Loan of Government Servants—(i) Sanction of Government necessary.— Under articles 806 and 819 of the Civil Seryice Regulations, the
previous sanction of the Local Government is necessary for the loan

of Government servants to Court of Wards’ service (Foreign Servico of

the second kind), one of the conditions being that the officer to be
transferred must, except in certain special cases, have ten years’ service
aalifying for pension.

qualiiyng ior 2்
G.P., No. 3126, 2-12-90.
Note.—When once the services of a Government officer have been lent to the Court
of Wards, the latter has full power to transfer such officer to other appointments at its
pleasure go long as his pay is not increased.
=
C.P., No, 1410, 1-6-91.
(ii) Powers of Board.—The Board has been authorized by Government to transfer Government servants under its control for temporary
duty not exceeding six months under the Court of Wards, subject to the

payment of the usual pensionary contribution.

G.P., No, 2944, 10-11-91.

z

couRT
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(iii) Responsibility for
persons transferred to Court
should be levied regularly
case of members of clerical

Chap. XX.
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payment of contribution —*In the case of
of Wards’ service the necessary contribution
and the responsibility therefor lies in the
establishments, including inferior servants,

on the Court of Wards and their agents, viz., the Collectors.

ors should

see that the contributibns due from

deducted at the

» Collect-

such individuals are

time when payment of salary, &c.,

is made, and that

the amounts so deducted are remitted monthly to the Government
treasury, a copy of the treasury receipt being attached to the monthly
account-current.”
Collectors should also warn managers of estates and

other officers making disbursements of salary out of estate funds that
they will

be

held

recovered by them.

personally

responsible

for

any contributions

not

Asregards other officers whose services aro lent

to the Court, é.e., those who are not members of clerical establishments
or inferior servants, the responsibility for the due payment of contribution rests on

the officers

themselves, except when

such

officers

draw

their salary from a British Government treasury under the orders of
the Accountant-General.
It is to be noted that omission on the part
of these officers to pay their contribution for more than a year may

entail loss of their appointment and forfeiture of their claim to pension."

௨0.8, Nu. 8126, 2-12-90.» ©.P., No. 1280, 16-53-91.
Note,—An inferior servant lent to the Court of Wards for clerical work should pay
contribution on the superior scale,
G.0., No. 3175, Mis., 29-5-91.

(iv) Contribution on merease of pay.—No pensionary contribution
may be paid in respect of any increase to the pay of an officer lent to
the Court of Wards’ service, unless and until such increase has been
sanctioned by the Local Government.

G.P., No, 3126, 2-12-90.

இ) Leave allowances of officers lent.—Under Article 836 of the

Civil Service Regulations, the leave allowances of officers whose services

are lent to the Court and who pay the necessary contribution for the

நம
should be borne entirely by Government, not by the Court of
Wards. During privilege leave, however, Government will pay only
its share according to the rule of proportions, and contribution must be
paid in the same manner as if the officer were on duty. In submitting
applications for leave from officers lent to the Court of Wards, Collectors

are requested to enclose a certificate from the local Treasury Officers to
the effect that the applicants are cligible for the leave applied for, and
that the contributions due have been credited to Government.

C.P., No. 3126, 2-12-90,

(vi) Reservation of amount required for privilege leave allowances.—
When | an estate is handed over, a sum sufficient to cover the privilege
leave * allowances, together with pensionary contribution, of all Government servants lent to the estate, for such

period

of privilege

leave

88 may then have been earned by them in estate service, should be

reserved, and when all liability on this account has ceased, the balance

till

ing

at the credit of the estate may be restored to its
G.P., No. 6, 12-3096.

_

* Vide Articles 56 and 896 of the Civil Service Regulations.
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4. Security to be furnished—(i) Managers.—The security to be furnished by Managers of estates may be of any kind—cash, personal, land

or other property—according as the Collector directs, but shall be for
an amount not less than 10 per cent. of the average monthly transactions
.
of each estate.

©.P., No. 2075, 18-6-92.

Gi) Guardians.—Gnardians shall be required to furnish security in

the shape of cash only; the amount shall, in the case of paid guardians,
not exceed three months’ pay or Rs. 100, whichever is greater; and in
the case of unpaid guardians, it shall be Rs. 100.
C.P., No, 2075, 18-6-92.

iii) Shroffs and other Estate servants.—It is discretionary with
Collectors to require security from shroffs and

servants.

other subordinate estate

When security is taken in such cases, it shall be of any

kind satisfactory to the Collector and shall not ordinarily exceed Rs. 500.

O.P., No. 2075, 18-6-92.
Note.—Security bonds shall be registered, the estates concerned bearing the stamp

duty and registration and other fees.

G.P., No. 2075, 18-6-92.

5. Discharge of establishment on restoration of estate-—Asa rule when
estates

are

handed

over

to their owners, the establishment

sanctioned

for them should be dispensed with also; but if sufficient funds are
reserved for meeting the charge, such small establishment may be
temporarily retained as may be necessary in order to close the accounts.

0.2, 3௦. 1950, 27-7-91.

213. Land Revenue—Assessment and Oollection—Where estates
are likely to remain for some years under the charge of the Court of
Wards,

the

ryotwari

mode

of assessing

and

collecting

the

revenues

should be introduced, and the system of renting out the lands for terms

of years should be discontinued, wherever these arrangements are prac-

ticable.

B.P., 15-20; M., Vol. I, p. 5.

Note.—Collectors, as Agents to the Court of Wards, have the same powers in regard
to questions between tenant and landlord, as the incapacitated proprietor, neither more
bo

©.P., No. 838, 13-2-75,
2. Remissions—Collectors should take care that, without the previous

sanction of the Court of Wards,

no remissions are granted in any estate

other than those sanctioned by local custom.

In times of scarcity it may

be necessary to grant relief, and im such cases Collectors must report the

facts fully to the Uourt, which will then pass such orders as it may think
fit in each case.

ர

G.P., No. 724, 22-3-90.

8. Demand, Oollection and Balance Statement.—A demand, collection
and balance statement in the form printed in appendix III should be

submitted quarterly for each estate.

O.P., No, 3118, 26-771.
* 4, Irrecoverable Arrears.—*The im:

‘tion

of the

management

demand

and

uncollected

cannot be oyerrated.*

ce of the prompt realiza-

balance

» Whenever

dune

the

to

estates

under

arrear cannot be

820.
recovered by
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process

or

without

bessecoamiended to be written

undue
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hardship
to tenants,

off, unless there

it

are special

reasons to the contrary which must be stated.
Application in this
behalf need not be deferred until the inquiry regarding the whole of the

arrears outstanding is completed. As the investigation proceeds and
items are found to be irrecoverable, tecommendations in regard to them
may be made to the Conrt of Wards. Such recommendations should
ordinarily accompany the demand, collection
referred to in the preceding paragraph.,,

and

balance statements

8 O.P., No. 8113, 26-7-71._» C.P., No. 8, 23-4-97.

214, Expenditure

and

accounts—Monthly

Account-current—

A monthly Account-current showing the transactions in the district
in respect of each estate under wardship should be submitted not later

than the 15th of the succeeding month.

The Treasury Depnty Collector

should append the following certificate to each aceount-current :—

“Certified that I have personally compared the figures in this account-

current with those in the extract of the personal deposit registers submitted
to the Accountant-General and that the two sets of figures agree except
in regard to the items noted below.”
O.P., No. 5, &-7-99.

Note.—With the accounts-current relating to the months of March, June, September and December, Collectors should submit a memorandum showing the balince in
cash and in Government securities at the credit of each estate and should briefly state
‘what action has been taken to purchase lands or to spend the available balance in productive improvements. In anormal season, only the minimam working balance required
for the payment of current charges should ordinarily be maintained
in the treasury.
©.Ps., No. 254, 1-3-99 ; No. 571, 3-5-99.

2. Preparation and submission of budyet— * The budget should be

submitted annually on the 10th May.
It should show the expected
receipts and
expenditure of the estate during the coming fasli year and
be Recent by a covering letter in which the question as to how much

should be expended on publio works must be fully discussed

budget should

® The

ordinarily be so framed as to leave a reserve of 10 per

eent. of the estimated receipts, and a further balance of not less than
5

per cent. of the receipts to meet any deficiency in the year’s
to serve as a working balance for the following year.

receipts and

®O.Ps., No. 3113, 26-7-71; No. 1130, 20-483.
© C.P., No. 8, 23-4-97.

Note—(1) The original and revised grants
be mentioned in the budget, and
‘Teasons which necessitated the alterations should
of allotments in the course of tho fasli
briefly stated in an
©.P., No. 8, 23-497.
y
(2) A statement showing the soale of establishment as previously sanctioned,
the additions or alterations made by the Collector, and the scale proposed for the future
» should accompany the budget, the reasons
for the alterations
being fully stated
in the
Collector's sanctioning powers—{i) Expenditure from balance—Colay sanction from the balance of estates under management
the

extent of 5 per cent. over the year’s allotment

G.P., No. 8, 23-4-97.

under
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(it) Allotments from the reserve.—Oollectors can also sanction allotments
limit, from the reserve, and transfers from one head toட் another, without
C.P., No. 8, 23-4-97.

@
(iii) Establishments.—The powers of the Collector to sanction additional hands and to alter existing establishments are given in paragraph

2 of Standing Order, No. 212 supra.

(iv) Public Works and Law charges—For Collectors’ powers in
these respects, see Standing Orders, Nos. 215 and 216 infra.

(v)_ Ceremonies —To obviate the necessity of making frequent referenees to the Court for sanction to payments for religious and family
ceremonies, Collectors are authorized to make disbursements for such

purposes without special sanction on each occasion on the following
conditions :—
ம்

(1) That the Court has already once sanctioned expenditure on the
same object.
(2) That the proposed expenditure does not differ by more than
10 per cent. from the expenditure previously sanctioned

by the Court. Expenditure in excess of the sanctioned
scale can only be sanctioned under oxceptional circum-

stances, which should be explained in the account-current
in which the charge appears.
(8) That an allotment to meet the expenditure has been made

in the budget.

(4) That no material alteration has taken place in the cireum-

stances of the wards’ estate or of the person on whose
behalf the expenditure is sanctioned since the Court first
sanctioned the charge.

fi

C.P., No. 444, 20-2-90.

Note—In the caso of every item of charge incurred under the provisions of this
sub-paragreph, Collectors should enter in their acconnt-current a reference to the
Court's Proceedings sanctioning the expenditure for the first time.
G.P., No. 444, 20-2-90.
(vi) Furniture and Stationery —Collectors can sanction the purchase

(1) of country-made articles of furniture costing Rs. 100 each and of

European articles costing Rs. 10 each, and (2) of articles

of stationery

for the use of wards’ estates, not exceeding the scale allowed under the
Government stationery rules, provided the cost can be met from budget
provision or from savings in the allotments.

The articles of stationery

may, at the Collector’s discretion, be obtained locally, or on indent from
the Madras Stationery office.
O.P., No. 8, 23-497.
(vii) Unusual

charges—Collectors

are

authorized

to

sanction

expenditure up to a limit of Rs. 100 on each item on account of unusual
charges, such as unexpected

ceremonigs,

marriage

presents, &c.; care

should be taken to make provision under ‘Reserve and Sundries’ to
Fa

¢ such charges.
ce

C.P., No. 8, 28-4-97.

104
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(vii), Refunds—Collectors

may refund
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excess collections on their

own authority except where the justice of the claim is doubtful.
B.P., No, 33, 27-1-97;

(ix) Free grants

O.P., No. 8, 23-4-97.

of timber —Collectors

can grant free of charge

Such grants may

estate timber up to the value of Rg. 200 in each case.

be made to village communities, to sections of the community in their
collective capacity, and im cases of necessity, te private individuals.

Tn all other cases, applications for free grants must he submitted for the
Court’s orders.
GP. No. 8, 23-497.
4. Calculation of Government Commission—(i) Commission leviable
monthly.—The commission due to Government should be levied monthly
assoon as the accounts of each estate under management are closed.

Tt should be caleulated at the rate of 2} per cent. on the gross income.
03%, No. 1873, 30-7-90 ; No. 12, 10-5-94.

(ii) Items not liable to commission.—The undermentioned items,

which are not income, are not liable to commission :-—

(a) Cash balance at the time of assumption of charge of an estate,
or at the beginning of each month.
(8) * Formal adjustments between estates not involving gain to the
one or expenditure by the other; re-credits of unexpended

balances of money advanced ; refunds of over-payments,
e.g., of peshkash.*

©.Ps., No. 1878, 30-7-90; No. 12, 10-5-94.
8 O.Ps., No. 19, 15-9-94; No. 58-A., Mis., 15-1-95; No. 9, 15-3-95.
Note.—Gross income
as defined in Act X of 1892 includes all receipts of every
kind in produce or cash, except money borrowed, recoveries cf principal and the proceeds
of sale of immovable property, or of movable property properly classed as capital,
eg., jewels, Goyernment pro-notes, &c. The term ‘Immovable property’ includes
land, buildings, hereditary allowances, rights to ways, lights, ferries, fisheries ur any
other benefit to arise out of land, and things attached to the earth, or permanently
fastened to anything which is attached to the earth, but not standing timber, growing
crops or grass.
C.Ps,, No. 1873, 30-7-90; No. 12, 10-5-94.
5. Repayment of debts —In the matter of repayment of debts due by
wards’ estates, the following instractions should be borne in mind :—
(i) Classification of debts —The list to be submitted under para-

graph

4 of Standing Order, No. 211, should be divided into two classes
own below =

Olass (a).—tems in regard. to which the ward’s liability is clear.
Olass (b).—Items in regard to which further inquiry is necessary.
ன்

Gi) Debts

wnder

class (a).—For the payment

of debts appearing

in class (a), the Court’s orders on the list will enffice, and the repayment
of interest and principal may be made as funds accrue, without
er
reference to the Court, it being the standing rule to pay the debts

bearing the highest rates ot interest first, except under

special

cireum-

stances, in which case a reference should be made to the Court for
eg gunless the
oe
a a ture from the rule is due to the
bearing
the
est rate not
being payable bef:
a fixed date

டட

பகவ ன்ட

ம

2

ட

அட்லி

Gi) Debte under class (6).—In regard to items falling under class

(4), @ final report dealing with all the items outstanding on the date of its
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submission may be made as soon as the inquiry is completed. When
this is done and the Court’s orders thereon obtained, there will ordinarily
be no necessity for further reference to the Court.
(iv) Debts originally appearing umgler class (b), but since ascertained
to be legaily dwe.—Meanwhile sanctiog for the payment of debts originally
டப் in class (6), but since ascertained to be legally due, may be

obtained at the time of the submission of the annual budgets, which

should contain full information in regard to all debts—principal and
interest being separately shown—proposed to be repaid during
the year
to which the budgets relate.
(v) Loans raised during Court’s management—The instructions in

clause (4i) above will apply to the repayment of loans raised during the

Court’s management.

C.P., No, 8, 23-41-97.

6. Appropriation of surplus —When estates under the Court of Wards
yield a surplus, it is advisable to appropriate the greater part of it
either to the permanent improvement of the immovable property or to

ths etondibn a Gums eich

is authorized! hy suction 10 of Bagulation

V of 1804; for if the whole surplus be invested in Government securities, it is possible that it may be dissipated by the proprietor on coming

into possession. Securities purchased on behalf of minor proprietors
should be forwarded to the Court of Wards for deposit with the
Accountant-General.

B.P., 5-10-57; M., Vol. Ill, p. 73 of 57; G.O., No. 1051, Finl., 25-5-80;
C.Ps,, No. 1429, 13-6-90 ; No. 2824, 158-92.

215. Public Works—Collector’s

powers—* Original works costing

Rs, 500 each and repairs costing Rs. 1,000 each may be executed by
Collectors on their own

authority,

provided

the cost

can be met

from

the provision made in the budget.
Emergent repairs can be executed
under all circumstances in anticipation of sanction.*

a OM, No. 510, 19-473.
» G.P., No. 8, 23-497; G.0., No. 411, 28-6-99.

2. Sanction of Court when necessary.—* Collectors should apply for
and obtain the previous sanction of the Court for all original public
works costing over » Rs. 500 each, and for all repairs costing over Rs.

1,000’ each.>*

® O.M., No. 510, 19-4-73.
b G.P., No, 8, 23-4-97 ; G.0., No. 411, 28-6-99.

3. Form of estimate —Estimates submitted to the Court for sanction
should be in the form in use in the Public Works Department and

should be accompanied by a proper plan, so that the nature of the work

to be-done may be பணத் understood. In the case of irrigation works
or other improvements of any importance which it is proposed to carry

out in wards’ estates, a specification report, with levels and sections,
where necessary, should invariably be submitted.
Estimates for the

repairs of irrigation works should be accompanied by information as to
the-highest revenue derived during the last five years

under the work

which it is proposed to repair, ‘and the provision of the necessary funds

in the budget.

;

O.P., No. 1949, 27-7-91.
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copies

of the

decrees

and judgments in such suits need be forwarded to the Court only in

the following cases :—

(a) when the decision is unfavgurable to the Court’s ward, and
it has to be decided whether an appeal is necessary or not;
(6) when full costs are not allowed, and an appeal may lie on
that score;

(©) when

and

the judgment

importance.

contains a ruling

025, No. 2428, 25-7-93;

5.

Sanctioning

of

law

or other matter

of

No. 17, 29-10-97.

charges—(i)

By Collector —Collectors

are

authorized to incur all ordinary charges incidental to the conduct of suits
instituted or defended by them at their own instance or in anticipation
of sanction or with the approval of the Court of Wards, provided there

is provision in the budget* or the charge can be met by transfer from
another head.»
(ii)

©.P,, No. 808, 31-83-91. a C.P., No. 17, 25-10-97.
By Court.—* When the cost cannot be so met * or when

any

extraordinary charges have to be incurred, the sanction of the Court

must be obtained.

02, 0. 809, 81-8-91.
C.P., No. 17, 29-10-97.
Note—A memorandum showing the charges incurred by Colleotors under this
authority under the several heads, such as stamp duty, process-fees, 1 and amounts due
to pleaders for their fees as also for cost of stativ’
jostage, printing and telegraph
messages, shonld accompany the monthly ecconnt-outent, a certificate being added
to the effect thet no extraordinary charges requiring the Court’s sanction have been
included therein.
*
8 OP., No. 8, 23-497.

6. Pleaders’ fees—(i) Payment of regulation fees in ordinary cases.—
«Tn regard to pends fees, Collectors must make the best terms they
ean, but should try asa rule not to pay more than the Regulation fees

in all ordinary cases and arrange for the payment of a consolidated
sum when a number

of exactly similar cases,

ing

case,

of which only

one has to

be argued, has to be dealt with.» »Collectors are at the same time
anted a discretionary authority to allow fees to pleaders, not exceedRs. 25

in

each

where

the

Regulation

fee

is less than

that

amount, if the circumstances of the case render a higher fee necessary.»

¢In Small Cause cases pleaders’ fees should ordinarily be paid at the
rate of Rs. 5 and a minimum of Re. 1, half fees only being allowed in

cases decided ex-parte, withdrawn or compromised at the commencement.°

&C.P., No. 1018, 254-90,» C.P., No. 2691, Mis., 13-11-89.
© OP., No. 4078, 23-11-92.
Gi) Pleaders to arrange for scriptory work —Pleaders appearing for
Court’s wards should themselves arrange for the seriptory work relating
to legal proceedings connected with wards’ estates: but asan inducement
to pleaders’ clerks to attend promptly to work on behalf of the Court of
‘Wards, Collectors may grant remuneration
For each—
=
Bs. 4. P. on the marginally-noted scale where they

இ

ட்ட

o § 9

(8) Execution petition.0 4
(4 Appeal suit
... 0 8

consider it necessary: and in

the case of

estates, which are much inyolved in litiga0 tion, monthly payments may instead be
’8 discretion.
agreed upon at the Coll
i

0
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(iii) Fees in Criminal cases—Collectors are also authorized to
sanction, without reference to the Court of Wards, fees to pleaders

appearing in criminal cases in which the Court’s wards have an interest.

the fees should not exceed Rs. 25 for each appearance, while travelling
allowances not exceeding the rates allowed to pleaders appearing in
Provision for such charges
Government cases may also be granted.
charges” in the annual
Law
“
under
should be separately made

budgets.

O.P., No. 8, 23-497.

7. Employment of Government Pleaders.—As the Court of Wards and
Collectors are not bound to employ the Government Pleaders for the
conduct or defence of suits connected

with

estates under

management,

so Government Pleaders are under no obligation’ to give gratuitous
advice in matters connected with such estates. In districts where such

litigation is considerable, Collectors may possibly be able to obtain with-

out payment the advice of the pleader who is regularly retained by
them in estate cases, when such advice is not in connection with any

pending suit or does not lead to one.

When the business of the Court

of Wardsin the district is not sufficient to enable the Collector to obtain
advice on these terms, special terms should be arranged regarding consulting fees. Collectors should not address or employ counsel resident
in the town of Madras,

or carry

on the conduct

of cases in a Madras

Court except through the Court of Wards.
O.Ps., No. 1394, 13-6-89; No. 285, 1-2-90; No. 1568, 5-7-90.

8. In whose names suits should run.—All suits in regard to the proof wards under the Court should run in the name of the
anagers of estates; while suits in regard to‘the persons of wards
should run in the name of the Guardian.
If the Court of Wards or its
agent, the Collector, is included as a defendant in any case, objection
should be taken to such a course.

G.P., No. 2075, 18-6-92.
217. Alienations.—
SEOTION

(i).—ALIENATIONS PRIOR TO ASSUMPTION
OF MANAGEMENT.

Report on alienations.—Immediately estates are taken charge of,

Collectors should make careful inquiry with regard to the inams granted

ட ர

பட்ட என் டு cia ie ths ee

and submit a special report accompanied by statements in the forms
given

in

appendix

TV,

within

a year

after

the

assumption

of

C.P., No. 765, 42-89; G.U., No. 1148, 19-9-83.
SECTION

Gi).-ALIENATIONS

DURING

the

:

MANAGEMENT.

_ 2. Procedure when the inams are continued.—In cases where the inams
are continued, an addition

preserve
that
set

should be made

to the

quit-rent,

so

as to

the proprietor’s title; and a patta should then be issued showing,
grant is made by favour and not of right, and that it may be
) when the ward attains
his majority.
;
B.P., No. 765, 4-2-69.
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3. Apportionment of peshkash.— (i) * In cases where the resumption of

subsequent inams may not be considered expedient, or resumption is
barred by the Law of Limitation, steps should be taken without delay
to apportion the peshkash on the alienated portions under Madras

Act

I of 1876." » Resort to that Act can,*however, be had only in the case
of absolute alienations. In the case of lands leased free of rent or on

favourable rent, compulsory sub-division can be made only in cases
where the lessee has agreed not only to pay kattubadi to the zamindar
tut also to be liable for the proportionate peshkash on the land leased.
a G.O., No. 1149, 19-9-83.

bO.P., No. 11, 194-94.

(ii) No steps for the scparate assessment of petty alienations in

wards’ estates need ordinarily be taken, in view of the unnecessary
In cases, however, in which
labour and trouble involved in the matter.
of peshkash due on
amount
ate
proportion
the
pay
to
refuse
the aliences
their grants and the conditions of the grants permit of its demand,
to sale, the requisite steps for the sub-division
the lands may be brought
of the inams concerned being taken either under Madras Act I of 1876

or through the Civil Courts.

O.P., No. 8, 23-4-97.

4, Leases.—* Where the whole or a portion of a zamindari or other

estate is leased out by the Court of Wards, the lease should as a general

> The form may, if necessary,
rule be in the form given inappendix V.*
he altered so as to suit the circumstances of the case.”

2 O.P., No. 474, 16-10-77.

> C.P., No. 2587, 2-11-81.

are
5, Law in regard to alienations.—Alienations in partible estates
belong-

subject to the same incidents as any other coparcenary property

ing to an undivided Hindu family.
decisions) as regards alienations m
dix VI.

The law (according to recent
‘mpartible, estates is given in

C.P., No. 8, 28-497.

cee

218, Miscellaneous—Zducation of Minors—(i)

from

Withdrawal of minors

home.—It is not possible to over-estimate the civilizing effects

‘which are likely to be produced on the country by the proper education

from home, if
bf minors, for which purpose they should be withdrawn there,
and by
prevail
to
d
suspecte
or
known
are
es
influenc
Vicious
future

carefully training their minds to a just comprehension

of their

responsibilities. On the other hand, care must be taken to prevent the
objects which Goyernment would secure by this measure from being
misrepresented,

so

success.

(ம)

as to excite

prejudices

and

collusions

fatal

to

its

B.P., 14-10-57 ; M., Vol. II, p. 73 of 1857.
Communi

“ion with

officers of the

Educational

Department.

= Collectors, as agents of the Court of Wards, should communicate
freely with the Inspectors of Schools, or in the case of female wards,
with the Inspectresses of Girls’ Schools, on the subject of the education

the
and training of the minors under their charee ;* » but minors under
Schools
Mission
to
sent
be
not
should
Wards
of
charge of the Court

° The officers of the Educational
the wishes of their relatives.»
inst
cate with the Revenue
communi
to
ed
instruct
department have been
authorities before examining minors.¢
2 Ciroular No. 3786, 12-662.
0.P., No. 5765, 14-8-66.
© C.Ps., No. 6175, 18-8-69 ; No. 3560, 8-12-74.
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(i) Periodical progress report —* Great care should be bestowed
and if they

of minors, both male and female,*

upon the education

are

‘ucated at a public school, a» brief report should be obtained every

month from the headmaster showing their attendance and progress.®
cA tabular statement has been prescribed for the annual report on this

௦

aB.P,, 20-12-41; M., Vol. I, p. 818.
b B.P,, 6-2-58; M., Vol. III, p.9 of 1858.
eB.Ps., No. 2608, 31-5-60 ; No. 3113, 26-7-71.

ர்

(ix) Instruction in revenue law and customs.—Oare should be taken
to teach minors the revenue

law and customs applicable to their estates:

they should be trained also to the use of survey maps and the underLuring the year or two previous to
standing of revenue accounts.

coming of ago, they should also be taken over their estates, and have

things explained to them by a competent revenue officer,

G.0s., No. 985, 18-10-87 ; No. 688, 9-8-89.

2. Marriage of Mincrs.—The Court of Wards attaches much importance to the postponement of the marriage of minors to a reasonable
Collectors will, therefore,
riod of both physical and mental maturity.

e careful to permit no steps whatever to be taken in that direction,

without the special consent of the Court, and will use their influence to

obtain the friendly co-operation of tho relatives of minors to tho same
end.

O.P., No. 485, 29-4-86.

8. Survey of Estate lands-—The question of survey should invariably
receive the attention of Collectors when proprietary estates are newly

faken under management,

*The formal application for the survey of

an estate under section 17 of Madras Act IV of 1897 should run in the
The principles ordinarily followed in regard to
name of the manager
of the cost of survey from the tenants under
portion
a
of
recoyery
the
section 20 of the same Act are set out in the following rules :—

(9) Payment of entire cost by tenants —The tenants shall contribute

the entire cost of the operations under clauses (a), (6) and (¢) of section
G (8), in eases where the rent they pay compares not unfavourably with
the assessment on similar Government lands in the same district, provided

their occupancy right is unquestionable.

Gi) Payment of proportionate cost by tenants—If their occupancy
right is clear but they are rack-rented, the contribution to be recovered
from them will, at the diseretion of Goyernment, be reduced t6 such
propria

of the

cost of survey as may

seem

equitable

wing regard to the circumstances of the estate
extent to which tenants are rack-rented.

in

each case

and especially the

(iii) Tenants when exempted from payment—lf the tenants ad-

mittedly

have

(whether such

no occupancy

right to the

on to pay any portion of the cost of survey.
Gv)

oo

=

in their occupation

lands

lands are home-farm lands or not) they shall not be called

Propriztor’s application

7

in doubtful cases—In

doubtful cases

rietor’s application under section 20(1) of Madras

Act IV

of

will not be entertained, unless it is accompanied, by an admission
on his part that occupancy rights vest in the tenants; but in cases
where an application is rejected for want of such an admission the

refusal thereof
.
ie

w

to save the interest of the tenants from being

prejudiced, be coupled with

an

explicit

statement that Government

Chap. XX.
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must not be taken to have expressed any opinion in regard to the
question of occupancy right which must be settled by the proper courts.

O.Ps., No. 7, 22-4-97; No. 8, 23-4-97.
8G.0., No. 517, 4-8-99.
4. Custody of valuable articles.—Seated boxes containing articles of
yalne belonging to estates under mahagement and not required for the
use of the wards should be deposited in the Government treasury
subject to the conditions specified in note (1) to Article 2, Chapter I, of
the Civil Account Code.
The keys of such boxes should be with the
Collector.

.P., No. 1415, 9-6-90.

5. Postal

and

telegraph

charges——(i) Managers of estates and their

subordinates, as also the guardians of wards, should uso private stationery and
ட் labels, charging them to the estates concerned.
(ii) ollectors, Divisional officers and other Government officials,
entrusted with the supervision of estates and with any other duty connected with the management, should use service labels and Government
stationery *; but the cost thereof need not be recovered from the estates.

O.M., No. 425, 28-38-71; B.P., No. 1430, 31-83-71.
Gii) Telegraph charges should be debited to the estates concerned.
G.P., No. 24, 8-9-96.

6. Recovery of arrears of Peshkash.—Under the provisions of Kegulation V of 1804, it is not competent to the offivers of Government to
sell an estate under the management of the Court of Wards in satisfaction of arrears of revenue which have accrued during the period of
the Court’s

management.

It is necessary that

all such

arrears

be written off when the estate is made over to the proprietor.

should

Oollectors

should, therefore, see that all Government dues accruing during man-

agement are collected before the estate is handed over to the proprietor.

Arrears outstanding against the estate when taken under management
may

be considered as a charge against it, when it is made over to the

proprietor.

Letter of the Sadar Adalat to Government, 7-12-31, in B.P., 30-4-32; M, Vol. I,
pp. 129-137.
,1-6-38; M., Vol. I, pp. 185-6, footnote; E.M.C,
No. 931, 5-10-50; G.Os., No. 8270, 4-12-79; No. 12154, Mis., 23-12-79.

219. Restoration

of

Estates—Application

for

leave

to restore

estates—Application for the Court’s sanction for the restoration of
estates to wards when their + disqualification ceases should be made at

In cases
least three months prior to the proposed date of restoration.
where there is more than one minor in charge of the Court, and only
one of them attains majority, the Collector should state his opinion

whether the interest of the minors will suffer by allowing the one who
will come of age to assume the management of the family property;
and if so what measures he would propose for safe-guarding the interest
of the younger
.

C.Ps., No. 1211, 22-6-ர4 ; 31௦. 17, 80-6-06..

© Collectors should use English foolscap for correspondence with the Court.

+ Inthe case of a minor under wardship, his disqualification
will cease on the completion of his 21st year—vide section 3 of Act IX of 1875,
=

105
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Order 210, clause (v).]
APPENDIX

I.

Rules under Section 35, Regulation V of 1804.
Under section 85 of Madras Regulation V of 1804 as amended by
Madras Act IV of 1899, and with reference to section 37 thereof, the Goy-

ernor in Council ie pleased to prescribe the following rules for the trans-

mission of decrees from Civil Courts to the Collector and for regulating
the procedure of the Collector in executing the same and for re-transmittiing
decrees from the Collector to the Civil Courts :—
PRELIMINARY.

Rule 1.—For the purpose of these rules, unless there be something

repugnant in the subject or context,—

(1) “ Collector ” shall mean the Collector specified in the notification
issued under section 35 of Madras Regulation V of 1804 as
amended by Madras Act IV of 1899.
(2) “Regulation” shell mean Madras Regulation V of 1804 as
amended by Madras Act IV of 1899.
(8) “ Regulation Collector”? shall mean the Collector who is specified
in the notification issued under section 28 but not specified
in the notification issued under section 35 of Madras Regnlation V of 1804 as amended by Madras Act LV of 1899, and
includes a person appointed by name or in virtue of his
office as Collector under section 36 of the said Regulation
so amended.
(4) “Section” shall mean section of Madras Regulation V of 1804
as amended by Madras Act LV of 1899.
(5) “Ward” shall mean an incapacitated person with reference to
whose case a notification under section 35 hasbeen issued;
and
_ (6) Words in the singular shall include the plural and words in the
plural shall iuclude the singular.
PART I.
Or rus Transmission or Decrees FRom THE Crvu Courr
To THB

0௦017௧0701.

Rule 2.—-On the issue of a notification under section 35 every Civil
Court shall transmit to the Collector of the district specified in such notifi-

cation a copy of every decree which has been passed by it or the execution
of which is pending therein, and which falls under the category described

in such notification.
=
5,
Such copy shall be transmiteed
by post or in such other manner as may
“be most convenient and shall be accompanied by (1) a statement showi

the extent, if any, to which the

decree has been already

தபபன
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forth what

atthe

portion of the decree still remains to be satisfied ;
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if any

made prior to the issue of the said

of the decree, and

of any

order made

thereon;

(8) any other papers which may be considered necessary in order to enable

the Collector to ascertain exactly.the nature of the decree and of the proceedings in execution thereof which have already taken place.
The Collector shall notify to the Court the receipt of, all documents so
transmitted to him.

PARTI.

Or tag Execution or Decrers sy THe Coxzecron.

Rule 8.—On the issue of the notification under section 35, the Collector
shall call upon the Regulation Collector to furnish him with full particulars
of all claims notified to him under section 30. The Regulation Collector
shall thereupon furnish the Collector with such particulars and shall expli-_
citly state in regard to each such claim which has not been established by a
final decree of a Court of competent jurisdiction whether it has been allowed
or disullowed either in whole or in part under section 32.
Rule 4.—On receipt of such information the Collector shall give notice

to all persons whose claims have been disallowed
in whole or in part under
aection 32 that he proposes to enquire into the merits of such claims.

notice shall be in Huglish and in the language

‘The

of the district and shall be

published by being posted in the cutcherry of the Collector and at such
other

places, if any, as he may think fit; if shall require such persons to

produce the documents, if any, by

shail allow

which

a period of sixty days from

compliunce therewith.

Where

their claims are evidenced, and

the date of its publication

the address of

auy such

claimant

for

is known

to the Collector, a copy of the notice shall be sent to him by registered post.

Rule 5.—Upon the expiration of the said period of sixty days the

Collector shall appoint a day and place (a) for hearing any representations

which the Regulation Collector, the holders of decrees transferred
in
parsuancvof the notitication issued under
section 85 and other persons having
படர் claims against the
ward or his property, whether such claims
ve been allowed or disallowed in whole or in part under section
32 and
whether the

same have been notified to the Regulation

Collector under
section 30 or not, may desire to make, and «2) for
holding such enquiry as
he may deem necessary for informing himself as to
the nature and extent of
such
uecrees and claims and of tie war.’s immovaile property
and may,
from time tu time, adjourn such hearing
and enquiry. ‘the Col ector chell
inform the Regulatio: Collector of

Place so fixed and shall also
Bive notice of such date and placethe indatethe andmanner
preseribed by rule 4
to ee
க்ப் and other

eit

i person or

persons »foresaid requiring them to make

by an agent authorized in writin,

as they may vesire to make in the matter

தட

ரப
dispute as to the fact or

ch.

ம்

டப்

iabili
_of the ward in respect of any ofthe decrees or« claims of which டப
th
et
informepied,
d, or as to the relative priorities of such ட
cee
or claims
or
as
ability cf any immovable pro,
of the ward for the
satisfacti
decrees or claims, the Collector‘
draw aa a element வவட
ம். to be recovered for the dischar
,
harge
26 and
of such decrees
i
© rate of interest payable, the ordein
r Which, subject to the provi#3, they are to be Satistied, and the immovable ‘prop
erty
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Ezplanation—In the caso of all claims in respect of which no decree

has been passed, it shall be competent to the Collector to fix the rate of

interest payable im the saue way as if he were a Civil Court drawing up
decree for the payment ot money under
Code.

Provided

that

any

section 209 of the Civil

dispute as tahe rate so fixed

ட்ப.

a

shal! be referred

to the Courts under rule 7.
x
Rule 7.—If any such dispute arises, the Collector shall refer the same,
with a statement thereof and his own opinion thereon, to the Court or any
ரை
ப
ம் பா
அட oer
been transmitted to him in pursuance of the notification issued under section
35, and shall, pending the reference, stay proceedings relating to the subject
thereof. If the Courts from which decrees haye been so transmitted are all
of the same grade, then the Collector shall make the said reference
to any
oneof such Courts. The Court shall dispose of the dispute if the matter
thereof be within its jurisdiction, or transmit the case to acompetent Court
for disposal, and, the final decision shall be communicated to the Collector.
The Collector shall, then draw up a statement as above provided in accordance with such decision.
Rule 8.——With the Previous sanction of the Board of Revenue, the
Collector may, instead of himself issuing the notice and holding the enquiry
required by rules 4and 5, draw up a statement specifying the circumstances
of the ward and of his immovable property so far as they are known to the
Collector or appear in the records of his office, and forward such statement
to the District Court, and such Court shall thereupon issue the notices,
hold tke enquiry and draw up the statement required by rules 6 and 7,
and transmit such statement to the Collector.

Rule 9.—The decision by the Court of any dispute arising under rule7
or 8 shall, as between the parties thereto, have the force of, and be appealable as, a decree ; and if such decision is varied on appeal, the statement
drawn up under rule 7 or rule § shall be modified accordingly.
Rule 10.—All claims in respect of which no decree has been transferred
to the Collector in pursuance of the notification issued under section 35
shall, if adjudicated upon by the Court under rule 7 or rule 8, be dealt with
by the Collector, subject to the provisions of section 33, as if decrees had
been passed thereon to the extent, if any, to which such claims are held
established by the Court, and the same transmitted to him for execution.
Rule 11.—(1) Whenever the amount to be recovered and the property
available have been determined as provided in rule 6, rule 7 or rule 8, the
ollector may raise such amount or any portion thereof and interest—
~
(a) by letting in perpetuity or for a term, on payment of a
premium, the whole or any part of the said property ; or
(®) by mortgaging the whole or any part of such property; or
(0) by letting on farm, or managing by himself or through the
Court of Wards, the whole or any part of such property for
any term not exceeding twenty yearsfrom the date of the
notification issued under section 35; or

é

(d) partly by one of such modes and partly by another or others
of such modes.

(2) For the purposo of managing’under this rule the whole or any

per} of such; property, the Collector may exercise all the powers of its
OwLer.

=

ம்

=

2

=

es

3) In the event of such property or any part thereof bei

Sere

the Court of Wards, such management shall be

பப
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manner as if no notification

had

been

issued under section 35, provided always that the functions of the Collector

under the Regulation in respect of other matters than
decrees shall be discharged by the Regulation Collector.

the exeoution

of

(4) In proceeding under this rule the Collector shall be subject to
such rules consistent with the Reguletion as may, from time to time, be
made in this behalf by the Board of Revenue.
Rule \2.—In the case of decrees directing the sale of specific immovable

roperty
or claims arising from mortgages of specific immovable property,
ae eee ளட: அபர படவ eardidebis und ais ner sone 2
profits derived by letting, mortgaging or managing the said property shall
be set aside for the liquidation thereof, according to the relative priorities
of such decrees or claims.
For the better determination of such rents and
profits, the Collector shall, as soon as conveniently may be, after the expiry
of the revenue year in which such lease or mortgage was executed or such

management was undertaken and of every successive revenue year declare,
subject to the approval of the Board of Kevenue, the net annual rents and
probts realized from such property

and such declaration shall be conclusive

evidence of the amount of rents and profits arising or accruing from such

2
property ;
Provided that in case such property is managed through the Court
of Wards

under rule 11 (1) (¢) such declaration shall be made by the

Regulation Collector and be subject to the approval of the Court of Wards.

Rude 18.—If, on the expiration of twenty years from the dato of the

notification issued under section 35, the amount to be recovered has not been

fully paid or realized, the Collector shall notify the fact iu writing to
the
Court of Wards stating at the same time that, if the balance necessary to

make up the said amount is not paid to the Collector within six months of
the date of such notice, he will proceed to sell the whole or a sufficient part
of the said property;

and

if on the expiration

of the said

six months

the

said balance is not so paid the Collector shall sell such property or part
accordingly.
Ruls 14.—The Collector shall, from time to time, render to the Board

of Reyenue

an account of all moneys

which come

to his hands and of all
charges incurred by him in the exercise and performan
ce of the powers and
duties conierred

and imposed on him under the provisions of these rules and
shall hold the balance atthe disposal of the said Board.
Such charges
shall include all debts and liabilities from time to time due to the Government in respect of the property or any part thereof, the rent, if any, from

time to time due to a superior holder in respect of siich property or part, the
cost of managing such

property, if any, and, if the Collector o directs, the
expenses of witnesses summoned by him.
Such balance shall be applied by
the Collector uuder the direction of the said Board as follows :—
Firstly.—In providing for the maintenance of the
ward and such
members of his family, if any, as are entitled to
be maintained out of the
income of the property, to such amount in the care of each
member as the

Board thinks fit: provided that in
the ward’s property is managed
through the Court of Wards under ease
rule 11 (1) (c), the Court of Winds
shall determine the subsistence

members of his family,

and maintenance due to the ward and the
and all payments on this account shall bo disbursed

by the Regulation Collector as if they were @ legitimate charge on
the
management of such property; and
ere

Secondly —In discharging rateably. the claims included in the étatep under rule 6, rule 7 or rule 8 subjectto
Calas

theSa

enn
-and to the provisions
of rule 12 and sub-section (4) of

Chap. XX.
section 39.
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Provided that it shall be competent to the Collector with the

approval of the Court of Wards to disregard the said priorities, if he considers
such a course to be in the interest of the claimants as a body.
Explanation —This

any payment

proviso

contravening

inconsistent with rule

12,

does not authorize the Collector

to make

the provisiotis of section 33 or section 39 or
௫

Rule 15.—No other person possessing any pecuniary claim against the
ward or his estate whose claim not having beon notified to the Regulation

Collector under section 30 or to the Collector under rule 5, has not been
included in the statement drawn up under

rule 6, rule 7 or rule 8, shall be

entitled to be paid out of such property or balance until the decree-holders
and claimants specified in the said statement lave been satistied.

And the residue, if any, shall be paid to the Court of Wards or such
other person as the Hoard of Revenue directs.
Rule 16.—In lieu of holding the enquiry contemplated in rules 4 and 5

it shall be open to the
which

may have

been

Collector to postpone

the execution

transmitted to him in pursuance

of any decree

of the

notification

issued under section 35, if the Regulation Collector satisfies him that there
is reason to believe that the amount of the decree may be raised by mortgage or lease or private sale or management of any property of the ward.

In such case the Collector shall permit the postponement of execution for

such period as he thinks proper to enable the Regulation Collector to raise

the said amount and shall thereupon grant a certificate to the said Regulation Collector authorizing him within a period to be mentioned therein to
arrange for the proposed mortgage, lease, sale or management;

Provided that no mortgage, lease or sale under this rule shall become
absolute until it has been approved by the Collector and confirmed by the

Court of Wards:

Provided further ¢hat all moneys payable under such mortgage, lease

or sale or forming the profits of such management shall be paid into such
Government treasury as the Collector may name,

subject only to such

deductions as the Court of Wards may consider necessary for the subsistence

of the ward and the maintenance of such members of his family as are
entitled to be maintained out of the income of the property. Shonld the

requisite amount not be raised within the period specified the Collector
shall proceed as hereinbefore directed under rules 4 and 5.
Rule \7.—Except as ப
in rule 13 the Collector

shall in

no

circumstances sell the whole or any portion of the immovable prop:
helonging to the ward. But it shall be competent to the Court of Wards
at any time with the approval of the Collector to sell such property or any
part thereof.
Rule 18.—Nothing contained in the Indian Limitation Act or in section
230 of the Civil Procedure Code shall be applicable to the execution by the

Qollector of decrees transmitted to him in pursuance of the notification
issued under section 35 of which the execution was| not barred on the date

of their transmission to the Collector.

PART

II.

Or Toa Rurransmission

Rule 19.—On the complete discharge

or Dzoreus.

of any claim the decree relating

to which has .been transmitted to him in pursuance of the notification

Chap, XX.
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issued under section 35, the Collector shall intimate the fact to the Civil
Court concerned and retransmit thereto the decree together with all papers
received therefrom under rule 2. Should the complete discharge of the
claim prove impracticable, notwithstanding the sale of the ward’s immoy-

able property under rule 18, the Qollector shall record proceedings setting
forth all the steps that haye been taken in the execution of the decree
from the date of its transmission from the Civil Court to their conclusion
and showing the sums that have thereby been realized and have been paid
to the claimant

or are held by the Collector at the disposal of the Court.

A copy of such proceedings shall be transmitted to the Court together

with the decree and all papers received therewith as aforesaid. The Court
shall grant to the Collector a receipt for the decree and all papers so
transmitted.
GENERAL Ruuzs.

Rule 20.—For the purpose of these rules the Collector may, with the
previous sanction of the Board of Revenue, delegate to any of his gazotted

subordinates any of the powers and duties hereby conferred and imposed
upon him.
Rule 21.—From all orders passed by the Collector in execution of
decrees transmitted to him under section 86 an appeal shall lie to the Board
of Revenue, provided such appeal be preferred within three months from
the date of the order appealed against, and the order passed in appeal by
‘the Board of Revenue shall be final.
From all orders passed by a gazetted

subordinate of the Collector to

whom any of the powers and duties of the Collector have been delegated

under rule 20, an appeal shall lie to the Collector provided the same be
preferred within one month

from the date of the order

appealed

against,

and the order passed by the Collector on such appeal shall be subject to
revision by the Board of Revenue.
Tn computing the period of limitation for an appeal from an order as
aforesaid, the day on which the order was passed and the time requisite for
obtaining a copy of the order appealed against shall be excluded.

Every order passed by the Collector or by any of his gazetted subordinates, which has not been appealed against, may, fur good and sufficient

cause and on application made by any party deeming himself aggrieved by
such order, be reviewed and rescinded or varied by the Collector who passed

the order or his successor in office or by the Board of Revenue.
B.P., No. 7, 15-1-1900.

Chap. XX.
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Forms of Obligations and Agreements executed by Managers and
Guardians and of Public Commissions issued to them.

A —Form

:

or OxsricaTIoN To nE BXECUTED

By Manacsr.

Section 10, Regulation V of 1804.

iL

having voluntarily taken upon myself the management of the property of
, incapacitated Proprittor (or Proprietrix) of
, do hereby
solemnly promise and engage to manage the said property diligently and
faithfully for the said Proprietor (or Proprietrix) and to use all the means

in my power to improve the property for the benefit of the owner. I also
promise and engage to render a true and just account of my administration,
andto be answerable for all embezclomént or misapplication of the property, to the extent of three times the amount which may be proved to have
een embezzled or misapplied during my management. And I further
geto adhere to such Regulations as have been, or may hereafter be,
framed for the guidance of Managers by the Court of Wards, and to abstain
from all other advantage, directly or indirectly, than the allowance granted

to me from the property committed to my charge under the authority of

the Court of Wards.
i

B.—Form

C.P., No. 2205, 14-11-72.

or OsnicaTION TO BE EXECUTED BY GUARDIAN.

Section 21, Regulation V of 1804.
ae

haying voluntarily accepted the office of guardian of
ன்
being the disqualified Proprietor (or Proprietrix) of
do hereby solemnly promise and engage to execute the duties committed to
me zealously and faithfully, to the bestof my judgment, and according to
the Regulations; I will conscientiously appropriate the allowance granted
for the maintenance and for the education of my ward to the benefit of
the said

ward;

and will abstain from all other

adyantage than

what may

‘be allowed to me by due authority, directly or indirectly arising fromof my
all
office of guardian ; I also engage to render true and faithful accounts of formoneys received by me on account of my ward, under the penalty
been
feiting treble the amount of any sums which may be proved to have
embezzled or misapplied ; and I do hereby bind myself, my heirs and

snecessors, to make good the said penalty upon due proof of my default.
O.P., No. 2205, 14-11-72.
106
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C.—Form or AGREEMENT

211,

para.

3, NoTE

BY THE MANAGER

Chap.

(1).

XX.

or AN HsraTR.

I.—Form to be used when cash ts deposited as security.
Acreemznt made the
day of
Between
“of
ம
of the one part and the Court oi Wards, Madras, constituted under
Regulation V of 1804, passed by the Governor in Council of Fort St.

George, entitled ““A Regulation for constituting a Court of Wards, for
declaring the powers vested in the said Court and for defining
under which those powers are to be exercised” of the other part.

the said

the rules
Whereas

has been nominated by the said Court of

Wards to and has yoluntarily taken upon himself the management of the
property of
incapacitated Peers of
upon

the terms and conditions hereinafter contained and hs signed the obligation
prescribed by Section

10 of the said Regulation.

And whereas the said

in consideration of his being so nominated to the

management of the said property has delivered to and deposited with the
Collector of the district of

the sum of Rs.

in cash for the purpose of in part securing and indemnifying the

said Court

of Wards

and

its successors

against allloss

and damage

which

they may respectively in any way suffer by reason of the said property or

the income thereof or any part or parts thereof respectively being in any

way consumed wasted embezzled stolen misspent lost misapplied or other-

wise dishonestly negligently or by or through oversight or violence made
away or parted with by the said
:
by him the said

-

and as security for the due and faithful performance

of this agreement.

Now

these Presents Witness and the said
coth hereby
agree with the said Court of Wards and its successors that he the said
shall and will from time to time and at all

times so long as he shall continue in the management of the said property and when required so to do appear personally before the Collector

for the time being of the District of
as Agent
for the said Court of Wards.
And shall and will as such Manager as afore-

Said manage the said property diligently aud faithfully for the said Prater
improve the said property for the benefit of the owner thereof. Andee
and will as such Manager as aforesaid pay or remit promptly monthly shall
and
every month to the Treasury at
on
account
of
the
Collector for the time being of the District of
for
and
on account of the said Court of Wards all sums of money received ly him
the said
4rom
on account or in respect of the said
property and at the expiration of every oryear
of his
management render
to the said Collector for and on account of the saidsaid
Court
of Wards a true
and just account of his the said
administration of the said
property. And shall and will be personally answerable
embozzloment
or misapplication of the said property fo the extent forof allthree
the
amount which may be proved to have been embezzled or misappliedtimesduring

and use all the means in the power of the said

bis management in consequence of any abuse

of his trust

ட் make good

any loss which the said property or the" thereof may incur by
reason
of any negligence on the part of the sad
ee his man:
a of ae said property. And also shall and will as
1
sr as
aforesaid adhere to such rogulations
h r fe be feared ton tie: guidance of Vegers of ee
properties ee
of inca

tated Proprictors by the said Court of Wards.

And ‘will abstain from
கட்
ing any advantageto himself directly or indirectly
other than the allowance

Des
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from the property committed to his charge and sanctioned

by the said Court of Wards.

also agree

211,

with the

And the said

said Court of Wards

sum of Rupees

doth hereby

and its successors that the said

so deposited as aforesaid shall be and remain with

the Collector for the time being of the said District of

as

and for security to the said Court of Wards and its successors for the purposes aforesaid with full power for the said Collector from time to time as
aceasion shall require for and on behalf of the said Court of Wurds and its

successors to apply the said sum of Rupees
or a sufficient
indemnity as aforesaid of the said Oourt
of Wards and its successors as the case may require. And it is hereby also
portion thereof in or towards the
agreed and declared

by

and between the said

and the

said Court of Wards that on the vacation by the said

of his said office of Manager of the said property the said sum of Rupees
shall not be at once returned to him but shall be and remain
with the Collector for the time being of the said District of

for the further term of six months as security against any

loss that may have been incurred by the said Court

of Wards or its succes-

sors owing to the neglect or default of the said
and
which may not have been discovered until after the vacation of his said
office of Manager by the said
. Provided always and it

is lastly hereby agreed and declare by and between the said
and the said Court of Wards

that all questions

between the parties as to any breach by the said

which

shall

arise

of any

of the terms of this agreement or as to the duties or obligations of the said
ய
‘as such Manager as aforesaid shall be determined by
the Collector for the time being of the said District of
whose decision thereon shall be final and conclusive and altogether operative

and binding upon the said
unless he shall within three
months after such decision shall be communicated to him appeal therefrom
to the said Court of Wards or its successors and the decision of the said
Court of Wards or its successors upon any such question as aforesaid shall

be final and conclusive and altogether operative and binding upon the said
and shall not be open to question or dispute by him upon
any ground whatsoever. In witness whereof the said

hhas hereunto set his hand the day and year first aboye written.

Signed by the abovenamed }
in
the presence of

:

I.—Forin to be used when moveable property other than oash te
deposited as seourity.

Acxesaenr made the
day of
Between
ட
of
of the one part and the
Court of Wards, Madras, constituted under Regulation V of 1804, passed
by the Governor in Council of Fort Saint George, entitled ‘* A Regulation
for constituting a Court of Wards, for declaring the powers vested in the
said Court and for defining the rules under which those powers are to be
has been
exercised” of the other part. Whereas the said
nominated by the said Court of Wards to and has voluntarily taken upon
incapacitated
himself the management of the property of
5

upon the terms and conditions hereinafter con-

fained and has signed the obligation prescribed by Section 10of the said
Regulation. And Whereas the said
in consideration of his

being so nominated to the management of the said property has delivered to

840
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the move-
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able property in the schedule hereunder written mentioned of the aggregate

yalue

of Rupees

ற

ம

for the purpose of in part

ட் and

al loss
indemnifying the said Court of Wards and its successors against
the said proand damage which they may

in gny way suffer by reason of

perty or the income thereof or any part or parts thereof

respectively being

im any way consumed wasted embezzled stolen misspent lost misapplied
or otherwise dishonestly negligently or by or through oversight or violence
made away or parted with by the said
and as security for the
due and faithful performance by him the said
of this agreement.
Now these Presents Witness and the said
doth hereby
agree with the said Court of Wards and its successors that he the said
shall and will from time to time and at all times so long as he

shall continue in the management of the said property and when required so

to do appear personally before the Collector for the time being of the

District of
as agent for the said Court of Wards.
And
shall and will as such Manager as aforesaid manage the said property dili-

gently and faithfully for the said PSPS: and use all the means in the power
of the said
to improve the said property for the benefit
of the owner thereof. And shall and will as such Manager as aforesaid pay

or remit promptly monthly and every menth to the Treasury at

on account of the Collector for the time being of the District of
for and on account of the said Court of Wards all sums of money
received by him the said
from or on account or in respect

of the said property and at the expiration of every year of his said manage-

ment render to the said Collector for and on account of the said Court of Wards
a true and just account of his the said
administration of the

said property. And shall and will be personally answerable for all embezzlement or misapplication of the said property to the extent of three times the
amount which may be proved to have been embezzled or misapplied durin,
his management in consequence of any abuse of ‘his trust ae make

ப்

any loss which 0௦ ம்ம் நாலிரு 02 நிய ல
hereof may incur by reason
‘of any negligence on the part of the said
in the management of the said property. And also shall and will as such Manager as
aforesaid adhere to such regulations as haye been or may hereafter be
framed for the guidance of Managers of

properties of incapacitated proprietors

‘by the said Court of Wards. And will abstain from obtaining any advantage
to himself directly or indirectly other than the allowances granted to him
from the property committed to his charge and sanctioned by the said Court
of Wards. And the said
doth hereby agree with the
said Court of Wards and its successors that the said moveable property so
deposited as aforesaid shall be and remain with the Collector for the time
being of the District of
as and for security to the said Court
of Wards and its successors for the purposes aforesaid with full power for

id Collector from time to time as occasion shall require for and on
of the said Court of Wards and its successors to sell all or any of
moyeable property either by public auction or private contract and

or to resend any contract for sale without being responsible for
988 occasioned thereby and to apply the proceeds of any such sales
x deducting thereont all expenses connected with such sale or a sufficient
of such proceeds in or towards the indemnity of the said Court of
the case may require. And itis hereby agreed and declared that
ot of the Collector for the time being of the district of
for the proceeds of any such sale as aforesaid or for
for any such moveable property as aforesaid which may be

discharge the
or persons paying the same thereund to see to the application thereof and from being

Chap. EX.
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responsible for any loss or misapplication thereof. And itis hereby also
agreed and declared by and between the said
and the said Court of Wards that on the yacation by the said
of his said office of Manager of the said property the
said moveable property or so much thereof as shall not have been sold
under the provisions in that behalf hereinbefore contained shall not be at
once returned to him but shall be and remain with the Collector for the time
being of the District of
for the further term of six months
as security against any loss that may haye been incurred by the said Court
of Wards or its successors owing to the neglect or default of the said
and which may not have been discovered
until after the vacation of his said office of Manager by the said
ன்
Provided always and it is lastly hereby agreed and declared by and between
the said
and the said Court of Wards that all questions which
shall arise between the parties as to any breach by the said
of any of the terms of this agreement

or as to the

duties

or obligations of the said
as such Manager as aforesaid
shall be determined by the Collector for the time being of the said District
of
whose decision thereon shall be final and conclusive and
altogether operative and binding upon the said
unless he
shall within three months after such decision shall be communicated to him
appeal therefrom to the said Court*of Wards or its successors and the decision of the said Court of Wards or its successors upon any such questions
as aforesaid shall be final and conclusive and altogether operative and

Binding upon the said
and shall not be open to
question or dispute by him upon any ground whatsoever. In witness
whereof the said
has hereunto set his hand the day
and year first above written.
The Schedule above referred to.

Signed by the abovenamed } :
in the
presence of
C.Ps., No. 480, 15-2-92;

No, 2075, 18-6-92.

III.— Form to be used when immoveable property is furnished as security.
Acnummyt made the
day of
of

Wards,

Between

Madras, constituted under

of the one part and the Court of

Regulation V of 1804,

passed by the

Governor in Council of Fort St. George, entitled “ A Regulation for constituting a Court of Wards, for declaring the powers vested in the said Court
and for defining the rules under which

those powers are to be exercised ” of

the other part. Whereas the said
has been nominated by the
said Court of Wards to and has voluntarily taken upon himself the management of the property of
incapacitated Pmpretor o¢

upon the terms and conditions hereinafter

contained and has signed the obligation prescribed by section 10 of the said

Regulation.
And whereas the said
in consideration of his being so nominated to the management of the said

property has agreed to transfor to the said Court of Wards the immoyeable

property in the first schedule hereunder written more particularly mentioned
and described
of the value of Rs.
and has delivered
to the Collector of the district of
the title-deeds of such

Chap. XX.
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in the second schedule hereunder written the
immoyeable property enumerated

transfer of such immoveable property being for the purpose of in part securing
and indemnifying the said Court of Wards and its successors against all loss

and damage which they may respectively in any way suffer by reason of the
said property or the income thereof or any part or parts thereof respectively

being in any way consumed wasted embezzled stolen misspent lost misapplied

or otherwise dishonestly negligently or by or through oversight or violence
made away or parted with by the said

and as security for

the due and faithful performance by him the said
of this agreement. Now these presents witness and the said

doth hereby agree with the said Court of Wards and its successors

that he the said

shall and will from

time to time and at all times so long as he shall continue in the management
of the said property and when required so to do appear personally before the

Collector for the time being of the district of

as Agent forthe said Court of Wards.

And shalland will as such Manager

aforesaid manage the said property diligently and faithfully for the said
‘Bropseter

re
thereof.

and use all the means in the power of the said

to improve the said
property for the benefit of the owner
And shall and will as such Manager as aforesaid pay or remit

promptly monthly and every month to the treasury at
account of the Collector for the time being of the district of

on

for and on account of the said Court of Wards all sums of

money received by him the said

from or on account or in

‘respect of the said property and’at the expiration of every year of his said
it render to the said Collector for and on account of the said Court
ம் டர just account of his the said

administration of the said property. And shall and will be personsaid property
‘the extent of three times the amount which may be proved to have been
led or misapplied during his management‘in consequence of any

ally answerable for all embezzlement or misapplication of the

abuse
of his

trust

and make good any loss which the said property or the

tetean thereof may incur by reason of any negligence on the part of the
sad
in his management of the said

property.
u ch

_ of
We

re

And also shall and will as such Manager as aforesaid adhere to

egulationsas have been or may hereafter be framed for the guidance

Managers
ee
of incapacitated proprietors by the said Court of
‘Andwill abstain from obtaining any advantage to himself directly

‘or indirectly other than the allowance granted to him from the property committed
to his charge and sanctioned by the said Court of Wards.

And these

presents also witness that in pursuance of the said agreement in this behalf

and for the consideration aforesaid he the said

ம

doth hereby assign and transfer unto the said Court of Wards
‘its successors and assigns all that the immovyeable property in the first
edule hereunder written particularly mentioned and described together

all buildings thereon and appurtenances thereto and allthe estate right
r

ன்

and demand of him

jonthe same premises.

the said

‘To hold the said immoyeable

unto the said Court of Wards its successors and

x

nature
and tenure thereof subject to the terms
the proviso

esaid
the

for redemption

ட்

respectively

5

aes

and

conditions

hereinafter con-

doth hereby
‘shall rem: ain vested in the said Court of Wards its

said Court of Wards and
for r

its successors that the said

security,to the said Court of Wards‘ and

aforesaid.
:

Provided always and it is hereby
_
shall
at alll times
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during the continuance of his said management faithfully and honestly
carry out and perform all the terms and conditions of these presents and of
the said obligation signed by him as prescribed by section 10 of the said
Regulation then at the expiration of six months after the vacation by him
of his said office of Manager during
the said
which term of six months the said immoveable property shall remain vested
in the said Court of Wards or its successors as security against any loss
that may have been incurred by the said Court of Wards or its successors
owing to the neglect or default of the said
and which may not have been discovered until after the vacation of his said
the said Oourt of
office of Manager by the said
Wards its successors or assigns shall re-assign and re-transfer the said
immoveable property and premises hereinbefore expressed to be hereby
his
assigned and transforrel unto the said
heirs executors administrators legal representatives and assigns or as he or
they shall direct. Provided always and it is lastly hereby agreed and
and the said Court of Wards
declared by and between the said
that all questions which shall arise between the parties as to any breach by
the said
of any of the terms of this agreement or
as such
as to the duties or obligations of the sai
Manager as aforesaid shall be detgrmined by the Collector for the time
whose decision thereon
being of the said District of
shall be final and conclusive and altogether operative and binding upon the
said
his executors administrators legal representatives and
assigns unless he or they shall within three months after such decision shall
be communicated to him or them appeal therefrom to the said Court of
Wards or its successors and the decision of the said Court of Wards or its
successors upon any such question as aforesaid shall be final and conclusive
and altogether operative and binding upon the said
his executors administrators legal representatives and assigns and
shall not be open to question or dispute by him or them upon any ground
has hereunto
whatsoever. In witness whereof the said
set his hand the day and year first above written.
The First Schedule above referred to.

Enea
All that piece or parcel of land situated at
Registration District of
in_the Sub-registration
District of
being bounded on the north by
on the south by
on the east by
and on the west by
and containing in the whole by
admeasurement
or thereabouts.
The Second Schedule above referred to.

Signed by the abovenamed
in the
presence of
G.Ps., No. 480, 15-2-98; No. 2075, 18-6-92.

LV.--Form of Agreement to be used when Personal Seourity is given.

of
Kxow all men by these presents that we
are held and firmly
of
‘and
of
pound unto the Court of Wards, Madras, constituted under Regulation V
of 1804 passed by the Governor in Council of Fort St. George, entitled
‘4 Regulation for constituting a Court of Wards, for declaring the powers
yested in the said Court and for defining the rules under which those powers
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to be paid to the said Court

of Wards its successors or assigns or to its or their certain Attorney or
‘Attorneys for which

we bind

payment well and truly to be made

ரர ரர ரட்ட

ourselves

ரப்பி கர் every two

டர வரராகவ

of us bind ourselves our heirs execators administrators

jointly and each of us binds himself his heirs executors

and representatives
administrators

and

representatives severally firmly by these presents sealed with our respective
seals dated this

day of
. Whereas the above bounden
has been nominated by the said Court of Wards to and

has yoluntarily taken upon himself the management of the property of

incapacitated Pe
ae
upon the terms
and conditions hereinafter contained and has signed the obligation prescribed by section 10 of the said Regulation.
And whereas the said
in consideration of his being so nominated to the management of the

said property has entered into the above bond in the penal sum of Rs,
‘with the above bounden

and

as his the said
sureties for the purpose of in
part securing and indemnifying the said Court of Wards and its successors

against all loss and damage which they may respectively in any way suffer

by reason of the said property or the income thereof or any part or parts

thereof respectively

being in any

way

~onsumed

wasted

embezzled

stolen

misspent lost misapplied or otherwise dishonestly negligently or by or
through oyersight or violence made away or parted with by the said
and as security for the due and faithfal Performance by him the

sai
of his said employment.
above written bond is such that if the sai

Now the condition of the

shall from time to time and at all times so long as he shall

continue in the

management of the said property and when required so to do appear personally before the Collector for the time being of the District of
as Agent for the said Oourt of Wards and shall as such
Manager as aforesaid manage the said property diligently and faithfully
for the said #°=<t" and use all the means in the power of the said

to improve the said property for the benefit of the owner thereof
and shall as such Manager as aforesaid pay or remit promptly monthly
and every month to the treasury at
on account of the
Collector for the time being of the District of

for and

‘on account of the said Court of Wards all sums of money received by him

the said
from or on account or in respect of the said
roperty and at the expiration of every year of his said management render
to
e said Collector for and on account of the said Court of Wardsa true
and just account of his the said
administration of

-

the said property and shall be personally answerable for all embezzlement or

misapplication of the said property to the extent of three times the amount

which may be proved to have been embezzled or misapplied during his
management ee in consequence
of any abuse of his trust and shall make good
‘any loss which the said5 property or the 0) H=prietor thereof may incur by reason
of any negligence on the part of the said
in his management of thesaid property and shall as such Manager as aforesaid adhere to
such regulations as haye been or may hereafter be framed for the guidance
of Managers of properties of incapacitated proprictors by the said Court of
‘Wards and shall abstain from obtaining any advantage to himself directly or
"indirectly other than the allowance granted to hini from the property
com‘mitted to hic charge and sanctioned by the said Court of
Wards then the
ve written bond shall be void otherwise the same shall be and remein in

force and yirtue. Provided alway: aud itis hereby agreed and declared
sbility of the above bounden
and

or any
of them their or any
of their heirs executors ~
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administrators or representatives on the above written bond shall not cease
on the vacation by the said

of his said office

of

Manager of the said property but shall continue for the further term of six
months as security against any loss that may have been incurred by the
said Court of Wards or its successors owing to the neglect or default of the
said
and which may not have been discovered
until after the vacation of his said office of Manager by the said
. _ Provided also and it is lastly hereby agreed and
declared{by and between the said
and
and the said Court of Wards that all questions
which shall arise between the parties as to any breach by the said
of any of the terms of these presents or as to the duties or
obligations of the said
as such
Manager as aforesaid shall be determined by the Collector for the time
being of the said District of
whose decision thereon
shall be final and conclusive and altogether operative and binding upon the
said
and
and each and every of
them unless they or some or one of them shall within three months after
such decision shall be communicated to them respectively appeal therefrom
to the said Court of Wards or its successors and the decision of the said
Court of Wards or its suecessors uppn any such question as aforesaid shall
be final and conclusive and altogether operative and binding upon the said
and
and each and
every of them and shall not be open to question or dispute by them or any
of them upon any ground whatsoever.
Signed sealed and delivered by the abovenamed
in the presence of
Signed sealed and delivered by the abovenamed
in the presence of
Signed sealed and delivered by the abovenamed
ம்
in the presence of
C.Ps., No. 480, 15-2-92 ; No. 2075, 18-6-92.

D.—Fonm

or AcrurmeNT

BY THE GuARDIAN oF A Disouattrrap Person.

Acnusuent made the

day of

between
of
one part and the Court of Wards, Madras, constituted under
of 1804,

passed by the Governor

in

Council

of Fort

St.

of the
Regulation V

George,

entitled

oA Bango for constituting a Court of Wards, for declaring the powers

vested in the said Court and for defining the rules under which those powers
part. Whereas the said
are to be exercised” of the other
has been nominated by the said Court of Wards to and

has voluntarily accepted the office of Guardian of
being the disqualified promstor of

upon the terms and conditions hereinafter contained and has signed

the obligation prescribed by section 21 of the said Regulation and whereas
the said
in consideration of his being
nominated to the office of{Guardian of the said
delivered to and deposited with the Collector of the District of

_ _ the sum
of Rs.

so

in cash for the purpose of in part

securing and indemnifying the said Court of Wards and its successors

against all loss and damage which they may respectively in any way suffer
reason of the allowance granted for the maintenance

tion of the said

and for the educa-

or any part or parts thereof being
107
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being of the said District of
whose decision
thereon shall be final and conclusive and altogether operative and binding
on the said
unless he shall within three months

after
such decision shall be communicated to him appeal therefrom to the
said Court of Wards or its successors and the decision of the said Court of
Wards or its suecessors upon any such question as aforesaid shall be final

and conclusive and altogether operatife and binding upon the said
and shall not be open to question or dispute by him
upon any ground whatsoever. In witness whereof the said
has hereunto set his hand the day
and year first aboye written.
Signed by the aboyenamed
in |.
the presence of
G.Ps,, No. 480, 15-2-92; No. 2075, 18-6-92.

E.—Form
To

or Commission

ro Manacer.

ட
in the District of

of

Wuerzas, under the provisions of Regulation V of 1804, the Court of
Wards Les appointed you Manager of the property of
incapacitated Proprietor (or Proprietrix) of
and
WHEREAS you have given due and sufficient security for your personal
appearance during the course of your management, and have executed
the Form of Obligation enacted by Section 10 of the said Regulation V
of

1804:

You are
Collector of
ment, under
take notice,

hereby furnished by me,
அய,
the District aforesaid, with this Publie Commission of Managemy official seal and signature; and you are hereby required to
as follows :—

1st—That an allowance of Re.
a month
will be granted to you, as fixed by the Court of Wards, by way of compensation for the trouble and responsibility of the management.
2ndly—That if you shal be proved to have abused your trust, the
Court of Wards possesses authority to enforce the penalty of the obligation
executed by you, and to dismiss you from your charge; provided always
that you will not thereby be precluded, should you consider yourself to be
aggricyed by such decision of the Court of Wards, from instituting a suit

in the Civil Courts for the recovery of the amount of the said penalty.
3rdly.—That you shall have power to nominate the several officers (and
to appoint their salaries) requisite for the administration of the property

subject to the revision of the Qollector, and to the final confirmation or
rejection of the Court of Wards.
You will therefore, now, with the least

practicable delay, submit a nominal roll of the establishment you propose to
entertain, with the salaries in each case.
4thly.—That you shall have the entire

charge of the estate, real and

personal, of the incapacitated Proprietor (or Proprictrix) aforesaid;
including all Malguzari and Lakhiraj lands, and all houses, tenements,
ods,

and moveable

property:

excepting

only the houses

in which

the

கன் (or Proprietrix) may reside, together with the articles of move-

able property required for the use and comfort of the said Proprietor (or
Proprietrix).
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or Commission To GuaRDIAN.

To
of
in the District of

உ

‘Wuaneas, under the provisiong2f Regulation V of 1804, the Court of

Wards has confirmed your appointment of Guardian to
incapacitated Proprietor (or Proprietrix) of
and wHursas you have accepted the Trust, and have given
security for your personal appeurance during the continuance of the said
‘Trust, and have executed the Form of Obligation enacted by Section 21,
Regulation V of 1804—
Now you are hereby invested with your Trust by this Public Commission under the official seal and the signature of me,

, Esq., Collector of the District; and you are hereby

required to take notice as follows :—

1st.—That whereas by reason of (onsanguinity, friendship, or other good

oause) you are willing to execute the office of Guardian
gratuitously, no
fixed salary sball be allowed you, but yon shall be entitled to charge and
recover from tho estate all money disbursed by you out of pocket.
Or if the Guardian be a paid Oficer.
1st.—That an allowance of Rs.
a month will be granted to you

as fixed by the Oourt of Wards, by way of compensation for the trouble
and responsibility of the guardianship.
2ndly.—That you shall receive the allowance appropriated to the use of
your ward, viz., the sum equal to 10 per cent. of the Permanent Assessment,

which will be paid monthly by the Collector to you, in the proportion of the
public revenue actually received from the property in any month and not
otherwise, except that it is competent to the Court of Wards to increase or
diminish the said allowance.

8rdiy.—That you shall appropriate the said allowance, at your discre-

tion, for the good and benefit of your ward, subject however to the inspection

and control of the Collector and ultimately of the Court of Wards.
4thly.—That-you shall choose and recommend proper servants to be

employed in the service of your ward, subject to the approval of the Collector

aad of the Court of Wards, provided that the expense of the wages of such
servants shall be defrayed from the funds appointed for the maintenance of

the ward.

5thly.—That you shall deliver monthly accounts to the Collector of your

receipts and

disbursements, which accounts shall be liable

to revision and

retrenchment by the Collector.
6thly—That you shall also furnish complete annual accounts to the

Collector, supported by good and true vouchers, and attested bye solemn
declaration of their correctness.

thly.—(a) That the general superintendence and control of the educa~
tion of your ward, and of his younger brother or brothers entitled to

maintenance at the charge of the estate, is yested in the Collector, who may
determine the place of their residence (with or without the Guardian) within
the Presidency of Fort St. George, and may direct that they shall attend,

for the purpose of education, such school or college as may seem expedient,
or thay appoint a tutor for their tuition ; and who may make such

as may be necessary for their proper care and maintenance during
_ of their education.

ல
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APPENDIX V.
Form of Lease.

Dzep

of lease made the

and Agent

Collector of

lossor of the one part and

between

day of

to the Court of Wards

of

hereinafter called the

hereinafter called

the lessee of the other part,

* Or Zaminderi or

proper
other
scription.

de-

situate, &e.,

Whereas the estate * of

at present
é&e. (here enter description of estate) is .
Wards
of
Court
the
‘of
ement
under the manag

a
» has applied to the said Court for
‘And whereas the said
contained,
after
herein
terms
the
upon
years
for
estate
said
the
lease of
of such lease by
ee tha Court of Wards has sanctioned the grant
Proceedings, dated, &e., &.
for the Court
lessor as Agent
Now these presents witness thet the said
the rent and conditions hereinof
n
eratio
consid
in
,
hereby
doth
of Wards
the said estate of
reserved and contained, lsaso unto the said lessee

after

day

from the

for the term of

of

the terms and
years thence next ensuing at the rent end upon

conditions hereinafter contained, viz.—
or to the agent for the time being
1) The lessee shall pay to the lessor
payable
y rent of Rs.
yearl
the
ns
Assig
his
or
s
of the Court of Ward
(here enter dates and amounts of
instalments
every year by the following
lments
insta
of
s
arrear
and
s)
lment
insta
arrears of rent.

shall bear

the

same

interest as

nt of loss of crops from failure of rain
(2) No remission of rent on accoued
to the said lessee.
grant
be
shall
or on any other account
on behalf
term to collect the land-cess quit(3) The lessee is during the said lf
rents
the
and
s
sment
asses
the
himse
for
of the estate and is to recoiveinams
.
hitherto usually payable on
subsequent to the
(4) Any

ed
increase of quit-rent on inams grant
the Collector,
ement, which may be fixed after inquiry by

ermanont settl
nted for by the lessee in addition to
shall be collected and separately accou
by him.
paid
be
to
the rent hereinbefore stipulated
and the
legal means at his comm

(6) The lessee shall cause by all the the usual accounts of occupation,
rs to keep
ms
karna and other Village Officeregul
ding to the
arity and correctness accor
with
Ealivation, collection, &c.,
officers of
the
of
ction
inspe
the
for
them
t
submi
existing Tules, and to
he shall also submit
Goverament when required; and

n
management and all other informatio
Court of Wards the accounts of his the
Wards or the Collector may
of
Court
that
estate
said
the
connected with

call for so far as lies in his power.
buildings,
-(6) The lessee shall keep all the them
over
déliver

&c., in their present

in the same condition at

condition, order, and repair, an
the;expiration or sooner determination of tho said lease.
:
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APPENDIX

VI.

2
Opinion of Counsel (M.R.Ry. 8. Subrahmanya Aiyar Avargal, Diwan
Bahadur, O.I.E.) regarding the Law on Alienations.-

(ர. Alienations may be absolute or transfers in the nature of leases;
each gives rise to different considerations. I shall state what, in my
opinion, is the law in reference to each class of cases. Before doing s0, it
is however necessary to observe that the language of two recent decisions
of the Privy Council on the subject renders the task of stating the law on
some of the points connected with the subject, one of considerable
difficulty. In the case reported at page 272, L.L.R., 10 Allahabad, their
Lordships of the Privy Couneil hold that the doctrine of right by birth is
inapplicable to the case of impartible zamindaris. The applicability of the
above fundamental principle, on which the whole Mitakshara system of
coparcenary rests, having beon denid, it is difficult to see how any distinetion as to the legal principle governing devolution and succession is to be
made between
kinsmen, who

the case of male issue and that of unseparated
would take in the absence of such male issue.

collateral
The only

logical course, under the cireumstances, is to hold that collateral as well as
lineal successors take the property as if it were the separate property of the
deceased. But the Privy Council have ruled otherwise, as will appear
from section LV of this opinion. The consequence is, that the authorities
haye got into such astate of confusion as, in my opinion, to make it
practically impossible to deduce from them any consistent rules, based on
principles known to the Hindu Law and admitted by the Privy Council
to be applicable to impartible estates. The uncertainty and doubt thus
introduced into the subject are, I am afraid, not likely to be removed until
the Privy Council gives a decision, much more clearly expressed, than those
just referred to. The proper construction, however, to be put on theIt
‘authorities as they stand is, I think, what I state in section IV below.
js one which would disturb the law (as it has been hitherto understood wasto
be), no more than is strictly necessary to give full effect to what
actually decided by the Privy Council in the recent cases alluded to above.
‘II. As regards absolute alienations, the questions for discussion
appear to be three—First, what power of alienations is possessed by ofa
provisions
zamindar? secondly, how far is that power aifected by {the the
statute of
Regulation XXV of 1802, section 8? thirdly, when doesalienations
so far
limitations bar the right of his successor to set aside such
as they are invalid?
‘JIL. The right of the zamindar to alien the whole or any part theof
laid down by
his zamindari, provided he complies with the formalities
XXV of 1802.
legislature, is neither given nor restricted by Regulation they
are “not
Such alionations are by section 8 to be recognized so far as Regulations
“zepugnant to the Muhammadan or Hindu Law, or to therestrict the rightof
«the British Government.” There are no regulations which
of a zamindar to alien, and therefore in such case it becomes a question—
what does the Hindu Law permit him to do?
“TY. (i) An impartible zamindari can, of course, be held by only
one member of a family at a time, and though neither the corpus nor the

annually accruing income is divisible among the members of the family
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alienating

rom

treated as joint pro-

ன்

id down by the Privy Council (9

s

LA., 349;

it ownership is that the

property except

the

17 LA,

128).

for purposes warrant

by

and L.R.,

ட் for the time pane ள்

» 287, TLR: 10‘alinhabad). ‘the position of a zamindar, who

the lutter, analogous to that of a qualified

aid

down by

) are joint
the Privy

i

0

respect of such zamindaris
case is at
‘Allahabad

to that decision.
vhat the law was understoodto be prior
not only unseparated brothers and other male
dar, but also his

in the zamindari
i

le issue, were

held to be

ali were held equally entitled to
without legal necessity.

But in

uncil ruled that sons are not joint
impartible zamindari, and in

r

ர
igh

Court

of such py

to be applicable
page 197),
Mndras,

i
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zamindar without legal necessity cannot in any

such collateral successors in the property.

way affect

the interest

of

‘Y, Next, as to the effect of Regulation XXV of 1802, section 8,
to register his aliena.
ofa Hindu zamindar. Consequently, eyen if he were
only result would be
the
kist,
the
of
nt
appointme
an
procure,
to
tion, und
on which the
nothing is to be found in that section which can be said to extend the rights

that, in the event of a sale for arrefirs of revenue, the portion

Supposing, however, that the
arrears arose could alone be made liable.
with, the question is
complied
been
not
haye
8
section
of
formalities

validity of the alienasphether euch non-compliance in any way affects tho ration
rendered the
non-regist
fon, In 3 H.C. 5, it was held that been
overruled. In the Vizia-

transaction invalid, but this view has since

nagram

case, reported in L.R., XII,

Indian appeals, page 82, the Privy

that it
Council stated that the true construction of the Regulation was
public
the
of
interests
the
secure
to
only
alienations
on.
s
restriction
imposed
otherwise
grants,
disturb
to
power
no
have
would
revenue and the zamindar
n.

valid, made by his predecessor or titles to inams acquired Ly prescriptio

(whether the alienation

is

«VI. Now as to the question of limitation
against tho grantor.
duly registered or not) it would certainly be validbe asbound
by the grant and

If his successor be a son or other heir, he would

no question of limitation can arise.

But if the successor

is @ person

succeding by. survivorship, then the cause of action to him would first
run
arise at the time the succession opens to him and the statute would

from that date.

statute has once run against a successor, it is clear that

“VII. If the
successor. ‘The
~ no fresh right of action could acorne to suchCourtsuccessor’s
(3 H.C., 158) and their
been expressly ruled by the High

int has
Council (V Madras Jurist,have389);no
has been affirmed by the Privylast-named
Uecision
successor would
that such
plain

on principle it seems
claim what descended
Tight in respect of which he could sue. He could only
had lost the
grantor
the
But
successor.
his
and
grantor
tahim from the
the statute. Any doubt there
right by his grant and the successor byseems
by Act XV of
might ever have been upon this pointopposition totobetheremoved
1 H.C., 89,
in
ruling
in
declares
which
28,
section
1877,
the period hereby limited to any person for

that ‘at the determination of

instituting a suit for possession of any property, his right to such

property

shall be extinguished.”

in the nature of
‘VEIL. The second class of alienations are those
but as denoting any
sense,
technical
a
in
not
used,
here
is
term
The
leases.
right thereto is

the reversionary

qrrangement whereby the property and but the possession, either permapecognized as remaining in the zamindar,
in another for some recurring consideration.
nenlly or temporarily, is vested

tenures;

(5) leases at full

(a) service
assessment; (d) possession at a
aseosement; (2) leases at a favourable
assessment on mere sufference, but

‘Phese cases resolye themselves into
fayourable

assessment

or

without any express contract.

without

inams, or lands held on what is
©EX, (a) The law as to the servicetenure,
is laid down in four Privy

mown in this presidency as amaram
LA.,
128; 8 Moore's L.A., 327; 10 Moore’s
Council cases (7 Moore’s LA.,
be
to
seems
decisions
these
of
result
The
429),

16; and 5 Bengal L.R.,
<< that in eyery case the right to resume

must

depend

ina great measure

the terms of the particular
“npon the nature of the particular tenure, onor pure
amaram tenure, that is,
« grant” (5 Bengal L.R., 544). Lands held
are resumable at
himself,
zamindar
the
to
forthe performance of services
ense with the services (7 Moore's
leasure, as soon as he chooses to
are such as the zamindar
6 services
where
otherwise
is
ee 128). But it
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is bound to continue and provide for, the public or the Government having
an interest in them (10 Moore’s I.A., 16). And where an estate is granted,
burdened with a certain office, the grant, will not be resumable on the
ceasing of the duties, unless the continued performance of the service was
the whole motive to and consideration for the grant, or unless the instrusent by express words declared that, the service ceasing, the tenure should

determine (6 Bengal L.R., 544; 8 Modwe’s L.A., 327).
zamindar himself can resume,

perhaps

be cases where

snecessor could.

Of course where the

his heir can also resume.

the grantor could

there

But

where

not resume, but

These will be spoken of under head (c).

«(b) Leases at fall assessment for whatever
binding on the zamindar and his successor.

©(c) Leases at favourable rent, that
‘are binding on the grantor and his heirs
successors taking by survivorship, unless
some of the purposes named in Madras
clause (4).

duration

is, one below
including sons,
the lease has
Act VIII of

may

his

are equally

full assesement,
but not upon his
been granted for
1865, section 11,

© (@) Where the case is_merely that the tenant has been allowed to
hold possession for any period, however long, on payment of no rent or of a
favourable rent, there is nothing to prevent the zamindar or his heir from
assessing to the full amount whenever they choose.
‘X, Regulation XXV of 1802, section 8, has no application to leases
whether temporary or permanent (8 Moore’s L.A., 327; IV H.C,, 396,
overruling I.H.0., 141).
« XI. Lastly, as to the effect of the statute of limitation upon cases of ”

leases created by the grantor and resumable by his successors.

This will

always depend upon whether the resumption is in accordance with the
terms of the lease or holding, or is in violation of those terms. In the first
ease, the possession of the tenant, however long it may continue, is never
hostile to the claim to resume.

In the latter case, it is hostile,

and

there-

fore
the statute will run from the time when the right to resume or to exact
the full assessment accrues (Act XV of 1877, Schedule II, Article 130).
Therefore
in case (a) the statute

would

not begin

till the

services

were

iscontinued, or perhaps not till the grantor or his successor notified his
resumption of the amaram
ம். In case (¢) the grant would be good for
the life of the grantor and of those who succeed him, not as coparceners,
but as heirs.

But as against a successor taking by survivorship, the statute

would begin to run from the time the succession opens to him.

For the

Teasons given anie, section VIII, if the statute once ran against a successor

entitled fo question an alienation, no new right of action would arise in

fayour of the successor of that successor.

In case (d) the statute of limita-

tion would never begin to run until a demand for full rent and a refusal,
for, till then, the possession of the tenant was as tenant-at-will, and there
‘Was no hostile right set up (2 H.C., 22; 3 H.C., 1).
Z
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